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                            PREFACE 
 
Cold-formed steel members are used in virtually every area of construction.  In order to 
review the research findings and the design methods developed in this field, 22 
International Specialty Conferences on Cold-Formed Steel Structures have been held 
since 1971.  
 
In recent years, significant progress has been made in the development of design 
standards and in research studies of cold-formed steel members and structural systems 
throughout the world. The Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-
Formed Steel Structures was held in St. Louis, Missouri on November 5th and 6th, 2014.  
It was sponsored by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), Cold-Formed Steel 
Engineers Institute  (CFSEI), Metal Building Manufacturers Association (MBMA), Rack 
Manufacturers Institute (RMI), Steel Deck Institute (SDI), Ridg-U-Rak Inc., Steel 
Framing Industry Association (SFIA), and the Missouri University of Science and 
Technology (formerly University of Missouri-Rolla) in cooperation with the American 
Society of Civil Engineers Committee on Cold-Formed Members, Canadian Sheet Steel 
Building Institute, Structural Stability Research Council Task Group on Thin-Walled 
Metal Construction, and the Centre for Advanced Structural Engineering of the 
University of Sydney in Australia. 
 
This publication contains the 59 conference papers.  These papers not only report the 
results of recent research but also discuss many the technical developments in cold-
formed steel design and construction.  
 
This conference also saw the continuation of the Wei-Wen Yu Student Scholars Program, 
 the purpose  of which is to provide travel reimbursement support for university students 
to attend and present a paper at the conference, and the Wei-Wen Yu Outstanding Paper 
Award, which is given for the best student authored or co-authored paper presented at the 
conference.    
 
As Directors of the Conference, we are very grateful to all the sponsors and supporting 
organizations for their financial and technical support and to all authors for their 
contributions in the field of cold-formed steel structures.  Appreciation is also due to 
members of the Planning Committee (D. Allen, R.L. Brockenbrough, H.H. Chen, J. 
Crews, W.S. Easterling, , P. Ford, S.R. Fox, G.J. Hancock, R.B. Haws, D.L. Johnson, 
W.E. Kile, R.A. LaBoube, J.W. Larson, J.A. Mattingly, T.B. Pekoz, N. Rahman, B.W. 
Schafer, W.E. Schultz, P.A. Seaburg, W.L. Shoemaker, T. Sputo and W.W. Yu) for 
review and selection of papers and their advice in preparation of the conference. We also 
thank all of the session chairpersons listed in the program for their time and effort.  We 
also acknowledge the assistance of S.F. Stephens and A. Gheni during the conference. 
Special thanks are extended to Mrs. Christina Stratman for her assistance with the 
conference planning and organization as well as preparing this publication. 
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GBTUL 2.0 −A New/Improved Version of the GBT-Based Code 
for the Buckling Analysis of Cold-Formed Steel Members 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the very recent 2.0 release of software GBTUL – a computer code 
developed by the authors and made available as freeware at the website of the 
Department of Civil Engineering of the Technical University of Lisbon (Bebiano 
et al. 2013). The program performs linear buckling and vibration analyses of thin-walled 
bars based on Generalized Beam Theory (GBT), a bar theory that accounts for cross-
section deformation. Its domain of application is much wider than that of the previous 
release (1.0β ): indeed, it is now possible to analyze single or multi-span members (i) 
with various support conditions, including those stemming from discrete bracing systems, 
(ii) exhibiting open, closed or “mixed” (combining closed cells with open branches) 
cross-sections and (iii) acted by fairly arbitrary loadings, including concentrated and/or 
distributed transverse loads away from the member shear center axis. The Graphical 
User Interface (GUI) of the program is described and its main commands are addressed. 
For illustrative purposes, results concerning the buckling analysis of a two-span I-section 
beam subjected to mid-span concentrated loads are presented and discussed. 
 
Introduction 
It is well-known that, in general, the structural behavior of thin-walled bars is highly 
influenced by complex non-linear phenomena involving cross-section deformation. In 
the case of cold-formed steel members, the high slenderness of their walls renders them 
very susceptible to such phenomena, namely local and/or distortional buckling (e.g., 
Hancock 2007). In recent years, several research works aiming at contributing towards 
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the development of more efficient (safe and accurate) design rules for this type of 
structural elements have been reported, mostly in the U.S.A. and Australia. As a result of 
this activity, the Direct Strength Method (DSM – Schafer 2008), specifically devoted 
to cold-formed member design, has been included in the specifications of these two 
countries (and also of Brazil). The application of DSM requires the knowledge of 
member buckling loads and also of the nature of the corresponding buckling modes 
(local/distortional/global), a task that requires the use of structural analysis codes based 
on either (i) Generalized Beam Theory (GBT − e.g., Camotim et al. 2010a,b), (ii) the 
Constrained Finite Strip Method (cFSM – e.g., Li et al. 2014, Li and Schafer 2010a) or 
the Shell Finite Element Method (SFEM – e.g., Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2008). 
Naturally, the last approach is the most powerful and versatile, but it (i) involves the use 
of sophisticated computer programs, (ii) is rather time-consuming and, most of all, (iii) 
does not allow for a straightforward identification of the buckling mode nature3. On the 
other hand, the only cFSM-based software currently available (CUFSM 4.0, developed at 
Johns Hopkins University by Li and Schafer 2010b) – can only be applied to members 
acted by uniform internal force/moment diagrams and exhibiting fairly standard 
support conditions. Concerning vibration analyses, which are relevant in the context 
of serviceability limit state checks, the only options available are the use of GBT or 
SFE analyses. 
GBT is a thin-walled bar theory that takes into account the various types of cross-section 
deformation (local, distortional, shear, transverse extension) and provides an original 
modal representation of the member deformed configuration, which is expressed as a 
combination of products involving cross-section deformation modes and the respective 
longitudinal amplitude functions − in spite of its “SFE-like” capabilities, GBT retains the 
simplicity of one-dimensional theories. Following an intense activity on the development 
and dissemination of GBT that took place in the last few years, the authors made 
available a user-friendly computer code based on this approach, which takes full 
advantage of its modal features – the code name is GBTUL (acronym for “GBT at the 
University of Lisbon”)4 and its first (and only, up to now) release has been available 
online since 2008, as freeware, on the website of the Department of Civil Engineering 
of the (former) TULisbon (Bebiano et al. 2008). However, that first version of GBTUL 
is only applicable to isolated (single-span) members (i) with open cross-sections (i.e., 
no closed cells allowed), (ii) acted by loadings that may include only a few transverse 
loads applied at the shear centre axis and (iii) exhibiting a quite limited number of 
support conditions, specified only at the two end sections. 
                                                          
3 It should be noted that Casafont et al. (2011) and Nedelcu et al. (2014) have recently reported research 
activity on expressing the output of a SFE analysis in modal form. 
4 Previously, this acronym stood for “GBT at the Technical University of Lisbon”. The change is due to the 
fact that the former Technical University of Lisbon and University of Lisbon have recently merged 
together under the joint name “University of Lisbon”. 
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This work presents the 2.0 release of program GBTUL (Bebiano et al. 2013) and 
illustrates the potential of its application in the fields of buckling and vibration analysis of 
thin-walled members5. The code incorporates the latest developments concerning GBT 
formulations and applications to thin-walled members (not yet structural systems, such as 
trusses or frames, which can also be analyzed with GBT – e.g., Camotim et al. 2010c), 
which makes it possible to overcome several of the aforementioned limitations of its 
predecessor (version 1.0β ). Among the new capabilities, the following ones should be 
highlighted: (i) the systematic and hierarchic determination of the deformation modes 
for arbitrary flat-walled cross-sections (i.e., cross-section that may combine closed cells 
with open branches), which is done through the implementation of a novel cross-
section analysis procedure (Bebiano et al. 2014), (ii) the consideration of a general pre-
buckling stress distribution, including shear and transverse normal stresses, which play 
a key role in accounting for the effect of the point of application of transverse loads 
(Basaglia and Camotim 2013), (iii) the consideration of arbitrary support conditions, 
including intermediate supports (multi-span beams and bracing systems) and (iv) the 
consideration of concentrated or distributed localized masses and/or elastic supports. 
Lastly, the quality of the graphical user interface (GUI) was considerably improved, 
leading to a much better input/output visualization. 
Generalized Beam Theory – Brief Overview 
As mentioned above, GBT is a one-dimensional bar theory that expresses/discretizes the 
deformed member configuration as a linear combination of cross-section deformation 
modes multiplied by their amplitude functions. A very brief overview of GBT is 
presented next – more detailed accounts can be found in the literature (e.g., Camotim 
et al. 2010a,b). Consider the prismatic thin-walled member with the (supposedly 
arbitrary) cross-section depicted in Figure 1, also showing the local coordinate system 
adopted in each wall (axes x-s-z). In GBT, the wall mid-plane displacement components 
u(x,s), v(x,s) and w(x,s) are given by (see Fig. 1 − s is the section mid-line coordinate) 
 )()(),( , xsusxu xkk φ=  )()(),( xsvsxv kk φ=  )()(),( xswsxw kk φ=  , (1) 
where (i) (.),x ≡d(.)/dx, (ii) the summation convention applies to subscript k, (iii) functions 
uk(s), vk(s), wk(s) characterize deformation mode k and (iv) function φk(x)≡φk(X) provides 
the variation of its amplitudes along the member length. 
The first step of a GBT structural analysis is the determination of the cross-section 
deformation modes and associated mechanical properties, which is done through a 
systematic procedure termed Cross-Section Analysis (Bebiano et al. 2014). For illustrative 
                                                          
5 It should be mentioned that, at this stage (May 2014), GBTUL 2.0 has not yet been implemented to its full 
capacity. Such full implementation should be completed in the next few months. 
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purposes, consider the lipped channel depicted in Figure 1(a) and the nodal discretization6 
shown in Figure 1(b). Figure 2 displays the in and/or out-of-plane shapes of the 18 











   
(a)       (b)      (c) 
Fig. 1: (a) Arbitrary prismatic thin-walled member, local coordinate axes (x-s-z) and displacements 
(u, v, w), and illustrative lipped-channel cross-section (b) geometry and (c) GBT discretization 
     
 
     
      
      
Fig. 2: Lipped channel deformation modes: (a) Vlasov − global (1-4), distortional (5-6) and local (7-8), 
(b) Shear − global (9-13) and (c) Transverse Extension − isotropic (14) and deviatoric (15-18) global 
                                                          
6 The number, nature and quality of modes obtained depend on this nodal discretization (Bebiano et 
al. 2014). While in this illustrative example case only the section natural nodes (4 internal and 2 end nodes) 
are considered, an arbitrary number of intermediate nodes (lying within the walls) could also be considered. 
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Depending on the particular problem under consideration, the user may select any 
sub-set of nd (1≤nd≤Nd) deformation modes to be included in the analysis (and in the 
solution). This Modal Selection capability makes it possible to (i) reduce the number of 
degrees of freedom involved in solving a problem and (ii) specify the nature of the 
deformation pattern(s) to be considered.  
After knowing the cross-section deformation modes and modal mechanical properties, it 
is possible to carry out the Member Analysis, which provides the solution of the buckling 
or vibration eigenvalue problem under consideration: eigenvalues (buckling loads/moments 
or squares of natural vibration frequencies) and eigenvectors (buckling/vibration mode 
shapes), defined by φk(x) functions. The analysis can be performed either (i) analytically, 
for simply supported members under uniform internal force/moment diagrams (φk(x) are 
sinusoidal functions), or (ii) or numerically, for any member, through its longitudinal 
discretization into GBT-based beam finite elements. 
A Modal Solution is thus obtained, as the deformed configuration consists of a sum of 
the (more or less relevant) contributions of the nd deformation modes included in the 
analysis. A rather simple means of evaluating the participation of a given cross-section 
deformation mode i in a member buckling/vibration mode consists of determining its 
modal participation factor, defined by 





ii dxxdxxP 1 )()( φφ   (2) 
and corresponding to the ratio between (i) the total area under the φi(x) plot and 
(ii) the sum of areas under the plots of all φk(x) functions (L is the member length). 
Program GBTUL 2.0 − Outline 
Domain of Application 
The code GBTUL (more specifically, its 2.0 release/version) performs elastic buckling 
(bifurcation) or vibration analyses of thin-walled members – in the latter case, it is still 
possible to consider the geometrically non-linear effect of acting stresses (i.e., perform a 
loaded member vibration analysis). The cross-sections can exhibit arbitrary flat-walled 
geometries, i.e., they may combine closed cells with open branches. The members are 
constituted by linear elastic isotropic or specially orthotropic materials (e.g., pultruded 
FRP − fiber-reinforced polymers) − heterogeneous members (e.g., hybrid steel or 
composite steel-concrete cross-sections) can also be handled. In order to allow the user 
to take full benefit from the GBT modal features, a tool for representing and selecting the 
deformation modes is included. 
It is possible to model a large variety of member support conditions – in particular, the 
user may (i) specify different support conditions for the various deformation modes (e.g., 
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for bending and torsion), (ii) consider both end or intermediate supports (to analyze 
multi-span beams) and (iii) include concentrated and/or distributed elastic springs and/or 
additional masses at arbitrary mid-surface locations − e.g., the elastic springs may 
simulate more or less complex bracing arrangements. 
As for the applied loads, concentrated or distributed loads and moments are covered − in 
particular, it is possible to consider transverse loads acting away from the member shear 
centre axis. These applied loadings may cause arbitrary distributions of (pre-buckling) 
membrane stresses – σxx, σss and τxs −, which are accurately calculated by means 
of a preliminary GBT first-order analysis. The program includes procedures to facilitate 
the input of a few common loadings, namely (i) the member self-weight and (ii) linear 
combinations of axial force and bending moments. 
The user is able to provide a list of member lengths (L values), so that the code produces 
a λb-L (buckling load parameter) or ω-L (natural frequency) curve, as well as the 
corresponding Pi vs L modal participation diagrams. The buckling or vibration modes 
are represented by means of either (i) 3D deformed configurations of the entire member 
or (ii) 2D deformed configurations of any given cross-section – it is always possible (i) to 
select the deformation modes employed to obtain the representation (out of the nd modes 
included in the analysis) and (ii) to specify the displacement scale. Finally, the code 
output data is also saved in formatted .csv (“comma separated values”) files, which are 
recognized by most spreadsheet applications (e.g., Microsoft Excel). 
Code Structure 
The GBTUL code executable program is written in FORTRAN 90 and is linked to a 
graphic user interface (GUI) developed in C#, with the 3D representations created in the 
Direct3D graphic environment. The GUI involves the sequence of four screens shown in 
Figure 3: while the first three deal with data input, the fourth one provides the output. 
This sequence is closely related to the performance of a GBT analysis: (i) Screens 1, 2 
and 3 concern the inputs associated with the cross-section analysis, deformation mode 
selection and member analysis, respectively, and (ii) Screen 4 displays the sought 
member buckling or vibration solution. 
Comparison with the previous version – GBTUL 1.0β 
The 2.0 release/version of program GBTUL intends basically (i) to expand the scope of 
application of its predecessor (version 1.0β, released in 2008), by implementing the 
most recent developments and advances concerning GBT formulations and applications, 
and also (ii) to improve the quality of some features (namely the graphical user interface). 
Table 1 shows a comparison between the first and second versions, making it possible to 
assess the new developments included in the latter one. 
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Fig. 3: Comparison between the GBTUL interface structure and the GBT analysis procedure 
Table 1: Comparison between the 1.0β and 2.0 releases/versions of the code GBTUL. 
Features GBTUL 1.0β GBTUL 2.0 
Cross-section geometry Open 
Arbitrary 
(open, closed, “mixed”) 
Elastic supports and 
additional masses 
----- Distributed or concentrated 
Support conditions 
4 “standard” end supports 
















Finite element mesh Uniform Uniform or Non-Uniform 
Pre-buckling stresses σxx and τxs stresses due to  
 N, MY, MZ or B 
σxx, σss, τxs stresses due to 
arbitrary loadings 








Vibration of loaded 
members 
----- Available 
Mechanical nature Vlasov modes 
Vlasov, Shear and 















Visualization Deformed configurations 
Deformed configurations, 
generalized plate strains/ 
stresses and deformation 
energy density  
Cross-section templates 6 12 
“Wall order” input 
Must be provided for  
branched sections 
----- 
(automatically determined)  








(comma separated values) 
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Program GBTUL 2.0 − Detailed Description 
The first three screens ask for the data required to perform the desired analysis – button 
Next, located at the bottom right corner of each of them, directs the user to the 
subsequent screen. In the next subsections, brief descriptions of the main commands 
associated with each screen are provided. Moreover, the application of GBTUL to the 
buckling analysis of simply supported (end sections locally/globally pinned and free to 
warp) steel beams (i) with the “bridge deck type” cross-section shown in Figures 4(a)-(b) 
and (ii) under uniform minor-axis bending is illustrated. One presents λb vs. L curves for 







Fig. 4: Illustrative “bridge deck type” cross-section: (a) geometry (midline dimensions) and (b) GBT 
nodal discretization (squares: natural nodes; circles: intermediate nodes) 
Screen 1: Cross-Section Analysis 
The first screen, displayed in figure 5, contains (i) several data inputs and (ii) a graphic 
representation window with a few associated commands. In the Material Model 
field, the member material (or materials) elastic constants are introduced – for 
isotropic members (e.g., the beam addressed in the illustrative example), the template 
associated with button Isotropic is employed (see Fig. 6(a)) and only the values of E, ν 
and ρ are asked (the unit system is arbitrary − in the illustrative example, [kN, m, s] is 
adopted). The next two fields ask for the cross-section wall characterization: (i) end 
node coordinates, (ii) material, (iii) thickness and (iv) number of intermediate nodes7. 
For commonly used cross-section geometries, (e.g., C, U, “Rack”, Z, I, L, RHS, box 
girders), pre-defined templates are available to minimize the amount of input data. In the 
illustrative example, button Box Girder 1 activates the window shown in Figure 6(b), 
which asks for the cross-section dimensions – note that 2 intermediate nodes (Inodes) 
are considered in the webs, 1 in each flange and none in the outstand walls. 
In the representation window it is possible to visualize the cross-section geometry. Using 
the checkboxes bellow, it becomes possible to decide about representing several 
                                                          











Fig. 5: GBTUL 2.0 – general view of Screen 1 
 (a)    (b)    
Fig. 6: GBTUL 2.0 – Screen 1: templates for (a) isotropic material and (b) “C/U” cross-sections 
additional features, such as the intermediate nodes or the wall material references 
– the representation of the illustrative box-girder cross-section, including the nodal 
discretization, is shown in Figure 5. 
 
Screen 2: Deformation Modes 
The second screen, depicted in Figure 7, (i) displays the output of the cross-section 
analysis and (ii) prompts the user to select the deformation modes to be included in the 
subsequent member analysis. 
Several useful cross-section geometrical properties, namely the cross-sectional area, 
major/minor moments of inertia or warping constant, are given at the bottom left corner. 
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Fig. 7: GBTUL 2.0 – general view of Screen 2. 
The representation window, located on the right side, enables the visualization of each 
individual cross-section deformation mode − both the in-plane deformed configuration 
(in-plane displacements – vk(s) and wk(s)) and warping profile (warping displacements 
– uk(s)) are available. This window may also display the associated modal (i) wall/plate 
forces and strains, and (ii) deformation energy densities. The nd deformation modes 
to be included in the analysis can be selected by either (i) clicking on the radio button 
associated with the intended mode families (Conventional Modes8 is selected by 
default), or (ii) manually providing the mode selection in the text box available. 
Figure 7 shows the box girder torsion mode, together with the location of the cross-
section shear center. For this illustrative example, no special input needs to be provided 
in this screen, since the analysis will be performed using only the conventional modes. 
 
Screen 3: Member Analysis 
In the third screen of GBTUL (see Fig. 8), the user is able (i) to specify the type of 
structural analysis to be performed (either buckling, vibration or vibration of loaded 
                                                          
8 “Conventional Modes”: (i) Vlasov modes and, when closed cells exist, (ii) torsion and cell shear flow modes. 
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members
9), (ii) to choose the type of solution (analytical or numerical) and (ii) to 
provide the member length, loading and support conditions. On the left side, there are the 
tabs Analytical Solution and Numerical Solution, which indicate that the 
equilibrium equation system is to be solved analytically (sinusoidal φk(x) functions) 
or numerically (beam finite element longitudinal discretization). Since the illustrative 
example corresponds to a simply supported beam under uniform minor-axis bending, 
both procedures can be employed. To choose the analytical solution, which is always 
computationally more efficient, one assigns (i) the value 1.0 to the minor-axis bending 
moment reference value M2 and (ii) null values to all the remaining ones (i.e., N, M1 and 
B), as illustrated in Figure 8. Then, it is necessary to introduce (i) the Number of half-
waves (it corresponds the maximum number of longitudinal half-waves exhibited 
by the buckling/vibration modes − in the illustrative example, this number is 1) and (ii) 
the Number of length segments, an input that is relevant for the graphic representations 
in Screen 4 (in the illustrative example, this number is 10). The display screens on 
the right side, show 2D and 3D (interactive) views of the entire structural model. 
 
 
Fig. 8: GBTUL 2.0 – general view of Screen 3 
                                                          
9 A vibration analysis in which the geometrically non-linear effects stemming from the presence of a given 
loading are taken into account – the loading magnitude is taken as a ratio (input α) of its critical value. 
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Fig. 9: GBTUL 2.0 – Numerical Solution tab 
On the other hand, if the option is the numerical solution (Numerical Solution tab, 
see Figure 9), the user begins by indicating the Number of Finite Elements – 10 in the 
case of the illustrative example (the Mesh Options command allows for the specification 
of a non-uniform mesh). Next, the member support conditions can be (i) chosen from 
a set of common single, two or three-span options (S-S, C-C, C-F, S-S-S, S-S-S-S, etc.), 
or (ii) specified directly for a general support situation. In the illustrative example 
(simply supported beam), it suffices to select S-S. By clicking the next button (Define) 
it is possible to specify arbitrary elastic supports and additional masses (concentrated 
or distributed). Finally, the loading may be specified by means of the following (self-
explanatory) buttons: (i) Axial Force, (ii) End Moments, (iii) Transverse Forces 
(the location of the point of application can be specified), (iv) Torsion Moment, (v) Self 
Weight (the direction and magnitude of the gravity vector) or (vi) General, where the 
user can provide an arbitrary set of acting distributed stresses or concentrated forces. 
Finally, the fields Number of Eigenmodes Required and Lengths ask to the user 
the specification of (i) the highest order of the buckling or vibration modes sought and (ii) 
the lengths of the members to be analyzed. In the illustrative example, it is asked that 
3 buckling modes be determined for beams having lengths in the interval 1≤L≤10m – a 
set of length values (spaced by 0.5m) within that range is written in the Lengths field. 
Alternatively, the Log-uniform button makes it possible to indicate a N-element 
length list uniformly spaced in a logarithmic scale. 
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Screen 4: Results 
The results of the analyses performed are presented graphically in Screen 4, namely (i) 
plots of buckling or vibration curves, providing the variation of the buckling load 
parameter or natural frequency with the member length L, (ii) modal participation 
diagrams, and (iii) 2D or 3D representations of the member buckling or vibration modes 
− these data are also recorded in formatted text files, making it possible any further 
processing. In the next paragraphs, the aforementioned result outputs are described. 
Figure 10 provides a general overview of Screen 4. While the buckling (λb vs. L) or 
vibration (ω vs. L) curves are depicted at the upper right side, the modal participation 
diagrams (Pi vs. L) are plotted in the bottom right side. On the left side, there are some 
commands that make it possible to select options associated with the plots presented. 
While the two plots displayed in Figure 10 correspond to the length range indicated, 
both (i) the results appearing above the upper plot and (ii) the 2D and 3D deformed 
configurations concern the buckling or vibration mode of a beam with a given length L 
– the selection of this beam is made through the commands Length and Eigenmode, 
located on the screen top left side. The results displayed are the bifurcation parameter 
 
 
Fig. 10: GBTUL 2.0 – general view of Screen 4 
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value Pb (λb) and the most important deformation mode contributions to the buckling 
or vibration mode (Pi). On the other hand, the “location” of the specific member under 
consideration on the two plots is identified by (i) a small “ball” (on top of the λb vs. L or 
ω vs. L curve) and (ii) a vertical line (crossing the modal participation diagram at 
the selected L value). 
By using the Plot Options, located at the screen bottom left side, it is possible to change 
some features concerning the visualization of the two plots, namely (i) the scales of the 
axes, which may be either logarithmic (Log), bi-logarithmic (Log-Log) or rectangular, 
(ii) the scale limits (Limits), (iii) the number of curves to be represented (one or all) 
(Show All Curves), and (iv) the option of showing or hiding the points defining the 
buckling/vibration curves (Show Markers). 
Finally, the commands pertaining to the 2D or 3D representations are located at 
the mid-height on the left side − they concern the specific member under consideration 
and are displayed in separate windows when one clicks on buttons 2D Plot or 3D Plot. 
In the 2D configurations, illustrated in Figures 11(a)-(c)), it is necessary (i) to use the 
command Cross-Section, in order to select the sought cross-section (i.e., its x coordinate 
value)10, and (ii) select either In-plane or Warping displacements. As for the 3D plot, 
 
   
 (a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 11: GBTUL 2.0 – Screen 4: 2D plots of the L=6.0m beam mid-span cross-section buckled in 
the (a) critical, (b) second and (c) third single half-wave buckling modes (in-plane displacements) 
   
 (a) (b) 
Fig. 12: GBTUL 2.0 – Screen 4: 3D plots of the L=6.0m beam (a) critical single half-wave 
buckling mode and (b) pre-buckling σxx stress distribution spectrum (M2 =1) 
                                                          
10 The cross-sections than can be represented are defined by the command Number of Length Segments on 
Screen 3 – in the illustrative example, the specification of 10 intervals implies 11 cross-sections available. 
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it may represent either (i) the deformed configuration corresponding the member 
buckling or vibration mode shape, as illustrated in Figure 12(a), or (ii) the member 
pre-buckling stress distributions (σxx, σss, τxs), visualized  by means of a “red-to-blue 
spectrum”, as illustrated in Figure 12(b). In either case (2D or 3D), the user may still 
specify (i) the subset of the deformation modes included in the analysis (selected in 
Screen 2) on which the representation is based, and also (ii) a displacement scale factor. 
With respect to the illustrative example, Figure 10 displays (i) the λb vs. L curves 
corresponding to the three first single half-wave buckling modes and (ii) the Pi vs. L 
modal participation diagram associated with the first mode. Figures 11 and 12 concern the 
L=6.0m beam, for which λb≡Mb=4553kNm: (i) Figures 11(a)-(c) depict the mid-span 
cross-section (x/L=0.5) in-plane displacements associated with the first three single half-
wave buckling modes and (ii) Figures 12(a)-(b) show the 3D representations of the first 
buckling mode shape and the pre-buckling σxx stress distribution, respectively. 
Capabilities of Program GBTUL 2.0: Buckling of Two-Span Beam 
The future capabilities of GBTUL 2.0 are now illustrated by means of a more complex 
problem: the buckling behaviour of a symmetric two-span I-section beam acted by 
transverse point loads not applied at the shear centre – this problem was recently solved 
by Basaglia and Camotim (2013) using a GBT formulation similar to that implemented 
in GBTUL 2.0. The beam (i) has the cross-section geometry shown in Figure 13(a), (ii) 
comprises two equal continuous spans of L=2.0m, (iii) is locally/globally pinned (and 
free to warp) at the end sections and has the in-plane displacements restrained at the 
intermediate support, and (iv) is acted by two identical transverse point loads applied at 
either the top (Pup) or bottom (Pdown) flange-web corner, as depicted in Figure 13(b). 
Such a problem falls under the scope of GBTUL 2.0 – in Screen 3, the analysis would 
involve the (i) the activation of the Numerical Solution tab, (ii) selection of the “S-S-S” 
support condition and (iii) introduction of the point loads, by means of the General 
 
  
 (a)  (b) 
Fig. 13: Two-span I-section beam: (a) cross-section geometry (midline dimensions) and 
(b) loading and support conditions 
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loading button11. Note that, as already mentioned in footnote 5, GBTUL 2.0 has not yet 
been implemented to its full capacity and, therefore, this problem cannot be solved at the 
moment. Nevertheless, such full implementation should be completed within the 
next few months, certainly before this conference takes place (November 2014). 
This loading causes three pre-buckling membrane stress distributions (σxx, σss and τxs), 
which must determined through a preliminary 1st order analysis (Basaglia and Camotim, 
2013). Figures 14(a)-(b) depict the transverse normal stress distributions (σss) obtained 
for the I-section beam with GBT and an ANSYS SFEA – a fairly good agreement 
can be observed between the two sets of results. 
The critical load values obtained were (i) Pup.cr=250.96kN and (ii) Pdown.cr=644.37kN, 
extending to local/distortional buckling the validity of the well-known fact, in the 
context of global (lateral-torsional) buckling that the I-section beam buckling capacity is 
higher when the loads are applied on the bottom flange. Finally, Figures 15(a)-(b) 





Fig. 14: Pre-buckling transverse normal stress distributions (σss) – loads acting on (a) top 
and (b) bottom flange. 
                                                          
11 By using the Transverse Loads button, it is possible to specify only a single transverse point load, 







Fig. 15: Buckling mode representation: Loads acting (a) on the top flange 
(Pup.cr=250.96kN ) and (b) on the bottom flange (Pdown.cr =644.37kN ).  
 
Their observation shows that the instability is triggered by different regions of the 
beam: (i) the web in the vicinity of the loaded cross-sections, for the beam loaded at 
the top flange, and (ii) the web and (compressed) bottom flange in the vicinity of 
the intermediate support, for the beam loaded at the bottom flange. 
Conclusion 
This paper provided a presentation of the code GBTUL 2.0, which is based on Generalized 
Beam Theory (GBT) and performs buckling or vibration analyses of prismatic thin-
walled members. This second release extends the domain of application of the first 
one (GBTUL 1.0β), as it implements the most recent and rather important developments 
concerning GBT formulations and applications. In particular, the novel features make it 
possible to analyze members (i) having flat-walled cross-sections with arbitrary shapes 
(open, closed or “mixed” − combining closed cells with open branches), (ii) subjected to 
arbitrary loadings, including distributed/concentrated loads that may cause various pre-
buckling stress distributions, and (iii) exhibiting a wide variety of support conditions, 
including intermediate supports and localized restraints that simulate various bracing 
arrangements. Moreover, several aspects concerning the code user-friendliness and 
input/output capabilities (Graphical User Interface) have been considerably improved in 
this GBTUL second version. Finally, in order to show the code capabilities/potential, 
two illustrative examples were briefly presented and discussed. 
Finally, the GBTUL 2.0 code, together with the corresponding user manuals and 
illustrative examples, are available, as freeware, on the website of the Department of 
Civil Engineering of the Technical University of Lisbon12, which can be accessed 
through http://www.civil.ist.utl.pt/gbt/. 
                                                          
12 The Technical University of Lisbon has recently merged with the University of Lisbon, under the common 
designation “University of Lisbon”. In the future, the website address will reflect this change. 
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Shape optimisation of cold-formed steel profiles with 
manufacturing constraints - Part I: Algorithm 
 




This paper presents a Genetic Algorithm optimisation method with 
manufacturing constraints for shape optimisation of cold-formed steel (CFS) 
profiles. Previous studies on unconstrained shape optimisation of CFS cross-
sections, where the sole aim was to optimise the weight-to-capacity ratio of the 
profiles, yielded cross-sections that cannot be manufactured. Current cold-
forming processes, such as roll-forming and brake-pressing, have limited ability 
to form continuously curved surfaces without discrete bends. This paper defines 
simple manufacturing rules and introduces them into the evolutionary algorithm. 
Augmented Lagrangian constraint-handling technique, with equality and 
inequality constrained violations, is used to avoid ill-conditioned problems. The 
ability and accuracy of the algorithm to handle the defined manufacturing 
constraints are verified by implementing it to optimise the section capacity of 
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Compared to more “conventional” building materials, such as hot-rolled steel, 
concrete and timber, cold-formed steel (CFS) profiles possess a high capacity-
to-weight ratio (Hancock, 2007). This feature makes CFS an attractive and cost-
effective building solution.  
 
CFS members are typically formed by bending coils of thin steel sheets (up to 
0.236 inch (6 mm) thick) with a number of rollers (roll-forming) or die blocks 
(brake-pressing), as described later in Section 3.1. The manufacturing process 
allows the cross-sections to be shaped into almost any desired shape, tailoring 
the profiles to specific applications. However, despite this flexibility, the use of 
CFS sections has been mainly restricted to conventional C, Z or Σ cross-
sectional shapes, with and without local stiffeners, as shown in Fig. 1. Taking 
full advantage of the nature of CFS structures by finding new optimised cross-
sectional shapes for specific applications will enhance the competitiveness of 
CFS structures. Recent structural design methods such as the Direct Strength 
Method (DSM) (Schafer, 2008) have opened paths to innovation and facilitate 
the design of complex cross-sectional shapes. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Conventional CFS profiles with or without stiffeners  
 
For shape discovery, i.e. the ability to optimise the cross-sectional shape of a 
profile without presumption of its final shape, Simulated Annealing (SA) 
algorithm (Leng et. al., 2011) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Gilbert et. al., 
2012a), combined with constraint-handling methods, represent useful tools to 
optimise cross-sectional shapes with no or limited influence from either human 
errors, arbitrary decisions or domain knowledge (Griffiths and Miles, 2003).  
 
This paper aims at defining simple roll-forming (or brake-pressing) 
manufacturing rules. The existing “self-shape optimisation” algorithm (Gilbert 
et. al., 2012a, b) is improved by introducing the simple manufacturing rules into 
the algorithm. The algorithm is verified against a well-known optimisation 
problem, i.e. the shape optimisation of a doubly-symmetric (bisymmetric) closed 
CFS section for given second moments of area. The algorithm is subsequently 









In the last decade, shape optimisation of CFS sections ((Liu et. al., 2004), (Leng 
et. al., 2011), (Gilbert et. al., 2012a, b) and (Moharrami et. al., 2014)) has 
attracted increasing interests to extend dimension optimisation of known cross-
sectional shapes ((Lee et. al., 2005) and (Lu and Mäkeläinen, 2006) for 
instance). 
 
One of the early study on shape optimisation of CFS profiles is attributed to Liu 
et. al. (2004). A knowledge-based global optimisation algorithm, aiming at 
optimising the capacity of CFS columns manufactured from coils of set width 
and thickness, was used. Leng et. al. (2011) optimised the cross-sectional shapes 
of CFS open columns using three different optimisation algorithms, namely 
gradient-based steepest descent method, GA and Simulated Annealing (SA). 
Sections having a wall thickness of 1 mm and a perimeter of 280 mm were 
divided into 21 elements and optimised. ‘‘Open circular’’ and ‘‘S’’ cross-
sections were found. Moharrami et. al. (2014) improved the study of Leng et. al. 
(2011) by introducing various types of boundary conditions into the algorithm. 
Gilbert et. al. (2012a, b) proposed a GA-based Augmented Lagrangian (AL) 
constraint-handling shape optimisation method for CFS profiles. The accuracy 
of the algorithm was verified against an optimisation problem for which an 
analytical solution is known. The cross-sectional shape of CFS open-section and 
simply supported columns, subjected to a set axial compression load, was 
optimised. A specific set of rules to accurately determine the local and 
distortional compressive elastic buckling stresses from Finite Strip signature 
curves was also developed. Despite of such research efforts made in the past, 
manufacturing constraints were not considered in these studies. 
 
Manufacturing constraints were first introduced into shape optimisation 
algorithms for CFS profiles by Leng et. al. (2012) and Franco et. al. (2014). 
Leng et. al. (2012) introduced construction and partial manufacturing constraints 
into the shape optimisation of CFS columns using SA algorithm. The constraints 
were implemented for a CFS section by defining (i) flat “horizontal” flanges (ii) 
minimum dimensions for the “vertical” web, flanges and lips and (iii) allowance 
passage for utilities between lips. The web and lips were not optimised to be flat 
segments. The study was further improved in Leng et. al. (2013) by introducing 
a limited number of rollers (representing the number of discrete bends between 
flat segments). This resulted in manufacturable and improved section capacities, 
when compared to conventional Cee-sections of identical cross-sectional area. 
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Franco et. al. (2014) proposed promising CFS shape grammar rules, with an 
“alphabet”, for shape optimisation of CFS profiles. Manufacturing constraints, 
with given stiffener sizes, are intrinsic to the shape grammar resulting in 
manufacturable cross-sections. GA is used by Franco et. al. (2014) as a search 
algorithm.   
 
2.2. Self-shape optimisation and GA 
 
The algorithm referred to as “self-shape optimisation” and developed by the 
senior authors (Gilbert et. al., 2012a, b) is used in the current study. The method 
consists of rigorously exploring the natural evolution process and the latent 
potential of Genetic Algorithm in an innovative way. GA was initially developed 
by Holland (1975) and is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm that mimics the 
Darwin’s evolutionary survival of the fittest theory. It is less susceptible to be 
self-trapped into local optima and able to handle non-linear problems. The 
classical GA principles can be found in Adeli and Sarma (2006). 
 
GA is an unconstrained optimisation method, and constrained problems are 
transformed into unconstrained problems by the use of a fitness function f 










              
(1)  
 
where f(x) is the objective function, x is the vector of design variables, gi(x) and 
hi(x) are the i
th inequality and equality constraint violations (n inequality and k-n 
equality constraints), respectively, αi and βi are penalty factors. The algorithm 
aims to either maximise or minimise f.  
 
In this research, the Augmented Lagrangian constraint-handling method for GA 
proposed by Adeli and Cheng (1994) is used. The fitness function f is then re-
arranged as  
 























      
(2) 
 
where γi and µi are penalty function coefficients and real parameters associated 
with the ith inequality and equality constraint, respectively. γi and µi are updated 




The main characteristics of the self-shape optimisation principle (Gilbert et. al., 
2012a) are summarised as: 
 
• The initial population in GA is generated by arbitrarily drawing cross-
sections using self-avoiding random walks in a defined design space. 
Such random walks enable generating cross-sections without 
presumptions of their shapes.   
• A floating-point type GA is used, meaning a cross-section is not defined 
using typical binary strings, but by floating-point numbers representing 
the coordinates of the points constituting the cross-section. 
• Cross-over and mutation operators are performed in relation to the 
design space and not to the floating-point variables as in traditional GA. 
This operator allows for the merging of two cross-sections to generate 
off-springs bearing similarity in cross-sectional shapes to the two 
parents. In the mutation operator, a part of the cross-section is deleted 
and redrawn. 
 
    
                          (a)                                                            (b)  
Fig. 2. Cold-forming processes (a) roll-forming and (b) brake-pressing 
(Courtesy of CustomPartNet Inc.) 
 
3. Manufacturing constraints  
 
3.1. Traditional manufacturing processes 
 
CFS profiles are typically mass-produced by two main cold-forming processes, 
referred to as “roll-forming” or “brake-pressing”. Both processes consist of 
bending a flat sheet of metal to the desired cross-sectional shape. In roll-forming 
operations, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the sheet is gradually rolled to the desired 
cross-sectional shape through successive rollers. This continuous manufacturing 
process allows long profiles to be manufactured. In brake-pressing operations, as 
shown in Fig. 2(b), the sheet is repetitively pressed between differently shaped 
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brake punches and die blocks to bend the desired cross-sectional shape. Brake-
pressing is limited in manufacturing long members. Both manufacturing 
processes can only bend the flat sheet of metal at discrete bending locations, 
leaving flat (straight) segments between bends. This fact needs to be considered 
in shape optimisation algorithms to obtain manufacturable cross-sections. 
 
3.2. Simple manufacturing rules 
 
Simple manufacturing rules have been defined based on basic roll-forming 
constraints encountered by a European steel storage rack manufacturer. They 
consist of three main rules: 
 
(1) The minimum internal bending radius r to steel sheet thickness t ratio is 
equal to 1.0, as shown in Fig. 3. 
(2) The minimum length of a single flat segment is equal to 0.394 inch (10 
mm), as shown in Fig. 3. 
(3) The maximum number of flat segments per cross-section is limited to 20 
(i.e. a maximum number of 19 bends per open cross-section).  
 
 
Fig. 3. Manufacturing rules 
 
In the present paper Rule (1) is neglected and only Rules (2) and (3) are 
considered. A nil internal bending radius (i.e. perfect bends) is assumed to 
simplify the algorithm. Actual bending radii can be added to the optimised 
cross-section prior to manufacture. 
 
3.3. Hough transformation 
 
The Hough transformation is used in this paper to detect straight lines, i.e. flat 
manufacturable segments, in the cross-section. This transformation is commonly 
used in image processing to detect regular shapes, such as straight lines, circles 




The method consists of defining a “parametric space” in which each straight line 
in the image is represented by its orientation angle θ, with respect to the 
Cartesian x-axis, and its normal distance r to the origin, as shown in Fig. 4(a). If 
θ is restricted to the interval [0˚; 180˚[, each straight line is represented by an 
unique coordinate (r, θ) in the parametric space. An image point of coordinate 
(xi, yi) in the Cartesian x-y space is transformed into a sinusoidal curve in the 
parametric r-θ space as 
 
 sinycosxr ii                                             (3) 
 
Sinusoidal curves having common intersecting points have collinear (aligned) 
points in the image. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) with 4 points aligned on the 
line of coordinate (r = 0.394 inch (10 mm), θ = 60˚) in the parametric space. 
 
   
     (a) Cartesian coordinate system                   (b) Hough parameter space 
Fig. 4. Hough transformation from Cartesian space to Hough parametric space 
 
For image processing purposes, an array referred to as the accumulator array (or 
accumulator matrix), is created in the discretised parametric space. The columns 
of the array corresponds to the increasing values of θ, in Δθ intervals, and the 
lines to increasing values of r, in Δr intervals. Aligned image points are detected 
as, 
 
 Step 1: Set θ = 0˚.  
 Step 2: For each image point (i) calculate its r value from Eq. (3) for the 
set value of θ, (ii) calculate the closest discrete r value matching the lines 
of the accumulator array and (iii) add the point reference number to the 
corresponding cell in the accumulator array. 
 Step 3: Set θ = θ + Δθ . If θ ≥ 180˚ go to Step 4, else go to Step 2.  
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 Step 4: All points sharing the same cell in the accumulator array are 
considered aligned. 
 
The choice of the intervals Δθ and Δr influences the ability and accuracy of the 
Hough transformation to detect straight lines. The smaller Δθ, the more refined 
the search space. A larger value of Δr represents a less stringent alignment 
tolerance, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Two values of Δr are also shown. A larger Δr1 
results in all the four points in Fig. 5 being aligned by the Hough transformation. 




Fig. 5. Alignment tolerance for Hough transformation 
 
3.4. Manufacturing constraints in GA 
 
The manufacturing constraints are introduced into the fitness function (see Eq. 





halign   (4) 
 
where ω is a weight associated with the constraint, nbElement is the total 
number of elements of the cross-section and nbAligned represents the sum of the 
Nmax longest non-concurrent flat segments of the cross-section. Nmax corresponds 
to a maximum number of flat segments set by the manufacturer, with Nmax less 
than or equal to the maximum possible number of flat segments defined in Rule 
(3) outlined in Section 3.2. In the algorithm, a flat segment is determined from 
the Hough transformation as consecutive aligned cross-sectional elements of 
total length equal to or greater than the minimum manufacturable length as 
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defined in Rule (2). If the cross-section is made of less than Nmax flat segments, 




4.1. Optimisation problem 
 
A similar optimisation problem to the one used in Gilbert et. al. (2012a), for 
which an analytical solution exists, is considered herein to validate the accuracy 
of the algorithm to optimise manufacturable cross-sectional shapes. It consists of 
minimising the cross-sectional area As of a thin-walled doubly-symmetric closed 
cross-section for given second moments of area, Ixt and Iyt, about the two axes of 
symmetry. Ragnedda and Serra (2005) indicated that, when Ixt = Iyt, the 
optimised cross-section is a circle and therefore a regular polygon of n sides if 
the cross-section is manufactured with n flat segments. 
 
A regular octagon (8 segments) of apothem (at mid-wall thickness) a of 0.790 
inch (20 mm) and wall thickness t of 1 mm (0.039 inch) is used herein to verify 
the algorithm. The cross-sectional area of the octagon Ao is equal to 0.205 inch
2 
(132.55 mm2) and its given second moments of area Ixt and Iyt are 0.067 inch
4 
(28043.3 mm4). As the problem is doubly-symmetric, only a quarter of the 
cross-section is considered and the maximum number of flat segments Nmax is 


























1         (5)  
 
where Ix and Iy are the calculated second moments of area of the cross-section, 
and αx, αy and αalign are penalty factors associated with each constraint. In Eq. 
(1), the constraints on the given second moments of area Ixt and Iyt are expressed 
as inequality constraints. This does not penalise the algorithm if Ix ≥ Ixt or Iy ≥ Iyt 
and significantly improves convergence. 
 
The optimum octagon is illustrated in Fig. 6. The circle with the same second 
moments of area and wall thickness of the octagon is also given in this figure for 
comparison. The cross-sectional area Ac of the circle is equal to 0.202 inch
2 





Fig. 6. Optimum octagon, only a quarter section shown  
 
The Augmented Lagrangian fitness function used in the algorithm and derived 






























































       
(6) 
 
where γx, γy and γalign are the Augmented Lagrangian (AL) penalty function 
coefficients, µx, µy and µalign are the real parameters associated with each penalty 
function coefficient. Initial values of γx = γy = 2 are used herein (Gilbert et. al., 
2012a). A lower value of γalign = 0.1 is used and found to prevent premature 
convergence of the algorithm. Initial values of μx = μy = μalign = 0 are used, as 
recommended in Belegundu and Arorat (1984). Additionally, preliminary studies 
showed that a value of the fixed weight ω = 0.5 with the previously obtained 
values of γx, γy and γalign allows the algorithm to align the elements without 
premature convergence. It may be noted that the use of ω = 0.5 combined with 
the penalty function coefficient γalign = 0.1 tends to provide better results than if 





4.2. Other parameters 
 
An AL penalty increasing constant β of 1.05 and a convergence rate α of 1.5, as 
advised in Adeli and Cheng (1994) and Gilbert et. al. (2012a), are also used. The 
design space is set to 1.575 inch × 1.575 inch (40 mm × 40 mm) (Gilbert et. al., 
2012a) and the maximum number of generations is set to 150 per run. 10 runs 
are performed. The number of individuals is set to 700 per generation and the 
cross-sections are drawn with elements of nominal length of 0.079 inch (2 mm) 
(see Gilbert et. al. (2012a, b) for more details). The probabilities of cross-over 
and mutation operations in GA are equal to 80% and 5%, respectively, as used 
by Gilbert et. al. (2012a). 
 
For the Hough transformation, preliminary parametric studies showed that the 
values of Δθ equal to 0.5˚ and Δr equal to 0.020 inch (0.5 mm) (see Section 3.3) 
provide good convergence of the algorithm with a reasonable computational 
time (about 4 hours per run on a 792 core HPC cluster consisting of a mixture of 
SGI Altix XE and SGI® Rackable™ C2114-4TY14 servers at Griffith University, 
Australia).  
 
4.3. Results and discussion 
 
Fig. 7 plots the average fitness function f given in Eq. (5) over 10 runs with 
penalty factors αx = αy = αalign = 10 and ω = 0.5. The algorithm rapidly converges 








Table 1 summarises the average results over 10 runs compared to the known 
optimum. A negative sign in Table 1 means that the optimised results are less 
than the optimum. The comparison demonstrates that the algorithm is able to 
accurately converge to the optimum solution. The average error is -0.4% (CoV = 
0.002) for the cross-sectional area and +0.1% (CoV = 0.002) for the second 
moments of area about the two axes of symmetry. The optimised cross-sections 
led to the cross-sectional area less (i.e. more optimal) than that of the octagon 
due to the alignment tolerance in the Hough transformation (see Section 3.3). 
The algorithm tends to form a cross-sectional shape as closed as a circle, within 
the alignment tolerance. The larger the alignment tolerance, the closer the cross-
section to a circle. The algorithm also aligns the cross-sectional elements to two 

























ω = 0.5 -0.4 0.002 +0.1 0.002 +0.1 0.003 0.0 0.000 
Table 1. Average results over 10 runs  
 
Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the cross-sections of the fittest run over six 
representative generations. Only the mid lines of the cross-section wall thickness 
are plotted in Fig. 8. The alignment tolerances in the Hough transformation 
(refer to Section 3.3) for each of the two segments are also shown in the figure. 
The cross-section is composed of only two flat segments at about generation 50 
in Fig. 8(c), i.e. at about one third of the total number of generations. Yet, the 
segments do not exactly correspond to the optimum octagon at this stage. From 






 (a) 1st generation  (b) 30th generation 
 
 (c) 50th generation  (d) 75th generation 
 
 (e) 100th generation  (f) 150th generation 
Fig. 8. Cross-sectional evolution for the fittest run over six representative 




Fig. 9 plots the optimised cross-sections, with the wall thickness of 0.0394 inch 
(1 mm) shown, at the 150th generation (final generation) for the two less fit and 
two fittest cross-sections out of ten runs. It can be seen that the algorithm is able 
to obtain optimised cross-sections similar to the optimum octagon.   
 
  
(a) Tenth fittest cross-section (least fit) (b) Ninth fittest cross-section 
 
(c) Second fittest cross-section (d) Fittest cross-section 
Fig. 9. Optimised cross-sections at the final generation from the two less fit ((a) 




This paper has defined a set of simple manufacturing rules which are 
incorporated into a previously developed shape optimisation algorithm for CFS 
profiles. The accuracy of the extended algorithm is verified against an 
optimisation problem with an existing analytical solution. The algorithm is 
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proven to be able to accurately converge to known manufacturable cross-
sections, with an average error of 0.4% on the cross-sectional area. This 
algorithm is used in the companion paper (Wang et. al., 2014) to demonstrate an 
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Shape optimisation of cold-formed steel profiles with 
manufacturing constraints - Part II: Applications 
 




This paper uses the Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based optimisation method for 
cold-formed steel (CFS) profiles with manufacturing constraints, developed in 
the companion paper, to shape-optimise simply-supported and singly-symmetric 
open-section columns. Having a uniform wall thickness of 0.047 inch (1.2 mm), 
the columns are subjected to a compressive axial load of 16,860 lbf (75kN) and 
optimised for yielding and global buckling. Column lengths ranging from 3.28 ft 
(1,000 mm) to 9.84 ft (3,000 mm) are investigated. The algorithm is run with 
and without considering the manufacturing constraints. Differences between the 
two types of cross-sections, i.e. manufacturable and non-manufacturable, are 
evaluated. The influence of the number of manufacturable flat segments on the 
optimised cross-sectional area is also investigated. Future developments of the 
method for strength optimisation under combined actions and practical 
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In this paper, the applications of the validated algorithm for shape optimisation 
of CFS profiles with manufacturing constraints, developed in the companion 
paper (Wang et. al., 2014), are investigated. The singly-symmetric open cross-
sectional shapes of free to warp and simply-supported columns are optimised. 
Column lengths of 3.28 ft (1,000 mm), 6.56 ft (2,000 mm) and 9.84 ft (3,000 
mm) are investigated. For simplicity, only yielding and global buckling modes 
are considered herein. The algorithm is run with and without considering the 
manufacturing constraints, and the paper compares the two types of optimised 
cross-sections. The influence of the number of manufacturable flat segments on 
the optimised cross-sections is also investigated. Future developments of the 
method for strength optimisation under combined actions and practical 
applications are discussed. 
 
2. Optimisation problem 
 
The optimisation problem consists of minimising the cross-sectional area As of 
free to warp, simply-supported and singly-symmetric open-section CFS columns 
subjected to an axial compressive force N* of at least 16,861 lbf (75 kN). The 
columns have an uninform wall thickness t of 0.047 inch (1.2 mm). The yield 
stress fy of the column is equal to 65 psi (450 MPa), the Young’s modulus E to 
29,000 ksi (200 GPa) and the shear modulus G to 11,600 ksi (80 GPa). The 
optimisation problem is illustrated in Fig. 1.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Optimisation problem  
 
The manufacturing constraints defined in the companion paper (Wang et. al., 
2014) are introduced into the Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based shape optimisation 
algorithm for singly-symmetric open cross-sections developed in (Gilbert et. al., 
2012a). 
 
The unconstrained optimisation problem, suitable for GA, consists of 

















s                  (1) 
 
where Nc is the nominal compressive axial capacity for global buckling, 
calculated based on the Australian standard AS/NZS 4600 (2005), and αx and 
aalign are penalty factors. The variables ω, nbAligned and nbElement refer to the 
alignment equality constraint and are defined in the companion paper (Wang et. 
al., 2014). A value of ω = 0.5 is used herein. The constraint on the axial capacity 
is expressed as an inequality constraint. The squash area Asquash is defined as the 






A                                                  (2) 
The Augmented Lagrangian (AL) method for GA proposed by Adeli and Cheng 
(1994) is used to handle the axial capacity and manufacturing constraints. The 










































f       (3) 
 
where the AL parameters are defined in Section 4.1 of the companion paper 
(Wang et. al., 2014). Initial values of x and align are set to 2 and 0.1, 
respectively (Wang et. al., 2014). 
 
For all column lengths, the design space is set to 3.937 inch × 3.937 inch (100 
mm × 100 mm) (Gilbert et. al., 2012a) and the maximum number of generations 
to 300 per run. 10 runs are performed for each optimisation problem to find (i) 
optimised manufacturable (i.e. with manufacturing constraints) and (ii) non-
manufacturable (i.e. without manufacturing constraints) cross-sections. The 
number of individuals per generation is set to 500 and the cross-sections are 
drawn with elements of nominal length of 0.158 inch (4 mm) (see Gilbert et. al. 
(2012a, b) for more details). The probabilities of cross-over and mutation 
operations for the GA are equal to 80% and 5%, respectively, as recommended 
in (Gilbert et. al., 2012b). As the cross-sections of interest are singly-symmetric, 
only half of the cross-sections is optimised. 
 
For the Hough transformation, used to detect flat segments in the cross-sections 
(see the companion paper (Wang et. al., 2014)), values of Δθ = 1˚ and alignment 
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tolerance Δr = 2t (i.e. twice the wall thickness) are used as a compromise 
between accuracy and computational time (about 3, 6 and 10 hours per run for 
the 3.28 ft (1,000 mm), 6.56 ft (2,000 mm) and 9.84 ft (3,000 mm) long 
columns, respectively, on a 792 core HPC cluster consisting of a mixture of SGI 
Altix XE and SGI® Rackable™ C2114-4TY14 servers at Griffith University, 
Australia).  
 
To study the influence of the maximum number of discrete bends on the 
optimised cross-sectional shape, various maximum numbers of flat segments 
Nmax per half cross-section are investigated. Specifically, Nmax is set to 3, 4, 5 and 
6 for 3.28 ft (1,000 mm), 4, 5, 6 and 7 for 6.56 ft (2,000 mm), and 5, 6, 7 and 8 
for 9.84 ft (3,000 mm) long columns. 
 
3. Determination of the nominal axial compressive capacity Nc 
 
The nominal axial compressive member capacity Nc for flexural and flexural-
torsional buckling (global buckling), is given in the CFS Australian standard 
AS/NZS 4600 (2005) as,  
 



















                                  (5) 
 
where Ny is the nominal yield compressive capacity, calculated as the product of 
the cross-sectional area As and yield stress fy (i.e. Ny = fyAs). The variable λc is a 







                                                   (6) 
 
where foc is the least of the elastic flexural buckling stress foy about the y-axis 
(i.e. perpendicular to the symmetric x-axis) and the flexural-torsional buckling 
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where fox is the elastic flexural buckling stress about the symmetric x-axis, foz is 
the elastic torsional buckling stress about the longitudinal z-axis, and β is a 



































x                                               (11) 
 
where J is the St-Venant torsion constant, Cw is the warping constant, rx and ry 
are the radii of gyration about the x-and y-axes, respectively, lex, ley and lez are the 
effective lengths for buckling about x-, y- and z-axes, respectively, xos is the 
distance between the shear centre and the centroid, and rol is the polar radius of 










                                        (12) 
 
4. Results and discussion 
 
4.1. Column length of 3.28 ft (1,000 mm) 
 
Fig. 2 depicts the average fitness functions f given in Eq. (1) over 10 runs, with 
penalty factors αx = αalign = 10 for the manufacturable cross-sections and αx = 10 
for the non-manufacturable one, for the 3.28 ft (1,000 mm) long columns. When 
the algorithm is run with manufacturing constraints, the algorithm converges 
slower to the optimised cross-section when Nmax = 3 than when Nmax > 3. The 
optimised cross-section with Nmax = 3 is composed of longer flat segments than 
when Nmax > 3 and it is more difficult for the algorithm to align elements in the 
Hough transformation. For the Nmax > 3 curves, the convergence trend seems to 
be similar, likely because the algorithm approaches the optimised solution with 
only four flat segments per half cross-section. For the non-manufacturable cross-
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section (referred to as Nmax = 0 herein), the algorithm converges the fastest.  
 
 














0(1) 0.3694 (238.3) 16874 (75.06) +0.09 0.0012 - - 
3 0.3739 (241.2) 16872 (75.05) +0.07 0.0016 0.0 0.0000 
4 0.3711 (239.4) 16865 (75.02) +0.03 0.0015 0.0 0.0000 
5 0.3706 (239.1) 16883 (75.10) +0.14 0.0015 0.0 0.0000 
6 0.3708 (239.2) 16892 (75.14) +0.19 0.0023 0.0 0.0000 
(1): Algorithm ran without manufacturing constraints (non-manufacturable cross-section) 
(2): Error when compared to 75 kN 
Table 1. Average results over 10 runs for the 3.28 ft (1,000 mm) long columns 
 
Table 1 summarises the average results over 10 runs. When the algorithm is run 
with manufacturing constraints, the algorithm always satisfies the alignment 
constraint. The algorithm also always satisfies an average compressive axial 
capacity of at least 16,861 lbf (75 kN). Specifically, 6, 6, 8 and 7 runs out of 10 
satisfy all constraints when Nmax = 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. For the non-
manufacturable cross-section, the constraint is satisfied for 8 runs out of 10. The 
case Nmax = 5 provides the smallest average cross-sectional area of 0.3708 inch
2 
(239.1 mm2). This is 0.34% greater than the average non-manufacturable 






Nc = 16,872 lbf (75.05 kN) 
As = 0.3684 inch
2 (237.7 mm2) 
Nc = 16,861 lbf (75.00 kN) 
As = 0.3677 inch
2 (239.2 mm2) 
Nc = 16,865 lbf (75.02 kN) 
As = 0.3694 inch
2 (238.3 mm2) 
(a) Non-manufacturable (b) Nmax = 3 (c) Nmax = 4 
   
 
 
Nc = 16,867 lbf (75.03 kN) 
As = 0.3684 inch
2 (237.7 mm2) 
Nc = 16,861 lbf (75.00 kN) 
As = 0.3689 inch
2 (238.0 mm2) 
(d) Nmax = 5 (e) Nmax = 6 
Fig. 3. Fittest optimised cross-sections for the 3.28 ft (1,000 mm) long columns 
at the final generation for (a) the non- manufacturable cross-section and (b) to 




Fig. 3 plots the optimised fittest cross-sections at the 300th generation (final 
generation) out of 10 runs for each case investigated, i.e. non-manufacturable 
cross-section and Nmax = 3 to 6. The fittest cross-section is defined as the one 
satisfying all constraints and with the smaller cross-sectional area out of the 10 
runs. The figure shows that all cross-sections tend to converge to a “bean” shape 
with an overall depth of about 3.150 inch (80 mm). When Nmax increases, the 
algorithm mainly tends to subdivide the flat segments further away from the axis 
of symmetry. This “rounds” the cross-sectional shape at this location to best 
match the optimised non-manufacturable cross-sectional shape, shown in Fig. 3 
(a). As shown in Fig. 3 (d, e) and Table 1, five flat segments (Nmax = 5) per half 
cross-section seems to be sufficient to best match the optimised non-
manufacturable cross-sectional shape and likely represents an optimum number 
of flat segments for column lengths of 3.28 ft (1,000 mm). 
 
4.2. Column length of 6.56 ft (2,000 mm)  
 
Similar to Fig. 2, Fig. 4 depicts the average fitness functions f over 10 runs for 
the 6.56 ft (2,000 mm) long columns. Similar observations to Section 4.1 can be 
made and the more the number of flat segments, the faster the convergence of 
the algorithm. For the Nmax > 4 curves, the convergence trend seems to be 
similar, and likely a minimum of five flat segments per half cross-section are 
needed to approach the optimum solution. The algorithm also converges the 
fastest when manufacturing constraints are ignored (Nmax = 0).  
 
 















0(1) 0.5281 (340.7) 16906 (75.20) +0.20 0.0044 - - 
4 0.5310 (342.6)  16930 (75.31) +0.41 0.0061 0.0 0.0000 
5 0.5293 (341.5)  16971 (75.49) +0.65 0.0096 0.0 0.0000 
6 0.5296 (341.7)  16870 (75.04) +0.06 0.0062 0.0 0.0000 
7 0.5289 (341.2)  16944 (75.37) +0.49 0.0076 0.0 0.0000 
(1): Algorithm ran without manufacturing constraints (non-manufacturable cross-section) 
(2): Error when compared to 75 kN 
Table 2. Average results over 10 runs for the 6.56 ft (2,000 mm) long columns 
 
Table 2 summarises the average results over 10 runs. When the algorithm is run 
with manufacturing constraints, the algorithm always satisfies the alignment 
constraint. The algorithm also always satisfies an average compressive axial 
capacity of at least 16,861 lbf (75 kN). Specifically, 6, 9, 5 and 7 runs out of 10 
satisfy all constraints when Nmax = 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. For the non-
manufacturable cross-section, the constraint is satisfied for 9 runs out of 10. The 
case Nmax = 7 provides the smallest average cross-sectional area of 0.5289 inch
2 
(341.2 mm2). This is 0.15% greater than the average optimised non-
manufacturable cross-sectional area of 0.5281 inch2 (340.7 mm2).  
 
Fig. 5 plots the optimised fittest cross-sections at the 300th generation (final 
generation) out of 10 runs for each investigated case, i.e. non-manufacturable 
cross-section and Nmax = 4 to 7. The figure shows that all cross-sections tend to 
converge to a “bean” shape with an overall depth of about 4.528 inch (115 mm). 
The optimised manufacturable cross-sections also tend to be wider (about 2.559 
to 2.756 inch (65 to 70 mm)) than the non-manufacturable optimised cross-
section (about 2.362 inch (60 mm)). The fittest cross-section, shown in Fig. 5 
(e), is for Nmax = 7. Yet, per half cross-section, it has two flat segments in the 
“web” and two flat segments in the “lip” that are nearly aligned. Moreover, it 
has (i) a similar cross-sectional shape to the fittest cross-section (Nmax = 5 in Fig. 
5 (c)) and (ii) a cross-sectional area of only 0.03% lower than the optimised 
cross-sectional area (Nmax = 5 in Fig. 5 (c)). Therefore, five flat segments per 
half cross-section likely represents an optimum number of segments for column 





Nc = 16865 lbf (75.22 kN) 
As = 0.5256 inch
2 (339.1 mm2) 
Nc = 17079 lbf (75.97 kN) 
As = 0.5295 inch
2 (341.6 mm2) 
Nc = 16917 lbf (75.25 kN) 
As = 0.5258 inch
2 (339.2 mm2) 
(a) Non-manufacturable (b) Nmax = 4 (c) Nmax = 5 
 
 
Nc = 16978 lbf (75.52 kN) 
As = 0.5273 inch
2 (340.2 mm2) 
Nc = 16957 lbf (75.43 kN) 
As = 0.5256 inch
2 (339.1 mm2) 
(d) Nmax = 6 (e) Nmax = 7 
Fig. 5. Fittest optimised cross-sections for the 6.56 ft (2,000 mm) long columns 
at the final generation for (a) the non- manufacturable cross-section and (b) to 





4.4. Column length of 9.84 ft (3,000 mm) 
 
Similar to Figs 2 and 4, Fig. 6 depicts the average fitness functions f for the 9.84 
ft (3,000 mm) long columns. When Nmax = 5 and 6, the flat segments are too 
long for the algorithm to correctly align the elements constituting the cross-
section in the Hough transformation, and the algorithm encounters convergence 
issues. For the Nmax > 6 curves, the convergence trend seems to be similar. 
 
 














0(1) 0.6843 (441.5) 16894 (75.15) +0.20 0.0017 - - 
5 0.6398 (412.8)  16930 (60.63) -19.16 0.2275 -1.3 0.0165 
6 0.6797 (438.5)  16971 (73.14) -2.47 0.1082 -0.4 0.0090 
7 0.6908 (445.7)  16870 (74.59) -0.55 0.0197 0.0 0.0000 
8 0.6960 (449.0)  16944 (75.53) +0.46 0.0317 0.0 0.0000 
(1): Algorithm ran without manufacturing constraints (non-manufacturable cross-section) 
(2): Error when compared to 75 kN 







Nc = 16894 lbf (75.15kN) 
As = 0.6787 inch
2 (437.9 mm2) 
Nc = 17436 lbf (77.56 kN) 
As = 0.6907 inch
2 (445.6 mm2) 
Nc = 17182 lbf (76.43 kN) 
As = 0.6837 inch
2 (441.1mm2) 
(a) Non-manufacturable (b) Nmax = 5 (c) Nmax = 6 
 
 
Nc = 16953 lbf (75.41 kN) 
As = 0.6840 inch
2 (441.3 mm2) 
Nc = 16996 lbf (75.60 kN) 
As = 0.6842 inch
2 (441.4 mm2) 
(d) Nmax = 7 (e) Nmax = 8 
Fig. 7. Fittest optimised cross-sections for the 9.84 ft (3,000 mm) long columns 
at the final generation for (a) the non- manufacturable cross-section and (b) to 
(e) Nmax = 5 to 8 
 
Table 3 summarises the average results over 10 runs. When the algorithm is run 
with manufacturing constraints, only Nmax = 8 achieves an average compressive 
axial capacity of at least 16,861 lbf (75 kN). Specifically, none, 5, 6 and 8 runs 
out of 10 satisfy all constraints when Nmax = 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. For the 
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non-manufacturable cross-section, the constraint is satisfied for 9 runs out of 10. 
For large cross-sectional areas and low value of Nmax, lower alignment penalty 
factors would be required in the AL to better explore the design space before 
convergence of the algorithm. When Nmax = 8, the average cross-sectional area is 
0.6960 inch2 (449.0 mm2). This is 1.70% greater than the average optimised 
non-manufacturable cross-sectional area of 0.6843 inch2 (441.5 mm2). 
 
Fig. 7 plots the optimised fittest cross-sections at the 300th generation (final 
generation) out of 10 runs for each investigated case. The figure shows that all 
cross-sections, except for Nmax = 8, tend to converge to a “Σ” shape. These cross-
sections have an overall depth of about 5.12 inch (130 mm). For Nmax = 8, the 
cross-section converges more to a “bean” shape and has an larger overall depth 
of about 5.90 inch (150 mm). The fittest cross-section satisfying all constraints 
is given in Fig. 7 (c), i.e. Nmax = 6, and has a cross-sectional area of 0.6837 inch
2 
(441.1 mm2), i.e. 0.73% greater than the optimised non-manufacturable cross-
sectional area of 0.6787 inch2 (437.9 mm2), shown in Fig. 7 (a). Six flat 
segments per half cross-section would likely represent an optimum number of 
flat segments for column lengths of 9.84 ft (3,000 mm).  
 
5. Future studies 
 
As part of the future work, structural assembly constraints will be integrated into 
the algorithm allowing optimising both practical and manufacturable CFS cross-
sections. Rules defined in Gilbert et. al. (2012a) considering all buckling modes, 
i.e. local, distortional and global buckling, will also be incorporated into the 
algorithm. Moreover, bending moment capacity of CFS members will be 
introduced into the algorithm to optimise the cross-sections to actual 
compressive and flexural loading patterns. 
   
6. Conclusion 
 
This paper has investigated the optimisation of manufacturable singly-
symmetric open cross-sections of CFS columns for yielding and global 
buckling. Varying column lengths were analysed. The validated shape 
optimisation algorithm introduced in the companion paper is used for this 
purpose. For each column length, different numbers of flat segments per half 
cross-section are investigated and the optimum number of flat segments is 
discussed. This paper showed that introducing the manufacturing constraints 
into the algorithm increases the average cross-sectional area (over 10 runs) by 
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Understanding the global buckling behavior of thin-walled 














In this paper flexural buckling of thin-walled members with holes are discussed. 
Members with few but large openings, as well as with slotted webs are studied. 
Large number of finite element analyses has been performed, by using a 
carefully constrained shell finite element model in order to exclude the 
distortion of the cross-section, which makes it possible to analyze flexural 
buckling separately from other modes. Based on the results general conclusions 
are drawn regarding the global behavior of members with holes. Moreover, 
analytical models are developed for column members with slotted webs, with 
neglecting or with considering the effect of shear deformations. The proposed 
analytical models are the adaptation of the shell-theory-based analytical models 





Thin-walled members sometimes have holes due to various reasons and in 
various arrangements. There might be large but few openings, as well as many 
smaller holes. A special version of this latter case is when the profile (e.g., 
channel profile) is produced with slotted web. Though the application of holes is 
due to non-structural reasons, holes have non-negligible influence on the 
structural behavior, too. During the last few decades various approaches have 
been proposed for the handling of the effect of holes in thin-walled (e.g., cold-
formed steel) members. Similarly to members without holes, some proposals are 
based on the effective width approach (Ádány et al, 2002), while others on the 
direct strength method (DSM) approach (Moen and Schafer, 2009). The existing 
studies are mostly design-oriented, i.e., they try to give recommendations for 
predicting the design capacity of the thin-walled member with holes.  
 
The actual paper basically adopts the worldview of DSM, by a priori assuming 
that the thin-walled members (subjected to compressive axial stresses) have 
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three basic types of behavior: local(-plate), distortional and global, among which 
the global ones are studied. However, in certain cases shear modes have crucial 
importance, too as shown in Ádány (2014). As it will be shown, members with 
slotted webs are also among those cases where shear behavior is crucial, 
therefore, shear deformation will also be considered here.  
 
Both global and (global-)shear modes have the characteristic feature that cross-
section deformation is non-existing or at least negligibly small, therefore, rigid 
cross-sections are enforced throughout the whole research. The effect of holes 
on the elastic buckling behavior and elastic critical load are explored by using 
shell finite element models. Two basic questions are discussed. First: how the 
global modes can be defined if holes are present? Second: how the effect of 
slotted webs can be considered in the calculation of elastic critical load in case 
of flexural buckling? To answer the first question various numerical studies are 
performed and briefly presented, showing the important effect of shear 
deformations. As far as the second question is concerned, a semi-analytical 
method is proposed for the elastic critical load calculation of members with 
slotted webs considering or disregarding the effect of shear deformations.  
 
 
Overview of the completed numerical studies 
 
To analyse the effect of holes, numerical studies have been performed. Column 
members are analysed with and without holes. Various cross-sections are 
selected, including I, C, U and Z shaped cross-sections, see Fig 1. For 
illustration, here the C-shaped sections will be used with the following 
dimensions: 200 mm for the web height, 40 mm for the flange widths, 20 mm 
for the lip lengths, and 2 mm for the thickness. The given dimensions are out-to-
out dimensions. Note the lips are perpendicular to the flanges. 
 
 
I-thick I-thin U Z C 
Figure 1: Considered cross-section shapes  
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The considered material has characteristics similar to regular steel. However, 
previous studies highlighted that the applied constraining (namely, that no 
transverse deformations are allowed) introduces an increase of the axial stiffness 
(as well as all the stiffnesses associated with warping), therefore, results are 
more realistic if the Possion’s ratio is set to zero. (For more details, see Ádány 
and Visy, 2012). Thus, the material properties are as follows: E = 210 000 MPa 
and =0.  
 
Various column lengths are considered. In all the cases the column members 
have simple supports at both ends. Various buckling modes have been calculated. 
Here, only major-axis flexural modes will be presented, since flexural modes are 
easy to understand, while the effect of holes (and especially, the effect of shear 
deformations) is more visible and understandable in case of major-axis buckling. 
It is to note that while major-axis flexural buckling is a natural buckling mode 
for double-symmetrical cross-sections (e.g., I-section), it does not occur in the 
typical single-symmetrical (cold-formed steel) cross-sections (such as C, Z or U), 
since in these cases minor-axis flexural mode and flexural-torsional modes are 
the natural buckling modes. However, if torsion of the member is prevented, 
major-axis flexural modes become realistic. Thus, the here presented numerical 
examples assume that torsion is prevented, e.g., by applying continuous lateral 
restraint for both flanges (e.g., by some OSB, gypsum board or trapezoidal 
sheeting). 
 
Members without holes, with large web hole(s) and with slotted webs are 
considered. In case of large openings rectangular holes are considered, centrally 
located in the web, equally spaced along the member length. The dimension of 
one hole is 120x120 mm.  In case of slotted webs the assumed slot arrangement 
is shown in Fig 2, symmetrically arranged and centrally located.  During the 
studies the slot sizes and slot distances are kept constant, however, the number 
of slot rows is varying from 1 to 15. 
 
The buckling analyses have been conducted by shell finite element model, as 
discussed in detail in the following Section. In all the cases the cross-section 
distortion has been excluded by carefully defined restraints, therefore, local-
plate or distortional buckling modes are prevented. The analyses are performed 
in three basic options, depending on the allowed/restrained in-plane shear 








Figure 2: Slot arrangement  
 
 
Constrained Ansys shell FE model 
 
In case of shell finite element analysis the Ansys software is used (Ansys, 2011). 
Thin shell elements are applied based on Kirchhoff plate theory (called 
SHELL63 in Ansys). A relatively fine mesh is used for the FE analysis with 
approx. 10 000 shell elements. The analysed column is simply-supported which 
means that the ends are free to rotate about the transverse axes and free to warp, 
but restrained against transverse translations and restrained against rotation 
about the longitudinal axis. In order to avoid numerical problems, a longitudinal 
support has also been applied at one single node.  
 
The column is loaded by two concentrated longitudinal forces at its ends, equal 
in magnitude but opposite in direction, which is resulted a constant compression 
force along the column. The end forces are applied as distributed loads along the 
mid-lines of end cross-sections.  
 
The analysed members are constrained in order to exclude other than global 
buckling modes. Two types of constraints are applied, as follows: (c1) 
constraints to exclude cross-section deformations, (c2) constraints to exclude in-
plane shear deformations. If c1+c2 constraints are used, this leads to classical 
shear-free bending deformations. If c1 is used without c2, this leads to global 
modes with in-plane shear. 
 
The practical realization of the constraints is not an obvious process. The 
following ways are found to be the most convenient ones. Criterion c1 is 
enforced by introducing “virtual diaphragms”. Virtual diaphragm ensures that 
transverse displacements (i.e., transverse translations and rotation about the 
column’s longitudinal axis) in a cross-section are linked to each other. (In Ansys 
this kind of constraint can readily be realized by the CERIG command.) 
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Criterion c2 means the exclusion of in-plane (membrane) shear deformations of 
the plate elements of the cross-section. A straightforward way to realize it in an 
Ansys FE analysis is to apply a special finite element (called SHELL28) with 
increased shear rigidity. Note, some more details on how to do the constraining 
in Ansys can be found in Ádány and Visy (2012). 
 
The actual paper discusses members with holes. As far as in-plane shear 
deformations are concerned, three options will be used. In case of ‘no shear’ 
option shear deformations are totally excluded, by applying c1+c2 constraints 
for the whole member, including the holes, too. In case of ‘shear in holes only’ 
option the c1+c2 constraints are applied for the steel part of the member, but not 
for the holes. In case of ‘shear allowed’ option c1 constraints are used only, 




Understanding the effect of holes and shear deformations 
 
The effect of shear options is illustrated in Fig 3 in case of large web openings. 






shear in holes only 
 
shear allowed 
Figure 3: Buckled shapes with various shear options: members with holes 
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It is remarkable how different the buckled shapes are depending on the assumed 
shear deformations, even though in all the cases the cross-section distortions are 
prevented. In case of large openings, if shear is allowed, the global shape of the 
transverse displacements is different from the half-sine wave, since the 
transverse deformations are localized around the large openings. It is also 
evident that if classical beam-theory-like deformations are aimed, shear 







shear in holes only 
 
shear allowed 




In case of columns with slotted webs the effect of shear deformations – in 
general – is smaller, but still significant. If shear is allowed, the buckled shapes 
are similar to that of a shear-deformable column, due to the fact that the holes 
are distributed.  
 
Therefore, a general conclusion is that the effect of holes greatly depends on the 
size of the holes. In case of multiple (evenly distributed) small holes, the 
member can be modelled by shear-free or shear-deformable beam theory. In 
case of large openings, however, it is typical to have localized deformations, 
therefore, classical beam-theory-based solutions are unlikely applicable.  
 
Critical forces for the cases with large web holes are given in Table 1, while for 
the cases of slotted web in Table 2. (Note, though C-section columns are shown 
here, the results well represent other cross-sections, too.) The most important 
observations are as follows: (i) holes might have large effect on the critical 
forces, (ii) in-plane shear deformations might have significant effect on the 
critical forces as well as on the buckled shapes, and (iii) imitation of classical 
beam-theory-like solutions requires the exclusion of shear deformations both in 









0 hole 1 hole 2 holes 3 holes 4 holes 
 mm kN kN kN kN kN 
 500 23156 21173 20691 20112 - 
no 1000 6677.4 6483.9 6411.5 6344.1 6247.0 
shear 1500 3052.5 3001.9 2980.6 2959.5 2936.3 
 2000 1736.9 1715.7 1707.3 1697.3 1686.9 
shear 500 23156 7900.9 6143.9 5839.5 - 
in 1000 6677.4 6479.4 4916.7 4489.4 4196.1 
holes 1500 3052.5 2998.8 2840.2 2717.1 2609.8 
only 2000 1736.9 1713.6 1679.5 1642.8 1614.3 
 500 14840 3905.3 3085.6 2858.0 - 
shear 1000 5682.2 3391.7 2826.8 2660.9 2515.9 
allowed 1500 2822.6 2765.5 2294.4 2119.1 1995.8 
 2000 1657.7 1632.7 1541.1 1473.3 1417.3 
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 mm kN kN kN kN kN 
 500 23156 22984 22623 22004 20981 
no 1000 6677.4 6658.4 6598.1 6454.1 6172.5 
shear 1500 3052.5 3046.4 3025.0 2965.3 2835.7 
 2000 1736.9 1739.2 1722.8 1689.4 1620.1 
shear 500 23156 18855 14295 10238 7014.5 
in 1000 6677.4 6051.3 5195.9 4439.7 3740.6 
holes 1500 3052.5 2894.4 2649.3 2410.7 2157.5 
only 2000 1736.9 1676.9 1583.1 1484.9 1360.0 
 500 14840 11198 8186.0 5756.1 3864.0 
shear 1000 5682.2 4821.8 3922.2 3179.4 2535.0 
allowed 1500 2822.6 2565.4 2251.3 1966.5 1687.9 
 2000 1657.7 1559.8 1427.6 1297.1 1155.8 
 
 
Analytical solution for flexural buckling with neglecting the effect of shear 
 
Classical shear-free flexural buckling (or: in general, global buckling) of 
columns with solid webs have been comprehensively studied in Ádány (2012) 
and in Ádány and Visy (2012). Various beam-like and shell-like models are 
considered, and analytical solutions are also derived in various options, 
including options that can (practically) precisely imitate constrained shell 
models such as the Ansys shell FE model used in this study. According to the 
referenced papers, the option that best fit to constrained shell FEM is denoted 















































Fa  (2) 
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where E is the modulus of elasticity,  is the Poisson’s ratio, L is the member 
length, while the involved cross-sectional properties are as follows: A is the 
cross-sectional area, I is the second moment of areas calculated for the relevant 
(e.g., strong) axis with considering own plate inertias (i.e., the 
(‘width’)×(‘thickness’)
3
/12 terms), while Ir is the same second moment of area 
but with neglecting own plate inertias. In case of thin-walled members rII   



















  (3) 
 
Note, this formula is exactly identical to the one that belongs to ‘yyy’ option in 
Ádány (2012) or Ádány and Visy (2012). 
 
As numerical results clearly show, the effect of holes might be significant, even 
if the in-plane shear is neglected. Our aim here, hence, is to extend the 
applicability of the above formula for column members with slotted webs. The 
proposal is to apply the same formula, but with modified, i.e., reduced section 
properties.  
 
Assuming that the web slots are present along the whole length of the member 
(which is the typical practical situation), it is reasonable to assume that an 
equivalent constant axial and bending stiffness can be defined. The equivalent 
section properties accounting for the holes are proposed to calculate as follows: 
 
332211 AAAAeq   and 332211 IIIIeq   (4) 
 
where A1, A2 and A3 are cross-section areas with considering the holes due to the 
slots, while I1, I2 and I3 are moment of inertias for the relevant (i.e. strong) axis 
with considering the holes calculated with considering the holes. The ‘1’, ‘2’ 
and ‘3’ locations are illustrated in Fig 5. Obviously, the values of the  
coefficients are dependent on the arrangement of the slots. Evidently, 
1321  , and it is reasonable to assume that 1 should be equal to 2 (in 
case of any regular slot arrangement), while 3 should have the largest value out 
of the three. For the considered slot geometries 18.021  and 
64.03  values have been found to yield to extremely good results for any 























 mm kN kN kN kN kN 
 500 23103 22986 22625 22005 20981 
Ansys 1000 6671.7 6658.7 6599.3 6453.8 6173.6 
constr. 2000 1734.6 1739.4 1717.4 1682.2 1617.4 
shell 3000 777.10 776.97 771.52 756.02 723.95 
 5000 282.55 280.50 277.39 269.86 261.70 
 500 23113 22991 22634 22014 21000 
analyt. 1000 6672.6 6660.1 6600.2 6454.1 6174.4 
solution 2000 1735.3 1733.8 1721.7 1686.3 1614.7 
Eq (3) 3000 777.04 776.54 771.40 755.80 723.80 
 5000 280.82 280.66 278.86 273.27 261.72 
 
 
Analytical solution for flexural buckling with considering the effect of shear 
 
Flexural buckling of columns with considering the effect of in-plane shear 
deformations has been comprehensively studied in Ádány (2013). Various 
beam-like and shell-like models are considered, and analytical solutions are also 
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derived in various options, including options that can (practically) precisely 
imitate constrained shell models such as the Ansys shell FE model used in this 
study. In case of shell-theory-based models the analytical solution for the critical 













































    ss GAF   (6) 
 
and G is the shear modulus, As is the shear area for the relevant direction, and 
the  coefficients are dependent on the considered option. According to Ádány 
(2013), the option that best fit to constrained shell FEM is denoted there as ‘yny’, 
and the formulae for the a coefficients are as follows: 
 










 13    14   (7) 
 
In case of thin-walled members, however, 12  , therefore, the critical force 
formula (for the smallest critical force) can be simplified to: 
 

































3 1  (9) 
 
In the above formulae the Fs term is essentially the shear rigidity of the cross-
section. If the web of the member is solid, the shear rigidity can be considered to 
be equal to the web area times the shear modulus of elasticity. However, if the 
web is slotted, the definition of shear rigidity needs further considerations. Here, 
the following model is adopted. 
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Let us consider a web panel consisted of three parts with a reduced stiffness 
middle part, as shown in Fig 6. We are searching for an equivalent shear 












321   (10) 
 














  (11) 
 
By applying the above formula for the slotted web, the equivalent web shear 
rigidity can be expressed. Let us consider that the height of the slotted (i.e., 
reduced stiffness) part of the web is: 
 
)12(  slotslots nhh  (12) 
 




s   (13) 
 
















,  (14) 
 
Obviously, the equivalent shear rigidity is highly dependent on the number of 
slot rows, which is illustrated in Fig 7, where the shear rigidity reduction is 








Figure 7: Equivalent shear rigidity as the function of slot rows 
 
 
The above analytical model has been used to calculate critical forces for flexural 
buckling with considering shear deformations due to slotted web. To do so, the 
value of the reduced stiffness for the slotted part of the web is necessary to 
determine. In this study this has been done by a simple trial-and-error procedure 
so that the analytical results would fit to numerical (i.e., Ansys shell FE) results. 
It has been found that Gs/G=0.075 value yields to reasonable results. Some of 
the numerical results are summarized in Table 4. It can be observed that the 
difference between the analytical and numerical critical forces is typically under 
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1%, and certainly not more than a few percent at least for long and moderately 
short columns. If the column length becomes very short, the analytical model 
underestimates the critical force calculated by the Ansys constrained shell model. 
However, this underestimation has little practical relevance, since it occurs at 
very short columns, i.e., at very high critical force values only. 
 
 














 mm kN kN kN kN kN 
 500 13508 11198 8186.0 5756.1 3864.0 
Ansys 1000 5429.6 4821.8 3922.2 3179.4 2535.0 
constr. 2000 1632.9 1559.9 1427.8 1297.1 1155.8 
shell 3000 755.54 738.20 703.04 662.23 610.44 
 5000 277.93 275.34 268.97 259.18 243.93 
 500 14080 10085 6368.0 4628.9 3621.2 
analyt. 1000 5565.6 4799.5 3745.4 3048.1 2545.0 
solution 2000 1647.4 1571.1 1431.4 1300.5 1171.8 
Eq (8) 3000 758.79 741.88 706.77 666.66 618.46 





In this paper flexural buckling of thin-walled members with holes are discussed. 
Members with few but large openings as well as with slotted webs are 
considered and studied. Large number of finite element analyses has been 
performed, by using a carefully constrained shell finite element model in order 
to exclude the distortion of the cross-section. In fact, this constrained model 
makes it possible to analyze global (i.e., flexural) buckling separately from other 
modes. 
 
First, some general conclusions are drawn. It has been concluded that the holes 
have non-negligible effect on the global buckling behavior. The presence of 
holes influences the behavior and critical forces in two ways: (i) they reduce the 
axial and flexural rigidity, and (ii) they reduce the overall shear rigidity so that 
the typically negligible and neglected shear deformations must be considered. 
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Based on the shell finite element results analytical formulae have been proposed 
for the calculation of critical forces for members with slotted webs, with 
neglecting and with considering the effect of shear deformations. In both cases 
shell-theory-based analytical solutions have been used, proposed by the authors 
earlier. The previously developed analytical solutions, however, must be adapted, 
by calibrating the various rigidities. This calibration is also performed with 
considering a specific slot arrangement, but with varying number of slot rows. 
Comparison of the analytical and shell FE results show that the agreement is 
excellent if shear deformations are totally excluded (including shear 
deformations of the holes, too). If shear deformations are also considered, the 
agreement is still satisfactory for long and moderately short columns. 
 
Though in the presented research various cross-sections are used, here only C-
shaped members are used for illustration. The results show, however, that the 
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Constrained finite element method: demonstrative examples on 








In this paper a novel method is presented for the modal decomposition of thin-
walled members. The proposed method follows the logic of the constrained 
finite strip method (cFSM), however, polynomial longitudinal shape functions 
are applied together with a longitudinal discretization. Thus, strips are 
transformed into multiple shell finite elements. The longitudinal shape functions 
are selected in such a way that modal decomposition similar to cFSM can be 
realized, therefore, the new method can conveniently be described as 
constrained finite element method (cFEM), possessing all the modal features of 
cFSM, but with significantly more flexible applicability. The method is briefly 




For thin-walled members subjected to compressive axial stresses three types of 
basic buckling phenomena are usually distinguished: local, distortional and 
global buckling. Each has its characteristic post-buckling behavior, thus, it is 
important to clearly classify the various buckling modes in order to be able to 
assess realistic design capacity. 
 
Two basic tasks can be mentioned in the context of global-distortional-local 
classification. One is the pure critical load calculation when the aim is to 
calculate critical load with forcing the member to deform in accordance with a 
buckling class. The other is buckling mode identification, when critical load is 
calculated without any preliminary restriction on the deformations, and then the 
buckled shape it is identified, i.e., the contributions of various mode classes are 
defined. To be able to solve both of these basic tasks, the solution method must 
use a modal base system, i.e., the full displacement field of the member must be 
expressed by special modal base functions. During the last few decades two 
approaches have been evolved possessing the above modal feature. First, the 
generalized beam theory (GBT), see Silvestre et al (2011), later the constrained 
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finite strip method (cFSM), see Adany and Schafer (2008). Both approaches 
have limitations. For example, in case of cFSM the member and its loading have 
to be uniform along the member length as a direct consequence of the initial 
assumptions of the semianalytical FSM (Cheung and Tham, 1997). 
 
To overcome the limitations of FSM, a novel shell finite element is proposed 
here. The longitudinal shape functions are selected in such a way that 
constraining similar to cFSM can be realized. The resulted method can readily 
be described as constrained finite element method (cFEM) which has the same 
advantageous features as those of the original cFSM, while provides more 
general practical applicability.  
 
In this paper the proposed cFEM method is briefly presented, then numerical 
examples are shown. The numerical results prove the concept of the new method, 
as well as demonstrate its potential. Though the method itself is general, in this 
paper only global buckling problems are shown, while other buckling types will 
be discussed in other papers. 
 
 
From FSM to FEM 
 
In finite strip method a member is discretized into longitudinal strips, instead of 
finite element method, which applies discretization in both the longitudinal and 
transverse directions. In Figure 1 a single strip is highlighted, along with the 
local coordinate system and the degrees of freedom (DOF) for the strip. 
 
 
Figure 1: Coordinates, Finite Strip DOF 
 
 


























































4,33,32,31,3      (3) 
 

























































  (5) 
 
where a is the member length, and b is the strip width. 
 
The above formulae represent pinned-pinned boundary conditions. An important 
feature of the longitudinal shape functions is that (i) the same longitudinal 
functions are used for u and w, and (ii) the longitudinal function for v is the first 
derivative of that used for u and w. By keeping these above characteristics, the 
formulae can be generalized, and various end conditions can be described, as in 
Cheung and Tham (1997) and Li and Schafer (2009), where trigonometric series 
are used.  
 
Here an alternative generalization is applied: instead of using trigonometric 
functions (or function series), polynomial longitudinal shape functions are used, 
as typical in finite element method.  Our goal here is to find longitudinal shape 
functions with the following features: (i) for w displacement C
(1)
 continuous 
functions should be used which are practically useful for handling various end 
restraint conditions, (ii) shape functions for u are identical to those for w, (iii) 
they must be able to exactly satisfy the constraining criteria for mode 
decomposition. Thus, for u and w standard cubic shape functions are used, while 
second-order functions are used (i.e. 3-point interpolation) for v (which is 
essential for the constraining). The interpolations are as follows: 
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NNyxv  (7) 















































NNNNyxw  (8) 
 















































































With the above longitudinal shape functions the ‘strip’ is transformed into a 
‘shell finite element’. This shell element is unusual, since longitudinal and 
transverse directions are distinguished, and different interpolation functions are 
used for the various degrees of freedom and various directions, including linear, 
second-order and cubic interpolation functions. The details of this shell element 
are not discussed here, but it can be understood that the resulted shell element 
has 6 nodes, some with 7- DOF and some with 1-DOF, so that the total number 





In this paper global modes are discussed only. The global modes satisfy three 
criteria: (i) no transverse extension, (ii) no in-plane shear, and (iii) no transverse 
curvature. With the proposed shape functions all these three criteria can be 
exactly satisfied, which is demonstrated as follows.  
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This is satisfied for any y if (and only if) u1 = u2. 
 













xy  (13) 
 
Using the above shape functions, performing the derivations and considering 
also the ‘no transverse strain’ criterion (i.e., u1 = u2 = u) the criteria lead to a 








ixy y  (14) 
 
This is satisfied only if all the i coefficients are zero, which leads to a system of 
3 equations from which the following relationships are obtained between the 



























































It is to note that the right-hand-side of the above equations are the angle of 
rotation (around z axis) of the edge line of the element at y = 0, y = a/2, and at 
y = a, respectively, which angles are unambiguously defined by the lateral 
displacement of the element (and vica-versa). 
 











xx  (16) 
 
By substituting the w(x,y) function the transverse curvature expression can be 












xx yx  (17) 
 
This is satisfied only if all the ij coefficients are zero, which lead to a system of 
equations (in this case: 8 equations). This system of equations leads to 8 
relationships between the various nodal displacements, which finally can be 
written by two equations as follows: 
 











Numerical examples: overview of the considered problems 
 
Both column and beam problems are considered, as shown in Fig 2. In all the 
cases the member is assumed to have simple supports at both ends. In all the 
examples buckling is solved, by calculating critical forces or critical moments. 
In case of columns major- and minor-axis flexural buckling (referred also as ‘F 
maj’ and ‘F min’) and pure torsional buckling (referred also as ‘T’) are 
considered, while in case of beams lateral-torsional buckling (LT) is calculated. 
(Note, here doubly-symmetrical cross-sections are discussed only.) Various 
buckling lengths are assumed, including (very) short and long members. 
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Two cross-sections are selected, as shown in Fig 3. The first one is the same 
IPE400 profile. The one named ‘I-narrow’ is similar to IPE400, but with 




Load1 Load2 Load3 





Figure 3: Cross-sections for numerical studies (dimensions in mm) 
 
Two materials are considered, both having characteristics similar to regular steel. 
However, previous studies highlighted that the applied constraining (namely: the 
‘no transverse strain’ criterion) introduces an increase of the axial stiffness (as 
well as all the stiffnesses associated with warping), therefore, if the comparison 
of various methods is the goal, the Possion’s ratio should be set to zero. (For 
more details, see Ádány and Visy, 2012). ‘Mat0’ here is an isotropic material, 
characterized by E = 210 000 MPa, =0, and G = 105 000 MPa. ‘Mat1’ is an 
orthotropic material, with E = 210 000 MPa, =0, and G = 80 770 MPa (i.e., the 
shear modulus is equal to that of a real steel material). 
 
 
Numerical examples: methods 
 
The problems are solved by using various methods. Namely: (i) analytical 
formulae, (ii) shell finite element analysis by using a commercial software 
package, (iii) constrained finite strip analysis as implemented in CUFSM (2006) 
(iv) generalized beam theory as implemented in GBTUL (2008), and (v) the 
here presented constrained finite element analysis (cFEM). 
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cFEM analysis 
In case of cFEM analysis the member is divided into 10 (equal length) elements 
longitudinally, while the cross-section is discretized into 12 elements, with four 
elements in the web and four elements in each flange. This, without the 
constraints, altogether means 1131 DOF.  When constraints are used, the total 
DOF number drastically reduces and drops to 87. However, if supports are 
considered and the analysis is limited to a specific buckling mode, the effective 
DOF number is further decreasing. For example, in case a flexural buckling 
problem DOF number can be as little as 20 (practically: twice the number of the 
elements’ number longitudinally). Note, the same discretization is used for both 
cross-sections and for any member length. This leads to varying aspect ratios for 
the individual finite elements. In the performed numerical studies aspect ratio up 
to 70 has been applied, which is much higher than normally recommended, 
however, unlike in typical shell finite element applications, here the integrations 
are performed exactly, therefore, no numerical problems have been experienced.  
 
The end restraint is also shown in Fig 4. Moreover, a longitudinal support is 
defined at the very middle node of the member. 
 
In case of loading cases Load1 and Load2 the end force and end moment is 
defined as a distributed loading over the end cross-section. In case of Load3 the 
point load is defined as a concentrated force acting on the node in the very 




Figure 4: Discretization and end restraint in the cFEM model studies 
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Using the above-described shape functions, the total potential energy function 
can be established, from which the critical load multiplier(s) can be determined 
by using the usual steps of the energy method. When establishing the potential 
function, two options are considered here, depending on how the second-order 
strain term is defined. As discussed in Ádány (2012) classical buckling solutions 
are based on beam-theory and the assumed second-order strains are different 
from that applied in typical shell-theory-based numerical models (such as FSM 















































































y  (19) 
 




Shell-model-based analytical formulae are also considered, as derived and 
discussed in Ádány (2012) and Ádány and Visy (2012). Formulae for critical 
forces can be derived by using ‘beam’ or ‘shell’ second-order strains, see Eq. 


























  (20) 
 
where L is the buckling length, A is the cross-section area, I is the second 
moment of area to the relevant (i.e., minor or major) axis with considering the 
own plate inertia terms(i.e., the bt
3
/12 terms), Ir is the second moment of area to 
























































  (21) 
where Iw and Iw,r are warping constant, with and without considering the 
through-thickness warping variation, respectively, It is the torsion constant, 
while r0S,r is the polar radius of gyration to the shear center (calculated with 
neglecting the own plate inertias). 
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Ansys shell FE analysis 
In case of shell finite element analysis the Ansys software is used (Ansys 2011). 
Thin shell elements are applied based on Kirchhoff plate theory (called 
SHELL63 in Ansys). A fine mesh is used for the FE analysis with approx. 
10 000 shell elements, properly restrained to model the simple-supported ends.  
The column is loaded by two concentrated longitudinal forces at its ends, equal 
in magnitude but opposite in direction, which is resulted a constant compression 
force along the column. The end forces are applied as distributed loads along the 
mid-lines of end cross-sections.  
 
The analysed members are constrained in order to exclude other than global 
buckling modes. Three types of constraints might be necessary, as follows: (c1) 
constraints to exclude cross-section deformations, (c2) constraints to enforce 
that the cross-section planes remain planes during axial and flexural 
deformations, and (c3) constraints to ensure that normals to the undeformed 
middle line remain straight and normal during the deformations. If c1+c2+c3 (i.e. 
all the three) constraints are used, this leads to classical shear-free bending 
deformations. The practical realization of the constraints is not an obvious 
process. The following ways are found to be the most convenient ones. 
 
Criterion c1 is enforced by introducing ‘virtual diaphragms’. Virtual diaphragm 
ensures that transverse displacements (i.e., transverse translations and rotation 
about the column’s longitudinal axis) in a cross-section are linked to each other. 
(In Ansys this kind of constraint can readily be realized by the CERIG 
command.) Criteria c2+c3 mean the exclusion of in-plane (membrane) shear 
deformations of the plate elements of the cross-section. A straightforward way 
to realize it in an Ansys FE analysis is to apply shear panels with a high value of 
sheta modulus (in Ansys SHELL28 are applicable). Note, some more details on 
how to do the constraining in Ansys can be found in Ádány and Visy (2012). 
 
cFSM and GBT analysis 
For constrained finite strip analysis the CUFSM (2006) software is applied, 
while the GBT analysis is performed by the GBTUL (2008) software. 
 
 
Numerical results: members with uniform loading 
 
First simple column and beam problems are shown, with uniform compressive 
force or uniform (major-axis) bending moment. The calculated critical 
forces/moments are compared in Tables 1 to 3. The tables prove that the 
proposed cFEM is able to reproduce the results of other methods with great 
precision and for a wide range of cross-sections and lengths. 
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analytic GBTUL cFEM-b 
   mm kN kN kN 
IPE400 Mat0 F min 1000 27239 27239 27240 
IPE400 Mat0 F min 2000 6809.8 6809.8 6809.9 
IPE400 Mat0 F min 5000 1089.6 1089.6 1089.6 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 1000 211204 211204 211207 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 2000 52801 52801 52802 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 5000 8448.2 8448.2 8448.3 
I-narrow Mat0 T 1000 2757.8 2757.8 2757.8 
I-narrow Mat0 T 2000 1375.4 1375.4 1375.4 
I-narrow Mat0 T 5000 988.37 988.37 988.38 
 
 









analytic cFSM Ansys cFEM-s 
   mm kN kN kN kN 
IPE400 Mat0 F min 1000 26815 26815 26825 26815 
IPE400 Mat0 F min 2000 6783.0 6783.1 6784.3 6783.1 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 1000 175509 175509 175509 175511 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 2000 50246 50246 50252 50247 
I-narrow Mat0 T 1000 2752.9 2752.9 2753.3 2753.0 
I-narrow Mat0 T 2000 1374.8 1374.8 1374.9 1374.8 
 
 









GBTUL cFEM-b cFSM cFEM-s 
   mm kNm kNm kNm kNm 
IPE400 Mat0 LT 1000 5365.6 5365.7 5251.7 5251.8 
IPE400 Mat0 LT 2000 1414.8 1414.9 1407.2 1407.1 
IPE400 Mat0 LT 5000 295.83 295.84 295.58 295.58 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 1000 235.33 235.33 234.92 234.92 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 2000 79.561 79.561 79.526 79.526 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 5000 26.002 26.002 26.000 26.001 
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Numerical results: beams with non-uniform loading 
 
For the buckling analysis an initial stress state is essential, since the potential 
associated with the external loading is dependent on the assumed stresses. (In 
other words, the geometric stiffness matrix is dependent on the stress 
distribution.) In the previous examples it was reasonable to assume that the only 
non-zero stress component is the longitudinal normal stress (y), the distribution 
of which is either uniform or linearly changing over the cross-section. When the 
loading is non uniform along the length of the member, the initial stress state is 
less obvious. 
 
In the following examples the cFEM buckling analysis is performed in two basic 
options, as far as initial stress state is considered. In option ‘simple’ x is 
neglected, y is defined by a simple beam-theory-based hand calculation, while 
xy is assumed to be zero in the flanges while equal to the shear force per web 
area in the web. In case of option ‘unconstrained’ the initial stress state is 
defined by a first-order stress analysis by using the same (but unconstrained) 
shell model that used for the buckling analysis. Moreover, the buckling problem 
is solved with considering/neglecting certain stress components.  
 
In Table 4 the effect of considered stress components is illustrated. It is obvious 
from the results that the in-plane shear is non-negligible. For the given problem 
the transverse normal stress has little effect, but this is mostly due to the fact that 
the assumed Poisson’s ratio is zero. Finally, it is also found that for the given 
problem it is almost indifferent how the longitudinal stresses are calculated: by a 
simple beam theory or by a shell FEM analysis. It is to note, however, that in 
more complicated cases there might be no obvious way to calculate longitudinal 
stresses by a beam theory (e.g., members with holes, and/or with unusual end or 
intermediate restraints, etc.).  
  
In Tables 5 and 6 the results of the cFEM analysis are compared to other 
methods. As it can be observed, the proposed cFEM results show excellent 
agreement with other methods’ results.  
  





















   mm kNm kNm kNm kNm 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 1000 736.40 320.67 320.81 320.34 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 2000 243.61 108.32 108.33 108.30 
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   mm kNm kNm kNm kNm 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 1000 320.85 320.81 321.25 321.25 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 2000 108.35 108.33 108.37 108.35 
 
 




















   mm kNm kNm kNm kNm 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 1000 317.11 320.23 320.67 320.34 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 2000 108.07 108.28 108.32 108.30 
 
 
Numerical results: members with holes 
 
The previously presented examples can be solved by other numerical methods 
with modal feature, namely: CUFSM and/or GBTUL. To show the potential of 
the proposed cFEM, members with holes are also solved. If holes are present, 
neither GBT nor cFSM can solve the problem. At the same time, holes do not 
mean any difficulty or complication for the proposed cFEM at least if the 
member can still be modelled by using a highly regular finite element mesh. 
Here, two rectangular openings are assumed, as shown in Fig 5. The critical 
forces and moments are summarized in Tables 7 and 8.  
 
 
Figure 5: Members with holes 
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It can be concluded from the tables that the presence of holes leas to some 
reduction of the critical load. The reduction is dependent on the type of buckling: 
the most sensitive among the analyzed cases is the pure torsional buckling. 
Moreover, the assumed initial stress state might have non-negligible effect even 
if the member is subjected to pure compression. It is to observe that Ansys shell 
analysis results are closest to the cFEM results if ‘simple’ option is used, since 
the Ansys model itself is highly constrained, therefore its stress state is more 
similar to the ‘simple’ than to ‘’unconstrained’ stress state of cFEM.  
 




















   mm kN/kNm kN/kNm kN/kNm kN/kNm 
I-narrow Mat0 F min 1000 1037.2 1037.4 1037.6 1037.4 
I-narrow Mat0 F min 2000 259.60 259.60 259.60 259.59 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 1000 163729 163959 166517 162596 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 2000 48332 48342 48477 48204 
I-narrow Mat0 T 1000 2377.6 2385.2 1947.7 2199.0 
I-narrow Mat0 T 2000 1152.1 1154.3 963.05 1056.3 
 
 


















    no hole hole hole 
   mm kN/kNm kN/kNm kN/kNm 
I-narrow Mat0 F min 1000 1048.7 1037.6 1037.4 
I-narrow Mat0 F min 2000 262.38 259.60 259.59 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 1000 175511 166517 162596 
I-narrow Mat0 F maj 2000 50247 48477 48204 
I-narrow Mat0 T 1000 2753.0 1947.7 2199.0 
I-narrow Mat0 T 2000 1374.8 963.05 1056.3 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 1000 320.23 316.60 315.97 
I-narrow Mat1 LT 2000 108.28 105.57 105.53 
IPE400 Mat1 LT 1000 7126.9 7244.9 7110.2 




In this paper a new method, the constrained shell finite element method (cFEM) 
is briefly presented. The method can be considered as the extension of the 
constrained finite strip method: polynomial longitudinal shape functions are 
used which lead to significantly more general applicability. From practical point 
of view, by using the proposed novel shell element the following problems can 
readily be handled: various end restraint conditions, intermediate (partial) 
restraints, variable loading along the length, variable thickness along the length, 
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Improved Effective Width Method Considering 
Distortional Buckling for Cold-formed Thin-walled Steel 
Members with Lipped Channel Section 
 YAO Xingyou1,2 , LI Yuanqi3 
Abstract 
The local buckling, distortional buckling, and overall buckling would occur 
for cold-formed thin-walled steel members with lipped channel section. The 
effective width method is used to considering the effect of local and 
distortional buckling on load-carrying capacity of member in Chinese code. 
Especially, a very conservative stability coefficient of partially stiffened 
elements used to considering the local buckling and distortional buckling of 
flange of lipped channel sections. In this paper, the half-wave length, the 
elastic buckling stress of distortional-buckling of cold-formed thin-walled 
steel members with lipped channel section and the corresponding stability 
coefficient of partially stiffened elements were developed based on the 
energy method. With comparison among the calculated results of elastic 
buckling stress and half-wave length using the improved method and the 
Finite Strip Method, suitability and precision of the improved method were 
illuminated. Then, a uniform formula for the stability coefficient of partially 
stiffened elements considering both local and distortional buckling effect 
was established based on the proposed method. Finally, with comparison on 
lipped channel sections in the appendix of Chinese code and existing test 
results conducted by many researchers and the proposed method, it is shown 
that the proposed uniform formula had higher precision to calculate the 
stability coefficient of partially stiffened elements and the ultimate 
load-carrying capacity of cold-formed thin-walled steel members with 
lipped channel section. 
 
                                                        
1 Doctor ,Tongji University, Shanghai, China  
2 Lecturer, Nanchang Institute of Technology, Nanchang, China 
3 Professor, Tongji University, Shanghai, China 
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Cold-formed lipped channel sections have been widely used in light gauge 
steel construction. These channel members may buckle in one and some of 
several modes including local buckling, distortional buckling, and 
flexural-torsional buckling based on different boundary conditions, sections, 
and effective length. The distortional buckling is more complication and the 
half-wave length of that is between local buckling and overall buckling. The 
design method for local buckling and overall buckling is more perfect but 
have no provision to consider distortional buckling in Chinese code 
“technical code of cold-formed thin-walled steel structures” 
(GB50018-2002). the North American(AISI-S100-2007) and the Australia 
Specification (AS/NZS4600:2005) for cold-formed steel structural members 
have provision to design distortional buckling strength based on several 
study references (Lau and Hancock 1987, Schafer and Pekez 1999, Schafer 
2002) and Chinese researchers (Chen 2002, Li, Wang, and Shen, et al. 2010, 
Li, Liu, and Shen, et al. 2010, Yao 2012, Yao and Teng 2008, Yao, Cheng, 
and Xing 2008, Zhou and Wang 2009) have provided some design method 
for distortional buckling too, but these design methods are more 
complication. The test and theoretical analysis show that distortional 
buckling can decide the load-carrying capacities, so a simple design method 
for distortional buckling based on effective width method in Chinese code 
should be conducted. In this paper, the half-wave length, elastic buckling 
stress of distortional-buckling of partially stiffened elements (Fig.1) for 
cold-formed thin-walled steel members with lipped channel section and the 
corresponding stability coefficient of partially stiffened elements were 
developed using the energy method. A uniform formula for the stability 
coefficient of partially stiffened elements considering both local and 
distortional buckling effect was established. Finally, with examples’ analysis 









Elastic Distortional Buckling Analysis for Lipped Channel 
Sectional Members  
The basic assumption (Zhou and Wang 2009) of distortional buckling 
analysis for partially stiffened element include that lips are as elastic bearing 
beam and have no restrained action for flange, shear stress around plate is 
zero, and the normal stress of no-bearing edge is zero.  
The boundary conditions can obtain according to the basic assumption as 


















































              
(3) 
Where D, E, t, w, I, υ are flexural rigidity of unit plate, modulus of elasticity 
of steel, thickness of plate, the lateral deflected shape of plate, moment of 
inertia of the partially stiffened element and lip, and Poisson’s ratio 
respectively. 
The distortional buckling analytical model for partially stiffened element of 
lipped channel members is shown in Fig.2 and the equation (4) is the 
deflected shape function of distortional buckling.  
 cos /w fy x 
                        
(4)
 where  f  is parameter，λ is the half-wave length.  
  
Fig.2 Distortional buckling analytical model for partially stiffened elements  


































































































































      
(6a)
 
The equation (6b) can be obtained by the substitution of deflected shape 













         
(6b) 




















              
(7a)
 
The equation (7b) can be obtained by the substitution of deflected shape 






                     
(7b) 
When the maximum stress act at the stiffened edge, the potential energy of 




















































            
(8a) 
The equation (8b) can be obtained by the substitution of deflected shape 













                
(8b) 




























































The equation (9b) can be obtained by the substitution of deflected shape 














                   
(9b) 
The entire buckling potential energy of partially stiffened element is 
lip f f lip wV V U U U                               
(10) 
Substituting Eqs.(5b), (6b), (7b), (8b), and (9b) in Eq.(10) and assign 
/ 0f   ,the distortional buckling stress can be obtained as Eq. (11). 
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The distortional buckling half-wave length can be determined using 
equation (12) if we ignore the impact of torsional stiffener of web on 
half-wave length and assign / 0w    .  
 3 24 / 3 /b D EIb k  
                              
(12) 
The elastic distortional buckling stress and half-wave length can be obtained 
using same the method when the maximum stress acts at partially stiffened 
edge.  
     2 2 2
3 2
/ / ( / / 3 2(1 )) /
(1/ 3 /12)lip
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 3 24 / 3 /b D EIb k  
        
(14)
 
The equation (12) and (14) calculated distortional buckling half-wave length 
have relate with rotational restraint. The value of kφ asymptotes to a constant 
of 2D/h and 4D/h for axially-compressed members and bending members 
for long half-wavelength from the reference(Law and Hancock 1987, Yao 
and Teng 2008). The value of kφ can use(2+αw)D/h for 
eccentrically-compressed members, where αw is the factor of non-uniform 
stress distribution for web.  
Distortional buckling half-wave length can be determined from equation (15) 
considering the factor of non-uniform stress distribution for web αw and 
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lipped channel members can be obtained. Assigning rotational restraint kφ 
equals to 0 in Eqs. (11) and (13) and considering expression 
   22 2/ 12 1 /kE t b    , the distortional buckling stability 
coefficient of the partially stiffened element can be obtained ignore 
interaction of plates.  
When maximum stress act at the stiffened edge 
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When maximum stress act at the patially stiffened edge 
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(16b) 
The selected sectional dimension of partially stiffened element is that the 
width of flange is 60mm, thickness is 1mm, the width ratio for lip to 
flange is 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4, the width ratio 
for web and flange is 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The comparison on distortional 
buckling stress estimation using proposed method and the finite strip 
method CUFSM is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 Comparison on distortional buckling stress between the proposed 
method and the Finite Strip Method  
 h a=0 a=3 a=6 a=9 a=12 a=15 a=18 a=21 a=24 
Proposed 
model 
60 34.84 45.48 75.50 107.77 138.92 168.06 195.03 219.90 242.85 
90 32.49 40.65 64.76 90.78 115.95 139.53 161.37 181.52 200.12 
120 31.08 37.77 58.35 80.65 102.26 122.52 141.30 158.64 174.65 
150 30.13 35.80 53.98 73.74 92.92 110.92 127.61 143.03 157.27 
180 29.42 34.35 50.75 68.64 86.02 102.35 117.50 131.50 144.44 
210 28.87 33.22 48.24 64.67 80.66 95.69 109.64 122.54 134.46 
240 28.43 32.31 46.22 61.48 76.34 90.32 103.31 115.32 126.43 
270 28.06 31.56 44.54 58.83 72.76 85.87 98.06 109.34 119.77 
300 27.75 30.92 43.13 56.59 69.73 82.11 93.62 104.28 114.14 
CUFSM 
60 32.16 42.72 72.50 106.42 139.71 171.31 200.81 228.04 252.94 
90 30.64 38.64 62.75 90.46 117.57 143.29 167.28 189.38 209.59 
120 29.72 36.17 56.87 80.80 104.21 126.41 147.09 166.16 183.57 
150 29.11 34.48 52.81 74.14 95.02 114.81 133.24 150.23 165.75 
180 28.64 33.22 49.80 69.21 88.20 106.20 122.98 138.43 152.55 
210 28.29 32.24 47.44 65.35 82.88 99.49 114.98 129.25 142.22 
240 28.01 31.45 45.53 62.23 78.58 94.08 108.53 121.84 133.98 
270 27.76 30.79 43.96 59.64 75.01 89.59 103.17 115.68 127.10 




60 1.08 1.06 1.04 1.01 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.96 
90 1.06 1.05 1.03 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 
120 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 
150 1.04 1.04 1.02 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 
180 1.03 1.03 1.02 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 
210 1.02 1.03 1.02 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95 
240 1.02 1.03 1.02 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94 
270 1.01 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.94 
300 1.01 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.94 




method CUFSM is very close and the maximum error is less than 8%. The 
calculated results for bending members, eccentrically-compressed members 
about strong and weak axis have the same accuracy (Yao 2012).  
Stability coefficient of partially stiffened element 
Substituting v and in Eq. (16) and considering local buckling stability 
coefficient, the stability coefficient of partially stiffened element can be 
obtained. 
When maximum stress acts on the stiffened edge: 
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When maximum stress acts on the partially stiffened edge: 
   
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(17b) 
The half-wavelength is the minimum of distortional buckling 
half-wavelength and length of member in equation (15). 
Distortional buckling load-carrying capacities of lipped 
channel members 
The load-carrying capacities of lipped channel members can be determined 
using Chinese code if the stability coefficient of the partially stiffened 
element can be calculated using Eq.(17) and the effective width of plates 
using Chinese code GB50018-2002. The load-carrying capacities of lipped 
channel members are the minimum of overall stability strength considering 
local buckling and distortional buckling strength in North America code, 
which is very accurate. So the North America Code can be used to verify the 
accuracy of the proposed method in this paper. 
Sections in the appendix of Chinese code 
The sections in the appendix of Chinese code (GB50018-2002) are the 
common sections used in china. These sections are used to verify the 
proposed method. The lengths of members are 5, 10, and 15 time width of 
web. The scope of slenderness is from 30 to 150. Comparison on 
load-carrying capacities of axially-compressed members with sections in the 




America code is shown in table 2. Where Pc1、Pc2 are load-carrying 
capacities using Chinese code considering interaction of plates or not, Pcr1、
Pcr2are load-carrying capacities using the proposed method considering 
interaction of plates or not, PA is the load-carrying capacities using North 
America code.
Table 2 Comparison on load-carrying capacities of axially-compressed 
members with sections in the appendix of Chinese code 
L/mm h/mm b/mm a/mm t/mm Pc1/kN Pc2/kN Pcr1/kN Pcr2/kN PA/kN Pc1/PA Pc2/PA Pcr1/PA Pcr2/PA 
400 80 40 15 2 103.02 103.64 108.24 108.88 111.32 0.93 0.93 0.97 0.98 
500 100 50 15 2.5 155.67 155.66 163.10 163.77 168.40 0.92 0.92 0.97 0.97 
600 120 50 20 2.5 163.48 166.76 172.41 174.36 177.92 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.98 
600 120 60 20 3 227.61 228.18 242.06 239.91 247.60 0.92 0.92 0.98 0.97 
700 140 50 20 2 115.40 121.56 124.72 133.55 132.23 0.87 0.92 0.94 1.01 
700 140 50 20 2.2 133.71 140.04 142.98 150.27 149.66 0.89 0.94 0.96 1.00 
700 140 50 20 2.5 162.75 168.27 171.71 175.17 176.73 0.92 0.95 0.97 0.99 
700 140 60 20 3 228.85 231.58 240.86 242.54 248.80 0.92 0.93 0.97 0.97 
800 160 60 20 2 118.34 126.01 132.70 140.70 145.20 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.97 
800 160 60 20 2.2 141.25 147.23 153.30 164.04 165.71 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.99 
800 160 60 20 2.5 172.14 179.43 184.45 195.89 195.58 0.88 0.92 0.94 1.00 
800 160 70 20 3 241.07 245.14 256.29 267.67 270.11 0.89 0.91 0.95 0.99 
900 180 70 20 2 118.51 129.31 134.34 146.67 141.72 0.84 0.91 0.95 1.03 
900 180 70 20 2.2 142.40 151.77 161.17 171.00 165.53 0.86 0.92 0.97 1.03 
900 180 70 20 2.5 180.97 187.32 195.78 210.36 203.75 0.89 0.92 0.96 1.03 
1000 200 70 20 2 114.84 127.70 130.22 143.62 140.44 0.82 0.91 0.93 1.02 
1000 200 70 20 2.2 137.99 149.63 156.27 167.49 164.85 0.84 0.91 0.95 1.02 
1000 200 70 20 2.5 176.54 184.71 195.05 206.09 202.22 0.87 0.91 0.96 1.02 
1100 220 75 20 2 113.60 127.25 128.80 145.13 141.69 0.80 0.90 0.91 1.02 
1100 220 75 20 2.2 136.51 150.90 154.60 169.26 162.53 0.84 0.93 0.95 1.04 
1100 220 75 20 2.5 174.69 186.29 197.51 208.28 204.28 0.86 0.91 0.97 1.02 
800 80 40 15 2 94.00 94.01 98.20 97.28 97.72 0.96 0.96 1.00 1.00 
1000 100 50 15 2.5 140.66 140.66 147.39 145.56 146.78 0.96 0.96 1.00 0.99 
1200 120 50 20 2.5 142.96 144.88 149.80 148.36 147.96 0.97 0.98 1.01 1.00 
1200 120 60 20 3 206.58 206.58 219.17 213.78 216.46 0.95 0.95 1.01 0.99 
1400 140 50 20 2 95.43 99.60 101.75 106.09 103.17 0.92 0.97 0.99 1.03 




1400 140 50 20 2.5 132.72 136.53 139.33 137.94 137.26 0.97 0.99 1.02 1.00 
1400 140 60 20 3 199.71 201.77 209.88 206.87 207.31 0.96 0.97 1.01 1.00 
1600 160 60 20 2 102.41 106.99 110.95 119.23 116.04 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.03 
1600 160 60 20 2.2 118.51 123.62 127.17 135.32 131.16 0.90 0.94 0.97 1.03 
1600 160 60 20 2.5 143.97 148.45 152.62 157.33 154.55 0.93 0.96 0.99 1.02 
1600 160 70 20 3 212.27 214.40 224.17 228.97 227.80 0.93 0.94 0.98 1.01 
1800 180 70 20 2 104.95 111.32 118.12 125.47 124.68 0.84 0.89 0.95 1.01 
1800 180 70 20 2.2 125.68 130.09 136.42 146.27 143.92 0.87 0.90 0.95 1.02 
1800 180 70 20 2.5 153.11 158.66 164.05 175.68 170.66 0.90 0.93 0.96 1.03 
2000 200 70 20 2 97.46 104.05 110.42 116.42 119.11 0.82 0.87 0.93 0.98 
2000 200 70 20 2.2 116.93 121.54 127.79 135.67 134.89 0.87 0.90 0.95 1.01 
2000 200 70 20 2.5 143.68 149.69 153.51 163.29 159.16 0.90 0.94 0.96 1.03 
2200 220 75 20 2 94.54 102.35 107.10 114.72 117.05 0.81 0.87 0.91 0.98 
2200 220 75 20 2.2 113.44 119.58 127.44 133.70 134.92 0.84 0.89 0.94 0.99 
2200 220 75 20 2.5 143.05 147.47 153.22 163.14 161.12 0.89 0.92 0.95 1.01 
1200 80 40 15 2 77.47 77.46 78.49 77.83 78.50 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 
1500 100 50 15 2.5 114.05 114.05 114.68 114.15 116.10 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 
1800 120 50 20 2.5 103.39 102.44 105.04 102.44 108.56 0.95 0.94 0.97 0.94 
1800 120 60 20 3 168.80 168.80 170.37 169.25 172.26 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 
2100 140 50 20 2 62.76 64.53 65.93 64.57 68.33 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.95 
2100 140 50 20 2.2 71.62 72.12 75.23 72.12 76.91 0.93 0.94 0.98 0.94 
2100 140 50 20 2.5 85.41 83.61 86.42 83.61 89.81 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.93 
2100 140 60 20 3 145.25 143.63 146.39 143.63 152.53 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.94 
2400 160 60 20 2 69.76 71.72 73.81 75.43 78.90 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.96 
2400 160 60 20 2.2 80.08 82.04 84.40 84.28 89.00 0.90 0.92 0.95 0.95 
2400 160 60 20 2.5 95.79 97.78 100.93 97.78 104.40 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.94 
2400 160 70 20 3 156.41 157.54 164.73 160.11 169.10 0.92 0.93 0.97 0.95 
2700 180 70 20 2 75.30 77.87 80.60 85.72 88.59 0.85 0.88 0.91 0.97 
2700 180 70 20 2.2 86.95 89.22 92.31 95.79 100.00 0.87 0.89 0.92 0.96 
2700 180 70 20 2.5 104.79 107.00 110.65 111.16 117.53 0.89 0.91 0.94 0.95 
3000 200 70 20 2 66.05 68.43 70.25 73.39 75.03 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.98 
3000 200 70 20 2.2 76.07 78.41 80.47 82.10 84.75 0.90 0.93 0.95 0.97 
3000 200 70 20 2.5 91.22 94.05 96.46 95.41 99.71 0.91 0.94 0.97 0.96 
3300 220 75 20 2 64.76 67.27 69.01 72.85 73.46 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.99 




Variance 0.0469 0.0292 0.0262 0.0294 
Coefficient of variation 0.0521 0.0314 0.0272 0.0297 
The comparison on load-carrying capacities for bending members and 
eccentrically-compressed members are in reference (Yao 2012) and the 
corresponding statistical results are shown in Table 3 and 4.where Mc1 and 
Pc1, Mc2and Pc2 are load-carrying capacities using Chinese code considering 
interaction of plates or not, where Mcr1and Pcr1, Mcr2and Pcr2 are 
load-carrying capacities using the proposed method considering interaction 
of plates or not, MA and PA is the load-carrying capacity calculated using 
North American specification.  
Table 3 Comparison on load-carrying capacities of bending members with 
sections in the appendix of Chinese code 
 Mc1/MA Mc2/MA Mcr1/MA Mcr2/MA 
Mean 0.9443 0.9386 0.9945 0.9940 
Variance 0.0312 0.0174 0.0102 0.0103 
Coefficient of variation 0.0331 0.0186 0.0102 0.0104 
Table 4  Comparison on load-carrying capacities of eccentrically 
-compressed members with sections in the appendix of Chinese code 
 Pc1/PA Pc2/PA Pcr1/PA Pcr2/PA 
Mean 1.0816 1.1661 1.0188 1.1094 
Variance 0.0591 0.0502 0.0389 0.0526 
Coefficient of variation 0.0547 0.0431 0.0382 0.0474 
As shown in Table 2, the load-carrying capacities calculated using the 
proposed method is close to that calculated using North America code 
because these two methods all considering distortional buckling. The 
load-carrying capacities calculated using Chinese code is very conservative 
because the Chinese code using the very low stability coefficient. 
As shown in Table 3 and 4, the bending members and 
eccentrically-compressed member have the same law with 
axially-compressed members.  
Comparison on test results 
The test results conducted by researchers (Yao 2012) are used to verify the 
accuracy of proposed method. The statistical results of load-carrying 
capacities calculated using Chinese code, proposed method, and North 
America code for axially-compressed members, bending members, and 




Table 5 Comparison on load-carrying capacities of axially- compressed 
members between the tested and calculated results 
 Pc1/Pt Pc2/Pt Pcr1/Pt Pcr2/Pt PA/Pt 
Mean 1.1416  1.0739  1.0877  1.0257  0.9751 
Variance 0.1963  0.1907  0.1084  0.0987  0.1100 
Coefficient of variation 0.1719  0.1776  0.0997  0.0962  0.1128 
Table 6 Comparison on load-carrying capacities of bending members 
between the tested and calculated results 
 Pc1/Pt Pc2/Pt Pcr1/Pt Pcr2/Pt PA/Pt 
Mean 1.0500  1.0487  1.0040  0.9856  1.0037 
Variance 0.1291  0.1318  0.1124  0.1182  0.0974 
Coefficient of variation 0.1230  0.1256  0.1119  0.1200  0.0970 
Table 7 Comparison on load-carrying capacities of eccentrically 
-compressed members between the tested and calculated results 
 Pc1/Pt Pc2/Pt Pcr1/Pt Pcr2/Pt PA/Pt 
Mean 1.1934  1.1184  1.1139  1.0547  1.1370 
Variance 0.2342  0.2067  0.2001  0.1823  0.1720 
Coefficient of variation 0.1963  0.1848  0.1797  0.1729  0.1513 
As shown in Table 5, 6, and 7, the proposed method can calculated the 
load-carrying capacities of lipped channel members very well because of the 
revise of stability coefficient of the partially stiffened element which can 
consider the interaction with local buckling, distortional buckling, and 
overall buckling.  
 Conclusion 
The following conclusion can be obtained according to the distortional 
buckling research of cold-formed thin-walled lipped channel members based 
on the energy method. 
The energy method is feasible and has very high precision for researching 
the distortional buckling of cold-formed thin-walled lipped channel 
members.  
The half-wave length, elastic buckling stress of distortional-buckling of 
cold-formed thin-walled steel members with lipped channel section and the 




developed based on the energy method. With comparison among the 
calculated results of elastic buckling stress using the proposed method and 
the Finite Strip Method, suitability and good precision of the developed 
method were illuminated. 
The effective width method in Chinese code for calculating the local 
buckling strength can be used to calculate the distortional buckling strength 
of lipped channel members through revising the stability coefficient of the 
partially stiffened element.  
The proposed method have high precision to calculated the load-carrying 
capacities of lipped channel members through comparison on load-carrying 
capacities calculated by the proposed method, the North American code, and 




The following symbols are used in this paper: 
D = flexural rigidity of unit plate; 
E = modulus of elasticity of steel; 
t = thickness of plate; 
w = the lateral deflected shape of plate; 
I = moment of inertia of the partially stiffened element and 
lip; 
υ = Poisson’s ratio; 
λ = the half-wave length; 
w  = the factor of non-uniform stress distribution for web; 
Pc1 = load-carrying capacities using Chinese code considering 
interaction of plates; 
Pc2 = load-carrying capacities using Chinese code not 
considering interaction of plates; 
Pcr1 = load-carrying capacities using the proposed method 
considering interaction of plates; 
Pcr2 = load-carrying capacities using the proposed method not 
considering interaction of plates; 
PA = the load-carrying capacities using North America code; 
Mc1 = load-carrying capacities using Chinese code considering 
interaction of plates; 
Mc2 = load-carrying capacities using Chinese code not 
considering interaction of plates; 
Mcr1 = load-carrying capacities using the proposed method 
considering interaction of plates; 
Mcr2 = load-carrying capacities using the proposed method not 
considering interaction of plates; 
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Laser scanning to develop three-dimensional fields for the 
precise geometry of cold-formed steel members 
 





Geometric imperfections play an important role in the performance and behavior 
of cold-formed steel members. The objective of this paper is to detail a newly 
developed imperfection measurement rig, where the full three-dimensional (3D) 
imperfect geometry of a cold-formed steel member can be measured and 
reconstructed. The measurement results in a dense three-dimensional point cloud 
that may be utilized to provide precise knowledge of the basic member 
dimensions (width, angle, radius including variation along the length), frequency 
content in the member (waviness, local dents, etc.), or directly as the exact 
geometry of the member. Practical applications of the data include basic quality 
control; however, the potential of the data is truly realized when applied to shell 
finite element models of cold-formed steel members to investigate imperfection 
sensitivity. The measurement rig set-up (Phase I) consists of three basic parts: a 
two-dimensional (2D) laser scanner with measurement range up to 304 mm [12 
in.]; a linear drive system, allowing the laser to collect measurements of cross 
sections along the length of the target specimen; and a support beam. The raw 
point cloud data from the Phase I rig is input into MATLAB where custom post-
processing is employed to develop the full 3D reconstruction of the target 
specimen. The Phase II rig adds a rotary ring, providing a rotational stage for the 
laser so that the cross section of the target specimen may be profiled from any 
direction. This paper provides several examples of full-field imperfection 
measurements and compares against other methods in current use. The measured 
imperfections contribute to the database of realized imperfections appropriate 
for the generation of stochastic imperfections for use in simulation. Accurate 
knowledge of geometric imperfections is critical to the long-term success of 
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Initial imperfection measurements have long been of interest for thin-walled 
shell applications, for example as utilized in aerospace structures. Initial 
imperfection measurement has a long history dating back to at least 1906, when 
Stewart developed an autographic measuring device to investigate the collapsing 
pressure of Bessemer steel lap-welded tubes (Steward,1906). A Caltech centered 
group in the 1970s, e.g., (Arbocz & Williams, 1977) and Delft (Netherlands) 
centered group in the 1980s e.g., (Sebek, 1981) carried out extensive and 
important imperfection surveys on large or full-scale cylindrical shells. 
Imperfection measurements implemented in most structural testing laboratories 
have followed these examples.  
 
For shells, Koiter’s work (Koiter, 1967) indicated that the observed strength 
degradation in shell strength, or the related “knock-down factor”, depends on the 
magnitudes and shape of geometric imperfections. However, individual 
prototypes of imperfection from experiments cannot predict well the buckling 
load of thin-walled shells (Arbocz & Hol, 1991). Therefore, it is recommended 
to characterize initial imperfection distributions that a particular fabrication 
process is likely to produce, and then combine this influence with a statistical 
analysis of both the initial imperfection and the corresponding critical load 
(Chryssanthopoulos & Poggi, 1995). 
 
For cold-formed steel members imperfections are also important. Zeinoddini 
(2012) summarizes the available data and carried out a large number of surveys 
on lipped channel sections. The measured data was characterized as five 
different imperfection modes, corresponding (sometimes only loosely) to five 
buckling modes: local buckling (d1), distortional buckling (d2), strong-axis 
flexural buckling (G1), weak-axis flexural buckling (G2), and torsional buckling 
(G3). Magnitudes of the different imperfection modes has been statistically 
analyzed and summarized. These magnitudes can be directly utilized in shell 
finite element models to investigate capacity, and imperfection sensitivity.  
 
Conventional imperfection measurements utilizing LVDT-based contact-
measurements cannot collect full cross section information. For example, the 
corners of the cross sections are a detail that is difficult to assess with current 
methods. In addition, the time consuming nature of current methods has resulted 
in the database being relatively small. High throughput methods are also needed 
for extending imperfection measurements out of the lab, and into the 
manufacturing facilities for quality control. All of these factors lead to an 
interest in full-field non-contact measurement for cold-formed steel members., 
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Laser Scanning Methodology and Test Set-up 
 
Non-contact measurement with an accuracy of at least 0.1 mm [0.005 in.] was 
selected as the desired measurement objective. This quickly lead to a focus on 
laser scanning technologies. Laser scanning applies triangulation and a source 
and receiver to achieve its measurement. For complete scanners, the laser head, 
consists of both a semi-conductor laser source and a light detector as shown in 
Figure 1. The detected signal is used to determine the relative distance to the 
target (Figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 1 Laser triangulation and sensors (Keyence, 2012) 
 
An imperfection measurement rig constructed by the first author, employing a 
line laser like that of Figure 1, is shown in Figure 2. This “Phase I” 
measurement rig is used for the data provided in this paper. The line laser is a 
Keyence LJ-V7300 and may profile a cross section up to 304 mm wide from 
800 blue-light laser points. The short wavelength of the blue-light semi-
conductor laser minimizes instrument error. The embedded double polarization 
program in the laser head helps eliminate stray reflections. The laser head is able 
to profile the target at high frequency (up to 16 kHz); therefore a linear drive 
system is employed in the measurement rig to readily scan along a the length of 
a target specimen by physically moving the laser head with the linear drive.  
 
Target specimens are placed on the support beam facing the laser scanner as 
shown in Figure 3. For the lipped channel sections studied in this paper four 
sides, i.e. web, right flange, left flange and lips each must be scanned. 
Longitudinal position records are paired with the measured profiles for 
reconstruction of the 3D model. The resulting point clouds allow precise 






















Raw data format and pre-processing step 
Raw data is stored in a csv file and read into MATLAB for processing The raw 
data contains invalid data (not of target) and noise from the set-up environment 
as shown in Figure 4. Pre-processing is carried out to remove most unwanted 
data, such as the support beams and other objects appearing in the scan not of 
interest..Further pre-processing is completed to change from the laser index to 
physical location (mm). 
 
 
Figure 4 Raw data after a single scan 
 
3D model reconstruction 
The measured data from the web, right flange, left flange and lips (see Figure 5) 
must be stitched together to reconstruct the 3D model. This is completed based 
on three assumptions. Assumption 1: adjacent surfaces on the target share 
common laser measurement areas. For example, the scanned right flange 
overlaps with the scanned web of the target specimen at the corner. Assumption 
2: All scanned surfaces share common longitudinal coordinates. Assumption 3: 
The specimen is perfectly supported by the measurement support beam, i.e. 
there is neither inclination about the z- nor x-direction in the reference frame. 
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Figure 6 Conceptual picture of stitching two cross-sections 
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Based on the three assumptions above, model reconstruction is simplified to 
finding the in-plane translation and rotation to stitch the data. For a single 
section of the data the problem is illustrated in Figure 6: assuming the web as a 
reference, how should the right flange be translated and rotated to best match the 
overlapping points. 
 
As an example consider the 4 surfaces scanned from a 48 in. long 600S137-54 
[50ksi] (i.e. similar to Figure 5). A full scan contains 365 cross sections for a 4 ft 
long member. For the web and right flange, there are two sets of data 
,  for the web and 	 ,  for the right flange, where 
1,2, … ,   and 	1,2, … , . It is assumed that  is invariant (the reference 
data) and  may be adjusted by four varibles in a parameter vector , defined 
by , , , , where 	  is translation of in x,  is translation of  
in z,  is rotation of  in the x-z plane, and  is the number of overlapping 
points between  and  in a cross-section. 
 
For a single cross-section with a given m the error function, S, which should be 
minimized to find  is given by Eq. 1: 
 
	 ∑   
∑ sin cos
cos sin    
 
(1) 
The complete solution requires minimization over all N=365 cross-section, i.e.:  
 
	 ∑ ∑ ,  (2) 
 
Assuming the number of overlapping points, m, is constant for a given stitching 
the best fit m is first found. Considering 30 random cross-sctions and 
empirically selecting a range for m per Table 1, the best fit S is found. As 
illustrated in Figure 7 error across the 30 samples varies, but is strongly 
correlated with the number of overlapping points, m. Considering mean S across 
the 30 samples, as provided in Figure 8, makes it clear that an optimal m can be 
achieved for a given stitching. 
 
Table 1 Range of overlap points considered 
Web & Flange ∈ 2,8  




Figure 7 Minimized error for 30 cross-sections with different amount of 
assumed overlap (m) 
 
Figure 8 Example of selection for overlap, m, based on minimum error  
 

































With m selected, S of Eq. 2 is minimized resulting in the optimal stitching, as 
reported in Table 2 for this example. These parameters are applied to the 
corresponding surfaces resulting in the 3D model of Figure 9 and cross-sections, 
such as provided in Figure 10. 
 
Table 2 Optimized parameter vector for S600-48-18 example 
Stitching    
 (mm) (mm) (deg.) 
Web and Right Flange -  21.5 16.5  2.64 
Web and Left Flange -127.7 23.4  1.85 
Flanges and lips -    7.9 26.9 -0.85 
 
 
Figure 9 Reconstructed 3D model after stitching  
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Figure 10 Typical cross-section from 3D reconstruction 
 
Dimension and imperfection calculations 
With the 3D point cloud reconstructed reduction of the data to dimensions, 
imperfections, etc. is now straightforward. Typical dimensions are illustrated in 
Figure 11. For example web height (H), flange width (B1,B2), and lip length (d1, 
d2) can be calculated via Eq. 3-5: 
 
   (3) 
, 1,2  (4) 
	, 1,2  (5) 
 
Figure 11 Notation for imperfect dimensions of specimen 
 
The radius is slightly more involved, based on the determined overlap index m, 
points at the beginning, middle and end for calculating radius are extracted and 
the radius is then calculated as follows: 
 
	   (6) 
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  (7) 
  (8) 
 and  (9) 
  (10) 
  (11) 
 
The angles between the flanges and web can be calculated as follows: 
 
  (12) 
  (13) 
Δ   (14) 
tan ∆   (15) 
 
Global imperfections, Figure 12, i.e. bow (G1), camber (G2), and twist (G3), 
require estimating the imperfect centroid. This is done via: 
 
∑ ∑ ∑
  (16) 
∑ ∑ ∑
  (17) 
 
From the centroids a straight line connecting the two ends is constructed and 
given as coordinates: , . The difference between this straight line 
and the cross-section calculated centroids is a measure of the global 
imperfection (G1 and G2) along their length (in y), the maximum values are 
used as the imperfection magnitude, this is expressed as follows: 
 
1   (18) 
2   (19) 
 
For G3, the cross sections at the beginning and end are assumed to be zero (i.e., 
they form the reference plane), then twist angle ( ) is estimated as follows: 
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	   (20) 
tan   (21) 
  (22) 
where 0,1, … ,   
 
 
Figure 12 Global imperfections G1, G2, and G3 
 
Plate (Type 1) and out-of-straigthness (Type 2) imperfecctions, Figure 13, may 
also be readily estimated from the data. Note, Type 1 imperfections are 
generally associated with local buckling and Type 2 with distortional buckling. 
Type 1 (local) imperfections are determined as the maximum perpendicular 
deviation from the perfect cross-section, within the web. Type 2 (distortional) 
imperfections are estimated as follows: 
 
2 	 	   (23) 
2 	 	   (24) 
 
 
Figure 13 Type 1(a) and 2(b) imperfections (Schafer, 1997) 
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Example Study Results 
Ten nominally identical 600S137-54 [50 ksi] cold-formed steel lipped channels, 
each 24 in. long, are selected for preliminary study. These sections are part of a 
separate experimental study on beam-columns. (Torabian et al. 2014).  
 
 
Figure 12 Web height along the specimen length for 10 specimens 
 
 
Figure 13 Scaled histogram and normal PDF for web height (mm) 
 
Dimensions 
The nominal out-to-out web depth (H) for the specimens is 152.4 mm; however, 
the actual web depth varies (with a mean of 157.2 mm across the samples). The 
ten samples are provided in Figure 14; not only does each sample vary, within 
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each specimen H also varies along the length, though the COV is small only 
about 0.5%. The data may be treated as a random process and the information 
from Figure 14 used to directly characterize the results, or more simply as a 
random variable, as shown in Figure 15. Similar characterizations can be 
provided for all the specimen dimensions – some indicate some interesting 
differences with nominal specifications: for example the mean outer corner 
radius is 6.4 mm compared with a nominal of 3.6 mm. 
 
Global Imperfections 
Global imperfections are assessed for the ten, 610mm [24 in.] long specimens. 
Typical variation along the length for bow, camber, and twist (G1, G2 and G3) 
are provided in Figure 16. The global imperfections generally follow a half-sine 
wave. Zeinoddini (2012) evaluated correlation between global imperfections and 
half-sine wave curves for data collected using contact measurements and 
concluded that global imperfections, particularly the G1 imperfection, is highly 
correlated with a sinusoid. Therefore, a half-sine wave can be accurately utilized 
as global imperfections in cold-formed steel modeling, magnitudes of which are 
statistically calculated in Zeinoddini (2011) for his data. 
 
For the data studied here the maximum G1, G2, G3 is recorded for each 
specimen and provided in Table 3. The mean of these specimens is relatively 
high, approximately the 90th percentile of the Zeinoddini (2011) data. This may 
be due to the specimen construction, which included welding at the ends which 
may exacerbate the global imperfections – further study is needed. 
 
Table 3 Magnitudes of global imperfections 
ID G1 G2 G3 
 (L/mag.) (L/mag) (deg/ft) 
1 679 841 0.349 
2 976 934 0.252 
3 878 1072 0.171 
4 1376 249 0.333 
5 1262 156 0.509 
6 1504 1273 0.409 
7 448 762 0.331 
9 499 3150 0.156 
10 864 4137 0.391 
11 2311 1213 0.252 
mean 1080 1379 0.315 






Figure 16 Typical G1, G2, G3 imperfections along the length 
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Type 1 (Local) and Type 2 (Distortional) Imperfections 
Type 1 and 2 imperfections are estimated along the length as shown in Figure 
17. The maximum values are summarized in Table 4. Maximum deviations 
typically occur near the ends of the specimen, as opposed to midspan. Given a 
nominal t of 1.37mm the mean d2RF/t=0.93, and d1/t=1.45, which compares with 
approximately the 60th percentile of measured d2 imperfections, and the 90th 
percentile for d1 imperfections as reported by Zeinoddini and Schafer (2012). 
 
 
Figure 17 Typical Type 1 and 2 imperfections along the length 
 
Table 4 Magnitudes of Type 1 and 2 imperfections 
ID d2RF d2LF d1 
 (mm) (mm) (mm) 
1 1.64 -0.41 2.13 
2 1.55 -0.73 1.76 
3 0.76 0.49 4.49 
4 0.87 0.32 1.48 
5 2.23 0.95 2.24 
6 -0.01 -5.78 1.88 
7 0.96 0.74 1.14 
9 0.90 0.06 1.61 
10 1.41 0.33 1.49 
11 2.51 -0.01 1.70 
mean 1.28 -0.39 1.99 
std. dev. 0.74 1.93 0.93 
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Dimension comparison between laser and manual measurement 
Manual measurement of the same 10 specimens using digital calipers at three 
locations along the length as reported in Torabian et al. (2013) are compared to 
the mean laser measurements in Figure 18. The laser measurements are 
consistently smaller than the manual measurements. Relative differences among 
web height, right flange and left flange are 0.8%, 3.8%, and 2.3% respectively. 
 
 




This paper is intended to show the potential for non-contact laser measurement 
of cold-formed steel members. Significant future work remains, including the 
following items. Perform additional benchmark studies. Provide definitive 
calibrations. Provide improved methods for removing scatter and other post-
processing of the measured data. Implement the Phase II testing rig, which will 
obviate the need for the stitching performed herein and as a result increase the 
throughput and accuracy. Measure a variety of sections to fill out the 
imperfections database for use in better understanding cold-formed steel 
member imperfections and for better simulating such imperfections. Measure 
specimens under load and the resulting deformations in addition to initial 
imperfections. Use the developed data to better calibrate the design power 
spectral density functions proposed by Zeinoddini (2012). 






























































Geometric imperfections are important for the strength and response of cold-
formed steel members. A new imperfection measurement rig has been 
developed that utilizes a two-dimensional line laser on a translational stage to 
provide non-contact measurements of cold-formed steel members. The rig 
requires four separate passes to produce a full field measurement of a member. 
The four passes must be stitched together, and this is achieved through a two-
step minimization process. The resulting three-dimensional point cloud provides 
a complete virtual model of the member. Ten nominally identical specimens are 
measured, stitched together, and then assessed. The resulting data provides a 
rich characterization of member dimension and member imperfections; further 
characterization is possible and desirable. The goal of the research is to develop 
a high throughput measurement device and significantly expand the available 
imperfection database for cold-formed steel members. 
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Finite Element analysis of cold-formed dimpled steel columns  
 




Dimpled steel products are produced from the combination of an innovative 
dimpling process and a traditional forming process such as cold-roll forming or 
press-braking. The wider use of cold-formed dimpled steel members has 
promoted considerable interest in the local instability and strength of these 
members. Of particular interest is their buckling behaviour and ultimate strength 
capacity. However, the dimpling process produces cold-formed sections with a 
complex ‘dimpled’ surface topography and the ‘dimpled’ material is non-
uniformly work hardened through the entire thickness. Owing to these complex 
issues, there are no existing methods to calculate the buckling strength of the 
dimpled products and validate against physical measurements. This paper 
presents a Finite Element analysis of the compressive behaviour of cold-formed 
dimpled steel columns. True stress-strain data obtained from physical tests were 
incorporated into nonlinear simulations of dimpled steel columns. The 
simulation results were compared with compression test results on dimpled 
channel and lipped channel columns and good agreements in both buckling and 
ultimate strength were obtained. It is demonstrated that the Finite Element 
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Dimpled steel strips are cold-roll formed from plain steel strips by the 
UltraSTEEL® process developed by Hadley Industries plc. The process uses a 
pair of rolls with rows of specially shaped teeth that form the dimple shapes 
from both sides of the plain sheet (Nguyen et al. 2012a). The dimpled strip is 
then progressively formed into a desired shape by passing through a series of 
cold-rolled forming rolls, arranged in tandem, or by press braking. It has been 
proven through physical tests and numerical simulations that the strength of 
dimpled specimens was significantly greater than plain specimens originating 
from the same coil material, and this enhancement is a result of the cold work 
applied to the material during the dimpling process (Collins et al. 2004, Nguyen 
et al. 2011, 2012a, 2013 and 2014). 
 
Dimpled steel products are increasingly used in a wide range of light building 
construction. They include wall studs, framing and roofing members, corrugated 
panels, vineyard posts, windows and door reinforcement and many other 
products. Amongst them, channel shaped products are the most common and 
widely used as compression and bracing members in such applications. The 
wider use of cold-formed dimpled steel members has promoted considerable 
interest in the local instability and strength of these members. Of particular 
interest is their buckling behaviour and ultimate strength capacity. However, 
design criteria for compressive strength of such cold-formed dimpled steel 
members have not been available. In a recent study (Nguyen et al. 2012b), semi-
empirical expressions for determining buckling and ultimate strengths of 
component plate elements of plain and dimpled channel columns were 
formulated based on experimental data. Owing to the complex surface 
topography and the material which is highly nonlinear through the entire 
thickness, analytical methods are incapable of solving the post-buckling of 
dimpled steel members. Numerical methods such as Finite Element (FE) 
analysis, however, have been shown to be suitable for solving the complex and 
interrelated nonlinear changes in contact, geometry and material properties that 
occur in the process and section forming of dimpled steel products (Nguyen et 
al. 2013, 2014). This enables the development of an efficient FE model to 
represent buckling and post-buckling of dimpled steel products. 
 
In this paper, FE simulations of the compressive behaviour of cold-formed 
dimpled steel channel and lipped channel columns were presented. This includes 
a summary of the simplified approach to practically represent the dimpling 
process and resultant dimpled section which was earlier proposed by Nguyen et 
al. (2013). Simulations of plain steel columns having the same nominal 
dimensions and original material properties with dimpled columns were also 
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carried out in order to further evaluate the simulation results and effects of the 
dimpling process on structural properties of dimpled columns. The test 
programme reported previously (Nguyen et al. 2012a, 2012b) were summarised 
and results were used to verify the performance of the FE simulations.   
 
 
Finite Element analysis 
 
Finite Element simulations were conducted using Marc (MSC Software, version 
2012) to simulate the UltraSTEEL dimpling process and compression tests of 
dimpled channel and lipped channel columns. The simplified approach in 
Nguyen et al. (2013) was used to practically represent dimpled columns. This 
approach can be summarised as following steps: (i) simulating a simplified 
dimpling process that deform a flat steel plate into a dimple, (ii) use this generic 
dimple geometry to generate dimpled strip- in this study, a dimpled column is a 
very large FE model so shell element approach instead of 3-D element approach 
is applied. It should be noted that only the geometry of the dimple is transferred 
from the dimpling process in step (i), material properties of the dimple is given 
from a separate tensile test on a dimpled steel sample, (iii) simulating the cold 
forming process that develop the dimpled strip into a desired dimpled column 
(iv) simulating the dimpled column subject to compression test. The simulations 
of plain steel products were carried out in parallel with dimpled steel products in 
order to further evaluate the FE results and effects of the dimpling process. In 
these simulations, the material properties of the sheet steel were obtained from 
physical tensile tests. A parametric study was carried out to investigate the 
effects of several parameters to the reliability of the FE model and results. Based 
on this investigation, a set of appropriate parameters were selected as presented 
in Nguyen (2012c). 
 
Geometric and material nonlinearity that occurred within the model were taken 
into account, thereby effectively modelling large strains and rotations. An 
elastic-plastic material model was used for the sheet steel. The material has a 
Young’s modulus E of 205 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. Marc requires the 
input of the material stress-strain data in the form of true stress (true) versus true 
plastic strain (ptrue). The true stress and true plastic strain were converted from 
the engineering stress (nom) and engineering strain (nom) as follows: 
 
true = nom(1 + nom)     (1) 




The engineering stress and strain data of the plain and dimpled steel was 
obtained from the tensile tests, and shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1 Engineering stress-strain curves of the plain and dimpled sheet steels 
 
The plain sheet was deformed into the dimple. The dimple geometry was then 
used as a 3-D generic part to generate dimpled sheets or sections. As a section 
contains corners, other simulations were carried out to deform the dimple to 
generate corner elements, i.e. of 900 bend angle as illustrated in Nguyen et al. 
(2013). Using a 3-D solid element approach, the model contained more than ten 
million elements which would be impractical to process. To simplify the 
modelling procedure, shell elements were used instead of 3-D solid elements. In 
the column test simulations, all stresses and strains were set to zero at the 
beginning of the analysis. 
 
In this example, the channel column specimens had a length of 500 mm, 
thickness of 0.90 mm, flange width of 50.80 mm, web width of 101.06 mm and 
corner radius of 1.30 mm. The lipped channel column specimens had a length of 
500 mm, thickness of 1.95 mm, lip width of 13.50 mm, flange width of 50.60 
mm, web width of 100.60 mm and corner radius of 4.00 mm. Other column 
specimens had dimensions and material properties as presented in Nguyen et al. 
(2012a, 2012b). Therefore, the dimple had to be presented by shell elements on 
its central plane. Figure 2 illustrates the column specimens generated from the 
generic dimpled elements and the model setup including boundary conditions at 








Figure 2 FE models of the dimpled column specimens using shell elements and 
its boundary conditions to model the column ends 
 
The simulations were carried out on channel and lipped channel column 
specimens, fixed at both ends. The dimpled channel column was modelled using 
472,500 elements while the dimpled lipped channel column was modelled using 
578,250 elements; they are four-node, thin-shell elements with global 
displacements and rotations as degrees of freedom (element type 139). Load was 
applied on the top end of the column using the displacement-controlled method. 
The loading point was at a reference node that connects to a set of tied nodes at 
the end of the column, as shown in Figure 2. The link between the reference 
node and the tied nodes was based on a rigid link connection, only unrestrained 
in loading direction. The displacement was increased in successive increments 
until the column failed. A full Newton-Raphson method was used for the 
iterative procedure and an implicit, static analysis was employed. 
 
Simulations of the column compression test undertaken in two steps. In the first 
step, a linear elastic buckling analysis was performed on the perfect column to 
obtain its buckling mode shapes (eigenvalues). In the second step, a nonlinear 
post-buckling analysis was carried out to predict the column behaviour and 
ultimate load capacity. The buckling shapes derived in the first step were used as 
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initial geometric imperfections of the column specimen. In these simulations, the 
lowest buckling modes were used to generate the imperfections because they are 
usually the critical buckling modes (Moreyra and Peko 1994). 
 
The mode and degree of initial imperfections were selected as suggested in 
Nguyen et al. (2013). The degree of initial imperfection was specified as the 
maximum amplitude of the buckling mode shape and there were several ways to 
determine it. According to EN 1993-1-5: 2006, Annex C, Section C.5 (British 
Standard 2006), the geometric imperfection values applied to finite element 
models have to be a/200 (a is the web width) for local buckling. Schafer and 
Pekoz (1998) suggested for type 1 local imperfection: d1  0.006w, and for type 
2 local imperfection: d2   t; where type 1 is the maximum local imperfection in 
a stiffened element (w/t < 200, t < 3 mm); type 2 is the maximum local 
imperfection in an unstiffened element (w/t < 100, t < 3 mm); w is the width and 
t is the thickness. The imperfection values were also defined in terms of 
thickness, such that Yap and Hancock (2006) used the imperfection values 0.15t 
and 0.64t and Chou et al. (2000) tested 0.10t, 0.50t and 1.00t. These values were 
used in FE modelling and the results were compared with the test results. It was 
found that 0.10t imperfection value produced the best agreement with the test 
result in terms of buckling and ultimate loads; therefore, the imperfection value 
of 0.10t was adopted in this study. 
 
 
FE results and experimental validation 
 
A calibrated 200-kN capacity test rig was used for the column compression tests. 
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the experimental setup for testing of a dimpled column 
specimen. The column specimen was placed in the test rig and was loaded at a 
constant rate of 0.11 mm/min.  
  
A detailed test programme that related to the arrangement of strain gauges and 
displacement transducers (LVDTs), specimen calibration, measurements, test 
setup, support end conditions, alignment procedure, instrumentation for 
determining buckling load and test procedure was described in Nguyen et al. 
(2012a, 2012b). The data of plain and dimpled column specimens was used in 
FE simulation and the results were summarised. 
 
 
FE results and experimental validation 
 
Figure 3 shows the comparison between the experimental and FE load-axial 
displacement curves for plain and dimpled channel columns. The comparison 
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between the experimental and FE load-axial displacement curves for plain and 
dimpled lipped channel columns are illustrated in Figure 4. The experimental 
curves were also plotted for comparison.  
 
 
Figure 3 Load-axial displacement curves of plain and dimpled channel columns  
 
 
Figure 4 Load-axial displacement curves of plain and dimpled lipped channel 
columns  
 
The FE predicted values for both channel and lipped channel columns were in 
good agreement with the experimental values, with a maximum difference of 
10%. In addition, the initial stiffness and behaviour predicted by the simulation 
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are in very good agreement with the experimental results for both plain and 
dimpled specimens. It can be seen that the experimental curves are associated 
with less loads in post-peak behaviour. Lesser load could be due to some degree 
of imperfection occurred during failure, which is difficult to measure and apply 




Figure 5 Buckling and failed mode shapes of the dimpled channel column (a) FE 
results, and (b) experimental results. Displacement contour is presented in FE 





Figure 6 FE and experimental results of failed mode shapes (a) plain lipped 
channel column, and (b) dimpled lipped channel column. Both front view and 
back view are displayed. Displacement contour is presented in FE results in 
which lighter colours indicate greater displacement magnitudes. 
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Figure 5 shows the buckling and failed mode shapes of the dimpled channel 
column in comparison with the experimental shapes. Figure 6 shows the failed 
mode shapes of the plain and dimpled lipped channel columns, in which the 
experimental shapes were also illustrated. It can be seen that the buckling and 
failed modes predicted by FE models are very similar to the experimental modes 
for both plain and dimpled column specimens. This further confirms the 
validation of the FE simulations. 
 
It was observed from the FE simulations that the columns remained elastic at the 
initial loading level. At local buckling, the axial stiffness reduced with the 
following stiffness getting smaller until the ultimate load was reached. After that 
point, the load decreased but the column specimens still exhibit substantial load 
bearing capacity. As the load increases it was observed that wavelike deflections 
appeared along the length of the flanges and webs of the column specimens, as 
shown in Figures 5 and 6. These column specimens clearly exhibited ‘local 
buckling’ and due to this local collapse, they failed at maximum loads which had 
lower magnitudes than yield loads. It can be seen from Figures 5 and 6 that the 
plain and dimpled column specimens had similar failure modes; they developed 
the same plastic mechanism in failure, in the form of lip-disc mechanisms 
(Dubina and Ungureanu 2000). 
 
For a broader validation, results of FE buckling load Pcr_FE and ultimate load 
PmL_FE of channel column specimens which were tested previously (as presented 
in Nguyen et al. 2012a, 2012b) and comparison with experimental results are 
presented in Table 1. Test groups 1 and 5-8 contain only plain specimens. The 
column specimens were labelled, a plain specimen label starts with the letter ‘P’ 
whilst a dimpled specimen starts with the letter ‘U’. The material properties 
were determined from tensile tests of plain and dimpled specimens.  Compared 
to the plain column specimens from the same groups, the buckling and ultimate 
loads were increased by 9-33% and 8-26% in the dimpled column specimens, 
respectively. The significant increase in the strengths of dimpled columns is a 
result of the cold work applied to the material during the dimpling process. 
 
The elastic buckling loads predicted by the FE simulation were compared with 
the test results (the mean values are presented) as shown in column (7) of Table 
1. The FE and experimental values were similar, with a maximum difference of 
16% and 19% for test groups 4-8 and 10-14, respectively; however, the FE 
values were significantly greater than the experimental ones and the difference 
was great as 34% and 37% for test groups 1-3 and 9, respectively. The FE 
ultimate loads were compared with the experimental ultimate loads, as shown in 
column (8) of Table 1. The FE simulations provided conservative predictions of 
the experimental results, with a maximum difference of 5% for test groups 4-8 
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and 11% for test groups 10-14; however, the FE ultimate values were 
underestimated the experimental values and the difference was great as 51% and 
21% for test groups 1-3 and 9, respectively. It was noted that for the specimens 
in test groups 1-3 and 9, the theoretical local buckling loads were even greater 
than the full section yield loads. The main reason for this could be the fact that 
these columns buckled in inelastic region while the FE local buckling loads were 




The FE analysis of cold-formed dimpled steel channel and lipped channel 
columns subject to compression tests were conducted to investigate their 
compressive strengths. FE modelling details that related to the model setup, 
material properties and selecting initial imperfection values were described. The 
FE results were verified against a series of column compression tests available 
from the authors’ previous studies. FE models for cold-formed plain steel 
columns which originated from the same coil material with dimpled columns 
were also carried out to further evaluate the performance of the FE simulations.  
 
The FE results of compression tests of plain and dimpled columns were in good 
agreement with the experimental results, further indicating that the dimpling 
process and products was accurately represented by the FE model. For dimpled 
columns, the increase in the strength was observed in FE simulations and was 
satisfactorily validated by experimental tests. The increase in strength of the 
dimpled specimens is a result of the plastic deformation developed throughout 
the thickness of the dimpled sheet, during the dimpling process. 
 
The validation of FE models presented in this paper indicates that they can be 
used as an alternative and complementary method to predict the buckling and 
ultimate strength of dimpled steel columns with high accuracy. On-going work 
includes using the FE approach present here to analyse more dimpled steel 
columns of different geometries, and to formulate design expressions to predict 
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The Effects of End Conditions on the Load Capacity of Cold-
Formed Steel Column Members of Lipped Channel Cross-
Section with Perforations Subjected to Compression Loading 
 
 






The effects of end boundary conditions on the compressive load carrying 
capacity of cold-formed lipped channel sections with perforations are 
investigated and discussed. Most structural cold-formed steel members are 
typically manufactured with perforations. These perforations are pre-cut to 
accommodate electrical, plumbing, and heating services and so on. Due to the 
size, shape, and position of perforations and end conditions, ultimate strength 
and elastic stiffness of a structural member can be varied. This paper describes 
the ultimate strength results obtained from numerical, experimental, and 
theoretical investigations for two types of end conditions namely, flat-end and 
fixed-fixed. The numerical results given have been obtained using the ANSYS 
FEA software package. An experimental study of the buckling behaviour of 
lipped channel columns of same cross-section, but with different perforation 
shapes and end conditions is reported and the findings from this are used to 
validate numerical results; good correlation was obtained both with ultimate 
strength and failure modes. Further, the study showed that there are similar 
ultimate load values for corresponding compression members under flat-end and 
fixed-fixed end conditions, and in general, more conservative estimates of 
design rule predictions: AISI Specification, British Standard - BS 5950 Part 5, 
and Eurocode 3.  
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Cold-formed steel (CFS) sections are widely used in building structures, 
transportation machineries, storage racks, domestic equipment, and others. This 
is due to various characteristics such as their high strength-to-weight ratio, 
reliability and accuracy of profile, and ease of manufacture [1]. Perforations are 
found in many modern-day cold-formed thin-walled applications for the purpose 
of easy assembly. Shown in Figure 1 are some common perforation shapes used 
in cold-formed sections. Behaviour of a structural member with perforations can 
vary with perforation position, size, shape, number of perforations, and 
orientation. The advantages of thin-walled members are often limited due to the 
occurrence of failure modes which sometimes are difficult to predict, and hence 





Figure 1: Common perforation shapes used in cold-formed sections.  
 
 
Cold-formed thin-walled steel structures are highly efficient in their use of 
material, but the advantages of thin-walled members are often limited due to the 
occurrence of various different buckling modes: local, distortional, and Euler 
(flexural or torsional-flexural) buckling [3, 4]. The load capacity of cold-formed 
column members of lipped channel cross-section subjected to compression 
loading mainly depends on overall buckling. In general, the compressive failure 
mode of a thin-walled cold-formed section is dependent on end conditions, 
member length, presence of perforations, cross-section, and material behaviour 
characteristics. The relevant literature shows that a proper incorporation of 
various buckling modes is imperative for accurate and reliable buckling strength 
predictions of cold-formed steel members [5, 6]. 
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2. Finite Element Analysis Model Development  
 
 
A general finite element procedure with a particular emphasis on analysing thin-
walled lipped channel members with perforations using ANSYS finite element 
software package is presented here. In this investigation, non-linear finite 
element models were developed to study the buckling behaviour of cold-formed 
lipped channel sections with/without perforations under flat-end and fixed-fixed 
conditions. The loading and support conditions of the experimental column 
members can be considered to be symmetric. Hence, only one-half of the section 




Figure 2: Analytical model of flat-end condition, (a) full scale model and (b) 
equivalent half model. 
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The channel sections were modelled using shell element SHELL181 which is 
suitable for analysing thin to moderately-thick shell structures. The load was 
applied using load bearing plates which were modelled using solid element 
SOLID45 [7]. An adequate mesh density on contact surfaces and the section was 
provided to allow stresses to be distributed in a smooth fashion. A fine mesh 
was employed around perforations and coarse mesh further away from the 




Figure 3: (a) Symmetry boundary and (b) mesh type, illustrating different 
regions of element mesh (fine and coarse). 
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Symmetric boundary conditions were applied at mid-section of the member. Y- 
(UY) direction displacement was fixed and the rotations about the X- (ROTX) 
axis and Z- (ROTZ) axis were also fixed. In flat-end supported conditions, one 
end of the column was restricted for three degrees of freedom and the other end 




Figure 4: Boundary conditions for flat-end condition. 
 
In fixed-fixed supported conditions the nodes at the loaded edge of the column 
have free displacement along the Z- (UZ) direction, but zero displacements 
along X- (UX) and Y- (UY) directions, and zero rotations about X- (ROTX), Y- 
(ROTY) and Z- (ROTZ) axes. The bottom edge of the column was assumed to 
have zero displacements along X- (UX), Y- (UY), and Z- (UZ) directions and 
zero rotations about X- (ROTX), Y- (ROTY) and Z- (ROTZ) axes. 
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The displacement control method was employed to control the loading to 
simulate the buckling behaviour observed in the experimental investigation. A 
number of loading steps were used, and the contact elements were created by 
defining a pair of contact surfaces at the bottom of the load bearing plate and the 
top cross-section of the column to simulate the actual contact situation existing 
during the tests. The 0.2% proof stress, ultimate stress, Poisson’s ratio, and the 
actual stress-strain curve from tensile tests were used to obtain results in the 
numerical investigations. The material nonlinearity was incorporated in the 
finite element model by specifying true stress and true strain values from the 
tensile test curves, and using the Multi-Linear Isotropic hardening material 
model (MISO).  
 
 
During the solution process, the ANSYS programme performs a series of 
statistical operations and corresponding nodal results are stored. The static non-
linear solution technique was employed and ANSYS general post-processor 
/POST1 and time history post-processor /POST26 were used to analyse the 
results. General post-processor /POST1 was used to view the results of the 
analysis and the time- history post-processor POST26 was employed to obtain 
ultimate loads and load vs. displacement graphs.  
 
 
3. Experimental Investigation  
 
 
A test programme was carried out on lipped channel sections, and results were 
reported and used to validate finite element analysis results. Column members 
were tested with flat-end (Set 1) and fixed-fixed (Set 2) boundary conditions. 
The ends of each column specimen were milled flat and parallel. The column 
lengths, cross-section dimensions, and perforation areas were kept constant, with 
perforation located at the mid-height of the column as shown in Figure 5. Table 
1 illustrates the column testing parameters and material properties employed in 
this research work. In this investigation, specimens were tested on a Tinius-
Olsen material and structural testing machine. The machine was set up in 
displacement controlling mode and load was applied on sections with a constant 
ramp speed of 0.01 mm/s. All column specimens were loaded with displacement 
control at a constant rate, and a high level of accuracy of the Tinius-Olsen 
testing machine crosshead displacement was achieved using a linear variable 





Figure 5: Perforation shapes and positions – Sets 1 & 2. 
 
 







H (mm) 75.00 
B (mm) 32.00 
D (mm) 8.00 
R (mm) 2.00 
t (mm) 0.85 
Average yield strength, y  (N/mm2) 205 









Flat-end support conditions were performed using friction bearing plates. The 
columns were milled flat and parallel, and bear directly against hard plastic 
plates. The bearing plates were manufactured using high strength Aluminium. 
Sliding of sections on bearing plates during loading was prevented, using hard 












Figure 6: Load bearing plates used for flat-end boundary condition.  
 
 
For the specimens tested with fixed-fixed end conditions, two sets of identical 
clamping attachments were manufactured. This attachment was designed to 
facilitate quick adjustment for accurate positioning and to avoid the deformation 
of the cross-section during the loading process. The inside end attachment was 
also designed such that it would fit into all cross-sections. Figure 7 illustrates the 






Figure 7: Photograph of fixed-fixed end attachment, holding a column 
member into a fixed position.  
 
 
High strength Aluminium plate 












4. Theoretical Investigation 
 
 
The design principles and predictions of three design specifications: AISI 
Specification [9], British Standard [10], and European Recommendations [11] to 
obtain the buckling strength of thin-walled lipped channel section were 
examined, and a comparison was drawn with experimental results. It was 
noticed from the literature that the design code recommendations were largely 




5. Numerical, Experimental and Theoretical Results 
 
 
5.1 Comparisons of Finite Element Results with Experimental Results 
 
The comparisons of numerical and experimental results were used to validate 
numerical results. Both experimental buckling strength values: allowable and 
ultimate were compared with the corresponding FEA results. The finite element 
analysis of thin-walled cold-formed steel compression members showed an 
excellent correlation to experimental results. Both allowable and ultimate FE 
buckling strength values remained well within ± 5% limits of the experimental 
buckling strength values. Figure 8 shows experimental ultimate buckling load 
results of Sets 1 & 2 and comparison of experimental and FEA deformed shape 




























Comparisons of Ultimate Load Results - Sets 1 & 2




Figure 9: Comparison of experimental and finite element analysis deformed 
shape: (a) experimental deformed shape around the perforation and (b) 
ANSYS deformed shape around the perforation, equivalent half section for 
the section 1-2 (SI/S1-2/P/F-E). 
 
 
5.2 Comparisons of Design Code Recommendations with Test Results 
 
AISI, BS, and Eurocode recommendations provide many more possibilities for 
analysis of buckling strength of thin-walled sections, but these codes used today 
are limited for the use of structural members with perforations. Comparisons of 
design code predictions with experimental results for Sets 1 and 2 are presented 
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6. Conclusions  
 
 
It was shown that experimental and numerical investigations can be 
used to obtain a better understanding of failure mechanisms of buckling 
with a reasonable degree of confidence. Further, the investigation 
showed that the ultimate load of the structure under compression varied 
greatly with the presence of perforations. Both local and elastic 
buckling failure modes were noticed in the tests. It was also observed 
that the all column members are susceptible to local buckling at 
relatively low compressive stress, approximately 45% of the ultimate 
load. The presence of perforations leads to complex structural failure, 
and hence, complicates the expected distortional buckling mode. 
However, at the failure load of the column member, the interaction of 
the local and distortional buckling modes was observed in many cases. 
Further, torsional-flexural buckling was noticed after the ultimate load.  
 
 
It can be clearly seen that there are similar ultimate load values for 
corresponding compression members in Sets 1 and 2. Hence, it can be 
concluded that the load bearing plates provide satisfactory fixed-fixed 
end conditions during the loading process. However, after peak load, 
slipping of the cross-section was observed in longer column members. 
Design rules for predicting buckling strength are limited because of the 
empirical nature of past research work and the complicated nature of 
the structures. The results show that current design rules: AISI 
Specification, British Standard, and European recommendations are 
conservative, and there has only been limited theoretical research into 
the buckling behaviour of perforated sections. 
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Since thin-walled structural analysis and design procedures are utilized for cold-
formed steel columns, it is first necessary to understand thin plate behavior to 
employ proper cross sections which will serve under compression actions. As is 
well known, thin plates without any longitudinally and/or laterally stiffening 
elements usually are not present in structural applications. These stiffening 
elements significantly improve local buckling and collapse characteristics of 
plates, providing optimized solutions in terms of strength and cost. In cold-
formed steel industry there exist some tailoring methods for columns to use the 
cross-section material more effectively. Designing lipped channels instead of 
plain ones or deploying rack sections can be shown as examples of stiffening 
and enhancing flange compression performance. Present study offers a novel 
tailoring technique which has the potential to improve collapse performance of 
cold-formed steel columns. Considering the manner of stiffening for thin plates, 
present work assesses cold-formed steel columns which are manufactured using 
stiffened sheets. Used stiffened sheets are called as checkered sheets which 
contain small stiffeners on thin plates in a shape of diamond pattern and are 
generally used to cover stairs and decks in outdoor environments to prevent slip. 
Aiming at investigating contributions of small stiffeners on compression 
performance of cold-formed steel columns, an experimental study was 
undertaken and column specimens were tested to failure. Plain channel test 
specimens were manufactured using press braking method and boundary 
conditions of specimens were designed in such a way that would represent fixed 
ends. Accompanying the experimental program, non-linear finite element 
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
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simulation works and AISI-2007 method were employed for manufactured 
columns using equivalent thickness approach. Results imply that with the proper 
geometrical configurations, reserve of cold-formed steel columns manufactured 
using checkered sheets offer structural efficiency in satisfying greater 
compression loadings compared to that of columns manufactured using plain 
sheets of equivalent thickness. This stiffened sheets concept has the potential to 
be facilitated in cold-formed steel commercial and residential structures. More 
efficient sections also can be acquired for design purposes by optimizing those 
stiffener configurations under compression loadings. 
 
 







Light gauge cold-formed steel (CFS) structures have received significant interest 
across the world due to advantageous characteristics in manufacturing and 
construction stages. Such cold-formed steel members are utilized in construction 
of wall studs, chord members of roof trusses in steel frame housing and 
industrial buildings (Young and J.R. Rasmussen 1999). Thin-walled nature of 
these structural members leads to complications in design stages. Under action 
of compression loadings generally buckling governs the design. However, CFS 
sections experience distinct buckling behaviors which are not observed in hot-
rolled sections. Local, distortional and flexural/flexural-torsional modes are 
expected under compression actions (Narayanan and Mahendran 2003). These 
complicated behaviors also their interactions compelled researchers to conduct 
numerous investigations. Advances in CFS design and developments can be 
followed from the reviews (Hancock 2003; Young 2008) 
 
 
There exist several approaches to predict strengths of employed cross sections. 
For CFS columns design specifications are very active across the world. In 
particular, North American Specification (AISI 2007) and European standard 
(EN 1993-1-1 Eurocode 3 2005) play important role in strength assessments. 
AISI specification and the mechanics behind the formulations are detailed in 
reference books (Hancock, Murray et al. 2001; Yu and LaBoube 2010). Both 
American and European specifications rely on effective width formulations. 
However, they imply some different approaches in application of effective width 
equations. Today, computational simulation methods like Finite Element (FE) 
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and Finite Strip (FS) methods find great use in analysis and design of CFS 
columns. Use of FS method in CFS design was originally encouraged by 
Schafer and Peköz (Schafer and Peköz 1998). They based capacity prediction on 
FS elastic buckling solutions to propose “Direct Strength Method”. FE method 
also received great attention from research communities for the purpose. The 
guidelines for the use of FE method to predict strength of CFS members were 
presented in literature (Schafer, Li et al. 2010). 
 
 
New, safe and high performance residential and industrial buildings require 
adoption of novel structural configurations with high strength weight ratio. In 
this sense, some optimization studies were conducted by researchers to propose 
more efficient cross sectional geometries (Kolcu, Ekmekyapar et al. 2010; Leng, 
Guest et al. 2011). A further choice to improve compression performance of 
CFS columns is to focus on plate behavior under compression loadings. As is 
well known, compression performance of thin plate members in ships, bridges 
and aircrafts are strengthened by some stiffener elements. These stiffener 
elements significantly improve local buckling and post-buckling behavior of 
plates, providing more efficient sub segments. In this paper referring such an 
approach, it is intended to assess performance of CFS columns manufactured 
using stiffened sheets. Towards this aim, employing checkered sheets laboratory 
specimens were produced. Produced column specimens were tested to failure 
under concentric compression loading. Having obtained the experimental 
results, FE models of test specimens were built using equivalent thickness 
approach. In addition to FE models, AISI-2007 specification was also adopted to 
predict performance of columns with equivalent thickness. Comparisons of the 
experimental results with FE simulations and AISI-2007 solutions imply that 
with the proper configurations checkered sheets have the potential to improve 






Checkered sheets which have diamond pattern stiffeners were used to produce 
six laboratory test specimens. Those sheets in practice are used to cover stairs 
and decks in outdoor environments to prevent slip. Small stiffeners cover the 
one face of the sheet whereas the other face is flat. Figure 1 provides 





The sheet itself has thickness of 1.9 mm. However, stiffeners on the sheet have 
varying thickness from junction points to midpoint of stiffener. That is to say, at 
the junction points the thickness is 2.4 mm whereas it is 2.7 mm at the midpoint 
of stiffeners, Figure 1. In order to specify the mechanical properties of steel 
checkered sheet, nine coupon specimens were cut from the sheet in three 
different angles.  Three coupons perpendicular to 54 mm dimension, three 
coupons perpendicular to 18.5 mm dimension and three coupons parallel to 
stiffeners are cut from the sheet. Tension tests of coupons were conducted in 
accordance with ASTM E8/E8M-11 standard. Dimensional details of coupon 
specimens also conform to same standard. Consequently, mechanical properties 
of S235 European steel were verified. Figure 2 shows a coupon specimen. Also 




Figure 1. Checkered sheet pattern used to produce specimens (dim. in mm) 
 
 
Figure 2. A coupon specimen 
 
There are three methods in the field to manufacture CFS members; 1) Cold roll 
forming, 2) Press brake operation and 3) Bend brake operation, (Yu and 
LaBoube 2010). In present study, press brake method was used to manufacture 
six plain channel test specimens, Figure 3. Stiffened face of the sheet was kept 
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to form outer side of the columns. Table 2 shows dimensional details of 
manufactured column specimens. The dimensions given in Table 2 represent the 
measurements between thinner portions of the columns.  Figure 4 illustrates the 
configuration of test specimens.  
 
Table 1. Yield strength and ultimate strengths of coupon specimens 
Coupon spec. Yield strength (MPa) Ultimate strength (MPa) 
C1 238.1 356.0 
C2 238.9 348.7 
C3 236.8 354.2 
C4 229.4 348.6 
C5 226.2 346.2 
C6 227.1 352.8 
C7 237.2 355.3 
C8 243.6 361.4 




Figure 3. Press brake used to manufacture column specimens 
 
 
Table 2 Dimensional detail of CFS column specimens 
Column specimen b0 (mm) h0 (mm) L (mm) R (mm) 
UCC-80-30-600 31.52 84.92 600 1.7 
UCC-90-40-600 41.45 95.59 600 1.7 
UCC-100-50-600 51.52 105.17 600 1.7 
UCC-80-30-1000 31.58 84.51 1000 1.7 
UCC-90-40-1000 41.89 94.94 1000 1.7 




Figure 4. Column configuration 
 
 
Specimen ends were designed to represent fixed end boundary conditions. To 
provide such boundary conditions 15 mm thick epoxy resin bases were cast on 
to top and bottom ends of the specimens (shaded areas in Figure 4). Epoxy resin 
connects specimen ends to flat end plates as shown in Figure 5. Prior to 
connecting two separate parts, each specimen was centered on the flat plates 
with careful measurements to provide concentric loading condition.  Those end 
plates were then fastened to 16 mm thick loading plates which are stiff enough 




Figure 5. Fixed end boundary condition 
 
 
Column tests were performed using a 300 kN universal testing machine. A 
displacement controlled loading was applied to each column specimen with a 
slow rate. Behaviors of columns under compression loading were pictured at 
constant loading intervals. 
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Finite Element Models 
 
 
In order to assess performance of considered stiffened sheet it is necessary to 
compare compression performance of stiffened test columns with equivalent 
thickness counterparts. To specify dimensions of equivalent thickness columns 
weight of each specimen was used. In calculation of equivalent thickness, 7850 
kg/m3 mass density of steel was taken into account. Following such an approach, 
2.095 mm equivalent thickness was found. Commercial software ANSYS was 
used to simulate equivalent thickness column performances. Shell181 shell 
element available within software was employed to build column models. It is a 
four node element with six degrees of freedom at each node (ANSYS). As a 
result of cold-forming column specimens consist radii with the magnitude 
shown in Table 1. Those radii were also incorporated into models to obtain more 




Figure 6. FE model of UCC-80-30-600 
 
 
Initial geometrical imperfections as a consequence of manufacturing process 
have the potential to compromise column strength in thin-walled structures 
(Godoy 1996). Therefore, it is necessary to consider shapes and magnitudes of 
initial geometrical imperfections. In this manner, the best simulation can be 
performed by incorporating measured magnitude and shapes of geometrical 
imperfections into FE models. Unfortunately, there was no such an opportunity 
to measure real initial imperfections on the column specimens. If there is no 
information available on the magnitude and shape of real imperfections in the 
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structure, imposing the eigenmode shape with scaled magnitude may be the only 
satisfactory method. So, in present study the column specimen have been given 
an initial imperfection with a magnitude of 10% of column equivalent thickness 
in its first buckling mode. 
 
 
Geometric and material non-linear properties were activated during the 
simulation series. An elastic-perfectly plastic material stress strain diagram was 
adopted for steel with 235 MPa yield strength and 205 GPa elastic modulus. 
Boundary conditions of FE models were created in such a way that would 
represent specimens’ fixed end boundary conditions. Displacement controlled 
Newton-Raphson method was preferred to load the specimen models. 
 
 
Experimental and Computational Results 
 
 
Experimental and computational results are presented in Table 3 in a 
comparative form. Second and third columns in the table show the results of FE 
simulations and AISI-2007 calculations obtained using equivalent thickness. 
 
 





 Eq. thick. 
AISI-2007 (kN) 
Eq. thick. 
UCC-80-30-600 69.73 65.55 65.73 
UCC-90-40-600 74.07 76.33 76.38 
UCC-100-50-600 80.40 80.90 81.06 
UCC-80-30-1000 61.32 65.18 60.16 
UCC-90-40-1000 76.19 75.38 73.07 
UCC-100-50-1000 84.27 79.93 78.43 
 
 
Except specimen UCC-80-30-1000 which was failed in a combined local and 
global mode, all specimens exhibited local failure modes in experiments. 
Examining the failure shapes of the specimens, it was observed that junction 
points of stiffeners promote failure locations, Figure 7. Stiffeners have thinnest 






Figure 7. Failure locations are promoted by stiffener junctions 
 
 
Figure 8 provides the failure modes of test specimens in conjunction with 
obtained failure modes from FE simulations. It can be seen from this figure that 
failure mode obtained from simulation of UCC-80-30-1000 is consistent with 
failure mode of test specimen which is a global mode combined with local 
mode. But, in simulation model flanges of the column are in compression 
whereas in test specimen flanges are in tension. 
 
 
In Table 3 it can be seen that performance of stiffened test specimens of UCC-
80-30-600, UCC-90-40-1000 and UCC-100-50-1000 are greater than the 
performances of equivalent thickness FE models and AISI-2007 predictions. For 
specimen UCC-80-30-600 test result is 6.38% greater than FE model prediction. 
Also it is 6.08% greater than AISI-2007 solution for equivalent thickness. 
Examining performance of specimen UCC-90-40-1000 it can be concluded that 
experimental performance is 1.07% and 4.27% greater than FE prediction and 
AISI-2007 solution respectively. For the specimen UCC-100-50-1000 
experimental performance of stiffened column is 5.43% greater than FE 
prediction. It is also 7.45% greater than AISI-2007 solution.  
 
 
On the other hand, experimental results of other specimens are very close to 
simulation results and AISI-2007 solutions which mean that there is no 
performance increase for these specimen configurations. Such an observation 
required further investigation of column specimens. As a result of such an 
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investigation it was seen that high performance columns have different stiffener 
configurations at the corners of specimen. That is to say, when midpoint of the 
stiffeners coincides with corner of the specimen it leads higher ultimate loads. 
Therefore, such a configuration reduces unstiffened length of corners and so 
improves compression performances of columns, Figure 9. Checkered stiffeners 
on the flat portions of columns seem to have no more contribution to column 
performance compared to equivalent thickness counterparts. One reason for such 








Figure 9. Different stiffener configurations at the corners 
 
 
Having identified the behavior of CFS columns with small stiffeners, it can be 
deduced that those stiffeners are required to be located in such a way that would 
increase performances of corners. For a checkered stiffener configuration with 







Underlined mechanics of CFS columns is based on thin plate theory, since such 
columns are thin-walled members. It is well known that compression 
performances of plates can be enhanced by attaching stiffener elements. In 
present study it is intended to investigate the applicability of stiffening concept 
on plain channel columns. To this end an in-depth experimental and 
computational study of CFS stiffened columns subjected to compression loading 
has been undertaken. Toward this aim, checkered sheets which have diamond 
pattern stiffeners were employed. Six column specimens were manufactured 
using press brake method. Three different cross sections and two different 
column lengths were chosen.  To capture the contributions of stiffeners to 
column compression performances FE models of columns were developed using 
equivalent thickness approach. Same approach was also used to evaluate 
performances of columns according to AISI-2007.  
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Comparison of experimental and computational results shows that such a 
stiffening approach has the potential to tailor column performance, provided that 
stiffeners are appropriately located.  For this purpose, corner locations of plain 
channels were specified to be more sensitive. Reducing the unstiffened length at 
those locations improves the compression performance. Herein, it is worth 
noting that no effort was made to produce used checkered sheet. A checkered 
sheet configuration available on sale was preferred. So, it is clear that this 
configuration is not the optimum one for compression loaded CFS columns. But 
it offers a new concept for CFS structural members. Of course further studies on 
this concept are required to characterize more efficient stiffener configurations. 
That is to say, performance of used checkered sheet with lipped column 
sections, different stiffener thicknesses, and different orientation of stiffeners 
like longitudinal stiffeners in ship and aircraft panels must be investigated. 
Possibly, some structural optimization studies would be required to introduce 
benign effect of stiffeners of CFS columns. Properly optimized stiffened section 




Limited number of test results are presented in this paper. Web depth to 
thickness ratios of specimens range from 40.32 to 50.20 and flange width to 
thickness ratios are in between 15.04 and 24.73. The proposed concept is a novel 
approach for CFS column members. In this manner, it was intended to examine 
the concept with the dimensions which find great use in industry. Off course, it 
is necessary to extend web depth to thickness ratios and flange width to 
thickness ratios to possess a comprehensive view of the concept. With proper 
configurations, promising results have been obtained. Performance increments 
led authors to extend the study by manufacturing specimens with different 
dimensions and different cross sectional configurations. When the experimental 
program is completed there will be significant number of test results for the 
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Presented in this paper is an experimental investigation on the effect of web 
holes on the strength of cold-formed steel (CFS) C-shape columns. A total of 18 
CFS C-shape stub columns were tested without and with web holes. The column 
length and web height of C-shape section were 490 mm (19 in) and 150 mm (6 
in), respectively; and the lengths of the holes investigated were 74 mm (3 in), 
114 mm (4.5 in) and 130 mm (5 in) whereas the width of the holes remains as 38 
mm (1.5 in). It is noted that for the strength determination of uniformly 
compressed stiffened elements with non-circular holes AISI-S100 requires the 
length of the holes not to exceed 114 mm (4.5 in). The test results obtained from 
this investigation showed that local buckling at the column ends combining with 
one distortional half-wave along the column length was the predominant failure 
mode. Results also indicate that the presence of web holes had negligible effect 
on the ultimate compressive strengths for the hole dimensions considered here. 
A numerical investigation based on elastic buckling analysis confirmed that the 
elastic local buckling load is not affected by the presence of the hole while the 
elastic distortional buckling load decreases slightly as the increase of the length 
of the hole. A comparison between results of the tests and the Direct Strength 
Method approach (DSM) for CFS columns with holes demonstrated that the 
DSM design equations are valid to evaluate the strength of CFS C-shape 
columns with web holes. 
1. Introduction 
Cold-formed steel (CFS) C-shape wall studs are commonly manufactured with 
holes to accommodate electrical, plumbing, and heating services’ passages 
through walls and the installation of lateral bracing of the wall studs. The 
complexity associated with hole shape, size, and spacing has created a challenge 
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 




on the determination of the compressive strength for CFS C-shape column with 
web holes. Current AISI-S100 (2012) stipulates that the strength determination 
based on the traditional effective-width based method for a stiffened element 
(e.g., the web of a C-section) with noncircular holes is limited to the width and 
length of a hole to be less than 63 mm (2.5 in) and 114 mm (4.5 in), respectively. 
Alternatively, the new approach developed by Moen and Schafer (2011) based 
on the Direct Strength Method (DSM) extends the limits on hole dimensions. 
The DSM based approach utilizes the finite strip analysis which accounts for the 
influence of holes on predicting the elastic buckling loads of a column, and then 
substitutes the obtained elastic buckling loads into a set of compressive strength 
prediction equations to determine the column strength. However, a limited 
number of tests were carried out to validate the accuracy and generality of the 
proposed DSM equations for columns with holes. This study aims to investigate 
the effect of the length of web holes on the behaviour CFS C-shape column. An 
experimental investigation was conducted for CFS C-shape stub columns with 
the length of web hole ranging from no holes to 130 mm (5 in). A numerical 
analysis of the effect of hole size on the elastic buckling shape and loads of stub 
column was also carried out. Finally, the test results were compared with the 
DSM based approach. 
2. Experimental study 
2.1. Stub column specimens 
To study the effect of slotted web holes on the compressive strength of CFS C-
shape columns, a total of 18 stub columns were tested, in which six specimens 
are solid section without a web hole and 12 specimens are with a pre-punched 
web slotted hole. The parameters investigated are the nominal thickness of steel 
(t) and the length of web hole (Lh). The nominal thicknesses of steel are 1.2 mm 
(47 mil) and 1.5 mm (59 mil), and the length of web hole ranges from no holes 
to 130 mm (5 in). The details of specimens and hole dimensions are shown in 
Figure 1 and Table 1, in which the first number of the designation denotes the 
length of web hole, the second and third digits represent the steel thickness, and 
the number of the specimen in a column group, respectively.     
The material of the specimens was cold-formed galvanized steel. The length for 
all stub columns selected was 490 mm (19 in) to minimize the influence of 
global buckling and to ensure enough clear distance from the hole to the end of 
the specimen to avoid possible end effects. Both ends of the specimen were 
milled flat to ensure the full contact between the specimen and steel bearing 
plates. A slotted hole, located in the center of the web, has a constant width (dh) 




Table 1 were investigated. For each column group, three identical specimens 
were tested. 
Mechanical properties for the C-shape columns were obtained from the tensile 
coupon tests as per the Chinese standard (GB/T228-2010 2009). Three tensile 
coupons were cut longitudinally from the web from a randomly selected C-
shape CFS column for each thickness. The average material properties are listed 
in Table 2, where t is the steel thickness, fy, fu, Es and ν are steel yield stress, 
tensile strength, Young’s modulus of elasticity and Possion’s ratio, respectively. 




















490 150 40 15 1.5 3.0 38 0 0-1.5-2 
0-1.5-3 
75-1.5-1 
490 150 40 15 1.5 3.0 38 75 75-1.5-2 
75-1.5-3 
114-1.5-1 
490 150 40 15 1.5 3.0 38 114 114-1.5-2 
114-1.5-3 
130-1.5-1 
490 150 40 15 1.5 3.0 38 130 130-1.5-2 
130-1.5-3 
114-1.2-1 
490 150 40 15 1.2 2.4 38 114 114-1.2-2 
114-1.2-3 
130-1.2-1 
490 150 40 15 1.2 2.4 38 130 130-1.2-2 
130-1.2-3 
Table 2 Mechanical properties from tensile coupon tests 




1.2 2.03×105 235 400 0.3 
1.5 2.03×105 385 510 0.3 




   
Figure 1 Specimen dimensions  
 
Figure 2 Experimental setup  
dial gauge 
strain gauge 


















2.2. Experimental setup 
Shown in Figure 2 is the setup of the experimental investigation. The 
compressive tests were conducted on a hydraulic compressive test frame system 
with loading capacity of 2,000 kN (450,000 lb). The load was applied uniformly 
and concentrically to each column specimen through two loading bearing plates. 
The column cross section was restrained from lateral movement at ends only by 
the friction-bearing conditions. The axial deformation of each specimen was 
measured with a dial gauge, and the longitudinal strains were recorded by four 
uniaxial strain gauges placed at the mid height cross section as shown in Figure 
2. The loading was applied with an increment of one-tenth of the estimated axial 
capacity of each specimen until the failure of the specimen. The smaller load 
increment was adopted when applied load approached to the axial capacity. 
3. Elastic buckling analysis  
A study on elastic buckling of the tested specimens was conducted to investigate 
the influence of the length of hole on the elastic buckling behaviour of the 
specimens (i.e., elastic buckling modes associated with elastic buckling loads). 
3.1. Elastic buckling shape  
The elastic buckling shapes of the stub columns were obtained from the 
buckling analysis using the finite element software ABAQUS (ABAQUS 2012). 
The specimens were modelled with 4-node shell elements (S4R) with global 
mesh dimension of a 5 mm (0.2 in). The material properties Es, fy and υ were 
taken as that shown in Table 2.  
 







DOF “1 and 2”  
restrained, 




The boundary and loading conditions were modeled as warping free at the both 
ends and warping fixed at the mid length of the member (Figure 3), as described 
by Moen and Schafer (2006). 
Shown in Figure 4 and 5 are the local and distortional buckling modes obtained 
from the buckling analysis for 1.5mm (59mil) specimens, respectively. The local 
and distortional buckling modes are identified according to the half-wavelengths 
presented in Table 3 based on the semi-analytical finite strip analysis using 
software CUFSM (CUFSM 2006). For a member with a hole, the local and 
distortional buckling modes are obtained from the second and third buckling 
modes, respectively, except the distortional mode for the member with a 130 
mm (5 in) long hole is selected from the fourth buckling mode. For members 
without holes, buckling analysis results show local buckling mode governs and 
distortional buckling mode does not occur; local buckling mode is selected as 
the lowest buckling mode.  
For local buckling mode, the mode shapes are similar to that shown in Figure 4 
for all members. However, for members with web holes, the local web 
deformation at the hole location is apparently influenced by the length of the 
hole. For distortional mode, the member buckles with a combination of local and 
distortional buckling, and the number of local buckling half-waves changes from 
one to two when the hole length increases to 130 mm as shown in Figure 5. 
Although Figures 4 and 5 are based on the members with thickness of 1.5 mm, 
similar phenomena are also observed for members with steel thickness 1.2 mm. 
Table 3 Local and distortional buckling half-wavelengths obtained from CUFSM 
Specimens 
Elastic buckling half-wavelength 
Local buckling (mm) Distortional buckling (mm) 
0-1.2; 0-1.5  110 350 
 
3.2. Elastic buckling loads 
Due to relatively short length of the specimens, global buckling (i.e., flexural, 
torsional, or flexural-torsional buckling) does not occur; thus, only elastic 
buckling loads associated with local and distortional buckling modes (Pcrl and 
Pcrd) were investigated by finite strip analysis with software CUFSM (Schafer 
and Ádàny 2006). 
For members without holes, the elastic buckling loads are obtained from the two 
local minimums of the elastic buckling curve (Li and Schafer 2010). For 




from software CUFSM with accounting for the influence of the hole (Moen and 
Schafer 2009).  
    
a) 0-1.5 b) 75-1.5 c) 114-1.5 d) 130-1.5 
Figure 4 Local buckling mode shapes of 1.5 mm specimens 
   
 
a) 75-1.5 b) 114-1.5 c) 130-1.5 
Figure 5 Distortional buckling mode shapes of 1.5 mm specimens 
The elastic buckling load ratios obtained from CUFSM corresponding to the 
local and distortional buckling modes at a hole width to out-to-out web depth 
(dh/H) of 0.25 are plotted in Figure 6 as a function of unstiffened strip aspect 
ratio (Lh/hA); where hA is the unstiffened strip width adjacent to the hole in the 
web. In this investigation, hA remains as a constant of 56 mm (2.2 in) for all stub 
columns with holes. Ratio Lh/hA is an important parameter in the determination 




DSM approach (Moen and Schafer 2008b). Py,g, Pcrl and Pcrd are member gross 
section yield strength, local and distortional buckling loads, respectively. It can 
be seen that because of the presence of the hole, with the variation of Lh/hA ratio, 
the local buckling loads Pcrl remains almost unchanged while Pcrd alters. 
 
Figure 6 Influence of hole length on local and distortional buckling loads (dh/H=0.25)  
4. Experimental results 
Shown in Figure 7 are the failure modes of the specimens. The typical failure 
mode observed was local buckling of the web near both column ends together 
with inward distortional buckling with only one half-wave located longitudinally 
between the two ends. For the specimens shown smooth half sine wave in web 
near the hole, larger out-of-plane deflection at the center of the web and more 
localized deformation in both flanges at the mid-height of the column were 
observed when compared to the specimens without the hole. This is primarily 
due to the presence of the web hole. The existence of the hole degrades the 
transverse plate stiffness of the web which deteriorates the rotation restraint 
provided by the web to the flange. Consequently, both the web and flange 
deformations around the hole are increased. Comparing to Figure 5, it can be 
seen that the typical failure modes of the specimens match well with the 
distortional buckling mode shapes predicted by the elastic buckling analysis. 




































and minor misalignments in the specimens, local buckling concentrated in 
flanges and unstiffened strips adjacent to web holes were observed in a few 
specimens, such as the one on the right of Group 130-1.5. 
  
a) Group 0-1.5 b) Group 75-1.5 
  
c) Group 114-1.5 d) Group 130-1.5 
  
e) Group 114-1.2 f) Group 130-1.2 




The typical load-displacement curve for each specimen group obtained from the 
tests are shown in Figure 8. The differences in the ultimate loads (Ptest) among 
the three identical specimens for each group are found to be less than 7%. It can 
be seen from the figure that the length of web hole has little influence on the 
ultimate loads. 





















Figure 8 Load-displacement relationships 
5. Comparison with DSM approach 
The ultimate loads of 18 specimens obtained in this experiemental investigation 
are used to assess the accuracy of the DSM approach on predicting the strength 
of CFS columns with holes. According to the DSM approach, the nominal axial 
strength, Pn, is calculated as the minimum strength from the local, distortional, 
and global buckling, i.e., Pn=min (Pnl, Pnd, Pne). The limit state strengths, Pnl, Pnd, 
and Pne, are determined from equations (1)-(9) for members without hole (AISI-
S100 2007), and equations (1)-(6) and (10-16) for members with holes (Schafer 
and Ádàny 2010).  
(a) Flexural, torsional, or flexural-torsional buckling 
for 1.5c  ,      
20.658ne c yP P    (1) 















/c y creP P   (3) 
 
(b) Local buckling or local-global buckling interaction 
The nominal axial strength, Pnl, is calculated as follows: 
0.776l  ,     nl neP P  (4) 
for 0.776l  ,     
0.4 0.4
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/l ne crlP P   (6) 
 
(c) Distortional buckling 
For columns without hole,  
0.561d  ,     nd yP P  (7) 
for 0.561d  ,     
0.6 0.6
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For columns with hole,  
for 
1d d   ,      nd ynetP P  (10) 
for 















2d d   ,     
0.6 0.6
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      
 (16) 
In the foregoing equations, λc, λl and λd are the slenderness ratios; Py and Pnet are 
the column squash loads associated with gross and net sections, respectively. 
Pcre is the global elastic buckling load; and Pcrl and Pcrd are the elastic local and 
distortional buckling loads calculated in the previous section, respectively.  






















131.40 71.52 80.64 71.52 
1.06 
0-1.5-2 73.0 1.02 




131.34 71.50 78.80 71.50 
0.98 
75-1.5-2 75.0 1.05 




131.26 71.47 77.60 71.47 
1.05 
114-1.5-2 76.0 1.06 




131.23 71.46 77.10 71.46 
1.02 
130-1.5-2 76.0 1.06 




66.48 39.43 41.09 39.43 
1.07 
114-1.2-2 40.0 1.01 




66.46 39.43 40.87 39.43 
1.09 
130-1.2-2 43.0 1.09 
130-1.2-3 43.0 1.09 
 
Shown in Table 4 are the ultimate compressive strengths obtained from the tests 
and the strengths predicted by the DSM approach. It can be found that local 
buckling loads are always the lowest one for all the buckling limit states, which 
signifies all the specimens were governed by local buckling. The ratio of local 
and distortional buckling loads (Pnl/Pnd) ranges from 0.89 to 0.96. As the 
increase of length of hole, ratio Pnl/Pnd approaches to 1.0, representing the 
intensive interaction between local and distortional buckling. When ratio Lh/hA
 
=2.32, i.e., Lh=130 mm(5 in), ratio Pnl/Pnd approaches to 0.93 and 0.96 for 




which indicates sections with thinner thickness is more likely involved with the 
interaction of local and distortional buckling.  
From Table 4, it also can be seen that the nominal strengths of the specimens 
with web holes evaluated by the DSM approach are in good agreement with 
those of tests. The nominal strengths Pn evaluated by DSM approach are slightly 
greater than the tested ultimate strengths Ptest except one case. The differences 
between the two are less than 9%. Thus, it is concluded that DSM approach is 
accurate on determining the compressive strength of C-shape CFS members 
with non-circular holes for a length of hole up to 130 mm (5 in). 
6. Conclusions 
The effects of web holes on the failure mode and ultimate strength of CFS C-
shape stub columns are investigated in this study. Conclusions obtained from 
this study are summarized as follows: 
 Based on the experimental investigation on 18 stub column specimens with 
and without non-circular web holes, the observed typical failure mode is local 
buckling at the column ends combined with distortional buckling occurred at 
one distortional half-wave away from both column ends. Regarding to the 
ultimate strength of the columns, tested results show the presence of holes has 
negligible effect on the ultimate compressive strengths for the hole dimensions 
investigated in this study.  
 The foregoing conclusion is also confirmed by the elastic buckling analysis of 
the specimens using finite element analysis software ABAQUS. The analysis 
further unveils the variation of length of hole may result in a change in buckling 
shape. The interaction of local and distortional buckling modes detected by the 
buckling analysis matches well with the typical failure modes observed from the 
tests. Although the local buckling load is not affected by the presence of a web 
hole, the distortional buckling load appears to decrease slightly as the increase 
the length of the hole. 
 The comparison between the tested ultimate strengths and the strengths 
calculated based on the DSM approach demonstrates that the DSM approach 
provides accurate assessments on the compressive strength of C-shape CFS 
member with non-circular holes for the hole dimensions investigated in this 
study. In addition, the limitation on the length of holes to not exceed 114 mm 
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On the Influence of Local-Distortional Interaction in the Behavior and 
Design of Cold-Formed Steel Web-Stiffened Lipped Channel Columns 
 
André D. Martins1, Pedro Borges Dinis1, Dinar Camotim1 and Paulo Providência2 
 
Abstract 
This paper reports the results of a numerical (ABAQUS shell finite element analysis) 
investigation on the influence of local-distortional (L-D) interaction in the ultimate 
strength and design of cold-formed steel fixed-ended web-stiffened lipped channel 
columns  hereafter termed “WSLC columns”. These results concern columns with 
various geometries and yield stresses, ensuring a wide variety of combined ratios 
between (i) the distortional and local critical buckling stresses, and (ii) the yield and the 
higher of the above buckling stresses. The objectives of this work are two-fold: (i) to 
acquire in-depth understanding on the mechanics underlying the L-D interaction in the 
WSLC columns analyzed, all selected to ensure that local buckling is triggered by the 
flanges, and also (ii) to provide a first contribution towards the efficient Direct Strength 
Method (DSM) design of these structural elements. The results presented and discussed 
concern the (i) post-buckling behavior (elastic and elastic-plastic), (ii) ultimate strength 
and (iii) failure mechanisms of the WSLC columns previously selected to undergo L-D 
interaction. Special attention is paid to comparing the ultimate strength erosions, 
due to L-D interaction, exhibited by the WSLC columns investigated here and the “plain 
cross-section” (i.e., without intermediate stiffeners) columns studied earlier by the 
authors (Martins et al. 2014a). Finally, the paper closes with some considerations 
about the impact of the findings reported in this work on the design of cold-formed steel 
columns undergoing different levels of L-D interaction.  
Introduction 
Cold-formed steel structural systems commonly used in the construction industry are 
very often formed by slender open-section thin-walled members, which exhibit a low 
torsion stiffness and a high susceptibility to instability phenomena involving cross-section 
deformation, namely local, distortional and/or global buckling – Figs. 1(b)-(d) show 
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buckled web-stiffened lipped channel (WSLC) cross-sections associated with column 
local (flange-triggered), distortional and global (flexural-torsional and flexural) modes. 
Moreover, cold-formed steel member often display geometries (cross-section shape 
and/or dimensions, and unrestrained length) that lead to fairly close local (L) and 
distortional (D) critical buckling stresses, which means that their post-buckling behavior 
(elastic or elastic-plastic), ultimate strength and failure mode are likely to be affected, 
to a smaller or larger extent, by interaction effects involving these two instability 
phenomena, i.e., by local-distortional (L-D) interaction. 
 
A considerable amount of research activity has been recently devoted to the structural 
response and load-carrying capacity of cold-formed steel columns affected by L-D 
interaction, including experimental investigations, numerical simulations and design 
proposals. However, the vast majority of the available results concerns columns with 
plain lipped channel columns  for instance, the works reported by Kwon & Hancock 
(1992), Yang & Hancock (2004), Dinis et al. (2007), Yap & Hancock (2009, 2011), 
Kwon et al. (2009), Silvestre et al. (2012), Young et al. (2013) and Martins et al. 
(2014a). Although to a lesser extent, research work has also been reported on 
columns with other cross-sections shapes: (i) Dinis et al. (2011) (hat-sections), (ii) 
Dinis et al. (2014a) (rack-sections), and (iii) Dinis et al. (2012) and Dinis & Camotim 
(2014) (zed, hat and rack-sections). For all the above cross-section shapes, local 
buckling is practically always triggered by the web, where most of the L-D interaction 
takes place. This situation may change when intermediate stiffeners (e.g., “v-shaped” 
stiffeners) are added (see Fig. 1(a)), since local buckling is bound to be triggered by 
the flanges, with very little deformation occurring in the web (see Fig. 1(b)), which 
naturally alters considerably the L-D interaction features  this fact has been 
demonstrated both experimentally and numerically by Kwon & Hancock (1992), 
Kwon et al. (2009), Yap & Hancock (2011) and Dinis et al. (2014b). 
 
Since the assessment of the structural response and strength of cold-formed steel 
members constitutes a complex task, which is not yet adequately reflected in several 
current design codes, a fair amount of research has been devoted to develop efficient 
(safe and economic) design rules for such members. The most relevant fruit of this 
research activity was the DSM, which (i) has its roots in the work of Hancock et al. 
(1994), (ii) was originally proposed by Schafer & Peköz (1998), and (iii) has already  
 
 




Fig. 1. Web-Stiffened lipped channel (a) geometry and buckled shapes associated with column, (b) 
local (flange-triggered), (c) distortional and (d) global (d1) flexural-torsional and (d2) flexural buckling 
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been included in the latest versions of the Australian/New Zealand and North American 
cold-formed steel specifications. The DSM has been shown to provide an efficient and 
general approach to estimate the ultimate strength of cold-formed steel columns and 
beams failing in local (L), distortional (D), global (G) and local-global (L-G) interactive 
modes. Unfortunately, the consideration of these limit states is not sufficient for the 
design of such members, since interaction phenomena involving distortional buckling, 
namely, L-D, D-G and L-D-G interactions may also erode significantly the member 
ultimate strength  neglecting these interaction phenomena may lead to unacceptably 
low reliability indices, i.e., to a high likelihood of reaching unsafe designs. 
 
This work deals solely with the design of columns against L-D interactive failures. 
Although several attempts have been made to develop a DSM-based design approach 
that covers also column L-D interactive failures, it is consensual that further research is 
still needed before the DSM can be successfully and generally applied to members 
affected by this type of mode interaction. In the particular case of lipped channels 
columns (either pin-ended or fixed-ended) experiencing L-D interaction, the second and 
third authors performed extensive numerical simulations that (i) made it possible to 
obtain clear evidence that the current DSM local and distortional design curves cannot 
capture the ultimate strength erosion due to this coupling behavior and (ii) unveiled 
features that must appear in a DSM design approach intended for such members. These 
findings were incorporated into a DSM-based design approach recently proposed by 
Silvestre et al. (2012), termed here “MNDL approach”, only for plain lipped channel 
columns (exhibiting web-triggered local buckling). The above approach was later 
extended to plain zed, hat and rack-section columns by Dinis & Camotim (2014)  it is 
worth noting that these proposals concern exclusively columns affected by L-D 
interaction stemming from fairly close local and distortional critical buckling stresses, i.e., 
columns affected by “true” L-D interaction (Martins et al. 2014a). Recently, Martins et 
al. (2014a) extended the scope of the previous findings and assessed the performance of 
the MNDL design approach for plain lipped channel, hat, zed and rack-section columns 
affected by L-D interaction caused by a “secondary bifurcation”, which (i) occurs when 
the local and distortional critical buckling stresses are not so close and (ii) stems from the 
high (moderate) local (distortional) post-critical strength reserve, provided that the yield 
stress is sufficiently high to allow that it comes into play. It was found that the above 
approach provides good estimates for a fairly wide range of ratios between the local and 
distortional critical buckling stresses and constitutes, at present, the most efficient (safe 
and accurate) DSM-based design approach against L-D interactive failures. However, 
this approach was developed, calibrated and validated solely on the basis of analyses 
involving plain cross-section columns − the main purposes of this work is to assess 
whether this approach can be readily extended to WSLC columns.  
 
The objectives of this paper are (i) to present and discuss numerical results aimed at 
acquiring in-depth understanding on the mechanics underlying L-D interaction in web-
stiffened lipped channel columns (flange-triggered local buckling) and (ii) to provide a 
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first contribution towards the efficient DSM design of such structural elements3. 
A systematic numerical investigation is carried out, in order to characterize the post-
buckling behavior and strength of WSLC columns experiencing more or less severe 
L-D interaction effects. Moreover, it is also intended to assess whether the available 
findings and design procedures, developed and proposed in the context of “plain 
cross-section” columns, can be readily extended to the columns under consideration. The 
results presented and discussed, obtained through ABAQUS shell finite element analyses, 
concern the (i) post-buckling behavior (elastic and elastic-plastic), (ii) ultimate strength 
and (iii) failure mechanisms of WSLC columns selected to undergo considerable L-D 
interaction. Special attention is devoted to comparing the ultimate strength erosions, due 
to L-D interaction, in plain and WSLC columns − the former were recently 
investigated by Martins et al. (2014a). This comparison is essential to assess 
whether the DSM-based design approaches developed for L-D interactive 
failures of “plain cross-section” columns are also applicable to their WSLC counterparts. 
Finally, the paper closes with some considerations concerning the impact of the 
findings reported in this work on the possibility of developing a general DSM-based 
design approach capable of efficiently (safely and accurately) predicting the load-
carrying capacity of “plain cross-section” and WSLC cold-formed steel columns 
undergoing various levels of L-D interaction. 
Buckling Analysis – Column Geometry Selection 
In order to investigate the numerical ultimate strength of fixed-ended WSLC columns 
affected by various levels of L-D interaction, the first step consists of selecting column 
geometries (cross-section dimensions and length) associated with different “levels of 
closeness” between their local and distortional critical buckling stresses (i.e., RDL=fcrd/fcrl 
values). As done in previous studies, the column geometry selection was made by 
means of a “trial-and-error” procedure involving the performance of GBT-based 
buckling analysis sequences using the code GBTUL (Bebiano et al. 2008), which 
makes it possible to determine buckling loads associated with “pure” local, distortional 
and global buckling modes. Fig. 2(a) shows the GBT discretization adopted for all 
WSLC columns analyzed, which (i) comprises 21 (9 natural and 12 intermediate) 
nodes, and (ii) leads to 21 deformation modes (4 global, 5 distortional and 12 local)  
Fig. 3 shows the in-plane deformed shapes of all these modes. The “pure” fcrl, fcrd and fcrg 
are obtained through GBT analyses including the following deformation modes: 
(i) fcrg: modes 2 + 4, for the WSLC columns, since the critical global mode is flexural-
torsional (of course, very long columns buckle in minor-axis flexural modes). 
(ii) fcrd: unlike in plain lipped channel columns (see Young et al. 2013), for which all 
distortional modes are considered to determine fcrd, in WSLC columns some of the 
                                                          
3
 It is worth noting that the authors (Martins et al. 2014b) have recently reported the first results of this 
investigation, concerning columns with very close local and distortional critical buckling stresses. 
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five distortional modes (modes 5 to 9 – see Fig. 3) are only termed “distortional” 
because they exhibit natural node in-plane displacements (the natural nodes 
are shown in Fig. 2(a)). For instance, modes 8 and 9 are clearly “disguised local 
modes” with web single and double curvature – note that these deformation modes 
are the web-stiffened counterparts of the plain modes 7 and 8. Therefore, the 
determination of fcrd was made by means of buckling analyses including only 
deformation modes 5 + 6. 
(iii) fcrl: in view of the content of the previous item, the buckling analyses providing fcrl 
include exclusively deformations modes 7 to 21. Due to the very short local half-
wave length, the column longitudinal discretization must be finer than that 
adopted to calculate fcrd and fcrg – 40-60 beam finite elements were considered.  
 
The output of this effort are the 35 distinct combinations of cross-section dimensions (bw, 
bf, bl, t  web-flange-lip widths and wall thickness) and lengths (L) given in Table 1 – the 
“v-shaped” intermediate stiffeners have d1=10mm and d2=20mm (see Fig. 1(a)) for all 
columns. The half-wave numbers of the critical local (nl) and distortional (nd) buckling 
modes are also presented. These fixed-ended cold-formed steel (E=210GPa, v=0.3) 
columns (i) exhibit RDL values such that 0.40<RDL<2.40 and (ii) have global critical 
buckling stresses (ii1) much higher than their local and distortional counterparts 
(fcrg/fcr.max>5.2, with fcr.max=max(fcrl;fcrd)) and (ii2) higher than all the yield stresses 
considered (fcrg/fy.max>1.1), thus ensuring that no interaction with global (flexural-
torsional) modes occurs – the values of these two ratios are also given in the table. In 
order to enable an in-depth investigation of the influence of strong L-D interaction  
(0.90≤RDL≤1.10), 12 columns were selected in this RDL range. Fig. 2(b) shows (i) a curve 
providing the variation of Pcr (critical buckling load) with the column length L (in 
logarithmic scale) for a fixed-ended WSLC column with RDL=1.00 (column WS16  see 
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Fig. 3. In-plane deformed configurations concerning GBT conventional deformation modes 
 
half-wave and 10 L half-waves. It seems clear that the post-buckling behavior (elastic 
or elastic-plastic) and ultimate strength of this columns will be strongly affected by L-D 
interaction, taking place predominantly in the flanges. 
 
Post-Buckling Behavior of WSLC Columns under L-D Interaction 
Finite Element Modeling 
This chapter presents and discusses the main results of the numerical 
investigation aimed at acquiring in-depth understanding on the mechanics 
underlying the flange-triggered L-D interaction in fixed-ended web-stiffened 
lipped channels columns. The results were obtained through ABAQUS (Simulia Inc 
2008) analyses using the SFE elastic-plastic model adopted earlier by Dinis et al. 
(2007) and involving (i) columns discretized into fine meshes of 4-node 
isoparametric shell (S4) (length-to-width ratio close to 1), (ii) end supports 
simulated by rigid plates attached to the end section centroids and (iii) the steel 
material behavior modeled by a linear-elastic/perfectly-plastic stress-strain curve 
(both residual stresses and corner strength effects are disregarded). 
Elastic-Plastic Post-Buckling Interactive Behavior 
This section addresses the elastic-plastic post-buckling behavior of the fixed-ended 
WSLC columns considered in this work. Fig. 4(a) shows the P/Pcr vs. v/t equilibrium 
paths (v is again the mid-span flange-lip corner vertical displacement) of WS16 
columns (RDL=1.00) (i) containing pure distortional initial geometrical imperfections 
involving inward flange-lip motions – this shape leads to the lowest columns 
strengths as was reported by Martins et al. (2014b) and (ii) exhibiting yield stresses 
corresponding to 9 critical slenderness values cr=(fy/fcr)
0.5 (recall that for these columns: 
fcr=fcrd=fcrl), which cover a wide range: 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.25, 3.50,  – 
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Table 1. WSLC columns selected column geometries, local/distortional/global buckling 


















WS1 170 130 12.0 2.400 1.70 136 2 343 11 0.40 1766 5.2 1.1 
WS2 150 110 10.0 1.940 1.20 138 2 309 9 0.45 2723 8.8 1.7 
WS3 150 110 10.0 2.000 1.00 165 2 329 7 0.50 3919 11.9 2.0 
WS4 150 100 11.0 1.780 1.15 170 2 309 12 0.55 2914 9.4 1.5 
WS5 150 100 10.0 1.510 1.15 133 2 221 12 0.60 2880 13.0 1.9 
WS6 160 130 10.0 1.390 1.45 73 2 112 12 0.65 2150 19.2 2.5 
WS7 160 130 10.0 1.400 1.20 80 1 113 10 0.70 3138 27.7 3.4 
WS8 120 90 10.0 1.200 1.20 129 2 173 14 0.75 1816 10.5 1.2 
WS9 150 95 12.0 1.360 1.10 157 1 196 12 0.80 3164 16.2 1.7 
WS10 150 95 12.0 1.280 1.10 148 1 173 12 0.85 3164 18.3 1.8 
WS11 120 90 10.0 1.100 0.90 128 1 142 11 0.90 3226 22.7 2.1 
WS12 120 90 10.0 1.100 0.85 132 1 142 10 0.93 3616 25.5 2.2 
WS13 120 90 10.0 1.100 0.80 137 1 142 10 0.96 4081 28.7 2.5 
WS14 160 125 12.5 1.375 1.00 113 1 115 8 0.98 4583 40.0 3.3 
WS15 120 90 10.0 1.075 0.80 134 1 136 10 0.99 4081 30.1 2.5 
WS16 120 90 10.0 1.050 0.80 129 1 129 10 1.00 4081 31.7 2.6 
WS17 160 125 12.5 1.325 1.00 109 1 106 8 1.02 4583 42.1 3.5 
WS18 120 90 10.0 1.025 0.80 129 1 124 10 1.05 4081 31.6 2.7 
WS19 160 125 12.5 1.300 1.00 108 1 103 8 1.06 4583 42.2 3.7 
WS20 120 90 10.0 1.000 0.80 126 1 118 10 1.07 4081 32.3 2.8 
WS21 150 95 12.0 1.030 1.10 122 1 112 12 1.09 3162 26.0 2.3 
WS22 120 90 10.0 0.950 0.85 117 1 106 10 1.10 4080 34.9 3.1 
WS23 120 90 10.0 0.895 0.90 115 1 96 11 1.20 3224 28.1 2.8 
WS24 120 90 10.0 0.830 0.85 106 1 81 10 1.31 3614 34.0 3.6 
WS25 120 90 10.0 0.800 0.90 107 1 76 11 1.40 3224 30.2 3.4 
WS26 120 90 10.0 0.790 0.85 113 1 75 10 1.50 3614 32.1 4.0 
WS27 150 100 10.0 0.766 0.90 89 1 56 10 1.60 4695 52.5 6.9 
WS28 150 100 10.0 0.737 0.90 88 1 52 10 1.70 4695 53.4 7.4 
WS29 160 125 12.3 0.950 1.00 102 1 56 9 1.82 4581 45.0 6.8 
WS30 160 125 12.5 1.011 0.90 121 1 64 8 1.90 5656 46.8 7.4 
WS31 160 125 12.5 1.030 0.85 132 1 66 7 2.00 6341 48.0 8.0 
WS32 160 125 12.5 1.000 0.85 131 1 62 7 2.10 6341 48.4 8.4 
WS33 160 120 12.5 1.000 0.85 148 1 67 7 2.20 7096 48.0 8.8 
WS34 160 125 12.5 1.000 0.80 144 1 62 7 2.30 7158 49.8 9.5 
WS35 160 125 12.5 0.927 0.85 128 1 53 7 2.40 6340 49.5 9.8 
the last corresponds to elastic behavior. As for Fig. 4(b), it displays the deformed 
configurations and plastic strain distributions, at the onset of collapse, for 
columns with cr=1.00, 1.75, 3.00, 3.50 – note the cr=1.00 deformed 
configuration depicted in Fig. 4(b) is amplified 30 times. On the other hand, Fig. 
4(c) concerns the column with cr=3.25 and displays four plastic strain diagrams, 
corresponding to the equilibrium states indicated on its equilibrium path (see Fig. 
4(a)), including (i) an elastic state, (ii) a state immediately after first yielding, (iii) 
the onset of collapse and (iv) a state on the equilibrium path descending branch. 
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Fig. 4. WS16 column (a) elastic post-buckling equilibrium paths P/Pcr vs. v/t associated with D  
and 9 slenderness values, (b) failure modes and plastic strains for cr={1.0, 1.75, 3.0, 3.5} and 
(c) deformed configurations and plastic strains evolutions at four equilibrium states (cr=3.25) 
(i) First of all, the 9 WSLC columns with distinct yield stresses are affected by 
L-D interaction, particularly visible in the flanges (see Fig. 4(b)). These 
coupling effects (i1) are “intrinsic to the column”, due to the closeness between the 
local and distortional critically buckling loads, (i2) gradually evolve as loading 
progresses and (i3) take place regardless of the yield stress value (provided, of 
course, that fy/fcr is not significantly below 1.0, in which case collapse basically 
involves plasticity), i.e., this phenomena corresponds to “true L-D interaction” 
as was reported by Martins et al. (2014a) for “plain cross-section” columns. 
(ii) The nature and characteristics of the column elastic-plastic post-buckling behavior 
and collapse mechanism of clearly depend on the slenderness value (cr). 
(iii) In the cr=1.00 and cr=1.25 columns (i.e., when cr is close to 1.0), yielding starts 
when the normal stress distribution is still “not too far from uniform” and, therefore, 
precipitates a rather abrupt (plastic) collapse (see Fig. 4(a)). 
(iv) On the other hand, in the columns with higher cr values first yielding takes place 
when the normal stress distribution is already “highly non-uniform” and, thus, 
does not lead to an immediate failure – collapse occurs following a fairly smooth 






strength reserve (see Fig. 4(a))  e.g., the cr=3.25 column exhibits a 14% applied 
load difference between first yielding and the onset of collapse, which is obviously 
due to the fairly high D and L (mostly) post-critical strength reserves. 
(v) In the cr=3.25 column, the elastic regime (diagram I in Fig. 4(c)) ends when 
yielding initiates at the intermediate stiffener mid-span regions (diagram II in 
Fig. 4(c)). Then, plasticity spreads rapidly towards the web-flange corners over the 
whole column length and yielding also occurs near the end section intermediate 
stiffeners (diagram III in Fig. 4(c)). This behavior is clearly distinct from that 
exhibited by the plain lipped channels columns, which stems from the different 
stress distribution evolutions. Moreover, the comparison between the results 
presented in this paper and those reported by Silvestre et al. (2012), for plain 
lipped channel columns, makes it possible to conclude that the addition of the web 
intermediate stiffener leads to a reasonable post-buckling strength increase, most 
likely due to the higher web transverse bending stiffness, which entails much 
smaller effective centroid shifts (a major source of stiffness and strength erosion). 
Direct Strength Method (DSM) Design  
The development of the Direct Strength Method (DSM) was motivated by the need to 
overcome the difficulties (and time consumption) associated with the application of the 
classical Effective Width Method (EWM) to more complex cross-sections such as those 
commonly used in cold-formed steel construction, i.e., exhibiting large numbers of walls, 
including more or less involved lips and/or intermediate stiffeners. The method has been 
shown to provide efficient (safe and accurate) estimates of the ultimate strength of cold-
formed steel columns and beams on the sole basis of the steel yield stress and elastic 
critical buckling stresses (for the whole cross-section, rather than (i) the individual 
walls/plates and (ii) simply supported boundary conditions between walls/plates, like in 
the traditional EWM) associated with local, distortional and global modes. 
 
For columns, the DSM nominal strengths against local (fNL) and distortional (fND) failures 
are provided by “Winter-type” expressions (calibrated against a fairly large numbers of 
experimental and numerical failure loads, mostly involving fixed-ended columns) that can 
be found in Schafer’s state-of-the-art report (Schafer 2008). Moreover, two distinct 
strategies were proposed by Schafer (2002) to estimate the ultimate strength of columns 
experiencing L-D interaction: replacing fy by either (i) fND in the fNL equations (NLD 
approach  fNLD) or (ii) fNL in the fND equations (NDL approach  fNDL). Later, Silvestre et 
al. (2012) assessed the performance of these two approaches, for fixed-ended plain lipped 
channel columns, and concluded that they provide similar results, even if the quality of the 
fNDL estimates was found to be marginally higher  quite recently, Dinis & Camotim 
(2014) extended these findings to hat, zed and rack-section fixed-ended columns.  
 
A novel design approach intended specifically to handle L-D interactive failures was 
(i) recently developed by Silvestre et al. (2012), for fixed-ended plain lipped channel 
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columns, and (ii) subsequently extended by Dinis & Camotim (2014) to cover also hat, 
zed and rack-section fixed-ended columns. This approach, termed here “modified NDL 
approach” (MNDL), (i) coincides with fND for D <1.5 and, for the more slender columns 
(D1.5), (ii) defines a modified local strength f
*
NL, which depends on the critical half-
wave length ratio LcrD/LcrL (obtained from simply supported column signature curves) 
and estimates the column ultimate strength by replacing of fNL with f
*
NL in the NDL 
equations. This modified local strength, which leads to fND and fNDL estimates for 
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It is worth noting that the MNDL approach was developed, calibrated and validated on 
the basis of numerical (SFEA) ultimate strength values concerning fixed-ended 
“plain cross-section” columns exhibiting RDL values comprised between 0.90 and 1.10. 
This means that the numerical results were restricted to columns strongly affected by 
L-D interaction, for which the ultimate strength erosion is most severe (all are included in 
the “true L-D interaction” region – see Martins et al. 2014a). Recently, the authors 
(Martins et al. 2014a) extended the previous findings and assessed the performance of 
the MNDL for “plain cross-section” columns affected also by a “secondary bifurcation”, 
which occurs when the local and distortional critical buckling stresses are not so 
close and stems from the high (moderate) local (distortional) post-critical strength 
reserve. It was found that the above MNDL approach provides also good estimates far 
from its original domain of application, namely inside the range 0.70<RDL<1.60. As 
mentioned by Martins et al. (2014b), the application of the MNDL approach cannot be 
readily extended to stiffened columns, since the LcrD/LcrL limits appearing in (1) may 
not be suitable for web-stiffened lipped channel columns. Fortunately, it is possible to 
retain the elegance of the MNDL approach and still obtain efficient estimates for 
these stiffened cross-sections. It suffices to find new LcrD/LcrL limits that are best 
suited for the stiffened columns, as had already been anticipated by Silvestre et al. 
(2012) – obviously, this procedure may be viewed an optimization problem. Before 
finding the new LcrD/LcrL limits, where (i) “a” stands for the lower limit and (ii) “b” 
identifies the upper limit (see Fig. 5), it is necessary to generalize the MNDL approach to 
other cross-section shapes. This generalization is carried out by changing the “modified 
local strength” (f*NL), defined in (1), while retaining the essence of the MNDL approach: 
(i) LcrD/LcrLa leads to fND estimates and (ii) LcrD/LcrLb leads to fNDL estimates. 
This generalization is expressed by in (2) – note that if a=4 and b=8 leads to (1). 
 
The optimization problem, allowing for the determination of the design variable 
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Fig. 5. Generalized MNDL approach: variation of fMNDL /fy with the column slenderness for dl 















which means that the minimization problem becomes simply 
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U if  and ,
MNDL
U if  are the ith numerical ultimate strength and corresponding 
MNDL estimate (based on the modified local strength defined in (2)) and (ii) n is 
the total number of numerical ultimate strengths. It is worth noting that: 
(i) Only function 
,
MNDL
U if , discontinuous at D=1.5, depends on the design variables. 
(ii) The design variables are discrete (but greater than one), even if the homologous 
problem with continuum variables provides better MNDL estimates. 
(iii) Due to the content of items (i) and (ii), the minimization problem was solved 
employing Genetic Algorithms (GAs)  popular stochastic search algorithms based 
on Darwin’s evolution theory idea and introduced by John Holland in 1975.  
(iv) The application of this technique to the prediction of the ultimate strengths of the 
WSLC columns such that 0.70<RDL<1.60 yields a=8 and b=12. It is still worth 
noting that, if the design variables were deemed continuous, the solution would be 
a=7.70 and b=12.16, causing only a 0.90% decrease in the objective function (3). 
 
Next, the numerical ultimate strengths obtained are compared with their estimates 
provided (i) by the current DSM L and D strength curves (fNL and fND) and also 
(ii) by the DSM approaches specifically developed to deal with L-D interactive 
failures (NDL, NLD and the generalized MNDL  fNDL, fNLD and fMNDL). The results 
concerning a representative fraction/sample of the columns identified in Table 1 are 
presented and discussed  although it is not possible to address all the results 
obtained (due to space limitations), the sample selected provides enough information 
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to investigate the how the quality of the DSM ultimate strength predictions vary with 
the RDL value. The columns considered, which cover the whole RDL range, are WS1-
5-9-16-24-27-31-35 (RDL=0.40-0.60-0.80-1.00-1.30-1.60-2.00-2.40). For the sake of 
clarity, it was decided to (i) begin by addressing the results concerning WSLC columns 
(Figs. 6-7) and (ii) compare afterwards results concerning WS and plain lipped 
channel columns with very similar RDL values, i.e., virtually identical levels of L-D 
interaction (Figs. 9-10). Once again, each of the above 8 columns was analyzed with 9 
distinct yield stresses, covering a quite wide critical (D or L) slenderness range. 
 
Figs. 6(a1)-(b4) and 7(a1)-(b4) plot the fU/fy values against λL and λD for the 8 WSLC 
column sets identified in the previous paragraph. The numerical fU/fy values concerning 
each RDL value are compared with their DSM predictions: (i) fNL or fND, (ii) fNDL and (iii) 
fMNDL – the latter adopting the LcrD/LcrL limits determined earlier (a=8 and b=12), on the 
basis of the columns with 0.70<RDL<1.60
4. On the basis of these comparisons, it is 
possible to extract the following conclusions: 
(i) All the numerical fU/fy values are well aligned along “Winter-type” curves. 
(ii) Generally speaking, the observations made by Martins et al. (2014a), in the context 
of plain lipped channel columns, remain qualitatively valid. 
(iii) As it would be logical to expect, for the RDL=0.40 and RDL=0.60 columns the fND 
values provide safe and fairly accurate ultimate strength estimates for the whole 
slenderness range, which means that no perceptible ultimate strength erosion due 
to L-D interaction occurs. These columns exhibit typical distortional collapse 
modes and only in quite slender columns minor local deformations were detected 
(they stem from a “secondary local bifurcation”, due to the high yield stress). 
Fig. 8(a1) concerns a column under these circumstances, more specifically the 
column with RDL=0.50 and cr=3.25, and shows its collapse mode. Fig. 8(a2), 
providing a close-up of the top flange deformed configuration (amplified 2.5 times), 
unveils the presence of small (but clearly perceptible) local deformations. Finally, 
note that fNDfMNDL for all the RDL=0.40 and RDL=0.60 columns. 
(iv) On the other hand, and also logically, the fNL values provide fairly accurate ultimate 
strength estimates for the stocky columns with RDL>1.00, since these columns 
 exhibit typical local collapses. For instance, Fig. 8(b1) shows the local collapse 
mode of the column with RDL=2.40 and cr=1.25 (amplified 10 times)  the normal 
stress redistribution, providing the root of the well-known “effective width concept” 
originally proposed by von Kármán (von Kármán et al. 1932), is clearly illustrated 
in this figure. As for the “non-stocky” RDL>1.00 columns (RDL=1.30, RDL=1.60, 
RDL=2.00, RDL=2.40  Figs. 7(a1)-(a4)), practically all their failure loads are well 
overestimated by the current DSM L and D design curves, thus providing clear 
                                                          
4
 Since each plot in Figs. 6 and 7 concerns a single column geometry (with several yield stresses), it is possible to present 
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Fig. 6. Variation of fu /fy and corresponding DSM predictions with (a) l or (b) d for (1)-(4) 
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Fig. 7. Variation of fu /fy and corresponding DSM predictions with (a) l or (b) d for (1)-(4) 
RDL=1.30-1.60-2.00-2.40 web-stiffened fixed-ended columns 
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 evidence of the occurrence of significant L-D interaction (due to a “secondary 
distortional bifurcation”). Fig. 8(b2) depicts the L-D interactive collapse mode 
of the column with RDL=2.40 and cr=3.5 (amplified 2 times). Naturally, the λcr 
values for which L-D interaction effects becomes less relevant increase with RDL. 
Moreover, generally speaking, the RDL >1.00 column ultimate strengths tend to be 
less overestimated by the fNL values as RDL increases (switch from “true L-D 
interaction” to “secondary distortional bifurcation”) and λL decreases, since the L-D 
interaction effects become less relevant  the number of accurate estimates, 
indicating local failures, grows (slowly) with RDL (see Figs. 7(a1)-(a4)). 
(v) As a consequence of what was said in the previous item, the overwhelming 
majority of the RDL=0.80, RDL=1.00, RDL=1.30 and RDL=1.60 column ultimate 
strengths are not adequately predicted by the current DSM local or distortional 
strength curves  only the MNDL approach provides high-quality predictions. 
(vi) Naturally, in the RDL=1.00 columns L-D interaction occurs in the whole slenderness 
range, as clearly shown in Figs. 6(a4)-(b4)  visible difference between the 
numerical ultimate loads and their fND estimates. The MNDL approach merits are 
also evidenced in these figures. 
 
Figs. 9(a1)-(b4) and 10(a1)-(b4) provide the variations of fU/fy with λL or λD for the 8 sets of 
web-stiffened and plain lipped channel columns  these figures only differ from 
Figs. 6(a1)-(b1) and Figs. 7(a1)-(b1) in the fact that they include the plain lipped 
channel results, previously reported by Martins et al. (2014a). The aim is to compare 
the quality of the DSM predictions concerning the two sets of column failure loads, 
which are associated with similar levels of L-D interaction – note that, in order to 
improve the readability of these figures, the MNDL design curves are not shown (the 
assessment of the quality of the fMNDL estimates has just been made). The comparative 
analysis of all these numerical ultimate strengths prompts the following remarks: 
(i) First of all, recall that all the RDL>1.00 columns were analyzed with both L 
(critical-mode) and D initial imperfections. Although the former invariable led to 
lower failure loads, most of the differences were quite small (all the exceptions 
concern stocky columns, for which plasticity precedes distortional buckling). 
 
 
(a1) (b1)                                
(a2)                               (b2)                                
Fig. 8. Failure modes and plastic strains of the (a1)-(a2) WS3 column with cr=3.5+D (including a 
top flange close-up), and (b) WS35 columns with (b1) cr=1.25+L and (b2)cr=3.5+L 
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 (ii) Qualitatively speaking, the results concerning both sets of columns are very similar. 
Indeed, for identical RDL and slenderness values, the web-stiffened and plain lipped 
channel column fU/fy values are nearly coincident, even if the former are generally 
a bit higher. It is worth noting that the failure loads of the two sets of columns 
were obtained considering the most detrimental distortional initial imperfections, 
which involve inward (outward) flange-lip motions in the web-stiffened (plain) 
lipped channel columns. 
(iii) In view of what was mentioned in the previous item, it seems logical to expect 
that it may possible to handle jointly the design of web-stiffened and plain lipped 
channel columns exhibiting L-D interactive failures5. 
Assessment of the Numerical Ultimate Strength Estimates 
On the basis of the limited amount of numerical WSLC column failure loads obtained in 
this work, it is possible to draw some preliminary conclusions concerning the quality of 
their DSM-based predictions. Figs. 11(a)-(d) plot, respectively, (i) fU/fND against L, (ii) 
fU/fNL against D, (iii) fU/fNDL against D and (iv) fU/fMNDL against D
6. It should be noted 
that Figs. 11(a)-(b) include only results concerning columns with RDL1.0 and RDL>1.0, 
respectively, while Figs. 11(c)-(d) include all the columns analyzed. Moreover, 
it should be mentioned that fU is taken as (i) fU,D, for RDL≤1.10, and (ii) the lowest of 
fU,D and fU,L, for RDL>1.10, where fU,D and fU,L are the ultimate strengths determined 
for columns containing “pure” distortional and “pure” local initial geometrical 
imperfections. The observation of these figures prompts the following comments: 
(i) As mentioned already by several authors, the current DSM design curves (fNL and 
fND values) are unable to predict adequately the ultimate strength erosion caused 
by L-D interaction. The local design curve, whose estimates have very poor 
indicators (mean and standard deviation equal to 0.79 and 0.14, with a minimum 
of 0.53)  the only accurate fNL estimates correspond to the stocky columns with 
high RDL values  e.g., see the columns with RDL=2.00 and RDL=2.40 in Figs. 
11(a3)-(a4)), which fail in pure local modes and, therefore, are not affected by L-D 
interaction. On the other hand, the fND predictions exhibit much higher quality, as 
they are clearly more accurate and mostly safe, which is reflected in the 
corresponding indicators (mean and standard deviation equal to 1.03 and 0.08, 
with a minimum of 0.88)  note that the unsafe estimates in Fig. 11(a) concern 
columns affected by “true” L-D interaction (see also Figs. 6(b3)-(b4)). 
(ii) The fNDL values provide only safe ultimate strength estimates, since there is only 
one fU/fNDL ratio below (but very close) to 1.0  see Fig. 11(c) (and also Figs. 6 and  
                                                          
5
 The authors are currently working on verifying whether this assertion can also be extended to lipped 
channel columns with intermediate stiffeners in both the web and flanges. 
6 The inclusion of the apparently “illogical” fU/fND vs. L and fU/fNL vs. D plots (instead of the more “logical” 
fU/fND vs. D and fU/fNL vs. L ones) was done to improve the plot “readability”. This is because, in the 
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Fig. 9. Variation of fu /fy and corresponding DSM local and distortional strength predictions with 
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RDL=1.30 WS+Plain LC columns 
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Fig. 10. Variation of fu /fy and corresponding DSM local and distortional strength predictions with 
(a) L and (b) D for (1)-(4) RDL=1.30-1.60-2.00-2.40 (WS and plain lipped channel columns) 
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 7(a1)-(b4)). However, a large fraction of the numerical failure loads are excessively 
underestimated, particularly in the high slenderness range. 
(iii) The fMNDL values provide clearly the best failure load estimates, as can be readily 
attested by looking at Fig. 11(d) and the corresponding fU/fMNDL indicators: (iii1) 
mean value equal to 1.00, (iii2) standard derivation equal to 0.07, (iii3) minimum 
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Fig. 11. Plots of (a) fU /fND against L, (b) fU /fNL (c) fU /fNDL and (d) fU /fMNDL against D, 
concerning all the numerical data obtained for web-stiffened lipped channels columns 
 
Conclusion 
A numerical investigation on the influence of L-D interaction effects on the post-
buckling behavior, ultimate strength and DSM design of cold-formed steel fixed-ended 
WSLC columns, exhibiting flange-triggered critical local buckling, was reported. All 
the columns analyzed had geometries (cross-section dimensions and lengths) and yield 
stresses selected to ensure a wide variety of ratios between the (i) distortional and local 
critical buckling stresses (RDL), and (ii) yield and non-critical (local or distortional) 
buckling stresses. ABAQUS geometrically and/or materially non-linear shell finite 
element analyses were employed to assess the structural response of columns (i) 
containing critical-mode initial imperfections with small amplitudes (10% of the wall 
thickness t) and (ii) exhibiting a linear-elastic-perfectly-plastic constitutive law.  
 
After addressing the selection procedure aimed at identifying fixed-ended WSLC 
columns with different ratios between the distortional and local critical buckling loads (as 
(c)       (d)    
 
(a)       (b)    
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well as the output of this procedure), the paper presented a numerical investigation on 
the elastic and elastic-plastic post-buckling behavior of a selected column with 
virtually coincident local and distortional critical buckling loads (highest interaction 
level), with the purpose of acquiring in-depth knowledge about the mechanics 
underlying the local-distortional interaction phenomenon, when local buckling is 
triggered by the flanges. Next, an extensive parametric study was performed to gather 
ultimate strength data concerning fixed-ended WSLC columns (i) containing initial 
geometrical imperfections exhibiting (i) the most detrimental shape and small 
amplitudes, (ii) experiencing various L-D interaction “levels” and (iii) having several 
yield stresses, chosen to cover a wide slenderness range. On the basis of the above 
numerical ultimate strength data bank, it was possible to assess the quality of their 
estimates provided by (i) the current DSM local and distortional design curves and (ii) 
expressions developed specifically to account for the ultimate strength erosion due to L-D 
interaction effects, namely (i) the NDL and NLD approaches proposed by Schafer 
(2002), and (ii) a adapted (slightly modified) version of the MNDL approach originally 
developed by Silvestre et al. (2012), which has been shown to provide very efficient 
estimates for “plain cross-section” columns (Dinis & Camotim 2014, Martins et al. 
2014a). This quality assessment procedure made it possible to conclude that the findings 
reported earlier for the “plain cross-section” columns can be extended to WSLC 
columns exhibiting flange-triggered local buckling. 
 
Finally, one last word to mention that (i) an investigation similar to the one reported in this 
paper and involving lipped channel columns with intermediate stiffeners in both the web 
and flanges is currently under away, and (ii) an experimental test program involving web-
stiffened lipped channel columns with carefully selected geometries, ensuring flange-
triggered local buckling and very clear L-D interaction, is planned for the near future. 
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Cold-Formed Steel Lipped Channel Columns 
Undergoing Local-Distortional-Global Interaction: 
Experimental and Numerical Investigation 
 
Eliane S. Santos1, Pedro B. Dinis2, Eduardo M. Batista1 and Dinar Camotim2 
 
Abstract 
Experimental and numerical results concerning the post-buckling behavior and 
strength of fixed-ended cold-formed steel lipped channel columns experiencing 
interaction involving local, distortional and global buckling (i.e., stemming 
from the closeness between the critical buckling stresses associated with these 
three buckling mode types), are reported. After briefly addressing the column 
specimen geometry selection, the paper presents and discusses the results of 
an experimental investigation carried out at COPPE, Federal University of 
Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ, Brazil) and involving 16 columns − its output consists 
of steel material properties, initial imperfection measurements, equilibrium 
paths and failure loads/modes. Then, some test results are compared with the 
values yielded by the corresponding ABAQUS shell finite element simulations. 
Finally, the paper closes with a brief account of the considerations prompted by 
the available experimental and numerical ultimate load values, concerning the 
Direct Strength Method (DSM) design of columns affected by triple (local-
distortional-global) mode interaction. 
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Introduction 
Thin-walled cold-formed steel lipped channel columns are prone to local (L), 
distortional (D) and global (G) buckling − see Figures 1(a)-(d). Depending on 
the column geometry and end support conditions, its post-buckling behavior 
and strength may be significantly eroded by interaction phenomena involving 
these three buckling mode types. Out of them, L-G interaction is already well 
understood (e.g., the use of the “plate effective width” concept). In the last 
decade, considerable research has been devoted to L-D interaction, including 
experimental investigations, numerical simulations and design proposals based 
on the Direct Strength Method (DSM). Concerning interactions involving 
distortional and global buckling, namely distortional-global (D-G) and local-
distortional-global (L-D-G) interaction, the available literature is much scarcer. 
In the first case, there are a few recent studies (Rossi et al. 2012, Dinis & 
Camotim 2011, Camotim & Dinis 2013, Dubina et al. 2013), but a suitable 
design approach is still missing. In the second case, research work has been 
reported by Dinis et al. (2011, 2012, 2014), Santos et al. (2012) and Young et al. 
(2013), but only incipient design considerations are available up to now. An 
interesting preliminary conclusion was the minor role played by the local 
deformations, which amounts to arguing that the D-G and L-D-G interaction 
effects are qualitatively and quantitatively similar. 
 
(b) (c) (d) (a)  
Fig. 1: Lipped channel column cross-section buckled in (a) local, (b) distortional, (c) 
flexural-torsional and (d) flexural modes 
 
The paper reports numerical and experimental results on the post-buckling 
and ultimate strength behavior of three sets of fixed-ended cold-formed steel 
lipped channel columns (in each set, the columns exhibit identical cross-section 
dimensions and different lengths) experiencing different levels of local-
distortional-global interaction. The experimental results, obtained at COPPE 
(Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) and recently reported by Santos et al. 
(2014), include initial imperfection measurements (displacement profiles), 
equilibrium paths, collapse modes and failure loads. The numerical results, 
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provided by ABAQUS shell finite element analyses, consist of equilibrium paths, 
ultimate strengths and failure mode representations. Moreover, the numerical 
and experimental ultimate strength data reported, as well as those available in 
the literature, are also used to discuss possible DSM-based design approaches 
for lipped channel columns experiencing L-D-G interaction. 
Buckling Behavior – Column Geometry Selection 
In order to obtain lipped channel column geometries (web width bw, flange 
width bf, stiffener width bs, wall thickness t and length L) ensuring nearly 
coincident local, distortional and global critical buckling loads (PcrL≈PcrD≈PcrG), 
it was necessary to perform sequences of “educated” trial-and-error buckling 
analyses using the code GBTUL (Bebiano et al. 2008), based on Generalized 
Beam Theory (GBT), and taking into account that the lipped channel specimens 
would be manufactured from a structural steel sheet with nominal thickness 
equal to 1.10 mm. The end product of the above trial-and-error procedure is 
illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the ABAQUS shell finite element (SFE) 
buckling results for columns exhibiting cross-section dimensions bw=75 mm, 
bf=65 mm, bs=11 mm and t=1.10 mm (Dinis et al. 2011). The observation of the 
curve depicted in Figure 2(a), which provides the variation of the critical 
buckling load Pcr with the length L (logarithmic scale), clearly shows that a 
column with length LL/D/G=2350 mm has four nearly coincident L, D and G 
critical loads: Pcr.D4=55.9 kN (4 distortional half-waves), Pcr.D5=56.8 kN 
(5 distortional half-waves), Pcr.G=57.1 kN (single flexural-torsional half-wave) 
and Pcr.L=57.4 kN (33 web-triggered local half-waves)
3 − the corresponding 
buckling mode shapes are depicted in Figure 2(b). This means that the post-
buckling behavior and ultimate strength of this column are bound to be highly 
affected by L-D-G interaction. 
 
The above procedure led to the identification of the three column specimen 
geometries given in Table 1, together with the corresponding PcrL, PcrD and PcrG 
values, calculated for E=210 GPa and ν=0.3 (Dinis et al. 2011) − note that the 
critical load values are never more than 3% apart. In order to analyze columns 
with different levels of L-D-G interaction effects, it was decided to select three 
sets of columns with (i) LC1-LC3 cross-section geometries and (ii) lengths 
                                                          
3 In fixed-ended lipped channel columns, distortional buckling loads associated with buckling modes 
exhibiting consecutive half-wave numbers are often very close. 
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that are lower, equal or higher than LL/D/G, i.e., exhibiting PcrG>PcrL≈PcrD, 
PcrL≈PcrD≈PcrG or PcrG<PcrL≈PcrD, respectively (Santos et al. 2014) − the 
columns selected have the following geometries: (i) LC1 cross-section and 
L=2150; 2200; 2350 (=LL/D/G); 2500; 2550; 2600 mm, (ii) LC2 cross-section and 
L=2100 (=LL/D/G); 2250; 2300; 2350 mm, and (iii) LC3 cross-section and 
L=1500; 1550; 1650 (=LL/D/G); 1800; 1850; 1900 mm. 
 























LC1 75 65 11 1.10 2350 48.8 47.5 48.6 1.03 
LC2 71 60 11 1.10 2100 51.9 51.8 51.9 1.00 
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Fig. 2: (a) Pcr vs. L curve for columns with bw=75 mm, bf=65 mm, bs=11 mm and 
t=1.10 mm, and (b) LL/D/G=2350 mm column critical local, distortional and global 
(flexural-torsional) buckling mode shapes 
Experimental Investigation 
This section addresses the experimental investigation carried out at COPPE 
(Federal University of Rio de Janeiro), which was very recently reported by 
Santos et al. (2014). The cold-formed steel lipped channel column specimens 
were obtained from a structural steel sheets with nominal thickness 1.10 mm 
and yield stress fy=345 MPa. The mechanical properties of the structural steel 
were experimentally measured/quantified by means of standard tensile coupon 
tests (the coupons were directly extracted from the virgin steel sheets prior to 
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the initiation of the cold-forming procedure) − the average values of the 
Young’s modulus, yield and failure stresses were E0=211 GPa, fy=342 MPa 
and fu=439 MPa (it was assumed that ν=0.3 for all steel sheets). 
 
All the measured specimen cross-section dimensions and lengths are given 
in Table 2, together with the associated PcrL, PcrD and PcrG values (calculated 
for E=210 GPa and ν=0.3), and the maximum-to-minimum (Pcr.max /Pcr.min) and 
intermediate-to-minimum (Pcr.int /Pcr.min) critical load ratios. The 16 specimens 
were labelled CP2-CP32 (only even numbers were considered) and, in order to 
check the test repeatability, two nearly identical CP32 specimens were tested. 
It is worth noting that (i) PcrL is always the critical buckling load, because in the 
actual/measured specimen web widths bw were found to be consistently higher 
than the values appearing in Table 1, (ii) the intermediate buckling load is 
global for 8 columns and distortional for 6 columns (2 columns have practical 
identical distortional and global buckling loads), (iii) the PcrD /PcrL values are in 
 
Table 2: Column specimen (i) geometries, (ii) squash and critical (local, distortional, 



































CP2 79.4 66.1 11.8 1.08 2600 87.6 44.0 48.1 46.2 1.05 1.09 1.82 38.3 DG 
CP4 79.3 66.0 11.8 1.08 2550 87.5 44.0 48.3 47.6 1.08 1.10 1.81 37.3 DG 
CP6 78.9 66.0 11.8 1.09 2500 88.2 45.5 49.3 49.3 1.08 1.08 1.79 41.6 DG 
CP8 79.6 65.8 12.0 1.09 2350 88.4 45.1 50.7 55.5 1.12 1.23 1.59 36.1 DG 
CP10 78.4 66.5 11.9 1.09 2200 88.4 45.9 50.7 59.3 1.11 1.29 1.49 39.8 DG 
CP12 79.8 65.7 11.8 1.10 2150 89.1 46.2 51.9 63.3 1.13 1.37 1.41 44.3 DG 
CP14 75.3 61.5 11.7 1.09 2350 83.4 47.8 52.5 49.2 1.03 1.10 1.59 34.7 DG 
CP16 74.7 61.0 11.9 1.09 2300 82.9 48.4 53.9 50.5 1.04 1.11 1.54 34.8 DG 
CP18 75.3 61.1 11.8 1.07 2250 81.6 45.3 51.5 51.7 1.14 1.14 1.58 39.3 DG 
CP20 75.2 61.3 11.8 1.08 2100 82.5 46.6 53.3 57.6 1.14 1.24 1.43 37.9 DG 
CP22 66.8 56.2 11.8 1.08 1900 75.6 53.3 58.8 55.3 1.04 1.10 1.28 39.5 DG 
CP24 66.7 56.0 11.7 1.07 1850 74.6 51.9 57.6 56.6 1.09 1.11 1.30 38.2 DG 
CP26 66.6 56.0 11.8 1.07 1800 74.6 52.1 58.0 59.1 1.12 1.14 1.26 35.9 DG 
CP28 66.8 55.9 11.8 1.08 1650 75.3 53.3 59.7 67.9 1.12 1.27 1.11 40.2 DG 
CP30 66.8 56.0 11.7 1.09 1550 76.0 54.8 61.1 73.6 1.12 1.34 1.03 42.4 DG 
CP32 66.5 56.1 11.7 1.08 1500 75.3 53.6 60.7 74.6 1.13 1.39 1.01 43.0 DG 
CP32-1 66.6 56.1 11.8 1.06 1500 74.0 50.6 59.2 73.0 1.17 1.44 1.01 43.1 DG 
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the 1.08-1.14 range, (iv) the PcrG /PcrL values in the 1.03-1.44 range (only 8 
out of 17 values are more than 20% apart, with only 4 exceeding 30%), and (v) 
all the Pcr.int /Pcr.min values are below 1.18 − these combinations of buckling load 
ratios make it logical to anticipate that the ultimate strength of all the tested 
column specimens is likely to be eroded by the triple L-D-G interaction effects. 
 
All specimens were compressed under fixed-ended support conditions, with 
12 mm thick steel plates previously TIG welded to their end sections and then 
put in contact with (or bolted to) the testing frame loading plates − Figure 3(a) 
provides a detailed view of the specimen bottom end support. This is done 
after performing a sequence of operations involving the accurate identification 
of the locations of the end section centroids, in order to align them with the 
testing frame axis. This procedure, based on the actual profile of each end 
section, aims at accurately positioning the column axis, with respect to the 
testing frame axis, thus minimizing the occurrence of loading eccentricities. 
 
The compressive load is applied (in quasi-static conditions) by means of a 
servo-controlled displacement system and the experimental data was recorded 
in a digital acquisition system (with a 15Hz or higher frequency). The column 
initial geometrical imperfections and displacement evolution, as loading 
progresses, are measured through a set of displacement transducers (T) located 
along the cross-section, as indicated in Figure 3(b). When measuring the initial 
geometrical imperfections (after applying a small pre-load ≈1 kN), all the 
transducers could be moved along the column length − see Figure 3(c). Once 
a test started, (i) transducers T1, T3-T5 remained permanently located at the 
column mid-height cross-section, and (ii) transducers T2, T6 and T7 could be 
moved along the column length at specific load values (i.e., with the loading 
process interrupted), making it possible to obtain the corresponding column 
deformed configuration. While transducers T6 and T7 were able to trace the 
distortional and global (flexural-torsional) deformations, transducer T2 could 
detect the local and distortional ones (Fig. 3(d) concerns specimen CP2 and 
shows the variation of d6 along the bottom flange-lip longitudinal edge). 
 
The experimental ultimate loads (PExp) are given in Table 2, which provides 
also the column failure mode nature − note that the failure loads of specimens 
CP32 and CP32-1 are practically identical, thus ensuring repeatability. All 
specimens failed in distortional-global (flexural-torsional) interactive modes 
(no local deformations were observed or measured) − Figures 4(a1)-(a3) show 
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Fig. 3: (a) Specimen bottom end support, (b) location of the displacement transducers, 
(c) moving device to obtain longitudinal displacement profiles and (d) d6 displacement 






Fig. 4: (a) Experimental evidence of distortional-global interaction in specimens (a1) CP2, 
(a2) CP18 and (a3) CP28, and (b) specimen CP28 P vs. d6 and P vs. d7 equilibrium paths 
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clearly evidencing the simultaneous occurrence of distortional and global 
(flexural-torsional) deformations. As for Figure 4(b), it depicts the P vs. d6 and 
P vs. d7 equilibrium paths of specimen CP28 − several other equilibrium paths, 
corresponding to other specimens and/or transducer measurements, were 
recorded and some of them were recently reported by Santos et al. (2014). 
 
Although the observation of this set of experimental column non-linear 
equilibrium paths and failure modes shows that they are in line with those 
reported earlier by Santos et al. (2012), they still remain rather surprising. This 
is because they indicate that local deformation play virtually no role in the 
column response, even when its critical buckling mode is local − moreover, 
no trace of local deformations was detected during the experimental tests. In 
order to back this assertion, note that (i) all the specimens tested (CP2-CP32) 
exhibit local critical buckling stresses and, in several of them, (ii) the PcrG /PcrL 
values are not so small (in 8 out of the 17 columns tested this ratio falls in the 
1.23-1.44 range) and, at the same time, the Py values are not significantly 
above Pcr.max, i.e., the highest of the local, distortional and global critical 
buckling loads (the Py /Pcr.max ratio falls inside the 1.01-1.82 range − note that 
the shorter specimens, CP30 and CP32, exhibit Py /Pcr.max≈1.0). Two possible 
explanations for this quite unexpected behavior (absence of local deformations), 
which did not occur in similar tests recently reported by Young et al. (2013), 
are: either (i) very high global initial imperfection amplitudes or (ii) a test set-up 
that did not ensure adequate fixed-ended support conditions. The latter is more 
plausible, since the possibility of (restrained) end section flexural rotations 
would certainly lead to a (more or less considerable) PcrG decrease, which is 
consistent with the observed occurrence of predominantly global collapses at 
failure loads lower than expected and, due to the very low global post-critical 
strength reserve, never involving local deformations. 
Numerical Simulations 
This section deals with the numerical simulation of the experimental results 
by means of ABAQUS SFEA that (i) adopt column discretisations into fine 
4-node isoparametric element meshes (length-to-width ratio close to 1), and (ii) 
model the column supports by attaching rigid plates to their end section 
centroids. Only a few numerical results, concerning the non-linear behavior and 
ultimate strength of specimen CP30 (bw=66.8 mm, bf=56.0 mm, bl=11.7 mm, 
t=1.09 mm and L=1550 mm − the shorter specimen tested) are presented, 
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discussed and compared with the corresponding experimental results. It must 
be made clear that the following assumptions were adopted to perform the 
(preliminary− several refinements are planned for the near future) numerical 
simulation reported herein: 
(i) The steel is deemed homogeneous and isotropic, with an elastic-plastic 
behavior described by a multi-linear model that (i1) assumes E=211 GPa, 
ν=0.3 and fy=342 MPa (coupon test average values) and (i2) approximates 
the measured stress-strain curve, prior to the yield plateau, by linear 
segments connecting the experimental curve points concerning four stress 
values (σ=0.72 fy, 0.87 fy, 0.95 fy, fy) − Figure 5(a) shows a comparison 
between the experimental stress-strain curve and the multi-linear one 
adopted to model it in the numerical simulations. 
(ii) The column end sections are fixed: with the sole exception of the rigid-
body longitudinal displacement of the loaded end section, which is free, all 
the displacements and rotations are fully prevented. 
(iii) Both the residual stresses (not measured in the tested specimens) and 
corner strength effects are neglected. 
(iv) In order to assess the sensitivity of the numerical results to the initial 
geometrical imperfection shape, various combinations of the (iv1) local 
critical buckling mode with twenty five half-waves and amplitude δ 0, (iv2) 
distortional critical buckling mode with three half-waves and amplitude ∆0, 
and (iv3) flexural-torsional critical buckling mode with a single half-wave 
and amplitude β 0 were considered. The ∆0, δ 0, and β 0 values adopted 
were obtained by means of the expressions displayed in Figure 5(b), which 
involve the (iv1) the d1-d7 measured initial displacements and (iv2) vG.0 and 
wD.0 values, which are taken from the cross-section deformed shapes 
corresponding to the global and distortional critical buckling modes (see 
Fig. 5(b)). Moreover, these amplitude values, which read ∆0= −0.71 mm 
δ 0=1.05 mm and β 0=0.02 rad, were determined on the basis of the higher 
displacement values measured along the specimen length. 
(v) The initial imperfection shapes considered in this study were the following: 
pure local (IP1), pure distortional (IP2), pure flexural-torsional (IP3), local-
distortional (IP4), local-flexural-torsional (IP5), distortional-flexural-
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Fig. 5: (a) Comparison between the experimentally obtained and numerically modeled 
stress-strain curves and (b) amplitudes of critical-mode initial geometrical imperfections 
 
Figure 6(a) includes (i) the experimental equilibrium paths P vs. d6 and P vs. d7, 
where d6 and d7 are the measurements of transducers T6 and T7 (see Fig. 5(b) − 
inward displacements positive), and (ii) several numerical equilibrium paths 
involving the same displacements and concerning columns containing the 
IP1-IP7 initial geometrical imperfections − the table in this figure provides the 
corresponding failure loads (PNum). As for Figure 6(b), it shows the column 
failure modes (deformed configurations very close to the peak load) observed 
experimentally and provided by the numerical simulation associated with the 
IP6 initial imperfections − the latter includes also the plastic strain distribution. 
On the other hand, Figures 7(a)-(g) and 8(a)-(g) make it possible to compare 
the deformed configurations at the onset of collapse of the columns containing 
IP1-IP7 initial geometrical imperfections: they concern, respectively, the 
(i) mid-span cross-section and (ii) top flange deformed configurations. The 
observation of all these results prompts the following comments: 
(i) Naturally, the columns with “pure” initial imperfections (IP1-IP3) exhibit 
the three highest failure loads. Moreover, their collapse modes involve 
(i1) combined local and distortional deformations (IP1 and IP2 − while the 
local deformations prevail in the former case, the opposite happens in the 
latter, which has a lower failure load), thus evidencing the presence of 
local-distortional interaction4, and (i2) exclusively global (flexural- 
                                                          
4 Recall that column CP30 has (i) a critical local buckling load, (ii) distortional and flexural-torsional 
critical loads 12% and 34% higher, and (iii) the latter practically coincides with the squash load. 
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torsional) deformations (IP3 − apparently, and in spite of the content of 
footnote 4, the absence of local and/or distortional initial imperfections 
precludes the development of such deformations). 
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(b)   
Fig. 6: Numerical and experimental results concerning the CP30 specimen: (a) P vs. d7 
and P vs. d6 equilibrium paths (IP1-IP7 imperfections), and (b) experimental 
and numerical (IP6 imperfections) failure mode configurations 
 
(a)      (b)      (c)      (d)  
(e)      (f)      (g)  
Fig. 7: Mid-span cross-section deformed configurations at collapse of CP30 columns 
containing (a) IP1, (b) IP2, (c) IP3, (d) IP4, (e) IP5, (f) IP6 and (g) IP7 imperfections 
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(a)     (b) 
 
(c)     (d) 
 
(e)     (f) 
(g)  
Fig. 8: Top flange deformed configurations at the onset of collapse of CP30 columns 
containing (a) IP1, (b) IP2, (c) IP3, (d) IP4, (e) IP5, (f) IP6 and (g) IP7 imperfections 
 
(ii) Only the collapse mode of the column with IP3 initial imperfections 
does not exhibit local and distortional deformations. On the other hand, 
only the columns containing flexural-torsional initial imperfections 
(IP3, IP5-IP7) exhibit this type of deformations at failure. 
(iii) Naturally, the local deformations are most perceptible in the columns 
having local initial imperfections (IP1, IP4, IP5, IP7). Such deformations 
are less visible in the columns with IP2 and IP6 initial imperfections, since 
the local deformations only appear due to the local-distortional interaction 
effects. Similarly, the distortional deformations are more (less) noticeable 
in the columns having IP2, IP4, IP6, IP7 (IP1, IP5) initial imperfections. 
(iv) Since all the tested specimens (namely specimen CP30) failed in collapse 
modes exhibiting (iv1) a combination of distortional and (predominant) 
flexural-torsional deformations, which evidences the occurrence of mild 
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distortional-global interaction, and (iv2) the numerical failure load of the 
column containing the IP3 initial imperfection (the only one whose 
collapse mode does not exhibit local deformations) is about 15% higher 
than the test value (48.45 kN vs. 42.45 kN), it seems fair to acknowledge 
that there is a discrepancy between the experimental and numerical test 
results. However, this discrepancy is consistent with the previous assertion 
that the test set-up that did not ensure fully fixed-ended support conditions. 
Indeed, even a small amount of major-axis flexural rotation will certainly 
lower the critical flexural-torsional and distortional buckling loads (mostly 
the former), while keeping their local counterpart practically unchanged 
(due to the very large number of half-waves, the influence of the end 
support conditions is marginal), thus providing a logical explanation for the 
failure mode observed experimentally and the corresponding failure load. 
(v) In spite of what was mentioned in the previous item, it is fair to argue that 
there is a fairly good correlation between the experimental failure mode 
and its numerical counterpart obtained for the column containing the IP6 
initial imperfection − note, however, that the latter exhibits a small amount 
of local deformation, reported to be completely absent in the former. 
(vi) An more thorough numerical investigation is planned for the near future, 
in order to acquire in-depth knowledge concerning the (vi1) column 
imperfection sensitivity (taking into account also the initial imperfection 
longitudinal profile, which was measured in the tested specimens) and 
(vi2) influence of not fully restraining the end section flexural rotations. 
DSM Design Considerations 
The currently available and codified DSM design curves can be found in 
Schafer’s state-of-the-art report (2008) and provide column nominal strengths 
against local, distortional, global and local-global interactive failures (fNL, fND, 
fNE and fNLE) − in the last case, fy is replaced by fNE in the fNL expressions. 
However, no similarly well-established and consensual strength curves are yet 
available for the design against interactive failures involving distortional 
buckling. In the particular case of local-distortional interactive failures, a 
procedure akin to the one adopted to handle columns failing in local-global 
interactive modes led to the development and proposal of design curves to 
estimate the ultimate strength of columns experiencing L-D interaction, based 
on the replacement of fy by fND in the fNL equations (fNLD approach) (Schafer 
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2002, Yap & Hancock 2004) − this procedure was subsequently modified and 
successfully adopted to estimate failure loads of (i) plain, web-stiffened and 
web/flange-stiffened lipped channel columns undergoing L-D interaction 
(Kwon et al. 2009) and (ii) lipped channel columns (Silvestre et al. 2012) 
exhibiting strong L-D interaction5. Similarly, it was argued by Yap & Hancock 
(2011) that safe and accurate failure load estimates against distortional-global 
interactive failures can be obtained by replacing fy with fNE in the fND equations, 
thus leading to the fNDE approach. Carrying this reasoning one step further, 
those authors contended that it may be possible to predict the ultimate strength 
of cold-formed steel columns experiencing triple (L-D-G) interaction by means 
of a fNLDE approach, obtained from the fNL expression by replacing fy with fNDE − 
note that this approach was successfully employed to estimate the failure 
loads of web-stiffened and web/flange-stiffened lipped channel columns (Yap 
& Hancock 2011)6. The column nominal ultimate strength predictions against 
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where λLE=(fNE /fCRL)
0.5, λDE=(fNE /fCRD)
0.5 and λLDE=(fNDE /fCRL)
0.5. 
 
Figure 9(a) shows four DSM strength curves (E, LE, DE and LDE), plotted 
against the global slenderness λE (under the assumption that λE≈λD≈λL, which 
is not exactly the case), together with the fixed-ended lipped channel column 
                                                          
5 Later, Dinis & Camotim (2014) extended these findings to hat, zed and rack-section columns. 
6 This DSM approach involved the modification of the existing local strength/design curve (fNLn). 
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experimental fU /fy values (fy is the measured yield stress) concerning the 17 
specimens dealt with in this work (CP2-CP32-1 columns). Moreover, Figure 
9(b) also displays results of fixed-ended lipped channel column experiencing 
different levels of L-D-G interaction: (i) 134 numerical fNum /fy values obtained 
by Dinis et al. (2012), and (ii) 33 experimental fExp /fy values concerning (ii1) 16 
tests reported by Young et al. (2013) and Dinis et al. (2014) (white circles), 
(ii2) 12 tests reported by Santos et al. (2012) (grey circles) and (ii3) 5 tests 
reported by Kwon et al. (2009) (black circles). It is worth noting that (i) the 
experimental and numerical failure loads reported by Santos et al. (2012) and 
Dinis et al. (2012) concern columns with close local, distortional and global 
critical buckling loads (1.00 ≤ Pcr.max /Pcr.min ≤ 1.10)
7 and Py /Pcr.max values in the 
1.19-2.16 (experimental) and 0.53-6.24 (numerical) ranges, (ii) the tests 
reported by Santos et al. (2012) exhibited mostly D-G interactive failures, with 
no local deformations visible, (iii) the tests reported by Young et al. (2013) 
dealt with columns exhibiting 1.11 ≤ Pcr.max /Pcr.min ≤ 1.39 and Py /Pcr.max values in 
the 1.62-3.61 range and (iv) out of the tests reported by Kwon et al. (2009) only 
those concerning plain lipped channel columns with 1.17 ≤ Pcr.max /Pcr.min ≤ 1.56 
and Py /Pcr.max values in the 1.27-2.27 range were considered (i.e., only the ones 
with ranges similar to those characterizing the CP2-CP32 column specimens 
dealt with in this work: Pcr.max /Pcr.min and Py /Pcr.max values in the 1.08-1.44 and 
1.01-1.82 ranges, respectively). Finally, Figures 10(a)-(c) plot the ratios fU /fNLE, 
fU /fNDE, fU /fNLDE, concerning all failure loads, against λE − the corresponding 
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Fig.9: Plots of fU /fy against the global slenderness λE for (a) the CP2-CP32 columns 
and (b) the remaining available experimental and numerical column failure loads 
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Fig. 10: Plots of (a) fU /fNLE, (b) fU /fNDE and (c) fU /fNLDE against the global slenderness λE 
 
Table 3: Means and standard deviations of the failure-to-predicted ultimate strength ratios 
   fU /fNLE fU /fNDE fU /fNLDE 
Mean 1.13 1.28 1.31 Numerical 
Dinis et al. (2012) S. Deviation 0.08 0.10 0.11 
Mean 1.00 1.09 1.16 CP2-CP32 Columns 
S. Deviation 0.06 0.07 0.08 
Mean 1.22 1.34 1.46 Young et al. (2013) 
S. Deviation 0.05 0.07 0.07 
Mean 0.86 0.97 1.01 Santos et al. (2012) 
S. Deviation 0.07 0.08 0.09 








Kwon et al. (2009) 
S. Deviation 0.03 0.04 0.07 
 
average and standard deviation values are given in Table 3. The observation 
of these results makes it possible to conclude that: 
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(i) The fNE curve lies above a large fraction of the plotted experimental and 
numerical column failure loads. Moreover, it is worth noting that all the 
experimental values reported by Santos et al. (2012) fall well below all the 
remaining ones (including those concerning the CP2-CP32 columns) − 
even if there is no definitive explanation for this fact, it seems that it is due 
to the inability of the test set-up to ensure fixed-ended support conditions8. 
(ii) The fNLE estimates of the (ii1) experimental failure loads concerning the 
CP2-CP32 tested specimens and the tests reported by Kown et al. (2009) 
and Young et al. (2013), and (ii2) numerical ultimate strengths obtained 
by Dinis et al. (2012) exhibit a relatively similar quality, even if the first 
two sets of predictions are on the unsafe side9 − the corresponding 
averages and standard deviations read 1.00/0.06, 0.92/0.03, 1.22/0.05 and 
1.13/0.08, respectively. This means that the current DSM local-global 
interactive design curve predicts the above failure loads reasonably well. 
(iii) Obviously, the fNDE and fNLDE estimates of the failure loads mentioned in 
the previous item are lower than their fNLE counterparts, which means that 
noticeably higher (but also more scattered) underestimations are obtained 
− for instance, the averages and standard deviations of the fNDE and fNLDE 
estimates concerning the CP2-CP32 columns increase to 1.09/0.07 and 
1.16/0.08, respectively. 
(iv) Although the fNLDE values provide safe predictions for almost all the 
available (experimental and numerical) failure loads concerning lipped 
channel columns affected by L-D-G interaction (including several quite 
low ones reported by Santos et al. 2012), the underestimations are excessive 
in a fairly large number of cases. Therefore, the careful planning and 
performance of further experimental tests and numerical simulations, 
involving columns with well controlled Pcr.max /Pcr.min and Py /Pcr.max values, 
is required before a satisfactory DSM design approach can be reached. 
                                                          
8 As far as the end support conditions are concerned, there was a clear improvement between 
the first and second test programs carried out at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, even if it 
seems that the fully fixed-ended support conditions have not yet been achieved. 
9 It should be pointed out that the test set-up employed by Kwon et al. (2009) involved the 
use of a capping system made of unsaturated polyester resin. Very recently, in the context of an 
investigation on web-stiffened columns, Martins et al. (2014) cast some doubts concerning the full 
fixity of the column end sections − the current overestimations seem to confirm their assertion. 
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Conclusion 
This paper presented experimental, numerical and design results concerning an 
ongoing investigation on the post-buckling and ultimate strength behavior 
of cold-formed steel fixed-ended lipped channel columns affected by local-
distortional-global interaction. After briefly addressing the column geometry 
selection, the paper focused on the experimental test program, carried out at 
the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, namely on its output: steel material 
properties, initial geometrical imperfections, post-buckling equilibrium paths 
and ultimate loads. Then, the paper addressed the numerical (ABAQUS shell 
finite element analysis) simulation of one tested specimen − the agreement with 
the experimental values was found to be reasonable, even if a few discrepancies 
detected remain to be fully explained (probably, the test set-up did not ensure 
fully fixed-ended support conditions). The paper closed with some remarks on 
the DSM design of columns affected by L-D-G interaction. Several DSM-based 
design curves, some of them accounting for mode interaction phenomena, were 
compared with numerical and experimental failure loads available in the 
literature, including those dealt with in this paper. It was found that the current 
DSM design curve provides acceptable failure load predictions against local-
global interactive failures − however, further experimental and numerical 
research, involving columns with various Pcr.max /Pcr.min and Py /Pcr.max values, is 
required before a satisfactory DSM-based design approach can be reached. 
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Numerical Studies on the Composite Action and Buckling 
Behavior of Built-Up Cold-Formed Steel Columns 
 





An exploratory study is performed herein on the global, local, and distortional 
buckling behavior of built-up cold-formed steel members constructed using 
industry standard lipped channel sections. The stability characteristics of these 
columns under concentric axial compressive loads offers insights on member 
assembly (e.g. fastener spacing), and on the prediction of buckling loads (e.g., 
section rigidities) used in design formulations. Currently, built-up column 
buckling is determined using a modified flexural slenderness ratio, which 
reduces the buckling capacity in part due to a loss of shear rigidity in the overall 
member’s interconnections. In this paper, a numerical study is performed to 
analyze the level of composite action that can be achieved with idealized 
standard details, and which can then be used subsequently to more accurately 
predict the composite member strength. A parametric study using elastic 
buckling analysis was conducted on a representative population of built-up 
structural columns in ABAQUS. Member cross-sections, fastener spacing, and 
fastener grouping at the column ends were varied. Notable outputs include 
elastic buckling loads and column critical slenderness ratios. Buckling loads 
from the study are compared to code-based equation predictions and show 
considerable composite action, which can increase a column’s buckling load by 
up to 85% from its non-composite lower bound, assuming discrete connections. 
Future work includes experimental testing, nonlinear collapse simulations, and 
the development of new design formulations. 
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Cold-formed steel (CFS) structural systems are increasingly used for low to 
mid-rise residential and commercial construction, since their thin-walled 
members have a high axial and bending capacity, while also being lightweight. 
In many parts of a CFS structure, higher axial capacity or local frame rigidity is 
required, often necessitating the use of built-up sections. A common built-up 
section is a back-to-back lipped channel. The composite section is doubly 
symmetric and offers an axial compression capacity more than twice the axial 
capacity of the individual members. These built-up members are often used as 
shear wall chord studs, as end studs on orthogonally intersecting walls, and as 
headers and jambs. 
 
Historically, built-up sections were popular in steel bridge trusses. In particular, 
built-up hot-rolled steel members such as bridge posts and struts were widely 
used in the earlier part of the last century. Whether of the laced or battened type, 
these members’ capacities and deformation behaviors were extensively studied 
by Engesser, Bleich, Timoshenko, and others. Work in this basic area continues 
today. For example, analytical expressions have been developed based on 
Bleich’s stability predictions, but for general boundary conditions and 
incorporating a separation ratio when calculating the overall section’s moment 
of inertia (Aslani and Goel 1991). Others have looked at the compound buckling 
characteristics of laced and battened columns and developed a formula for 
critical buckling loads to account for shear deformation in the built-up flange 
components, geometric imperfections, and local-global buckling interactions 
(Duan et al. 2002). Liu et al. (2009) experimentally validated the AISC-360 
(2010) provision that the slenderness ratio of an individual element in a built-up 
column should not exceed three-fourths the overall member slenderness ratio. 
 
Today, in CFS construction, built-up members are used frequently; however, 
design rules for these members are not comprehensive. Nevertheless, research is 
progressing. Experimental studies on back-to-back CFS channel sections found 
that the AISI-S100 (2012) modified slenderness ratio can be conservative for 
certain sections and that shear slip resistance at the end connections is critical 
for global column strength (Stone and LaBoube 2005). Young and Chen 
conducted experiments on built-up CFS sections with intermediate stiffeners and 
found that using the Direct Strength Method (DSM) for calculating the local and 
distortional elastic buckling strengths using only single section properties 
provided reliable and conservative estimates (2008). Other experimental tests on 
conventional and innovative (roughly optimized) built-up CFS sections were 
completed and compression capacities were compared to DSM-based equations 
that were modified to accommodate global-distortional buckling interactions 
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observed in tests (Georgieva et al. 2012). Loughlan and Yidris (2014) also 
looked at compound buckling in experiments, specifically global-local buckling 
interactions. Piyawat et al. (2011) explored nonlinear buckling of CFS built-up 
sections experimentally and compared with ANSYS and ABAQUS numerical 
results that overestimated inelastic buckling capacities observed in the tests. 
Recently, Li et al. completed a joint experimental and numerical analysis of 2 
types of built-up CFS sections made with lipped and web-stiffened channel 
sections; one type had a back-to-back web configuration while the other 
contained overlapping flanges which were connected by screws (2014). He 
proposed an axial strength prediction that extends existing AISI-S100 (2012) 
design provisions for global-flexural and distortional buckling, and offered 
practical guidelines on estimating optimal built-up member fastener spacing. 
 
Currently, CFS member design following AISI-S100 (2012) Section D1.2 
requires the calculation of the axial capacity of these columns using a modified 





where, (KL/r)o is the slenderness ratio of the overall (fully-composite) built-up 
section about its minor axis of buckling, a is the intermediate fastener or spot 
weld spacing along the longitudinal length, and ri is the minimum radius of 
gyration of the full, unreduced cross-sectional area of each single section within 
the built-up column. This expression provides an estimate of the critical axial 
compressive load of built-up columns in minor-axis flexural buckling only. It 
does not, however, offer any insight on the effect of fastener spacing on 
torsional, flexural-torsional, distortional, or local buckling modes. In addition, 
the equation does not allow for consideration of the end conditions. AISI-S100 
section D1.2 prescribes the use of a special fastener grouping at the member 
ends, the requirement is prescriptive and its impact on the modified slenderness 
is not treated directly. 
 
This paper presents an exploratory numerical study on the composite action of  
built-up columns. In this paper, a parametric study is presented, which is rooted 
in the finite strip method, as a basis for predicting non-composite lower bounds, 
partially-composite bounds (consistent with details that only connect a portion 
of the web), and fully-composite upper bounds (fully connected web surfaces 
along the member length). The finite strip studies are performed using CUFSM 
(Schafer and Ádàny 2006). These results are then compared to numerical results 
from elastic buckling shell finite element models in ABAQUS where the details 
































Where necessary, the following equations are used to estimate the fully-
composite (FC) condition for global buckling of a built-up column, with 
notation similar to Trahair (1993): 
 










where E is the Young’s modulus, G is the shear modulus, L is the column length, 
Iy is the weak-axis moment of inertia of a single section, e is the distance from 
the single section centroid to the centroid of the built-up section, A is the area of 
a single section, and subscript “FC” refers to the fully composite section, this 
may be determined for the back-to-back section by building a back-to-back 
model in CUFSM and using twice the thickness in the web, and provides: Iy,FC, 
JFC, Cw,FC, xo,FC, yo,FC, Ix,FC, and AFC. These composite buckling loads can be 





Modeling in CUFSM 
Generally, there are two paths to designing built-up CFS members: conventional 
built-up sections which use industry standard cross-sections that are 
immediately available, or new optimized sections which employ unique 
combinations of unconventional shapes for enhanced rigidity. To better 
understand composite action at the most fundamental level, the former path is 
chosen in these analyses. Specifically, the elastic buckling of built-up back-to-
back lipped channel sections are studied in detail. 
 
Figure 1 depicts a typical back-to-back cross-section for the studies herein. Out-
to-out dimensions of the twelve selected stud cross-sections are summarized in 
Table 1. In all cases, the member length was chosen to be 9 ft (2.74 m) and 
isotropic CFS material parameters were chosen as: Young’s modulus (E) = 
29443ksi (203 GPa), shear modulus (G) = 11324 ksi (78.1 GPa), and Poisson’s 








Iy,FC  2Iy  2Ae
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Figure 1. A typical built-up cross-section (with h, b, t, and d as the varied parameters) 
 
 
Table 1. Stability-based geometric parameters varied in CUFSM (and ABAQUS) studies 
 
Specimen ID SFIA Section h [in] (mm) b [in] (mm) d [in] (mm) t [in] (mm) 
1 362S162-33 
3.625 (92) 1.625 (41) 0.5 (13) 
0.0346 (0.879) 
2 362S162-54 0.0566 (1.438) 
3 362S162-97 0.1017 (2.583) 
4 362S200-33 
3.625 (92) 2.0 (51) 0.625 (16) 
0.0346 (0.879) 
5 362S200-54 0.0566 (1.438) 
6 362S200-97 0.1017 (2.583) 
7 600S162-33 
6.0 (154) 1.625 (41) 0.5 (13) 
0.0346 (0.879) 
8 600S162-54 0.0566 (1.438) 
9 600S162-97 0.1017 (2.583) 
10 600S200-33 
6.0 (154) 2.0 (51) 0.625 (16) 
0.0346 (0.879) 
11 600S200-54 0.0566 (1.438) 
12 600S200-97 0.1017 (2.583) 
*r(CL)= 2t 
 
Simply-supported end boundary conditions (globally pinned) with warping free 
ends were employed. The cross-section was discretized into strip elements as 
follows: 8 elements per web and 4 elements per corner, flange, and lip. A unit 
reference load was applied to the section and distributed evenly to the end 
sections. The web interconnections in CUFSM were modeled depending on the 
level of composite action studied. For the partially-composite condition, two 
single sections were modeled back-to-back with no construction thicknesses 
modeled between the webs in contact, and a nodal constraint was applied at the 
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fastener locations (shown in Figure 1) at two points in the cross-section. Both 
adjacent nodes in the webs are constrained using a master-slave approach which 
ties their 3 translational degrees of freedom, but leaves their rotational degrees 
of freedom unrestrained. For the fully-composite condition, the webs are merged 
into one web, with a thickness twice that of a single web. 
 
Signature elastic buckling curves are generated in CUFSM (Schafer and Ádány 
2006). The typically observed buckling modes are provided in Table 2 and a 
typical signature elastic buckling curve is provided in Figure 2. The built-up 
fully-composite curve’s higher position provides the expected increase in axial 
elastic buckling load for these fully-composite sections. Also in this curve, a 
secondary local buckling minimum is observed. In the fully-composite section 
the increase in web rigidity can be significant enough to create potentially two 
unique local buckling modes: one primarily in the flange, and the more typical 
mode primarily in the web. With this exception, the fundamental shape of all 
three curves is similar. The local, distortional, and global buckling modes occur 
at similar half-wavelengths, and the buckling mode shapes are not radically 
influenced by the presence of connection along the built-up column’s length. 
 
 







Table 2. Example of CUFSM buckling modes for the 362S200-54 section 










The non-composite and partially-composite local buckling half-wavelengths for 
the member in Figure 2 nearly coincide; this occurs for all other built-up 
specimens as well. However, in the finite strip method the fasteners are smeared 
uniformly along the length, in reality one must consider the fastener spacing and 
how that spacing compares with the local and distortional buckling half-
wavelengths. Among other research on this subject, Post (2012) showed that 
fastener spacing must be less than the half-wavelength of interest for a given 
buckling mode to influence the stability results. If the spacing is greater than the 
half-wavelength, then the presence of fasteners contributes little to no increase 
in local and distortional buckling capacity, and the non-composite estimate of 
buckling capacity should be used. 
 
In some cases (typically with the 600S162 sections studied here), indistinct 
minima for local or distortional buckling loads are observed. To eliminate 
ambiguity, the constrained finite strip method (cFSM) was used to decompose 
the contribution of each buckling mode along the entire signature curve, and 
locate the point within the zone of the suspected minimum which corresponds to 
the highest contribution of the desired buckling mode (Li and Schafer 2010a). 
This is an alternative to the approach detailed in Li and Schafer (2010b). 
 
Modeling in ABAQUS 
ABAQUS shell finite element models allow discrete fastener locations to be 
modeled, something that cannot be done in the CUFSM modeling. Single and 
built-up member geometries and material properties were imported into 
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ABAQUS for an extended parametric study and comparison to elastic buckling 
results using the Finite Strip Method. The S9R5: 9-node quadratic, isoparametric 
shell finite element with reduced integration was selected (Schafer et al. 2010). 
Figure 3 provides a typical mesh and additional modeling details. 
 
 
Figure 3. Example FEM mesh with springs in ABAQUS for the 600S162-54 built-up section 
 
Linear elastic springs (Spring2 in ABAQUS) with an artificially high 
translational stiffness (100 kip/in [175 kN/mm]) in the global X, Y, and Z 
directions were used to model the discrete, self-drilling screw connections 
commonly used in built-up CFS members. The artificially high stiffness was 
chosen to ensure that the springs would not deform as the column buckles; the 
fastener deformation behavior will be included in future studies. Fastener 
spacing was varied, primarily motivated by provisions in AISI-S100-12 Section 
D1.2. Three fastener spacings were selected based on flexural buckling 
considerations and represent feasible spacings used in construction (“a” in 
Equations 1 and 6): a = L/4, L/6, or L/8. These spacings are also below the 




For all three a, the end conditions designated in Section D1.2 are also included. 
Section D1.2 requires that the ends must be connected by fasteners spaced 
















maximum width of the member (AISI-S100 2012). In addition, there was also a 
trial for the a = L/6 fastener spacing without the special end fastener detail.  
 
Buckling analyses were conducted on a total of 48 built-up compression 
members in ABAQUS and compared with the non-composite, partially-
composite, and fully-composite bounds calculated using CUFSM for the same 
section geometries and cross-sectional properties. To obtain matching eigen-
buckling modes in ABAQUS; however, sometimes up to 3000 eigenvalues had 
to be requested from the software. In all cases, a Lanczos solver was used to 
accurately capture all buckling modes. The reference load for the ABAQUS 
models was the same 1 kip (4.45 kN) used in the CUFSM models, but now 
turned into equivalent end point loads (as opposed to edge tractions in the 
CUFSM models). Other modeling considerations are as follows: steel self-
weight was not included (eliminating body forces from the formulation) and 




Finite Strip Analysis (CUFSM) Results 
The CUFSM elastic buckling results are summarized in Figure 4 for the 12 
studied specimens (Table 1) across the three conditions: non-composite, 
partially-composite, and fully-composite. The partially-composite condition 
(two tie/fasteners a distance of h/6 from the flanges) is effective in providing 
nearly the fully-composite solution in minor-axis flexural buckling, is partially 
effective in providing the composite solution for global torsional buckling, but 
has little to no effect on local and distortional buckling. The degree to which 
composite action is effective is a function of the member geometry and 
particularly the member thickness. For example, the studied detail is less 
effective for establishing composite action in global torsional buckling as the 





Figure 4. Elastic buckling results from CUFSM for varying levels of composite action 
 
ABAQUS-CUFSM Results Comparison 
Elastic buckling analysis with discrete connections along the columns’ 
longitudinal length (L) was completed using ABAQUS. Fastener spacing, a, at 
L/4, L/6, L/8 and with and without the special end condition fasteners prescribed 
by AISI-S100 (2012) Section D1.2 were studied. The following normalized 
buckling load parameter, Y, was used to consider the degree of composite action 




where Pcre is the result from an analysis and Pcr,NC and Pcr,FC are the non-
composite and fully-composite limits, respectively. Obtaining the buckling 
results from the built-up specimens in ABAQUS can be time consuming. 
Generally, global modes were easily attainable from the outputted eigen-modes, 
but at least two sub-modes for local and distortional modes were always present: 
a periodic (standard), and a symmetric (localized at the member ends or 
symmetric about a plane through the column’s mid-height). Since both sub-
modes usually occurred at similar eigenvalues (buckling loads) only the periodic 







Figure 5. Degree of composite action, compared across CUFSM, ABAQUS, and AISI estimates 
 
The minor-axis flexural buckling results for the study are provided in Figure 5 
for the specimens of Table 1. Overall the degree of composite action realized in 
the ABAQUS studies varies from 60 to 85%. Fastener spacing has a modest 
impact on the degree of composite action across the studied spacing (1 to 2%), 
and the end detail has a slightly larger impact (6 to 10%). The use of two 
fasteners h/6 from the flanges provides approximately 80% composite action for 
minor-axis flexure in the studied sections. 
 
Assuming the ABAQUS models with discrete fastener spacing and end details 
as accurate, one may then compare the CUFSM and AISI expressions as 
potential prediction methods. Statistics are provided in Table 3 to aid in this 
comparison. The CUFSM models with a smeared fastener nearly identically 
follow the trends of the ABAQUS models (see Figure 5 and low standard 
deviation in Table 3) but with a bias that is a function of the fastener spacing and 
end condition. The modified slenderness expression used in the AISI prediction 
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reasonably follows the observed trends in the data (see Figure 5 and higher 
standard deviation in Table 3), and works best for the prescribed situation of 
a=L/6 with the end fastener conditions in place. Specimen 10, a 600S200-33 is 
consistently lower than the AISI prediction; likely due to observed global-
distortional interaction in the elastic buckling mode. 
 
Table 3. Statistical Summary of Flexural Buckling Composite Action Results 




Mean (μ) 1.1188 1.0724 1.0887 1.1956 




Mean (μ) 0.9055 1.0670 1.0279 1.1289 
St.Dev. (σ) 0.0523 0.0539 0.0518 0.0649 
* includes fastener groups at column ends 
 
In all cases minor-axis flexural buckling controlled over torsional/torsional-
flexural buckling. However the torsional buckling results were compared. For 
the partially-composite case the CUFSM smeared fastener results give 
essentially the same answer as the ABAQUS discrete fastener results: mean  
YCUFSM/YABAQUS is 1.03 with a standard deviation of 0.02. The actual degree of 
composite action varies from approximately 90% in the thinnest 33 mil sections, 
down to 57% in the thicker 97 mil sections. 
 
 
Figure 6. Estimate of composite action for local and distortional buckling modes 
 
Comparison of the ABAQUS discrete fastener models with the CUFSM models 
is provided in Figure 6. For local buckling essentially no composite action is 
observed. Localized buckling modes in the ABAQUS models may be as much 
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as 3% lower than standard predictions, but otherwise the fasteners have no 
appreciable impact on the response. For distortional buckling, a very modest 
composite action may be engaged with the studied details, but it is less than 4%. 
For members with stockier flanges distortional modes as much as 4% less than 
the non-composite solution are also observed. Visual identification is 
complicated in these cases and the observed distortional modes that are lower 
than the non-composite solution include interaction with other modes. In general, 




For the small study conducted herein, simplified CUFSM models were shown to 
be a reliable predictor of the actual composite action, if a small bias is accounted 
for. This is promising for the development of generalized methods that account 
for discretely fastened specimens. However, slip in the fasteners was not 
allowed – more realistic modeling may require additional improvements to the 
CUFSM models to account for discrete fasteners with finite (and potentially 
relatively low) stiffness. 
 
The results on fastener spacing suggest that a wider range of spacing may be 
practical and have only a modest impact on realized loads. However, this is a 
hypothesis that needs to be studied further. Li et al. (2014) suggested that 23.6 in 
(600mm) be the largest spacing for columns of the type considered herein; the a 
= L/4 results provided herein violate this criteria but still provide reliable results 
for elastic buckling. The modified slenderness ratio currently used in AISI-S100 
(2012) appears to be at its most accurate for a=L/6 and with the special end 
detailing in place. 
 
 
Figure 7. Comparison of elastic buckling results from CUFSM for box and I-sections 
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Supplementary Study on Toe-to-toe Built-up Sections 
A supplementary CUFSM study was completed using toe-to-toe built-up 
sections for the same channel section specimens. The lips of both channel 
sections were joined at mid-depth on the flat portion of each lip with continuous 
constraints along the length. Figure 7 provides the output from this study. The 
flexural buckling and distortional buckling are markedly increased for the 
resulting “box” when compared to the back-to-back “I” section. The degree of 
flexural buckling composite action, Y, is on average 90%, much higher than for 
the back-to-back sections. Note, for the 362S200 series specimens, major-axis 
flexural buckling loads are slightly less than the minor axis flexural buckling 
loads, so the controlling mode may switch in this case. 
 
Future Work 
Significant future work remains, including experimental studies, further elastic 
buckling studies on different composite cross-sections, nonlinear collapse 
analyses, improvement with the finite strip method, and development of 





Considering elastic buckling analyses, built-up members are shown to have a 
higher capacity in global buckling due to the effects of composite action. This 
manuscript outlines an explorative elastic buckling numerical study completed 
in CUFSM and ABAQUS with multiple built-up back-to-back sections with 
varying levels of interconnection along the length. The finite strip method 
(CUFSM) using discrete, but smeared along the length, connections was shown 
to provide a reliable upper bound solution with only a modest bias. Current AISI 
predictions for flexural buckling, employing a modified slenderness, agree well 
particularly for the specification prescribed spacing and end detailing. 
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Cold-formed Steel Channel Sections with Web Stiffeners 
subjected to Local and Distortional Buckling — Part I:  
Tests and Finite Element Analysis 
 





An experimental investigation of simply supported beams with two different 
stiffened channel sections has been conducted under both four-point bending 
and three-point bending about the major axis of the sections. Stiffeners were 
employed to the web of plain channel and lipped channel sections to improve 
the flexural strength of cold-formed steel sections that are prone to local 
buckling and distortional buckling. In this study, the channel sections were 
brake-pressed from high strength zinc-coated grades G500 and G550 structural 
steel sheets with nominal 0.2% proof stresses of 500 and 550 MPa, respectively. 
The high strength stiffened channel sections had the thicknesses of 0.48, 1.0 and 
1.2 mm. Material properties were obtained from the tensile coupon tests. The 
moment capacities and observed failure modes at ultimate loads in the beam 
tests were reported. A nonlinear finite element model (FEM) was developed and 
verified against the test results in terms of strengths, failure modes and moment-
curvature curves. It is shown that the FEM well predicted the moment capacities 





Cold-formed steel sections are usually manufactured into channel sections, Z-
sections, hat sections and some other open sections by cold-rolling or brake-
pressing technique. The plate elements constituting the cold-formed steel 
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sections usually have large width-to-thickness ratio. Hence, local buckling and 
distortional buckling are usually the governing failure modes for cold-formed 
steel members.  
 
Extensive investigations have been conducted on cold-formed steel conventional 
sections and design rules can be found in the specifications of different countries, 
such as the European Code (EC3, 2006), North American Specification (NAS, 
2012) and Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS, 2005). In recent years, 
efforts have been made by some researchers to investigate the structural 
behaviour of cold-formed steel stiffened sections. These studies include the 
channel columns with inclined lips (Young & Hancock, 2003; Zhang et al., 
2007), channel columns with returned lip stiffeners (Young & Yan, 2004), 
concentrically loaded compression members with equal lipped angles (Young, 
2005), columns with non-symmetric lipped angle sections (Young & Chen, 
2008a), columns of built-up closed and open sections with intermediate 
stiffeners (Young & Chen, 2008b; Zhang & Young, 2012), and beams with both 
edge and intermediate stiffeners in the compression flanges of Z-sections 
(Haidarali & Nethercot, 2012).  
 
However, it was found that limited investigation have been conducted on cold-
formed steel stiffened sections subjected to bending. Therefore, this study 
focused cold-formed steel beams with stiffened channel sections subjected to 
local buckling and distortional buckling. A total of 13 simply supported beams 
were tested under both four-point bending and three-point bending about the 
major axis of the sections. The moment capacities and corresponding failure 
modes were obtained. In addition, a nonlinear finite element model was 
developed for stiffened channel sections subjected to four-point bending. The 
finite element model was verified against the four-point bending tests conducted 







A total of 26 cold-formed steel specimens of single channels with complex 
intermediate and edge stiffeners were tested subjected to bending about the 
major x-axis. Two identical stiffened channels were tested at the same time in 
order to avoid out-of-plane bending. Therefore, a total of 13 beam tests was 
conducted. In this study, two section shapes were investigated including the 
plain channel section with web stiffener (PWS-section) and lipped channel 
section with web stiffener (LWS-section) as shown in Fig. 1. The channel 
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sections were brake-pressed from high strength zinc-coated grades G500 and 
G550 structural steel sheets with nominal 0.2% proof stresses of 500 and 550 
MPa, respectively. Two plate thicknesses of 0.48 and 1.0 mm were tested for 
PWS-section, while an additional plate thickness of 1.2 mm was tested for 
LWS-section. The angle of inclined web element ( ) was 45o, and 60o from the 
vertical axis for PWS-sections, and LWS-sections, respectively. The cross-
section dimensions of all specimens were measured and reported in Tables 1 – 2.  
 
The test specimens were cut into a specified length of 1400 mm for all the 
channels. The beam specimens were selected to have a relatively short span, 
which was aimed to investigate the local buckling and distortional buckling of 


















(a) PWS-section   (b) LWS-section 




The test specimens were labelled with characteristic information such that each 
beam can be easily identified, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For example, the label 
"PWS-0.48-B4R-a", where "PWS" refers to the PWS-sections as shown in Fig. 
1(a), "0.48" indicates that the plate thickness is 0.48 mm, and "B4" refers to the 
four-point bending test about the major axis. If a test was repeated, then a 
symbol of "R" was added after “B4”. Finally, "a" indicates the channel "a" of a 
pair of channels tested at the same time.  
 
Tensile Coupon Tests 
  
The material properties of the test specimens were obtained by carrying out 
tensile coupon tests. The coupon specimens were prepared in accordance with 
the Australian standard AS 1391 (Australian Standard, 2007). The flat tensile 
θ θ
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coupons were extracted in the longitudinal direction of the beam test specimens. 
Two coupon specimens were tested for each of the five different sections. The 
material properties including initial Young's modulus (E), 0.2% proof stress 
( 0.2 ), tensile ultimate strength ( u ), and strain at fracture ( f ) based on the 
gauge length of 50mm of the coupon specimens were obtained and summarized 





Channel 'a' of a pair
of channels in one test
   PWS - 0.48 - B4R - a
Repeated test
 
Figure 2: Label of test specimens 
 
An MTS testing machine with loading capacity of 50 kN was used to test the 
tensile coupons. The gauge length of coupon specimens was 50 mm, and a 
calibrated extensometer of 50 mm was used to measure the longitudinal strain 
during the tests. Two linear strain gauges were also attached at the center of two 
surfaces of each coupon, and the initial strain readings were used to determine 
the Young's modulus. Displacement control was used and tension load was 
applied to the coupon specimens with the loading rate of 0.05 mm/min from the 
beginning to approximately 100 MPa in the coupon specimens, and then the 
loading rate was changed to 0.2 mm/min until the 0.2% proof stress has reached. 
The loading rate was then changed to 0.6 mm/min until the coupon specimen 
failed. In order to eliminate the influence of different loading rates on the test 
results, all coupon tests were paused for 90 seconds at three different locations 
of the stress-strain curves. The locations were near the 0.2% proof stress, near 
the ultimate strength and just before the fracture of the coupon specimen. The 
static stress-strain curves can then be obtained accordingly. The material 
properties based on the static stress-strain curves are shown in Table 3. 
 
Test Rig and Operation 
 
The schematic views of four-point bending and three-point bending test 
arrangements are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The beams were 
simply supported. The hinge support was simulated by half round, which allows 
only in-plane rotation. The roller support was simulated by round bar, which 
allows both in-plane rotation and translation movement along the specimen. 
Two channels were tested at the same time that bolted to T-shaped aluminum 
blocks, as shown in Fig. 5. These aluminum blocks were located at the loading 
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points and end supports. The sectional views at the loading points and end 
supports of the T-shaped aluminum blocks for the three different sections are 
detailed in Fig. 5. A servo-controlled hydraulic testing machine was used to 
apply a downward force to the spreader beam. The static load was recorded by 
pausing for 90 seconds near the ultimate load. This allowed the stress relaxation 
associated with plastic straining to take place. A data acquisition system was 
used to record the displacement transducers and load readings at regular 
intervals during the tests. 
 
Specimens 
Flange Web Thickness Radius 
bf hw w1 w2 t t
* ri 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
PWS-0.48-B4-a 54.1  85.4  25.2  23.0  0.551 0.461 3.9 
PWS-0.48-B4-b 53.9  85.5  25.6  23.5  0.557 0.467 3.5 
PWS-0.48-B4R-a 53.0  87.0  26.5  23.0  0.560 0.470 3.5 
PWS-0.48-B4R-b 53.7  87.1  26.1  23.4  0.562 0.472 3.6 
PWS-0.48-B3-a 54.0  85.4  26.1  22.1  0.565 0.475 3.6 
PWS-0.48-B3-b 53.9  85.9  25.8  24.8  0.557 0.467 3.6 
PWS-1.0-B4-a 54.4  85.0  25.7  23.4  1.041 1.003 3.1 
PWS-1.0-B4-b 54.0  85.1  26.3  23.0  1.050 1.012 3.1 
PWS-1.0-B4R-a 54.6  86.2  26.9  22.7  1.043 1.005 3.3 
PWS-1.0-B4R-b 53.6  86.1  26.8  22.3  1.046 1.008 3.5 
PWS-1.0-B3-a 55.0  85.7  27.1  22.6  1.047 1.009 3.3 
PWS-1.0-B3-b 54.0  86.2  26.6  23.0  1.052 1.014 3.4 
t* is the base metal thickness 
Table 1: Measured dimensions of PWS-section test specimens 
 
Four-point bending tests 
 
The four-point bending tests were loaded symmetrically at two points to the T-
shaped aluminum blocks through a spreader beam, as shown in Fig. 3. Half 
round and round bar were also used at the two loading points. In this testing 
arrangement, pure in-plane bending of the specimens can be obtained between 
the two loading points without the presence of shear and axial forces. The 
distance between the two loading points was 600 mm for all four-point bending 
test beams. This distance was selected such that the ultimate load causing failure 
in the moment span is lower than that causing failure in the shear span. 
Displacement control was adopted to drive the hydraulic actuator at a constant 
rate of 0.3 mm/min for the four-point bending tests. Four displacement 
transducers (LVDTs 1 - 4) were positioned at the end supports to measure the 
end rotation of the beams. Three transducers (LVDTs 5 - 7) were positioned at 
the tension flange near the flange-web junctions to measure the vertical 
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deflection and curvature of the beams. One transducer (LVDT 8) was positioned 
near the free edge of compression flange at mid-span to monitor the possible 
local buckling or distortional buckling. Two strain gauges were also adhered to 
the middle and near the flange-web junction of the compression flange at mid-




Lip Flange Web Thickness Radius 
bl bf hw w1 w2 w3 t t
* ri 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 
LWS-0.48-B4-a 12.6 32.0 99.7 26.1 26.1 18.0 0.556 0.464 3.8 
LWS-0.48-B4-b 12.6 32.2 99.3 25.9 25.4 18.1 0.545 0.453 3.8 
LWS-0.48-B3-a 12.4 32.3 98.5 26.2 25.1 18.6 0.554 0.462 3.8 
LWS-0.48-B3-b 12.8 32.4 99.2 26.5 25.8 18.4 0.557 0.465 3.8 
LWS-1.0-B4-a 13.6 32.5 98.0 26.9 25.7 18.3 1.064 1.022 3.4 
LWS-1.0-B4-b 13.5 32.7 97.6 26.5 26.3 17.7 1.062 1.020 3.1 
LWS-1.0-B3-a 13.1 32.4 98.1 26.7 25.9 17.9 1.036 0.994 3.3 
LWS-1.0-B3-b 13.3 32.3 98.4 27.0 26.2 17.7 1.042 1.000 3.3 
LWS-1.0-B3R-a 13.6 32.5 97.6 26.3 26.2 17.9 1.054 1.012 3.5 
LWS-1.0-B3R-b 13.5 32.6 98.4 27.0 25.6 18.7 1.053 1.011 3.5 
LWS-1.2-B4-a 12.6 32.5 100.4 26.2 26.7 19.1 1.257 1.221 3.4 
LWS-1.2-B4-b 13.3 32.3 100.6 26.5 26.9 18.2 1.245 1.209 3.3 
LWS-1.2-B3-a 13.3 32.3 100.3 26.5 26.8 18.7 1.244 1.208 3.5 
LWS-1.2-B3-b 13.2 32.5 100.0 26.1 27.3 18.3 1.246 1.210 3.3 
t* is the base metal thickness 
Table 2: Measured dimensions of LWS-section test specimens 
 
 
Figure 3: Schematic view of four-point bending test arrangement 
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Three-point bending tests 
 
The three-point bending tests were loaded at the mid-span to the T-shaped 
aluminum blocks using a round bar, as shown in Fig. 4. The spans between the 
loading point and the supports were 630 mm for all three-point bending tests. 
Displacement control was adopted to drive the hydraulic actuator at a constant 
rate of 0.5 mm/min, which is a faster loading rate compared to the four-point 
bending tests. However, the static load was obtained by pausing the hydraulic 
actuator for 90 seconds near the ultimate load. Therefore, the effect of different 
loading rate was eliminated. One transducer was positioned on the tension 
flange near the flange-web junction at the mid-span of specimens to measure the 
vertical deflection of the beams. Two transducers were positioned at the end of 
the specimens with half round to measure the end rotation of the beams. 
 
Figure 4: Schematic view of three-point bending test arrangement 
 
Coupon specimens 
Nominal Measured results 
0.2 (MPa) E (GPa) 0.2 (MPa) u (MPa) f (%) 
PWS-0.48 
550 
213 682 728 1.6 
PWS-0.48R 213 661 690 2.0 
LWS-0.48 
550 
216 689 744 1.5 
LWS-0.48R 213 661 705 2.0 
PWS-1.0 
500 
215 604 606 8.7 
PWS-1.0R 213 598 599 9.7 
LWS-1.0 
500 
216 599 600 10.0 
LWS-1.0R 216 592 599 8.6 
LWS-1.2 
500 
212 603 611 8.8 
LWS-1.2R 210 603 610 9.2 
 
Table 3: Material properties obtained from tensile coupon tests 
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            Section 1-1                                                 End view 
(a) PWS-sections 
 
     
                  Section 1-1                                                   End view 
(b) LWS-sections 
Figure 5: Details of the T-shaped aluminum load transfer blocks at loading 




The specimens failed in the moment span for all the four-point bending tests, 
and failed near the loading point for all the three-point bending tests. Out-of-
plane bending of the specimens was not observed in the tests. The experimental 
ultimate moments per channel were obtained using a quarter of the ultimate 
static applied load multiplied by the lever arm (distance from the end support to 
the loading point) for the beam specimens. The weight of the T-shaped 
aluminum blocks, half rounds, round bars and other steel plates were also 
included in the calculation of the ultimate moments. Local buckling (Fig. 6(a)), 
distortional buckling (Fig. 6(b)) and their interaction with global flexural 
buckling were observed in the beam tests. The failure mode was defined at the 
moment when the ultimate load reached.  
 
The ultimate moments per channel of the beams subjected to four-point bending 
(MEXP-4p) were compared to those subjected to three-point bending (MEXP-3p), as 
shown in Table 4. It was found that the ultimate moments of the specimens 
subjected to three-point bending are on average 11% higher than those 
specimens subjected to four-point bending, and the maximum value of MEXP-3p / 





















 (kNmm)   (kNmm)   
PWS-0.48-B4 591 L+F PWS-0.48-B3 640 L+F 1.08 
PWS-1.0-B4 1809 L+F PWS-1.0-B3 2191 L+F 1.21 
LWS-0.48-B4 1029 L+D+F LWS-0.48-B3 1158 L+D+F 1.13 
LWS-1.0-B4 2985 D+F LWS-1.0-B3 3103 D+F 1.04 
LWS-1.2-B4 3807 D+F LWS-1.2-B3 4235 D+F 1.11 
    Mean 1.11 
L=Local buckling; D=Distortional buckling; F=Flexural buckling 
 




Finite Element Analysis 
 
The finite element package ABAQUS (2011) was used to develop a finite 
element model and perform nonlinear analysis of the test beams with stiffened 
channel sections subjected to four-point bending. Only one channel of the beam 
was modelled due to symmetry. The measured cross-section dimensions were 
used in the finite element model. The model was created based on the centerline 




The measured material properties obtained from the coupon tests were included 
in the finite element model using a mathematical model, in which the true stress 
( true ) and the logarithmic plastic strain ( pl ) were adopted. The true stress and 
plastic strain were calculated from the static engineering stress ( ) and strain 
(  ), which were obtained by the tensile coupon tests. The static stress-strain 
curve with the lower 0.2% proof stress for the same specimen of each section 
was used in the finite element analysis. The material properties of the flat 
potions were also used for the round corners of the sections in the finite element 
model. This is because a small difference in the numerical results for including 





Boundary and Loading Conditions 
 
In the beam tests, the concentrated loads and reaction forces were transferred 
from the load transfer plates to the T-shaped aluminum blocks and then to the 
specimens. Therefore, in the finite element model, the interface between the 
aluminum blocks and the specimen was carefully modelled using coupling 
constraint, which restrains the motion of a surface to the motion of a single point. 
A coupling constraint was used at each loading point and support. In each 
coupling constraint, the contact surfaces between the T-shaped aluminum block 
and the specimen were defined as a surface set. A reference point was created to 
represent the loading point or point of reaction force and subsequently defined 
as a node set. The surface set was then coupled with the corresponding node set 
in all degrees of freedoms by kinematic method. The loading and boundary 
conditions were applied to the node sets. 
 
The simply supported boundary condition was modelled by releasing the in-
plane rotation at the half round end support (pin support), and releasing both the 
in-plane rotation and axial displacement along the specimen at the round bar end 
support (roller support). The vertical load was applied to the node sets at two 
loading points of the beam using displacement control with a specified 
displacement value. This value was chosen to be larger than the measured 
maximum deflection under the loading points in the tests to ensure that the 
numerical analysis can reach the ultimate load. The static RIKS method was 
adopted for the load step, in which the nonlinear geometric parameter 
(*NLGEOM) was used to perform the large displacement analysis. 
 
Element Type and Mesh 
 
The S4R element, a 4-node doubly curved thin or thick shell with reduced 
integration, hourglass control, and finite membrane strains was used in this 
study. The finite element mesh size of the beam model was investigated to 
provide both accurate and time-efficient results. The final mesh size was 
approximately 5 × 5 mm (length by width) in the flat portions of the cross-
sections and a finer mesh at the round corners was used. 
 
Verification of Finite Element Model 
 
The developed finite element model was verified against the experimental 
results. The moment capacities and failure modes predicted by the finite element 
analysis (FEA) were compared with the test results, as shown in Table 5. The 
mean value of the experimental-to-FEA moment capacity (MEXP / MFEA) ratio is 
1.03 with the coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.060. The failure modes of local 
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buckling and distortional buckling obtained from the FEA at ultimate load 
compared well with the tests, as shown in Fig. 6. The moment-curvature curves 
of specimen “LWS-0.48-B4” for one channel obtained from the test and FEA 
are in very good agreement, as shown in Fig. 7. Hence, the finite element model 
was verified against the tests and showed to be accurate in terms of ultimate 










(b) Distortional buckling 
 
Figure 6: Comparison of experimental and numerical failure modes of beam 





















PWS-0.48-B4 591 L+F 592 L+F 1.00 
PWS-0.48-B4R 678 L+F 592 L+F 1.15 
PWS-1.0-B4 1809 L+F 1899 L+F 0.95 
PWS-1.0-B4R 1929 L+F 1899 L+F 1.02 
LWS-0.48-B4 1029 L+D+F 976 L+D+F 1.05 
LWS-1.0-B4 2985 D+F 2976 D+F 1.00 
LWS-1.2-B4 3807 D+F 3738 D+F 1.02 
Mean 1.03 
COV 0.060 
L=Local buckling; D=Distortional buckling; F=Flexural buckling 
 
Table 5: Comparison of moment capacities obtained from FEA results with test 
results 
 





















Figure 7: Comparison of moment-curvature curves obtained from test and FEA 







The experimental and numerical investigation of cold-formed steel channels 
with stiffened web subjected to bending have been presented. The high strength 
stiffened channel sections had the measured 0.2% proof stress ranged from 592 
to 689 MPa, and the thickness ranged from 0.45 to 1.22mm. Simply supported 
beams were tested under both four-point bending and three-point bending about 
the major axis of the sections. The moment capacities and the corresponding 
failure modes were reported. It was found that the ultimate moments of the 
specimens subjected to three-point bending are on average 11% higher than 
those specimens subjected to four-point bending. In addition, a nonlinear finite 
element model (FEM) was developed and verified against the test results. The 
FEM closely predicted the behaviour of cold-formed steel channel sections with 
web stiffeners subjected to local and distortional buckling. 
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Appendix. – Notation 
 
bf  = width of flange 
bl  = depth of lip 
E = initial Young's modulus 
fy = yield stress 
hw = overall depth of web 
MEXP = moment capacities obtained from experimental investigation 
MEXP-3p = ultimate moments of test specimens subjected to three-point bending 
MEXP-4p = ultimate moments of test specimens subjected to four-point bending 
MFEA = moment capacities obtained from finite element analysis 
ri = inner radius of the round corner of sections 
t = thickness of steel plate with coating 
t* = base metal thickness 
w1, w2, w3 = width of plate elements of stiffened channel sections 
  = engineering strain 
f  = strain at fracture in material coupon tests  
pl  = plastic strain 
  = angle of inclined web element from the vertical axis 
  = engineering stress 
0.2  = 0.2% proof stress (yield stress) 
true  = true stress 






Cold-formed Steel Channel Sections with Web Stiffeners 
subjected to Local and Distortional Buckling — Part II:  
Parametric Study and Design Rule 
 





A parametric study of cold-formed steel channel sections with web stiffeners 
subjected to bending was performed using finite element analysis (FEA). An 
accurate finite element model was used for the parametric study. The parametric 
study included 75 beams of plain and lipped channel sections with web 
stiffeners. The beams were simply supported and subjected to four-point 
bending. The strengths and failure modes of specimens obtained from 
experimental and FEA results were compared with design strengths predicted 
using the direct strength method (DSM) specified in the North American 
Specification for cold-formed steel structures. The comparison shows that the 
design strengths predicted by the current DSM are conservative for both local 
buckling and distortional buckling in this study. Hence, the DSM is modified to 
cover the new stiffened channel sections investigated in this study. A reliability 





The advantages of using cold-formed steel sections are high strength-to-weight 
ratio, flexibility in fabricating different cross-section shapes, easy for 
construction and so on. Local buckling and distortional buckling are usually the 
governing failure modes for cold-formed steel sections, such as thin-walled 
plain channel and lipped channel sections. In plate mechanics, the edge 
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stiffeners, such as lips in channel sections, and intermediate stiffeners in the web 
can enhance the strength of sections by acting as the out-of-plane supports to the 
flat plate elements of sections. Thus, the stiffeners improve the efficiency of the 
use of material. 
 
Design rules of cold-formed steel structural members can be found in the 
international specifications, such as the European Code (EC3, 2006), North 
American Specification (NAS, 2012) and Australian/New Zealand Standard 
(AS/NZS, 2005). Two main design methods, namely the effective width method 
(EWM) and the direct strength method (DSM), are used to calculate members 
failed by local buckling and distortional buckling. However, when sections were 
stiffened by edge and intermediate stiffeners for optimized section shapes, the 
computation of effective width for each plate element could be quite tedious that 
involves iteration processes and the EWM becomes much more complicated 
compared to the DSM. Hence, the DSM was recommended for design of cold-
formed steel members with complex stiffeners (Schafer et al., 2006). On the 
other hand, the DSM in current specifications is a semi-empirical approach 
(Schafer, 2008), which was calibrated to cover only the pre-qualified sections 
specified in NAS (2012).  
 
A test program of cold-formed steel channel sections with web stiffeners 
subjected to bending has been presented by Wang & Young (2014) in the 
companion paper. An accurate finite element model has also been developed and 
verified against the tests by Wang & Young (2014). The purpose of this paper is 
firstly to investigate the behaviour and design of stiffened plain channel (Fig. 
1(a)) and lipped channel (Fig. 1(b)) sections with various geometries by 
performing a parametric study using finite element analysis. Secondly, the 
appropriateness of DSM in current specifications was evaluated for the stiffened 
sections in this study based on the experimental and numerical results. Finally, 
modified DSM is proposed for cold-formed steel stiffened channel sections 
beams subjected to local and distortional buckling. 
 
 
Summary of Test Program 
 
The test program presented by Wang & Young (2014) in the companion paper 
provided experimental moment capacities and failure modes of cold-formed 
steel channel sections with web stiffeners subjected to bending about the major 
x-axis. The test program included 12 plain channels with web stiffeners and 14 
lipped channels with web stiffeners. Two identical stiffened channels were 
tested at the same time in order to avoid out-of-plane bending. Therefore, a total 
of 13 simply supported beams were tested under both four-point bending and 
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three-point. The test specimens were cut into a specified length of 1400 mm for 
all the channels. The beam tests were conducted using displacement control. The 
material properties of the test specimens were obtained by carrying out tensile 
coupon tests. The details of the test program have been reported in Wang & 


















(a) PWS-section   (b) LWS-section 
Figure 1: Definition of symbols 
 
 
Finite Element Modelling 
 
The finite element package ABAQUS (2011) was used to develop a finite 
element model (FEM) and perform nonlinear analysis of the test beams with 
stiffened channel sections subjected to four-point bending. Only one channel of 
the beam was modelled due to symmetry. The material model, boundary 
condition and loading condition as well as the element type and mesh are 
detailed in Wang & Young (2014). The developed FEM was verified against the 
experimental results. The FEM closely predicted the behaviour of cold-formed 






It has been shown that the finite element model well predicted the moment 
capacities and failure modes of the test beams in Wang & Young (2014). Thus, 
the verified model was used for an extensive parametric study of 75 beams with 
stiffened channel sections subjected to four-point bending. These sections were 
symmetric about the axis of bending.  
θ θ
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The stiffened channel sections in the parametric study were designed using the 
finite strip analysis (Papangelis & Hancock, 1995), which can predict the elastic 
buckling stresses as well as the failure modes. A total of 26 sections was 
investigated. Each section has two to three thicknesses that ranged from 0.48 to 
3.6 mm in order to cover a wide range of section slenderness. The flange 
slenderness (bf/t), overall web depth-to-thickness ratio (hw/t), and the geometry 
of stiffeners in the channel sections were investigated. The beam length was 
1400 mm with a constant moment span of 600 mm for all specimens, which 
allows local buckling and distortional buckling to be the dominant failure modes.  
The specimens were labelled such that the section shape, plate thickness, the 
characteristic of stiffeners as well as the overall section sizes could be identified, 
as shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that three of the PWS-section specimens 
have two symmetric stiffeners located at the points one-third of the web, and a 
symbol "*" was included in the labels. The length of web element (w3) of LWS-
section specimens is identical to the test specimens, except for the nine 
specimens with symbol "^" in the labels. However, the length of inclined web 
element (w2) is only half of the test specimens, so that the length of web element 




 LWS - 1.9 -   21  #45 - 120 - 30 - 12
Width-to-thickness ratio
of single flat web element
along the plane of web
Depth of lip for
LWS-sections only
Overall depth of web
Angle of the inclined web element
from the vertical axis, but for angle
identical to the test specimens, then
this part of label is not presented
Width of flange
 
Figure 2: Label of specimens for parametric study 
 
The moment capacities per channel (MFEA) and the corresponding failure modes 
obtained from the parametric study are summarized in Table 1 for specimens 




Design Approach  
 
The stiffened channel sections investigated in this study are not within the 
geometric limitations prescribed in NAS (2012) and AS/NZS (2005) when the 
DSM for beams is used. Hence, the appropriateness of the DSM on the cold-
formed steel stiffened channel sections subjected to bending was evaluated.  
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Direct Strength Method for Cold-formed Steel Beams 
 
In this study, no lateral-torsional buckling occurred to the specimens in the tests 
and parametric study, so the specimens could be regarded as fully braced beams. 
Hence, the nominal flexural strength (Mne) for lateral-torsional buckling is taken 
as the yield moment (My) for fully braced beams (NAS, 2012). The current DSM 
for beams that considered inelastic reserve capacities for local buckling and 
distortional buckling in NAS (2012) are summarized as follows.  
 
The nominal flexural strength (MDSM), is the minimum of nominal flexural 
strength for local buckling (Mnl) and nominal flexural strength for distortional 
buckling (Mnd), as shown in Eq. (1): 
 
min( , )DSM nl ndM M M                                               (1) 
 
The nominal flexural strength for local buckling (Mnl) of sections symmetric 
about the axis of bending is calculated in accordance with the following: 
 
For 0.776l  , 
2(1 1/ )( )nl y yl p yM M C M M     (2) 
 
For 0.776l  , 
0.4 0.4





    
              
 (3) 
 
where /l y crlM M  ; 0.776 / 3yl lC   ; y f yM S f ; p f yM Z f ; fS = 
gross section modulus referenced to the extreme fiber at first yield; fZ = Plastic 
section modulus;  fy = yield stress which is the 0.2% proof stress ( 0.2 ) obtained 
from tensile coupon tests in this study; crlM = critical elastic local buckling 
moment ( crl f crlM S  ). 
 
The nominal flexural strength for distortional buckling (Mnd) of sections 
symmetric about the axis of bending is calculated in accordance with the 
following: 
 
For 0.673d  , 
2(1 1/ )( )nd y yd p yM M C M M     (4) 
 
For 0.673d  , 
0.5 0.5
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where /d y crdM M  ; 0.673 / 3yd dC   ; crdM = critical elastic 
distortional buckling moment ( crd f crdM S  ). 
 
The elastic local buckling stress ( crl ) and elastic distortional buckling stress 





Reliability analysis was performed in order to evaluate the appropriateness of 
the current DSM for the cold-formed steel stiffened channel sections subjected 
to bending in this study. The target reliability index for structural members for 
LRFD is 2.5 according to the North American Specification (Section F1.1 (c) of 
NAS (2012)). The resistance factor ( b ) of 0.8 was used in the analysis as 
specified in Section A1.2 (c) of NAS (2012) and Section 1.6.3 (c) of AS/NZS 
(2005). In addition, the resistance factor ( b ) of 0.9 was also used in the analysis. 
 
Specimens 
Tests or FEA 





































PWS-0.48-B4 591 L+F 6.414 375 638 1.57 0.93 
PWS-0.48-B4R 678 L+F 6.414 375 638 1.81 1.06 
PWS-1.0-B4 1809 L+F 2.888 1351 1876 1.34 0.96 
PWS-1.0-B4R 1929 L+F 2.888 1351 1876 1.43 1.03 
PWS-3.6-10-120-30 14706 F 0.483 13822  13888  1.06 1.06 
PWS-3.6-13-120-30 14028 F 0.493 13574  13734  1.03 1.02 
PWS-1.9-19-120-30 6690 L+F 0.891 6160 6683 1.09 1.00 
PWS-1.9-25-120-30 6855 L+F 0.912 6015 6550 1.14 1.05 
PWS-2.4-19-150-52 14785 L+F 1.208 12367 14156 1.20 1.04 
PWS-2.4-13*-150-52 15345 L+F 1.209 12551 14369 1.22 1.07 
PWS-2.4-19#30-150-52 14633 L+F 1.217 12247 14037 1.20 1.04 
PWS-2.4-25-150-52 13890 L+F 1.232 12111 13915 1.15 1.00 
PWS-1.9-19-120-52 7801 L+F 1.503 6279 7509 1.24 1.04 
PWS-1.9-13-82.5-52 4666 L+F 1.503 3922 4691 1.19 1.00 
PWS-1.9-9-82.5-52 4759 L+F 1.512 3956 4737 1.20 1.01 
PWS-1.9-9#30-82.5-52 4553 L+F 1.530 3881 4659 1.17 0.98 
PWS-1.9-17-82.5-52 4005 L+F 1.531 3857 4631 1.04 0.87 
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PWS-1.9-25-120-52 7333 L+F 1.535 6149 7386 1.19 0.99 
PWS-1.9-63-120-52 6142 L+F 1.583 5893 7125 1.04 0.86 
PWS-1.0-36-120-30 2955 L+F 1.673 2111 2583 1.40 1.14 
PWS-1.0-48-120-30 2498 L+F 1.709 2060 2533 1.21 0.99 
PWS-1.5-11-82.5-52 3087 L+F 1.876 2680 3363 1.15 0.92 
PWS-1.5-17-82.5-52 3413 L+F 1.879 2642 3317 1.29 1.03 
PWS-1.5-20*-150-52 9314 L+F 1.889 5736 7208 1.62 1.29 
PWS-1.5-11#30-82.5-52 3335 L+F 1.911 2615 3294 1.28 1.01 
PWS-1.5-30-150-52 8627 L+F 1.920 5581 7039 1.55 1.23 
PWS-1.5-22-82.5-52 2893 L+F 1.921 2588 3265 1.12 0.89 
PWS-1.5-30#30-150-52 8254 L+F 1.924 5543 6995 1.49 1.18 
PWS-1.5-40-150-52 6724 L+F 1.956 5468 6925 1.23 0.97 
PWS-1.0-17-82.5-52 2026 L+F 2.736 1355 1857 1.50 1.09 
PWS-1.0-17#30-82.5-52 1859 L+F 2.787 1322 1819 1.41 1.02 
PWS-1.0-30*-150-52 5282 L+F 2.799 2865 3948 1.84 1.34 
PWS-1.0-36-120-52 3168 L+F 2.826 2089 2886 1.52 1.10 
PWS-1.0-33-82.5-52 1969 L+F 2.838 1296 1792 1.52 1.10 
PWS-1.0-45-150-52 4433 L+F 2.870 2769 3838 1.60 1.16 
PWS-1.0-45#30-150-52 4534 L+F 2.871 2756 3821 1.65 1.19 
PWS-1.0-48-120-52 2749 L+F 2.877 2049 2842 1.34 0.97 
PWS-1.0-60-150-52 3805 L+F 2.922 2713 3777 1.40 1.01 
PWS-1.0-120-120-52 2561 L+F 2.996 1948 2729 1.32 0.94 
PWS-0.6-60-120-52 1447 L+F 4.687 856 1342 1.69 1.08 
PWS-0.6-80-120-52 1417 L+F 4.763 840 1323 1.69 1.07 
Mean (Pm) 1.34 1.04 
COV (VP) 0.165 0.099 
b =0.8, Reliability index ( 1 ) 3.53 3.01 
b =0.8, Reliability index ( 2 ) 3.36 2.82 
b =0.9, Reliability index ( 1 ) 3.13 2.55 
b =0.9, Reliability index ( 2 ) 2.96 2.36 
L=Local buckling; F=Flexural buckling 
Table 1: Comparison of moment capacities obtained from test and FEA results 
with DSM predictions for sections subjected to local buckling 
 
The load combinations of 1.2 DL + 1.6 LL as specified in the American Society 
of Civil Engineers Standard (ASCE, 2006), and 1.25 DL + 1.5 LL as specified in 
the Australian Standard (AS/NZS, 2002) were adopted in the  calculation, where 
DL is the dead load and LL is the live load. The live load to dead load ratio of 
1/5 was used, which is consistent with Eq. (F1.1-2) of NAS (2012). Other 
statistical parameters were obtained from Table F1 of NAS (2012) for bending 
strength of beams, where 1.10mM  , 1.00mF  , 0.10MV   and 0.05FV  are 
the mean values and coefficients of variation of material factor and fabrication 
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factor, respectively. The statistical parameters mP  and PV  are the mean value 
and coefficient of variation of experimental/FEA-to-predicted moment ratio, 
respectively. A correction factor PC was also used in the reliability calculation 
to account for the influence of limited number of data samples. The reliability 
index ( 1 ) was calculated using the load combination of 1.2 DL + 1.6 LL, while 
reliability index ( 2 ) was calculated using the load combination of 1.25 DL + 
1.5 LL, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
Specimens 
Tests or FEA 





































LWS-0.48-B4 1029 L+D+F 1.408 973 1021 1.06 1.01 
LWS-1.0-B4 2985 D+F 0.884 2706 3098 1.10 0.96 
LWS-1.2-B4 3807 D+F 0.819 3476 3926 1.10 0.97 
LWS-3.6-7-94-30-18 13171 D+F 0.416 12294  12457  1.07 1.06 
LWS-3.6-15-150-30-12 23654 F 0.436 21969  22243  1.08 1.06 
LWS-3.6-7-94-30-6 11370 D+F 0.470 10573  10823  1.08 1.05 
LWS-2.4-11-94-30-18 8638 D+F 0.519 7936  8126  1.09 1.06 
LWS-2.4-11-94-30-12 8027 D+F 0.545 7453  7672  1.08 1.05 
LWS-2.4-11^-94-30-12 7892 D+F 0.548 7356  7602  1.07 1.04 
LWS-1.9-21-120-30-12 8774 D+F 0.621 7981  8271  1.10 1.06 
LWS-1.9-28-150-30-12 11960 F 0.629 10862  11259  1.10 1.06 
LWS-1.2-22-94-20-12 3187 D+F 0.632 2944  3047  1.08 1.05 
LWS-1.9-21#45-120-30-12 8599 F 0.648 7840  8158  1.10 1.05 
LWS-3.6-15-150-60-12 31805 D+F 0.746 28381 30802  1.12 1.03 
LWS-1.2-22-94-30-18 3855 D+F 0.749 3550 3859  1.09 1.00 
LWS-1.2-33-120-30-12 5001 D+F 0.797 4499 5021  1.11 1.00 
LWS-1.2-28^-94-30-12 3686 D+F 0.803 3178 3558  1.16 1.04 
LWS-1.2-22^-94-30-12 3702 D+F 0.807 3196 3587  1.16 1.03 
LWS-1.2-45-150-30-12 6900 F 0.809 6079 6784  1.14 1.02 
LWS-1.2-16^-94-30-12 3770 D+F 0.811 3228 3632  1.17 1.04 
LWS-1.2-22#30-94-30-12 3569 D+F 0.828 3110 3531  1.15 1.01 
LWS-1.2-33#45-120-30-12 5102 D+F 0.836 4333 4939  1.18 1.03 
LWS-0.6-43-94-20-12 1361 L+D+F 0.906 1209 1377 1.13 0.99 
LWS-1.2-22-94-30-6 3207 D+F 0.911 2753 3131 1.17 1.02 
LWS-0.48-54-94-20-12 1015 D+F 1.016 893 993 1.14 1.02 
LWS-0.75-35-94-30-12 2004 D+F 1.019 1720 1911 1.17 1.05 
LWS-0.75-35^-94-30-12 2086 D+F 1.037 1683 1864 1.24 1.12 
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LWS-1.2-22-94-45-12 4083 D+F 1.063 3429 3779 1.19 1.08 
LWS-0.75-35#30-94-30-12 1986 D+F 1.067 1630 1795 1.22 1.11 
LWS-0.6-65-120-30-12 1690 L+D+F 1.146 1745 1897 0.97 0.89 
LWS-0.6-55^-94-30-12 1430 D+F 1.161 1227 1330 1.17 1.08 
LWS-0.6-32^-94-30-12 1482 D+F 1.172 1245 1348 1.19 1.10 
LWS-0.6-65#45-120-30-12 1656 L+D+F 1.208 1664 1791 1.00 0.92 
LWS-0.48-69^-94-30-12 852 L+D+F 1.303 896 953 0.95 0.89 
LWS-0.48-40^-94-30-12 944 L+D+F 1.316 910 965 1.04 0.98 
LWS-0.6-43-94-30-6 1224 D+F 1.329 1039 1100 1.18 1.11 
LWS-0.48-54#30-94-30-12 865 L+D+F 1.350 870 919 1.00 0.94 
LWS-0.75-35-94-45-12 1767 L+D+F 1.363 1767 1864 1.00 0.95 
LWS-1.2-45-150-60-12 6879 L+D+F 1.401 6022 6325 1.14 1.09 
LWS-0.6-43-94-45-12 1278 L+D+F 1.531 1285 1331 1.00 0.96 
LWS-0.6-90-150-60-12 2252 L+D+F 2.025 2202 2193 1.02 1.03 
Mean (Pm) 1.11 1.02 
COV (VP) 0.063 0.054 
b =0.8, Reliability index ( 1 ) 3.39 3.10 
b =0.8, Reliability index ( 2 ) 3.19 2.90 
b =0.9, Reliability index ( 1 ) 2.92 2.63 
b =0.9, Reliability index ( 2 ) 2.72 2.43 
L=Local buckling; D=Distortional buckling; F=Flexural buckling 
Table 2: Comparison of moment capacities obtained from test and FEA results 
with DSM predictions for sections subjected to distortional buckling 
 
Comparison of Moment Capacities obtained from Test and FEA Results with 
DSM Predictions 
 
The moment capacities of the cold-formed steel stiffened channel sections 
subjected to four-point bending obtained from experimental investigation (MEXP) 
and finite element analysis (MFEA) were compared with the nominal moment 
capacities determined using the DSM (MDSM) in NAS (2012) for cold-formed 
steel structures, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. The moment capacities of the three-
point bending tests are higher than those of the four-point bending tests (Wang 
& Young, 2014). Therefore, the three-point bending tests were not used to 
ensure a conservative comparison. The mean value of experimental-to-predicted 
moment ratio (MEXP /MDSM) and FEA-to-predicted moment ratio (MFEA /MDSM) is 
1.34 with the corresponding coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.165, and the 
calculated reliability index ( 1 ) and reliability index ( 2 ) are 3.53 and 3.36, 
respectively, for sections subjected to local buckling as shown in Table 1. For 
sections subjected to distortional buckling, the mean value of MEXP /MDSM and 
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MFEA /MDSM is 1.11 with the corresponding COV of 0.063, and the calculated 1  
and 2  are 3.39 and 3.19, respectively, as shown in Table 2. The comparison of 
test and FEA results with predicted strengths by DSM is also plotted in Fig. 3(a) 
and Fig. 3(b) for local buckling and distortional buckling, respectively. 
 
Modified Design Formulae for Local Buckling and Distortional Buckling 
  
It is shown that the nominal moment capacities (MDSM) predicted using the 
current DSM in NAS (2012) are quite conservative for the cold-formed steel 
beams with stiffened channel sections investigated in this study, especially for 
those specimens failed by local buckling. Therefore, the current direct strength 
formulae (Eq. (2) ~ Eq. (5)) are modified. The modified formulae for calculating 
the nominal flexural strength (Mnl) subjected to local buckling for sections 
symmetric about the axis of bending are as follows: 
 
For 0.880l  , 
2[1 ( 1)(1 1/ )]nl yl yM C M     (6) 
 
For 0.880l  , 
0.26 0.26
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where 0.880 / 3yl lC   ,  is the shape factor depends on the shape of the 
cross-section ( /f fZ S  ). It should be noted that the average value of   for 
the stiffened channel sections symmetric about the axis of bending investigated 
in this study is 1.2. 
 
The modified formulae for calculating the nominal flexural strength (Mnd) 
subjected to distortional buckling for sections symmetric about the axis of 
bending are as follows: 
 
For 0.857d  , 
2[1 ( 1)(1 1/ )]nd yd yM C M     (8) 
 
For 0.857d  , 
0.54 0.54
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 (9) 
 
where 0.857 / 3yd dC   ; the rest of the symbols in Eq. (6) - Eq. (9) are 
defined in Eq. (2) - Eq. (5). It should be noted that Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) are 
identical to Eq. (2) and Eq. (4), respectively, except the terms Cyl and Cyd are 
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slightly different. The coefficient of 0.15 and exponent of 0.4 in Eq. (3) have 
been changed to 0.06 and 0.26 in Eq. (7), respectively. Subsequently, the value 
of slenderness l  has been modified from 0.776 to 0.880. Furthermore, the 
coefficient of 0.22 and exponent of 0.5 in Eq. (5) have been changed to 0.13 and 
0.54 in Eq. (9), respectively, and the value of slenderness d  has also been 
modified from 0.673 to 0.857. 

















 Local buckling --- DSM
 Local buckling --- FEA
 Local buckling --- Tests
 Local buckling --- Modified DSM
 
(a) Local buckling 

















 Distortional buckling --- DSM
 Distortional  buckling --- FEA
 Distortional  buckling --- Tests
 Distortional  buckling --- Modified DSM
 
(b) Distortional buckling 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of DSM predicted strengths with test and FEA results
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The nominal moment capacities (MDSM*) of the cold-formed steel stiffened 
channel sections were calculated using the modified direct strength formulae (Eq. 
(1) and Eq. (6) - Eq. (9)). The comparison of the experimental and numerical 
data with the nominal values predicted by the modified DSM is shown in Tables 
1 and 2. The mean value of experimental-to-predicted moment ratio (MEXP 
/MDSM*) and FEA-to-predicted moment ratio (MFEA /MDSM*) is 1.04 with the 
corresponding COV of 0.099, and the reliability index ( 1 ) and reliability index 
( 2 ) are 3.01 and 2.82, respectively, for sections subjected to local buckling. 
For sections subjected to distortional buckling, the mean value of MEXP /MDSM* 
and MFEA /MDSM* is 1.02 with the corresponding COV of 0.054, and the values of 
1  and 2  are 3.10 and 2.90, respectively. Furthermore, the reliability indices 
were also calculated for the modified DSM when the resistance factor ( b ) of 
0.9 was used. The reliability indices are 1  = 2.55 and 2  = 2.36 for sections 
subjected to local buckling as well as 1  = 2.63 and 2  = 2.43 for sections 
subjected to distortional buckling. The ratios of moment capacities over the 
yield moment (M/My) were plotted against the slenderness for sections failed by 
local buckling ( /l y crlM M  ) and sections failed by distortional buckling 
( /d y crdM M  ), as shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) respectively, where the 
moment capacities (M) were obtained from the experimental investigation 
(MEXP), finite element analysis (MFEA), DSM (MDSM) and modified DSM (MDSM*).  
 
It is shown that the modified formulae of DSM are accurate and reliable with the 
reliability indices larger than the target reliability index ( 0 2.5  ) for sections 
failed by local buckling and sections failed by distortional buckling when the 
resistance factor ( b ) of 0.8 is used. It should be noted that the reliability index 
( 1 ) for load combination of 1.2 DL + 1.6 LL in the modified DSM is also 
larger than the target reliability index when the resistance factor ( b ) of 0.9 was 
used, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Hence, the modified direct strength formulae 
(Eq. (6) - Eq. (9)) are recommended for the design of cold-formed steel stiffened 
channel sections, and these sections can be potentially included in the 
prequalified sections subjected to bending in NAS (2012). The limitations of the 












33 / 200wh t   
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26 / 250wh t   
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This paper presents a parametric study of 75 beams with stiffened channel 
sections subjected to four-point bending. A non-linear finite element model was 
used in the parametric study that has been verified against experimental results. 
A total of 26 sections was investigated. Each section has two to three 
thicknesses that ranged from 0.48 to 3.6 mm in order to cover a wide range of 
section slenderness. The flange slenderness (bf/t), overall web depth-to-thickness 
ratio (hw/t), and the geometry of stiffeners in the channel sections were 
investigated. The moment capacities of the cold-formed steel stiffened channel 
sections subjected to four-point bending obtained from the tests and finite 
element analysis were compared with the nominal moment capacities 
determined using the current DSM in the North American Specification (NAS, 
2012) for cold-formed steel structures. It is shown that the nominal moment 
capacities predicted using the current DSM are quite conservative for the cold-
formed steel channels with stiffened web subjected to bending, especially for 
those specimens failed by local buckling. Therefore, the current direct strength 
formulae are modified in this study. It is shown that the modified DSM provides 




analysis demonstrated that the modified formulae of DSM is reliable when the 
resistance factor ( b ) of 0.9 was used. Thus, it is recommended to use the 
modified DSM for the design of cold-formed steel channels with stiffened web 
subjected to bending. 
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Appendix. – Notation 
 
bf  = width of flange 
bl  = depth of lip 
Cp = correction factor in reliability analysis 
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fy = yield stress 
Fm = mean value of fabrication factor 
hw = overall depth of web 
Mcrd = critical elastic distortional buckling moment 
Mcrl = critical elastic local buckling moment 
MDSM = nominal flexural strength predicted by current DSM 
MDSM* = nominal flexural strength predicted by modified DSM 
MEXP = moment capacities obtained from experimental investigation 
MFEA = moment capacities obtained from finite element analysis 
Mm = mean value of material factor 
Mnd = nominal flexural strength for distortional buckling 
Mne = nominal flexural strength for lateral-torsional buckling  
Mnl = nominal flexural strength for local buckling 
Mp = member plastic moment 
My = member yield moment 
Pm = mean value of experimental / FEA-to-predicted moment ratio 
ri = inner radius of the round corner of sections 
Sf = gross section modulus referenced to the extreme fiber at first yield 
t = thickness of steel plate with coating 
VF = coefficient of variation of fabrication factor 
VM = coefficient of variation of material factor 
VP = coefficient of variation of experimental / FEA-to-predicted moment 
ratio 
w1, w2, w3 = width of plate elements of stiffened channel sections 
Zf = plastic section modulus 
0  = target reliability index 
1  = reliability index using combination of 1.2 dead load + 1.6 live load 
2  = reliability index using combination of 1.25 dead load + 1.5 live load 
  = shape factor 
  = angle of inclined web element from the vertical axis 
d  = slenderness for distortional buckling 
l  = slenderness for local buckling 
0.2  = 0.2% proof stress (yield stress) 
crd  = elastic distortional buckling stress 
crl  = elastic local buckling stress 








Numerical Studies of Rivet-Fastened Rectangular Hollow 
Flange Channel Beams 
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Abstract:  
The rivet-fastened rectangular hollow flange channel beam (RHFCB) is a new 
cold-formed hollow section proposed as an alternative to welded hollow flange 
beams. It is a monosymmetric channel section made by rivet-fastening two 
torsionally rigid rectangular hollow flanges to a web plate. This method will 
allow the designers to develop optimum sections, with affordable rivet 
connection between their web and flange elements. In addition to this unique 
geometry, the rivet-fastened RHFCBs also have unique characteristics relating 
to their stress-strain characteristics, residual stresses, initial geometric 
imperfections and hollow flanges that are not encountered in conventional hot-
rolled and cold-formed steel channel sections. Therefore detailed experimental 
and numerical studies were conducted to study the section moment capacities of 
rivet-fastened RHFCBs. This paper presents the details of the numerical study of 
rivet-fastened RHFCBs and the results. Finite element models of rivet-fastened 
RHFCBs were developed by including all the significant effects that influence 
their ultimate section moment capacities, including material inelasticity, and 
geometric imperfections. The results from finite element analyses were then 
compared with corresponding experimental results and the predictions from the 
current design rules. Test results showed that the developed finite element 
models were able to predict the behaviour and section moment capacities of 
RHFCBs. The validated model was then used in a detailed parametric study that 
produced additional section moment capacity data of the rivet-fastened 
RHFCBs. 
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Finite Element Analyses. 
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The use of cold-formed steel members in buildings has increased considerably 
due to the availability of advanced manufacturing technology. Although cold-
formed steel members are considered to be more cost-efficient than hot-rolled 
steel members, they suffer from complex buckling modes. For instance, the 
more common C and Z sections are more susceptible to distortional buckling. 
Hence advanced cold-formed, hollow flange sections (HFS) were introduced: 
first the Dogbone section and later the LiteSteel Beam. They were widely used 
as flexural members in residential, industrial & commercial buildings. However, 
both sections have been recently discontinued due to the expensive dual electric 
resistance welding process used in manufacturing, as well as other factors. 
 
The rivet-fastened RHFCB (Figure 1) has much more affordable rivet-fastening 
connection between its flange and web elements, as well as the flexibility of 
using different combinations of flange and web steel thicknesses and grades due 
to the way that is it being assembled. It also has additional lips, possibly 
contributing to additional strength. 
 
  
Figure 1: Rivet-Fastened Rectangular Hollow Flange Channel Beam  
Much research has been carried out on LSB sections including the shear 
capacity (Keerthan and Mahendran 2011; Keerthan et.al 2014), section moment 
capacity (Anapayan et al. 2011a; Anapayan and Mahendran 2012), lateral 
distortional buckling (Anapayan et al. 2011b) as well as capacities of LSBs with 
web openings (Seo and Mahendran 2011,2012). However, the flexural 
behaviour and strength of the rivet-fastened RHFCB is not known and the effect 
of rivet-fastening is not accounted for in the currently available design 








reserve bending capacity on cold-formed steel beams (Anapayan et al. 2011a, 
Shifferaw and Schafer 2012). The Australian cold-formed design standard 
(AS/NZS 4600), which is similar to the North American Cold-Formed Steel 
Specification, allows for the inclusion of inelastic reserve capacity but cannot be 
used for hollow flange steel beams as they do not meet two of the conditions 
outlined in Clause 3.3.2.3. Further research is therefore needed. 
 
The primary design method used for cold-formed steel members is the effective 
width method. The Direct Strength Method (DSM) was developed as an 
alternative, more simplified method, for determining the strength of cold-formed 
steel members. The DSM uses elastic buckling moment which can be easily 
obtained from computer software such as THIN-WALL or CUFSM, combined 
with first yield moment, to determine the strength of a member. Over the years, 
significant work related to DSM has been completed. Yu and Schafer (2007) 
found that DSM yields reasonable strength predictions for local and distortional 
buckling failures of C and Z section beams with a wide range of industry 
standard geometries and yield stresses of steel between 228 to 506 MPa. 
Shifferaw and Schafer (2012) proposed design methods for inelastic local, 
distortional, and lateral-torsional buckling that were integrated into the existing 
DSM in the 2012 Edition of the North American Specification. As the current 
AS/NZS 4600 and AS 4100 design standards do not have suitable provisions for 
the effect of rivet-fastening, this study aims to investigate the suitability of the 
DSM in computing the section moment capacity of rivet-fastened RHFCBs. 
 
An experimental study was first carried out to investigate the section moment 
capacity of rivet-fastened RHFCB subject to local buckling effects. This was 
followed by a numerical study to develop validated finite element models of 
rivet-fastened RHFCBs. Accurate validation of the finite element model and its 
subsequent use allowed the extension of test data of RHFCBs with varying 
section geometry, grade of steel and rivet spacing. This paper presents the 
details of the numerical study including the development of finite element 
model, its validation and the parametric study, and the results.  
 
 
2.0 Experimental Studies 
Fifteen section moment capacity tests were conducted to study the flexural 
behaviour of rivet-fastened RHFCBs subject to local buckling effects. Initially, 
the experimental study was aimed at investigating the behaviour of RHFCB 
sections with different compactness: compact, non-compact, and slender. 
However, due to manufacturing limitations, only slender sections could be 






Figure 2: Laboratory Test Set-Up 
 
Table 1: Ultimate Section Moment Capacities of Rivet-Fastened RHFCBs from 
















152x62x19x1.1x1.9 7.97 8.4 0.95 
2 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 12.08 11.04 1.09 
3 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 14.88 13.84 1.08 
4 150x53x18x0.9*x1.4 5.32 - - 
5 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 6.40 6.96 0.92 
6 201x53x18x0.9*x1.9 9.46 - - 
7 201x53x18x1.1x1.9 11.36 10.44 1.09 
8 250x62x19x0.9*x1.9 11.98 - - 
9 250x62x19x1.1x1.4 12.24 13.72 0.89 
10 
50 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 8.45 9.88 0.86 
11 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 13.03 14.32 0.91 
12 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 16.27 17.56 0.93 
13 
200 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 6.92 7.12 0.97 
14 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 10.30 9.52 1.08 
15 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 12.76 12.16 1.05 
Note: d-depth, bf-flange width, df-flange depth, tf-flange thickness, tw-web 








Spreader beam Load 
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The section moment capacity tests were conducted using back to back RHFCB 
specimens to prevent twisting. A four point bending arrangement was used to 
simulate the critical central region of uniform bending moment. Figure 2 shows 
the test set-up where all the tested beams have the same length of 1200 mm. A 
suitable arrangement was selected to eliminate any shear buckling failures.  
 
The two, back to back, RHFCB specimens were connected with 10 mm thick 
web plate and T-shaped stiffeners at the loading and support locations using four 
M16 bolts. T-shaped stiffeners were used to support and transfer the loads to the 
web elements of test beams and thus avoided web crippling failures. Lateral 
buckling was prevented by using four angle straps on the compression flanges 
and two straps on the tension flanges to tie the beams together as shown in 
Figure 2. The use of straps to provide lateral restraint in a back to back section 
moment capacity test had previously been adopted by other researchers (Pham 
and Hancock 2013). An LVDT was placed underneath each beam specimen in 
the uniform bending moment region to measure the vertical deflection at md-
span. The applied load and vertical deflections at mid-span were measured until 
post-failure. Table 1 presents the results from tests and finite element analyses.  
 
 




A detailed finite element (FE) model was developed to study the flexural 
behaviour and capacity of rivet-fastened RHFCB subject local buckling effects. 
This section describes the developed FE model. The FE model in this study was 
developed using MSC/Patran pre-processing facilities and then submitted to 
ABAQUS for analysis. The results were then viewed using MSC/Patran as post-
processing facilities. The presence of symmetry permitted the modelling of only 
half of the span while the cross-section geometry of the FE model was based on 
the measured dimensions given in Table 1, and using centreline dimensions. 
This is because shell elements that were used for the RHFCB model in this study 
discretise a body by defining the geometry at the reference surface (the 
centreline of the body). Also, tw and tf in Table 1 refer to the base metal 
thicknesses measured after removing coating. In the FE model, rounded corners 
of RHFCBs were omitted as their effect was considered small.  
 
The FE simulation in this study consists of two steps: bifurcation buckling and 
non-linear static analysis. Bifurcation buckling analyses were used to obtain 
eigenvectors for the inclusion of geometric imperfections where an imperfection 
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magnitude of web depth/150 was used. The lowest Eigenvalue was selected as it 
is usually the critical mode and was then used in the nonlinear static analysis to 
define the shape and distribution of initial geometric imperfections.  
 
 
Figure 3: Geometry of Rivet-Fastened RHFCBs with Web Side Plates 
 
3.2 Finite Element Mesh 
 
The ABAQUS S4R5 element was selected in all the finite element models. This 
element is a thin, shear flexible, isoparametric quadrilateral shell with four 
nodes and five degrees of freedom per node, utilising reduced integration and 
bilinear interpolation schemes. R3D4 rigid body elements were used to simulate 
the web side plates used in the tests. The R3D4 element is a rigid quadrilateral 
with four nodes and three translational degrees of freedom per node. 
Convergence studies showed that an element size of 5 mm x 5 mm provided an 
accurate representation of the flexural behaviour of RHFCBs. The geometry of a 
typical rivet-fastened RHFCB with web stiffener plates is shown in Figure 3 
while Figure 4 shows typical finite element mesh used in RHFCB models. 
 
 
Figure 4: Typical Finite Element Mesh for Rivet-Fastened RHFCBs  
Flange 







3.3 Material Model and Properties 
 
The ABAQUS classical metal plasticity model was used in all the analyses. This 
model implements the von Mises yield surface to define isotropic yielding, 
associated plastic flow theory, and either perfect plasticity or isotropic hardening 
behaviour. A perfect plasticity model was adopted in all the finite element 
models.  Measured yield stresses were used in the analyses. The elastic modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio values were taken as 200,000 MPa and 0.3, respectively. 
 
3.4 Loads and Boundary Conditions 
 
The presence of symmetry permitted the modelling of only half of the span. 
Although the rivet-fastened RHFCBs were tested back to back, only one of the 




Figure 5: Boundary Conditions at Strap Location and Symmetry Plane 
 
In the experiments, lateral restraint was provided by equal angle straps at the top 
and bottom flanges. During the experiments, no strap failure was observed. 
Therefore, based on this observation, the straps were not explicitly modelled. 
Instead, they were simulated using boundary condition as follows (Figure 5):  
 
0	 0	 1	 1	 1	 0 











In the above, ux, uy and uz denote translations and θx, θy and θz denote rotations 
in the x, y and z directions, respectively, and “0” denotes free while “1” denotes 
restrained. Additional lateral restraints were included at four points on the 
bottom flange to eliminate any lateral displacement and twisting of the bottom 
flange. Since only half of the beam was modeled, the following boundary 
condition was applied to simulate cross-section symmetry (Figure 5): 
 
1	 0	 0	 0	 1	 1 
 
   
Figure 6: Boundary Conditions at Support and Loading Point 
 
Support boundary conditions: 
0	 1	 1	 1	 0	 0 
 
Shear centre loading was used in this study to prevent twisting of beam where 
the location of the shear centre was obtained by modelling the section in THIN-
WALL. Theoretically, shear centre varies where the rivet connection is and 
between rivets (no connection between web and lips). However, as the load was 
transferred from T-stiffeners and web plate, shear centre at the rivet connection 
can be used. Figure 6 shows the location of the shear centre of a typical rivet-
fastened RHFCB with a 1000 N applied load. At the loading point, the following 
boundary condition is applied: 
0	 0	 1	 1	 0	 0 
 
The laboratory test set-up included 75 mm wide web stiffeners plates at each 






–section. These stiffening plates were modelled as rigid bodies using R3D4 
elements. Simply supported boundary conditions were applied to the rigid body 
reference node at the shear centre in order to provide ideal pinned supports. 
 
3.5 Initial Geometric Imperfections and Residual Stresses 
 
The magnitude of local imperfections was taken as web depth/150 for all the 
rivet-fastened RHFCB specimens. The critical imperfection shape was 
introduced using the *IMPERFECTION option in ABAQUS. In this analysis, 
the effects of residual stresses were neglected. Since the rivet-fastened RHFCBs 
do not undergo welding process, they do not have membrane residual stresses. 
Further, the effect of flexural residual stresses due to cold-forming is assumed to 
be negligible as there is beneficial strength increase in the corner region. 
 
3.6 Rivet Modelling 
Rivets play an important role in the flexural behaviour of rivet fastened 
RHFCBs. This study assumed that rivet failure is unlikely to occur as confirmed 
by our experiments. Hence rivet fasteners connecting web and flange elements 
were not explicitly modelled. Instead, they were simulated using Tie MPCs, 
which make all active degrees of freedom equal on both sides of the connection. 
The web side plates at the supports were connected using high strength steel 
bolts (M16 8.8/S) to avoid bolt failures during testing. Our bending tests 
confirmed that there were no bolt or plate failures. Therefore these web side 
plates were modelled as rigid bodies using R3D4 elements. In this study, the 
connection between the lips and web was modeled as contacts. Here lips were 
defined as the master surfaces and the web was defined the slave surface. 
 
3.7 Analysis Methods 
 
In this study, two methods of analysis were used, namely elastic buckling 
analysis and nonlinear static analysis. Elastic buckling analysis is focused on 
determining the buckling mode of the section. Although elastic buckling is not a 
direct predictor of capacity or collapse behaviour, both the mode and the 
buckling moment from this analysis are important parameters that affect the 
actual behaviour of the beam. The buckling loads from elastic buckling are often 
used as parameter for predicting strength in design specifications such as in the 
case of DSM while the buckling shape is used for the input of imperfection 
when its maximum amplitude is known but its distribution is not known. 
Nonlinear static analyses, including the effects of large deformations and 
material yielding, were used to investigate the flexural behaviour of rivet 
fastened RHFCBs until failure. The RIKS method in ABAQUS was also 
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included in the nonlinear analyses. Following parameters were used in the non-
linear analyses: Maximum number of load increments = 100, Initial increment 
size = 0.01, Minimum increment size = 0.000001, Automatic increment 
reduction enabled, and large displacements enabled. 
 
 
4.0 Validation of Finite Element Model 
It is necessary to validate the developed finite element models of rivet-fastened 
RHFCBs subject to local buckling effects. 13 finite element models were 
developed and Table 1 presents a summary of the FEA results of ultimate 
section moment capacities and a comparison with corresponding test results. 
The mean and COV of the ratio of test to FEA moments are 0.98 and 0.088, 
respectively. This indicates that the finite element models developed in this 
study are able to predict the ultimate moment capacities of rivet-fastened 
RHFCBs reasonably well. Figure 7 shows the failure modes of 201x62x19x1.1 
x1.9 RHFCB rivet-fastened at 200 mm (Test Specimen 14). Figure 8 shows the 
failure modes from FEA and experiment, respectively for 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 


















(a) Test                                                                  (b) FEA 













Figure 8:  Failure Mode from FEA and Experiment of 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 
RHFCB Rivet-Fastened at 100 mm spacing 
 
Figure 9 shows a typical applied moment versus deflection graphs of rivet-
fastened RHFCBs from FEA and experiments. Although the ultimate moments 
agree well, there is a difference between the load-deflection graphs. Apart from 
slip that happens in the early stages of tests, it is believed that this is due to 
variations/errors in the measurement of small deflections and the locations 
where they were measured. In summary, a reasonably good agreement between 
the results from FEA and experiments in terms of ultimate moments, failure 





developed finite element models of rivet-fastened RHFCBs. However, research 
is continuing to improve the FE models further in relation to their ability to 
simulate the effect of contact surfaces between web and flanges more accurately. 
 
Figure 9: Plot of Applied Moment versus Deflection for Test Specimen 5 
 
 
5.0 Comparison with Current Design Rules 
 
The section moment capacities (Ms) of all the 15 tested rivet-fastened RHFCBs 
were calculated based on the design method in AS/NZS 4600, which is identical 
to the North American Specification (AISI S100). They were also calculated 
using the Australian hot-rolled design standard (AS 4100) for comparison 
purposes. Table 3 shows the ratios of the ultimate moments (Mu) from FEA and 
tests to the section moment capacities (Ms) calculated using both standards. 
 
From the results in Table 3, AS/NZS 4600 appears to better predict the section 
moment capacities of rivet-fastened RHFCBs. Note that the Ms values for the 
RHFCBs with different rivet spacings (50, 100 and 200 mm) are the same as 
both design standards do not have any provision for the effect of rivet fastening. 
Therefore this study aims to explore the suitability of the DSM to predict the 
































Table 3: Comparison of Ultimate Moment Capacities of RHFCBs with   
AS/NZS 4600 and AS 4100 Predictions 
Note: Mu = Ultimate moment, Ms = Section moment capacity. * Yield stress data 
is unavailable for 0.9 mm beams. Mu from Test and FEA are listed in Table 1. 
 
6.0 Parametric Study and Proposed Design Equations 
Following the validation of the developed FE models, a detailed parametric 
study was undertaken based on the validated FE models to develop suitable 
design rules for rivet-fastened RHFCBs subject to bending actions. 21 rivet-
fastened RHFCB models were analysed using nominal section dimensions and 
mechanical properties. Table 4 shows the FEA and test results of 15 rivet-
fastened RHFCBs in DSM format while Table 5 shows the parametric study 
results of 100 mm rivet-fastened RHFCBs. In the parametric study, 100 mm 
rivet spacing was chosen as it is considered to be more practical for adoption. 
However, in our future work, other rivet spacings will also be modeled. In the 
parametric study, some of the sections that were tested as part of the 
experimental study were re-modelled with different flange and web yield 
stresses. New compact and non-compact sections with thicker flanges and web 
elements were also modelled in order to include all three types of sections (i.e. 
compact, non-compact and slender) in the DSM plot. For the purposes of DSM 
plot, section slenderness parameter λ, equal to the square root of the ratio of first 







(d x bf x df x tf x tw) 






Test FEA Test FEA 
1 
100 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 7.16 1.11 1.17 5.82 1.37 1.44 
2 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 11.03 1.10 1.00 8.86 1.36 1.25 
3 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 15.50 0.96 0.89 12.27 1.21 1.13 
4 150x53x18x0.9*x1.4 - - - - - - 
5 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 6.46 0.99 1.08 5.96 1.07 1.17 
6 201x53x18x0.9*x1.9 - - - - - - 
7 201x53x18x1.1x1.9 10.69 1.06 0.98 9.65 1.18 1.08 
8 250x62x19x0.9*x1.9 - - - - - - 
9 250x62x19x1.1x1.4 14.20 0.86 0.97 12.60 0.97 1.09 
10 
50 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 7.16 1.18 1.38 5.82 1.45 1.70 
11 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 11.03 1.18 1.30 8.86 1.47 1.62 
12 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 15.50 1.05 1.13 12.27 1.33 1.43 
13 
200 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 7.16 0.97 0.99 5.82 1.19 1.22 
14 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 11.03 0.93 0.86 8.86 1.16 1.07 
15 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 15.50 0.82 0.78 12.27 1.04 0.99 
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d x bf x df x tf x tw 
(mm) 





152x62x19x1.1x1.9 7.19 1.16 0.83 0.87 
2 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 9.87 1.22 0.82 0.75 
3 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 12.92 1.25 0.73 0.68 
4 150x53x18x0.9*x1.4 - - - - 
5 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 6.84 1.11 0.77 0.83 
6 201x53x18x0.9*x1.9 - - -  
7 201x53x18x1.1x1.9 9.94 1.17 0.84 0.77 
8 250x62x19x0.9*x1.9 - - - - 
9 250x62x19x1.1x1.4 9.94 1.45 0.59 0.66 
10 
50 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 9.57 1.00 0.88 1.03 
11 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 14.87 0.99 0.89 0.97 
12 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 20.96 0.98 0.80 0.87 
13 
200 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 6.29 1.24 0.72 0.74 
14 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 8.74 1.29 0.70 0.65 
15 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 11.53 1.33 0.63 0.60 
 














My Flange Web  
150x53x18x1.1x1.4 250 500 S 6.84 5.65 5.44 0.91 0.96 
150x53x18x1.1x1.4 450 500 S 6.84 10.17 7.92 1.22 0.78 
150x53x18x1.1x1.4 500 500 S 6.84 11.31 8.48 1.29 0.75 
150x53x18x1.1x1.4 550 500 S 6.84 12.44 9.12 1.35 0.73 
201x53x18x1.1x1.9 300 300 S 9.94 10.99 9.44 1.05 0.86 
201x53x18x1.1x1.9 450 450 S 9.94 16.49 12.12 1.29 0.74 
250x62x19x1.1x1.4 250 250 S 9.94 14.08 10.52 1.19 0.75 
250x62x19x1.1x1.4 300 300 S 9.94 16.89 11.92 1.30 0.71 
250x62x19x1.1x1.9 300 300 S 12.92 16.44 12.64 1.13 0.77 
250x62x19x1.1x1.9 450 300 S 12.92 24.66 15.28 1.38 0.62 
250x62x19x1.1x1.9 500 300 S 12.92 27.41 14.64 1.46 0.59 
250x62x19x1.1x1.9 550 300 S 12.92 30.15 15.64 1.53 0.56 
125x45x15x2.0x2.0 250 250 C 35.40 7.09 8.48 0.45 1.20 
125x45x15x2.0x2.0 300 300 C 35.40 8.51 9.92 0.49 1.17 
125x45x15x2.0x2.0 450 380 C 35.40 12.76 13.96 0.60 1.09 
200x60x20x2.0x2.0 250 250 C 38.27 16.51 16.16 0.66 0.98 
200x60x20x2.0x2.0 300 300 NC 38.27 19.81 18.84 0.72 0.95 
200x60x20x2.0x2.0 450 450 NC 38.27 29.72 26.56 0.88 0.89 
200x60x20x2.5x2.5 300 300 C 71.36 24.64 27.16 0.59 1.10 
200x60x20x2.5x2.5 380 350 C 71.36 31.21 31.08 0.66 1.00 
200x60x20x2.5x2.5 450 380 C 71.36 36.96 33.52 0.72 0.91 
* Yield stress for 0.9 mm sheet is unavailable; OC denotes overall compactness.  
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7.0 Direct Strength Method 
 
The Direct Strength method (DSM) is an alternative procedure for determining 
the strength of cold-formed steel members. It uses elastic buckling moment 
(Mol) which can be easily obtained from finite strip software such as CUFSM 
and THIN-WALL, or from finite element analysis. Hence the DSM can be used 
to predict the section moment capacity of RHFCBs as elastic buckling moments 
can be calculated from FEA for varying rivet-spacings. Since AS 4100 is a 
standard for hot-rolled steel and the AS/NZS 4600 does not have any provision 
for rivet spacing, it is of interest to investigate the suitability of the DSM to 
predict the moment capacities of rivet-fastened RHFCBs. However, the DSM 
based design rules are based on research work on conventional C and Z sections. 
 
DSM design rules for local buckling 
 
The nominal section moment capacity (Ms) is determined from Section 




                                                         (1) 
where: Ms = section moment capacity, Mol = elastic buckling moment, My= first 







As for the inelastic region, the section moment capacity (Ms) for sections 
symmetric about the axis of bending or sections with first yield in compression 
is determined from Section 1.2.2.1.2.1.2 (Equation 1.2.2-10) in AISI-S100 by 
Equation 3. 
 
1                                                                      (3) 
 
where: Mp=plastic moment, 0.776/ 	 3 , / . 
 
Section 4 demonstrated the accuracy of the developed FE model of rivet-
fastened RHFCBs. In the proposed design method based on DSM, Mol can be 
obtained from FEA of rivet-fastened RHFCBs and thus it can predict Ms 
accurately for RHFCBs with varying rivet spacings. Figure 10 compares the 




non-dimensional plot of Ms/My versus λ=√(My/Mol ). This figure shows that the 
DSM based equations (1) and (3) predict the section moment capacities of rivet-
fastened RHFCBs reasonably. This comparison also includes the inelastic 
moment capacity region. Figure 10 also includes the section moment capacity 
test results of continuously welded hollow flange channel beams, LSBs. 
 
 





This paper has presented a detailed investigation into the section moment 
capacity of rivet-fastened RHFCBs using finite element analyses. Suitable finite 
element models were developed and validated by comparing their results with 
corresponding test results. The developed nonlinear finite element model was 
able to predict the section moment capacities of rivet-fastened RHFCBs and 
associated deformations and failure modes with a reasonably good accuracy. 
However, research is continuing to further refine the finite element model. 
 
Comparison of ultimate moment capacities from finite element analysis and test 
results with design capacity predictions from the current cold-formed and hot-
rolled steel structures design standards showed that the cold-formed steel 






















capacities of rivet-fastened RHFCBs as long as the rivet spacing was small. At 
present, there is no provision to predict the effect of rivet-fastening in currently 
available standards and consequent capacity reduction as rivet spacing increases. 
However, the DSM based design rules can be used to include the effects of rivet 
spacing. It was found that the current DSM based design rules are able to predict 
the section moment capacities of rivet-fastened RHFCBs reasonably well. 
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Section Moment Capacity Tests of Rivet-Fastened Rectangular 
Hollow Flange Channel Beams 
 
R. Siahaan1, P. Keerthan2 and M.Mahendran3  
 
Abstract 
The rivet-fastened rectangular hollow flange channel beam (RHFCB) is a new 
cold-formed hollow section proposed as an alternative to welded hollow flange 
steel beams. It is a mono-symmetric channel section made by rivet fastening two 
torsionally rigid rectangular hollow flanges to a web plate. This method will 
allow the designers to develop optimum sections, with affordable rivet 
connection between the web and flange elements. The new rivet-fastened 
RHFCB has unique characteristics that are not encountered in conventional hot-
rolled and cold-formed steel channel sections. Therefore an experimental study 
consisting of 15 section moment capacity tests was conducted with different 
rivet spacings to investigate the flexural behaviour and strength of rivet-fastened 
RHFCB members. The ultimate moment capacities from the tests were 
compared with the capacities predicted by the current design rules for steel 
structures, and their suitability to predict the section moment capacities of 
RHFCBs was investigated. The applicability of the Direct Strength Method 
based design rules was also investigated. This paper presents the details of this 
experimental study and the results. 
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In the past, hollow flange sections (HFS) including the Dogbone section (Figure 
1a) and the LiteSteel Beam (LSB) (Figure 1b) have been widely used in 
residential, industrial and commercial buildings, mainly as flexural members, 
due to their improved structural performance and light weight. However, these 
HFSs are no longer manufactured today due to the expensive dual electric 





                       (a) Dogbone Section                       (b) LSB Section 
  
Figure 1: Hollow Flange Sections (HFS) 
 
The rivet-fastened rectangular hollow flange channel beam (RHFCB) shown in 
Figure 2 is a new type of cold-formed HFS, proposed as an alternative to the 
welded HFS. The RHFCB is fabricated by intermittently rivet-fastening two 
cold-formed rectangular hollow flanges to a web plate. Unlike other 
conventional cold-formed sections, the HFS family including the rivet-fastened 
RHFCB, has no unsupported edges. Previous HFS beams are made from single 
strip of high strength steel through the use of combined cold-forming and dual 
electric resistance welding process. The rivet-fastened RHFCB uses the much 
more affordable rivet-fastening system and gives the flexibility of using 
different combinations of flange and web steel thickness and grades due to the 
way that it is being assembled. It also has additional lips, possibly contributing 














Figure 2: Rivet-Fastened Rectangular Hollow Flange Channel Beam  
 
In the past, the LSB has been highly researched due to its ability to provide 
capacities that are more typically associated with hot-rolled, than cold-formed 
steel (Keerthan and Mahendran 2011; Anapayan et. al 2011a, 2011b). However, 
to date, no attempt has been made to investigate the behavior and strength of 
rivet-fastened RHFCBs. In this research, the section moment capacity of rivet-
fastened RHFCBs was investigated using experimental studies. This paper 
presents the details of the section moment capacity tests of rivet-fastened 
RHFCBs, and the results. Experimental section moment capacities are compared 
with the predicted section moment capacities using the current design rules.  
 
While there has been significant advancement in cold-formed steel structures, 
their adoption requires the support of suitable design code provisions. Currently, 
two design methods for cold-formed steel are available in the Australian/New 
Zealand Standard (AS/NZS 4600:2005) and the AISI S100. They are the 
Effective Width Method (EWM) and the Direct Strength Method (DSM). The 
DSM uses the elastic buckling load and the first yield load, requiring no iteration 
as in the EWM. Although the DSM was developed as an alternative approach, 
numerous research has been completed to extend its application. Yu and Schafer 
(2007) found that the DSM yields reasonable strength predictions for local and 
distortional buckling failures of C- and Z-section beams with a wide range of 
industry standard geometries and yield stresses of steel. Shifferaw and Schafer 
(2012) investigated the inelastic bending capacity of conventional open cold-










design rules for inelastic local, distortional, and lateral torsional buckling under 
the DSM format, which were subsequently added to the AISI S100 provision, to 
take advantage of the inelastic reserve strength for members that are stable 
enough to allow partial plastification of the cross-section. Anapayan et al. 
(2011a) carried out section moment capacity tests of 20 LSBs to investigate their 
behavior and strength as flexural members. Their findings revealed that compact 
and non-compact LSBs have higher inelastic bending capacities, with moment 
capacities greater than their first yield moments, compared to other cold-formed 
steel sections due to the presence of stiff rectangular hollow flanges. However, 
no design provision was proposed in the DSM format for HFS. This paper will 
use the section moment capacity test results of rivet-fastened RHFCBs to 
investigate the suitability of DSM based design rules. 
 
 
2. Experimental Study 
2.1 Test Specimens 
Section moment capacity tests were carried out on 15 rivet-fastened RHFCBs, 
fabricated with various sizes of hollow flange and web elements that are rivet-
fastened at different spacings: 50 mm, 100 mm, and 200 mm. Three different 
spacings were chosen to investigate its effect on the buckling and failure modes, 
and associated moment capacities. Table 1 presents the details of the RHFCB 
test specimens including their elastic section modulus values (Z) and 
compactness. The section classification of the available rivet-fastened RHFCB 
was determined first based on the Australian hot-rolled steel structures code AS 
4100. It was based on the measured dimensions and yield stresses of base steel 
sheet. In Table 1, “C” denotes compact sections, which are not subjected to 
elastic local buckling effects and are likely to reach full plastic moment 
capacities. “NC” denotes non-compact sections, which are subjected to inelastic 
local buckling effects, with section moment capacities between their first yield 
and full plastic moment capacities. “S” denotes slender sections, subject to 
elastic local buckling effect with section moment capacities limited to their first 
yield moments.  
 
Since the RHFCBs offer the flexibility of choosing different web and flange 
thickness, initial attempts were to develop all three types of compactness. 
However, due to the manufacturing limitation related to hollow flanges where 
the folding equipment can only fold steel sheets with a maximum thickness of 
1.1 mm, all the flanges in these test series are slender and as a result, all sections 






















Flange Web Overall 
1. 
100 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 26.02 370 S C S 
2. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 39.60 370 S NC S 
3. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 54.81 370 S S S 
4. 150x53x18x0.9*x1.4 18.90 - S S S 
5. 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 22.61 370 S S S 
6. 201x53x18x0.9*x1.9 31.35 - S NC S 
7. 201x53x18x1.1x1.9 36.64 370 S NC S 
8. 250x62x19x0.9*x1.9 48.22 - S S S 
9. 250x62x19x1.1x1.4 56.30 370 S S S 
10. 
50 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 26.02 370 S C S 
11. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 39.60 370 S NC S 
12. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 54.81 370 S S S 
13. 
200 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 26.02 370 S C S 
14. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 39.60 370 S NC S 
15. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 54.81 370 S S S 
 
Note: d-depth, bf-flange width, df-flange depth, tf-flange thickness, tw-web 
thickness, Z-elastic section modulus.  
* Yield stress of 0.9 mm sheet is unavailable. 
 
 
2.2 Test Set-Up 
The section moment capacity tests were conducted using back to back RHFCB 
specimens to prevent twisting. A four point bending arrangement was used to 
simulate the critical central region of uniform bending moment and zero shear 
force. Figure 3 illustrates the schematic diagram of the test set-up where all the 
tested beams have the same length of 1200 mm. The distance between supports 
to loading point is 400 mm while the uniform bending moment region has a 







Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of Test Set-Up 
 
Figure 4 shows the actual laboratory test set-up. The two, back to back, RHFCB 
specimens were connected with 10 mm thick web plate and T-shaped stiffeners 
at the loading and support locations using four M16 bolts. T-shaped stiffeners 
were used to support and transfer the loads to the web elements of test beams 
and thus avoided web crippling failures. Since this is a section moment capacity 
test, lateral buckling was prevented by using four straps at the compression 
flanges and two straps at the tension flanges to tie the beam together as shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. The use of straps to provide lateral restraint in a back to back 
section moment capacity test had previously been adopted by other researchers 
(Pham and Hancock 2013). An LVDT was placed underneath each beam 
specimen in the uniform bending moment region to measure the vertical 
deflection at md-span. The applied load and vertical deflections at mid-span 

















Figure 4: Laboratory Test Set-Up 
 
3. Experimental Results 
All the 15 rivet-fastened RHFCB test specimens failed by local buckling of the 
top compression flange at mid-span near the ultimate load. This is as expected as 
all of the flanges are classified as slender. Although the failure modes of all the 
rivet-fastened RHFCBs were similar, there were some differences in the way the 
failure occurred. The uniform moment between the loading points was 
calculated by multiplying the measured applied load and the distance between 
the support and the loading point (400 mm). Generally, the moment versus 
deflection graphs of the section moment capacity tests were linear in the initial 
stage. Non-linearity commenced near the ultimate load. Figure 5 shows the 
applied moment-mid-span deflection curves for the test of 152x62x19x1.1x1.9 
RHFCB with 100 mm rivet spacing while Figures 6 and 7 show the applied 
moment versus mid-span deflection curves for the tests of 201x53x18x0.9x1.9 














Anapayan et. al (2011a) reported one weld failure out of a total of 20 section 
moment capacity tests of LSBs. They subsequently concluded that the welding 
strength of LSBs is adequate. In this test, there was no rivet failure in all the 
fifteen tested specimens which indicate that the rivet strength of the new rivet-




Figure 5: Applied Moment versus Mid-span Deflection Curves of 




Figure 6: Applied Moment versus Mid-span Deflection of 201x53x18x0.9x1.9 




























































Figure 7: Applied Moment versus Mid-span Deflection Curves of 
250x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB, Rivet-Fastened at 200 mm Spacing  
 
 
Table 2: Test Ultimate Moment Capacities and Comparison with AS/NZS 4600 

























152x62x19x1.1x1.9 9.63 7.97 7.16 1.11 5.82 1.37 
2. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 14.65 12.08 11.03 1.10 8.86 1.36 
3. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 20.28 14.88 15.50 0.96 12.27 1.21 
4. 150x53x18x0.9*x1.4 - 5.32 - - - - 
5. 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 8.37 6.40 6.46 0.99 5.96 1.07 
6. 201x53x18x0.9*x1.9 - 9.46 - - - 1.59 
7. 201x53x18x1.1x1.9 13.56 11.36 10.69 1.06 9.65 1.18 
8. 250x62x19x0.9*x1.9 - 11.98 - - - - 
9. 250x62x19x1.1x1.4 20.83 12.24 14.20 0.86 12.60 0.97 
10. 
50 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 9.63 8.45 7.16 1.18 5.82 1.45 
11. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 14.65 13.03 11.03 1.18 8.86 1.47 
12. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 20.28 16.27 15.50 1.05 12.27 1.33 
13. 
200 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 9.63 6.92 7.16 0.97 5.82 1.19 
14. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 14.65 10.30 11.03 0.93 8.86 1.16 
15. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 20.28 12.76 15.50 0.82 12.27 1.04 
 
Note: Mu=ultimate moment, Ms=section moment, My= first yield moment. 































The ultimate moment capacities (Mu) obtained from the tests are given in Table 
2. These capacities are then compared with the section’s respective section 
moment capacities (Ms) calculated using the Australian cold-formed steel 
structures design standard (AS/NZS 4600) and the Australian hot-rolled steel 
structures standard (AS 4100) in Table 2, where My is the first yield moment.  
 
It was observed during the experiment that there are two distinct web buckling 
modes. When web buckling occurs between two rivets, which is more common 
with large rivet spacings such as 100 mm and 200 mm, the web tends to buckle 
towards the outside of the beam (Figure 8). In contrast, when web buckling 
occurs at the rivet location (more common with 50 mm rivet spacing), the web 













Figure 8: Web Buckling towards the Outside of the Beam, between Two Rivets, 














Figure 9: Web Buckling towards the Inside of the Beam, at Rivet Location, as 
found in 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB with 50 mm Rivet Spacing 
Buckling towards 
the outside of the 
beam 
Buckling towards 





























Figure 11: Failure Mode of 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB with  















Figure 12: Failure Mode of 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB with  
100 mm Rivet Spacing 
Wave formation Web buckling inward, at rivet location 


















Figure 13: Failure Mode of 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB with  
200 mm Rivet Spacing 
 
Figure 10 shows the typical failure mode of rivet fastened-RHFCBS while 
Figures 11 to 13 show the failure modes of 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB with 50 
mm, 100 mm and 200 mm rivet spacing, respectively. These figures show the 
dominant local flange buckling of the top flange and associated web buckling 
deformations. While local buckling of the outer compression flange was 
dominant, it was observed that the inner compression flange did not buckle 












(a) 500 mm spacing       (b) 100 mm spacing           (c) 200 mm spacing                                              
 
Figure 14: Separation between Lips and Web for 152x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB 






Figure 14 shows the separation between lips and web element for 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB at different rivet spacings. When compared to 
Figures 11 to 13, it can be seen that separation between web and lip is more 
critical in sections with more slender webs. With increasing separation, 
reduction in moment capacities was observed. Table 3 shows the reduction of 
moment capacity values as rivet spacing increases, where the ultimate moment 
capacity at zero rivet spacing (welded) was obtained from finite element analysis 
using ABAQUS. Percentage strength reductions from being welded to rivet-
fastened at different spacings were then calculated.   
 












1. 152 x 62 x 19 x 1.1 x 1.9 
0 8.64 - 
50 8.45 2.20 
100 7.97 7.75 
200 6.92 19.91 
2. 201 x 62 x 19 x 1.1 x 1.9 
0 13.96 - 
50 13.03 6.66 
100 12.08 13.47 
200 10.30 26.22 
3. 250 x 62 x 19 x 1.1 x 1.9 
0 17.32 - 
50 16.27 6.06 
100 14.88 14.09 
200 12.76 26.33 
 
 
4. Comparisons of Section Moment Capacities with Predictions from the 
Current Design Rules 
 
The section moment capacities (Ms) of all the 15 tested rivet-fastened RHFCBs 
were calculated based on the design method in AS/NZS 4600, which is identical 
to the North American Specification (AISI S100). They were also calculated 
using the Australian hot-rolled design standard (AS 4100) for comparison 
purposes. Since both AS/NZS 4600 and AS 4100 design standards do not have 
any provision for intermittently rivet-fastened beams, the calculated Ms values 
for the sections with different rivet spacing of 50 mm, 100 mm and 200 mm, are 
the same. 
 
The AS/NZS 4600 design standard is based on the initiation of yielding in the 
extreme compression fibre. Effects of elastic local buckling are accounted for by 
using the effective widths of slender elements in compression in the effective 
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section modulus (Ze) calculation. The product of Ze and ƒy (yield stress of 
flange) gives Ms. These Ms values are then compared with the failure moments 
(Mu) from tests as shown in Table 2. As seen in Table 2, AS/NZS 4600 predicts 
the section moment capacities of all rivet-fastened RHFCBs to be below their 
first yield moments (My) as they are all slender sections. AS/NZS 4600 is over-
conservative in calculating the section moment capacities of 152x62x19x1.1x1.9 
RHFCB, 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB, and 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 RHFCB (Test 
Nos. 10, 11, and 12 respectively) which are all rivet-fastened at 50 mm with an 
average Mu/Ms ratio of 1.14. For sections with the same dimensions (Test Nos. 
1, 2, and 3) but rivet-fastened at 100 mm spacing, AS/NZS 4600 predicted the 
capacities reasonably well with an average Mu/Ms ratio of 1.06. However, it 
over-predicted the Ms values for sections with the same dimensions (Test Nos. 
13, 14, and 15) but rivet-fastened at 200 mm spacing with average Mu/Ms ratio 
of 0.91. These comparisons appear to indicate that AS/NZS 4600 design rules 
are able to predict the section moment capacities of intermittently rivet-fastened 
RHFCBs as long as the rivet spacing is small. 
 
The section moment capacities (Ms) of the specimens were also calculated based 
on the design method in AS 4100 where the effective section modulus (Ze) 
allows for the effects of local buckling. The section moment capacity is 
governed by the compactness of its plate elements. Here, the section modulus 
(Z) value was obtained from the finite strip analysis program THIN-WALL 
while the effective section modulus (Ze) value was obtained by multiplying “Z” 
with the most slender element’s ratio of λey/λe if both flanges and web are 
slender. From the results in Table 2, it can be seen that the section moment 
capacities of all the 15 rivet-fastened RHFCBs predicted by AS 4100 are below 
their first yield moment (My) as all the sections are slender. However, when 
compared to AS/NZS 4600 design rules, AS 4100 design rules are over-
conservative in predicting the section moment capacities of rivet-fastened 
RHFCBs. 
 
Both AS 4100 and AS/NZS 4600 do not have any provision to allow for the 
effect of intermittent rivet fastening on Ms. Their design rules may still be 
adequate if the reduction in Ms due to intermittent rivet fastening is negligible. 
Table 3 shows the effect of rivet-fastening on the section moment capacity of 
RHFCB based on the test results for rivet spacings of 50, 100 and 200 mm, 
including finite element analysis results for zero spacing (continuously welded). 
Table 3 results show that on average the percentage reductions are 4.98, 11.77 
and 24.2% for rivet spacings of 50, 100 and 200 mm respectively. 
 
Based on these results, it appears that AS/NZS 4600 design rules can be used to 
predict the section moment capacity of rivet-fastened RHFCBs if the rivet 
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spacing is 50 mm. However, based on the test observations relating to separation 
between web and flange elements (Figure 14) and the reduction of 11.77% for 
100 mm rivet spacing, 100 mm rivet spacing may be acceptable and more 
practical for adoption. However, further research is needed to verify this. 
 
 
5. Direct Strength Method 
The Direct Strength Method (DSM) is an alternative procedure for determining 
the strength of cold-formed steel members. As found in Section 1.2.2.1.2.1 (Eqn. 





                                                         (1) 
where: Ms = section moment capacity, Mol = elastic buckling moment, My= first 
yield moment. 
 
For the inelastic region, the section moment capacity of sections symmetric 
about the axis of bending or sections with first yield in compression can be 
obtained from Section 1.2.2.1.2.1.2 (Eqn. 1.2.2-10) in AISI S100 by Equation 2. 
 
1                                                                      (2) 
 
where: Ms = section moment capacity, My= first yield moment, Mp=plastic 
moment, 0.776/ 	 3 
 
The section moment capacities of the rivet-fastened RHFCBs in DSM format 
were calculated and summarised in Table 4. In this method, Mol can be obtained 
from FEA of rivet-fastened RHFCBs and thus it can predict Ms accurately for 
RHFCBs with varying rivet spacings. Figure 15 compares the test results with 
DSM predictions in a non-dimensional plot of Ms/My versus / . 
This figure shows that the DSM predicts the Ms of rivet-fastened RHFCBs 
reasonably well. However, all the tested RHFCBs are slender and experimental 
results from this research alone are not sufficient to confirm the suitability of the 
DSM to predict the section moment capacity of rivet-fastened RHFCBs. Further 




















152x62x19x1.1x1.9 7.19 1.16 0.83 
2. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 9.87 1.22 0.82 
3. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 12.92 1.25 0.73 
4. 150x53x18x0.9*x1.4 - - - 
5. 150x53x18x1.1x1.4 6.84 1.11 0.77 
6. 201x53x18x0.9*x1.9 - - - 
7. 201x53x18x1.1x1.9 9.94 1.17 0.84 
8. 250x62x19x0.9*x1.9 - - - 
9. 250x62x19x1.1x1.4 9.94 1.45 0.59 
10 
50 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 9.57 1.00 0.88 
11. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 14.87 0.99 0.89 
12. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 20.96 0.98 0.80 
13. 
200 
152x62x19x1.1x1.9 6.29 1.24 0.72 
14. 201x62x19x1.1x1.9 8.74 1.29 0.70 
15. 250x62x19x1.1x1.9 11.53 1.33 0.63 
 
Note: Mol= elastic buckling moment from finite element analysis, Ms=section 















Figure 15. Direct Strength Method based Design 
 
However, experimental section moment capacities of welded LSBs from 
Anapayan et. al (2011a) were also plotted in Figure 15 to assess the accuracy of 




















Mol and λ values were calculated in this study. This comparison in Figure 15 
further confirms the suitability of DSM based design rules in predicting the 
section moment capacities of welded and rivet-fastened HFS. As seen in Figure 
15, compact and non-compact LSBs do have significant inelastic reserve 
bending capacity and that the DSM was conservative in predicting it. Therefore, 
further research through extensive finite element analysis and testing is needed, 




This paper has presented the details of an experimental investigation of the 
section moment capacities of the new intermittently rivet-fastened rectangular 
hollow flange channel beams (RHFCB) and the results. Fifteen section moment 
capacity tests were conducted using a four point loading arrangement. Typical 
bending moment versus mid-span deflection curves and ultimate moment 
capacities from these tests are presented. The experimental study was intended 
to investigate the behavior of sections with different compactness: compact, 
non-compact, and slender, so as to also investigate their inelastic bending 
capacities. However, due to limitations in the manufacturing technology, only 
slender rivet-fastened RHFCBs were manufactured and tested.  
 
Tests have shown that the section moment capacity of the rivet-fastened RHFCB 
reduced with increasing rivet spacing but is still acceptable up to 100 mm rivet 
spacing. It was found that using intermittent rivet spacing at 50 mm reduces the 
section moment capacity of the rivet-fastened RHFCB on average by about 5% 
due to the absence of continuous connection between the flanges and the web. 
At 100 mm rivet spacing, the section moment capacity reduced by about 12% 
while at 200 mm rivet spacing, it reduced by 24%. The effect of increasing rivet 
spacing on the capacity of rivet-fastened RHFCB was also found to be more 
critical in sections with more slender webs. 
 
Comparison of ultimate moment capacities from tests with design capacity 
predictions from the current cold-formed and hot-rolled steel design standards 
showed that the cold-formed design standard is better in predicting the section 
moment capacities of rivet-fastened RHFCBs as long as the rivet spacing is 
small. At present, there is no provision for the effect of rivet-fastening in 
currently available standards and consequent capacity reduction as rivet spacing 
increases. It was found that the current DSM based design rules also predict the 
section moment capacities of slender, rivet-fastened RHFCBs reasonably well 
although further studies through finite element analysis is needed to investigate 
the applicability of the DSM to compact and non-compact rivet-fastened 
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RHFCBs. Effects of intermittent fastening on the moment capacity can be 
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Developments in the Finite Strip Buckling Analysis of Plates
and Channel Sections under Localised Loading
Gregory J Hancock1 and Cao Hung Pham2
Abstract
Thin-walled sections under localised loading may lead to web crippling of the
sections. This paper develops the Semi-Analytical Finite Strip Method (SAFSM)
for thin-walled sections subject to localised loading to investigate web crippling
phenomena. The method is benchmarked against analytical solutions, Finite
Element Method (FEM) solutions, as well as Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM)
solutions.
Introduction
Thin-walled sections and plates under localised loading leading to plate buckling
have been studied analytically for a long period mainly as part of investigations
of web plates of sections at points of concentrated load. Two of the most
comprehensive summaries of the work to date have been by Khan and Walker
(1972) where the buckling of plates subject to localised loading was investigated
and Johansson and Lagerqwist (1995) where the resistance of plate edges to
localised loading is summarised. More recently, Natario, Silvestre and Camotim
(2012) have further developed these investigations for beams subjected to
concentrated loads using Generalised Beam Theory (GBT). They benchmark
GBT for plates, un-lipped channels and I-sections against the earlier research
and the Shell Finite Element method (SFE). To date, the Finite Strip Method
(FSM) of analysis developed by YK Cheung (1976) does not appear to have
been used for buckling studies under localised loading. As the Finite Strip
Method (FSM) is used extensively in the Direct Strength Method (DSM) of
design of cold-formed sections in the North American Specification NAS S100
(AISI, 2102) and the Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4600
(Standards Australia, 2005), it is important that the FSM of buckling analysis is
extended to localised loading.
1 Emeritus Professor and Professorial Research Fellow, School of Civil
Engineering, The Univ. of Sydney, Sydney NSW 2006, Australia.
2 ARC Australian Postdoctoral Fellow, School of Civil Engineering, The Univ.
of Sydney, Sydney NSW 2006, Australia.
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, USA, November 5 & 6, 2014
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This paper further develops the Semi-Analytical Finite Strip Method (SAFSM)
for thin-walled sections subject to localised loading and benchmarks it against
the Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM) used previously by Pham and Hancock
(2009) for shear buckling problems and the Finite Element Method program
ABAQUS (Hibbitt, Karsson and Sorenson, 1997).
Folded plate and finite strip theories for the buckling analysis of thin-walled
sections and stiffened panels in longitudinal and transverse compression and
shear have been developed since the mid-1960s. The solutions of Plank and
Wittrick (1974) were based on the SAFSM of analysis developed by YK
Cheung (1976). Recently, Chu et al (2005) and Bui (2009) have applied the
SAFSM to the buckling of thin-walled sections under more general loading
conditions so that multiple series terms are used to capture the modulation of the
buckles that occurs. These latter papers are restricted to bending of the sections
and transverse compression and shear are not included. The application of the
SAFSM to uniform shear of thin-walled sections has recently been applied by
Hancock and Pham (2013) where multiple series terms in the longitudinal
direction are used to perform the buckling analyses. In the present paper, the
method in Hancock and Pham (2013) is extended to include the potential energy
resulting from varying longitudinal, transverse and shear stresses. Multiple
series terms in the longitudinal direction are used to compute the pre-buckling
stresses in the plates and sections, and to perform the buckling analyses using
these stresses. Solution convergence with increasing numbers of series terms is
provided. The more localised the loading and hence buckling mode, the more
series terms are required for accurate solutions especially for longer sections
with concentrated loads.
Finite Strip Pre-Buckling and Buckling Analyses
The SAFSM allows the deformations and stresses to be computed for any folded
plate system satisfying the boundary conditions assumed. Normally, the sections
are assumed simply supported at the ends so that the harmonic functions in the
longitudinal direction are orthogonal thus allowing the different series terms to
be uncoupled in the linear stiffness analysis. Longitudinal functions for other
boundary conditions can be chosen which are also orthogonal as given by
Cheung (1976). The resulting stiffness equations are summarised by:
{ߜ}[ܭ] = {ܹ } (1)
where [K] is the system stiffness matrix based on a strip subdivision of a thin-
walled section as shown in Fig. 1, {δ} are the nodal line displacements of the 
strips in the global X,Y,Z axes, and {W} are the nodal line forces (line loads) as
also shown in Fig. 1. Equation 1 can be solved for the nodal line displacements
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{δ} in the global X,Y,Z axes, and the pre-buckling membrane stresses {σ} in the 
strips which are also described by harmonic functions.
Based on the pre-buckling membrane stresses {σ}, the stability equations given 
by Equation 2 can be derived from the minimum total potential of the system
undergoing buckling deformations. Since the buckling deformations also satisfy
the simply supported boundary conditions, the same displacement functions are
used for the buckling deformations as for the pre-buckling deformations.
[ܭ]) − {ߜ}([ܩ]ߣ  = 0 (2)
where [G] is the system stability matrix and λ is the load factor against buckling.   
Figure 1. Line loads on channel section showing global axes X,Y,Z
Plate deformations
The plate flexural deformations w of a strip can be described by the summation
over μ series terms as:  
ݓ = ∑ ଵ݂௠ .(ݕ) ଵܺ௠ (ݔ)
ఓ
௠ ୀଵ (3)
where w is in the z-direction perpendicular to the strip as shown in Fig. 2.
The function f1m(y) for the mth series term is the transverse variation given by:














where the 4 polynomial coefficients αiFm for the mth series term depend on the
nodal line deformations of the strip. The term b is the width of the strip.
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The function X1m(x) is the longitudinal variation of the mth series term and is
given by:
where L is the length of the strip.
supported boundary c
conditions can be used in the SAFSM as set out in Cheung (1976 ) but a
considered in this paper
Fig. 2. Strip local axes x,y,z and nodal line deformations for the mth series term
The plate membrane deformations (u, v) in the (x,y) directions respectively can
be described by the summation over
The functions fum(y) and f
where the 4 polynomial coefficients α
nodal line deformations of the strip.
The nodal line flexural deformations {δ
can be related to the poly
where   {αFm} = (α1Fm




The function X1m(x) satisfies the simply
onditions assumed in this paper. Other boundary
re not
.
μ series terms as: 
ൌݒ ∑ ௩݂௠ Ǥܺ(ݕ) ଵ௠ (ݔ)
ఓ
௠ ୀଵ (6)






vm(y) are the transverse variations given by:








iMm for the mth series term depend on the
Fm} = (w1m, θx1m, w2m, θx2m)T in Fig. 2
nomial coefficients in (4) above by:
ி௠ߜ} } = ி௠ߙ}[ிܥ] } (10)
α2Fm    α3Fm    α4Fm )T
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Similarly, the nodal line membrane deformations {δMm} = (u1m, v1m, u2m, v2m)T
in Fig. 2 can be related to the polynomial coefficients in (8) and (9) above by:
ெߜ} ௠ } = ெܥ] ெߙ}[ ௠ } (11)
where   {αMm} = (α1Mm α2Mm    α3Mm    α4Mm )T
The matrices [CF] and [CM] have inverses [CF]-1, [CM]-1 which are given in
Hancock and Pham (2014). The resulting equations for the plate flexural and
membrane deformations are given by:
ݓ = ∑ ଵܺ௠ [Γி௅][ܥி]
ିଵఓ
௠ ୀଵ ி௠ߜ} } (12)
where [Γி௅] = [1 /ݕ) )ܾ /ݕ) )ܾଶ /ݕ) )ܾଷ ] (13)






௠ ୀଵ ெߜ} ௠ } (14)
where [Γெ ௨] = [0 0 1 /ݕ) )ܾ] (15)
=ݒ ∑ ଵܺ௠ [Γெ ௩][ܥெ ]
ିଵఓ
௠ ୀଵ ெߜ} ௠ } (16)
where [Γெ ௩] = [1 /ݕ) )ܾ 0 0 ] (17)
In the computation of the potential energy described later, derivatives of the















௠ ୀଵ ଵܺ௠ ி௠ߙ} } (19)















௠ ୀଵ ெߙ} ௠ } (22)
Membrane stresses
The plate membrane theory is that used by Cheung (1976) and is given by:
{ߪ} = ெܦ] {ߝ}[ (23)




















with the plate membrane rigidity E1 = E/(1-ν2), and where G is the shear
modulus = E/2(1+ν). Substitution for v from (16) and u from (14) in (26) allows 
the membrane stresses to be computed from the nodal line deformations using
(23). Note that the normal stresses vary as the sine function whereas the shear
stresses vary as the cosine function.
Strain energy and potential energy
In order to compute the stiffness and stability matrices of the strip according to
conventional finite strip theory (Cheung, 1976), it is necessary to define the
strain energy in the strip under deformation and the potential energy of the
membrane forces.



























௬ߝ௬ߪ + ௫߬௬ߛ௫௬) ݔ݀ݕ݀ (28)
The flexural potential energy of the membrane forces VF is given by:


























where σx(x), σy(x), and xy(x) are the assumed membrane normal and shear
stresses with the signs given in Fig. 3, and t is the plate thickness.
The transverse stress and shear stress in a strip are each assumed uniform across
the strip width and computed from the means on the two nodal lines. The
resulting membrane stresses can be described by harmonic functions in the
longitudinal direction and linear or constant functions in the transverse direction
as follows:



























































(ݔ)௬ߪ = ∑ ்ߪǤሺ(ݔ)௞ߪ ௞
ఓ
௞ୀଵ ) (32)
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݀ݐ{ி௡ߙ} ݀ݕ ݔ (38)
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ிܸௌଶ =  − 
1
2














∑ ௞߬(ݔ). ( ௞߬
ఓ
௞ୀଵ )[Γி௅] ଵܺ௡
ᇱ ݀ݐ{ி௡ߙ} ݀ݕ ݔ (39)
The membrane potential energy of the membrane forces VM is given by:



















) ݀ݐ ݔ݀ݕ (40)
Substitution of Equation 30 in Equation 40 using Equations 21 and 22 results in
ெܸ = ெܸ ௨ + ெܸ ௩ (41)
where
ெܸ ௨ =  − 
1
2





















௞ୀଵ )[Γெ ௨] ଵܺ௡
ᇱᇱ ௅
௡గ
ெߙ} ௡}݀ݐ ݀ݕ ݔ (42)
ெܸ ௩ =  − 
1
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௞ୀଵ )[Γெ ௩] ଵܺ௡
ᇱ ெߙ} ௡}݀ݐ ݀ݕ ݔ (43)
Stiffness and stability matrices
For equilibrium, the theorem of minimum total potential energy of the flexural





[ ி݇௠ ி௠ߜ}[ } + ∑ [ ி݃௠ ௡]{ߜி௡} = 0    m = 1, 2, … . , μ
μ
୬ୀଵ (45)
The matrices [kFm] and [gFmn ] are given in Hancock and Pham (2014). The
integrals can be evaluated exactly for the harmonic functions satisfying the
simply supported boundary conditions.







[ ெ݇ ௠ ெߜ}[ ௠ } + ∑ [ ெ݃ ௠ ௡]{ߜெ ௡} = 0    m = 1, 2, … . , μ
μ
୬ୀଵ (47)
The matrices [kMm] and [gMmn ] are given in Hancock and Pham (2014). The
integrals have been evaluated exactly for the harmonic functions satisfying the
simply supported boundary conditions.
For folded plate assemblies including thin-walled sections such as channels, (45)
and (47) must be transformed to a global co-ordinate system to assemble the
stiffness [Km] and stability [Gmn] matrices of the folded plate assembly or
section.
A computer program bfinst10.cpp has been written in Visual Studio C++ to
assemble the stiffness equations and stability equations to solve for the pre-
buckling displacements and pre-buckling stresses using equations 1 and 23, then
buckling load factors (eigenvalues) and buckling modes (eigenvectors) using
Equations 2, 45 and 47. The matrix [G] has 4 * N * μ degrees of freedom where 
N is the number of nodal lines and μ is the number of series terms. If the rows 
and columns in the matrix [G] are organised so that each degree of freedom is
taken over the μ series terms, then the half-bandwidth of the matrix is simply μ 
times the half-bandwidth of the problem with one series term. This speeds the
computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors considerably.
Solutions for plate simply supported on all four edges with localised loading
at centre
The solutions for a plate of length L simply supported along all four edges
determined using the bfinst10.cpp analysis is compared with the solution based
on the equation of Johansson and Lagerqvist (1995), the Spline Finite Strip
Method (SFSM) (Pham and Hancock 2009) and the Finite Element Method
program ABAQUS (Hibbitt, Karsson and Sorenson 1997). The equation for the








where n is the length of the loaded portion subject to the stress σcr, h is the depth
of the plate which may consist of multiple strips and k is the plate buckling
coefficient for transverse compression.
The analysis is carried out for 8 equal width strips and an increasing number of
series terms. Load length ratios (n/L) of 0.025, 0.05, 0.200 and 0.250 and aspect
ratios (h/L) of 1:1, 1:5 and 1:10 have been investigated and the solutions for the
buckling coefficient k are compared in Table 1 with those of Johansson and
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Lagerqvist (1995), the SFSM where 8 strips and 80 splines have been used, and















































0.200 5.0 2.628 2.582 2.590 2.697 ( 7)
2.597 (11)
0.025 10.0 2.138 1.392 1.392 1.433 (25)
Table 1. Buckling coefficients k for simply supported rectangular plates
under localised load along one longitudinal edge at the centre of the plate
It is clear that the SAFSM solutions become more accurate with increasing
numbers of series terms, and that more terms are required for higher aspect
ratios and lower load length ratios. The solutions converge to values slightly
higher than those of the SFSM and FEM. Five series terms seem adequate for
square plates and plates with an aspect ratio of 2.0. However, for higher aspect
ratios such as L/h = 5.0, at least 11 series terms are necessary and 19 series
terms are needed to achieve accuracies better than 2% when the load length ratio
n/L = 0.05. This is a fairly concentrated load on a longer length. For an aspect
ratio of 10, an accuracy better than 3% is achieved with 25 series terms. It is
interesting to note that the equation of Johansson and Lagerqvist (1995) is not
accurate for aspect ratios of 5.0 and 10.0.
The buckling mode for an aspect ratio (L/h) of 5:1, a load length ratio (n/L) of
0.20 and 11 series terms determined from bfinst10.cpp is plotted in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Rectangular plate buckling mode single edge loading
L/h = 5.0, n/h = 1.0
Lipped channel section under localised loading
A 200 mm deep lipped channel with flange width 80mm, lip length 20 mm as
studied by Pham and Hancock (2009) and Hancock and Pham (2013) has been
investigated. These dimensions are all centreline and not overall. In Pham and
Hancock (2009), the section studied was 2 mm thick. This has been reduced to 1
mm to match with the 200 mm deep plate simply supported on all four edges in
the previous section. Further, the section now contains rounded corners with an
internal radius of 5 mm. The strip subdivision used is 1, 4, 8, 4 strips for each of
the lips, flanges, the web and each of the corners respectively making 34 strips
in total with 35 nodal lines. The length is 1000 mm and the loading applied is
along a length n = 200 mm or n = 50 mm at the centre and located at the
junction of the corner and top flange for IOF loading and also at the junction of
the corner and bottom flange for ITF loading. These nodal lines are also
assumed to be prevented against lateral deflection in the direction perpendicular
to the web and load. Two different sets of boundary conditions have been used
in the FEM analysis for comparison. These are the web only simply supported
(SS), and the web, flange and lip simply supported (i.e. no buckling deformation
in the plane of the cross section at the ends but free to deform longitudinally).
The latter boundary conditions are the same as assumed in the SAFSM analysis
with the simply supported harmonic functions.
The buckling loads are given in kN in Table 2. The SAFSM solutions are close
to the FEM web, flange and lip simply supported cases as would be expected
since these are the boundary conditions assumed for the simply supported
boundary conditions of all strips. The buckling coefficients according to Eq. 48
are also given in Table 2 and can be compared with those in Table 1. The
buckling coefficients are more than 2.5 times those for the simple plate in Table
1. The SAFSM (bfinst10.cpp) solutions with 7 series terms are accurate to better
than 0.2% when compared with the FEM solutions for both the IOF and ITF
loading cases when n/L = 0.20 (200mm case). They are accurate to better than


























































Table 2 Lipped channel buckling loads in kN and coefficients k
The buckling mode for the IOF case with L= 1000 mm and n = 200 mm is
shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 7. Lipped channel with IOF central load at flange/corner junction
n = 200mm, L = 1000mm
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Web-stiffened channel under localised loading
A 200 mm deep lipped channel with flange width 80 mm, lip length 20 mm,
web stiffener with a rectangular indent of 5 mm over a depth of 80 mm located
symmetrically about the centre of the web, as studied by Pham and Hancock
(2009) and Hancock and Pham (2013) has been investigated. These dimensions
are all centreline and not overall. In Hancock and Pham (2013), the section
studied was 2 mm thick. This has been reduced to 1 mm to match with the 200
mm deep plate simply supported on all four edges in the previous section. The
section now contains rounded corners with an internal radius of 5 mm. The strip
subdivision used is 1, 4, 4, 1, 4 strips for each of the lips, flanges, the web flats,
web stiffeners and each of the corners respectively making 40 strips in total with
41 nodal lines. The SAFSM (bfinst10.cpp) solutions shown in Table 3 with 25
series terms produce an accuracy better than 2.0% when compared with the
FEM solutions for the IOF loading case when n/L = 0.05 (50 mm case) and the
flange, web and lip are simply supported. Localisation of the buckle in the
flange as shown in Fig. 8 requires more series terms than for the simple lipped
channel shown in Fig. 7 where localization does not occur. The buckling
coefficients k for the IOF case are more than four times those for the simply











































Table 3 Web-stiffened channel buckling loads in kN and coefficients k
The loads for the case of web only simply supported computed using the FEM
are considerably lower than the flange, web and lip simply supported case and
demonstrate that this problem is more sensitive to the end boundary conditions
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than the simple lipped channel. Alternative orthogonal functions X1m(x)
according to Cheung (1976) are under investigation for this case and other
boundary conditions such as the end one flange EOF and end two flange ETF
loading cases.
Figure 8 Web-stiffened channel with IOF central load n = 50mm L = 1000mm
Conclusions
A semi-analytical finite strip method (SAFSM) buckling analysis of thin-walled
section subjected to localised loading has been developed and benchmarked
against spline finite strip method (SFSM) and finite element method (FEM)
solutions. The method has proven to be accurate and efficient compared with the
SFSM and FEM methods. The more localised the load, and the longer the
section under load then the greater the number of series terms required.
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The Behaviour of Cold-Formed C-Sections  
with Square Holes in Shear 
 




Cold-formed structural C-section members may be subjected to axial force, 
bending and shear or combinations of either two or all of these actions. Design 
methods for these sections are normally specified in the Australian/New Zealand 
Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Structures (AS/NZS 4600:2005) or the North 
American Specification for Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (2012). Both 
Effective Width Methods (EWM) and the newly developed Direct Strength 
Method (DSM) can be used for the design. For shear, the NAS S100 2012 
Edition has recently included DSM design rules just for the plain sections only. 
To date, no rules are presented in this specification for DSM in shear for 
sections with holes. This paper presents a testing program performed at the 
University of Sydney to determine the ultimate strength of high strength cold-
formed C-sections with square web cut-outs. Tests were conducted on typical 
lipped channel sections with central square holes of varying sizes. Three 
different sizes of the square holes were chosen for testing. Numerical 
simulations using the Finite Element Method (FEM) were also performed. The 
simulations are compared with and calibrated against tests. The accurate results 
from FEM allowed extension of the test data by varying the hole sizes. The 
results of both the experimental tests and FEM were used and plotted on the 
DSM shear design curves. As required by the DSM method, the shear buckling 
load Vcr for the whole channel sections with holes was computed using the 
Spline Finite Strip Method. The proposals for an extension to the DSM in shear 
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Cold-formed steel members such as beams and columns are commonly 
manufactured with perforations to allow access for building services such as 
plumbing, electrical and heating systems in the walls and ceilings of the 
buildings. The presence of holes in the members will cause changes in the stress 
distribution and there will be therefore be a change in the buckling characteristic 
and ultimate strength capacity. Research findings in the 1990s by Shan, 
LaBoube and Yu (1994, 1996), Schuster, Rogers and Celli (1995) and Eiler 
(1997) on C-sections were performed to investigate the effect of web 
perforations on the reduction of shear strength of C-sections. In these studies, 
the test programs were conducted based on three hole geometries (rectangular 
hole with corner fillets, circular hole, and diamond-shaped hole). Based on the 
results of these findings, a supplement was added to the 1996 Edition of the 
AISI Specification in 1999 (AISI, 1999) and is retained in the most recent North 
American Specification (NAS S100-2012). The design methodology was to use 
the reduction factor qs to multiply with the shear strength of the sections without 
holes calculated according to Section C3.2.1 of the NAS S100-2012. Recent 
work by Keerthan and Mahendran (2014) presented both experimental and 
numerical investigations on lipped channel beams with circular holes to 
determine their shear strengths. They followed the same methodology by using 
reduction factors and proposed improved shear design rules for lipped channel 
beams with circular holes. 
 
The recent development of the Direct Strength Method (DSM) of design of cold-
formed sections in pure shear (Pham and Hancock, 2012a) has been extended in 
the North American Specification for Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members 
(NAS S100-2012). Proposed DSM design rules for sections with and without 
Tension Field Action (TFA) and without holes were calibrated against a series 
of predominantly shear tests of both plain C- and SupaCee sections (Pham and 
Hancock, 2010a, 2012a) performed at the University of Sydney. Two features 
researched are the effect of full-section shear buckling (as opposed to web-only 
shear buckling), and tension field action. The elastic buckling load of the full-
section in shear is required to be computed. Hancock and Pham (2011, 2012) 
have employed the complex Semi-Analytical Finite Strip Method (SAFSM) of 
Plank and Wittrick (1974) to compute the signature curves for channel sections 
in pure shear. The method assumes the ends of the half-wavelength under 
consideration are free to distort and the buckle is part of a very long length 
without restraint from end conditions. Further extended studies of this theory on 
complex sections with rectangular and triangular intermediate stiffeners in the 
web have been performed by Pham, Pham and Hancock (2012a, b). In practice, 
sections may be restrained at their ends by transverse stiffeners leading to the 
change in shear buckling modes and the increase of the buckling loads by the 
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end effects. To provide solutions, Pham and Hancock (2009, 2012b) have used 
the Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM) developed for shear elastic buckling by 
Lau and Hancock (1986). Another more efficient alternative in computation is 
the new theory of the Semi-Analytical Finite Strip Method (SAFSM) using 
multiple series terms (Hancock and Pham, 2013) recently developed to study the 
elastic buckling of channel sections with simply supported ends in shear. 
 
Recently, the Direct Strength Method (DSM) of design of cold-formed sections 
with holes in compression and/or bending has been extended by considerable 
research by Moen and Schafer (2011). The elastic buckling axial loads and 
bending moments including the influence of holes were computed using the 
finite strip approximate method (Moen and Schafer, 2009a, b). In recent work 
based on Isoparametric Spline Finite Strip Method (ISFSM), Yao and 
Rasmussen (2011a, b) presented the analytical developments and numerical 
investigations of the application of the ISFSM to the material inelastic and 
geometric nonlinear analysis of perforated thin-walled steel structures. They also 
investigated inelastic local buckling behaviour of perforated plates and sections 
under compression (Yao and Rasmussen, 2012). The DSM rules with holes for 
bending and compression have been incorporated in the latest North American 
Specification (NAS S100-2012). Also in NAS S100-2012, although the DSM 
rules for shear have been extended, they are limited to sections without holes. In 
order to extend the DSM rules for shear with holes, an experimental program 
was recently performed at the University of Sydney. The tests were conducted 
on typical lipped channel sections with central square holes of varying sizes. 
Three sizes of square holes of 40 mm, 80 mm and 120 mm were chosen. For 
each hole size, the tests were repeated twice to ensure the accuracy of the 
results. Besides, tests on plain C-sections were also conducted as a base 
reference. Numerical simulations using the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
ABAQUS package were also performed. The simulations are compared with 
and calibrated against tests in this paper. The accurate results from the FEM 
allowed extension of the test data by varying the hole sizes. As required in the 
DSM methodology, the elastic buckling loads of the full section with square 
holes in shear were computed using the Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM). The 
test and FEM results are compared with the current DSM design rules for shear. 
Recommendations on the extension of the DSM rules for shear are given in the 
paper for channel sections with square holes. 
 
 
ELASTIC BUCKLING ANALYSIS OF CHANNEL SECTIONS WITH 
SQUARE HOLES IN SHEAR 
 
The buckling analysis based on a Spline Finite Strip Analysis (Lau and 
Hancock, 1986) was used to determine the elastic shear buckling loads of the 
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full channel sections with square holes. In Pham and Hancock (2009, 2012b) 
analysis, for plain C- sections, the shear stresses were uniformly applied in each 
strip to assemble the stability matrix of each strip then the system stability 
matrix.  Although the shear flow distribution is not in equilibrium longitudinally 
as this can only be achieved by the way of a moment gradient in the member, it 
has been used in Pham and Hancock (2009, 2012b) to isolate the shear from the 
bending for the purpose of identifying pure shear buckling loads and modes. For 
the channel members with square holes studied in this paper, due to the presence 
of the holes, the shear stress distribution is not uniformly distributed especially 
around the holes. The pre-buckling analysis was performed to compute stresses 
in the strips prior to conducting buckling analysis using these stresses. Three 
cases of stress distribution are investigated as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
Figure 1. Stress distribution in channel sections with square holes 
 
 































In Case A, uniform shear stress is applied throughout the web panel edges (see 
Fig. 1a). In Cases B and C (see Figs. 1b and 1c), a shear flow distribution 
resulting from a shear force parallel with the web is applied at two end sections 
as occurs in practice. In order to maintain equilibrium, longitudinal stresses 
caused by a bending moment (M=V.s, where s is shear span) are applied. For 
Case B, the moment is applied at one end section and, for Case C, a pair of 
bending moments with half value (M/2) is applied at both end sections to 
balance with the longitudinal shear stresses. Fig. 2 shows the relationship 
between the hole sizes (a) of the central square hole and the shear buckling 
coefficients (kv) determined from the equation: 
   22212 /112. wcrv Etdk    (1) 
 
where cr is the shear buckling load of the section divided by the area of the 
web, 1d is the web depth, wt  is the web thickness, E  is the Young’s modulus 
and   is the Poisson’s ratio. 
 
The values of kv for the three cases are comparable where that of Case A has the 
highest value as there is no longitudinal stress in the flanges and lips. The kv in 
Case B is the smallest due to the effect of the bending moment at only one end 
while that of Case C lies in between as the bending moment is split into a pair 
acting at two end sections. In this paper, the values of kv in Case B are used for 
analysis as Case B represents the experimental program. 
 
 
EXPERIMENTS ON CHANNEL SECTIONS WITH SQUARE HOLES IN 
SHEAR 
 
Test Rig Design 
 
The experimental program (Chin and Boutros, 2013) comprised a total of eight 
tests conducted in the J. W. Roderick Laboratory for Materials and Structures at 
the University of Sydney. All tests were performed in the 2000 kN capacity 
DARTEC testing machine, using a servo-controlled hydraulic ram. A diagram of 
the test set-up configuration is shown in Fig. 3. This is the same rig as used by 
Pham and Hancock (2010a, 2012a). 
 
At the loading point at mid-span, the load from the DARTEC loading ram, 
which moved downwards at a constant stroke rate of 2 mm/min during testing, 
was applied on the steel bearing plate of 20 mm thickness via a half round. The 
load was subsequently transferred to two stiffened channel sections 
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250x90x6CC (Cold-formed Channel) which were connected to the test beam 
specimens by two vertical rows of M12 high tensile bolts. The distance between 
these two vertical rows of bolts is 50 mm. At the supports, the two test 
specimens were bolted through the webs by vertical rows of M12 high tensile 
bolts. These rows of bolts were connected through the webs of two stiffened 
channel sections 250x90x6CC. The load was subsequently transferred to steel 
load transfer plates of 20 mm thickness bolted through the flanges of the 
stiffened channel sections 250x90x6CC. These load bearing plates eventually 
rested on the half rounds of the DARTEC supports to simulate a set of simple 
supports. At each bolt, a nut was located between the test beam specimen and 
CC (Cold-formed Channel) section so that the specimen did not attach directly 
on the CC thus minimizing restraint to the web. Five bolts were used at each 
support and ten bolts at the loading point. 
 
 
Figure 3. Predominantly shear test configuration 
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Two LVDTs (Linear Variable Displacement Transducers) were utilized as 
shown in Fig. 3 to measure vertical displacements at loading points. Four other 
LVDTs were also utilized to measure lateral displacements of the webs adjacent 
to the holes. Further, the test beam specimens were also connected by four 
25x25x5EA (Equal Angle) steel straps on each top and bottom flange adjacent 
to the loading point and supports as shown in Fig. 3. Self-tapping screws were 
used to attach these straps to the test beam specimens. The objective of these 
straps was to prevent section distortion at the loading point and supports. The 
use of stiffened channel sections 250x90x6CC was introduced to prevent a 
bearing failure at the loading point and supports which could be caused by using 
conventional bearing plates. 
 
Specimen Nomenclature, Dimensions and Coupons 
 
Based on a commercially available plain C-lipped channel section (C20015) as a 
preferred section, three types of square hole were cut out using water jet cutting 
machine to ensure accuracy as shown in Fig. 4. The variable sizes of the square 
holes are 40 mm, 80 mm and 120 mm (see Fig. 5). For each hole size, the tests 
were repeated twice to ensure the accuracy of the results. In each test, two 
identical specimens were tested in pairs with top flanges facing inwards and 
with a gap between them to ensure that the inside assembly was possible. There 




Figure 4. Hole cut-out by water jet cutting machine 
 
 
Figure 5. Lipped channel sections with square holes 
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The test specimens were labelled to express type of channel section, hole shape 
and hole sizes. The label for a plain C- Section with a square hole of 40 mm 
“C20015-S40x40” (see Fig. 5a) is defined as: 
 
(i)    “C200” expresses plain C- Section with the depth of 200 mm,  
(ii)    The final “15” is the actual thickness times 10 in mm. 
(iii) “S” indicates “Square” shape hole. 
(iv) “40x40” is the size of 40 mm of square holes (alternatively “80x80” 
and   “120x120”). 
 
The average measured dimensions are given in Fig. 6 and Table 1. In this table, t 
is the thickness of the section, D is the overall depth, B and L are the average 
overall flange widths and lip sizes respectively. 
 











C20015-1 1.5 202.7 77.40 15.41 
C20015-2 1.5 202.6 77.57 15.24 
C20015-S40x40-1 1.5 202.4 77.12 15.38 
C20015-S40x40-2 1.5 202.9 77.23 15.24 
C20015-S80x80-1 1.5 203.3 76.85 15.21 
C20015-S80x80-2 1.5 203.0 77.01 14.99 
C20015-S120x120-1 1.5 202.6 77.16 15.13 
C20015-S120x120-2 1.5 202.7 77.55 15.21 
Table 1: Measured specimen dimension 
 
To determine the mechanical properties of the high strength steel material, eight 
coupon specimens were tested in the J.W. Roderick Laboratory for Materials 
and Structures at the University of Sydney. Four coupons were taken 
longitudinally from the web flat of channel section member. Similarly, two 
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coupons were taken from the compression and tension flanges respectively. The 
tensile coupon dimensions conformed to the Australian Standard AS 1391 
(Standards Australia 1991) for the tensile testing of metals using 12.5 mm wide 
coupons with gauge length 40 mm. All coupon tests were performed using the 
300 kN capacity Sintech/MTS 65/G testing machine operated in a displacement 
control mode. The mean yield stress fy of 513.73 MPa was obtained by using the 
0.2 % nominal proof stress. The average Young’s modulus of elasticity was 
calculated according to the tensile coupon stress-strain curves to be 202,328 
MPa. The details of coupon tests are given in Chin and Boutros (2013). 
  
NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND VALIDATION OF TEST RESULTS 
 
Finite Element Modeling of Test Rig and Channels with Square Holes 
 
The Finite Element Method (FEM) can be used to undertake a geometrically and 
materially nonlinear inelastic analysis (GMNIA) of cold-formed structures. 
Pham and Hancock (2010b, c) presented the modelling and analysis of the 
experimental specimens of a shear, and combined bending and shear test series 
on cold-formed C-Sections using the FEM program ABAQUS 
(ABAQUS/Standard Version 6.8-2, 2008). Experimental data from Pham and 
Hancock (2010a, 2012a) was utilized to evaluate the performance of the FE 
model. The ABAQUS results were generally in good agreement with 
experimental values especially the ultimate loads and modes of failure. 
 
A detailed finite element model based on that of Pham and Hancock (2010b, c) 
was developed to study the structural behaviour and validate the test results of 
channel sections with square holes in shear. The test rig was generated in 
ABAQUS using 3D-deformable solid elements and was assigned as normal steel 
properties. The channel sections with square holes were modelled by using the 
4-node shell elements with reduced integration, type S4R. Quadrilateral element 
mesh was used for both test rig and channel sections. While the coarse mesh size 
of 20 mm was used for the test rig, the finer 10 mm element mesh was selected 
for the channel sections. These mesh sizes were chosen and proved accurate in 
Pham and Hancock (2010b, c). For modelling of boundary conditions, Fig. 7 
shows the test rig configuration and FEM test model. To simulate a set of simple 
supports, the “CONN3D2” connector elements were used to connect the bearing 
plates to the centre of the half round. Both ends of the connector elements are 
hinges and the length of the shortest connector member is the radius of half. For 
bolt simulation, the “tie” constraints were used to model contacts between the 
specimens and rigs where the channels were the slave surfaces and the rigs were 
the master surfaces. 
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Figure 7. Test rig and ABAQUS model 
 
Initial Geometrical Imperfection 
 
In a nonlinear analysis, imperfections are usually introduced by perturbations in 
the geometry. Initial geometrical imperfections are added onto the “perfect” 
model to create out-of-plane deformations of the plate elements. In the 
ABAQUS model, there are three methods to define the geometric imperfections. 
Firstly, the geometric imperfections can be defined by the linear superposition of 
buckling eigenmodes. Secondly, specifying the node number and imperfection 
values directly on the data lines gives a method of direct entry. The final method 
is defined by the displacements from an initial *STATIC analysis, which may 
consist of the application of a “dead” load. 
 
In this study, the first method as used in Pham and Hancock (2010b, c) is also 
chosen where scaled buckling modes are separately superimposed on the initial 
geometry. An initial analysis is carried out on a perfect mesh using the elastic 
buckling analysis to generate the possible buckling modes and nodal 
displacements of these modes. The imperfections are introduced to the perfect 
mesh by means of linearly superimposing the elastic buckling modes onto the 
mesh. The lowest buckling modes are usually the critical modes and these are 
used to generate the imperfections. The imperfection magnitudes were based on 
two scaling factors of 0.15t and 0.64t where t is the thickness of section. These 
two factors were proposed by Camotim and Silvestre (2004) and Schafer and 
Peköz (1998) respectively. 
 
FE Model Validation of Test Results 
 
Table 2 summaries the results of the eight shear tests for channel sections with 
square holes. Also included in Table 2 are the FEM predictions of the maximum 
loads for 0.15t imperfection scaling and 0.64t imperfection scaling where t is the 
thickness of channel sections. Apart from validated sections with tests, the FEM 
results of three additional sections with square hole sizes of 20 mm, 60 mm and 















C20015 53.44 49.81 53.72 52.20 
C20015-S20x20 - - 51.53 51.04 
C20015-S40x40 47.13 45.93 46.97 46.37 
C20015-S60x60 - - 39.08 38.62 
C20015-S80x80 29.12 30.90 31.49 30.83 
C20015-S100x100 - - 24.30 23.08 
C20015-S120x120 15.06 14.48 15.42 15.23 
Table 2: Test and ABAQUS-FEM results 
 
By comparison between the ABAQUS ultimate loads with different 
imperfection scaling magnitudes, the FEM results were generally in good 
agreement with the experimental values. The differences in the ultimate load 
results are not significant. This fact has been proven in the studies of Pham and 
Hancock (2010b) where the FE models are not particularly sensitive to the 
magnitudes of the initial geometric imperfections under combined bending and 
shear loading.  
 
 
Figure 8: Load and vertical displacement-C20015-S40x40 
 
Fig. 8 shows the load–displacement curves of tests and FEM results (for 0.15t 
imperfection scaling) for the C20015-S40x40. When the load increases up to 90 
kN, the larger vertical displacements of the tests compared with that of the FE 





















where the diameter of the holes is normally 2 mm larger than that of the bolts 
due to the clearance for easy installation. In the ABAQUS mode, there is no 
such slip as the “tie” constraints were used to model the contacts between the 
SWC sections and the rig at the location of the bolts. As the load increases from 
90 kN to the peak loads, the load-displacement curves of the test and FE model 
are almost similar. After the peak load, the load-displacement curves of the tests 
are also similar to that of FEM model down to approximately 150 kN. It is 
interesting to note that when the loads decrease lower than 150 kN, both tests 
appear to drop rapidly as compared with that of FEM model. From this point, in 
the tests, crack propagations were observed to begin at the corners under tensile 
stresses of the square holes, whereas, in the FEM model, the model for fracture 
analysis was not included to capture the crack propagations. Fig. 9 shows typical 




Figure 9. Failure mode shapes of the test and ABAQUS mode-C20015-S40x40 
 
 
DIRECT STRENGTH METHOD (DSM) OF DESIGN FOR COLD-
FORMED SECTIONS 
 
DSM Design Rules for Pure Shear 
DSM design rules in shear without Tension Field Action 
The nominal shear strength (Vn) of beams without holes in the web and without 
web stiffeners is determined from Appendix 1, Section 1.2.2.2.1 of NAS-2012 
(AISI, 2012) as follows: 
 For 815.0v  : yn VV   (2) 
 For 227.1815.0  v  : ycrn VVV 815.0  (3) 
 For  227.1v : crn VV   (4) 
 ywy FAV 6.0    (5) 











    (6) 
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where
     y
V   is the yield load of web based on an average shear yield stress of 
0.6Fy; 
crV   is the elastic shear buckling force of the whole section derived by 
integration of the shear stress distribution at buckling over the 
whole section; cryv VV / ; 
vk  is the shear buckling coefficient of the whole section based on the 
Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM) (Pham and Hancock, 2009, 
2012b) or the Semi-Analytical Finite Strip Method (SAFSM) 
(Hancock and Pham, 2011, 2012) and Pham, Pham and Hancock, 
2012a, b). 
DSM design rules in shear with Tension Field Action 
The nominal shear strength (Vn) of beams without holes in the web including 
tension field action is determined from Appendix 1, Section 1.2.2.2.1 of NAS-





































  (7) 
 
COMPARISON OF DIRECT STRENGTH METHOD (DSM) DESIGN 
LOADS FOR SHEAR WITH PREDOMINANTLY SHEAR TESTS OF 
CHANNEL SECTIONS WITH SQUARE HOLES 
 
The test result points are plotted in Fig. 10 against both DSM design curves for 
shear with Tension Field Action (TFA) (Eqs. 2-4) and without TFA (Eq. 7). The 
TFA curve (Basler, 1961) and the elastic buckling curve (Vcr) are also 
graphically reproduced in Fig. 10. The elastic shear buckling loads (Vcr) 
including the holes are determined using the Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM) 
using Eq. 1 and Fig. 2. The yield loads (Vy) are based on the web of an average 
shear yield stress of 0.6fy over the full section even for the sections with holes. 
 
As can be seen in Fig. 10, the shear test points of the preferred plain C20015 
channel sections lie close to the DSM shear curve with TFA. When the channels 
are cut with a small square hole sizes of 40 mm (a/D = 0.20), both elastic shear 
buckling loads (Vcr) and shear strengths (VT) reduce respectively. The test points 
are shifted down and horizontally to the right but still lie close to the DSM shear 
curve with TFA. As the hole sizes increase to 80 mm (a/D = 0.40), the effect of 
the cut-out area in the web is now quite significant for the shear capacity of the 
channel. This leads to a drop below the DSM shear curve with TFA for the 
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C20015-S80x80 tests and FEM models as shown in Fig. 10. When the hole sizes 
are up to 120 mm, large areas of the cut-out in the web as demonstrated in the 
C20015-S120x120 tests reduce significantly the shear strengths of the channel. 
Therefore, the DSM shear curve may be applicable for design of sections with 
square holes up to certain sizes (60 mm - a/D = 0.30). For larger hole sizes, the 
DSM shear curve without TFA should be utilised as the channels with large 
reduced web area do not mobilise the Tension Field Action. Further research on 









A predominantly shear test program on commercially available lipped channel 
sections C20015 with central square holes was carried out to extend the newly 
developed DSM of design in shear. Eight tests were conducted based on four 
types of channel sections where three different sizes of the square holes along 
with the preferred plain channels were chosen for testing. For each type of 
channel sections, the tests were repeated twice to ensure accuracy. The elastic 
shear buckling loads (Vcr) including the holes are determined using the Spline 
Finite Strip Method (SFSM). The test results were utilised to plot against the 
new DSM shear curves.  For channels with central square holes, the DSM shear 
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sizes (a/D = 0.30). For larger hole sizes, the DSM shear curve without TFA 
should be utilised as the channels with large reduced web area do not mobilise 
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Experimental Study of Longitudinally Stiffened Web Channels 
Subjected Predominantly to Shear 
 




The Direct Strength Method (DSM) of design of cold-formed sections has 
recently been extended in the North American Specification for Cold-Formed 
Steel Structural Members-NAS S100:2012 to include shear. The two new 
features of the DSM rules for shear researched are the effect of full-section shear 
buckling as opposed to web-only shear buckling and Tension Field Action 
(TFA). The prequalified sections in the rules include sections with flat webs and 
webs with small intermediate longitudinal stiffeners. In order to extend the range 
to larger intermediate stiffeners as occurs in practice, a series of fourteen shear 
tests have been performed at the University of Sydney for C-sections with 
rectangular stiffeners of varying sizes. Six different types of stiffeners were 
tested with an additional preferred plain section. Each type of sections was 
tested twice to ensure accuracy. As the web stiffener sizes increase, the shear 
buckling and strength of the sections are expected to improve accordingly. 
However, the tests show that the shear ultimate strengths only increase slightly 
in association with the respective increase of stiffener sizes. The test results are 
compared with the DSM design rules for shear and found to be lower than those 
predicted by the DSM curve for shear with TFA. The test failures were observed 
mainly due to the combined bending and shear modes. The effect of the bending 
is therefore significant and starts to govern when the shear capacity is 
significantly strengthened by adding the large longitudinal web stiffener. The 
test results are subsequently plotted against the DSM interaction curves between 
bending and shear where the interaction is found to be significant. Modifications 
and recommendations for prequalified sections with longitudinally stiffened web 
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Cold-formed steel structural members have been effectively and widely used 
around the world in such applications as wall studs, girts, steel housing frames, 
roof systems, etc. Among these types of structures, cold-formed purlins as 
intermediate members to transfer loads from the roof decks to main structural 
frames are manufactured by bending flat sheet to certain shapes at ambient 
temperature. Most commonly utilised purlin shapes are C and Z- sections with 
attractive attributes such as high strength to self-weight ratio, ease of 
prefabrication and installation, versatility and high structural efficiency. With 
continued advance of technology, cold-formed members are now being 
fabricated with higher yield stress materials up to 550 MPa. Also, the resulting 
reduction of thicknesses of high strength steel leads to the development of 
highly stiffened sections with more folds and stiffeners. As a result, the range of 
available purlin shapes and sizes is experiencing significant expansion. 
 
 
Figure 1. Profile shapes of manufactured purlin profiles 
Currently, two basic design methods for cold-formed steel members are 
formally available in the Australian/New Zealand Standard for Cold-Formed 
Steel Structures (AS/NZS 4600:2005) (Standards Australia, 2005) or the North 
American Specification for Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (NAS, 
S100-2012). They are the traditional Effective Width Method (EWM) and the 
newly developed Direct Strength Method of design (DSM) (Chapter 7 of 
AS/NZS 4600:2005, Appendix 1 NAS S100-2012). As sections become more 
complex with additional longitudinal web stiffeners and return lips as designed 
in Fig. 1, the computation of the effective widths becomes more complex. For 
the EWM, the calculation of effective widths of the numerous sub-elements 
leads to severe complications with decreased accuracy. In some special cases, no 
design approach is even available for such a section using the EWM. The DSM 
appears to be more beneficial and simpler by using the elastic buckling stresses 
of the whole sections. There is no need to calculate cumbersome effective 
sections especially with intermediate stiffeners. The development of the DSM 
for compression and bending including the reliability of the method is well 
researched. 
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The recent development of the Direct Strength Method (DSM) of design of cold-
formed sections in pure shear (Pham and Hancock, 2012a) has been extended in 
the North American Specification for Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members 
(NAS S100-2012). Proposed DSM design rules for sections with and without 
Tension Field Action (TFA) were calibrated against a series of predominantly 
shear tests of both plain C- and SupaCee sections (Pham and Hancock, 2010, 
2012a) performed at the University of Sydney. 
 
In the proposals, the elastic buckling load in shear is required to be computed. 
Hancock and Pham (2011, 2012) have employed the complex Semi-Analytical 
Finite Strip Method (SAFSM) of Plank and Wittrick (1974) to compute the 
signature curves for channel sections in pure shear. The method assumes the 
ends of the half-wavelength under consideration are free to distort and the 
buckle is part of a very long length without restraint from end conditions. 
Further extended studies of this theory on complex sections with rectangular and 
triangular intermediate stiffeners in the web have been performed by Pham, 
Pham and Hancock (2012a, b). In practice, sections may be restrained at their 
ends by transverse stiffeners leading to the change in shear buckling modes and 
the increase of the buckling loads by the end effects. To provide solutions, Pham 
and Hancock (2009, 2012b) have used the Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM) 
developed for shear elastic buckling by Lau and Hancock (1986). Another more 
efficient alternative in computation is the new theory of the Semi-Analytical 
Finite Strip Method (SAFSM) using multiple series terms (Hancock and Pham, 
2013) recently developed to study the elastic buckling of channel sections with 
simply supported ends in shear. 
 
In order to extend the range of complex sections to larger intermediate stiffeners 
as occurs in practice (see Fig. 1), an experimental program was performed at the 
University of Sydney. The main aim of this paper is to provide test data on 
stiffened web channels (SWC) with various stiffener sizes subjected to 
predominantly shear. The test results were compared with the DSM design rules 
for shear. Also, as the shear strength is significantly improved by the large web 
stiffeners, the effect of bending becomes important. Significant failures in 
combined bending and shear modes were observed.  The test results were also 
plotted against the DSM interaction equations between bending and shear. The 
recommendations on the extended range of the prequalified sections are given in 
the paper for the stiffened web channels predominantly subjected to shear.  
 
EXPERIMENTS ON STIFFENED WEB CHANNEL (SWC) SECTIONS 
IN SHEAR 
 
Specimen Nomenclature, Dimensions of Stiffened Web Channel (SWC) 
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The stiffened web channel sections tested in this paper are fabricated by bending 
the steel metal sheet to form predetermined complex channels using a press 
brake machine. Based on a standard plain C- channel with a web depth of 200 
mm, a flange width of 80 mm and a lip size of 20 mm as a preferred section, six 
different stiffened web channel sections are designed by adding one single 
longitudinal web stiffener with various sizes. The nominal geometries of the 
seven stiffened web channels including plain C- section are shown in Fig. 2. 
Two web indents of 5 mm and 15 mm and three web stiffener depths of 20 mm, 
40 mm and 90 mm were chosen for the longitudinal web stiffener dimensions. 
The two segments between the inner and outer web portions for 5 mm indent are 
inclined 450 due to the minimum required gap between two bends (see Fig. 2b) 
whereas those for 15 mm indent are folded perpendicularly to form a rectangular 
web stiffener (see Fig.2c). All sections have the same thickness of t = 1.2 mm. 
 
 
Figure 2. Stiffened web channel types 
The test specimens were labelled to express the predominantly shear test series, 
channel sections, types of web stiffeners. The label for plain C- section 
“C20012” (see Fig. 2a) is defined as: 
(i) “C200” expresses plain C- section with the depth of 200 mm,  
(ii) The final “12” is the actual thickness times 10 in mm. 
For stiffened web channels (SWC), typical test labels “SWC-I20x5” and “SWC-
R20x5” are defined as follows: 
(i) “SWC” indicates stiffened web channels, 
(ii) “I” indicates specimens with inclined stiffener (see Fig. 2b), 
(alternatively “R” indicates specimens with rectangular stiffener (see 
Fig. 2c), “20x5” indicates the various sizes of the depth (20 mm) and 
width of the stiffener (5 mm). 
The testing series comprised a total of fourteen tests on seven types of cross 
sections as shown in Fig. 2. Each typical type of section had two identical tests 
to ensure the accuracy of the results. The average measured dimensions are 
given in Table 1 and Fig. 3. In this table, t is the thickness of the section. D is 
the overall depth. B and L are the average overall flange widths and lip sizes 
respectively. bs1 and ds1 are the stiffener width and inner depth. ds2 is outer depth 

















C20012-1 1.2 202.5 81.45 20.40 - - - 
C20012-2 1.2 201.6 81.36 20.75 - - - 
SWC-I20X5-1 1.2 202.7 81.25 20.58 5.35 20.15 30.25 
SWC-I20X5-2 1.2 202.6 81.38 20.80 5.25 20.15 30.20 
SWC-I40X5-1 1.2 202.6 81.18 20.90 5.25 40.15 50.25 
SWC-I40X5-2 1.2 201.9 81.23 20.78 5.25 40.20 50.30 
SWC-I90X5-1 1.2 202.6 81.15 20.65 5.25 90.25 100.20 
SWC-I90X5-2 1.2 202.6 81.13 20.65 5.30 90.40 100.25 
SWC-R20x15-1 1.2 202.4 81.18 20.80 15.25 20.20 20.20 
SWC-R20x15-2 1.2 202.0 81.13 20.80 15.30 20.20 20.20 
SWC-R40x15-1 1.2 201.5 81.18 20.93 15.35 40.25 40.25 
SWC-R40x15-2 1.2 202.0 81.23 20.68 15.27 40.25 40.25 
SWC-R90x15-1 1.2 201.7 81.33 20.90 15.30 90.25 90.25 
SWC-R90x15-2 1.2 202.0 81.18 20.70 15.25 90.25 90.25 
Table 1. Measured specimen dimensions 
 
Figure 3. Cross section geometries 
Tensile Coupon Tests 
 
To determine the mechanical properties of high strength steel material, four 
coupon specimens were tested in the J.W. Roderick laboratory for Materials and 
Structures at the University of Sydney. Two coupons out of four were taken 
longitudinally from the web flat of channel section member. Similarly, one 
coupon each was taken from the compression and tension flanges respectively. 
The tensile coupon dimensions conformed to the Australian Standard AS 1391 
(Standards Australia 1991) for the tensile testing of metals using 12.5 mm wide 
coupons with gauge length 40 mm. All coupon tests were performed using the 
300 kN capacity Sintech/MTS 65/G testing machine operated in a displacement 
control mode. The mean yield stress fy of 583.82 MPa was obtained by using the 
0.2 % nominal proof stress. The average Young’s modulus of elasticity was 
calculated according to the tensile coupon stress-strain curves to be 204,862 
MPa. The details of coupon tests are given in Bruneau (2013). 
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Test Rig Design 
 
 
Figure 4: Predominantly shear test configuration 
The experimental program was performed in the J. W. Roderick Laboratory for 
Materials and Structures at the University of Sydney. All tests were conducted 
in the 2000 kN capacity DARTEC testing machine, using a servo-controlled 
hydraulic ram. A diagram of the test set-up configuration is shown in Fig. 4.  
This is the same rig as used by Pham and Hancock (2010, 2012a). Fourteen tests 
of the seven types of stiffened web channels (SWC) including plain-C section as 
shown in Fig. 2 were conducted. Each type of section was tested twice to ensure 
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accuracy. In each test, two identical specimens were tested in pairs with top 
flanges facing inwards and with a gap between them to ensure that the inside 
assembly was possible. 
 
At the loading point at mid-span, the DARTEC loading ram has a spherical head 
to ensure that the load is applied uniformly on the steel bearing plate of 20 mm 
thickness, and moved downwards at a constant stroke rate of 2 mm/min during 
testing. The load was transferred to two stiffened channel sections 250x90x6CC 
(Cold-formed Channel) which were connected to the test beam specimens by 
two vertical rows of M12 high tensile bolts. The distance between these two 
vertical rows of bolts is 50 mm.  
 
At the supports, the two test specimens were bolted through the webs by vertical 
rows of M12 high tensile bolts. These rows of bolts were connected through the 
webs of two stiffened channel sections 250x90x6CC. The load was subsequently 
transferred to steel load transfer plates of 20 mm thickness bolted through the 
flanges of the stiffened channel sections 250x90x6CC. These load bearing plates 
eventually rested on the half rounds of the DARTEC supports to simulate a set 
of simple supports. At each bolt, a nut was located between the test beam 
specimen and CC (Cold-formed Channel) section so that the specimen did not 
attach directly on the CC thus minimizing restraint to the web. Five bolts were 
used at each support and ten bolts at the loading point. Six LVDTs (Linear 
Variable Displacement Transducers) were utilized as also shown in Fig. 4. All 
LVDTs were mounted directly to the base of the DARTEC testing machine. 
This set-up allowed for the vertical displacement of the specimen to be 
determined without being affected by bending of the test specimen. 
 
Further, the test beam specimens were also connected by four 25x25x5EA 
(Equal Angle) steel straps on each top and bottom flange adjacent to the loading 
point and supports as shown in Fig. 4. Self-tapping screws were used to attach 
these straps to the test beam specimens. The object of these straps was to 
prevent section distortion at the loading point and supports. The use of stiffened 
channel sections 250x90x6CC was introduced to prevent a bearing failure at the 
loading point and supports which could be caused by using conventional bearing 
plates. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
 
Table 2 summaries the results of the fourteen predominantly shear tests for 
stiffened web channel sections. Included in Table 2 are shear span (s), the 
ultimate peak loads (PT) of each test, the test shear loads (VT) and the test 


















C20012-1 200 150.53 37.63 7.53 
C20012-2 200 163.23 40.81 8.16 
SWC-I20X5-1 200 180.02 45.00 9.00 
SWC-I20X5-2 200 183.62 45.90 9.18 
SWC-I40X5-1 200 179.22 44.81 8.96 
SWC-I40X5-2 200 188.56 47.14 9.43 
SWC-I90X5-1 200 178.55 44.64 8.93 
SWC-I90X5-2 200 138.93 Premature Failure 
SWC-R20x15-1 200 199.24 49.81 9.96 
SWC-R20x15-2 200 196.25 49.06 9.81 
SWC-R40x15-1 200 204.25 51.06 10.21 
SWC-R40x15-2 200 203.15 50.79 10.16 
SWC-R90x15-1 200 192.47 48.12 9.62 
SWC-R90x15-2 200 182.46 45.61 9.12 
Table 2. Predominantly shear test results 
Typical failure modes for predominantly shear tests of the stiffened web channel 
(SWC) sections are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. For channel sections with relatively 
small web stiffener width such as SWC-I20x5-1 (bs1=5 mm, ds1=20 mm) (see 
Fig. 5a), the failure pattern shows definite shear buckle across the whole web. 
As the stiffener depth (ds1) is increased, for example: SWC-I90x5-1 (bs1=5 mm, 
ds1=90 mm) (see Fig. 5b), the shear failure mode appears to be influenced by the 
bending moment. It can be seen in Fig. 5b that the failure channel members 
occurs adjacent to the middle of shear span in combined bending and shear 
buckling mode. 
 
For the SWC-I90x5-2 test, premature failure was observed as a result of 
localized failure at the positions of the screws which were used to attach top 
straps to top flanges of the SWC sections. The result of this test is therefore 
discarded in the latter design calculation sections. 
 
For the tests with a larger stiffener width (bs1=15 mm), the failures in the local 
buckling modes were firstly observed in the top flanges adjacent to the loading 
points. The shear buckles subsequently occurred in two larger web portions as 
shown in SWC-R20x15-2 test (bs1=15 mm, ds1=20 mm) (see Fig. 6a). Similarly 
for SWC-R90x15-2 test (bs1=15 mm, ds1=90 mm), the local buckling in the top 
flanges adjacent to the loading points occurred prior to the shear bucking in the 
middle web portion (or web stiffener depth, ds1) as can be seen in Fig. 6b. 
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Figure 5: Typical failure patterns for channels with bs1 = 5 mm 
 
 
Figure 6: Typical failure patterns for channels with bs1 = 15 mm 
 
DIRECT STRENGTH METHOD (DSM) OF DESIGN FOR COLD-
FORMED SECTIONS 
 
DSM Design Rules for Pure Shear 
 
DSM design rules in shear without Tension Field Action 
 
The nominal shear strength (Vn) of beams without holes in the web and without 
web stiffeners is determined from Appendix 1, Section 1.2.2.2.1 of NAS-2012 
(AISI, 2012) as follows: 
 For 815.0v  : yn VV   (1) 
 For 227.1815.0  v  : ycrn VVV 815.0  (2) 
 For  227.1v : crn VV   (3) 
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 ywy FAV 6.0    (4) 











    (5) 
where
     y
V   is the yield load of web based on an average shear yield stress of 
0.6Fy; 
crV   is the elastic shear buckling force of the whole section derived by 
integration of the shear stress distribution at buckling over the 
whole section; cryv VV / ; 
vk  is the shear buckling coefficient of the whole section based on the 
Spline Finite Strip Method (SFSM) (Pham and Hancock, 2009, 
2012b) or the Semi-Analytical Finite Strip Method (SAFSM) 
(Hancock and Pham, 2011, 2012) and Pham, Pham and Hancock, 
2012a, b). 
 
DSM design rules in shear with Tension Field Action 
 
The nominal shear strength (Vn) of beams without holes in the web including 
tension field action is determined from Appendix 1, Section 1.2.2.2.1 of NAS-






































  (6) 
 
DSM Design Rules for Flexure 
 
Local Buckling Strength 
 
The nominal flexural strength at local buckling (Mnl) of beams without holes is 
determined from Appendix 1, Section 1.2.2.1.2 of NAS-2012 (AISI, 2012) as 
follows: 
 
 For 776.0l  : nenl MM   (7) 































  (8) 
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where l  is the non-dimensional slenderness used to determine nlM   
( l = crlne MM / );  
neM  is the critical elastic lateral-torsional buckling moment 
crlM  is the elastic local buckling moment of the section  
( crlM  = crlf
fS ); 
crlf  is the elastic local buckling stress of the section in bending; 
fS   is the section modulus about a horizontal axis of the full section. 
 
Distortional Buckling Strength 
The nominal flexural strength at distortional buckling (Mnd) of beams without 
holes is determined from Appendix 1, Section 1.2.2.1.3 of NAS-2012 (AISI, 
2012) as follows: 
 For 673.0d  : ynd MM   (9) 



































  (10) 
where  d   is the non-dimensional slenderness used to determine  
ndM  ( l = crdy MM / ); 
  yM  is the yield moment of the full section ( y
M = yf FS ); 
          crdM  is the elastic distortional buckling moment of the section  
( crdM = crdf fS ); 
          crdf  is the elastic distortional buckling stress of the section in bending; 
 
DSM Design Rules for Combined Bending and Shear 
 
In limit states design standards, the interaction is expressed in terms of bending 
moment and shear force so that the upper limit interaction formula for combined 
bending and shear of a section with a vertically unstiffened web is given Section 


























where M* is bending action (required strength), Mnxo is the bending section 
capacity (strength) in pure bending based on Eqs. 7-8 when Mne = My, V* is the 
shear action (required strength), and Vn is the shear capacity (strength) in pure 
shear. The upper limit equation for combined bending and shear of vertically 

















where Mnxo is the  bending section capacity (strength) in pure bending based on 
the lesser of Eqs. 7-8 or Eqs 9-10. 
 
COMPARISON OF DIRECT STRENGTH METHOD (DSM) DESIGN 
LOADS FOR SHEAR WITH PREDOMINANTLY SHEAR TESTS OF 
STIFFENED WEB CHANNELS (SWC) 
 
Comparison with the Existing DSM Design Specification for Shear 
 
The test result points are subsequently plotted in Fig. 7 against both DSM design 
curves for shear with Tension Field Action (TFA) (Eqs. 1-3) and without TFA 
(Eq. 6) except that the SWC20012-I90x5-2 test due to premature failure has 
been eliminated. The TFA curve (Basler, 1961) and the elastic buckling curve 
(Vcr) are also graphically reproduced in Fig. 7. For plain C-section (C20012), 
the predominantly shear tests lie close to the DSM shear curve with TFA. 
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For channel sections with stiffeners, depending on the sizes of the stiffeners, the 
elastic shear buckling loads (Vcr) based on the Spline Finite Strip Method 
(SFSM) (Pham and Hancock, 2009, 2012) increase significantly as the stiffeners 
become larger. The test points are therefore shifted horizontally to the left as 
shown in Fig. 7. However, it is interesting to note that the shear strengths (VT) of 
the stiffened web channel sections only increase slightly on the vertical axis of 
Fig. 7 in association with the increase of stiffener sizes. As a result, the test 
points of the SWC lie below the DSM shear curve with TFA. The reason for this 
may be explained by a significant increase in the shear capacity (Vn) relative to 
the bending capacity (Mnl) so that combined bending and shear now becomes 
important. 
 
Comparison with the Existing DSM Design Specification for Combined 
Bending and Shear 
 
Figure 8: Interaction between (MT/Mnl) and (VT/Vn(DSM)) 
Fig. 8 shows the interaction between (MT/Mnl) and (VT/Vn). It can be seen in 
Fig. 8 that the tests for SWC sections are no longer pure shear as for the plain 
sections. They lie around the bending and shear limits given by Eq. 12 but above 
Eq. 11 unit circular. The interaction between bending and shear for the SWC 
sections is therefore significant and Eq. 11 unit circle may be applicable to 
check in these cases although Eq. 12 may provide a mean fit. The failure mode 
of the SWC20012-I90x5 test under combined bending and shear can be 




























A predominantly shear test program on stiffened web channels was carried out 
to extend the newly developed DSM of design in shear. The test results were 
utilised to plot against the new DSM shear curves. For the stiffened web channel 
sections, by adding stiffeners, the shear strengths improve significantly with 
larger stiffener sizes. However, the test results (see Fig. 7) lie below the DSM 
shear curve with TFA. This fact may be explained by a significant increase in 
the shear capacity relative to the bending capacity so that combined bending and 
shear now becomes important. The interaction between bending and shear (see 
Fig. 8) is therefore significant for the SWC sections and the unit circle may be 
applicable to check in these cases although Eq. 12 may provide a mean fit.  
Although the DSM pure shear curve could not be validated directly due to 
combined bending and shear failures, the results validate the shear, and 
combined bending and shear methodology in the NAS S100:2012 Specification 
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    Numerical Studies of Collapse Behaviour of Multi-span 
Beams With Cold Formed Sigma Sections  
F. L. Wang1, J. Yang2, J. Lim3 
Abstract  
Multi-span cold-formed steel beams are widely used for roof purlin and cladding 
rails due to their high strength to weight ratio and ease of installation on site. 
There are a wide variety of cross-sectional shapes e.g. C, Z, top hat and sigma 
sections. A sigma section possesses several advantages such as high cross-
sectional resistances and large torsional rigidities compared with standard Z or C 
sections.  
Traditional design methods for cold-formed multi-span steel beams have been 
based on elastic theory, such as the Effective Width Method (EWM) and the 
Direct Strength Method (DSM). Both methods ignore the effect of redistribution 
of moments on the ultimate failure load. A Pseudo-Plastic Design Method 
(PPDM) has been recently proposed for statically indeterminate structures in 
order to improve the efficiency of the methods. This method is analogical to 
conventional plastic design theory by introducing a pseudo-plastic moment 
resistance (PPMR) to allow for the benefit of redistribution of moments. 
The objective of this paper is to summarize the efforts in numerical validation of 
the PPDM method used in the continuous beams. A series of finite element 
models are described to examine the collapse behaviour of multi-span cold-
formed beam systems. Parametric studies are carried out to investigate the 
influence of geometric dimensions on the collapse behaviours. Comparisons are 
made between different design methods and laboratory tests for determining the 
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ultimate load, demonstrating that the PPDM method can lead to more 
economical result when compared with traditional design methods.  
1 Introduction 
The individual constituent elements of cold-formed steel members are usually 
slender, i.e., having small thickness in comparison with their widths, and hence 
LB, DB and LTB may likely to occur, leading to pre-mature buckling failure. 
The constituent elements will not necessarily lose their full load bearing 
capacity when their critical buckling stress is reached, but instead they will 
continue to carry increasing loads in excess of the initial buckling load. In the 
case of multi-span beams system, failure of one element will not lead to an 
immediate collapse of the system. In fact, internal loads will be re-distributed 
and the system can continue to carry higher loads. Traditional design methods 
for cold-formed multi-span steel beams have been based on elastic theory, such 
as the Effective Width Method (EWM) [1] and the Direct Strength Method 
(DSM) [2, 3]. Both methods ignore the effect of redistribution of moments on 
the ultimate failure loads. A Pseudo-Plastic Design Method (PPDM) has been 
recently proposed for statically indeterminate structures in order to improve the 
efficiency of the methods. This method is analogical to conventional plastic 
design theory by introducing a pseudo-plastic moment resistance (PPMR) to 
allow for the benefit of redistribution of moments.  
The pseudo-plastic design method (PPDM) was initially introduced by Davis 
and Raven [4] for cold-formed steel section. The PPDM method follows 
conventional plastic design methods but allows for the redistribution of 
moments effect in the system, by considering the development of a pseudo-
plastic hinge near to the internal supports. Design by employing this method will 
lead to a higher loading capacity for such systems, and will render a more 
economical design when compared to elastic design methods. Recently, Liu and 
Yang [5] developed an implementable approach for sigma section. They 
proposed an internal support test to study the PPMR of continuous beams with 
cold-formed steel sigma sections at internal supports [6].  
In this paper, 3-D numerical models are established to investigate the collapse 
behaviour of cold-formed steel multi-span beams with sigma sections. The 
validated model will be extended to analyze the collapse behaviour of multi-
span beam systems, from which the rationale of the PPDM method can be 
further examined. Recommendations will be made as to whether a pseudo-
plastic design approach is more favourable over traditional design methods. 
Both elastic buckling and nonlinear finite element analysis are undertaken by 




2 Numerical analysis of two-span continuous beam 
2.1 Modelling process 
A two-span continuous beam made of sigma cross section (see Fig. 1.b), having 
a total length 12m, section depth 300mm and thickness 1.8mm is considered as 
an example to illustrate the FEM modelling and calculation process. This cross 
section is referred as 12-30018 hereafter.  
 
   (a) Two-span beam           (b) Sigma Cross section 12-30018 
Fig. 1 Geometric model of a two-span continuous sigma beam 
Two spans are connected by four bolts as internal support, and the connecting 
bolts are modelled with quarter circular plates with the same thickness as the 
cross-sectional thickness. SHELL181 is used to represent the cross-section of 
the sigma beam, and SHELL63 is used to idealize the bolt elements. The 
nominal yield strength of the tested sigma sections is 450N/mm2 and the plastic 
nonlinear properties are according to Liu and Yang [5, 6]. The central node on 
each plate is vertically restrained and other nodes on the plate are horizontally 
restrained. The nodes on the upper quarter of the bolt hole and the external 
circular surface of the plate are coupled together (Fig. 2a). The longitudinal 
movement of beam is restrained at the mid-span section and the model is 
restrained along outerweb-flange junction lines in the lateral and rotational 
directions. The lateral and torsional restraints are representing the 






   (a) Bolt connections     (b) Lateral and rotational restraints 




The loading pattern and the development of bending moment are shown in Fig. 
3. It is can be predicted that when yield load arrived, the stress at the internal 
support reaches the yield level and the first plastic hinge formed at this section. 
Then continuing loading the beam will causes the formation of a second plastic 
hinge in the mid-span, which then turns the beam into a mechanism. At the same 
time, the distance between inflection point and mid-length point reduces from S 
to S'; the moment at mid-length Mp will shift to Mpp which indicates the 
development of redistribution of moments in the continuous beam.  
 
Fig. 3 Moment diagram of two-span beam  
2.2 Results discussion 
The curve of load against displacement at mid-span is shown in Fig. 4. It can be 
seen that there are four distinct stages in the load-displacement curve, pre-failure 
stage (linear ascending), plastic hinge stage (the plateau), moment redistribution 
stage (nonlinear ascending) and post-failure stage (nonlinear descending). The 
yield load is about 6.0kN/m and the ultimate load is considered as the failure 
load which is 6.5kN/m.  
 




Figure 5 reveals uniformly distributed load (UDL) against the development of 
the moment at internal support and mid-span section, respectively. As can be 
seen from curves once the yield load (6.0kN/m) is reached, the moment at the 
internal support reaches its maximum value and a non-linear descend curve will 
form. But the moment at the mid-span section will still increase even when the 
yield load is reached and the increase rate grows considerably; indicating that 
the plastic hinge begins to form at the internal support, but the load capacity of 
the beam will continue to increase due to the redistribution of moments.  
 
(a) At internal support section      (b) At left mid-span section 
Fig. 5 Applied UDL vs. moments at various cross sections 
The development of the inflection point is shown in Fig. 6. The vertical axis 
represents the distance S between the inflection point and the internal support 
point; the horizontal axis shows the corresponding applied load (UDL) at which 
this distance was captured. The figure reveals how as the load increases and 
moment redistribution, the distance between inflection point and mid-length 
point moves towards the internal support. 
 




The comparison of ultimate load between the present numerical, DSM and 
PPDM method are presented in Table 1. DSM results are obtained according to 
AISI [8] by using finite strip program CUFSM [9, 10]. 
Table 1 Comparison of ultimate load with different method 
Specimens Ultimate load  q3/ q1 q3/ q2 PPDM q1 (kN/m) DSM q2 (kN/m) FEM q3 (kN/m) 
12-20012 2.12 1.60 2.13 1.00 1.33 
12-20016 3.11 2.45 3.25 1.05 1.33 
12-20025 5.67 4.76 6.01 1.06 1.26 
20-20025 N/A 1.72 2.76 N/A 1.60 
12-24015 3.9 2.89 4.0 1.02 1.49 
12-24023 6.98 5.25 6.99 1.00 1.33 
20-24030 N/A 2.75 3.95 N/A 1.44 
12-30018 6.88 4.48 6.46 0.94 1.44 
12-30025 11.03 7.30 11.12 1.01 1.52 
20-30030 4.27 3.29 4.35 1.02 1.32 
Average     1.01 1.41 
 
Table 1 demonstrates that the ratio of the ultimate load between FEM and 
PPDM is close to 1.00, with the maximum being 1.06, in contrast to the ratios 
between FEM and DSM is found to be close to 1.41, with the minimum ratio 
being 1.26. It can be concluded that the PPDM method produces more 
favourable results than DSM and showed better agreement with FEM. This is 
because PPDM method is base on plastic method by utilizing the effect residual 
moment capacity of the cold-formed steel beams in the plastic hinge zone, and 
allows redistribution of moments in the beams, which will inherently lead to a 
more economic result. 
3. Numerical analysis of Three-span continuous beam 
A three-span continuous beam is considered in this part to further investigate the 
collapse behaviour of multi-span beams; the geometric model is illustrated in 






Fig. 7 Geometric dimensions of three-span model 
The UDL-Displacement and UDL-Moment curves at different sections are 
shown in Fig. 8, respectively. Figure 9 present the deformation and stress 
contours when plastic hinges formed at internal supports.  
 
Fig. 8 UDL-moment curves 
 




It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the ultimate load of the beam is 7.5kN/m. In the 
pre-yield stage, as the cross sections yield continuously under increasing load, 
the bending moment in the beam also increases. When UDL is reaching around 
6.4kN/m, the moment capacity at internal support B and D are reached at plastic 
moment Mp (15.7kNm and 15.1kNm, respectively). At this moment, plastic 
hinges formed at the internal support sections, which allow the beam on either 
side to rotate freely under the moment Mp, and induce the redistribution of 
moments in the beam (Fig. 9). After this point, the moment at internal support 
(B and D) section decreases and the moment at mid-span (A and E) and mid-
length (C) section will continue to carry loads due to moment redistribution until 
sufficient plastic hinges have formed to lead the beam to a mechanism.  
4 Parametric studies 
4.1 Effect of thickness, depth and span length 
A parametric study has been conducted to validate the influence of geometric 
dimensions on the behaviour of the two-span sigma beams. These cross-sections 
were all tested by Liu and Yang [5, 6]. The relationship between the applied 
load (UDL) and displacement at the left mid-span point are show in Fig. 10-12, 
where the curves are divided into three groups based on different cross-sectional 
thickness, cross-sectional depth and beam length.  
 
  (a) 12-200 series               (b) 12-240 series  






    Fig. 10 c) 12-300 series          Fig. 11 Effect of beam length 
 
 (a) 20-30 series                    (b) 12-25 series  
Fig. 12 Effect of depth 
The parametric study shows that the thickness, depth or length will affect the 
ultimate load of continuous two-span beams. It can be seen from these curves 
that the ultimate load will increase as the thickness and depth of cross sections 
increase, and decrease as the length of beam span increase. It can be seen from 
Fig. 10 (a) that the ultimate load of 12-20012, 12-20016, 12-20025 are 
2.13kN/m, 3.25kN/m and 6.01kN/m, respectively, and the load carrying 
capacity increases 53% and 85% as the thickness increase. The same conclusion 
also can be found from Fig. 10 (b) and (c), where the load carrying capacity 
increases 75% and 72% in 24-240 and 24-300 series, respectively. The effect of 
section depth is demonstrated clearly in Fig. 12 (a) and (b), with the ultimate 
load increasing 85% as the section depth increases from 12-20025 (6.01kN/m) 
to 12-30025 (11.12kN/m); there is a 10% increase when the section depth 
increases from 40-24030 (3.95kN/m) to 40-30030 (4.35kN/m), which means 
that the influence of section depth will decrease as the span length increase. The 




54% as the span length increases from 6m (6.01kN/m) to 10m (2.76kN/m), with 
a section depth of 200mm and thickness of 2.5mm.  
4.2 Effect of different numbers of span and load conditions 
In order to further examine the PPDM method, more models with different load 
patterns, span lengths and number of span have been analyzed with both PPDM 
and FEM. The section 30018 is chosen as the cross-section and yield strength of 
steel is 450MPa, the results are shown in Table 2, the PPDM results are 
calculated according to the method presented in Liu and Yang [5, 6] and FEM 
values from ANSYS analysis.  








PPDM ppq  FEM FEq  
 
4.0kN/m 3.8kN/m 1.06 
6.7kN/m 7.5kN/m 0.90 
6.63kN/m 7.1kN/m 0.93 
 
6.69kN/m 6.9kN/m 0.97 
 
20.37kN  18.76kN 1.08 
 
14.06kN 15.75kN 0.90 
Average ratio   0.97 
As we can seen from Table 2 that the calculation of the ultimate load according 
to PPDM method has a good agreement with the FEM result; the ratio of the 
ultimate load between PPDM and FEM was found to be close to 1, with the 




4.3 Effect of yield strength 
All specimens in the laboratory tests carried out by Liu and Yang [5, 6] have the 
same yield strength 450Mpa. In order to determine whether beams with different 
yield stresses are suitable with PPDM method, numerical studies are conducted 
to investigate the influence of material strength. The specimen 12-30018 is 
chosen for the geometric model, and three yield strengths 350MPa, 450MPa and 
550MPa are analyzed, respectively. The load-displacement curves are shown in 
Fig. 13. 
 
Fig. 13 Comparison between different yield strength  
 
The comparison of ultimate load between numerical studies and PPDM are 
present in table 3: 
 Table 3 Comparison of FEM with PPDM for different yield stresses 
 




FEM q1 PPDM q2 
350MPa 6.21kN/m 5.9kN/m 0.95 
450MPa 6.53kN/m 6.88kN/m 1.05 
550MPa 6.75kN/m 7.4kN/m 1.09 




It can be seen from Table 3 that the ultimate load results between FEM and 
PPDM have good agreement; the average ratio between PPDM and FEM is 
1.03, which indicates that PPDM method still applicable in an extensive range of 
yield strength. 
5 Conclusions 
The results from both the numerical analysis and the parametric studies have led 
to the following conclusions: 
1 Values for the ultimate load of the specimens tested, calculated using PPDM 
method showed good agreement with the results of the finite element model.  
2 As the load applied to the beam is increased, the inflection point of the beam 
moves closer to the internal support. This is a strong indication of redistribution 
of moments taking place at the internal support. 
3 Use of the PPDM method over elastic analysis methods DSM could lead to 
more economical design of continuous cold-formed steel beams. 
4 It can be seen from Table 1 that no value could be obtained for the specimen 
20-20025 and 20-24023 in PPDM method. This is due to the specimens failing 
through the Lateral-Torsion Buckling action.  
5 Further studies demonstrate that PPDM method can be used in continuous 
beams with different load patterns and span numbers, and PPDM is also 
applicable for yield strength 350MPa and 550MPa. 
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Development of a new beam-column design method for cold-
formed steel lipped channel members 
 






The structural strength of cold-formed steel lipped channels under combined 
axial force and biaxial bending moments has been predicted by geometric and 
material nonlinear collapse analyses performed in ABAQUS and compared to 
both current, and a newly proposed, beam-column design method. The 
ABAQUS analyses utilizes a validated modeling protocol calibrated against 
previous testing by the authors, and including residual stresses and strains, and 
geometric imperfections; as well as, appropriate cross-section dimensions, 
member length, and boundary conditions. A total of 75 different lipped channel 
cross-sections have been selected and the capacity of the beam-column member 
has been examined under 127 combinations of actions in the P-M1-M2 space 
(axial load, P, and major-axis, M1, and minor-axis, M2, bending moments). The 
results have been used to evaluate the current beam-column design method and 
validate a new Direct Strength Method (DSM) approach for cold-formed steel 
beam-columns. The newly proposed method provides means to incorporate 
more realistic stability analyses of cross-sections under the applied actions, 
where the current design methods include only a linear prediction of the 
combined actions using “column strength” and “beam strength” as anchor 
points. Correspondingly, the reliability of both current and newly proposed 
methods has been evaluated. The newly proposed extensions to the Direct 
Strength Method show a potential to realize a sizeable  strength increase in 
many situations, and follow the overall trends in the data (P-M1-M2 surface) 
well; however, additional advancement is needed to realize the complete 
benefits predicted in the finite element models. 
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The Direct Strength Method (DSM) is a recently developed design method for 
cold-formed steel structural members that explicitly takes cross-section stability 
into account through enabling the implementation of advanced computational 
analyses, such as the finite strip method, to determine the elastic buckling loads 
of the member in local, distortional and/or global modes of failure, including 
interactions. The elastic buckling loads drive a series of design strength 
equations to determine both axial and bending moment capacity of cold-formed 
structural members, e.g. lipped channels and Zee sections. Current design codes 
such as the North American Specification of the American Iron and Steel 
Institute (AISI-S100, 2012) and the Australian/New Zealand Standard 
(AZ/NZS) for cold-formed steel structures (AS/NZS 2005) formally provide the 
traditional Effective Width Method (EWM), and the Direct Strength Method 
(DSM) (AISI-S100, 2012; Standards Australia, 2005). See Schafer (2008) for a 
complete review..  
 
Although extensive efforts have been devoted to estimating the capacity of cold-
formed steel members under pure axial or flexural actions (Hancock, 2003; 
Macdonald, Heiyantuduwa, & Rhodes, 2008; Rondal, 2000; Schafer, 2008; 
Young, 2008), the design of structural members under explicit combined actions 
has seen less study in both EWM and DSM (Kalyanaraman & Jayabalan, 1994; 
Loh, 1985; Miller & Pekoz, 1994; Pekoz, 1986; Peterman, 2012; Shifferaw, 
2010; Yiu & Pekoz, 2000). The combined effect of the actions on the member is 
taken into account in the latest design specifications, e.g. in AISI-S100-12, 
through a simple linear combination of the isolated pure axial or flexural design 
previously determined using EWM or DSM. Therefore, the current cold-formed 
steel beam-column design methods ignore any nonlinear interaction in the 
strength between axial load and bending.  
 
In this paper, comprehensive parametric geometric and material nonlinear 
collapse analyses, particularly on lipped channels, have been used to evaluate 
the structural reliability of both current and newly proposed beam-column 
design methods. The newly proposed method includes more realistic stability 
analyses of cross-sections under the applied actions. The analyses follow a 
modeling protocol verified against relevant experimental results. The results 
show the potential to improve the current beam-column design method. The 
newly proposed beam-column DSM has the potential to realize much of the 
strength increase in many situations, and follows the overall trends in the data 
(P-M1-M2 strength surface) well; however, additional advancement is needed to 
realize the complete benefits predicted in the finite element models. The 






including formal definition of the P-M1-M2 space, elastic stability of the beam-
columns under combined actions and elastic buckling surface in P-M1-M2 space, 
verified modeling protocols for parametric analyses, cross-section and length 
selection criteria for parametric analyses, and the analyses results and the 
reliability analysis and discussions. 
 
The results presented herein are a part of an ongoing comprehensive study 
developing a new explicit DSM prediction for cold-formed steel beam-columns. 
The larger effort includes additional tests and numerical analyses on cold-
formed steel Zee sections and further refinement of the DSM formulation.  
 
 
Figure 1  Normalized P-M1-M2 Space 
 
 
Direct strength prediction for Beam-Columns (DSM Beam-Columns) 
 
Normalized P-M1-M2 Space 
 
The use of a generalized coordinate system is important in the development of 
the new design method. The P-M1-M2 space is implemented to define the state 
of the applied combined actions including bi-axial bending moments (M1, M2) 
and axial force (P) with respect to the corresponding yield strength, as follows 
(also see Figure 1), 
 x  M1
M y1
, , z  P
Py
  (1) 
where, M1 and M2 are two orthogonal (principal) axes of the cross section and 
the denominators (subscript y) are the corresponding yield moments (force). 
 
Points in the normalized P-M1-M2 space are defined by an azimuth angle, MM, 








   tan1(y / x) , MM  cos
1(z /  ),   x2  y2  z2  (2) 
The normalized axial and bending moment strength of a member are just anchor 
points on the x, y, and z axes. Connecting all the points corresponding to the 
strength of a member associated with a particular MM and PM angles results in 
the strength surface of a member in 3D space.  
 
New Beam-Column Direct Strength Method 
 
The newly proposed beam-column DSM formulation is consistent with DSM for 
the design of beams and columns in AISI-S100-12. The method provides similar 
results for “beams” and “columns” at the anchor points, and more realistic 
strength prediction for the combined actions away from the anchors. Notably, 
anchor points are the points of either pure axial compression (PM=0) or pure 
bending moments about one of the principal axes (PM=90o; MM=0o, 90o, 180o, 
270o). PM determines how much a point is close to either  “beam” or “column” 
conditions. All results are represented in MMPMcoordinate, where  
shows how far a loading point can be pushed along the (MM, PM) line in P-M1-
M2 space to reach a particular limit state such as elastic buckling, yield, or 
plastic limits. 
 
Accordingly, for each loading condition such as (Pr, Mr1, Mr2) or 
(MMPM), the induced state of stress on the cross-section is used to 
determine elastic buckling loads such as local (L), distortional (D) and 
global (G) buckling loads. Moreover, the stress distribution along the (MM, 
PM) line is used to determine  corresponding to the first yielding of the cross-
section, y. Calculation of the plastic strength of the section, p, is not as trivial 
as the first yield capacity of the cross-section. A fully plastic distribution of 
stress on the cross-section can result in two different axes for the loading axis 
and the neutral axis of the cross-section. This phenomenon provides difficulties 
in finding of plastic surface of the sections, which are not within the scope of 
this paper.  
 
In all buckling modes, the design equations are a function of the associated 
slenderness consistent with DSM “beam” and “column” design equations. The 
proposed method can incorporate inelastic reserve, effects of holes in the design, 
and design under tension force and bending moments. The effects of holes and 









The nominal capacity of a beam-column in global buckling, , is calculated as 
a function of global slenderness G, defined as follows: 
G  y crG   
(3) 
Since inelastic reserve (capacity greater than first yield) is available only in 
bending, the nominal capacity, , is considered to be a function of the 
nominal capacity in axial compression, P, and the nominal flexural capacity, 
M, including inelastic reserve, as follows. 
nG  nGP  (nGM nGP )sinPM
 
(4) 
The proposed DSM equations for global buckling under combined axial load 
and bending are presented in the following, 
 




y                             
for G 1.5  
 
(5) 
nGP  0.877crG                              for G 1.5  
(6) 
For bending: 0 PM   , 0 MM  2  
nGM  p                                         
for G  0.23
 
(7) 
nGM  p  p  y  G  0.230.37       for 0.23 G  0.60  (8) 
nGM  y  















                





nGM  crG                                        





Consistent with the DSM method in AISI-S100-12, local-global interaction is 
adopted in the proposed beam-column DSM. The nominal capacity of beam-
columns in local buckling, L, can be determined here as a function of local 




 for nG  y  ; L 
y
crL







As local buckling equations for “beams” and “columns” are of the same format 
in DSM, the new equations for beam-column DSM also provide a consistent set 
of equations including local-global interaction and inelastic reserve as follows, 
  
for L  0.776   
Inelastic reserve capacity for symmetric members or when the first yield is 
in compression ( nG  y ): 
nL  y  11 / CyL
2  p  y  , CyL  0.776 / L  3
   
(13) 
Inelastic reserve capacity the first yield is in tension, conservative approach  
( nG  y ): 
nL  y  11 / CyL
2  p  y   yt3  
yt3  y 8 9 p y   (14)  
Ignoring inelastic reserve capacity: 
 nL  y  , nG  y    





for L  0.776   




























for nG  y  
































Consistent with the DSM method in AISI-S100-12, distortional-global 
interaction is ignored in the proposed beam-column DSM. The nominal capacity 
of beam-columns in distortional buckling, D, is determined here as a function 






As distortional buckling equations for “beams” and “columns” are almost 
consistent in DSM, the new equations for beam-column DSM provides a set of 








for D  0.561 0.112 sinPM   
Inelastic reserve capacity for symmetric members or when the first yield is 
in compression: 
nD  y  11 / CyD
2  p  y     
CyD  0.561 0.112 sinPM  / crD  3       (17) 
Inelastic reserve capacity the first yield is in tension, conservative approach  
( nG  y ): 
nD  y  11 / CyD
2  p  y   yt3  
yt3  y 8 9 p y   (18)  
Ignoring inelastic reserve capacity: 





for D  0.561 0.112 sinPM    



































The nominal capacity of the beam-column at the particular direction (MM, PM) 
in P-M1-M2 can be calculated as follows, 
n  min nL ,nD,nG   (21)  
For design purposes, the capacity of the member including the resistance factor 
LRFD method or safety factor  allowable stress design method 
should satisfy the following design equations,





Elastic buckling analysis 
 
The proposed beam-column DSM requires elastic buckling analysis under any 
required action. All elastic critical surfaces are determined from stability 
analysis using CUFSM 4.06 (Schafer & Adany, 2006) assuming the actual stress 






defined by azimuth (MM) and elevation (PM) angles. The elastic critical load 
factor for a particular point in the P-M1-M2 space is a normalized distance, , 
between that point and the origin along the (MM, PM). The required actions (Pr, 
Mr1, Mr2) or (MMPM), induce a state of axial stress, fr, on the cross-











where, I1 and I2 are principal moment of inertia, ycx and xcx are the distance to the 
centroidal principal axes, and A is the cross-sectional area. The cross-section 
stability analysis (using CUFSM) performed on fr provides, buckling load 
factors (crL, crD, crG) for local (L), distortional (D), and global (G) buckling. 
These factors may be resolved back into the P-M1-M2 space simply as 







Figure 2  Elastic (blue) and nominal strength (red) surfaces under the combined actions-
600S137-54 (L=12 inches): (a) local buckling; (b) distortional buckling 
 
To automatically identify local and distortional buckling and avoid the problems 
of non-unique minima in conventional finite strip models, the newly proposed 
“FSM@cFSM-Lcr” method is used (Li & Schafer, 2010). “FSM@cFSM-Lcr” 
utilizes a straight-line cross-section and a constrained finite strip method (cFSM) 
analysis to determine buckling half-wave lengths (Lcr) for pure local and pure 
distortional buckling. These lengths are then used to uniquely identify the local 
and distortional buckling response and crL, and crD. 
  
The elastic buckling load factors are used for predicting the design strength in 
accordance with the proposed formulas of the previous section. Figure 2 
illustrates the elastic surfaces (in blue) for local (Figure 2a), and distortional 
buckling (Figure 2b) for an example cross-section. To enable comparison, the 









600S137-54, L=12 inches. Strength may be less than, or greater than, the elastic 




The general-purpose finite element program ABAQUS is employed to perform a 
comprehensive parametric nonlinear collapse analyses on lipped channel beam-
columns to evaluate the newly proposed beam-column DSM. The modeling 
protocols used in the parametric analyses are verified against experimental 
results as discussed in (Torabian, Zheng, & Schafer, 2014a, 2014b). The 




Figure 3 (a) Typical mesh topology (Maximum mesh size is 15mm); (b) Boundary conditions in 
the parametric study 
 
Modeling protocols  
 
Element, mesh properties and boundary conditions 
 
The 9-node quadratic shell element, S9R5, is used as the computational element 
in the models. The maximum size of the element is assumed to be 
15mm×15mm; the corners of the cross-section are meshed with 4 elements 
(transversally); the minimum number of transverse elements in the web, flange, 
and lip is considered to be 4, 2 and 2, respectively. The typical mesh topology 
for different size of specimens in the parametric study, and the assumed 


























Two nominal yield strengths of 33 ksi (228 MPa) and 50 ksi (345 MPa) are used 
in this study corresponding to the available strength of the products. An elastic-
perfectly-plastic material model is adopted as a conservative model for the 
parametric analyses. The elastic Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio are 
29500 ksi (2.03×105 MPa) and 0.3, respectively. For the plastic behavior, von 
Mises yield criterion and associated flow are adopted.  
 
Cold roll-forming effects 
 
To include the cold roll-forming effects thirty-one through thickness integration 
points are required, which results in a large increase in computational effort. 
However, it has been shown that the cold roll-forming effect increases the 
member strength about 2% on average (Torabian et al., 2014a). Therefore, the 
cold roll-forming effect is ignored in the parametric study reported herein and no 
residual stress is introduced into the finite element models. This assumption can 
lead to make the parametric study modeling protocol modestly biased 
(conservatively) on the strength prediction (about -2%), which can be 




To employ a generalized imperfection pattern in the parametric analysis, global, 
distortional, and local buckling modes are introduced into the finite element 
models consistent with the verification studies. As discussed in Torabian et al., 
(2014a) the finite element models with the “PGPDPL” imperfection pattern, 
which is defined as positive global, positive distortional, and positive local 
buckling shape pattern under uniform compression (see Figure 4 for the 
“positive” sign convention), provides a lower-bound prediction of the capacity 
for lipped channels. The positive imperfection makes the flanges of the lipped 
channel cross-section move outward at the mid-height, which provides lower 
post-buckling strength (Dinis, Camotim, & Silvestre, 2007). Accordingly, the 
PGPDPL imperfection pattern is adopted as a lower-bound assumption for 
performing parametric analyses. The positive sign for the global imperfection 
(bow and camber) is always defined to insure that the eccentricities are 
maximum at the mid-height of the specimen. The selected shapes of the 
imperfections are schematically shown in Figure 4. The 50% CDF values are 
used for the imperfection magnitude (Torabian et al., 2014a; Zeinoddini & 
Schafer, 2012). These assumptions on the imperfection result in a biased model 
(conservatively) for the strength prediction (at least -3%), which can be 








Figure 4  Imperfections pattern (positive sign convention) used in the parametric study  
 
Loading and solution method 
 
Including one specimen for pure axial loading, 127 evenly distributed P-M1-M2 
load combinations (30o intervals in azimuth and 5o in elevation direction) are 
considered for each beam-column model. Displacement is applied at the 
reference node (see Figure 3b) for most of the specimens except for the 
specimens that has large eccentricity (more like a beam). For those specimens, 
force and moment are applied at the reference node. In the parametric study, the 
arc-length (Riks) method is implemented for the equilibrium solver. 
 
Parametric analysis matrix: Cross-section selection 
There are 364 structural stud cross-sections in the SFIA product list for 
structural lipped channels (SFIA, 2012). Depths of the cross-sections vary from 
2.5 to 16 inches. To select a representative subset, several dimensionless 
parameters are considered to characterize the cross-sections in the product list. 
Accordingly, 75 cross-sections covering the range of variations of the selected 
dimensionless parameters are employed in the parametric analyses. 
 
The dimensionless parameters considered are depth-to-width ratio (Figure 5a), 
flange-to-lip ratio (Figure 5b), local (Figure 5c) and distortional (Figure 5d) 
slenderness, and the ratio of local to distortional nominal axial capacity (Figure 
5e and 5f). The popularity of the cross-sections in construction, and cross-
sections used in previous experiments are also considered in selecting the final 
cross-sections for the parametric study. 
Local (Pcrl) and distortional (Pcrd) axial buckling loads and the corresponding 
half-wave lengths, Lcrl and Lcrd are calculated using CUFSM 4.06. Assuming the 
Local Distor onal Global(Major + Minor) 








yield load for column global buckling, Pne=Py, the local (l) and distortional (d) 
slenderness are determined for all cross-sections.  
 
 
Figure 5  Selecting cross-sections for parametric study based on the dimension parameters 
 
Using the calculated local and distortional slenderness, the axial nominal 
capacity of the cross section is also determined to identify the governing mode 
of failure of the specimens. To account for the clamped distortional buckling 
end condition, an empirical relationship developed for boosting the distortional 
buckling critical load is implemented to the elastic distortional buckling load 
and the associated distortional slenderness (Moen, 2008; Torabian et al., 2014a). 
A length of 3Lcrl is assumed for short specimens which provides a large increase 
above the simply supported distortional buckling minimum, and a length of 3Lcrd 
is assumed for longer specimens which provides minimal increase to the simply 
supported elastic distortional buckling load. The axial capacity of the specimens 
having both lengths is calculated for all cross-sections. The Pcrl/Pcrd ratio is used 
to identify whether the local or the distortional buckling governs the specimen 






sections, 2 different lengths (3Lcrl and 3Lcrd) and 127 load combinations for each 
model. Accordingly, 19,050 different beam-column models have been analyzed 
to failure to evaluate the prediction methods. 
 
FEM results and reliability analysis  
 
To study the results more quantitatively, the reliability index or safety index, β0, 
which is a measure of the reliablity or safety of the structural member, is 
determined based on the available parametric study results and the 
corresponding predicted results. Pridiction methods include current AISI-S100-
12 (DSM method) and the proposed beam-column DSM presented herein. These 
two methods share common anchor points for isolated P, M1 and/or M2. Larger 
β0 implies higher reliability and lower probabilty of failure.. The reliability index 
is calculated using the method described in Chapter F of AISI-S100 (2012) 
(AISI-S100, 2012). Correspondingly, the strength of the tested member should 





where  iQi  is the required strength (factored loads) based on the most critical 
load combination determined in accordance with Section A5.1.2 for LRFD;  is 
the resistance factor and Rn is the average value of all test results. The resistance 
factor   can be calculated as follows (AISI-S100, 2012), 














where, C, the calibration factor is 1.52 for LRFD method (see more details in 
Meimand and Schafer, 2014); Mm is the mean material factor (Mm = 1.05); Fm is 
the mean fabrication factor (Fm = 1.00); Pm is the mean value of the professional 
factor (Pm is the mean of the test-to-predicted ratio); 0 is the target reliability 
index which is assumed to be 2.5 for structural members (LRFD); Vm is the 
coefficient of variation for the material factor (Vm = 0.10); VF is the coefficient 
of variation for the fabrication factor (VF = 0.05); Cp=(1+1/n)/m/(m-2) is the 
correction factor, where n in the number of the tests (simulations) and m is the 
degrees of freedom (=n-1), since a large number of simulations have been done, 
CP is assumed to be 1.0; VP is the coefficient of variation for the professional 
factor (Vp is the coefficient of variation of the test-to-predicted ratio); VQ is the 
coefficient of variation for the load effect (VQ=0.21 for the LRFD method). 
 
Mean test-to-predicted ratios (i.e., FEM-to-predicted ratio in this study) and the 
associated standard deviations for both current AISI-S100-12 (DSM method) 
and the proposed beam-column DSM are summerized in Table 1 for all 






local slenderness for short specimens and vs. distortional slenderness for long 
specimens. 
  
In Table 1a and 1b, the reliability index is back calculated from Eq. 5.2 for two 
different resistance factors; and the resistance factor is also calculated based on 
the target reliability of 2.5. Two resistance factors 0.85 (typical for columns) and 
0.9 (typical for beams) have been investigated for the beam-column member. 
 
 
Figure 6  Results of the parametric study: (a) All points; (b) non-anchor points 
 
As the anchor points are common between the proposed method and the current 
AISI-S100-12 method, evaluation at the anchor points provides the same 
reliability. Accordingly, in Table 1 two data sets are considered: Data set “All” 
that includes all data points (anchor and non-anchor points, see Figure 6a) and 
data set “15o<<75o” that includes just results away from the anchor points 
(Figure 6b). Although the difference is small, the non-anchor results provide a 
more reasonable reliability assessment for the newly proposed method. 
 
The reliability analysis in Table 1a shows that the current beam-column design 
method in AISI-S100-12 is conservative. The calculated reliability indices of the 
AISI-S100-12 linear interaction equation for “15o <<75o” are 3.17 (=0.85) 
and 2.96 (=0.90), which are larger than the target reliability index of 2.5. The 
calculated reliability index of the newly proposed beam-column DSM method is 
2.47 (=0.85) and 2.27 (=0.90); close to the target reliability index. As 
discussed previously, the modeling protocols used for simulation are a minimum 
of -5% biased in strength. Revising the mean values by 5% increase and 






(=0.85) and 2.44 (=0.90) for the newly proposed beam-column DSM method 
(Table 1b), which satisfies the target reliability index. 
 
Table 1  Reliability analysis on design methods : (a) AISI-S100-12; (b) New DSM beam-column 
 
*




Work on an additional 36 Zee-section tests, refining and extending the 
parametric studies with the FE model, finalizing the design equations, and user-




A new design formulation that directly incorporates stability under the actual 
applied P-M1-M2 action and inelastic reserve in bending is proposed. This new 
Direct Strength Method (DSM) for beam-columns provides capacity predictions 
on average 20% higher than current design formulations, but still remains 
conservative - future improvements are also still desired. A comprehensive 
parametric analysis on lipped channels using a verified modeling protocol has 
been performed to evaluate the current beam-column design method and the 
proposed beam-column DSM. The parametric analysis includes 19,050 capacity 
points for 75 independent beam-column members. Reliability analyses of the 
current beam-column design method in the AISI specification and the newly 
proposed beam-column DSM using both test results and parametric analyses 
results show that the current method is a conservative design method and the 





AISI-S100-12 Linear Interaction 
Pm Vp 
0 
Data Set =0.85 =0.9   0=2.5 
All 19050 1.27 0.17 2.99 2.80   0.98 
15o<PM<75





New Beam-Column DSM 
Pm Vp 
0 
Data Set =0.85 =0.9   0=2.5 
All 19050 1.08 0.18 2.39 2.20   0.82 
15o<PM<75
o 13650 1.08 0.16 2.47 2.27 0.84 
15o<PM<75
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Cold-formed Lean Duplex Stainless Steel Rectangular Hollow 
Sections in Combined Compression and Bending 
 




An experimental investigation of cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel 
members in combined compression and minor axis bending is performed. The 
test specimens were cold-rolled from flat strips of lean duplex stainless steel 
grade EN 1.4162 into two rectangular hollow sections. Different eccentricities 
were applied to the rectangular hollow sections, so that a beam-column 
interaction curve for each series of test can be obtained. Initial overall geometric 
imperfections of the members were measured prior to testing. The ultimate loads 
and the failure modes of each specimen were obtained. Failure modes include 
flexural buckling as well as interaction of local and flexural buckling were 
observed from the test specimens. The test strengths were compared with the 
design strengths predicted by the American, Australian/New Zealand and 
European specifications for stainless steel structures. It should be noted that 
these specifications do not cover the material of lean duplex stainless steel. 
Generally, the specifications are capable of predicting the beam-column 




Cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel, with both structural and economical 
advantages, is becoming an attractive choice as a construction material. It has a 
low nickel content compared to other grades of stainless steel, which reduced 
the material cost. In addition, it is regarded as a high strength material with the 
nominal yield strength (0.2% proof stress) of 450 MPa. However, investigation 
of such relatively new material is very limited. Huang and Young (2012) 
investigated the material properties of cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel, 
including the yield strength, ultimate strength, Young’s modulus, residual stress, 
local imperfection, and stub column strengths. Huang and Young (2013, 2014a) 
as well as Theofanous and Gardner (2009) carried out experimental and 
numerical investigations on cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel columns. It 
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 




is found that the current design specifications generally provide conservative 
predictions to the column strengths of cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel. 
Modified column design rules based on the current design specifications have 
been proposed. Huang and Young (2014b) as well as Theofanous and Gardner 
(2010) investigated the structural behaviour of cold-formed lean duplex stainless 
steel flexural members. The flexural strengths of the structural members 
obtained from experimental and numerical investigations were compared with 
the design strengths predicted by different design rules. It is found that the 
existing design rules are generally conservative for the lean duplex stainless 
steel beams, and beam design rules were also proposed. 
 
Structural members subjected to combined compression and bending are 
commonly used in construction. Previous researchers have investigated stainless 
steel structural members subjected to axial compression and bending. Kouhi et 
al. (2000) carried out tests on beam-column specimens of rectangular hollow 
section (RHS) for austenitic stainless steel grade EN 1.4301 (AISI 304). The test 
results were compared with the design strengths calculated by European Code. It 
is suggested that the limitation of the magnification factor should be ignored for 
a more conservative and less scattered predictions. Macdonald et al. (2007) 
conducted beam-column tests on lipped channel section for austenitic stainless 
steel grade EN 1.4301. It is found that interaction formula in European Code 
provides very conservative predictions for the beam-column strengths, when the 
virgin 0.2% proof stress and the linear elastic moment capacity were used. The 
predictions can be improved by using the 0.2% proof stress obtained from the 
fabricated sections, which include the strength enhancement due to cold-
working, together with the moment capacity obtained from the beam tests. 
Greiner and Kettler (2008) evaluated the interaction factor in the interaction 
formulae for the prediction of beam-column strengths in EC3 (2005). Numerical 
simulations for I-sections and hollow sections of austenitic stainless steel (grade 
EN 1.4301) and duplex stainless steel (grade EN 1.4462) beam-column 
specimens were performed. A set of interaction factors for stainless steel beam-
columns is proposed for different sections. It is found that the interaction 
formulae for carbon steel are also suitable for stainless steel, when the proposed 
interaction factors are used. Lui et al. (2012) conducted a series of tests on cold-
formed duplex stainless steel grade EN 1.4462 (S32205). The beam-column test 
strengths were compared with design strengths predicted by the American 
Specification (ASCE) (2002) and Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS) 
(2001) for stainless steel. It is found that the current design specifications are 
generally conservative for the duplex stainless steel beam-columns. Talja and 
Salmi (1995) conducted beam-column tests for cold-formed RHS of austenitic 
stainless steel grade EN 1.4301. The test results were compared with the design 




It is suggested that the limitation for magnification factor in the interaction 
formulae should not be used. 
 
It should be noted that there is no investigation on cold-formed lean duplex 
stainless steel beam-column members up to now. The purpose of this paper is to 
provide test data on cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel rectangular hollow 
sections in combined axial compression and bending. Furthermore, the 
suitability of the current design rules in the American Specification (ASCE, 
2002), Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS, 2001) and European Code 
(EC3, 2006) for cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel beam-columns is 





Cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel members were tested under combined 
compression and bending in this study. The cold-formed lean duplex stainless 
steel grade EN 1.4162 is considered to be a high strength material with nominal 
0.2% proof stress of 450 MPa (Yrjola, 2008). The test specimens were cold-
rolled from flat strips into two rectangular hollow sections (RHS), with the 
nominal section sizes (D×B×t) of 100×50×2.5 and 150×50×2.5, where D, B and 
t are the depth, width and thickness of the cross-sections in millimeter, 
respectively. Each specimen was cut to a specified length of either 550 or 1550 
mm. Both ends of the specimens were milled flat and then welded to 20 mm 
thick steel end plates for the specimens to be connected to the end bearings. Two 
different cross-sections with two different column lengths for each section 
provided four series of beam-column tests. The specimens were compressed by 
different eccentricities that ranged from around 2 to 55 mm, in order to obtain a 
beam-column interaction curve for each series of tests. A total of 18 beam-
column specimens were tested in this study. 
 
The test specimens were labeled such that the nominal cross-section geometry, 
specimen length, and loading eccentricities could be identified, as shown in 
Table 1. For example, the label “150×50×2.5L550E55” defines the following 
specimen: the dimension before the letter “L” indicates the nominal cross-
section geometry (D×B×t) of the specimen; the letter “L” indicates the length of 
the specimen, and the following digits represent the nominal length of the 
specimen in millimeters (550 mm); the following part of the label “E55” 
indicates the nominal loading eccentricity at the ends of the specimen (55 mm). 
The measured loading eccentricities and cross-section dimensions of each test 





Specimen  D  B  t  A  e +   /L 
 (mm)  (mm)  (mm)  (mm2)  (mm) 
100×50×2.5L550E2 100.2 50.0 2.529 724.3 2.31 -1/1082 
100×50×2.5L550E5 100.2 50.2 2.510 719.6 4.26 -1/2887 
100×50×2.5L550E12.5 100.2 50.1 2.523 723.0 11.02 -1/4882 
100×50×2.5L550E25 100.1 50.0 2.500 715.7 23.75 1/4068 
100×50×2.5L550E55 100.2 50.1 2.555 731.8 54.19 1/3487 
100×50×2.5L1550E5 100.2 50.0 2.530 724.4 4.78 1/4068 
100×50×2.5L1550E12.5 100.2 50.0 2.526 723.3 11.32 -1/6102 
100×50×2.5L1550E25 100.2 50.1 2.534 725.7 25.36 1/4882 
100×50×2.5L1550E55 100.1 50.2 2.523 722.8 54.94 1/3015 
150×50×2.5L550E5 150.1 49.8 2.457 942.2 4.53 1/1082 
150×50×2.5L550E12.5 150.0 49.8 2.493 954.3 13.01 -1/2835 
150×50×2.5L550E25 150.0 49.5 2.484 951.0 23.60 1/2165 
150×50×2.5L550E55 150.0 49.8 2.519 967.7 55.25 -1/3543 
150×50×2.5L1550E2 149.9 49.8 2.509 961.2 2.23 -1/8136 
150×50×2.5L1550E5 150.0 49.6 2.490 953.5 4.55 -1/12205 
150×50×2.5L1550E12.5 150.1 49.6 2.491 952.5 11.58 1/6102 
150×50×2.5L1550E25 150.0 49.6 2.508 959.5 24.32 1/8136 
150×50×2.5L1550E55 150.0 49.8 2.541 972.4 55.45 -1/4882 
Table 1: Measured specimen dimensions and eccentricities as well as overall 
geometric imperfections at mid-length 
 
The material properties of the test specimens were determined by tensile coupon 
tests on the flat portions of the cross-sections, as detailed in Huang and Young 
(2012). The tensile coupons were extracted from the same batch as the beam-
column specimens in this study. The material properties obtained from the 
coupon tests, including the static 0.2% proof stress (0.2), static tensile strength 
(u), initial Young's modulus (Eo), elongation at fracture (f) and Ramberg-
Osgood parameter (n), are summarized in Table 2. 
   
 Section 0.2 (MPa) u (MPa)  Eo (GPa) f (%) n      
 100×50×2.5 625 727 200 49 6  
 150×50×2.5 664 788 202 35 4  
Table 2: Measured material properties obtained from tensile coupon tests 
(Huang and Young, 2012) 
 
Initial overall geometric imperfections of the beam-column specimens were 
measured prior to testing. Theodolite was used to obtain readings at the mid-
length and near both ends of the specimens. The geometric imperfections were 




geometric imperfections at mid-length () are normalized by the specimen 
length (L), as summarized in Table 1. The positive value indicates that the 
overall geometric imperfection is away  
 
The sign convention of the overall geometric imperfections and the location of 
measurement are shown in Fig. 1. The average absolute value of the overall 
geometric imperfections at mid-length were 1/2490, 1/4227, 1/1979, and 1/7179 
of the specimen length for specimens in test Series 100×50×2.5L550, 
100×50×2.5L1550, 150×50×2.5L550 and 150×50×2.5L1550, respectively. The 
maximum initial local geometric imperfections of the specimens measured by 
Huang and Young (2012) were 0.348 and 0.679 mm for cross-sections 
100×50×2.5 and 150×50×2.5, respectively. These specimens were also from the 
same batch as the beam-column specimens in this study. The local geometric 
imperfection measurements are detailed in Huang and Young (2012). 
 
                      
Figure 1: Sign convention and location of overall geometric imperfection 
measurements 
 
Combined compression and bending tests 
 
The cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel members were compressed between 
pinned ends with different eccentricities. A hydraulic testing machine was used 
to apply compressive force to the specimens. The test rig and the test setup are 
shown in Fig. 2. The specimens were welded with end plates. The pin-ended 
bearings were used at both upper and lower end supports to allow free rotation 
of the specimens about the minor axis only. Each pin-ended bearing is made up 
of knife-edge wedge plate and pit plate. The wedge plate has slot holes to allow 
adjustment of the column specimen to be loaded at a specified eccentricity. One 




the other pit plate was connected to a special bearing at the lower end support. 
The end plates of the specimen were bolted to the two knife-edge wedge plates. 
The specimen was then put into the testing machine between the two pit plates, 
so that the knife-edge of the lower wedge plate was seated on the V-shape pit of 
the lower pit plate. Initially, the special bearing was free to rotate in any 
direction. The lower and upper wedges were positioned in-line and then applied 
approximately 5 kN to the specimen. This procedure would eliminate any 
possible gaps between the wedge plates and the pit plates in the pin-ended 
bearings, since the special bearing was free to rotate in any direction. The 
special bearing was then restrained from twisting and rotation by using the 
horizontal and vertical bolts, respectively. The applied load on the specimens 
was then released to approximately 2 kN to allow the test starts with a small 
initial load. The small compression load ensures full contact in the pin-ended 
bearings. 
 
             
(a) Test rig (b) Setup 
Figure 2: Schematic view of beam-column test 
 
Three displacement transducers (LVDTs) were used to measure the axial 
shortening and the end rotation of the specimens. In addition, displacement 
transducers were located horizontally at mid-length of the specimens to measure 
the horizontal deflection of the specimen about the bending axis. Strain gauges 
were attached in the axial direction at mid-length of the specimens to determine 
the loading eccentricity and local buckling. Four strain gauges were located on 
the webs near the corners for all specimens to determine the loading eccentricity. 
Two additional strain gauges were located in the middle of the webs for columns 










Displacement control was used to drive the hydraulic actuator at a constant 
speed of 0.2 mm/min for all tests. The static load was recorded by pausing the 
applied straining for 2 min near the ultimate load and post-ultimate load. A data 
acquisition system was used to record the applied load, the readings of the 
LVDTs and strain gauges at regular intervals during the tests. 
 
It is important to measure the eccentricity (e) accurately, in order to compare the 
test strengths directly with the design strengths calculated from the measured 
loading eccentricity. Prior to the tests, the distance between the minor axis of the 
specimens and the knife edge of the wedge plate was adjusted to a specified 
eccentricity. Four strain gauges and a displacement transducer were used to 
determine the loading eccentricity at the mid-length of the specimens during 
testing. The applied load, longitudinal strains and overall deflection at mid-
length about the bending axis of the specimens were recorded to determine the 
loading eccentricity. The bending moment of the specimens at mid-length equals 
to EoIy, and also equals to the applied compressive load (P) multiply by the 
loading eccentricity (e +) together with the lateral deflection (). Therefore, 
the measured loading eccentricity is determined as (e +) = (EoIy/P – 
),where Eo = initial Young’s modulus; Iy = second moment area of the sections 
about the minor axis; = curvature of the specimens which was calculated 
using the readings of the strain gauges; P = applied compressive load; and  = 
overall horizontal deflection at mid-length of the specimens about the bending 
axis. The measured loading eccentricity was obtained for each specimen during 
the initial stage of loading in the elastic range of the tests, as shown in Table 1. 
 
The experimental ultimate axial loads (PExp), end moments (Mend,Exp), second-
order elastic moments (Me,Exp) and inelastic moments (Mi,Exp) corresponding to 
ultimate axial loads, and the failure modes of the beam-column tests are shown 
in Table 3, where u is the overall horizontal deflection at mid-length of the 
specimen at ultimate axial load and Pe is the elastic buckling load. The curves of 
the axial load (P) versus the inelastic moment as well as the axial load versus the 
end moment for Series 100×50×2.5L550 is shown in Fig 3. The points 
corresponding to the ultimate axial load (PExp) on the axial load versus inelastic 
moment curves are also indicated by the symbol circles, as shown in Fig 3. The 
failure modes observed at ultimate load of the specimens involved flexural 
buckling (F) and interaction of local and flexural buckling (L+F), as shown in 








Specimen  Failure PExp  Mend,Exp  Mi,Exp  Me,Exp 
 mode  (kN)  (kNmm)  (kNmm)  (kNmm) 
100×50×2.5L550E2  L+F 325.7 752.4 1707.6 973.8 
100×50×2.5L550E5  L+F 294.7 1255.4 2377.2 1581.3 
100×50×2.5L550E12.5  L+F 226.5 2496.0  3765.0  2963.8 
100×50×2.5L550E25  L+F 173.3 4115.9  5066.4 4688.8 
100×50×2.5L550E55  L+F 99.9 5413.6  6149.1 5813.6 
100×50×2.5L1550E5  F 151.2 722.7  4455.5 2181.9 
100×50×2.5L1550E12.5 F 127.8 1446.7  5260.4 3332.1 
100×50×2.5L1550E25  F 97.8 2480.2  6199.7 4352.3 
100×50×2.5L1550E55  F 70.0 3845.8  6772.5 5558.9 
150×50×2.5L550E5  L+F 290.8 1317.3  2446.9 1542.4 
150×50×2.5L550E12.5  L+F 217.7 2832.3  3869.4 3175.6 
150×50×2.5L550E25  L+F 173.9 4104.0  5178.1 4496.5 
150×50×2.5L550E55  L+F 105.4 5823.4  6568.7 6138.6 
150×50×2.5L1550E2  L+F 218.6 487.5  2654.4 1531.6 
150×50×2.5L1550E5   L+F 188.5 857.7  3275.3 2127.7 
150×50×2.5L1550E12.5 L+F 149.3 1728.9  4022.0 3290.6 
150×50×2.5L1550E25  L+F 114.3 2779.8  5776.3 4347.6 
150×50×2.5L1550E55  L+F 75.3 4175.4  6559.3 5443.3 
Note: Mend,Exp = PExp(e +); Mi,Exp = PExp (e ++u); Me,Exp = Mend,Exp/(1-PExp/Pe) 




The reliability of the beam-column design rules in the current specifications, 
including ASCE (2002), AS/NZS (2001) and EC3 (2006), was evaluated using 
reliability analysis. It should be noted that the design rules in the European 
Codes are calibrated according to the guidelines given in Eurocode 0 (EC0, 
2005), in which a different method of reliability analysis is described compared 
with the method in the ASCE Specification. However, for the purpose of direct 
comparison, the reliability analysis of ASCE is used for European Code in this 
study. Reliability analysis is detailed in the Commentary of the ASCE 
Specification (2002). A target reliability index of 2.5 for stainless steel structural 
members is used as a lower limit in this study. The design rules are considered 
to be reliable if the reliability index (0) is greater than or equal to 2.5. The 
resistance factors (0) of 0.85, 0.90 and 1.00 for the design axial strength, and 
0.90, 0.90 and 1.00 for design flexural strength as recommended by the ASCE 
(2002), AS/NZS (2001) and EC3 (2006) specifications, respectively, were used 
in the reliability analysis. The load combinations of 1.2DL+1.6LL, 




ASCE (2002), AS/NZS (2001) and EC3 (2006), respectively, where DL is the 
dead load and LL is the live load. The Eq. 6.2-2 in the ASCE Specification was 
used in calculating the reliability index. The statistical parameters Mm = 1.10, Fm 
= 1.00, VM = 0.10 and VF = 0.05, which are the mean values and coefficients of 
variation for material properties and fabrication factors for compression 
members and flexural members, in the commentary of the ASCE Specification 
were adopted. The mean value (Pm) and coefficient of variation (VP) of the 
tested-to-predicted load and moment ratios are shown in Table 4. In calculating 
the reliability index, the correction factor Eq. F1.1-4 in the North American 
Specification for the design of cold-formed steel structural members AISI S100 
(2012) was used to account for the influence due to a small number of tests.  
 
Design rules and comparison with beam-column strengths 
 
The unfactored design strengths (nominal strengths) for members subjected to 
combined compression and bending were calculated using the American 
Specification (ASCE, 2002), Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS, 2001), 
and European Code (EC3, 2006). The design strengths were calculated using the 
average measured cross-section dimensions and the measured material 
properties for each specimen as detailed in Tables 1-2. The design rules 
provided in these three specifications for stainless steel members under 
combined axial load and bending for RHS are described in this Section. It 
should be noted that these specifications do not cover the material of lean duplex 
stainless steel. Therefore, the current beam-column design rules for lean duplex 
stainless steel are assessed in this study. The test strengths are compared with 
the unfactored design strengths (nominal strengths) for the combined 
compression and bending tests as shown in Table 4. The beam-column 
interaction curves of Series 100×50×2.5L550 are plotted, as shown in Figure 3. 
The available column strengths (Huang and Young, 2013) and flexural members 
(Huang and Young, 2014b) of sections 100×50×2.5 and 150×50×2.5 are also 
used in the comparison, in order to investigate the full range of beam-column 
interaction curves. Hence, a total of 22 column strengths and 26 flexural 
strengths are compared.  
 
For the American Specification, the unfactored beam-column strengths (nominal 
strengths) subjected to axial compression and minor axis are calculated by Eqs. 
(1) – (3) in this study, 
 
 Pu/Pn + CmMe,u/Mn ≤ 1.0 (1) 
 Pu/Pno + Mend,u/Mu ≤ 1.0 (2) 





where Pu is the design axial compressive strength; Me,u is the design second-
order elastic moment, which is calculated by Me,u = Mend,u/(1-Pu/Pe); Mend,u is the 
design end moment, which is calculated by the design axial compressive 
strength (Pu) multiplying by loading eccentricity (e +); Cm is a coefficient and 
taken as 1.0 in this study; Pn and Mn are the nominal axial strength and flexural 
strength calculated by the design rules for columns and beams in the ASCE 
(2002), respectively; Pno is the nominal axial strength taken the buckling stress 
as the yield stress in the ASCE (2002). Iterative procedure is required to 
calculate both Pn and Mn. It is shown in Table 4 that the mean values of 
PExp/PASCE and Me,Exp/MASCE ratios are equal to 1.06 and 1.13, with the 
corresponding values of COV equal to 0.058 and 0.116, respectively. The 
reliability index (0) of PExp/PASCE and Me,Exp/MASCE are greater than the target 
value of 2.5. Therefore, the ASCE specification provides accurate and reliable 
prediction for lean duplex stainless steel beam-columns. However, the 
calculation involves tedious iterative procedure. 
 
 
Figure 3: Interaction curve of Series 100×50×2.5L550 
 
For the Australian/New Zealand Standard, the beam-column design rules in are 
identical to those in the ASCE Specification (2002), except that the nominal 
axial strength (Pn) and flexural strength (Mn) are calculated in accordance with 
the design rules for columns and beams in the AS/NZS (2001), respectively. The 
explicit method (alternative method) in Section 3.4.2 of the AS/NZS Standard 
(2001) was used in calculating the nominal axial strength (Pn) in this study. The 



























(Me,u) in the AS/NZS (2001) are represented by PAS/NZS and MAS/NZS, respectively, 
as shown in Table 4. It is shown that the AS/NZS Standard is generally 
conservative for the lean duplex stainless steel beam-columns. The mean values 
of PExp/PAS/NZS and Me,Exp/MAS/NZS ratios equal to 1.13 and 1.26, with the 
corresponding values of COV equal to 0.046 and 0.172, respectively. The 
reliability indices (0) of PExp/PAS/NZS and Me,Exp/MAS/NZS are 2.84 and 2.66, 
respectively, which are greater than the target values. 
 
For the European Code, the strengths for members subjected to axial 
compression and minor axis bending is shown in Eq. (4), according to clause 5.5 
of the EC3 Part 1.4 (2006), 
 
 Pu / Pn + kz [(Mend,u + Pu×eN) / (W × Wpl × fy)] ≤ 1.0 (4) 
 
where Pu is the design axial compressive strength; Mend,u is the design end 
moment, which is calculated as the design axial compressive strength (Pu) 
multiplying by loading eccentricity (e +); Pn is the nominal axial strength 
calculated by the design rules for columns in the EC3 (2006); eN is the shifts in 
the neutral axes when the cross-section is subject to uniform compression, which 
is taken as zero for the RHS and SHS in this study. W is the coefficient, Wpl is 
the plastic modulus of full cross-section, fy is the yield stress, and kz is the 
interaction factor. Section classification of the specimens is required to calculate 
the design strengths. The design axial compressive strength (Pu) calculated using 
Eq. (4) is represented by PEC3 in this study, as shown in Table 4. Unlike the 
ASCE Specification (2002) and AS/NZS Standard (2001), the EC3 (2006) does 
not require the multiplication of 1/(1-Pu/Pe) in the calculation of design strengths 
in Eq. (4). For comparison purposes, the design second-order elastic moment 
(MEC3) is calculated by the end moment (Mend,u) multiplied by 1/(1-Pu/Pe). Hence, 
MEC3 = Mend,u/(1-Pu/Pe), as shown in Table 4. It is shown that the design rules in 
EC3 (2006) are quite conservative the cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel 
beam-column specimens in this study. The mean values of PExp/PEC3 and 
Me,Exp/MEC3 ratios equal to 1.16 and 1.34 with the corresponding values of COV 
equal to 0.090 and 0.274, respectively. The reliability index (0) of PExp/PEC3 and 
Me,Exp/MEC3 are 2.42 and 2.04, respectively. Generally speaking, the EC3 (2006) 
provides the most conservative and scattered predictions. The interaction factor 
(kz) affected the shape of the interaction curves. The conservative predictions of 
the beam-column strengths were mainly contributed by the conservative 




































Number of tests 22 22 22 26 26 26 
Mean (Pm)  1.06 1.13 1.16 1.13 1.26 1.34 
COV(VP)  0.058 0.046 0.090 0.116 0.172 0.274 
Resistance factor (0)  0.85 0.90 1.00 0.90 0.90 1.00 
Reliability index (0)  3.00 2.84 2.42 2.76 2.66 2.04 





A test program on cold-formed lean duplex stainless steel beam-columns is 
presented. The members were subjected to combined compression and minor 
axis bending. Four series of test specimens with two rectangular cross-sections 
and two member lengths were compressed at various eccentricities. The ultimate 
loads and failure modes of each specimen were obtained. The test strengths were 
compared with the design strengths calculated by the American, Australian/New 
Zealand and European specifications. It should be noted that these three 
specifications do not cover the material of lean duplex stainless steel, and thus 
their applicability in designing lean duplex stainless steel beam-columns was 
assessed. Generally, the current design specifications are conservative and 
reliable in predicting the beam-column strengths of cold-formed lean duplex 
stainless steel in this study. It is shown that the American Specification provides 
accurate and reliable predictions for lean duplex stainless steel beam-columns, 
but iterative procedure is required in the calculation. European Code generally 
provides quite conservative predictions for the beam-column specimens 
compared to the American Specification and Australian/New Zealand Standard 
predictions. 
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Appendix. – Notation 
 
A full area 
B overall width of specimen 
Cm coefficient in American Specification and Australian/New Zealand 
Standard 
COV coefficient of variation 
D overall depth of specimen 
Eo initial Young’s modulus 
e eccentricity 
eN shift in the neutral axes for cross-section subjected to uniform 
compression 
Fm mean value of fabrication factor 
fy yield stress 
Iy second moment area about the minor axis 
kz interaction factor 
L specimen length 
MASCE unfactored design second-order elastic moment of beam-column for 
American Specification 
MAS/NZS unfactored design second-order elastic moment of beam-column for 
Australian/New Zealand Standard 





Me,Exp experimental second-order elastic moment corresponding to 
ultimate load 
Me,u design second-order elastic moment corresponding to ultimate load 
Mend,Exp experimental end moment corresponding to ultimate load 
Mend,u design end moment corresponding to ultimate load 
Mi,Exp experimental inelastic moment corresponding to ultimate load 
Mm mean value of material factor 
Mn nominal flexural strength  
Mu design flexural strength 
n  Ramberg-Osgood parameter 
P  applied compression load 
Pe  elastic buckling load 
PASCE
  unfactored design axial load of beam-column for American 
Specification 
PAS/NZS unfactored design axial load of beam-column for Australian/New 
Zealand Standard 
PEC3 unfactored design axial load of beam-column for European Code 
PExp experimental ultimate axial load 
Pm       mean value of tested-to-predicted load ratio 
Pn nominal strength of compressive member 
Pno nominal strength of compressive member calculated by the 
American Specification with the buckling stress taken as yield stress 
Pu design axial compressive strength 
t thickness of specimen 
VF coefficient of variation of fabrication factor 
VM  coefficient of variation of material factor 
Vp  coefficient of variation of tested-to-predicted load ratio 
Wpl  plastic modulus 
W coefficient  
0 reliability index 
 overall horizontal deflection at mid-length 
u overall horizontal deflection at mid-length corresponding to the 
ultimate axial load 
 initial overall imperfection of column 
f tensile strain after fracture based on gauge length of 25 mm 
0 resistance factor 
  curvature 
u static tensile strength 









Experimental investigation on ultimate capacity of 
eccentrically-compressed cold-formed beam-columns with 
lipped channel sections 
Yuanqi Li1, Yinglei Li2 and Yanyong Song2 
Abstract	
 This paper is mainly concerned with the in-plane behavior of 
eccentrically-compressed cold-formed steel beam-columns with lipped 
channel sections. The tested members are classified into three series by 
loading types including: axial compression and major axis bending (X), 
axial compression and minor axis bending (lips in tension, Y1), and axial 
compression and minor axis bending (lips in compression, Y2). A numerical 
model is developed and verified by the experimental results. Then the elastic 
local buckling loads are discussed based on test results, numerical analysis, 
and design methods. The comparison between test strength and nominal 
strength obtained by AISI specification indicates that the interaction 
equation can provide conservative prediction for beam-columns’ strength.  
Introduction	
 Cold-formed steel members are widely used in many types of metal 
structures due to its lightness, high strength and stiffness. The cold-formed 
steel members which are subject to combined compressive axial load and 
bending are usually referred to as beam-columns. The bending may result 
from eccentric loading, transverse loads, or applied moments (Yu 2000). It’s 
convenient to discuss the behavior of beam-columns under the three 
separate headings of in-plane behavior, flexural-torsional buckling, and 
biaxial-bending (Trahair et al. 2008). 
 This paper mainly investigated the in-plane behavior of 
eccentrically-compressed cold-formed steel beam-columns with lipped 
channel sections, which are subject to axial compression and major or minor 
axis bending. Totally 57 eccentrically-compressed beam-columns with 
varying length and different bending directions were tested, and the test 
strengths are compared with the design strengths obtained using interaction 
equations in AISI specification. 
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Literature	review	
 Currently, there are two types of design methods for cold-formed steel 
members: Effective Width Method (EWM), which is adopted in design codes 
worldwide, and Direct Strength Method (DSM). DSM is rapidly gaining 
acceptance as a reliable and efficient method and has been adopted by the 
codes in North America (2007) and Australia/New Zealand (2005).  
 Rodrigo and Dinar (Rodrigo and Dinar 2004) conducted the 
investigation on dealing with the application of beam-column interaction 
formulae in European Code to isolated steel members with arbitrary loading 
and end support conditions. Mohri et al. (Mohri et al. 2008) established 
closed-form solutions for lateral buckling loads of thin-walled, I-section 
beam-columns under combined axial and bending loads. Hasham and 
Rasmussen (Hasham and Rasmussen 1998) conducted a series tests on short 
thin-walled, welded I-sections beam-columns. The test strengths are 
compared with the design strengths predicted by specifications to assess the 
accuracy of existing design interaction curves. Teng et al. (Teng et al. 2003) 
proposed a closed-form solution, whose results match well with finite strip 
prediction, for distortional buckling mode of cold-formed channel sections 
subject to combined compression and biaxial bending. Li (Li 2002) 
conducted totally 55 beam-column tests on cold-formed lipped channel 
sections to validate the North American design code. The tests included pure 
compression and pure bending tests, as well as tests with varying ratios of 
axial-force to major axis bending moment.  
Experimental	investigation	
Material properties 
 Tensile coupon tests were carried out in accordance with Metallic 
Materials – Tensile Testing at Ambient Temperature (GB/T 228-2002)(2002) 
to determine the material properties, including yield stress (Fy), tensile 
strength (Fu), elongation ratio (Re), and Modulus of elasticity (E). The steel 
grade of the tested members is S280, with nominal yield stress of 280MPa. 
As tested sections were pressed from two lots of steel sheets, two groups of 
material properties were obtained through coupon tests. The test results are 
summarized in Table 1. 
 











S10-1 1.00 303.4 365.0 39.2 1.9 
S10-2 1.00 305.8 365.1 42.3 1.9 
S10-3 1.00 308.1 370.2 38.8 1.9 
S10-4 1.00 310.1 363.9 36.9 2.3 
Avg. 1.00 306.9 366.1 39.3 2.0 
2 
S10-5 1.00 312.1 359.2 39.4 2.0 
S10-6 1.00 316.1 365.6 40.9 1.9 
S10-7 1.00 332.4 385.7 40.7 2.1 
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S10-8 1.00 302.5 355.3 39.3 2.2 
S10-9 1.00 334.0 385.3 37.7 1.6 
Avg. 1.00 319.4 370.2 39.6 2.0 
 
Test specimens 
 Specimens tested in this investigation were constructed of two kinds of 
lipped channel sections, which are donated with SEC89 and SEC140. Fig. 1 
illustrates the cross-section used in this study. 
 Based on loading types, the specimens are classified into three series: 
(1) axial compression and major axis bending (donated as X); (2) axial 
compression and minor axis bending (lips in tension, donated as Y1); (3) 
axial compression and minor axis bending (lips in compression, donated as 
Y2). Sections’ nominal dimensions are summarized in Table 2 and members’ 
nominal length ranges from 600mm to 2400mm. The dimensions of tested 
specimens were recorded at the mid-length and each end of the specimen for 
a total of three measurement locations. The labeling rule of specimens is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 1 Cross section geometry 
 
 
Fig. 2 Labeling rules 
 
Table 2 Nominal dimensions of cross section 
















SEC89 89 89 41 41 13 13 3.05 1.00 
SEC140 140 140 41 41 13 13 3.05 1.00 
 
Test setup 
 In this experimental investigation, the compressive load and bending 
moment were achieved by applying eccentric force. Hydraulic jack and 
reaction frame were used to apply eccentric compressive load on specimens. 
All the tests were performed in displacement control between pinned ends in 
a vertical reaction frame. 
 For members under axial compression and major axis bending, braces 
were fixed to restrain members’ out-of-plane deflection. In order to avoid 
crippling at members’ ends, hoop-plates were applied in the test. 
 The bidirectional-hinged supports (Li et al. 2010) was adopted to 
simulate pin-end conditions. As the tests did not involve bi-axial bending, 
one plate of each support assembly was restrained against rotation to 
achieve only one direction bending. The calculation length L0=L+90 mm, 
where L is specimen’s actual length. 
 Setting the specimen in the test rig is the most important and difficult 
part of the testing program. Each specimen should be placed at a particular 
distance (i.e. eccentricity, donated as e in Table 6) to the load point along 
major or minor axis. After the geometric alignment was completed, 
approximately 10% load of predicted ultimate capacity was applied on the 
specimen. Based on the cross-section’s stress distribution acquired by strain 
gauges, the actual eccentricity was calculated and specimen’s location was 
adjusted to achieve the target eccentricity. This procedure was called 
physical alignment. After finishing geometric and physical alignment, the 
eccentric load was applied until the load dropped below 80% of the tested 
peak load.  
Test results 
 The averaged failure load, Pt, was the largest load that each member 
sustained during a test. Table 6 summarized the failure loads. 
 Members under axial compression and major axis bending displayed 
two kinds of failure modes: one was flange’s inward rotation followed by 
web’s local buckling, and the other was web local buckling followed by 
flange’s inward rotation (Fig. 3). Members with slenderness ratio less than 
25 still kept straight after failure. Besides this, members’ failure locations 








 For members under axial compression and minor axis bending (lips in 
tension), as the load increased, web’s local buckling, followed by flanges’ 
deformation, was observed (Fig. 4). The phenomenon of overall bending in 
single curvature was obvious for members with large slenderness ratios. All 
the members’ failure occurred at the middle part. 
 For members under axial compression and minor axis bending (lips in 
compression), as the load increased, the flanges’ inward or outward rotation 
occurred abruptly, which displayed I-I or O-O distortional failure mode (Fig. 
5). Compared to the previous loading type with load acting eccentric to web, 
this kind of beam-column’s load-displacement curve showed a more 
“brittle” failure. The web’s local buckling was not observed during the test. 
 
  
Fig. 4 Failure modes for beam-columns under axial compression and minor 
axis bending (lips in tension) 
 
  
Fig. 5 Failure modes for beam-columns under axial compression and minor 
axis bending (lips in compression) 
Finite	element	analysis	
 The commercial finite element package ANSYS12.0 was used for both 
elastic buckling and nonlinear collapse analysis of cold-formed steel 
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beam-columns in this research. The finite element model was verified by 
test results. 
Element type and mesh density 
 Since the material thickness of cold-formed steel members is thin 
compared to the element’s width, the shell element is an appropriate choice. 
SHELL181, which is a 4-node element with six degrees of freedom at each 
node, was adopted to simulate specimens and the elastic element SHELL63 
was used for end support plates. 
 The effect of mesh density is studied in this paper. Two kinds of 
element size (2mm×4mm and 5mm×10mm) are employed in the ANSYS 
models and the analysis results are summarized in Table 3. The comparison 
indicates that the 5mm×10mm element size is suitable for the analysis. 
Material modelling 
 Material nonlinearity is a consideration for nonlinear collapse analysis 
of cold-formed steel members. The engineering stress-strain (σe-εe) curve 
had been obtained through coupon tensile tests. The true stress-strain 
(σtrue-εtrue) employed in ANSYS should be converted from engineering 
stress-strain by equation (1) and (2).  
true e e(1 )                            (1) 
true e= ln(1+ )                           (2) 
 As all the components of the tests were made of steel, the Poisson’s 
ratio is set to 0.3 and Modulus of elasticity (E) is set to 2.0×105MPa in 
according with the coupon tensile test results. Since the end supports were 
composed of thick plates and were of little interest in this research, they 
were modeled as rigid bodies by setting an artificially high E=2.0×107MPa. 
Boundary conditions 
 In the experimental investigation, the bidirectional-hinged supports 
(the rotation in one direction was restrained) were applied to achieve 
pin-end supporting conditions. A simplified model was adopted in ANSYS 
to simulate the end supports. For members under axial compression and 
major axis bending, the nodes on the web-flange juncture, where the braces 
were fixed in the tests, were restrained against out-of plane deflection. 
Geometric imperfection 
 Thin-walled members’ strength is sensitive to the geometric 
imperfection. In this paper, the geometric imperfection was divided into 
three categories: global imperfection (Fig. 6a), local imperfection (Fig. 6b) 
and distortional imperfection (Fig. 6c). The local imperfection was derived 
from Eigen-buckling analysis. A combination of the first three local 
buckling modes was introduced into perfect models, while the global and 
distortional imperfections were seeded by conducting a limit-load analysis 
on the model. 
 The magnitude of the imperfection is also important in the analysis. In 
this research, the imperfection was not measured due to the lack of 
appropriate and efficient measuring devices. The global imperfection 
magnitude is commonly taken as δG=L/1000, where L is member’s length. 
The magnitude of the local and distortional imperfections was determined 
based on statistical data summarized by Zeinoddini and Schafer (Zeinoddini 
and Schafer 2012). The local and distortional imperfection values are set to 
δL=0.31t and δD=0.75t (t is plate’s thickness) respectively, which are 
corresponding to 50% probability of exceedance. 
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(a) global    (b) local   (c) distortional 
Fig. 6 Geometric imperfection types 
 
 For beam-columns under axial compression and bending, the sign of 
global imperfection could greatly influence members’ ultimate capacity. As 
shown in Fig. 6a, the global imperfection could be classified into preferred 
imperfection (donated as G+) and adverse imperfection (donated as G-). The 
analysis results for these two kinds of global imperfection are summarized 
in Table 3. 
Solution method 
 For Eigen-buckling analysis, the Lanczos method is adopted, while for 
nonlinear collapse analysis, Newton-Raphson method with displacement 
control is employed. 
 It’s should be noted that the residual stress and cold-work effect are not 
considered in this paper. 
Analysis results 
 The ANSYS analysis results are reported in Table 3, including 
Eigen-buckling loads (Pcr), nonlinear collapse analysis results (Pu), and 
averaged tested failure loads (Pt_ave). In the table, G- stands for adverse 
global imperfection, G+ stands for preferred global imperfection, 
2mm×4mm (or 5mm×10mm) stands for element size. 
 The results comparison between ANSYS model with 2mm×4mm and 
5mm×10mm element indicates that refine the mesh from 5mm×10mm to 
2mm×4mm could not increase the analysis precision obviously, so in this 
paper the element size is set to 5mm×10mm to save the computing time.  
 Table 3 shows that: for members under compression and major axis 
bending, the ANSYS analysis results of models seeded with adverse global 
imperfection were more closely to members’ tested failure loads, while the 
preferred imperfection model is more suitable for members under axial 
compression and minor axis bending.  
 










Pu/Pt_ave Pu/Pt_ave Pu/Pt_ave 
SEC89-X-M2-600 34.5 26.7 0.93  0.94  0.97  
SEC89-X-M1-900 31.4 26.5 0.99  1.00  1.04  
SEC89-X-M1-1200 31.3 26.4 0.97  0.97  1.01  
SEC89-X-M2-1200 31.2 26.4 1.01  1.01  1.05  
SEC89-X-M2-1500 30.9 26.4 0.98  0.99  1.04  
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SEC89-X-M1-1800 31.4 26.4 0.91  0.92  0.98  
SEC89-X-M2-1800 30.1 26.4 0.99  0.99  1.05  
SEC140-X-M2-600 34.9 14.4 0.99  1.00  1.02  
SEC140-X-M2-900 35.1 14.1 0.97  0.98  1.01  
SEC140-X-M2-1200 33.1 14.0 1.04  1.04  1.06  
SEC140-X-M2-1500 31.7 14.0 1.05  1.06  1.08  
SEC140-X-M2-1800 31.0 14.0 1.07  1.08  1.12  
SEC140-X-M2-2400 30.6 13.9 1.05  1.05  1.11  
Avg.   1.00  1.00  1.04  
Stdev.   0.05  0.04  0.04  
SEC89-Y1-M2-600 29.2 18.7 0.88  0.89  0.93  
SEC89-Y1-M1-1200 22.8 18.7 0.88  0.88  0.96  
SEC89-Y1-M1-1800 16.6 18.7 0.89  0.89  0.98  
SEC140-Y1-M2-1200 20.8 10.9 1.01  1.02  1.09  
SEC140-Y1-M2-1800 15.9 10.9 0.96  0.97  1.05  
Avg.   0.93  0.93  1.00  
Stdev.   0.05  0.05  0.06  
SEC89-Y2-M2-600 32.0 43.8 0.95  0.95  1.01  
SEC89-Y2-M1-1200 27.2 43.8 0.82  0.82  0.90  
SEC89-Y2-M1-1800 19.6 29.4 0.82  0.83  0.95  
SEC140-Y2-M2-1200 26.1 20.4 0.97  0.96  1.04  
SEC140-Y2-M2-1800 20.3 20.3 0.89  0.88  1.00  
Avg.   0.89  0.89  0.98  
Stdev.   0.06  0.06  0.05  
Experimental	results	analysis	
Elastic local buckling loads 
 The experimental elastic local buckling loads (Ptcrl) were determined 
based on the load-strain curves at members’ mid-length. It is assumed that 
the Ptcrl is the load at which the strain reaches the maximum 
(Venkataramaiah and Roorda 1982). Members’ elastic local buckling loads 
are summarized in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Elastic local buckling loads of beam-columns 
Specimen Ptcrl (kN) Specimen 
Ptcrl 
(kN)
Axial compression and major 
axis bending (X) 
Axial compression and minor 
axis bending (lips in tension, Y1) 
SEC89-X-M2-600-1 22.1 SEC89-Y1-M2-600-1 17.4  
SEC89-X-M2-600-2 21.9 SEC89-Y1-M2-600-2 18.6  
SEC89-X-M2-1200-1 21.7 SEC89-Y1-M1-1200-1 16.8  
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SEC89-X-M2-1500-3 20.8 SEC89-Y1-M1-1800-1 13.2  
SEC140-X-M2-600-2 19.0 SEC89-Y1-M1-1800-2 14.4  
SEC140-X-M2-600-3 16.9 SEC140-Y1-M2-1200-2  8.1  
SEC140-X-M2-900-1 11.1 SEC140-Y1-M2-1800-1  8.2  
SEC140-X-M2-900-2 11.8 SEC140-Y1-M2-1800-3  8.2  
SEC140-X-M2-1200-1 10.0   
SEC140-X-M2-1200-2 10.4   
SEC140-X-M2-1200-3 11.0   
SEC140-X-M2-1500-1 10.4   
SEC140-X-M2-1500-3 10.1   
SEC140-X-M2-1800-2  9.7   
SEC140-X-M2-1800-4 12.3   
SEC140-X-M2-2400-1 10.9   
  
 Several conclusions can be made from the load-strain curves and 
members’ elastic local buckling loads: (a) after elastic local buckling occurs, 
member can still keep bearing the loads for a long time, which exhibits 
significant post-buckling behavior; (b) for members under axial 
compression and major axis bending, load-strain curves indicate web’s local 
buckling happens before flanges’; (c) the elastic distortional buckling loads 
can’t be obtained from the load-strain curves; (d) as members’ length 
increases, the elastic local buckling load decreases in small amplitude 
(generally less than 10%). This may be caused by the fact that Second-order 
effect is not obvious for the tested members at this load level. 
 A comparison between the experimental elastic local buckling loads 
(Ptcrl), ANSYS Eigen-buckling results (PAcrl), and CUFSM (Li and Schafer 
2010) buckling analysis results (PCcrl) was conducted for short members 
(Table 5). The CUFSM loads are in well agreement with ANSYS results, 
which shows that CUFSM can provide precise prediction on the local 
buckling loads. However, the discreteness of tested loads are serious, this 
may be partly due to the difficulty to precisely predict the location where the 
local buckling firstly occurs and the influence of imperfection. 
 
Table 5 Comparison of elastic local buckling loads  
Specimen PCcrl (kN) PAcrl (kN) Ptcrl (kN)
SEC89-X-M2-600-1 27.0 26.7 22.1
SEC89-Y1-M2-600-2 19.0 18.7 18.6
SEC89-Y2-M2-600-1 42.5 43.8 -
SEC140-X-M2-600-3 14.2 14.4 16.9
SEC140-Y1-M2-1200-2 11.7 10.9 8.1
SEC140-Y2-M2-1200-1 18.2 20.4 -
 
Comparison between experimental strength and design strength 
 The tested beam-columns’ strengths (donated as P) are determined 
according to AISI specification. This design approach is to calculate 
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member’s ultimate capacities corresponding to axial compression and pure 
bending, and then to stipulate a linear interaction curve that connects the 
limiting case for any combination of axial force and bending moment. 
 In this paper, the resistance factors (ϕc, ϕb), and moment gradient factor 
(Cmx or Cmy) are set to 1.0. The nominal axial strength (Pn) and nominal 
flexural strength (Mn) are determined using effective width method (EWM) 
and direct strength method (DSM). It should be noted that member’s 
nominal strength is calculated based on initiation of yielding except for 
members bending about minor axis (web in compression), whose flexural 
strength is determined based on inelastic reserve capacity. 
 In order to validate the accuracy of the linear interaction equation 
without the influence of inaccuracy when determining Pn and Mn using 
current design provisions, each beam-column’s axial strength and pure 
bending strength are obtained by ANSYS analysis. 
 All the members’ predicted strengths using different methods 
(including ANSYS method, EWM, and DSM) and tested strength (Pt) are 
reported in Table 6. 
 The comparison between ANSYS results and tested failure loads 
indicates that the linear interaction equation is appropriate for beam-column 
under combined axial compression and major axis bending or under 
combined axial compression and minor axis bending (lips in tension). 
However, for beam-columns under axil compression and minor axis bending 
(lips in compression), the predicted strength is averaged 76% times of the 
tested strength with standard deviation 0.03. This conservative prediction 
may be caused by the fact that the shift of effective centroid reduces the load 
eccentricity (Young and Rasmussen 1999). Generally speaking, the design 
provision provides conservative prediction for beam-columns’ ultimate 
capacity mainly due to the conservative prediction of members’ axial 
compression strength and bending strengths. The EWM results match better 
with test results than DSM. 
Conclusions	
 In this paper, Totally 57 eccentrically-compressed beam-columns are 
tested and their in-plane structural behaviors are discussed by experimental 
investigation and numerical analysis. The test results are compared with 
nominal strength predicted by design specifications. Several conclusions can 
be summarized as following:  
 (1) The ANSYS model with carefully attention on material model and 
geometric imperfection can predict beam-column’s strength accurately. 
 (2) The experimental investigation indicates that using CUFSM to get 
beam-column’s elastic local buckling load is reliable. 
 (3) The interaction equation method, which is commonly adopted in 
design specifications worldwide, can predict beam-column’s strength 
reliably but a little conservatively. Nevertheless, some shortcomings of this 
method are obvious and more improvements are still needed.  
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Steel Deck Institute Design Manuals for Floor and Roof Deck 
 
 




The Steel Deck Institute (SDI) has developed new design manuals to assist in 
the use of their consensus floor and roof deck standards.  The SDI Floor Deck 
Design Manual, 1
st
 Edition (FDDM) is based on the requirements of the 
ANSI/SDI NC-2010 Standard for Non-composite Steel Floor Deck and the 
ANSI/SDI C-2011 Standard for Composite Steel Floor Deck-Slabs.  The SDI 
Roof Deck Design Manual, 1
st
 Edition (RDDM) is based on the requirements of 
the ANSI/SDI RD-2010 Standard for Steel Roof Deck.  Both manuals contain 
information on available deck profiles and finishes, and design and installation 
information.  Additionally, both manuals contain extensive tables for design and 
design examples.  This paper will illustrate the key features of both manuals. 
 
 
General Design Manual Format 
 
Each Design Manual is divided into a Forward and seven sections as follows: 
 
Section 1 Introduction to Floor (Roof) Deck  
Section 2 Floor (Roof) Roof Deck Design Considerations 
Section 3 Fasteners 
Section 4 Construction Practices   
Section 5 Tables 
Section 6 Examples 
Section 7 References 
 
                                                          
1 Technical Director, Steel Deck Institute, P.O. Box 426, Glenshaw, PA 15116; 
and Consulting Structural Engineer, Sputo and Lammert Engineering, LLC, 10 
SW 1st Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32601 (sputoeng@mindspring.com) 
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, USA, November 5 & 6, 2014
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Roof Deck Design Manual Highlights 
 
Transverse Distribution of Concentrated Loads on Roof Deck 
 
A method for designing roof deck for concentrated loads including transverse 
distribution of the concentrated load, based on testing at the Missouri University 
of Science and Technology is published for the first time.  This method provides 
simple equations for calculating the effective deck width for 1-1/2” roof deck 
profiles. 
 





Figure 1 – Concentrated Load on Roof Deck 
 
 
Reinforcement of Openings in Roof Deck 
 
Openings in roof deck may need to be reinforced to restore sufficient capacity 
that has been reduced by the opening.  Cold-formed channels or zees can be 
inserted into the ribs of the deck to act as beams that span between supporting 
members. 
 
This Manual has strength information for zee reinforcement, however other 
sections may be used.  As important as spanning capacity parallel to the ribs is 
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the ability of the deck to span perpendicular to the ribs at the opening.  If the 
attached curb, sump, or other accessory does not possess sufficient strength and 
stiffness in this direction to properly support the edge, a supporting frame 
designed by the Designer should be considered.  In cases where the opening is 
large, the spans are long, or the loads are large, it will be necessary to provide a 





Figure 2 – Roof Deck Reinforcing 
 
 
Roof Deck on Cold-Formed Steel Framing 
 
An increasing application for steel roof deck is being supported by cold-formed 
steel truss or rafter systems.  By using steel roof deck instead of plywood or 
OSB sheathing, truss spacing can be increased from 2 foot to 4 foot on center or 
more.  This often results in more cost effective roof systems that are non-
combustible.  The Manual provides a list of guidelines that designers should 





Roof Deck Tables 
 
The following tables for roof deck design are provided for the use of designers.  
The tables are based on steel with yield strength of 33 ksi, and section properties 
that represent the “lower bound” of sections produced by SDI Members.  
Individual manufacturers may produce deck with slightly different section 
properties and higher yield strengths, and the catalogues of these manufacturers 
should be consulted for more exact information.  All tables include both 
Allowable Strength Design (ASD) and Load and Resistance Factor Design 
(LRFD) information as applicable. 
 
Table 1  Section Properties and Flexural Resistance 
Table 2   NR Deck Span Tables 
Table 3  IR Deck Span Tables 
Table 4  WR Deck Span Tables 
Table 5  DR Deck Span Tables 
Table 6  Shear and Web Crippling Strength 
Table 7  Web Crippling Strength for Varied Bearing Lengths 
Table 8  Arc Spot Weld Data 
Table 9  Screw Data 
Table 10 Fastener Patterns 
Table 11 Axial Compression Capacity of Deck 
Table 12 Reinforcing Zees      
 
 
Roof Deck Examples 
 
Thirteen design examples that illustrate the design of roof deck and the 
application of the Tables are included. 
 
Example 1A Steel Deck with Uniform Spans (ASD)  
Example 1B Steel Deck with Uniform Spans (LRFD)  
Example 2A Steel Deck with Non-Uniform Spans (ASD) 
Example 2B Steel Deck with Non-Uniform Spans (LRFD) 
Example 3 Uplift Resistance of Welds and Screws  
Example 4 Line Loads on Deck 
Example 5 Web Crippling Strength 
Example 6 Web Crippling with Different Bearing Lengths 
Example 7 Concentrated Load 
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Example 8 Steel Deck Bracing Wall – Combined Compression and 
Bending      
Example 9A Fasteners Under Combined Uplift and Shear  – Joist Support 
Example 9B Fasteners Under Combined Uplift and Shear   
  – Cold-Formed Support      
Example 10 Ponding Check for Deck Supported on Joist  and Girder  
Example 11 Ponding Check for Deck Supported on Girder Only 
Example 12 Deck Penetration Reinforcement 
Example 13 Sump Pan Installation 
 
 
Floor Deck Design Manual Highlights 
 
Strength Design of Composite Floor Deck-Slabs 
 
An explanation of the design methodology for composite steel floor deck slabs 
that is contained in the ANSI/SDI C-2011 Standard for Composite Steel Floor 
Deck-Slabs is included, along with a description of the Ultimate Strength 




Concentrated and Moving Loads on Composite Deck-Slabs 
 
Concentrated loads may be accommodated on composite deck-slabs by 
designing the concrete to adequately distribute the concentrated load 
transversely across the deck.  A procedure for distributing the load and 
calculating the concrete slab design moment is found in ANSI/SDI C-2011, 
Standard for Composite Steel Floor Deck-Slabs Section 2.4.B.9, and a design 
example is included in the Manual. 
 
Recommendations for design for forklifts and parking garages are included. 
 
 
Pour Stops and Girder Fillers 
 
The analytical basis for the SDI pour stop and girder filler tables is published for 
the first time. 
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Penetrations Through Floor Slabs 
 
Penetrations through floor slabs are commonly needed for passage of plumbing 
or ductwork through floors.  The manual provides recommended design 
practices for small openings that can be reinforced within the slab, and for larger 










Figure 4 - Unsupported Opening Model 
 
 
Loads During Concrete Placement and Finishing 
 
A discussion of when the minimum 20-psf construction phase live loads may not 
be adequate is included.  The deck span tables include construction spans for the 




Slab Crack Control 
 
An extensive discussion of concrete cracking due to temperature and shrinkage 
and flexural cracking is included.  Methods for controlling both types of 
cracking are discussed, including the use of steel and synthetic macro fibers in 
the concrete mix.  An example showing one possible way of checking flexural 




Figure 5 – Beam Rotation Model for Flexural Cracking 
 
 
Floor Deck Tables 
 
The following tables for floor deck design are provided for the use of designers.  
The tables are based on steel with yield strength of 40 ksi for composite deck, 
and section properties that represent the “lower bound” of sections produced by 
SDI Members.  Individual manufacturers may produce deck with slightly 
different section properties and higher or lower yield strengths, and the 
catalogues of these manufacturers should be consulted for more exact 
information.  All tables include both Allowable Strength Design (ASD) and 
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) information as applicable. 
 
Table 1  Bare Deck Section Properties and Flexural Resistance 
Table 2  Construction Span Tables 
Table 3  Composite Deck-Slab Moment of Inertia 
Table 4  Composite Deck-Slab Yield Moment 
Table 5  Bare Deck Shear and Web Crippling 
Table 6  Concrete Deck-Slab Superimposed Loads 
Table 7  Reinforced Concrete Slab Superimposed Loads 
Table 8  Composite Deck-Slab Shear Capacity 
Table 9  Arc Spot Weld Data 
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Table 10 Screw Data 
Table 11 Pour Stop Table 
Table 12 Girder Filler Table 
Table 13 Concrete Slab Fire Separation Table 
 
 
Floor Deck Examples 
 
Eleven design examples that illustrate the design of floor deck and the 
application of the Tables are included. 
 
Example 1 Unshored Construction Span Calculation 
Example 2 Unshored Construction Span Calculation for Unequal Spans  
Example 3 Composite Section Properties 
Example 4 Concentrated Load 
Example 5 Wall Load Parallel to Deck Span 
Example 6 Composite Floor Slab with a Line Load Perpendicular to Span 
Example 7 Form Deck and Slab Design 
Example 8 Negative Moment Reinforcing for Continuous Spans 
Example 9 Flexural Cracking 
Example 10 Pour Stop Design  





The new SDI Roof Deck Design Manual, 1st Edition, and SDI Floor Deck 
Design Manua1, 1
st
 Edition each represent a step forward for designers of 





Steel Deck Institute (2011) ANSI/SDI-C-2011, Standard for Composite Steel 
Floor Deck-Slabs 
 
Steel Deck Institute (2010) ANSI/SDI-NC-2010, Standard for Non-Composite 
Steel Floor Deck 
 




Steel Deck Institute (SDI) (1997).  Composite Deck Design Handbook, 2nd 
Edition, Fox River Grove, IL. 
 
Steel Deck Institute (SDI) (2013).  Roof Deck Design Manual, 1st Edition, Fox 
River Grove, IL. 
 





AISI Newly Developed Standard 
AISI S310-13, North American Standard for the Design of Profiled 
Steel Diaphragm Panels 
 





AISI S310, North American Standard for the Design of Profiled Steel Diaphragm 
Panels, has been approved by AISI consensus committee and approved by 
American National Standard Institute (ANSI) as American National 
Standard (ANS). This standard determines the resistance and stiffness of 
steel panels with or without concrete-fills, and the resistance and stiffness 
of connections in a diaphragm. Both analytical and test methods are 
provided in the standard. In this paper, a brief review of the background 
information and design provisions is provided. 
 
1. Background of the Development of AISI S310 
 
Two test based analytical approaches are commonly used in the U. S. to 
determine the strength and stiffness of diaphragms that are used in 
buildings as floors, roofs or walls: 
 Analytical approach that is presented in the Steel Deck Institute (SDI) 
Diaphragm Design Manual, and  
 Analytical approach in accordance with the Technical Manual (also 
commonly called Tri-Service Manual), developed by the U.S. 
Department of Army, the Navy and the Air force (NAVFAC, 1982). 
The SDI Diaphragm Design Manual is based on the research work by Dr. 
Luttrell (1967 et al), and the first edition of the Diaphragm Design Manual 
was published in 1981.  
The Tri-Service Manual was initially developed by S. B. Barnes and 
Association, and the first edition of this Manual was published in 1966. 
Testing is always allowed in lieu of an analytical approach.  
                                                 
1  Consultant. Former Chairman of AISI Diaphragm Design Subcommittee 
2 Manager, Construction Standards Development, American Iron and Steel Institute, 
Washington, DC. 
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, USA, November 5 & 6, 2014
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Both testing and analytical design approaches have been widely used and 
well recognized by the industry.  
In 2006, AISI was asked by the industry to develop a consensus standard 
for diaphragm design. A subcommittee formed by the representatives 
from the industry determined that the SDI analytical and AISI or ASTM 
testing methods should be the bases for this standard.   
 
2. Scope and Applicability of AISI S310 
 
A diaphragm can be used as a roof or floor in buildings to resist gravity 
loads and transfer the lateral loads to a lateral force resisting system, or 
can be a shear wall to resist the lateral loads. The diaphragm, therefore, 
needs to possess sufficient in-plane strength and rigidity in order to 
transfer the lateral loads or to function as a lateral force resisting system. 
AISI S310 can be used to evaluate the strength and stiffness of diaphragms 
that are covered with profiled steel panels, including acoustic panels, 
cellular deck, and composite deck filled with concrete. The diaphragm 
may be installed with or without insulation between the panels and 
supports, and may be supported by materials made of steel, wood or 
concrete.  Insulation can be installed above deck but this contribution is 
neglected in the analytical approach. 
 
3. Determine Diaphragm Strength and Stiffness Analytically 
 
3a. Application Limits 
 
Since the analytical approach for determining the diaphragm strength and 
stiffness provided in AISI S310 is based on the research work (Luttrell, 
1967 et al), and was verified by tests that are summarized in SDI 
Diaphragm Design Manual (SDI, 1981), the analytical approach should be 
only applied within the limits established by the research and tests. 
 
(1)  For fluted panels or deck diaphragm systems, the following limits 
should apply: 
(a) 0.5 in. (12 mm) ≤ panel or deck depth ≤ 7.5 in. (191 mm), 
(b) 0.014 in. (0.35 mm) ≤ base panel or deck thickness ≤ 0.075 in. (1.91 
mm) for depth less than or equal to 3.0 in. (76.2 mm), 
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0.034 in. (0.85 mm) ≤ base panel or deck thickness ≤ 0.075 in. (1.91 
mm) for depth greater than 3.0 in. (76 mm), 
(c) 33 ksi (230 MPa) ≤ specified Fy of panel or deck ≤ 80 ksi (550 MPa), 
45 ksi (310 MPa) ≤ specified Fu of panel or deck ≤ 82 ksi (565 MPa), 
and 
(d) Panel or deck pitch ≤ 12 in. (305 mm). 
 
(2) For fluted panel diaphragm systems when insulation is installed 
between the panels and supports, the following limits should apply: 
(a) 0.50 in. (12 mm) ≤ panel depth ≤ 4 in. (102 mm); 
(b) 0.014 in. (0.356 mm) ≤ base steel thickness of panel ≤ 0.075 in. (1.91 
mm); 
(c) 33 ksi (230 MPa)  specified Fy of panel  80 ksi (550 MPa); 
 45 ksi (310 MPa)  specified Fu of panel  82 ksi (565 MPa); 
(d) Support types are steel or wood; 
(e) Insulation types are fiberglass with a nominal thickness not 
exceeding 6 in. (15.2 mm) (R-19), or polyisocyanurate or 
polystyrene boards with a nominal thickness not exceeding 3 ¼ in. 
(82.6 mm); and  
(f) Deck or panel pitch  12 in. (305 mm). 
 
(3) For cellular deck diaphragm systems, the following limits should 
apply: 
(a) 0.5 in. (12.7 mm)  cellular deck depth  7.5 in. (191 mm), 
(b) 0.034 in. (0.864 mm)  bottom plate base steel thickness  0.064 in. 
(1.63 mm), 
(c) 0.034 in. (0.864 mm)  top deck base steel thickness  0.064 in. (1.63 
mm), 
(d) Support fastener types are welds, screws, or power-actuated 
fasteners, 
(e) No insulation beneath the cellular deck at the support,  
(f) Fastener edge dimensions satisfy requirements specified in AISI 
S100, and 
(g) Deck pitch  12 in. (305 mm). 
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For diaphragms outside the above limits, the test approach should be 
considered. 
 
3b. Diaphragm Strength and Stiffness 
 
To ensure that a diaphragm is capable to collect and transfer the lateral 
forces to the lateral force resisting system, the panel in-plane strength plus 
the connection strengths between the panels (side-lap connections), and 
between panels and supports (support connections) should be considered.  
 
The diaphragm strength is the lower value obtained from the limit states 
controlled by either connection strength or panel out-of-plane buckling 
strength, i.e., 
 















S  (3b-1) 
 
For Load and Resistance Design (LRFD) or Limit States Design (LSD), 
Sa = )S,Smin(S nbdbnfdfn    (3b-2) 
 
where 
Sa = Available shear strength per unit length of diaphragm system 
Sn = Nominal shear strength per unit length of diaphragm system 
Snf = Nominal shear strength per unit length of diaphragm system 
controlled by connections, as discussed in 3c 
Snb = Nominal shear strength per unit length of diaphragm system 
controlled by panel out-of-plane buckling, as discussed in 3d 
,  = Safety and resistance factors for diaphragm strength, respectively, 
provided in Table 1 
db, db = Safety and resistance factors controlled by connections, 
respectively, provided in Table 1 
 df, df = Safety and resistance factors controlled by panel out-of-plane 
buckling, respectively, provided in Table 1 
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The diaphragm stiffness for fluted panels without perforation is 



















  kip/in. (kN/m) (3b-3) 










   (3b-4) 
where 
E  = Modulus of elasticity of steel 
   = 29,500 ksi, (203,000 MPa) 
t   = Base steel thickness of panel, in. (mm) 
K  = Stiffness factor relating support and side-lap connection 
flexibilities 
   = 1 for steel panels with lap-down on steel supports 
   = Sf/Ss for steel panels with lap-up on steel supports  
   = 0.5 for steel panels on wood supports  
Sf = Structural support connection flexibility, in./kip (mm/kN) 
Ss = Side-lap connection flexibility, in./kip (mm/kN) 
K3  = Stiffness contribution of the structural concrete fill 
    = 0.7cc )f(3.5d  , kip/in. for U.S. Customary units (3b-5) 


























Welds 3.00 0.55 0.50 
2.00 0.80 0.75 
Screws 2.50 0.65 0.60 
Wind 
Welds 
2.35 0.70 0.65 
Screws 
All Others 
Welds 2.65 0.60 0.55 




    = 0.7c )f(786d c , kN/m for SI units (3b-6) 
dc = Structural concrete thickness above top of deck, in. (mm) 
cf  = Structural concrete compressive strength, psi (MPa) 
 
3c. Diaphragm Strength Controlled by Connections, Snf 
 
The diaphragm strength, Snf, controlled by connections is the minimum of 
the following limit states: 
(a) Connections at interior and exterior supports and side-laps of 
panels, Sni 
(b) Corner connections of panel, Snc, and 
(c) Edge panels along shear walls, collection struts or lateral force 
resisting systems, Sne. 
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  (3c-3) 
where 
A  = Number of exterior support connections per flute located at 
the side-lap at an interior panel or edge panel’s end  
  Connection strength reduction factor at corner fastener, unit-
less 
   = 0.7
t240
LD
1 vd   for U.S. Customary units   (3c-4a) 
   = 0.7
t369
LD
1 vd   for SI units (3c-4b) 
Dd = Depth of panel, in. (mm) 
Lv = Span of panel between supports with fasteners, ft (m) 
t   = Base metal thickness of the panel, in. (mm) 
β   = Factor defining connection contribution and interaction to 
diaphragm shear strength per unit length 
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   =  2e
2
ppss 42nn   (3c-5) 
ns  = Number of side-lap connections along a total panel length, 
L, and not into supports 





    (3c-6) 
Pnf  = Nominal shear strength [resistance] of a support 
connection per fastener  
Pns  = Nominal shear strength [resistance] of a side-lap 
connection per fastener  
np = Number of interior supports along a total panel length, L 
2
p  = Analogous section modulus of panel interior support 
connection group in an interior or edge panel 









1  (3c-7) 
w  = Panel cover width  
  xp  = Distance from panel center line to an interior support 
structural connection in a panel 
2
e  = Analogous section modulus of panel exterior support 
fastener group in an interior or edge panel 









1  (3c-8) 
xe = Distance from panel center line to an exterior support 
structural connection in a panel 
L  = Total panel length  
   = vp 1)L(n   for equal spans (3c-9) 
N  = Number of support fasteners per unit width at an interior or 
edge panel’s end 
1  = Measure of exterior support fastener group distribution across 
a panel width, we, at an edge panel 





   
(3c-10) 
xee = Distance from panel center line to an exterior support 
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structural connection in an edge panel 
we = Panel cover width at the edge panel 
2  = Measure of interior support fastener group distribution across 
a panel width, we, at an edge panel 




x    (3c-11) 
xpe  = Distance from panel center line to an interior support 
structural connection in an edge panel 
ne  = Number of edge support connections between transverse 
supports and along an edge panel length, L 
Pnfs=  Nominal shear strength [resistance] of an edge support 
connection installed parallel with an edge panel span and 
between transverse supports 
See Figure 1 for an illustration of the parameters in this section. 
To apply Equations (3c-1) to (3c-3), in addition to the geometric 
parameters, Pnf, Pns, and Pnfs should be determined in accordance with 
the connection type. The standard provides design provisions for the 
following connection conditions: 
(1) Support connections in fluted deck or panels with weld, screw, power 
actuated fasteners (PAF) or nails depending on the supporting 
materials (steel, wood or concrete).  
(2) Side-lap connections in fluted deck or panel with fillet welds, flare 
grooved welds, top arc seam side-lap welds, non-piercing button 
punch side-lap welds or side-lap screw connections.  
(3) Support connections with insulation in fluted panels. 
(4) Support and side-lap connections in fluted acoustic panels, cellular 
deck, standing seam panels, and double-skinned panels. 



































































































3d. Diaphragm Strength Controlled by Out-of-Plane Buckling, Snb 
 
For fluted panels, the nominal shear strength controlled by the out-of-
plane buckling can be determined by the following equation: 

















 (3d-1)  
where 
Snb = Nominal diaphragm shear strength [resistance] per unit length 
controlled by panel out-of-plane buckling, kip/ft (kN/m)  
  = Conversion factor for units 
   = 1    for U.S. customary units 
   = 1879 for SI units 
Lv  = Span of panel between supports with fasteners, ft (m) 
Ixg = Moment of inertia of fully effective panel per unit width, 
in.4/ft (mm4/mm) 
t   = Base steel thickness of panel, in. (mm) 
d  = Panel corrugation pitch, in. (mm)  
s   = Developed flute width per pitch, in. (mm)  
   = 2(e + w) + f (3d-2) 
e  = One-half the bottom flat width of panel measured between 
points of intercept, in. (mm)  
w = Web flat width of panel measured between points of 
intercept, in. (mm) 
f  = Top flat width of panel measured between points of intercept, 
in. (mm)  
 
For acoustic panels or cellular deck, modifications are required as 
provided in AISI S310. 
 
4. Determine Diaphragm Strength and Stiffness Through Testing 
 
Even though tests can be used to determine the diaphragm strength under 
any conditions, considering the expensive cost of diaphragm tests, tests 
should be minimized, if possible.  
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AISI S310 requires that a large-scale diaphragm test should be performed 
in accordance with AISI S907 (AISI, 2013a), and small scale tests for 
determining diaphragm connection strengths and stiffness should be 
performed in accordance with AISI S905 (AISI, 2013b).  
Five test objectives are outlined in the standard, which describe the 
scenarios where tests are needed: 
(1) To determine the connection nominal strengths or flexibilities that 
are not listed in the existing analytical approach for a diaphragm 
system that otherwise conforms to the analytical approach’s 
specified limits; 
(2) To refine the nominal connection strength equations provided in the 
existing analytical approach; 
(3) To establish analytical equations for diaphragm systems that are not 
within the limits of the existing analytical approach; 
(4) To establish analytical equations for strength and stiffness of 
diaphragm systems or components based on an existing test-based 
analytical model other than the analytical model presented in 
Chapter D of S310; and 
(5) To establish the contribution of an accessory or detail. 
 
4a. Test Calibration 
The diaphragm nominal strength should be determined in accordance with 
AISI S907 if large-scale tests are performed; the nominal connection 
strength should be determined in accordance with AISI S905 if small-scale 
tests are performed. 
Tests for developing an analytical equation that are used to determine the 
strength or stiffness of a diaphragm system, or tests for developing an 
analytical equation used for determining the connection strength of a 
diaphragm system should conform with Section F1.1(b) of AISI S100.  
The safety and resistance factors should be determined in accordance with 
Section F1.1 of AISI S100 with the modification shown below. The 
calculated safety factor should not exceed the one provided in Table 1 for 
the same condition, and the calculated resistance factor should not be less 
than the one provided in Table 1 for the same condition. 
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The following modification should be made for determining the resistance 
factor in accordance with AISI S100 Section F1.1: 
C = Calibration coefficient 
   = 1.6 for LRFD  
   = 1.5 for LSD 
Pm  = Mean value of professional factor, P, for tested component 






    (4a-1) 
where 
i    = Index of tests 
    = 1 to n 
n    = Total number of tests 
Rt,i   = Tested connection strength [resistance] of test i, or 
    = Tested nominal diaphragm shear strength [resistance] per 
unit length, Sni test, of test i 
Rn,i  = Calculated connection strength [resistance] of test i per 
rational engineering analysis model, or 
    = Calculated nominal diaphragm shear strength [resistance] 
per unit length, Sni theory, of test i per diaphragm system 
model 
VQ  = Coefficient of variation of load effect 
    = 0.25 for LRFD and LSD 
VP  = Coefficient of variation of test results determined in accordance 
with AISI S100 Eq. F1.1-6, but not less than 0.065 
CP   = Correction factor, determined in accordance with AISI S100  
Eq. F1.1-4 
o   = Target reliability index, determined in accordance with Table 2 
Fm  = Mean value of fabrication factor, F, determined in accordance 
with Table 2 
Mm = Mean value of material factor, M, determined in accordance 
with Table 2 
VF  = Coefficient of variation of fabrication factor determined in 
accordance with Table 2 
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VM  = Coefficient of variation of material factor determined in 
accordance with Table 2 
 
Table 2 Calibration Parameters o, Fm, Mm, VF, VM
1 
Diaphragm Conditions o
2, 3 Fm Mm VF VM 
Steel support 
3.5 for LRFD  
4.0 for LSD 
AISI S100 Section F1.1(b) 
Structural concrete  
support or fill 
 3.5 for LRFD 
 4.0 for LSD 
0.90 1.10 0.10 0.10 
Insulating concrete fill 
 3.5 for LRFD 
 4.0 for LSD 
AISI S100 Section F1.1(b) 
Wood support  
 4.0 for LRFD 
 4.5 for LSD 
1.0 1.10 0.15 0.15 
Note:  
1. The most severe factors should be used where fastener type or support 
varies in the diaphragm. 
2. o = 2.5 is permitted in LRFD and by extension in ASD for wind load on 
diaphragms with steel supports and without structural or insulating 
concrete fill provided the limits of Table 1 in Section 3b are met. 
3. o = 3.5 for all load effects in LRFD and by extension in ASD, and 4.0 for all 
load effects in LSD are permitted with wood supports provided bearing of 
the panel against the fastener controls the connection shear strength and 
the bearing strength controlled by wood is at least 25% greater than the 
steel bearing strength. 
 
5. Additional Information and Design Aids 
 
This paper has only reviewed a very limited amount of design provisions 
in AISI S310. Readers should review the standard for more detailed and 
complete information. AISI S310 can be freely downloaded from AISI 
website (www.steel.org). To help readers better understand the standard, 
an AISI Diaphragm Design Task Group is developing design examples to 
illustrate the applications of the design provisions. In addition, SDI also 
will publish the fourth edition of the Diaphragm Design Manual, which 
provides load tables and design examples developed in accordance with 
AISI S310. In Appendices 1 and 2 of this paper, flowcharts are provided for 
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Appendix 1:   Strength Determination with Analytical Approach for  
Diaphragms with Fluted Deck and Panels 
With or Without Concrete Fills or Insulations 
Parameter Limits: 
(1) Without insulation and Concrete Fill – Chapter D;  
(2) With insulation between panel and support– D1.3 
(3) With concrete fill – D4 
Available Diaphragm Shear Strength per 
unit length Sa: 
(1) Sn: 
 Fluted deck or panels without concrete: 
Chapter D 
 With structural concrete fill: D4.2 
 With light-weight insulating concrete 
fill: D4.3 
(2) System safety and resistance 
factors: Table B-1 
(3) Available strength, Sa: C2 
Pns at side-laps: 
 Arc spot welds: D1.2.1 
 Fillet welds: D1.2.2 
 Flare Groove Welds: D1.2.3 
 Top arc seam side-lap welds: D1.2.4 
 Screws: D1.2.5 
 Non-piercing button punch: D1.2.6 
 
Snf = min(Sni, Snc, Sne): 
(1) Without insulation and concrete fill – D1;  
(2) With insulation –D1 modified with D1.3;  
(3) With concrete fill – D4.2  or D4.3 
Pnf and Pnfs at supports: 
 Arc sport or seam welds: D1.1.1 
 Screws into steel supports: 
o Through panel bottom flat:  
 Without insulation: D1.1.2 
 With insulation: 
(a) Interior flute: D1.3 (Pnf = 0) 
(b) Side-lap flute: D1.3.2 (D1.1.2) 
o Through panel top flat:  
 Interior flute: D1.3 (Pnf = 0) 
 Side-lap flute: D1.3.1 
 PAF into steel support: D1.1.3 
 Screws or nails into wood support: D1.1.4 
o Through panel bottom flat:  
 Without insulation: D1.1.4.2 
 With insulation:  
o Interior flute: D1.3 (Pnf = 0) 
o Side-lap flute: D1.3.2 (D1.1.4.2) 
o Through panel top flat: 
 Interior flute: D1.3 (Pnf = 0) 
 Side-lap flute: D1.3.1 (D1.1.4.3) 
 
Determine Pnf, Pnfs at edge (for Sne): D1.3 
 
Check edge dimension and rupture: D1.1.6 
Check shear and uplift interaction: D3 
Snb: 




Appendix 2:   Strength Determination with Analytical Approach for  
Diaphragms with Cellular Deck 
Parametric Limits: D1.5 
Available Diaphragm Shear Strength per unit length Sa:
(1) Sn: Chapter D 
(2) System safety and resistance factors: Table B-1 
(3) Available strength, Sa: C2 
Pns at side-laps: 
 Arc spot welds: D1.2.1 
 Fillet welds: D1.2.2 
 Flare Groove Welds: D1.2.3 
 Top arc seam side-lap welds: D1.2.4 
 Screws: D1.2.5 
 Non-piercing button punch: D1.2.6  
  (Pns = 0) 
Snf = min(Sni, Snc, Sne): D1 
Pnf and Pnfs at supports: 
(t=ttop deck+tbottom plate or  
 t=total thickness above shear plane): 
 Arc sport or seam welds: D1.1.1 
 Screws into steel supports: D1.1.2 
 PAF to steel support: D1.1.3 
 Screws or nails into wood support: D1.1.4 
o Through bottom flat: D1.1.4.2 
o Through top flat: D1.1.4.3 
 
Check edge dimension and rupture: D1.1.6 
Check shear and uplift interaction: D3 
Snb: D2.2 
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Abstract 
The 2013 edition of the AISI Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual has 
been published. The new edition includes updated and newly 
developed example problems and design aids covering new 
material in the 2012 edition of the AISI North American 
Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members 
(NA Specification). Also published with the Manual are the NA 
Specification and the Commentary. 
Introduction 
The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) has published the 
2013 edition of its Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual (Manual). The 
Manual was produced for AISI by Computerized Structural 
Design, S.C. under the direction of the Education Subcommittee 
of the AISI Committee on Specifications. AISI has dedicated this 
Manual to Richard (Dick) Kaehler, P.E., who has produced each 
edition of the AISI Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual since 1996. 
As a highly respected professional in structural analysis, design, 
and testing, Dick is noted for his expertise in developing design 
manuals, design guides, and computer programs. Engineers, 
students, and general users have greatly benefited from his 
many contributions.  
                                                     
1 Associate, Computerized Structural Design, S.C., Milwaukee, WI 
2 Vice President, Computerized Structural Design, S.C., Milwaukee, WI 
3 Manager, Construction Standards Development, American Iron and Steel 
Institute, Washington, D.C. 
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
St. Louis, Missouri, USA, November 5 & 6, 2014
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The Manual includes worked example problems, tabulated and 
graphical design aids, and supplemental information relevant to 
the design of cold-formed steel. In addition, the 2012 edition of 
the North American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel 
Structural Members (NA Specification) and the Commentary to the 
NA Specification are published as part of the Manual.  
The 2013 edition of the Manual is based on the 2012 North 
American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural 
Members, a joint publication of the American Iron and Steel 
Institute (AISI), the Canadian Standards Association (CSA), and 
Camara Nacional de la Industria del Hierro y del Acero 
(CANACERO). The 2012 NA Specification covers Load and 
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and Allowable Strength Design 
(ASD) for use in the United States and Mexico, and Limit States 
Design (LSD) for use in Canada, with equal emphasis. 
Provisions specific to Canada, Mexico, and the United States are 
included as appendices for cases where joint provisions were not 
possible. Provisions are provided in dimensionless terms where 
possible or in U.S. customary units and two separate metric 
systems where that is not possible.  
To keep the Manual to a reasonable size and to appeal to a 
majority of potential users, all example problems and other 
calculated values are presented in U.S. customary units using 
provisions specific to the United States. Manuals with Canadian 
or Mexican country-specific provisions or metric units are not 
available at this time. 
All previous tables and charts have been updated according to 
the provisions of the 2012 NA Specification. Additional tables 
were added to incorporate new design provisions wherever 
appropriate. A total of 63 illustrative examples are included in 
this Manual. All example problems from the 2008 Manual were 
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reviewed and updated to improve presentation of the material 
and to illustrate new and revised NA Specification provisions. 
Thirteen new example problems were added to illustrate new 
and revised NA Specification provisions.  
In this edition of the Manual, all AISI test standards are removed 
from the Manual because they are now available free to 
download from the AISI website (www.steel.org). 
Part I – Dimensions and Properties 
The table of referenced ASTM steels has been updated to reflect 
recent changes in steels approved for cold-forming. Information 
regarding steel deck products has been updated to reflect the 
latest requirements published by the Steel Deck Institute (SDI). 
The cross-sections provided in Part I include: “representative 
cross-sections,” such as purlins or girts, for illustration purposes; 
and stock cross-sections, that are named joists, studs, or track. 
Standard joist, stud, and track sections are identified using the 
product designator given in AISI S201 (AISI, 2012). 
Similar to the previous edition of the Manual, formulas for 
calculating gross-section properties used for compression or 
flexure, and the properties for distortional buckling analysis, 
have been provided for commonly used C-, Z- and Hat-Sections. 
The effective section property examples have been updated to 
reflect changes in Chapter B of the 2012 NA Specification.  
Two new examples have been added: 
1. Effective section properties of a panel section with large 
radii 
This example illustrates the effect of large corner radii on 
effective section properties by using the rational engineering 
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method provided in the AISI S100-C Commentary Section 
B1.3.  
 
2. Effective section properties of cellular deck with intermittent 
fasteners between deck and cover plate 
This example illustrates the application of the new design 
provisions of Specification Section B2.5 in determining 
cellular deck effective section properties. In addition, this 
example shows how to check the spacing of connections in 
cellular deck cover plates per Specification Section D1.3.  
 
Part II – Beam Design 
The introductory sections have been updated to include 
expanded discussions on cold-formed flexural member behavior 
and limit states, including distortional buckling, in order to 
assist in an overall understanding of cold-formed steel beam 
design. In this Manual, the strength tables for joist/stud and 
track sections have been updated to include only the thicknesses 
readily available for each steel grade. Tabulated strengths for 
Grade 50 are provided for sections with a thickness greater than 
or equal to 54 mils. Similarly, tabulated strengths for Grade 33 
are provided for sections with a thickness less than or equal to 43 
mils. Table values based on Grade 50 material are differentiated 
with bold-faced type and shading.   
Four new example problems have been added:  
1. Four span continuous standing seam roof system 
This example outlines a comprehensive procedure for 
designing a standing seam roof system and applies to both 
the panel and its supporting purlins. This example illustrates 
the application of Specification Section D6.1.2 to determine 
the flexural strength of purlins under gravity loads. 
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2. Flexural strength of a C-Section with web perforations by the 
Direct Strength Method 
This example shows how to determine the flexural strength 
of a perforated member using the Direct Strength Method 
(DSM) included in Specification Appendix 1. 
 
3. Shear strength by Direct Strength Method  
This example illustrates how to calculate the shear strength 
and the combined bending and shear strength of a C-Section 
using the DSM.  
 
4. Inelastic reserve strength by Direct Strength Method 
This example demonstrates how to use the DSM to evaluate 
the inelastic reserve strength of a flexural member. 
 
In addition to the four new design examples outlined above, the 
design example for a C-Section with combined bending and 
torsional loading has been expanded to include design 
calculations for flexural and torsional shear stresses. 
 
Part III – Column Design 
Discussions of cold-formed compression member behavior and 
limit states located in the introductory sections have been 
updated. In addition, two new example problems have been 
added: 
1. Compressive strength of C-Section members with openings 
using the Direct Strength Method 
This example applies the Direct Strength Method to a 
compression member with holes. A methodology, utilizing 
manual calculations, is outlined that determines the 
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compressive strength of the member including the influence 
of the holes based on local, distortional, and global buckling. 
2. Braced frame design with consideration of second-order 
analysis. 
This example verifies the strength and stiffness of a lateral 
bracing member (tension strap) against given design criteria 
applicable for a second-order analysis using Specification 
Appendix 2. 
 
Part IV – Connection Design 
The introductory discussions of design limit states were updated 
for welded, bolted, screwed, and power-actuated fastened 
connections. The design examples have been revised to reflect 
technical and editorial changes in the 2012 NA Specification. The 
following new examples are added: 
1. Flare bevel groove weld with t>0.10 in. 
This example illustrates how to apply the newly added 
design provisions for flare bevel groove welds in Specification 
Section E2.6. 
 
2. Flare V groove weld 
This example illustrates how to apply the newly added 
design provisions for flare V groove welds in Specification 
Section E2.6. 
 
3. Top arc seam sidelap weld 
This example illustrates how to apply the newly added 
design provisions in Specification Section E2.4 for top arc 
seam sidelap welds that are used in diaphragm systems. 
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4. Power-actuated fasteners in shear and tension 
This example presents a comprehensive procedure for 
determining the shear and tension strengths of power-
actuated fasteners (PAF) and how to check the interaction of 
PAFs subject to shear and uplift loads. 
Part V – Supplemental Information 
There is once again a cross reference table showing where each 
illustrated provision of the NA Specification can be found in the 
example problems. 
In addition, Section 4, “Suggested Cold-Formed Steel Structural 
Framing, Engineering, Fabrication, and Erection Procedures for 
Quality Construction,” has been updated to reflect the 2011 
Edition of the AISI Code of Standard Practice for Cold-Formed Steel 
Structural Framing (AISI, 2011). 
Part VI – Test Procedures 
All fourteen AISI test standards included in previous editions of 
the Manual have been removed because they are published by 
AISI online free to download (www.steel.org). The Bibliography 
of test procedures has been updated, and a new example is 
added: 
1. Computing  and  factors from test data using Section 
F1.1(b) 
This example shows how to apply Specification Section 
F1.1(b) to determine the resistance and safety factors for a 
derived design equation. 
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Part VII: 2012 Edition of the North American Specification for 
the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members  
In this edition of the Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual, the NA 
Specification is included as an integral part of the Manual. The 
changes and additions in the 2012 edition of the NA Specification 
as compared to the 2007 edition are provided in Appendix 1 of 
this paper. The Manual provides direct references to the NA 
Specification section and equation numbers in the examples and 
descriptions.  
Part VIII: 2012 Edition of the Commentary on the North 
American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel 
Structural Members  
The Commentary on the NA Specification is also included in the 
Manual, which provides background information and reasoning 
for the provisions provided in the NA Specification.   
Availability 
The 2013 edition of the Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual can be 
obtained from the AISI e-store at: http://www.steel.org. 
Conclusion 
The 2013 AISI Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual represents a 
refinement and updating of the previous edition. The changes 
will make the Manual both more convenient and useful to the 
range of users it serves. 
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Appendix 1, Major Technical Changes in AISI S100-12 
 
The major technical changes made in the 2012 edition of the 
Specification compared to the previous edition are summarized 
below. 
Materials 
 Material standard ASTM A1063 is added. 
 All referenced ASTM material standards are reorganized in 
accordance with the ranges of the minimum specified 
elongation. 
Elements 
 Section B1.3, Corner Radius-to-Thickness Ratios, is added, 
which limits the applicability of the design provisions in 
Chapter B to members with corner radius-to-thickness ratio 
not exceeding 10. 
 Section B2.5, Uniformly Compressed Elements Restrained by 
Intermittent Connections, is added, which determines the 
effective widths of multiple flute built-up members. 
Members 
 Country-specific provisions on tension member design 
(Section C2) are unified and moved from Appendices A and 
B to the main body of the Specification. 
 Revisions are made in Section C3.1.1, such that the resistance 
factor for bending is the same for stiffened, partially 
stiffened, or unstiffened compression flanges. 
 The simplified provisions for determining distortional 
buckling strength of C- or Z-Section beams (Section C3.1.4) 
and columns (Section C4.2) are moved to the Commentary. 
 The reduction factor, as given in Section C3.6, for combined 
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bending and torsional loading is revised.  
Built-Up Section Members 
 Clarifications are made to Section D1.1, Flexural Members 
Composed of Two Back-to-Back C-Sections. 
Member Bracing 
 Sections D3 and D3.1 are revised for clarifications.  
 Section D3.3 is revised to be consistent with the AISC 
bracing design provisions. Second-order analysis is now 
permitted to determine the required bracing strength.  
Wall Stud and Wall Stud Assemblies 
 Reference to nonstructural members is removed from 
Section D4.  
 Reference to AISI S213, North American Cold-Formed Steel 
Framing Standard–Lateral, is moved from Section D4 in 
Appendix A to the main body of the Specification. 
Metal Roof and Wall System 
 The following applicability requirements in Section D6.1.1 
are revised or added: member depth, depth to flange width 
ratio, flange width, and ratio of tensile strength to design 
yield stress.  
 Clarification is made to Section D6.2.1a regarding the 
application of the 0.67 factor specifically to clips, fasteners 
and standing seam roof panels. 
Connections 
 The whole chapter is reorganized with the rupture check 
consolidated to Section E6. In addition, the following 
provisions are added or revised: 
o New provisions (Section E2.2.4) on combined shear and 
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tension on arc spot welds are added. 
o New provisions (Section E2.4) on top arc seam sidelap 
welds are added. 
o Section E2.6, Flare Groove Welds, is revised to be 
consistent with the provisions in AWS D1.1-2006. 
o Section E3, Bolted Connections, is revised with added 
provisions for alternative short-slotted holes, applicable 
to connections where the deformation of the hole is not a 
consideration and the bolt diameter equals 1/2 in.  
o Table E3.4-1, Nominal Tensile and Shear Strengths for 
Bolts, in Appendix A is revised to be consistent with the 
values provided in ANSI/AISC 360. 
o New provisions (Section E4.5) are added for screw 
combined shear and pull-over, combined shear and pull 
out, and combined shear and tension in screws. 
o New provisions (Section E5) on power-actuated fasteners 
are added. 
o The reduction factor due to staggered hole patterns is 
eliminated in Section E6. 
Tests 
 Determination of available strength [factored resistance] by 
evaluation of a rational engineering analysis model via 
verification tests is added. 
Appendix 1 
 The geometric and material limitations of prequalified 
columns and beams for using the safety and resistance 
factors defined in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 are expanded. 
 Provisions for determining the flexural and compressive 
strength of perforated members are added in Sections 1.2.1 
and 1.2.2.1. 
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 Provisions for determining the web shear strength using the 
Direct Strength Method are added as Section 1.2.2.2.  
 Provisions for considering beam or column reserve capacity 
are added in Section 1.2.2.1. 
Appendix 2 
 For braced members, the requirement to meet the specified 


















Composite action in systems consisting of steel and concrete depends on an 
effective shear-transfer mechanism between the two materials. Such mechanism 
for smooth steel surfaces inside concrete will be limited to the bond-slip 
behavior at the steel/concrete interfaces. This research investigates the bond-slip 
behavior of galvanized cold-formed (light gauge) steel profiles embedded in 
concrete. A new innovative pull-out test is presented and global bond-slip curves 
for different values of concrete strength are obtained from such tests. Next, 
through an innovative procedure, mathematical equations and a few points from 
the experimental global bond-slip curves are used to develop a bi-linear local 
bond-slip model which represents the local bond-slip behavior. Then by curve 
fitting, empirical equations are proposed to determine the suggested model’s 
parameters based on concrete compressive strength. Finally, validity of the 
proposed model is explored by two methods: 1) by comparing its resulting 
global bond-slip graphs from analytical equations with test results. 2) by 
comparing its resulting global bond-slip graphs from finite element modeling 
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While there can be found ample scientific documents in the literature regarding 
the bond-slip behavior between ribbed (deformed) rebars or fiber reinforced 
polymer (FRP) sheets and concrete, very few focus on bond-slip of plain surface 
steel plates. With the recent growth of light gauge steel use in composite 
constructions; (Hsu, et al, 2012), a necessity for studying the behavior of light 
gauge steel profiles embedded in concrete has become significant. 
 
The aim of this research is to develop and verify a local bond-slip model which 
can represent the behavior of cold-formed (light gauge) galvanized profiles and 
plates embedded in normal weight normal strength concrete. The paper begins 
with setting up and solving the bond-slip governing differential equation based 
on a bi-linear behavior and specific boundary conditions to obtain the necessary 
mathematical equations, then a new and unique test set-up is introduced for the 
experimental studies and the results are presented. Afterwards, a new innovative 
procedure is described and followed to calibrate the mathematical equations 
based on pieces of information from the test data and from there; a local bond-




Experimental studies on bond-slip behavior are often conducted through the 
pull-out test. Generally in this test, a steel member is partially embedded into a 
concrete block. While the concrete block is kept fixed in place, the steel member 
is pulled out by a gradually increasing force. In a push/pull-out test, the concrete 
block is fixed at the plate embedment side such that the tension increase on steel 
plate causes compressive stress in concrete. In a pull/pull-out test, however, the 
concrete block is fixed on the opposite side of plate embedment and is 
consequently subjected to tensile stresses. Results from the pull-out test with an 
easy set-up will be a load-displacement curve in which the load represents total 
bond force and the displacement represents slip of the plate at the beginning of 
embedment in concrete. This load-displacement curve can be referred to as 
“global bond-slip behavior” and can be used to predict the local bond-slip 
behavior through an analytical procedure. 
Bond-slip Governing Differential Equation for a Pull/Pull-out Test 
In a pull/pull-out test both embedded steel and concrete block are in tension. A 




the conditions of equilibrium and assuming a linear behavior for materials, 
bond-slip governing differential equation for a pull/pull-out test can be obtained: 
 d δ
dx












Figure 1  General condition in a pull/pull-out test. 
Slip can be defined as: δ u u  Where us and uc are displacements of steel 
and concrete respectively. P is a pull-out force, σs and σc are normal stresses in 
steel and concrete respectively, τ is the bond stress, As = bs.ts , Ac = bc hc. , ts is 
the thickness of the embedded steel sheet (or profile), bc and hc are the width and 
height of the concrete block section and bs is the total length of the mid-line of 
the light gauge steel’s cross section. Note bond stress and slip vary over the 
length of embedment. In this research, value of slip at x=L is shown with d. 
Other researchers have achieved similar governing differential equations with 
different coefficients for push/pull-out tests (Yuan, et al, 2001). 
To solve the governing differential equation, a general relationship between the 
bond stress (τ) and slip (δ) should be assumed. In this research the local bond-




bi-linear shape as shown in Figure  2.  
 
Figure 2  Assumed local bond-slip relationship 
In a pull-out test, depending on the value of slip, the following cases will be 
observed: 
Case 1: initially for small values of δ, all bond elements over the embedded 
surface are in the ascending zone. 
Case 2: for large values of δ, slip in all bond elements will be more than δ1 
which means all elements have entered the softening zone. 
Case 3: for medium range values of δ, slip in some bond elements exceeds δ1 
while in other elements slip is still less than δ1. This means some bond elements 
are in the ascending branch and some are in the softening zone. 
Solution for Case 1: 
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Solution for Case 2: 
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Solution for Case 3: 
In this case, some elements are in the ascending zone and some are in the 
softening zone of the bi-linear constitutive model. Defining "a" as the "softening 
length", the solution for this case can be obtained as: 
 δ A cosh λ x B sinh λ x  
for 0 x L a  (11) 
 δ C sin λ x L a D cos λ x L a δ  
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Based on the obtained solution, distribution of bond stress over the embedded 
length is illustrated in Figure 3 for all 3 cases. 
Figure 3  Distribution of bond stress in the 3 cases (one side shown only) 
One should note that in Case 3, a = 0 represents the end of Case 1 where the first 
bonding element has just entered the softening branch whereas a = L represents 
the beginning of Case 2 where the last bonding element has entered softening 




branch. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the maximum transferrable load in 
the test, Pmax, will be achieved in Case 3.  
Referring to Figure  3, P can be obtained as a function of “a” by writing the 
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(19) 
In order to find Pmax, one can apply:  0 
Experimental Program 
In the experimental part of this research, an innovative set-up has been devised 
to perform pull/pull-out tests. The system is fully symmetrical which avoids 
bending moments due to unintentional eccentricities. The experimental set-up is 
shown in Figure 4.  
Neglecting the slip of cold-formed channels on the 8 inch embedment side, 
global slip of channels on the 3 inch embedment side is equal to increase of 
distance between the two concrete blocks minus the elongation of steel channels 
over their free length between the blocks. For the purpose of measurement, an 
extensometer is attached to the concrete blocks to measure the distance variation 
between them and a strain gauge is placed on each furring channel to measure 
channels elongations over the 3” gap between the blocks.  
Data from a series of four tests with the described set-up are used for processing 
in this research. In each test, a different value of concrete strength has been used 
while all other conditions are the same. Tests are designated as T1, T2, T3 and 
T4. The global bond-slip behavior obtained from each test is shown in Figure 5. 






Figure 4  New innovative pull/pull-out test set-up 
 




Table 1  Geometric and Material Properties for the Pull-out Tests 
Parameter Unit Value Remarks 
bc in (mm) 6 (152.4) Width of concrete block section 
hc in (mm) 6 (152.4) Height of concrete block section 
bs in (mm) 8 (203.2) 
Twice the length of cross section's mid-
line for a furring channel. 
ts in (mm) 
0.0312 
(0.7925) 






Modulus of elasticity for concrete 






Modulus of elasticity for furring channels 
L in (mm) 3 (76.2) Embedment length 
 
Determination of the Unknown Parameters in the Model 
The three unknowns of the assumed local bond-slip behavior, τf, δ1 and δf can be 
obtained using some information from pull-out tests results. In this research, the 
following step by step procedure is proposed to determine the model's unknowns 
from the results of pull/pull-out test: 
For each pull-out test, value of τf  is arbitrarily chosen as the maximum average 
bond stress obtained from the experiment. This means that if the maximum 







where bs and L are width and length of the embedded plate, respectively. Factor 
2 in the denominator accounts for the fact that the bond stress is distributed over 
2 surfaces of the embedded plate. 
As the second step, a point from the experimental global bond-slip curve is 
selected. This point should be chosen from somewhere at the beginning of the 
global bond-slip curve for which it can be assumed all bond elements over the 
embedded surface are  in the ascending portion. For this point, the global slip is 




Case 1 can be applied to this point.  
As the final step, another point from the experimental global bond-slip curve is 
selected. This point should be chosen from somewhere in the descending portion 
of the global bond-slip curve, far enough from the point of maximum load, for 
which it can be assumed all bond elements over the embedded surface are in the 
softening portion of the local bond-slip relationship. For this point, the global 
slip is referred to as d2 and the applied load is referred to as P2. Equations for 
Case 2 can be applied to this point.  
 
 



































































































































































Proposed Local Bond-Slip Relationship 
The procedure described in the previous section is employed in the following to 
determine the unknowns of the local bond-slip behavior for the pull-out tests 1 
through 4. Values used in the calculations for geometric and material properties 
are in accordance with the performed pull-out tests and are listed in Table 1. By 
using the procedure proposed in the previous section, unknown parameters of 
the local bond-slip relationship can be determined for each pull-out test. They 
are presented in Table 2. From that table, one can observe that δ1 is almost the 
same for all pull-out tests. Thus, a constant value of δ1 = 0.011 inch (0.279 mm) 
is proposed for concrete strength in the range 2000 to 6000 psi (13.789 to 41.368 
MPa). Furthermore, by plotting the values of τf and δf versus f  , one obtains 
the following equations to determine τf and δf for different values of f'c in range 
of 2000 to 6000 psi (13.789 to 41.3685 MPa): 
 τ 0.054 f 8.433 f 173 (21) 
 δ 0.369 ln f 0.595 (22) 
 
where f'c and τf are in psi and δf is in inch. In SI units, the above equations will 
take the form: 
 τ 0.054 f 0.7 f 1.193   
 δ 9.373 ln f 8.213   
  
where f'c and τf are in MPa and δf is in mm. 
Verification by Analytical Equations 
In order to conduct analytical verification, for each pull-out test, by having τf, δ1 
and δf, the values of P (applied load) can be plotted versus d in the solutions 
obtained from the bond-slip differential equation. The resulting graph will be the 
global bond-slip graph based on analytical (mathematical) equations which can 
be compared with the experimental graph. Since the solution to the differential 
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Further, Equation (17) can be used to determine the maximum analytical 
transferrable load. In Table 3, analytical values of the maximum transferable 
load are compared with experimental ones. 
Verification by Finite Element Modeling 
The objective of finite element modeling here is to simulate the pull-out tests 
and obtain their global bond-slip behavior by using the proposed local bond-slip 
relationship. The obtained global bond-slip graph can then be compared with the 
experimental graph. ANSYS software package is used for the present finite 
element modeling and analysis. ANSYS Contact Technology is specifically used 
for the purpose of modeling the bond-slip behavior with 
CONTA173/TARGE170 elements (Ansys Inc., 2009a). 
Each pull-out test, from T1 to T4 is simulated in a three dimensional ANSYS 
model. For the concrete blocks, 8 node brick elements (SOLID65) are used. The 
furring channel has been modeled using 4 node shell elements (SHELL181). 
(Ansys Inc., 2009b). 
Finite element configuration of the pull-out tests is depicted in Figure 6. Finite 
element simulation is performed for all 4 pull-out tests. Models are analyzed by 
gradually pulling out the furring channels in a displacement controlled loading. 
At each stage of loading, the global displacement and the total load applied to 
the system are recorded to obtain a global bond-slip behavior. Note that through 
finite element modeling, an actual stress and slip distribution can also be 
obtained. Figure 7 illustrate the distribution of bond stress over the embedded 





Figure 6  Finite element simulation of the pull-out test 
 
Figure 7  Distribution of bond stress over the embedded length 
Results of Verifications 
Global bond-slip behaviors obtained from analytical equations and finite 
element modeling are compared with the experimental graphs from tests in 
Figures 8. As observed, both verification methods have achieved excellent 
















In this study, a local bond-slip model is developed and verified to represent the 
behavior of galvanized cold-formed (light gauge) steel profiles in normal weight 
normal strength concrete. The research begins with developing the governing 
mathematical equations for this specific type of bond-slip behavior by going 
through its mechanics. As the next step, experimental studies are performed 
through a new test set-up. Then an innovative procedure is introduced and 
followed to develop a local bond-slip model based on the obtained mathematical 
equations and pieces of information from the test results. Finally, the suggested 
local bond-slip relationship is verified to explore its validity in two ways: 1) by 
comparing its resulting global bond-slip graphs from analytical equations with 
test results. 2) by comparing its resulting global bond-slip graphs from finite 
element modeling with test results. An excellent agreement has been achieved in 
both comparisons. It is concluded that the discussed local bond-slip behavior can 
be expressed by a bi-linear relationship consisted of an ascending line followed 
by a descending line. The model’s parameters can be calculated based on the 
value of f’c from empirical equations as suggested in this research. The 
proposed local bond-slip relationship can be used for the purpose of structural 
simulations (e.g., finite element modeling) of structures having galvanized cold-
formed (light gauge) steel embedded in normal weight normal strength concrete. 
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Finite Element Modeling of New Composite Floors Having 
Cold-Formed Steel and Concrete Slab  
 
 






In this research, the structural behavior of a new type of U.S. patented composite 
floor system is explored through finite element modeling. The new composite 
floor incorporates cold-formed (light-gauge) steel profiles as the joist on bottom, 
a corrugated steel deck as the formwork for concrete, a hat channel (furring 
channel) as the continuous shear connector and finally a concrete slab on top. 
All steel parts in the system are cold-formed and connected together by self-
drilling fasteners. In this study, a comprehensive three-dimensional finite 
element modeling is performed for the composite floor system. A local bond-
slip model is applied to simulate the slip of the shear connector inside the 
concrete slab. A nonlinear analysis is performed on the composite floor 
considering all different types of structural nonlinearities and the behavior of the 
system is monitored from beginning of loading all the way to failure. Results of 
finite element analysis are compared with experimental results. Further, during 
the course of this study, several parametric studies are conducted to determine 
the effect of bond-slip behavior on reducing ultimate strength and initial 
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The basic idea in composite construction is to use the advantages of both steel 
and concrete materials while avoiding their inherent disadvantages. In order for 
this idea to work, steel and concrete parts should be fully connected so that no 
delamination and/or slip can occur between the two parts when loaded. This 
research focuses on analytically studying a new type of composite floor system 
with cold-formed steel having an innovative type of shear connector. The floor 
system is patented in the U.S. (Hsu, et al, 2010) and is illustrated in Figure  1. 
 
 
Figure 1  Configuration of the new proposed composite floor system 
 
In this cold-formed composite floor system, a continuous furring channel has 
been used instead of shear studs, as the shear connector. The structural system 
consists of: steel joists comprising two back-to-back C-sections, a corrugated 
steel deck (which also acts as formwork for the concrete slab), furring channels 
as the shear connector and a cast-in-place concrete slab with transverse 
reinforcement. Self-drilling fasteners are used for connecting the steel parts of 
the system. The furring channel is expected to transfer shear forces from the 
steel joist to the slab through its bond-slip behavior. Thus, the bond-slip 
mechanism is the key parameter in studying the effectiveness of the furring 
channel. 
 
The objective of this research is to use computer modeling (simulation) to study 
the structural behavior of such a composite floor system. Finite Element Method 
will be used for the purpose of structural modeling and analysis. Experimental 
results will be used to validate the performed finite element modeling. Structural 
behavior of the proposed composite floor system will be studied up to a defined 
point of failure, capability of the newly introduced shear connector to maintain 
composite action between steel joist and concrete will be evaluated and the 
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effect of its slip on behavior of the system will be studied in the finite element 
simulation. 
 
General Modeling Assumptions  
In finite element modeling of the floor system, a single steel joist plus an 
effective width of the above concrete slab and steel deck are considered based 
on AISC recommendations (2005, 2011). In all models, steel joist is made of 
two AISI standard C sections (introduced in Table 1 for each model) and steel 
deck is an AISI standard 9/16” cold-formed deck (gauge 20) with proof stress of 
33 ksi. The continuous shear connector is a cold-formed hat channel. All models 
are assumed to be simply-supported in both ends and are loaded with two 
vertical concentrated loads (equal to P/2) in one third and two third of the span. 
It is assumed that self-weight of the system also appears as two equivalent 
concentrated loads in one third and two third of the span. This idealization 
causes minor error in analysis results as the effect of self-weight is insignificant.  
 
Modeling Cold-formed Steel Material 
The cold-formed steel material is assumed to follow a multi-linear stress-strain 
pattern in uniaxial tension. The multi-linear patterns are chosen to agree with 
actual stress-strain curves obtained from tension tests on material coupons. For 
all cold-formed steel materials, von Mises yield criterion is used with associative 
flow rule and isotropic (work) hardening rule (Ansys Inc, 2009a). Poisson’s 
ratio for cold-formed steel is assumed to be equal to 0.3. 
 
Modeling Concrete Material 
A multi-linear uniaxial stress-strain relationship in compression is assumed for 
concrete based on the following numerical expression as suggested by Desayi 
and Krishnan (1964): 
 f =
Ecε









f = stress at strain ε 
ε = strain at stress f 
ε0 = strain at the ultimate compressive strength, f’c 
Ec = concrete modulus of elasticity (equal to initial slope of the curve), 
determined from the equation suggested in ACI code (2011): 
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 Ec = 57000�fc′ (3) 
 
In which fc' should be in psi, or: 
 Ec = 4700�fc′  
In which f’c should be in MPa. 
 
The softening branch of stress-strain curve of concrete is approximated by a 
perfectly plastic behavior beyond the point of ultimate stress to overcome 
convergence problems. Plasticity is considered in the concrete model using von 
Mises yield criterion, associative flow rule and isotropic (work) hardening 
(Ansys Inc, 2009a). No crushing is assumed for the concrete. When tensile 
principal stress in a point attains the value of fct (splitting tensile strength), 
concrete is assumed to crack perpendicular to the direction of stress in that point. 
The tensile stress in point of crack will suddenly be dropped to zero. Tensile 
behavior of concrete is assumed to be linear before cracking. The value of fct is 
assumed equal to the average splitting tensile strength suggested in the 
commentary of ACI code (2011) section R8.6.1: 
 
 fct = 6.7 �fc′ (4) 
 
In which fc′ should be in psi, or: 
 fc = 0.56 �fc′  
In which fc′ should be in MPa. 
Poisson’s ratio for concrete is assumed equal to 0.2. 
 
Modeling Structural Components 
Concrete slab is modeled using the brick element SOLID65 in ANSYS (Ansys 
Inc., 2009b). The element is capable of developing smeared cracks Cold-formed 
steel parts are all modeled using SHELL181 element. The element is well-suited 
for linear, large rotation, and/or large strain nonlinear applications.  
Refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3 for elements meshing and types of elements used 
for steel and concrete parts. 
 
Bond-slip Behavior between Furring Channel and Concrete 
In the proposed composite floor system, shear transfer between the steel joist 
and concrete slab relies on the bond-slip behavior between the faces of the 
continuous furring channel and concrete. A local bond-slip model is required to 
simulate such behavior in Finite Element Analysis. Local bond-slip model is 
referred to a graph or function which expresses bond stress (shear stress 
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transferred over the steel and concrete faces, τ) in terms of the slip between the 
contact faces (δ) at any arbitrary point of contact. Majdi (2013) developed and 
verified such a local bond-slip model which the model will be used in this 
research. In the Finite Element Models, the concrete deck is connected to the 
furring channel through surface-to-surface contact and target elements, 
CONTA173 and TARGET170 (Ansys Inc., 2009b), to simulate the bond-slip 
condition between the two materials (see Figure 4). 
 
 
Figure 2  Elements used for modeling (1/2) 
 
Figure 3  Elements used for modeling (1/2) 
 
Contact between Concrete Slab and Steel Deck 
The contact behavior between concrete slab and steel deck is also considered 
here and is modeled with the pair of CONTA173 / TARGE170 elements as 
described above. In this case, the two faces are constrained such that they are not 
able to penetrate into each other; however they are free to slip and get separated. 
The contact surfaces are assumed friction-free and “no-penetration” is the only 
constrain (see Figure 4). 
 
Modeling Connectivity with Screws 
All short screws are assumed to create a no-slip condition between the two 
connecting faces. The effect of bending in long screws is accounted for by using 
beam elements between the furring channel and the steel joist. Additionally, 
screws are assumed to have adequate strength to maintain connectivity between 
steel parts until the end of analysis. 
 
CONTA178 element is used to model the connectivity between any two faces 
attached with a screw (Ansys Inc., 2009b). This connectivity is assumed to be 
over multiple pairs of nodes rather than one single pair of node on the contacting 
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faces. CONTA178 is a node-to-node contact element. The contact behavior 
between each node pair is assumed perfectly bonded in all directions. The 
average of forces transmitted between the two sides of the contact can be 
interpreted as forces in the screw connecting the two faces. 
 
BEAM188 element is used to model the connectivity of long screws between 
furring channel and the steel joist (Ansys Inc., 2009b). Once again the 
connectivity is assumed to be over multiple pairs of nodes rather than one single 
pair of node. The average of shear forces and bending moments in all beam 
elements can be interpreted as the shear force and bending moment in the 
attaching long screw. Values of axial and flexural stiffness for the beam 
elements are adjusted to match the actual stiffness of the connecting screw. 
Refer to Figure 5 for finite element modeling of fasteners. 
 
 
Figure 4  Furring channel surrounded by concrete elements 
Furring Channel with Cut and Bent Ribs 
As a modification to the regular set-up, some cuts are made on the shear 
connector’s lips at longitudinal distances of every 1 foot (30.48 cm) to study 
their effect on the system’s structural behavior. The cut edges are then bent up to 
form some ribs which will interlock into the concrete and provide better 
integrity. Finite element modeling of these bent ribs is shown in Figure 6. 
Surfaces of the ribs are in contact with the concrete having the same assumption 
as the one made for the whole shear connector. Additionally, a hinge connection 
has been considered at the bottom of ribs to account for the fact that steel has 





Nonlinear analysis is performed on each model using the Newton-Raphson 
method. All models are loaded gradually in many steps. The amount of loading 
is increased until the maximum principal compressive strain in concrete 
elements on the top attains the value of 0.003 which is the amount of ultimate 
strain for concrete proposed by the ACI code (2011). The analysis will stop then 
and the total amount of the applied load in the last step will be recorded as the 
ultimate strength (ultimate load) of the system. There will be three types of 
nonlinearity in the system: 1) Material nonlinearity, 2) Large deformation and 3) 
Contact behavior.  
 
 
Figure 5  Modeling of screws 
 
 
Figure 6  Modeling cut and bent ribs on the furring channel 
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Designation of Models 
Each model is designated by a capital letter “A”, “B”, “C” followed by a number 
and ending with either letter “p” or “b”. The first capital letter specifies the 
category of the model. Models from category “A” are with regular or cut & bent 
ribs on the furring channel and their results will be compared with the existing 
experimental data by Punurai (2007). Category “B” models are created to study 
the effect of shear connector’s slip in concrete on the system’s behavior for 
different span lengths. Category “C” models are created to study the effect of 
shear connector’s slip in concrete on the system’s behavior for different values 
of section’s moment of inertia. Letter “p” in the end of a model’s name shows 
that the shear connector in that model is perfectly bonded with the surrounding 
concrete. On the other hand, letter “b” shows that the shear connector in that 
model has a bond-slip behavior inside the concrete following the bi-linear model 
proposed by Majdi (2013).  
 
A list of all models together with their specifications is given in Table 1. Note 
that models B3p, B3b, C2p and C2b are repetitive to make comparisons easier. 
In all models, height of concrete is measured from the lower steel deck’s rib to 
the top of concrete and Fy represents proof stress of cold-formed steel. 
 
Results for Category “A” Models 
In Figure 7 through Figure 9, load-deformation graphs for category “A” models 
are illustrated and compared with experimental data.  
It is observed that: 
- Results of finite element modeling for the proposed composite floor system are 
in good agreement with the experimental data. 
- The finite element analyses presented here lead to more conservative results as 
compared with the experiments.  
- Cut and bent ribs of the shear connector do not significantly improve the 
ultimate strength and the general structural behavior of the system based on the 
present finite element modeling and the test results by Punurai (2007). 
- The new proposed shear connector (the furring channel) is successfully 
capable of developing a composite action in the system. Figure 10 shows 
distribution of the bond stress on surface of the furring channel agrees with 
shear diagram of the composite beam which proves the shear transfer has been 
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1. Designation as adopted by AISI Standard (2002), e.g., 600S200-68 means 
cold-formed C section with total height of 6 inches, flange width of 2 inches 
and nominal thickness of 0.068 inch (for SI, 1 inch = 2.54 cm). 
2. Measure from top of steel deck’s rib. 
3. Proof stress of cold-formed steel, obtained from 0.2% offset method. 
 
 
Figure 7  Comparison of load-deformation between FEM and experiment (1/3) 
 
Table 2  Comparison of Ultimate Total Loads for Different Values of Moment 
of Inertia over Span Lengths 
Model M.I. / Span, in
3 
(cm3) 







B1p & B1b 0.5450 (8.9309) 26.455 (117.68) 22.961 (102.14) 13.207 
B2p & B2b 0.4360 (7.1448) 19.643 (87.38) 18.836 (83.79) 4.108 
B3p & B3b 0.3634 (5.9551) 17.964 (79.91) 17.644 (78.48) 1.781 
B4p & B4b 0.2725 (4.4655) 13.264 (59.00) 13.223 (58.82) 0.309 
C1p & C1b 0.4672 (7.6560) 23.043 (102.50) 21.412 (95.25) 7.078 
C2p & C2b 0.3634 (5.9551) 17.964 (79.91) 17.644 (78.48) 1.781 
C3p & C3b 0.3073 (5.0357) 15.429 (68.63) 15.31 (68.10) 0.771 





Figure 8  Comparison of load-deformation between FEM and experiment (1/3) 
 
 




Figure 10  Distribution of bond stress at ultimate load in model A2b 
 
Results for Category “B” and “C” Models 
Load-deformation graphs for category “B” models are shown in Figure 11. It is 
observed that as the span length increases, the effect of bond-slip on structural 
response of the system reduces. All category “C” models have the same span 
lengths of 12 feet (3.66 m) and the same material properties and concrete slab 
width. However, different values of section’s moments of inertia are used in the 
finite element modeling by changing the joist thickness and the height of 
concrete slab. The load-deformation graphs for these models are shown in 
Figure 12. It is observed that as the section’s moment of inertia decreases, the 
effect of bond-slip on structural response of the system reduces. The moment of 
inertia calculated for category “C” models are based on non-slip condition and 
no crack in concrete. 
 
It is concluded that for each one of models in category “B” and “C”, the value of 
moment of inertia over span length can be chosen as a parameter to represent the 
effectiveness of bond-slip behavior in structural response of the system. 
Values of ultimate loads and initial slopes of load-deformation graphs (initial 
stiffness) are compared versus moment of inertia over span lengths as depicted 




In order to quantify the effect of bond-slip behavior on ultimate load and 
stiffness of the proposed composite floor system, the following equations are 
suggested by curve fitting through all cases studied: 
 









PRU = Percentage reduction in ultimate load due to bond-slip behavior [%] 
PRS = Percentage reduction in stiffness (initial slope of load-deformation graph)  
due to bond-slip behavior [%] 
I = Moment of inertia of the composite section [in4] (concrete is converted to an 
equivalent steel, with no cracking in concrete and no slip between steel and 
concrete). 
L = Span length of the composite beam [in]. 
In SI units, the equations will take the following form: 










 has unit of cm3. 
 
 





Figure 12  Load-Deformation results of category C models 
 
Table 3  Comparison of Initial Slopes of Load-deformation Graphs (Stiffness) 
for Different Values of Moment of Inertia over Span Lengths 
Model M.I. / Span, in
3 
(cm3) 










B1p & B1b 0.5450 (8.9309) 74.282(130.088) 62.791(109.964) 15.469 
B2p & B2b 0.4360 (7.1448) 38.5 (67.424) 33.875 (59.324) 12.013 
B3p & B3b 0.3634  (5.9551) 23.041 (40.351) 20.774 (36.381) 9.839 
B4p & B4b 0.2725 (4.4655) 10.358 (18.140) 9.555 (16.733) 7.752 
C1p & C1b 0.4672  (7.6560) 30.518 (53.445) 26.667 (46.701) 12.619 
C2p & C2b 0.3634  (5.9551) 23.041 (40.351) 20.774 (36.381) 9.839 
C3p & C3b 0.3073 (5.0357) 19.445 (34.053) 17.776 (31.131) 8.583 








It is concluded from the present finite element modeling that using a multi-linear 
material nonlinearity combined with large-deformation geometrical nonlinearity 
yields reasonable results which are in good agreement with the experimental 
data. In this study, the finite element analysis by ANSYS terminates in 
computation as soon as the compressive principal strain on the top of the 
concrete reaches the value of 0.003 as suggested in the ACI code (2011) and the 
corresponding load is considered as the ultimate total load on the system. It is 
found that the proposed furring channel profile as the shear connector is able to 
effectively provide the necessary shear transfer mechanism between steel and 
concrete for both before and after the application of bond-slip behavior to the 
composite floor system. Applying the bond-slip behavior between steel and 
concrete to the composite floor system will decrease the ultimate strength and 
the initial stiffness of the system in comparison with a perfect bond condition. 
This decrease is more significant for systems with higher values of moment of 
inertia over span length. Empirical equations are derived and suggested in this 
study to determine the percentage decrease in the ultimate strength and stiffness 
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Strain and Stress Distributions in Composite Deck Slabs:  
A Numerical Study 
Vitaliy V. Degtyarev1 
Abstract 
 
This paper describes results of a study on strain and stress distributions in 
compact and slender composite deck slabs using nonlinear three-dimensional 
finite element models. The slabs were modeled as flexural members made of 
steel deck units and structural concrete fillings interconnected at the interface 
with nonlinear springs representing bond between two materials. The models are 
capable of accounting for partial interaction between the deck and the concrete, 
discrete concrete cracking in the slab tension zone, and nonlinear behavior of the 
materials and the interface. They were validated against published test data and 
have proved to be effective in predicting load-deflection responses of composite 
deck slabs. The study showed that the strain and stress distributions are greatly 
affected by concrete cracking and slip between the deck and the concrete. The 
study provides information that may be useful in understanding composite slab 





Concrete slabs over steel composite decks are widely used in steel-framed 
buildings. The slabs are designed as steel-concrete composite slabs with the 
deck acting as positive external reinforcement. Strength and behavior of 
composite slabs have been investigated by many researchers both 
experimentally and numerically. References to the papers describing the studies 
can be found in Yu and LaBoube (2010).  
 
The vast majority of studies conducted to date have focused on slab strength and 
load-deflection response. Relatively little research has been reported on strain 
and stress distributions in steel-deck-reinforced composite slabs. Only one paper 
was found that contained detailed experimental data on strain and stress 
distributions in composite slabs at different behavior stages (Chen et al. 2011). 
                                                            
1 Senior Design Engineer, Metal Dek Group, a unit of CSi, Columbia, SC, USA 
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While the importance of the experimental results cannot be overemphasized, 
they may not give a full picture of the stress-strain state of a composite slab due 
to technical difficulties in obtaining such data from tests. Finite element analysis 
(FEA) may supplement the laboratory testing and significantly reduce the 
number of experiments.  
 
FEA has been used by several researchers to investigate the behavior of 
composite slabs (Abdullah and Easterling 2009, Chen and Shi 2011, Daniels and 
Crisinel 1993, Tsalkatidis and Avdelas 2010, Veljkovic 1998, and Widjaja 
1997). The published numerical studies, however, have also focused on slab 
strength and load-deflection behavior and provided limited data on strain and 
stress distributions in the slabs. 
 
Available slab design methods are either semi-empirical, which require a large 
number of tests, or analytical developed using simplified assumptions, which in 
some cases may not be capable of capturing the important characteristics 
affecting slab strength and behavior. The knowledge of strain and stress 
distributions in deck-reinforced composite slabs is essential for understanding 
slab behavior and developing accurate and reliable analytical models and design 
methods.  
 
The objective of this paper is to present results of a study on strain and stress 
distributions in compact and slender composite deck slabs using nonlinear three-
dimensional FE models, which are capable of accounting for partial interaction 
between the deck and the concrete, discrete concrete cracking in the slab tension 
zone, and nonlinear behavior of the materials and the interface. 
 
Numerical study program 
 
The numerical study described in this paper was performed on nonlinear three-
dimensional FE models of two composite slabs tested by Abdullah (2004). The 
modeled slabs consisted of a 0.0598 in. (1.5 mm) thick 2 in. (51 mm) deep 
trapezoidal composite deck with 2 in. (51 mm) and 4½ in. (114 mm) normal 
weight concrete topping. The 6½ in. (165 mm) and 4 in. (102 mm) deep slabs 
are referred to as the compact and slender slabs, respectively. Table 1 shows 
main properties of the modeled slabs. All other test specimen and test procedure 
details can be found in Abdullah (2004).  
 
Table 1. Main properties of modeled slabs 
 
Slab Type Test ID h, in. (mm) L, in. (mm) LV, in. (mm) fy, ksi (MPa) f’c, ksi (MPa) 
Compact 2VL16-7-6.5 6.5 (165) 84 (2134) 28 (711) 47 (324) 4.5 (31) 
Slender 2VL16-12-4 4.0 (102) 144 (3658) 46 (1168) 47 (324) 4.3 (30) 
Notes: h is total slab depth; L is center-to-center span length; LV is shear span length; fy is yield 
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surface. The multilinear isotropic hardening material model (MISO) was used 
for the deck, which was assumed to be elastic until the yield stress was reached 
and elasto-plastic in the stress range between the yield stress and ultimate 
strength. An elastic modulus of 29500 ksi (2.03·105 MPa) and a Poisson’s ratio 
of 0.3 were used for the deck. The engineering yield stress, ultimate strength, 
and ultimate strain were taken from Abdullah (2004). The engineering yield 
strain was calculated as a ratio of the engineering yield stress to the elastic 
modulus. The engineering stresses and strains were converted into true stresses 
and strains and entered into the models.   
 
Tested slabs were supported by W21×68 beams, only the top flange of which 
was modeled as a steel supporting plate. The plate was assumed to be elastic-
perfectly plastic with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, an elastic modulus of 29000 ksi 
(2·105 MPa), and a yield strength of 50 ksi (345 MPa).  
 
Flexible-flexible contact pairs consisting of TARGE170 3-D target segments 
and CONTA173 3-D 4-node surface-to-surface contacts were created between 
the following surfaces: the deck top flange and the concrete, the deck bottom 
flange and the concrete, each deck web and the concrete, and the deck bottom 
flange and the supporting plate. All the contacts were frictionless except for the 
deck bottom flange-to-concrete contact over the supporting plate and the deck 
bottom flange-to-supporting plate contact, which were friction contacts with an 
interface coefficient of friction of 0.6. The Coulomb friction model was used. 
All the contacts were modeled as “no separation” contacts except for the deck 
bottom flange-to-supporting plate contact, which was modeled as a standard 
unilateral contact. In “no separation” contacts, the target and contact surfaces are 
tied together during the analysis, while sliding is permitted. Standard unilateral 
contacts allow for separation of the surfaces.  
 
The separation between the deck bottom flange and the supporting plate was 
allowed in the models because testing showed that the deck attachment to the 
supporting beam failed at some point during the tests, after which the slab end 
rotated and was bearing only on the beam flange edge (Abdullah 2004). The 
deck attachment to the beam was modeled with eight COMBIN39 nonlinear 
spring elements installed between the deck bottom flange and the supporting 
plate. The force-deflection curve of the COMBIN39 elements was determined 
for each slab during model calibration. This approach allowed the author to 
capture the slab end rotation and bearing on the beam flange edge observed in 
the tests (Fig. 2).   
 
Only webs of the tested composite deck profiles were embossed. Therefore, the 
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strength, respectively. The deck stresses were averaged across the flange width 
and the deck thickness. The concrete top and bottom face stresses were averaged 
across the slab width and the concrete rib width at the bottom, respectively. The 
longitudinal slab coordinate with the origin at the center of the slab support was 
normalized by the span length. Each graph shows four lines representing stresses 
at four behavior stages: before concrete cracking, after concrete cracking, 
service stage, and ultimate stage. The ultimate stage corresponded to the 
maximum load supported by the slab models, whereas the service stage was 
assumed to correspond to 0.6 of the maximum load. Due to the slab rotational 
restraint at the support, the slab model portion near the support was in negative 
bending (see Fig. 5). 
 
Concrete and deck strain distributions through the slab and deck depths in the 
cracked sections at the load application line (that is, in the major crack section) 
and in the sections between cracks are shown in Fig. 6. The strains were 
averaged across the slab width. Fig. 7 shows variations of slip between the deck 
and the concrete and shear bond forces at the deck-concrete interface, Fbond, 
along the half span. The slip and the shear bond forces were averaged across the 
slab width and through the deck height. The shear bond forces were normalized 
by the maximum shear bond forces, Fbond,max, for each slab. The strain and stress 
distributions at each behavior stage are analyzed further in the paper. The 
analysis relates to the constant moment region unless noted otherwise.  
 
Strain and stress distributions in slabs before concrete cracking  
 
Before concrete cracking, the stresses in the deck and in the concrete repeated 
the bending moment diagram. Slip between the deck and the concrete and shear 
bond forces were relatively small and zero at the slab mid-span. They increased 
towards the support and then decreased again near the support due to the slab 
rotational restraint used in the tests and in the models. Because of the small slip, 
the composite sections had one neutral axis; and the strain distributions 
conformed to the hypothesis of plane sections. 
 
Strain and stress distributions in slabs after concrete cracking  
 
The first flexural cracks occurred at the mid-span of both models. The first crack 
formation was accompanied by the transfer of tensile load from the concrete to 
the deck and the initiation of slip between the deck and the concrete in the 
cracked section. The bond forces increased significantly near the cracks. Due to 
the concrete cracking and the slip, one neutral axis developed in the concrete 
section and another in the deck section, which invalidated the plane section 
hypothesis in the slab cracked sections. The depth of the concrete compression 
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The following changes occurred in the deck and concrete stresses in the first 
crack section as a result of concrete cracking: the concrete bottom face stress 
reduced down to zero, the deck bottom flange and concrete top face stresses 
significantly increased, and the deck top flange stress changed from tension to 
compression. Bond between the deck and the concrete gradually transferred the 
tensile load back to the concrete on either side of the crack, which reduced the 
deck and concrete top face stresses at a distance from the crack.    
 
Strain and stress distributions in slabs in service stage  
 
As the load increased, more cracks developed in the models. Locations of the 
cracked sections along the half span correspond to the stress peaks in the 
concrete top face, which can be clearly seen in Fig. 5. This shows that the 
“smear band” crack approach used in the ANSYS SOLID65 element was 
capable of modeling discrete cracks in concrete and the effects of the discrete 
cracks on strain and stress distributions in composite deck slabs.   
 
In the half of the constant moment region, the compact and slender slab models 
had two and five flexural cracks, respectively. The slender slab model also had 
one crack within the shear span. The average crack spacing for the compact and 
slender slab models in the constant moment region was 14 in. (356 mm) and 6.5 
in. (165 mm), respectively. Slip between the deck and the concrete and shear 
bond forces increased abruptly in the cracked sections. Slip increments in the 
cracked sections, which correspond to crack widths, were smaller for the slender 
slab model. This implies that crack width in composite slabs increased with an 
increase in crack spacing. Slip and shear bond forces within the shear span were 
larger than those within the constant moment region for the compact and slender 
slab models.  
 
The slab models had two neutral axes in the major crack sections. In the 
uncracked section of the slender slab model, only one neutral axis was observed 
and the plane sections hypothesis was valid, because of the relatively small slip 
between the deck and the concrete, which was approximately 0.003 in. (0.08 
mm). The slip in the uncracked section of the compact slab model was 
approximately two times larger. As a result, the plane section hypothesis was 
invalid for the uncracked section of the compact slab model even though the 
slab had only one neutral axis. The concrete compression zone was deeper in the 
uncracked sections. These observations confirm the well-known facts that the 
degree of composite action is a function of slip between two materials and that 
the plane section hypothesis becomes invalid when the slip becomes large.  
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Variations of the deck bottom flange and concrete top face stresses in the 
compact slab model show two distinct peaks in the cracked sections. The deck 
bottom flange and concrete top face stresses varied from 0.54fy and 0.56f’c, 
respectively, in the major crack section to 0.42fy and 0.17f’c, respectively, in the 
sections between cracks. Due to closer crack spacing, the deck bottom flange 
stress and concrete top face stress variations were smaller in the slender slab 
model when compared with the compact slab model. In the slender slab model, 
the deck bottom flange and concrete top face stresses varied from 0.59fy and 
0.46f’c, respectively, in major crack section to 0.53fy and 0.32f’c, respectively, in 
the sections between cracks.  
 
The deck top flange stresses in both the compact and slender slab models 
reduced near the major crack. They were equal to zero in the compact slab 
model and changed from tension to compression in the slender slab model, 
whereas deck top flange away from the major crack section remained in tension. 
The deck top flange stresses varied from 0 to 0.12fy in tension for the compact 
slab model and from 0.06fy in compression to 0.09fy in tension for the slender 
slab model. The concrete bottom face stresses in both models varied from zero 
in the cracked sections to the values approaching concrete tensile strength in the 
sections between cracks. 
 
Strain and stress distributions in slabs in ultimate stage  
 
In the half of the constant moment region, one more crack developed in the 
compact slab model and none in the slender slab model. One and two additional 
cracks appeared in each shear span of the compact and slender slab models, 
respectively. The average crack spacing in the constant moment region of the 
compact slab model became 7 in. (178 mm), while the average crack spacing in 
the constant moment region of the slender slab model did not change.  
 
Slip between the deck and the concrete within the shear span increased 
approximately five times when compared to the service stage. Due to the 
significant slip increase, two neutral axes formed in both cracked and uncracked 
sections of the compact and slender slab models. Strain distributions did not 
conform to the plane section hypothesis. Shear bond forces within the shear span 
also increased and reached their ultimate values. 
 
In the ultimate stage, the deck bottom flange stresses in the major crack sections 
of both the compact and slender slab models consisted approximately 1.10fy. In 
the sections between cracks, they reduced down to 0.87fy and 1.03fy in the 
compact and slender slab models, respectively. Thus, the deck bottom flange of 
the slender slab model yielded over the entire length of the constant moment 
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region, whereas the deck bottom flange stresses of the compact slab model 
reached yield strength only in the sections near the major crack. The deck top 
flange stress varied from 0.46fy in compression to 0.03fy in tension and from 
0.32fy in compression to 0.15fy in tension for the compact and slender slab 
models, respectively. This demonstrates that deck stresses vary significantly 
along the constant moment region due to concrete cracking, slip, and nonlinear 
shear bond forces at the deck-concrete interface. 
 
The concrete top face stresses varied along the constant moment region with the 
maximum values in the major crack section. They were 0.89f’c and 0.98f’c in the 
compact and slender slab models, respectively. The minimum values of the 
concrete compressive stresses within the constant moment region were 0.46f’c 
and 0.71f’c in the compact and slender slab models, respectively. The concrete 





Nonlinear three-dimensional FE models of compact and slender composite deck 
slabs were developed in this study using the commercial software ANSYS. The 
models account for partial interaction between the deck and the concrete, 
concrete cracking in the slab tension zone, and nonlinear stress-strain 
relationships of the steel, the concrete, and the interface. They were validated 
against published test data and have proved to be effective in predicting load-
deflection responses of compact and slender composite deck slabs. The “smear 
band” crack approach used in the ANSYS SOLID65 element was capable of 
modeling discrete cracks in concrete and the effects of the discrete cracks on 
strain and stress distributions in the slabs.   
 
The FE study showed that strain and stress distributions in the composite deck 
slabs were greatly affected by concrete cracking and slip between the deck and 
the concrete. Deck and concrete strain distributions through the slab depth in 
cracked sections differed from those in uncracked sections. Due to slip, the 
composite sections had two neutral axes in most cases. The plane section 
hypothesis was invalid for cracked sections. It was valid only for uncracked 
sections when slip between the deck and the concrete was relatively small. 
 
The deck bottom flange and concrete top face stresses had maximum values in 
the major crack sections. They also had peaks in other cracked sections, but the 
stress values were smaller than those in the major crack section. The minimum 
values of the deck bottom flange and the concrete top face stresses were 
observed in the sections between cracks. In the ultimate stage, the deck bottom 
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flange stresses of the slender slab model exceeded yield strength along the entire 
length of the constant moment region. In the compact slab models, they 
exceeded yield strength near the major crack section only.  The concrete top face 
stresses were close to concrete compressive strength but did not reach it. As a 
result of concrete cracking and slip between the deck and the concrete, the deck 
top flange stresses changed from tension to compression in the major crack 
sections when the load approached the ultimate value. The deck top flange 
stresses varied from tension to compression along the slab constant moment 
region. The concrete bottom face stresses were equal to zero in cracked sections 
and approached concrete tensile strength in sections between cracks.   
 
Shear bond forces were present in the constant moment region due to concrete 
cracking. Shear bond forces and slip were noticeably higher within the shear 
span when compared with the constant moment region. Slip between the deck 
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Study on the flexural capacity of cold-formed steel joists-OSB 
composite floors 
X.H. Zhou 1,  Y.Shi 2,  R.C.Wang 3, Y.J. Liu 4 
Abstract: Two full scale specimens were tested to study the flexural capacity of 
cold-formed steel joists and OSB(Oriented strand board) composite floors. Test 
results indicated the composite floors had high bearing capacity and small 
deformation, and the screw spacing significantly affected the load-carrying 
capacity. The main failure modes were flexural and torsional buckling of floor 
joist, and the interactive buckling of compression flange, web and crimp．The 
wave length of bucking equalled to the adjacent screw spacing．Then the 
specimens were analyzed by commercial software ANSYS and the nonlinear 
FEM calculation results agreed well with the test results．Furthermore，
detailed research on the influence of the screw spacing and the length-width 
ratio was carried out in order to understand the factors affecting the flexural 
capacity of the composite floors. FEM analysis results indicated that the 
reasonable screw center spacing is 150mm at OSB edges and 150~300mm at 
intermediate supports.  Also the load-carrying capacity of the composite floors 
linearly increased along with the decrease of the joist spacing. Finally, a 
simplified calculation model and method were proposed on the basis of 
experimental study and FEM analysis. 
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Cold-formed steel structures have been widely used for commercial and 
residential buildings. Floor system built with cold-formed steel joists and 
oriented strand board(OSB) sheathing(NASFA, 2000), is one of the main 
bearing components of cold-formed steel structures. The OSB sheathing serves 
the primary function of providing lateral restriction for cold-formed steel joists 
and transmitting loads into the structures. 
Nader R.(1999) investigated the horizontal diaphragm experiments of cold-
formed steel joists-OSB composite floor in order to test its stiffness and ultimate 
shear strength. Afterwards, extensive studies focused on the dynamic response 
and stiffness of cold-formed steel joists-OSB composite floor system were 
carried out by Xu L.(2007, 2011) through both laboratory work and in situ 
conditions. Teng X.F.(2009)and Zhou X.H.(2010, 2013) studied the flexural 
capacity of cold-formed steel floor by means of full scale model tests. 
Previous research suggested that interaction between floor panel and joists has 
some effects on the bearing capacity of floor. Nevertheless,  when defining the 
flexural bearing capacity of cold-formed steel composite floor, China design 
code (GB 50018, 2002) only considers the function of cold-formed steel joists 
but ignores the combined contribution of floor panel and joists. 
This paper puts forward a simplified calculation model and method to calculate 
the flexural capacity of cold-formed steel joists-OSB composite floors with 
consideration of combined action of floor panel and joists, based on the two full-
scale floor system experiments undertaken at Chang’an University(Zhou X.H., 
2013) and a detailed finite element analysis. 
2. Experimental Investigation 
2.1 Laboratory Specimen Details 
The purpose of the laboratory investigation is to test the flexural bearing 
capacity of cold-formed steel joists-OSB composite floor(Zhou X.H., 2013).The 
detailed structural diagrams of specimen FL-1 was shown in Figure 1, each 
specimen was 2.4m wide by 4.8m long (Figure 1(a)). The floor specimen 
consisted of seven 4.8m-long cold-formed steel joists spacing 400mm and 
18mm OSB sheathing. The steel skeleton was constructed with C-shape 
C305mm×41mm×14mm×1.6mm joists and U-shape U305mm×35mm×1.6mm 
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tracks(Figure 1(b)). The joist ends were connected to the cold-formed steel rim-
tracks by ST4.8 headed self-drilling self-tapping screws, and the distance of 
screw center to the edge of joist was 20mm. A web bearing stiffener was 
fastened to each end of joist with nine ST4.8 self-drilling self-tapping screws as 
shown in Figure 1(c) in order to avoid web crippling at bearing locations. The 
bearing stiffener was with the same cross-section as the floor joist, and with 
length less than 50mm of the web height of joist. The OSB sheathing was 
fastened to the joists using ST4.8 self-drilling screws. The only difference 
between the specimen FL-1 and specimen FL-2 was the screws spacing between 
the OSB sheathing and steel skeleton. In the specimen FL-1, OSB sheathing was 
fastened to the cold-formed steel skeleton with 150mm center spacing around 
the perimeter of OSB sheathing, and 300mm inside the panel. At the same time, 
the sheathing screws were arranged with 300mm center distance at panel edges 
and 600mm at intermediate supports in the specimen FL-2. All screws protruded 























    
(a)layout of specimen FL-1   
         
(b) Steel skeleton of specimen FL-1            (c) bearing stiffener 
Figure 1   Basic construction specimen FL-1 
The mechanical properties of the cold-formed steel used in the specimens were 
obtained by standard tensile coupon tests(GB/T 228.1, 2010). Three coupons 
were cut from the web of cold-formed steel joist. The average uncoated steel 
thickness was 1.56mm.The average yield strength and tensile strength of steel 
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were 334.04N/mm2 and 447.73N/mm2 respectively; the average elongation rate 
after fracture was 32.80%; the elastic modulus was 2.08×105 N/mm2; and the 
average Poisson’s ration was 0.3. 
2.2 Test setup and measuring point layout 
As shown in Figure 2, the tested floor 
system was supported along the two U-
shape tracks by a heavy steel frame 
mounted to concrete ground beams. A  
3m-length L-shape angle-steel L50×5 
was welded on the heavy steel beamof 
steel frame to support the ends of the 
floor system. The tested floor system was 
loaded using a hydraulic cylinder and 
four spreader beams to simulate 
uniformly distributed load. Ten percent 
of the estimated design load was applied to each load step. Each increment was 
held for ten minutes after which loads and deflections were recorded.  All the 
data were automatically collected by a TDS-602 data acquisition system. 
The displacement sensors were arranged in Figure 1 to measure the specimen’s 
deflection. Considering the symmetry of the floor system, the displacement 
meters Y1 ~ Y4 were used to measure the floor deflection along the middle joist. 
Y1 was arranged at bearing support, Y2 and Y3 were arranged at the location of 
spreader beam, and Y4 was located at min-span of the joist. The displacement 
meters Y5~Y7 were arranged to measure the maximum deflection of joists to 
observe the deflection trend from the center to the edge. 
2.3 Test Results 
Actual load-deflection curves measured 
from the tests were shown in Figure 3; 
the deflection was the data of 
displacement meter Y4 subtracted the 
value of displacement meter Y1. The 
flexural bearing capacity was collected 
in Table 2. In the tests, both tested floor 
systems failed when the cold-formed 
steel joists developed serious flexural-
 
Figure 2 Floor test apparatus  



























torsional buckling (Figure 4). The load-deflection curves indicated that the 
screw spacing was the main factor to influence the flexural stiffness of the 
composite floor system at the elastic stage. When the load was increased to 
105kN, the floor joists of the FL-2 developed flexural-torsional buckling； and 
at this point the load-deflection curves of FL-1and FL-2 started to go separate 
path. The screw spacing had sustained effects on the flexural capacity and 
stiffness when the floor systems were in plastic stage. The results showed when 
the screw spacing was increased from 150mm/300mm to 300mm/600mm, the 
maximum  bearing capacity was declined 14.32%. 
       
       (a) web local buckling     (b)  OSB failure character   (c) steel skeleton’s failure of 
FL–2 
Figure 4  Failure characteristics of composite floor  
The floor specimens FL-1 and FL-2 had similar failure characteristics. When the 
load was small, the deflection at every loading step was steadily increased. With 
the increase of the load, the joists gradually developed web local buckling and 
the wave length was equal to the screw spacing between the joists and floor 
diaphragm (Figure 4(a)). During the whole experiment, the OSB sheathing did 
not exhibit noticeable bending deformation and tearing failure(Figure 4(b)). 
After the experiment, the OSB sheathing was dismantled, cold-formed steel 
joists occurred distortional buckling deformation and bending failure(Figure 
4(c)). The deformation of FL-2 was more remarkable than that of FL-1. 
3. Nonlinear finite element analysis of floor 
3.1 Finite element model 
The commercial software ANSYS was used to simulate the tested specimen. In 
finite element method, shell181 element was used to simulate cold-formed joists, 
tracks, bearing stiffeners and OSB sheathing. In addition, beam188 element was 
used to simulate self-drilling screw connections between the joists and OSB 
sheathing; the self-drilling self-tapping screws used in the steel skeleton were 
coupled. Meanwhile, 3D contact element-CONTAC52 was used between the 
joists and tracks, the joists and bearing stiffener; and the coefficient of friction 
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was taken as 0.3(Figure 5(a)). Mapped mesh method was adopted to mesh the 
geometry model, which had regular shape. Finite element model’s boundary 
conditions and load were applied as shown in Figure 5(b): displacements along x, 
y, and z directions at the left support, and x and y directions at the right support 
were constrained. Line loads were applied at the locations where distribution 
beams were arranged. 
          
     (a)whole model of composite floor        (b)connections between joist, track  
                                                         and bearing stiffener 
Figure 5 FEM model of floor 
















Parallel to the 
longitudinal axis 
5250 21.20 1180 8.2 0.30 
Vertical to the 
longitudinal axis 
1910 7.86 1280 7.9 0.11 










From FEM analysis 
Δ*u/Δu 
FL-1 198.6 206.45 1.04 50.7 47.43 0.94 
FL-2 170.16 182.12 1.07 50.22 48.33 0.96 
Note： uP  is the ultimate bearing capacity from tests; Δu is the deflection corresponding to uP ;  
        uP
  is the ultimate bearing capacity from FEM analysis;Δ*u  is the deflection corresponding to uP

 
Constitutive relation of cold-formed steel used in FEM was determined based on 
test results. The OSB sheathing was assumed isotropic. According to Thomas 
W.H.(2002) and the Chinese Standard LY/T 1580(2010), the mechanical 
property of 18mm thick OSB sheathing was listed in Table 1. Comparisons of 
FEM results and test results on flexural bearing capacity were listed in Table 2. 
Obviously FEM results agree well with the test results, which validated the 
finite element method used in this paper. 
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3.2 Finite Element Parametric Analyses 
3.2.1 Influence of screw spacing on flexural capacity  
Based on the finite element model of FL-1, a parameter study was carried out by 
changing the screw spacing and the size of cold-formed steel skeleton. The 
bearing capacities calculated was shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 Influence of screw spacing to the bearing capacity of floor 
Assembly description 









joists space 400mm; 
18mm thick OSB; 



















Note：Screw spacing 150/300 was 150mm on-center at supported panel edges and 300mm on-center at 
intermediate supports. 
From Table 3, it can be concluded that when reducing the screw spacing at 
diaphragm boundary edges from 300mm to 100mm while keeping the same 
screw spacing in the interior, the bearing capacity of the composite floor 
increased slightly. Therefore, the authors suggested the economical and 
reasonable screw spacing is 150mm on-center at OSB boundary edges. When 
keeping the same screws spacing at OSB boundary edges and gradually 
reducing the interior screw spacing from 600mm to 300mm, the bearing 
capacity of the composite floor was effectively improved. Furthermore the 
bearing capacity of the composite floor hardly changed when the interior screws 
spacing reduced from 300mm to 150mm, so the reasonable screw spacing is 
50~300 mm on-center at intermediate supports. 
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3.2.2 Influence of length-width ratio on the flexural capacity  
Based on the finite element model of FL-1, 
parameter analysis was carried out by  
changing the width of the floor system to 
simulate the influence of length-width ratio 
on the bearing capacity of composite floor. 
The results were shown in Table 4 and 
Figure 6.  it is  concluded that with the 
numbers of joists changed from 4 to 9, the 
bearing capacity of composite floor 
increased approximately linearly. 














18 thick OSB; 
Screws spacing 150/300; 
Material property 
same FL–1 
4.8×1.2 4 4 116.05 
4.8×1.6 3 5 145.51 
4.8×2.0 2.4 6 177.36 
4.8×2.4 2 7 206.45 
4.8×2.8 1.72 8 238.77 
4.8×3.2 1.5 9 268.75 
4. Simplified design method to calculate the bearing capacity of floor 
As shown in Figure 3, the specimens could continue to carry load after elsatic 
stage, but the deflection of the floor system increased rapidly with the 
development of buckling deformation. Plastic deformation affected the  
serviceability of the structures; therefore the yield flexural load was defined as 
the design bearing capacity of the composite floor system. Because of the 
impact of plate group effects, post-buckling related effects and other factors, the 
buckling stress of the joists was very complex, and the theoretical calculation of 
its yield bending moment was relatively difficult. Therefore, it is necessary to 
establish a simplified method to calculate the flexural bearing capacity of the 
composite floor system. 



















Figure 6 Influence of joists number 
on the bearing capacity of floor 
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Based on the FEM analysis results in 3.2, the floor system can be simplified as 
T-shape composite beams and inverted L-shape composite beams to calculate its 











Figure7 Simplified model of composite floor  
The yield moment of T-shape and L-shape cross section can be calculated 
through multiplying the joists’ effective elastic flexural moment and a 
combination effect coefficient  .As shown in formula (1), 
y cyM M                                              (1) 
Where, yM  is the yield bending moment of the composite beam, which is the 
load when the joists’ compression flange developed local buckling; cyM  is the 
effective elastic flexural moment of single joist, cy c yM W f  ， cW  is the 
effective flexural resistance moment of single joist, yf  is the steel yield strength 
and   is the combined effect coefficient. 
4.1 Establishment of the simplified model 
A simplified FEM model was built as same as the overall FEM model in 3.1. 
The bearing capacity of T-shape and L-shape composite beams were shown in 
Table 5. Table 5 showed that the deference of the ultimate bearing capacity 
between the overall model and simplified model was within 5%, and the failure 
characteristics was similar (Figure 8), which validated the feasibility of 
calculating the floor’s bearing capacity  by the simplified method. 
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Material is same 
as FL–1 
4.8×2.0 400 4 2 
41.44 32.01 
229.78 239.76 4.34 
4.8×2.4 400 5 2 271.22 268.52 0.99 
4.8×2.8 400 6 2 312.66 309.34 1.06 
4.8×2.4 600 3 2 
48.01 37.4 
220.14 212.42 3.51 
4.8×3.0 600 4 2 268.58 257.50 4.12 
4.8×3.6 600 5 2 317.02 301.65 4.84 
Note： u-TP  is the ultimate bearing capacity of single T-shaped model; 
             u-LP  is the ultimate bearing capacity of single pour L-shaped model; 
            u-JP  is the ultimate bearing capacity of simplified model, u-J 1 u-T 2 u-LP n P n P  ; 
              uP  is the ultimate bearing capacity of overall floor by FEM analysis. 
         
   (a)failure characteristics of overall floor       (b)failure characteristics of simplified  
                                                                       T-shape beam 
Figure 8 Comparison of failure character between the overall floor and T-shape beam 
4.2 Determination of combination effect coefficient   
4.2.1 Influence of joist thickness on the coefficient   


















thickness of joist section( mm)
 C305-o12-Q235    C305-o12-Q345
 C305-o15-Q235    C305-o15-Q345
 C305-o18-Q235    C305-o18-Q345
   

















thickness of joist section( mm)
 C255-o12-Q235    C255-o12-Q345
 C255-o15-Q235    C255-o15-Q345
 C255-o18-Q235    C255-o18-Q345
  















thickness of joist section( mm)
 C205-o12-Q235    C205-o12-Q345
 C205-o15-Q235    C205-o15-Q345
 C205-o18-Q235    C205-o18-Q345
 
 (a)C305 specimens             (b)C255 specimens            (c)C205 specimens 
Figure 9 Influence of thickness of joist section on coefficient   
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As shown in Figure 9, the effect of thickness of joist section on the coefficient 
  was investigated by selecting a T-shape composite beam: the beam span was 
4.8m with 400mm wide OSB sheathing, and the screw spacing was 150mm. In 
the analysis, the material properties, web height of joist and thickness of OSB 
were changed. Figure 9 indicated that the increase of the joist section thickness 
have no obvious effect on coefficient   and can be ignored in simplified model. 
4.2.2 Influence of OSB thickness on coefficient   
The effect of OSB thickness on the coefficient   was analyzed by using of a T-
shape composite beam: the beam span was 4.8m with 400mm wide OSB 
sheathing, and the screw spacing was 150mm. In the analysis, the material 
property and web height of joist and thickness of OSB were changed. 
  























































     (a)C305-Q235 specimens               (b)C305-Q345 specimens          (c)C255-Q235 specimens  
  




















































(d)C255-Q345 specimens         (e)C205-Q235 specimens           (f)C205-Q345 specimens 
  Figure 10 Influence on  due to change in thickness of OSB sheathing 
Table 6   Coefficient c  vs. steel yield strength and web height of joist 
              Steel 
Joist 
Q235 Q345 
C205×41×14×1.6 1.002 0.959 
C255×41×14×1.6 0.953 0.904 
C305×41×14×1.6 0.905 0.847 
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As shown in Figure 10, with the increase of OSB thickness, the coefficient   
increased gradually and approximately linearly. Independent regression analysis 
results of coefficient  were also shown in Figure 10.  Based on the regression, 
coefficient  can be expressed approximately as ctc  0168.0 , where c  is 
related to steel yield strength and  web height of the joist, as shown in Table 6. 
4.2.3 Influence of screw spacing on coefficient   
The effect of screw spacing on the coefficient   was analyzed by employing a 
T-shape composite beam: the beam span was 4.8m with 400mm wide OSB 
sheathing, and the screw spacing was varied from 150mm to 300mm. In the 
analysis, the material property and web height of joist were changed. The 
calculation results were shown in Table 7. When the inside screw spacing was 
changed from 150mm to 300mm, the coefficient   could be approximately 
expressed as T 300 T 1500.85   . 















12 1.081 0.952 0.881 
15 1.125 0.986 0.877 
18 1.158 1.014 0.875 
Q345 
12 1.005 0.853 0.849 
15 1.049 0.885 0.844 
18 1.108 0.938 0.846 
C255×41×14×1.73 
Q235 
12 1.102 0.976 0.886 
15 1.169 1.017 0.870 
18 1.218 1.075 0.883 
Q345 
12 1.056 0.914 0.866 
15 1.102 0.935 0.848 
18 1.184 1.010 0.853 
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4.2.4 Influence of joist spacing on  coefficient   
The effect of joist spacing on the coefficient   was analyzed by employing a T-
shape composite beam: the beam span was 4.8m with 600mm wide OSB 
sheathing, and the screw spacing was 150mm. In the analysis, the web height of 
joist and the thickness of OSB were changed. The calculation results  (shown in 
Table 8) indicated that when the joist spacing was changed from 400mm to 
600mm, the coefficient   can be approximately expressed 
as T600 150 T400 1501.09   . 



















12 1.186 1.299 1.096 
15 1.251 1.367 1.092 
18 1.286 1.428 1.110 
Q345 
12 1.005 1.091 1.086 
15 1.049 1.160 1.106 
18 1.108 1.216 1.097 
C255×41×14×1.73 
Q235 
12 1.240 1.365 1.101 
15 1.280 1.420 1.110 
18 1.360 1.466 1.078 
Q345 
12 1.056 1.162 1.100 
15 1.102 1.249 1.134 
18 1.184 1.309 1.106 
4.2.5 Influence of inverted L-shape composite beam on coefficient   
The inverted L-shape composite beam was established to study the influence on 
coefficient . In the analysis, the material property, web height of joist and the 
thickness of OSB were changed. The calculation results (shown in Table 9) 
indicated that coefficient   could be approximately expressed 
as L400-150 T400-150(0.85 ~ 0.90)  . 
In summary, the combination coefficient  could be calculated as  
                        0.0168 ct c     （ ）                            （2）  
Where  is the influence coefficient for the joists spacing; when joists spacing is 
400mm, 1 ; when joists spacing is 600mm, 09.1 . ct  is the thickness of 
OSB, mm.  is the influence coefficient for the screw spacing; when screw 
spacing is 150/150mm, 1 ; when screw spacing is 150/300mm, 85.0 . c  
is a coefficient shown in Table 6. 
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12 1.081 0.966 0.894 
15 1.125 1.005 0.893 
18 1.158 1.037 0.895 
Q345 
12 1.005 0.883 0.879 
15 1.049 0.928 0.884 
18 1.108 0.932 0.859 
C255×41×14×1.73 
Q235 
12 1.102 0.991 0.898 
15 1.169 0.998 0.853 
18 1.218 1.066 0.875 
Q345 
12 1.056 0.950 0.900 
15 1.102 0.987 0.896 
18 1.184 1.022 0.864 
In order to validate the regression equations, the ultimate load-bearing capacity 
of 6 composite floor systems were calculated by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. The 
comparison of the flexural bearing capacity from simplified method and FEM 
analysis were listed and compared in Table 10. Table 10 showed the bearing 
capacities calculated by above equations agreed well with those from FEM 
analysis, which verified that it was simple and feasible to calculate the ultimate 
flexural bearing capacity of the floor systems by the suggested Eq. 1 and Eq.2. 



















C205×41×14×1.6 16 6.96 7.78 0.895 
C255×41×14×1.6 14 8.94 9.86 0.906 






C205×41×14×1.6 16 10.75 11.66 0.922 
C255×41×14×1.6 14 13.72 13.75 0.998 
C305×41×14×1.4 14 14.98 14.86 1.009 
Note： y-SM is the bearing capacity from simplified method； 




In this paper, two full scale specimens are tested to study the flexural capacity of 
cold-formed steel joists and OSB composite floor systems, and at the same time 
an experimental validated finite element method is established. Then extensive 
parameter analyses are carried out by finite element method. Finally, based on 
results from parameter analyses, a simplified method for calculating the ultimate 
load-bearing capacity of the floor system is proposed. From above analysis, the 
following conclusions can be obtained: 
(1).The cold-formed steel joists and OSB composite floors have high bearing 
capacity and small deformation. The main failure characteristics are flexural-
torsional buckling of the floor joists．The screw spacing significantly affects 
the load-carrying capacity but has little effects on the elastic stiffness of 
composite floor systems.  
(2).Through extensive FEM parameter analyses, the reasonable screw center 
spacing is suggested as 150mm at OSB edges and 150~300mm at intermediate 
supports. The load-carrying capacity of the composite floor systems linearly 
increases as the number of joists increase. The flexural capacity of the 
composite floor systems can be calculated by simplifying it to a T-shape 
composite beam. 
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Design Method of Bending Load-carrying Capacity for 
Sandwich Panels with Different Metal Panel on Both Sides  
 GUO Yanli1,YAO Xingyou2, LIU Kai3 
Abstract 
The sandwich panels, with plain and shallow grain pressed metal plate as 
the face sheets, and glass wools, rigid polyurethane foam, and rock wools as 
core materials, have excellent heat insulation and mechanical behavior, and 
been used as curtain walls for tall buildings in recent years in China. Since 
wind load and temperature action are the main actions for curtain walls, the 
sandwich panels are flexural members. In this paper, the design method and 
design formula of flexural load-carrying capacity and flexural deflection of 
a kind of sandwich plates with different metal panel on both sides are 
discussed and proposed. This proposed method considers the different load 
types, like uniform load, concentrated load, and temperature action, and 
different core materials. The FE Method can be verified by comparing on 
shear force distribution coefficients for different sandwich panels with same 
metal panels on both sides between FE results and calculated results. Then 
the FE Method can be used to verify the proposed method for shear force 
distribution coefficients of sandwich plates with different metal panel on 
both sides. Finally, the proposed method for bending load-carrying 
capacities for sandwich plates with different metal panel on both sides is 
verified using FE Method. These verifies show that the proposed method for 
shear force distribution coefficients and bending load-carrying capacities for 
sandwich plates with different metal panel on both sides is safe and suitable. 
Introduction 
A sandwich (Fig.1) structure consists of two thin face sheets of high strength 
firmly fixed to a light-weight thick core in between them. This structure 
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possesses many features including light weight, high strength, higher 
bending stiffness, and great heat and heat insulation. Sandwich panel with 
metal skin panel first were used in aviation field. Some researchers (Hoff 
and Mautner 1956, Chong and Hartsock 1972) investigated the behavior of 
sandwich panel with plain metal skin panel. Then sandwich panels were 
used in architecture field with development of building engineering, 
researchers main studied the overall deformation, mechanical behavior, and 
buckling behavior of metal skin panel. Based on classical mechanics, 
Davies(Davies  1993) proposed the simple formula calculated maximum 
deflection of mid-span for simply supported sandwich panel using the 
approximate calculation method. Based on the study on buckling of steel 
skin panels, Styles et al.(Styles, Compston, and Kalyanasundaram 2008) 
investigated the buckling behavior and bending behavior of sandwich panel 
with aluminum skin panel. Jeyakrishnan et al.(Jeyakrishnan, Chockalingam, 
and Narayanasamy 2013) studied on buckling of honeycomb sandwich panel, 
and critical buckling load was found to be same for experimental, theoretical 
and FEA analysis. Ugale et al. (Ugale et al. 2013) studied influencing factor 
of bending load-carrying capacity and failure mode of three types of thin 
sandwich panels. Mostafa et al.( Mostafa, Shankar, and Morozov 2013) 
studied on the flexural behavior and failure mode of composite sandwich 
panels based on experimental, theoretical, and numerical method. With the 
development of Chinese architecture recently, the use of sandwich panel in 
China becomes more and more extensive. Institute of Mechanics of Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (IMCAS 1977), and Shi et al.(Shi etal. 2006) studied 
the behavior of sandwich panel based on math and mechanics. Wang et 
al.(Wang, He, and Tao 1999, Wang and He 2002) studied the buckling 
behavior of metal panel and bending load-carrying capacity of sandwich 
panel using experimental and numerical method. A series of experimental 
researches about sandwich panel with same metal panel on both side have 
been conducted (Zha 2011). All these researches consider the sandwich with 
same metal material on both side of panels, but the sandwich with different 
metal material on both side of panels are more and more used in China for 
requirement of architecture and there have no provision in Chinese code 
Double skin metal faced insulating panels for building (GB/T 23932-2009, 
2009)for calculating bending load-carrying capacities of these sandwich 
panels, so the bending load-carrying capacity of sandwich panel with 
different metal skin panel on both sides under uniform load, concentrated 
load and temperature action are researched in this paper.  
 




Analysis on bending load-carrying capacity of sandwich 
panel with different metal skin panel on both sides  
Basic assumption of deflection and bending capacity for sandwich panels 
1) The bending stiffness is only considered the metal skin panel because of 
less bending stiffness of core material, 2) The shearing deformation is 
considered the metal skin panel and core material, 3) the sandwich panels 
are designed to demand the serviceability limit state, so sandwich panel is 
controlled by deflection of panel and investigated using elastic method, 4）
There is no slipping between metal skin panel and core material, 5）The 
metal skin panel and core material are all linear elastic materials, 6) the 
deformation of sandwich panel is limited in small deformation.  
Analysis method of deflection of sandwich panels 
Based on basic assumption of 3) and 6), the deflection of simply support 
sandwich panel can be analysis using displacement formula of structural 
mechanics. 
0+
p p pMM NN QQ tf ds ds K ds t Nds Mds
EI EA GA h
α α ∆= + + +∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
       
(1) 
Eq.(1) can be rewritten as eq.(2) because the axial force don’t need to 
consider for bending sandwich panels.   
p pMM QQ tf ds K ds Mds
EI GA h
α ∆= + +∑ ∑ ∑∫ ∫ ∫
                    
(2) 
The maximum deflection of mid span of sandwich panel under uniform load 






                         
(3) 
The maximum deflection of mid span of sandwich panel under concentrate 






                      
(4) 
The maximum deflection of mid span of sandwich panel under temperature 







                          
(5) 
Where f、q、l、E、I、G、A、P、h、α、△t、k are the deflection of sandwich 
panel, uniform load, length of sandwich panel, elastic modulus of sandwich 
panel, moment of inertial of sandwich panel, shear modulus of sandwich 
panel, area of sandwich panel, concentrated load, thickness of sandwich 
panel、linear expansion coefficient of sandwich panel, temperature of top 





The bending stiffness of sandwich panel only considers bending stiffness of 
top and bottom metal panel based on basic assumption 1). The shearing 
deformation consider the metal skin panel and core material based on basic 
assumption 2）and the deformation of the metal skin panel and core material 
is same, so the deformation of core material is equal to total deformation of 
sandwich panel. At the same time, the percent of shear force of core material 
in total shear force of sandwich panel is defined as β which is called shear 
force distribution coefficient of core material, then deformation of shear can 
be calculated using shear force and shear stiffness of core material. The 
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(8) 
Where β is the shear force distribution coefficient, Et、Eb、It、Ib is the elastic 
modulus and moment of inertial for natural axis of top and bottom metal 
panel respectively, Gc、Ac is the shear modulus and area of core material, the 
shear modulus of different core material can be calculated as table 1(Zha 
2011), kt、kt、tb、tb is the linear expansion coefficient and thickness of top and 
bottom metal panel for sandwich panel respectively.  
Table 1 Shear modulus of core meterail Gc 
Core material Shear modulus/MPa Core material Shear modulus/MPa 
polyurethane 1.725(ρ/38)
2 rock wool 1.294xρ/100 glass wool 2.682xρ/100 polystyrene 2.07(ρ/17.8)
2 
ρ is the density of core material, unit is kg/m3 
Shear force distribution coefficient of core material 
Shear force distribution coefficient of core material for sandwich panel 
with same metal skin panel on both sides 
The shear force distribution coefficient of core material for sandwich 
panel with same metal skin panel on both side can be express a function 
about thickness of sandwich panel(h)and thinkness of metal skin panel(t) 
(GB/T 23932-2009, 2009) .The thickness of metal panel can be used the 
average value if the thickness of top and bottom panel is different, the 
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          （9） 
Where the value of coefficient R1、R2、R3、R4 can be attained from the 
Table 2(Zha 2011). 













glass wool 0.08 0.021 -0.08 0.63 




glass wool -0.2 0.67 -0.2 0.22 






glass wool -0.3 0.929 -0.035 -0.127 




glass wool 0.091 0.386 -0.072 0.069 
polyurethane 0.029 0.357 0.061 0.062 
Verify of FE method 
The value for shear force distribution coefficient of sandwich panel can be 
verified using FE method, which can be attained as Eq.(10).  
cA
Q
τb =                               (10) 
whereτ、Q are the average shear stress of core material and total shear 
force at the support. 
The ABAQUS is used to analysis shear force distribution coefficient, where 
metal material use thin shell element, core material use solid element, tie is 
used to consider the constraint of metal panel and core material. The shear 
force distribution coefficients for sandwich panel with the same metal panel 
on both side using FE method and code method[13] are shown in table 
3,where β1, β2 are shear force distribution coefficients calculated using 
Chinese code and FE analysis, the dimension of sandwich panels and 
material model can be found in reference(Zha 2011).  
Table 3 Comparison on shear force distribution coefficients for sandwich 










BⅣQ(B)(30) 69.95 78.95 0.8860 
BⅡQ(B)(40) 67.72 78.14 0.8666 
BⅣQ(B)(40) 70.72 79.09 0.8942 
BⅡQ(B)(50) 68.65 78.28 0.8770 
BⅣQ(B)(50) 71.65 79.21 0.9046 
BⅡQ(B)(60) 69.74 78.27 0.8910 
BⅣQ(B)(60) 72.74 79.02 0.9205 
BⅡQ(B)(80) 72.4 78.10 0.9270 
BⅣQ(B)(80) 75.4 78.78 0.9571 
BⅡQ(B)(100) 75.7 77.74 0.9738 
BⅣQ(B)(100) 78.7 78.22 1.0061 
Mean 0.9136 
Variance 0.0452 
Coefficient of variation 0.0495 
Note： B= sandwich panel, Ⅱ= polyurethane, Ⅳ= polystyrene, Q= wall panel, the 
something in parentheses is the thickness of core material, thickness of steel panel is 
0.8mm, length of panel is 2000mm. 
Table 3 shows that the shear force distribution coefficient for sandwich 
panel with same metal panel on both sides using FE method are relate to 
results using code method and have less coefficient of variation. The FE 
method can be used to analysis the shear force distribution coefficient of 
core material. 
Shear force distribution coefficients for sandwich panel with different 
metal panel on both sides 
β is shear forece distribution coefficient in Eq. (6)、(7), for sandwich panel 
with different metal skin panel on both sides of panel, which can be 
supposed to calculate as eq.(11).  





+                 （11） 
where，βt, βb are the shear force distribution coefficient of core material for 
sandwich panel using same metal material liking top and bottom metal panel 
on both side respectively, tt, tb are thickness of metal skin panel for top and 
bottom metal panel.  
FE method can be used to verify the suitable of Eq.(11) because FE method 
can be investigate the shear force distribution coefficient very well. The 
shear force distribution coefficients for sandwich panel with different metal 
panel on both side using FE method and proposed method Eq.(11) are 
shown in table 4, where，βcl、βFE are the shear force distribution coefficients 
calculated using proposed method and FE method respectively. panel use 
steel panel and aluminum panel in top side and bottom side with different 
thickness, core material use polyurethane and rock wool, thickness of 




2000mm and the width of panel is 1000mm. ts and ta is the thickness of steel 
panel and aluminum panel respectively.  
Table 4 Comparison on shear force distribution coefficients for sandwich 
panel with different metal panel on both side using FE method and proposed 
method 
ts/mm ta/mm t /mm core material βcl βFE βcl /βFE 
1.0 0.3 50 polyurethane 0.5772 0.5963 0.9680  
1.0 0.5 50 polyurethane 0.5343 0.5534 0.9655  
1.0 0.8 50 polyurethane 0.4861 0.4951 0.9818  
0.8 0.3 50 polyurethane 0.5719 0.598 0.9564  
0.8 0.5 50 polyurethane 0.5232 0.5487 0.9535  
0.8 0.8 50 polyurethane 0.4711 0.4983 0.9454  
0.5 0.3 50 polyurethane 0.5439 0.5609 0.9697  
0.5 0.5 50 polyurethane 0.4863 0.5123 0.9492  
0.5 0.8 50 polyurethane 0.4306 0.4478 0.9616  
0.3 0.3 50 polyurethane 0.4964 0.5139 0.9659  
0.3 0.5 50 polyurethane 0.4362 0.4551 0.9585  
0.3 0.8 50 polyurethane 0.3841 0.3902 0.9844  
1.0 0.3 100 polyurethane 0.6874 0.6995 0.9827  
1.0 0.5 100 polyurethane 0.6622 0.6829 0.9697  
1.0 0.8 100 polyurethane 0.6331 0.651 0.9725  
0.8 0.3 100 polyurethane 0.6893 0.6958 0.9907  
0.8 0.5 100 polyurethane 0.6599 0.67 0.9849  
0.8 0.8 100 polyurethane 0.6276 0.6398 0.9809  
0.5 0.3 100 polyurethane 0.6789 0.6907 0.9829  
0.5 0.5 100 polyurethane 0.6428 0.6652 0.9663  
0.5 0.8 100 polyurethane 0.6070 0.6178 0.9825  
0.3 0.3 100 polyurethane 0.6529 0.6676 0.9780  
0.3 0.5 100 polyurethane 0.6142 0.6129 1.0021  
0.3 0.8 100 polyurethane 0.5797 0.5808 0.9981  
1.0 0.3 50 rock wool 0.5739 0.5912 0.9707  
1.0 0.5 50 rock wool 0.5287 0.5492 0.9627  
1.0 0.8 50 rock wool 0.4767 0.4961 0.9609  
0.8 0.3 50 rock wool 0.5680 0.5969 0.9516  
0.8 0.5 50 rock wool 0.5167 0.5381 0.9602  
0.8 0.8 50 rock wool 0.4605 0.4817 0.9560  
0.5 0.3 50 rock wool 0.5386 0.5445 0.9892  
0.5 0.5 50 rock wool 0.4778 0.4889 0.9773  
0.5 0.8 50 rock wool 0.4176 0.4378 0.9539  
0.3 0.3 50 rock wool 0.4893 0.5131 0.9536  
0.3 0.5 50 rock wool 0.4256 0.4458 0.9547  
0.3 0.8 50 rock wool 0.3687 0.3898 0.9459  
1.0 0.3 100 rock wool 0.6834 0.6821 1.0019  
1.0 0.5 100 rock wool 0.6555 0.6598 0.9935  




0.8 0.3 100 rock wool 0.6846 0.695 0.9850  
0.8 0.5 100 rock wool 0.6522 0.6608 0.9870  
0.8 0.8 100 rock wool 0.6155 0.6123 1.0052  
0.5 0.3 100 rock wool 0.6724 0.6759 0.9948  
0.5 0.5 100 rock wool 0.6328 0.6501 0.9734  
0.5 0.8 100 rock wool 0.5921 0.6008 0.9855  
0.3 0.3 100 rock wool 0.6443 0.6548 0.9840  
0.3 0.5 100 rock wool 0.6017 0.6186 0.9727  
0.3 0.8 100 rock wool 0.5621 0.5854 0.9602  
Mean 0.9727  
Variance 0.0161  
Coefficient of variation 0.0165  
Table 4 shows that the shear force distribution coefficient for sandwich 
panel with different metal panel on both sides using proposed method are 
relate to results using FE method and have less coefficient of variation. The 
proposed method is safe and suitable which can be used to calculate the 
shear force distribution coefficient of core material.  
Calculated formula of bending load-carrying capacity of 
sandwich panel with different metal panel on both sides 
Based on formula (6) and (7), the calculated formula of bending 
load-carrying capacity for sandwich panel with different metal skin panel on 
both sides under uniform distributed loading and concentrated load at 
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Based on a selected allowable bending deflection of [f]= l/200 and of cross 
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The bending load-carrying capacities for sandwich panel with different 




load at mid-span can be calculated using formula (14) and (15) and the FE 
method can be used to verify the suitable of proposed method. The bending 
load-carrying capacities for sandwich panel with different metal panel on 
both side using FE method and proposed method is shown in table 5, where 
Pcl and PFE are the shear force distribution coefficients calculated using 
proposed method and FE method respectively. The panel use steel panel and 
aluminum panel in top side and bottom side with different thickness, core 
material use polyurethane and rock wool, thickness of panel use normal 
thickness 50mm and 100mm，the length of panel is 2000mm and the width 
of panel is 1000mm. 
Table 5 Comparison on bending load-carrying capacities for sandwich panel 
with different metal panel on both side between FE method and proposed 
method  





1.0 0.3 50 polyurethane 1.97 2.05 0.96  
1.0 0.5 50 polyurethane 2.12 2.26 0.94  
1.0 0.8 50 polyurethane 2.32 2.47 0.94  
0.8 0.3 50 polyurethane 1.86 1.94 0.96  
0.8 0.5 50 polyurethane 2.02 2.11 0.96  
0.8 0.8 50 polyurethane 2.24 2.33 0.96  
0.5 0.3 50 polyurethane 1.65 1.78 0.93  
0.5 0.5 50 polyurethane 1.83 1.91 0.96  
0.5 0.8 50 polyurethane 2.08 2.16 0.96  
0.3 0.3 50 polyurethane 1.40 1.47 0.95  
0.3 0.5 50 polyurethane 1.62 1.69 0.96  
0.3 0.8 50 polyurethane 1.90 1.98 0.96  
1.0 0.3 100 polyurethane 3.97 4.06 0.98  
1.0 0.5 100 polyurethane 4.13 4.21 0.98  
1.0 0.8 100 polyurethane 4.34 4.42 0.98  
0.8 0.3 100 polyurethane 3.84 3.79 1.01  
0.8 0.5 100 polyurethane 4.02 4.28 0.94  
0.8 0.8 100 polyurethane 4.26 4.14 1.03  
0.5 0.3 100 polyurethane 3.58 3.63 0.99  
0.5 0.5 100 polyurethane 3.82 3.67 1.04  
0.5 0.8 100 polyurethane 4.11 4.18 0.98  
0.3 0.3 100 polyurethane 3.28 3.45 0.95  
0.3 0.5 100 polyurethane 3.58 3.63 0.99  
0.3 0.8 100 polyurethane 3.95 4.03 0.98  
1.0 0.3 50 rock wool 1.70 1.81 0.94  
1.0 0.5 50 rock wool 1.83 1.88 0.97  
1.0 0.8 50 rock wool 2.02 2.06 0.98  
0.8 0.3 50 rock wool 1.62 1.71 0.95  
0.8 0.5 50 rock wool 1.77 1.85 0.96  




0.5 0.3 50 rock wool 1.47 1.56 0.94  
0.5 0.5 50 rock wool 1.64 1.71 0.96  
0.5 0.8 50 rock wool 1.88 1.95 0.96  
0.3 0.3 50 rock wool 1.28 1.37 0.93  
0.3 0.5 50 rock wool 1.48 1.59 0.93  
0.3 0.8 50 rock wool 1.75 1.83 0.96  
1.0 0.3 100 rock wool 3.33 3.55 0.94  
1.0 0.5 100 rock wool 3.48 3.66 0.95  
1.0 0.8 100 rock wool 3.68 3.86 0.95  
0.8 0.3 100 rock wool 3.24 3.31 0.98  
0.8 0.5 100 rock wool 3.41 3.5 0.97  
0.8 0.8 100 rock wool 3.63 3.92 0.93  
0.5 0.3 100 rock wool 3.06 3.14 0.97  
0.5 0.5 100 rock wool 3.28 3.33 0.98  
0.5 0.8 100 rock wool 3.56 3.37 1.06  
0.3 0.3 100 rock wool 2.86 2.91 0.98  
0.3 0.5 100 rock wool 3.14 3.42 0.92  
0.3 0.8 100 rock wool 3.46 3.66 0.95  
Mean 0.9649  
Variance 0.0281  
Coefficient of variation 0.0291  
Table 5 shows that the bending load-carrying capacities for sandwich panel 
with different metal panel on both sides using proposed method are relate to 
results using FE method and have less coefficient of variation. The proposed 
method is safe and suitable, which can be used in curtain engineering to 
calculate the bending load-carrying capacities for sandwich panel with 
different metal panel on both sides.  
Conclusion 
The follow conclusions are attained by the analysis on the bending 
load-carrying capacities for sandwich panels with different metal panel on 
both sides.  
1)The deflection and bending load-carrying capacities for sandwich panels 
with different metal panel on both sides are attained based on the classical 
beam theory. 
2)The shear force distribution coefficient for sandwich panels with different 
metal panel on both sides is proposed based on FE analysis.  
3)The proposed method used to calculate the bending load-carrying 
capacities for sandwich panel with different metal panel on both sides is safe 







The following symbols are used in this paper: 
f = deflection of sandwich panel, 
q = uniform load, 
l = length of sandwich panel, 
E = elastic modulus of sandwich panel, 
I = moment of inertial of sandwich panel, 
G = shear modulus of sandwich panel, 
A = area of sandwich panel, 
P = concentrated load, 
h = thickness of sandwich panel, 
α = linear expansion coefficient of sandwich panel, 
△t = temperature of top and bottom surface for sandwich 
panel, 
k = cross section shape coefficient, 
β = shear force distribution coefficient, 
Et = elastic modulus for natural axis of top, 
Eb = elastic modulus bottom metal panel, 
It = moment of inertial for natural axis of top metal panel, 
Ib = moment of inertial for natural axis of bottom metal panel, 
Gc = the shear modulus of core material, 
Ac = area of core material, 
kt = the linear expansion coefficient of top metal panel for 
sandwich panel, 
kb = the linear expansion coefficient bottom metal panel for 
sandwich panel, 
tt = the thickness of top metal panel for sandwich panel, 
tb = the thickness of bottom metal panel for sandwich panel, 
Ρ = the density of core material, 
h = thickness of sandwich panel, 
t = thickness of metal skin panel, 
τ = average shear stress of core material at the support, 
Q = total shear force at the support, 
βt = shear force distribution coefficient of core material for 
sandwich panel using same metal material liking top 
metal panel on both side, 
βb = shear force distribution coefficient of core material for 
sandwich panel using same metal material liking bottom 
metal panel on both side, 
βcl = shear force distribution coefficients calculated using 
proposed method and FE method, 
βFE = shear force distribution coefficients calculated using 
proposed method and FE method, 
Pcl = shear force distribution coefficients calculated using 
proposed method, 
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Acoustic performance of different cold-formed studs in double-
leaf walls by Finite Element analysis and experiment  
 




Cold-formed steel studs are often used in lightweight partition walls to provide 
structural stability but in the same time they change the acoustic performance of 
the whole system. The overall design of such lightweight structures for acoustic 
sound insulation becomes very complicated as the sound passing through stud 
needs to be quantified. One of the greatest challenges is to characterise the 
stud’s geometric effects on the sound transmission of the partition walls. This 
paper presents a Finite Element modelling approach and results into the acoustic 
performance of cold-formed studs in double-leaf walls which are placed in 
between a source room and a receiving room. The acoustic medium was 
modelled using fluid elements and the structure was modelled with conventional 
stress elements. The interaction between the acoustic medium and the structure 
was modelled in a coupled structural-acoustic analysis. An FE modelling setup 
which includes appropriate model parameters to be used in the structural-
acoustic analysis was presented. The FE sound transmission loss of double-leaf 
walls using two different stud profiles was then calculated. Experimental tests 
complying with BS EN Standards 717 and 140 were also carried out to evaluate 
the FE results. It has shown that the FE results have similar trends and are in fair 
agreement with the experimental results; and the stud’s shape has significant 
effects on the sound transmission of the double-leaf walls. The FE analysis is a 
powerful tool and can be used as a complementary and alternative method to the 
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Double-leaf walls are constructed using cold-formed steel studs and 
plasterboard, which can give rise to significant savings in structural design 
compared to masonry alternatives. Big benefits also include lightweight 
structures, the speed of installation and reduction of overall build costs. 
However, the overall design of such lightweight structures including acoustic 
performance of the studs is much more complex. In partition walls, acoustic 
sound travels through the air cavity between the two boards and also the studs 
which connect the two boards. The studs affect the dynamic and sound radiation 
properties of each board, and thus change the sound transmission loss of the 
partition walls as a whole. The change in the sound transmission of the partition 
walls highly depends on the stiffness and cross-section shape of the connecting 
studs. Recent building standards such as BS EN ISO 140-3:1995 (1995) and BS 
EN ISO 717-1:1997 (1997) have required the acoustic insulation properties to 
meet a minimum threshold and they must be evaluated through laboratory tests 
in special acoustic rooms, in which a partition wall is placed in between a source 
room and a receiving room.  
 
The acoustic performance of double-leaf walls consisting of metal studs has 
been the subject of both experimental and analytical investigations. Some 
laboratory measurements of the effect of studs in the sound transmission were 
carried out in Hongisto at al. (2002), Bradley and Birta (2001), Poblet-Puig at al. 
(2006) and Quirt and Warnock (2010). However, the characterisation of the stud 
as the connecting element on the sound transmission of the partition walls, i.e. 
shape and material properties, has not been investigated widely. A review of 
experimental studies concerning the influence of different physical parameters 
on the sound transmission index of double-leaf walls has revealed that only five 
of seventeen prediction models included studs, and only two of them considered 
the effect of studs’ stiffness (Hongisto et al. 2002). 
 
Several analytical models dealing with sound transmission of double-leaf walls 
using steel studs were introduced in the literature. In the simplest model that has 
been studied, the studs were considered as infinitely rigid connections between 
the boards (Fahy 1989). These models can be suitable for rigid studs but not 
applicable for lightweight studs as they do not take into account the flexibility of 
the studs to reduce sound transmission. Some existing models for sound 
transmission consider the studs as elastic springs including both translational 
and rotational springs (Kropp and Rebilard 1999, Wang et al. 2005). A complete 
model of sound transmission in which both the air cavity and stud paths are 
considered, was introduced in Brunskog (2005). In these models, the spring 
stiffness is typically taken as the cross-section elastic stiffness of the stud but 
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this leads to an underestimate of the sound transmission. The effects of adding 
resilient channels to a rigid double-leaf wall were presented in Bradley and Birta 
(2001) and Davy (2010). In these models, the surface layers mounted on 
resilient channels were treated as a vibration isolator with a fundamental 
resonance frequency determined by the combination of the stiffness of the 
resilient channels and the stiffness of the air cavity along with the masses of the 
surface layers.  
 
The analytical models mentioned above predict the sound transmission of the 
double-leaf wall with studs but cannot model accurately the stud’s shape and 
material properties, which define how fast and strongly different structural 
waves propagate through it. However, numerical methods such as Finite 
Element (FE) analysis are now available to accurately predict sound 
transmission in room acoustic analysis as it can consider the actual shape and 
material properties of the studs. Del Coz Diaz et al. (2010) employed FE 
analysis to find the most efficient numerical procedure to predict the 
transmission loss through a multilayer wall for frequencies ranging from 100 to 
5000 Hz. The effects of the material properties and the shape of the stud 
including various dimensions and thicknesses were presented in Guigou-Carter 
et al. (2012); this, however, was done for isolated stud-board systems, not in 
room acoustic systems. The role of the stud stiffness in the sound transmission 
of double-leaf walls was investigated using FE analysis in Poblet-Puig et al. 
(2009). Recently, a 2-D finite element model has been developed (Arjunan et al. 
2013) to predict the sound reduction index for a steel stud based double-leaf 
wall using ANSYS software. The effects of the mesh size, connection between 
board and stud, and position of the sound source on the sound reduction index 
were also considered in their study. However, the influence of the stud’s shape 
has not been touched in these studies. 
 
This paper aims to study the effect of the stud’s shape on the sound transmission 
of double-leaf walls. FE models to predict airborne acoustic performance of two 
different cold-formed stud profiles having the same height and thickness but 
different shapes, in double-leaf walls were developed. A methodology of setting 
up FE models was developed in order to obtain appropriate results. 
Experimental tests were carried out for two different stud’s profiles and the 





The experimental tests were conducted at the Sound Research Laboratories 
(SRL) in accordance with BS EN Standards (1995, 1997). In the laboratory, 
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airborne sound transmission is determined from the difference in sound pressure 
levels measured across a test sample installed between two reverberant rooms at 
one third octave band frequency ranging from 50 Hz to 10000 Hz. The test is 
done under conditions which restrict the transmission of sound by paths other 
than directly through the sample. The source sound field is randomly incident on 
the sample. 
 
Two different shapes of cold-formed steel stud were tested within a plasterboard 
partition wall. All the studs have the same height and thickness but different 
shapes, mainly in the web; they are a standard stud, called “Stud A”, and a 
sigma stud, called “Stud B”. Their shapes and dimensions are illustrated in 
Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 Two different stud shapes and their dimensions (mm) 
 
The partition wall forms the aperture between the two rectangular reverberant 
rooms, both of which are constructed from 215 mm brick with reinforced 
concrete floors and roofs, and are 2900 mm in height. Figure 2 shows the plan 
view of the experiment setup which includes the position and dimensions of the 





Figure 2 Plan view of the experiment setup in which S1 is the location of a loud 
speaker that produces acoustic sound pressure; Stud B is presented as an 
example 
 
The cold-formed studs were tested within a plasterboard partition wall. There 
were 11 studs and they were positioned at 400 mm centres in the perimeter 
channel which spanned the top and bottom of the aperture. The partition wall 
was one layer of 15 mm dense acoustic plasterboard either side of the stud. 
Boards were screwed to the studs at 300 mm centres. Broad band noise is 
produced in the source room from an electronic generator, power amplifier and 
loudspeaker. The resulting sound pressure levels in both rooms are sampled, 
filtered into one third octave band widths, integrated and averaged by means of a 
Real Time Analyser using a microphone on an oscillating microphone boom. A 
single omnidirectional 12 mm microphone was mounted onto the end of a 
rotating boom, one in the source room and one in the receiving room. Boom has 
a 1 m radius and speed of rotation was 360o per 30 s.  The average of sound 




The sound transmission loss is calculated as the difference between the average 
sound pressure levels obtained in the source and receiving rooms, respectively, 
according to the following equation (not taking into account the logarithmic 
correction indicated in the BS EN Standard 140 for laboratory tests): 
TL = L1 - L2       (1) 
Where TL is the sound transmission loss; L1 is the equivalent sound pressure 
level in the source room (dB); L2 is the equivalent sound pressure level in the 
receiving room (dB). For rating the airborne sound insulation and for 
simplifying the formulation of acoustical requirements in building design, a 
single-number quantity value also known as weighted sound reduction index Rw 
(C;Ctr), in decibels, was used in accordance with the BS EN Standard 717. In 
which, the spectrum adaption terms are C (A-weighted pink noise) and Ctr (A-
weighted urban traffic noise) were also calculated.  
 
 
Finite Element analysis 
 
Theoretical background  
 
In this paper, Finite Element analysis was conducted using Marc (MSC 
Software, version 2012). The acoustic medium is called the fluid and is 
considered to be in-viscid and compressible. The specified boundary condition 
and radiated acoustic field are assumed to be time-harmonic. The wave equation 








      (2) 
Where 
ffKc ρ=  is the speed of sound in the fluid medium; ρf is the fluid 
density; Kf is the bulk modulus; p is the sound pressure and t is the time.  
Non-reflecting or reflecting boundary conditions are introduced using a spring-











1  (3) in 
which kI is the spring parameter and cI is the dashpot parameter. A reflecting 




p   (4). Where n is an inward normal. 
Combining equations for fluid and structure gives the desired coupled complex 
































SA 22 ωω       (5) 
In which Af = Kf + iωCf and As = Ks + iωCs 
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With Kf, Cf and Mf are the stiffness, damping and mass matrices of the fluid; ω 
is the frequency of the sound pressure; Sfs is the surface area at the fluid-
structure interface; Ff is the external load vector on the fluid; Ks, Cs and Ms are 
the stiffness, damping and mass matrices of the structure; Fs is the external load 
vector on the structure. 
 
The procedure to perform a coupled acoustic fluid-structural is as follows. The 
acoustic medium and the structure are modelled separately: the acoustic 
structure using acoustic elements with acoustic material properties and the 
structure using conventional stress elements. The elements representing the 
acoustic medium are assigned to an acoustic contact body and the elements 
representing the solid to a deformable contact body. The interface between the 
acoustic medium and the structure is determined through elements which are in 
contact. The acoustic boundary admittance of the interface elements is used to 
define the respective absorbed surfaces.  
 
The damping matrix of the structure [Cs] is assumed to be proportional to the 
mass and stiffness matrices [Ms] and [Ks] as follows 
[ ] [ ] [ ]sss KMC βα +=        (6) 
Where α is the mass-proportional damping coefficient; β is the stiffness-
proportional damping coefficient. They are calculated from the following system 









n +=       (7) 
With ξn is the critical damping ratio corresponding to the natural frequency ωn at 
mode of vibration n. 
 
Finite Element model setup 
 
A detailed programme of the model setup that related to the model description, 
element type and meshing parameters, material properties, boundary conditions, 
calculations of sound transmission loss, connections between stud, board and 
air, and sound source model was described in Nguyen (2013). Only main 
features of the model setup were presented in this paper. 
   
2-D models with plane strain hypothesis were adopted in this study for 
simplicity since the thicknesses of the structural elements are very small with 
regards to the other dimensions. In the FE model, the arrangements and 
dimensions of the studs, boards and source/receiving rooms together with their 
actual geometries were accurately modelled as in the real test (Figure 2). Each 
stud was modelled by 238 plane strain elements; they are 2-D four-node, 
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arbitrary quadrilateral elements. The minimum element size was 0.2 mm; the 
maximum element size was 2.6 mm. The gypsum board was also modelled by 
30,746 plane strain solid elements. The minimum element size was 1.4 mm on 
the side connected to the stud; the maximum element size was 2 mm on the side 
connected to the source/receiving rooms. The acoustic air was modelled by 
693,667 plane strain acoustic fluid elements; they are 2-D four-node, arbitrary 
quadrilateral elements formulated especially for fluid. In particular, there are 
67,239 elements for air cavity in between the boards, 327,888 elements for air in 
the source room and 298,540 elements for air in the receiving room. In the air 
cavity mesh, the minimum and maximum element sizes were similar to those of 
stud mesh as the two meshes are congruent (Figure 3). In the source/receiving 
meshes, the element size was 7.5 mm. This was chosen to ensure that the room 
acoustic behaviour was accurately analysed by FE models for high frequencies 
up to 7500 Hz.  
 
The connection between the air and studs, and air and boards were modelled as 
glued contact along their boundaries. The interface between them was modelled 
in a coupled acoustic-structural analysis, defining on the “contact” option.  To 
model the fixed screw connection between studs and boards, point connection 
was applied by using rigid links to connect nodes of studs and boards’ elements; 
in this model there was flexible (touching) contact along the line between studs 
and boards as illustrated in Figure 3. The air was considered to be in-viscid and 
compressible. The viscous dissipation of the acoustic medium was ignored as 
the effect of friction on the structure was negligible. Material properties of 
acoustic medium (air) and structures are shown in Table 1. Reflecting boundary 
conditions were assumed in this study so the boundary admittance of the 
material (stud and board) in contact with air was zero.  
 





Damping coefficients of the gypsum board and stud α and β were calculated 
from Eq. (11) based on the method for large degrees of freedom systems as 
presented in Chowdhury and Dasgupta (2003). Values of α were very small and 
thus negligible; β  was almost constant for the whole range of frequencies so it 
was taken as the value obtained from the first six modes. Therefore β = 
5.72498E-05 for the board, β = 1.18E-04 and β = 1.49E-04 for the stud and wall, 
respectively. 
 
The FE mesh and materials considered (see Table 1) of the Stud A and Stud B, 
are shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3 FE mesh and materials of the two studs: Stud A and Stud B. Darkest 
regions are for gypsum boards, light regions for acoustic air. For presentation, 
the stud is isolated from the whole system. 
 
The FE sound transmission loss was then calculated by Eq. (1), and the FE 
sound reduction index was also obtained in the form Rw(C;Ctr) using the method 
presented in the Standard 717 (1997). FE results were obtained at one third 
octave band with 24 frequencies ranging from 50 to 3150 Hz as this frequency 
range is particularly of interest in building acoustics. Several excitation 
frequencies ranging from ±5% of each of the central frequencies of the one third 
octave band were considered. Therefore the FE sound transmission loss was 
estimated for a total of 3214 frequencies in the frequency range from 100 to 
3150 Hz. 
 
The sound source was represented by a harmonically frequency dependent 
pressure varying at one third octave band frequencies. The sound pressure level 
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at each frequency was obtained as the average of the sound pressure magnitudes 
measured in the source room from the six experimental tests for that frequency. 
The sound source was modelled by applying sound pressure at a node located at 
the same position of the speaker S1 in the test (Figure 2). 
 
 
Results and discussion 
 
Figure 4 shows the comparison between the experimental and FE sound 
transmission loss for Stud A. Figure 5 illustrates the comparison between the 
experimental and FE sound transmission loss for Stud B. 
 
 
Figure 4 Experimental and FE results in the case of Stud A 
 
 
Figure 5 Experimental and FE results in the case of Stud B 
 
The comparison of FE sound transmission loss for the two studs is shown in 




Figure 6 FE sound transmission loss of Stud A and Stud B 
 
Several observations can be seen from Figures 4-6 as follows: 
• Experimental results show that there is no significant difference between the 
two studs in low-frequency ranges but for high-frequency ranges, Stud B 
exhibits the greatest sound transmission for most of the frequencies.  
• The FE models for Stud A and Stud B predicted similar trends of sound 
transmission in comparison with the experimental results. The coincidence dip 
(at the frequency of 2500 Hz) was reproduced in the FE results.  
• In general, the FE results fairly correlate the experimental results, especially 
for Stud A. They overestimated the experimental results in the medium- and 
high-frequency ranges for Stud B. In particular, for the sound transmission loss 
of Stud A, maximum differences can be up to +11 dB at 315 Hz, and -19 dB at 
800 Hz; for Stud B, maximum differences can be up to +11 dB at 315 Hz, and 
+15 dB at 3150 Hz. In the real test, the system could be considered orthotropic 
and the connections between boards and studs could be rather point connections 
at the screw locations than continuous connections. Since the current FE model 
is 2-D, these effects on the sound transmission were not included and that might 
cause the differences.  
• Comparing the sound transmission loss level (TL) of the double-leaf wall using 
Stud A and Stud B, as shown in Figure 6, it was found that the stud’s shape had 
an effect on the acoustic performance of the double-leaf wall partition.   
 
The values Rw(C;Ctr), both FE and experimental tests, were calculated according 
to the BS EN Standard 717, and they are shown in Table 2, in which the 
uncertainty of tests at 95% confidence is also presented. It experimentally shows 
that when the stud geometry changed from Stud A to Stud B while maintaining 
the stud depth and thickness, the sound transmission improved significantly for 
Stud B; in particular, the weighted reduction index together with its spectrum 
adaption terms Rw (C;Ctr) increased from 40 (-3;-8) for Stud A to 42 (-3;-11) for 
Stud B. Stud B has greatest sound transmission loss, therefore is the best 
acoustic performance while Stud A is least effective. FE models predicted 
similar trends to the experimental results: Stud B have significantly better 
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acoustic performance than Stud A. There is a good correlation between the 
experimental and FE results for Stud A, but an overestimated sound 
transmission loss for Stud B. The difference in Rw between the test and FE 
models for Stud A and Stud B is 0 dB and +2 dB, respectively. Also, the spectral 
adaption terms show that the results predicted by FE models for Stud A and Stud 
B are more fluctuated than the experimental results.  
 
Table 2 Comparison between the FE and experimental results of the global 





It can be seen that the difference in sound transmission loss between Stud B and 
Stud A is more significant with FE results than with experimental results (+4 dB 
compared with +2 dB). It could be due to the assumptions of constant damping 
over frequencies or 2-D plane strain model which might have some effects on 
the FE sound transmission loss which are more for Stud B than for Stud A. 
However, it is not fully understood yet and will be studied with a 3-D system 
modelling in future work. 
 
The fact that Stud B has greater sound transmission than Stud A could be largely 
due to their web’s shape. This conclusion is based on an FEA parametric study 
which revealed that the stud’s web shape had significant effects on sound 
transmission whilst the stud’s thickness and flange width had little effects that 
can be ignored (Nguyen 2013).  The reason could be due to the fact that Stud 
B’s web has large diagonal parts which might reduce their structural stiffness; 
and therefore they become more effective in acoustic performance. This can be 
explained further by investigating the natural frequencies of modes of vibration 
of the double-leaf wall with respect to each stud’s shape. For this purpose, 
natural frequencies versus vibration modes of the partition wall with different 
stud’s shapes were obtained from modal dynamic analyses and they are shown 
in Figure 7; in which 200 vibration modes were considered. It can be observed 
that there is a substantial drop in the natural frequency of the system when stud’s 
shape changed from Stud A to Stud B, especially for high vibration modes. The 
significant change in the natural frequency of the wall system was clearly 
attributed to the structural stiffness of the stud. A stiffer stud would exert a 
higher force resulting in increased acceleration towards the equilibrium state 
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(Newton's second law) and hence higher frequency. It deems that the natural 
frequencies of the stud-wall system increases with their structural stiffness. 
Therefore, a stud that is more resilient would generate lower natural frequencies 
and eventually improves the sound transmission of the double-leaf partition 
wall. This explains the case of Stud B as its web has large diagonal parts which 




Figure 7 Natural frequencies versus vibration modes of Stud A and Stud B 
 
Figure 8 shows an example of the acoustic pressure distribution in the source 









In this paper, FE analysis has been used to simulate the acoustic performance of 
different cold-formed studs in double-leaf partition walls. The FE results were 
evaluated against experimental tests which were conducted in complying with 
BS EN Standards. Based on the validity of the FE models, the effects of the 
stud’s shapes were evaluated. 
 
The FE analysis predicted similar trends of acoustic performance for different 
stud’s profiles and their results are generally in fair agreement with the 
experimental results. The FE study also revealed that the stud’s web shape might 
have significantly positive effects on sound transmission. The improvement in 
acoustic performance of different stud’s shapes could be related to their 
structural stiffness. Further studies may be required to establish a 3-D system 
modelling and relationship between the stud’s shape and their structural 
stiffness. 
 
It can be concluded that acoustic performance of different steel studs in double-
leaf walls can be successfully simulated by using FE analysis. The FE analysis 
papered here provides a powerful tool to simulate the acoustic performance for 
double-leaf walls with different stud’s profiles. It enables the consequences of 
the sound transmission generated by the steel studs to be quantified.  The FE 
analysis can be used as an alternative and complementary method to the 
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Fire resistance prediction of load bearing cold-formed steel 
walls lined with gypsum composite panels 
Wei Chen1, Jihong Ye2 
Abstract 
An innovative load-bearing cold-formed steel (CFS) wall lined with gypsum 
composite panels was developed with the goal of improving the construction 
efficiency and fire performance of these walls for applications in mid/high-rise 
buildings. The gypsum composite panel was formed by sandwiching insulation 
and plasterboard strips between two layers of gypsum plasterboards. 
Subsequently, the predicted fire resistance of these CFS walls was predicted 
based on our previously developed and experimentally validated modeling 
method. The degenerated material properties of the cold-formed steel and 
thermal physical property of the gypsum plasterboard and aluminum silicate 
wool were obtained from our pervious experimental investigations and used as 
the basic input parameters in the present fire resistance modeling. The results 
showed that the fire performance of the CFS walls lined with gypsum composite 
panels improved greatly. The configuration details and corresponding design 
load levels were also determined for the CFS walls with a fire resistant rating of 
120 and 150 min. 
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Key words: cold-formed steel load-bearing wall; gypsum composite panel; fire 
performance simulation; thermal response model; thermo-mechanical response 
model; easy construction 
Introduction 
In recent years, cold-formed steel (CFS) walls consisting of a CFS frame and 
one or two layers of sheathing are increasingly utilized in the construction of 
load-bearing components in mid-rise buildings. The fire performance of such 
walls becomes an important concern in fire safety engineering. A few 
experimental fire investigations have been performed to determine the effects of 
different configurations on the fire performance of load-bearing CFS walls 
(Gerlich et al. 1996; Kwon et al. 1998; Sultan and Kodur 2000; Alfawakhiri 
2001; Feng et al. 2003; Sakumoto et al. 2003; Feng and Wang 2005; Kodur 
and Sultan 2006; Kolarkar 2010; Chen and Ye 2012; Chen et al. 2012, 2013a) 
and some important conclusions were formulated. For instance, a load-bearing 
CFS wall without cavity insulation provided higher fire resistance compared to a 
cavity-insulated assembly (Kodur and Sultan 2006). In addition, our prior 
experiments demonstrated great improvement in the fire resistance rating of CFS 
walls by using aluminum silicate wool as external insulation, which was located 
externally and sandwiched between two layers of gypsum plasterboard instead 
of cavity insulation (Chen et al. 2013a). However, there are still some 
construction problems for a CFS wall with external insulation that cannot be 
neglected, which would limit its application in engineering. Therefore, this paper 
developed an innovative load-bearing CFS wall lined with gypsum composite 
panels to improve the construction efficiency and fire performance of such walls 
for applications in mid/high-rise buildings. Subsequently, the fire resistance 
performance of such CFS walls was simulated using our previously developed 
and experimentally validated modeling method. 
Configuration details of CFS walls lined with composite panels 




specimens that showed the fire resistance time of 137 min when the specimen 
was subjected to a load ratio of 65% (i.e., 65% of the ultimate capacity at room 
temperature) and fire exposure to the ISO 834 standard time-temperature curve 
from one side (Chen et al. 2013a). The fire resistance testing time was reduced 
to 71 min after removing the external insulation (see Fig. 1) on the fire side 
(Chen et al. 2012). Therefore, the fire resistance performance of CFS walls was 
greatly improved by using the external insulation. However, the following 
construction problems cannot be neglected for CFS walls with external 
insulation:  
(1) The construction process is rather complicated, including fixing the base 
layer gypsum plasterboards, aluminum silicate wool (external insulation) and 
face layer gypsum plasterboards successively on either side of the CFS frame. 
Additionally, it is not easy to install the aluminum silicate wool vertically on the 
base layer surface of CFS walls. 
(2) During the installation of the face layer of the gypsum plasterboard, the 
surface planeness of CFS walls is hard to control due to the compressive 
deflection of the external insulation. 
(3) Detachment and opening of the plasterboard joints was observed in the 
previous externally insulated CFS wall specimens after severe fire exposure 
(Chen et al. 2013a). This behavior would accelerate the temperature rise of the 






External insulation: 21 mm aluminum silicate wool felts 




C89 (89¡ Á50¡ Á13¡ Á0.9 mm) 
Board 2:12 mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboards
Board 3:12 mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboards
Board 4:12 mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboards









To address these concerns, an innovative gypsum composite panel was 
developed to be used in CFS walls instead of the traditional wall boards, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The gypsum composite panel was formed by sandwiching the 
insulation and plasterboard strips between two layers of fire resistant gypsum 
plasterboard. The plasterboard strips were applied along the periphery as well as 
in the field of the gypsum plasterboard. The insulation was laid in the cavity 
formed by the gypsum plasterboard and plasterboard strips. The desired depth of 
the cavity for the insulation was obtained by selecting the appropriate thickness 
and number of plasterboard strips that were fixed by several galvanized steel 
stripes (Fig. 2) equally distributed along the stripes length. The non-combustible 
fiber grid cloth (Fig. 2) was bonded to the inner surface of the gypsum 
plasterboards to prevent the insulation from falling off when the gypsum 
composite panel was in a fire. In addition, there were two notches along two 
long edges of composite panel as shown in Fig. 2. The gypsum composite panel 
was built by screwing each layer of gypsum plasterboard with the plasterboard 
stripes into the galvanized stripes (Fig. 2), which provides the pull-out resistance 
for the self-taping screws. At the same time, the loose fill insulation could be 












































Fig. 2 Details of the gypsum composite panel 
Fig. 3 shows the structural details of the cold-formed steel wall lined with 
gypsum composite panels on either side. The load-bearing steel frame was built 
by assembling CFS lipped channel section studs with the top and bottom tracks 
made of CFS unlipped channel sections using self-taping wafer head screws. 
Each gypsum composite panel was applied vertically and screwed to the steel 
studs only along the plasterboard stripes in the field of panel and screwed to the 
steel tracks along the plasterboard stripes on the top and bottom edges of the 
panel. Adjacent composite panels were jointed together by inserting the 
plasterboard stripes into the notches (see Fig. 2) of the composite panels and 
screwing them to the non-load-bearing resilient channels along the left and right 
edges of composite panel. The resilient channels were insulated by rock wool, 
applied vertically and attached directly to the steel tracks by using self-taping 
wafer head screws. The spacing of the resilient channels was equal to the width 
of the composite panels. In Fig. 3, there was only a single row of screws on 
either side of the stud flanges and all the vertical joints of composite panels were 
located over the center line of the resilient channel webs. Therefore, the 
influence of opening up of the vertical joints of the composite panels on the 
temperature history of the steel studs became insignificant for CFS walls in a 




Besides, the construction of the CFS walls lined with composite panels is quite 
simple because the composite panels can be prefabricated in bulk. At the same 
time, the surface planeness of CFS walls is easy to control because the presence 
of the plasterboard stripes. Hence, the three construction problems can be solved 



































Resilient channels C80¡ Á20¡ Á13¡ Á0.5mm
 
Fig. 3 CFS wall lined with gypsum composite panels on both sides 
Fire resistance predictions of CFS walls  
Two CFS wall samples (W1 and W2) lined with gypsum composite panels were 




0.9 mm Q345 galvanized steel sheet with the design yield strength of 300 MPa 
and elastic modulus of 206 GPa. The steel studs had a height of 3000 mm and 
were spaced at 610 mm. The gypsum composite panels were attached to the 
steel studs, tracks and resilient channels by 70 mm long self-taping bugle head 
screws, spaced 300, 150 and 150 mm, respectively. The fire resistance 
performance of these two samples (W1 and W2) was predicted by our 
previously developed modeling method (Chen et al. 2013b). In the thermal 
response modeling, the emissivity, εγ, was assumed to be 0.8. The temperature 
on the fire side was specified by the standard ISO 834 time-temperature curve. 
The temperature on the ambient side was 20°C. Fig. 5 showed the thermal 
physical properties of the fire resistant gypsum plasterboard and aluminum 
silicate wool which was obtained from previous experimental investigations 
(Chen et al. 2013b). In addition, the critical temperature for the collapse of the 
gypsum plasterboard was 800°C (Sultan 2010; Chen et al 2012, 2013a). 
Insulation 1: 60mm aluminum silicate wool felts 
Board 1: 10 (15) mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboard for W1 (W2)
Strips 1: double layers of 12 (15) mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboard strips for W1 (W2)
Board 2: 10 (15) mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboard for W1 (W2)
Insulation 2: 60mm aluminum silicate wool felts 
C89 stud (89¡ Á50¡ Á13¡ Á0.9 mm) 
Board 3: 10 (15) mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboard for W1 (W2)
Strips 2: double layers of 12 (15) mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboard strips for W1 (W2)
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 Aluminum silicate wool
 
        (a) Specific heat                (b) Thermal conductivity 









 Fire resistant gypsum plasterboard



















Temperature ( )  
(c) Weight loss 
Fig. 5 Thermal physical property of fire resistant gypsum plasterboard and 
aluminum silicate wool (Chen et al. 2013b) 
Fig. 6 showed the predicted time-temperature profile of wall sample W1. The 
time-temperature curves at point “3” and “4” were obtained from the thermal 
response model of a CFS wall lined with double layers of fire resistant gypsum 
plasterboards and one external layer of aluminum silicate wool insulation on 
both sides; the time-temperature curves of point “5” and “6” were obtained from 
the thermal response model of a CFS wall lined with double layers of fire 
resistant gypsum plasterboards and double layers of plasterboard stripes on 
either side. Fig. 6 indicated that the gypsum plasterboard collapsed at the fire 
side face layer after fire exposure of approximately 40 min. In addition, the 
temperature on the ambient surface of W1 (point “7” in Fig. 6) increased 




maintained throughout the fire exposure simulation. Because the inner surface of 
the wall cavity was closest to hot and cold sources for the steel studs, the 
temperature responses of the hot and cold flanges was similar to the wall cavity 
(Chen et al. 2012). Hence, it would be conservative if the maximum 
temperatures between points “3” and “5” and the maximum temperatures 
between points “4” and “6” were used as the temperature profiles of the hot and 
cold flanges of the steel stud, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7.  





































Fig. 6 Predicted time-temperature profiles of the CFS walls (W1) 

























Fig. 7 Approximate time-temperature curves of the hot and cold flanges of the 




In the thermo-mechanical modeling, the reduced material properties and the 
coefficient of linear thermal expansion for the Q345 cold formed steel at 
elevated temperatures were obtained from our transient state experimental 
investigations (Fig. 8, Ye and Chen 2013). The testing axial compressive 
strength for each wall stud of W1 was 29.8KN at ambient temperature (Chen et 
al 2013a). According to the current design rules of AISI S100-2007 (2007),  the 
nominal axial strength for each wall stud of W1 was 29.1 KN at ambient 
temperature, which compared well with the testing result. The design axial 
strength for each wall stud was determined by multiplying the nominal axial 
strength by the resistant factor; it was 24.7 KN at ambient temperature. Fig. 9 
showed the fire resistance prediction for W1 obtained from the present 
thermo-mechanical response model. In Fig. 9, the design load ratio was defined 
as the percentage of the design axial strength of the wall stud at ambient 
temperature. The predicted fire resistance time of W1 became greater than 120 
min when the design load ratio was no more than 74%. Fig. 10 showed the 
predicted time-dependent lateral deflection for W1 under the design load ratio of 
74%. The positive values of the later deflection indicated deformation toward 
the fire side. 
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 Reduction factor of elastic modulus


































 Q345 cold-formed steel
 
  (a) Reduced material properties     (b) Linear thermal expansion coefficient 
Fig. 8 Reduced material properties and linear thermal expansion coefficient for 

























Fire resistant prediction (min)  
Fig. 9 Fire resistance prediction of W1 obtained from the thermo-mechanical 
response model 
























 74% of design load ratio
 
Fig. 10 Predicted time-dependent lateral deflection for W1 under the design load 
ratio of 74% 
Based on the same modeling method, the fire performance prediction of wall 
sample W2 was conducted, as shown in Fig. 11 to Fig. 13. The predicted fire 
resistant time of W2 was greater than 150 min when the design load ratio was no 
more than 92%. Moreover, according to previous experimental investigations, 




double layer of 12 mm fire resistant gypsum plasterboards on both sides was 
only 71 min when the design load ratio was 80% (Chen et al. 2012). Hence, the 
fire performance of load-bearing CFS walls is greatly improved by using 
gypsum composite panels on either side of steel frame. 


























Fig. 11 Approximate time-temperature curves of the hot and cold flanges of the 
steel stud for W2 





















Fire resistant prediction (min)  
































 92% of design load ratio
 
Fig. 13 Predicted time-dependent lateral deflection for W2 under the design load 
ratio of 92% 
Conclusions 
This paper presented an innovative CFS wall lined with gypsum composite 
panels, with the advantages of easy construction and elimination of the opening 
of the board joints, which has an unfavorable influence on the fire performance 
of CFS walls. The fire resistance performance of CFS walls lined with gypsum 
composite panels was predicted based on our previously developed and 
experimentally validated modeling method. The degenerated material property 
of the cold-formed steel and thermal physical property of the gypsum 
plasterboard and aluminum silicate wool were obtained from our pervious 
experimental investigations and used as the basic input parameters in the fire 
performance modeling. The results showed great improvement of the fire 
performance for CFS walls lined with gypsum composite panels. The 
configuration details and corresponding design load levels were also given for 
the CFS walls with fire resistant ratings of 120 and 150 min. A series of fire 
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Improvements to the Prediction of Brace Forces in Z- Purlin 
Roof Systems with Support + Third Point Torsion Bracing 
  
Michael W. Seek1 
 
Abstract 
The Component Stiffness Method is a displacement compatibility method used 
to analyze C- and Z- section supported roof systems.  The method provides a 
detailed analysis of the flexibility in the roof system and the distribution of 
forces as they flow out of the system.  Parametric studies of the equations for 
typical roof systems have shown that by ignoring the flexibility of some of the 
components, the method can be simplified with little impact on the anchorage 
forces calculated.  Changes have also been made to the way in which cross 
section deformations are incorporated into the method.  This paper focuses on 
the changes to the supports + third point bracing configuration and compares the 
bracing force predicted by the revised equation to the existing equations.  The 
prediction equations are applied to a series of purlins and sheathing systems to 
represent the ends of the spectrum and the results are compared.  
Introduction 
The purlin relies on the sheathing to develop its strength.  In turn, these 
restraining forces provided by the sheathing must be extracted from the system.  
The interaction between the sheathing and secondary framing member is 
complex.  The component stiffness method was outlined in detail in the AISI 
D111-09 Design Guide for Cold-Formed Steel Purlin Roof Framing Systems 
(D111 Design Guide) as a method to predict the forces interacting between the 
purlin and the sheathing.  The theoretical basis for the method is developed from 
displacement compatibility (aka “Force Method”) of the interaction between the 
purlin and sheathing.  A database of finite element models based on full scale 
laboratory tests was developed to fine tune the theoretical model to account for 
the localized deformations in both the sheathing and purlin. 
The component stiffness method is a two-step procedure.  The first step is to 
determine Pi, the force that the “ith” purlin contributes to the system that requires 
restraint.  A part of this first step is to determine wrest = w·σ which is the force 
transferred between the purlin to the sheathing diaphragm.  The second step then 
is to quantify the stiffness of the different components to the system that resist 
the forces generated by the system and distribute the forces accordingly. The 
resulting anchorage force after the forces are distributed is PL. 
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As the method has been implemented in industry, several observations have 
been made and updates have been suggested.  The original method attempted to 
account for and quantify as many of the contributions to the stiffness of the 
system as possible, resulting in extensive calculations required for some cases.  
Through parametric studies and refinement of the displacement compatibility 
approach, it was determined that some of the additional complexity was not 
necessarily justified and that a simplified and more user-friendly set of equations 
could be used with little deviation in predicted forces. 
This paper presents revisions to the original equations for the supports plus third 
point torsion restraints presented in the D111 Design Guide.  The primary 
revisions are to the equations for calculating Pi.  These changes include 
simplifications of the procedure to determine torsion compatibility and revisions 
to the diaphragm compatibility to determine σ.  Local cross section deformations 
are treated differently by replacing the term Rlocal with an effective sheathing 
stiffness kϕeff.  The sheathing stiffness, which is removed from most of the 
compatibility equations, is reintroduced in the total stiffness used to calculate PL. 
Force Generated along the Frame line, Pi 
Pi is the force generated by each purlin that must be restrained externally.  For a 
supports plus third point torsion brace configuration, a lateral brace is applied at 
the top of the purlin at the support location and a torsional brace is applied at the 
third point location.  Along the span of the purlin, the lateral restraint provided 
by the sheathing and the rotational restraint provided by the third point are 
redundant reactions.  Lateral displacement compatibility at the purlin third 
points is used to determine the magnitude of the resisting diaphragm force in the 
sheathing (wrest = w·σ) and torsion displacement compatibility is used to 
determine the moment of the torsional brace, M3rd.  Equilibrium equations are 
then used to determine the force generated by each purlin acting along the frame 
line, Pi.  
In the equations for supports + third point torsion braces presented in the D111 
Design Guide, the third point torsion braces are modeled as rigid whereas the 
restraints at the support location have a finite stiffness.  As the restraint at the 
support location deforms, the purlin rotates and a moment is developed in the 
connection between the purlin and the sheathing resulting from the stiffness of 
this connection.  The moment in the connection between the purlin and the 
sheathing reduces the force distributed to the anchor at the support location.  
Additionally, the rotational deformation at the frame line affects the moment at 
the third point.  For most purlin configurations, the restraint at the frame line is 
stiff relative to the connection between the purlin and the sheathing.  In these 
cases, the moment in the connection between the purlin and the sheathing is 
relatively small and will have little impact on the force on the frame line.  
Therefore, eliminating the stiffness of the connection between the purlin and 
sheathing results in a conservative approximation of the force at the frame lines 
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and have little impact on the moments at the third points.  The revised equations 
for the moment at the third points, M3rd and the force introduced to the system at 
the frame line, Pi are below.   
M = Rxn α σ
d
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In the D111 Design Guide, the equations for M3rd and Pi are based on the 
uniformly distributed load, w.  The equations have been revised to the simple 
span reaction to account for different load distributions with the expectation that 
the distribution of loads are nominally uniform.      
Torsion Compatibility 
In the above equations, the term C2 is derived from torsion compatibility at the 
purlin third points.  The torsion deformation of the purlin is the combination of 







The torsion terms β and β3rd are defined in the D111 Design Guide and are 
derived from solutions provided in the AISC Torsion Design Guide.  The term 
a2β/GJ represents the primary mid-span torsion rotation caused by a uniformly 
distributed load, and β3rd represents the redundant mid-span torsion rotation 
caused by the torsion restraints at the third points.  Warping torsion dominates 
the behavior and because primary and redundant displacements are directly 
compared for displacement compatibility, pure (St Venant’s) torsion can be 
eliminated from the equation with virtually no impact on the calculated result.  
In the original equations provided in the D111 Design Guide, displacement 
compatibility was determined at the purlin mid-span.  For convenience, this 
point has been shifted to the third points.  This shift results in negligible 
differences.  By eliminating St Venant’s torsion and shifting the location of 
compatibility to third points, the above equation for C2 is reduced to  
C2  = 11/15 simple span 
   = 2/3  multi-span interior 
 = 59/78 multi-span exterior outside 3rd point 
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 = 50/78  multi-span exterior inside 3rd point 
 
Note, it is acceptable to approximate the exterior span in a multi-span system 
with the outside third point as a simple span purlin (59/78 ≈11/15) and the inside 
third point as a multi-span interior third point (50/78 ≈ 2/3).  
 
Diaphragm compatibility 
To quantify the force transferred from the purlin to the diaphragm, wrest= w·σ, a 
compatibility equation is developed from the lateral displacement of the 
diaphragm.  In the D111 Design Guide, compatibility is determined at the mid-
span of the purlin.  In this revision, for convenience, compatibility is taken at the 
third points.  Similar to Pi, the original equations for wrest included flexibility of 
the supports and the resulting contribution of the sheathing stiffness.  Evaluation 
of values of σ have shown that unsymmetric bending and diaphragm 
deformation dominate the behavior and that the effects of torsion are negligible.  
The resulting equation for σ is  













Restraint Force at Frame Line   
From the force generated at each frame line, Pi, the actual anchorage force, PL is 
calculated from the relative stiffness of the anchorage device to the total 
stiffness of the system.  In the procedure originally presented in the D111 
Design Guide, the rotational stiffness of the connection between the purlin and 
sheathing was incorporated into the equation for Pi.  As discussed above, in the 
revised formulation, eliminating the sheathing rotational stiffness from the 
equations for M3rd results in negligible differences.  For Pi, in situations where 
the stiffness of the restraint at the supports is large relative to the stiffness of the 
connection between the purlin and sheathing, (ie Krest > Kshtg) there is negligible 
difference between the new and old equations.  As the stiffness of the sheathing 
increases relative to the stiffness of supports restraint, the Pi from the new 
formulation results in a conservative approximation.  For a quick and 
conservative determination of the anchorage force at the support location, the 
sheathing and rafter stiffness can be ignored and PL = Pi.    For a more refined 
analysis however, the sheathing stiffness can be incorporated into the total 
stiffness in the same way that it is incorporated into a supports configuration 
where,   
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K = K +







Local cross section deformations 
The original equations in the D111 Design Guide included the term, Rlocal to 
account for the localized deformation of the cross section.  In essence, when a 
purlin is subjected to torsion, the sheathing partially resists the torsion through 
the development of a moment in the connection between the sheathing and 
purlin.  The cross section of a thick purlin will not significantly deform.  
However, the cross section of a thin purlin will undergo additional deformations 
that effectively result in a larger torsion rotation.  As a result of the shear flow 
through the cross section, the effective lateral-rotational movement of the 
unattached flange, ϕeff, will be larger than that predicted by just including the 
stiffness of the connection alone, ϕ, as shown in Figure 1.   
 
Figure 1. Rotation and Effective Rotation resulting from local deformation 
In the D111 Design Guide, the stiffness of the connection between the purlin 
and the sheathing, kmclip, is related to the test AISI S901-08 Rotational-Lateral 
Stiffness Test Method for Beam to Panel Assemblies (AISI S901 test).  The 




lateral load applied to the free flange.  The AISI S901 test measures the effective 
rotation of the purlin, ϕeff. Therefore, the D111 Design Guide provided a method 
for removing the deformation of the purlin cross section from the test to isolate 
the rotation of only the connection between the purlin and sheathing.  The 
deformation was included in the final analysis of restraint forces through the 
addition of the Rlocal term. 
 
Additional analysis has shown a more appropriate method to account for the 
local deformation.  The local deformation of the cross section effectively 
reduces the rotational stiffness of the connection between the purlin and the 
sheathing.  To adopt the nomenclature of the AISI Specification, kϕ replaces 
kmclip to represent the stiffness of the connection between the purlin and 
sheathing.  Note that kmclip is defined per foot of length along the purlin with 
units of lb-in/rad/ft whereas kϕ is defined per inch of length and has units of kip-
in/rad/in.  To account for the local deformation of the cross section (primarily 
through bending of the web), the stiffness kϕ is reduced to kϕeff.  A rational 




E + 4 																																																																																				(8) 
 
Therefore, if an AISI S901 Test is performed for a purlin and sheathing system, 
kϕeff represents the net stiffness of both the connection between the purlin and 
sheathing and the cross section deformation, whereas kϕ represents only the 
stiffness of the connection.  In the component stiffness method, kϕeff, replaces 
kmclip and the term Rlocal is completely eliminated.  This change results in a more 
realistic approximation of the purlin behavior and showed better correlation with 
a small sample of finite element models. 
 
Comparison of Results        
To investigate the impacts of the changes to the method, the new and existing 
equations were compared to a database of purlin and roof systems.  The database 
included 19 purlin cross sections selected from the AISI tables that represent the 
full spectrum of Z-sections used in roof systems.  Sections with depths of 12in., 
10in., 8in. and 6in. were analyzed.  For the 12in., 10in. and 8in. depths, both a 
wide flange (3.25in.) and a narrow flange (2.25in.) were investigated for a thick 
(0.105in.), intermediate (0.070in.) and thin (0.059in.) material.  For the 6in. 
depth, only one flange width (2.25 in.) was investigated for the range of material 
thicknesses. 
 
Each cross section was subjected to what is considered to be the extremes of the 
properties of the system.  The analysis included purlin spans lengths of 20 ft and 
35 ft, as well as diaphragm stiffness, G’, values of 500 lb/in and 7500 lb/in.  The 
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values used for the rotational stiffness of the connection between the purlin and 
sheathing, kϕ, were 0.417k-in/rad/in and 0.042 k-in/rad/in which correspond to 
kmclip values of 5000 lb-in/rad/ft and 500 lb-in/rad/ft respectively.  Lastly, the 
values were subjected to 3 roof pitches: 0:12, 3:12 and 6:12.  In all, the analysis 
represents 456 data points.  Table 1 summarizes the parameters investigated. 
 
Each purlin is loaded uniformly and the reaction for each span (20 ft and 35 ft) 
is set at 1000 lb Throughout the analysis, a very low value for the stiffness at the 
support location was used (300 lb/in).  This stiffness is equivalent to the stiffness 
of a 1/4” x 4” web plate on a 8” purlin.  Systems with a stiffened web plate or an 
antiroll anchorage device will typically have a much higher stiffness from 1000 
lb/in. up to 5000 lb/in.   
Table 1.  Matrix of System Parameters investigate 








20 500 0.417 
0:12 12ZS3.25x070 8ZS3.25x070 
12ZS2.25x105 8ZS3.25x059 
12ZS2.25x070 8ZS2.25x105 
3:12 10ZS3.25x105 8ZS2.25x070 10ZS3.25x070 8ZS2.25x059 
35 7500 0.042 
10ZS3.25x059 6ZS2.25x105 
10ZS2.25x105 6ZS2.25x070 
6:12 10ZS2.25x070 6ZS2.25x059 
10ZS2.25x059  
 
Impact on force in diaphragm, wrest 
The impact on the changes to Eq. (5) which represents the force transferred to 
sheathing, wrest = σ·w, is shown in Figure 2.  Because torsion deformations have 
been removed, the equation becomes a function of unsymmetric bending and 
diaphragm flexibility.  As shown in Figure 2, by removing the torsion 
deformations, the difference between the revised equation and original equation 
is within 10%.  The revised equation typically predicts a slightly higher value 




Figure 2.  Comparison of σ, revised equation vs original 
 
Figure 3 Comparison of M3rd Revised Equation vs Original Equation 
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Impact of changes to M3rd 
The comparison between the original equation for M3rd and the new equation are 
shown in Figure 3.  For a low slope roof, the general trend for results aligns 
along the 1:1 correlation line, however there is some scatter for moments less 
than 100 lb-in resulting from the sensitivity of the equations as the moment 
approaches zero.  In general the correlation between the equations is within 
20%.  As the slope of the roof increases, the correlation improves.  There is a 
shift where the correlation ranges from exact to less than 20% conservative. 
Impact of changes to the forces at the frame line, Pi and PL 
The comparison between the revised equation and the original equation for Pi is 
shown in Figure 4.  For the low slope roof (0:12), there are two distinct trends in 
the data.  The data that closely follows the 1:1 correlation trend line represents 
the roof systems that have low stiffness in the connection between the purlin and 
the sheathing.  The data that deviates is for the roof systems in which the 
connection between the purlin and sheathing is very stiff.  Thinner purlins have 
a slightly larger deviation.    For roofs with steeper slopes, although it is less 
distinct, this trend continues.  Systems with low stiffness values for kϕ closely 
align with the 1:1 correlation while the systems analyzed with a stiff kϕ deviate 
substantially on the conservative side.   
This trend is in line with the revisions to the equations – as the stiffness in the 
sheathing is reduced the results of the original equations should line up with the 
revised equations.  For large kϕ, the correlation is improved by re-introducing 
the stiffness of the sheathing in the final step of the component stiffness method 
as forces are distributed through the system.  This correlation is shown in Figure 
5 where the anchorage force, PL, is compared.  For low slopes, the correlation 
has improved however there is still substantial deviation.  For steeper slope 
roofs, the results are within 20% with the error on the conservative side. 
The deviation between the original equations and the revised equations is 
primarily the result of eliminating of Rlocal from the revised equations.  Low 
slope roofs are more sensitive to this change whereas the effect is washed out at 
steeper slopes.  Preliminary finite element modeling has shown that the 
elimination of Rlocal results in better correlation with the finite element models.  
Therefore, it is believed that the revised equations are a better representation of 
the local deformations and closer to the actual anchorage forces.  Additional 
modelling is required to fully verify. 
In all cases, a very conservative stiffness value of 300 lb/in for the restraint at 
the frame line was used.  As the stiffness of the restraint at the frame line is 
increased to a relatively low value of 1500 lb/in for a stiffened anti-roll device, 
the correlation is improved between the original equation and the revised 
equation.  For example, Figure 6 compares PL calculated with a restraint 
stiffness of 1500 lb/in and Rlocal removed from the original method. 
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Figure 4 Comparison of Pi - Revised Equation vs Original Equation 
 
Figure 5.  Comparison of PL, Revised Equation vs. Original Equation 
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Figure 6. Comparison of PL with stiff restraint at support 
Conclusions 
A revised method to predict the anchorage forces in a purlin supported roof 
system with supports plus third point torsional restraints is outlined with a 
summary of the equations provided in Appendix 1.  The method uses the same 
compatibility approach of the original method presented in the D111 Design 
Guide with some of the flexibility of the system eliminated.   Torsion 
compatibility is simplified and the treatment of local deformations is improved. 
  
The original method and the revised method were compared through a matrix of 
system properties representative of typical roof systems.  The revised equation 
shows good correlation with the original equation (within 10%) for predicting 
the force transferred from the purlin to the diaphragm (wrest).   Correlation is also 
good for the prediction the moment at the third point brace, M3rd. When 
comparing the force generated at the frame line, Pi, the revised equation deviates 
conservatively from the original equation for systems that have a rotationally 
stiff connection between the purlin and the sheathing.  The correlation is 
improved when comparing PL, the anchorage force at the frame line, however 
there is still some conservative deviation.  This deviation is the result of the 
approximation of the cross section deformation in the original equations.  The 
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revisions to cross section deformation in the new method is a more accurate 
approximation. 
 
The changes to the method to predict the restraint forces in a roof system with 
supports plus third point restraints represent a reduction in the complexity of the 
equations with minimal impact on accuracy. Where the new equations deviate 
from the old, the difference is typically conservative.  Improvements to the 
calculation procedure have made the prediction equations less intimidating and 
reduced the likelihood of calculation errors.     
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Appendix 1. Equation Summary for Support plus Third Point Torsion 
Restraints  
 
M = Rxn α σ
d
2 −
(δb + m)cosθ C (d K β )ξ
+(dsinθ − αδbcosθ)
																														(A. 1) 
        






PP   (force at top of purlin)                                               (A.2) 
h
dPP Lh     (force at height of anchor)                                               
(A.3)      
where 
K = K +
∑ K +∑ K
d 																																							(A. 4) 
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with 
Krest   = stiffness of externally applied restraint (lb/in) 
Kshtg   = rotational stiffness provided by the sheathing (lb-in/in) 
 = k 																																																																																													(A. 5) 
Ktrib    = stiffness at frame line tributary to each half span 
      = C3 Ktotal 
  C3  = 1.0 single span and multi-span exterior frame line 
      = 0.5 multi-span interior frame line 






cosθ C (d K β )ξ
+ α
δb




















 where C1    =  11/972  Single Span 
           =  5/972  Multi-Span Exterior – outer half span 
           =  7/1944  Multi-Span Exterior – inner half span 









Numerical Investigation of Cold-Formed Steel Top-Hat Purlins 
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Abstract 
This paper considers the use of cold-formed steel top-hat sections for purlins as 
an alternative to conventional zed-sections. The use of such top-hat sections may 
be viable for use in cold-formed steel portal framing systems, where both the 
frame spacing and purlin span may be smaller than in conventional hot-rolled 
steel portal frames. Furthermore, such sections are torsionally stiffer than zed-
sections, and so have a greater resistance to lateral-torsional buckling. They also 
do not require the installation of anti-sag rods. The paper describes non-linear 
elasto plastic finite element analyses conducted on top-hat sections. The results 
of twenty-seven tests on four different top-hat sections are presented. Good 
agreement between experimental and finite element results is shown. The finite 
element model is then used for a parametric study to investigate the effect of 
different thicknesses and steel grades. Design recommendations are provided in 
the form of charts that can be used to assist designers when deciding which 
geometry of top-hat section to consider for further development. The use of the 
finite element method in this way exploits modern computational techniques for 
an otherwise difficult structural design problem and reduces the need for an 
expensive and time consuming full laboratory study, whilst maintaining realistic 
and safe coverage of the important structural design issues. 
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Introduction 
In the UK, single-storey steel portal frames account for approximately 50% of 
the constructional steel used each year, and 90% of all single-storey buildings. 
Such buildings typically use conventional hot-rolled steel sections for the 
primary column and rafter framing members, which in turn support the 
secondary cold-formed steel purlin and side rail members; these secondary 
members, in turn, support the cladding.  
For portal frames of modest span (around 12 m), the introduction of higher 
strength grades of cold-formed steel in the past decade, has led to cold-formed 
steel sections being used for the both primary members as well as for the 
secondary members (see Figure 1). Such cold-formed steel portal framing 
systems are now a viable alternative to conventional hot-rolled steel portal 
framing systems. 
 
Figure 1: Cold-formed steel portal framing system 
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However, unlike conventional hot-rolled steel portal frames, where the frame 
spacing is typically 6 m, there is some scope to vary the frame spacing in the 
design of cold-formed steel portal frames. This is because cold-formed steel 
sections are lighter than hot-rolled steel sections, so structural members can be 
bolted and erected on site by semi-skilled workers, without the need for an 
onsite crane; consequently, erection costs are much lower than in hot-rolled steel 
portal frames. A design optimization described by Phan et al. (2013) 
demonstrated that topology can have a significant effect on minimizing the cost 
of the primary members per meter square of the building. Furthermore, unlike 
conventional hot-rolled steel portal frames, where the purlin spacing is typically 
around 1.8 m, with cold-formed steel portal frames there is often a need to have 
a smaller spacing in order to provide more restraint to the column and rafter 
members. 
Although purlins are secondary members, they can account for approximately 
30% of the total cost of the building. For smaller buildings, having frame 
spacings (and therefore purlin spans) of around 4 m, and purlin spacings of 1 m, 
the specification of even the smallest zed-section available can result in an over-
design by as much as 30%.  
An alternative to the use of zed-sections for purlins is the top-hat section (see 
Figure 2). Such sections perform better than zed purlins against lateral torsional 
buckling. Furthermore, they are simple to install on site and, unlike zed purlins, 
do not require the installation of anti-sag rods or cleats. The authors have 
recently described and presented experimental and numerical investigation on 
cold-formed steel top-hat section under bending (Uzzaman et al., 2013). 
 
Figure 2: Typical Z purlin and hat-shape purlin connection 
 
The behaviour of hat shaped sections has received limited attention in the 
literature. Figure 3 (a) shows the hat shaped sections tested by Acharya and 
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Schuster (1998). Pastor and Roure (2008, 2009) tested hat shaped sections (see 
Figure 3 (b)), considering the formation of the plastic hinge. A finite element 
analysis methodology was implemented to simulate the post collapse behaviour. 
Honfi (2006) considered the design optimization of hat shaped sections (see 
Figure 3 (c)) by use of a genetic algorithm.  
 
(a) Hat shaped section tested by Acharya and Schuster (1998)  
           
(b) Pastor and Roure (2008, 2009) hat shaped     (c) Honfi (2006) hat shaped  
Figure 3: Different hat shaped sections found in literature review 
In this paper, a parametric study is undertaken. Design recommendations are 
provided in the form of bar charts that can be used to assist designers when 
deciding which top-hat section to consider for further development. 
Experimental Investigation 
Twenty-seven full-scale tests were conducted on the four different geometries of 
top-hat sections under four point bending, eleven tests in the under uplift and 
sixteen tests under gravity load. Full details of these full-scale tests can be found 
in Potter (2010) and Uzzaman et al. (2013). Two loading directions were 
considered: uplift (representing wind uplift load) and gravity load (representing 
vertical snow load). The nominal dimensions of the four types of top-hat 
sections are shown in Figure 4 (a, b, c and d). The nominal thickness of the top-
hat sections was 1 mm. 
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       (a) Top-hat 61        (b) Top-hat 100    (c) Top-hat 120    (d) Top-hat 150 
Figure 4: Nominal dimensions of four types of top-hat section. 
Numerical Investigation 
The non-linear elasto-plastic general purpose finite element program ANSYS 
(2011) was used to simulate the top-hat sections subjected to pure bending. An 
accurate and reliable non-linear FEM for the top hat sections has been presented 
by Uzzaman et al. (2013). The details of the FEM are described in Uzzaman et 
al. (2013). In the finite element model, the measured cross-section dimensions 
and the material properties obtained from the tests were used. The model was 
based on the centreline dimensions of the cross-sections. The material non-
linearity was incorporated in the finite element model by specifying ‘true’ values 
of stresses and strains. The plasticity of the material was determined by a 
mathematical model, known as the incremental plasticity model. Depending on 
the size of the section, the finite element mesh sizes ranged was 10×10 mm 
(length by width). Three elements were used around the inside corner radius that 
forms the bend. Along the length of the top-hat sections, the number of elements 
was chosen so that the aspect ratio of the elements was as close to one as 
possible. Mesh sensitivity analyses were performed to verify the number of 
elements. 
Parametric Study 
A parametric study comprising 32 models was conducted on Top-Hat 61 and 
Top-Hat 100 sections. Four different thicknesses of 1.0 mm, 1.2 mm, 1.4 mm 
and 1.6 mm are considered. Two different steel grades of 390 MPa and 450 MPa 
are also considered.  It should be noted that Top-Hat 120 and Top-Hat 150 
sections were excluded from the parametric study as they were found to be too 
susceptible to distortional buckling under uplift to be efficient when compared 
with the zed-sections. On specimens notation “U” represents loading under 
uplift direction and “G” represents loading under gravity direction. Second 
notation defines the nominal overall height dimension of the top- hat section in 
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millimetres (61 = 61 mm). ''M390'' and T1.0 represents the grade of the material 
( M390= 390 MPa)  and thickness of the top-hat section (T1.0= 1mm). 
 
Table 1: Moment capacity obtained from FEA parametric study under both 
loading directions 














 (t) (A) (I) (σy) (Mu
FEA) (Mu
FEA/A) 
 mm cm2 cm4 N/mm
2  kNm/cm2 
U-61-M390-T1.0 1.0 2.25 11.21 390 1.29 0.57 
U-61-M390-T1.2 1.2 2.70 13.45 390 1.60 0.59 
U-61- M390-T1.4 1.4 3.15 15.45 390 1.99 0.63 
U-61- M390-T1.6 1.6 3.60 17.94 390 2.38 0.66 
U-61-M450-T1.0 1.0 2.25 11.21 450 1.39 0.62 
U-61-M450-T1.2 1.2 2.70 13.45 450 1.74 0.64 
U-61- M450-T1.4 1.4 3.15 15.45 450 2.19 0.70 
U-61- M450-T1.6 1.6 3.60 17.94 450 2.64 0.73 
U-100-M390-T1.0 1.0 3.06 39.82 390 2.13 0.70 
U-100-M390-T1.2 1.2 3.67 47.79 390 3.06 0.83 
U-100- M390-T1.4 1.4 4.29 55.75 390 3.88 0.91 
U-100- M390-T1.6 1.6 4.90 63.72 390 4.73 0.97 
U-100-M450-T1.0 1.0 3.06 39.82 450 2.25 0.73 
U-100-M450-T1.2 1.2 3.67 47.79 450 3.28 0.89 
U-100- M450-T1.4 1.4 4.29 55.75 450 4.20 0.98 
U-100- M450-T1.6 1.6 4.90 63.72 450 5.16 1.05 
G-61-M390-T1.0 1.0 2.25 11.21 390 1.42 0.63 
G-61-M390-T1.2 1.2 2.70 13.45 390 1.80 0.67 
G-61- M390-T1.4 1.4 3.15 15.45 390 2.20 0.70 
G-61- M390-T1.6 1.6 3.60 17.94 390 2.68 0.74 
G-61-M450-T1.0 1.0 2.25 11.21 450 1.70 0.76 
G-61-M450-T1.2 1.2 2.70 13.45 450 2.11 0.78 
G-61- M450-T1.4 1.4 3.15 15.45 450 2.58 0.82 
G-61- M450-T1.6 1.6 3.60 17.94 450 3.03 0.84 
G-100-M390-T1.0 1.0 3.06 39.82 390 3.31 1.08 
G-100-M390-T1.2 1.2 3.67 47.79 390 4.10 1.12 
G-100- M390-T1.4 1.4 4.29 55.75 390 5.07 1.18 
G-100- M390-T1.6 1.6 4.90 63.72 390 6.03 1.23 
G-100-M450-T1.0 1.0 3.06 39.82 450 3.75 1.22 
G-100-M450-T1.2 1.2 3.67 47.79 450 4.46 1.21 
G-100- M450-T1.4 1.4 4.29 55.75 450 5.40 1.26 
G-100- M450-T1.6 1.6 4.90 63.72 450 6.35 1.30 
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Table 1 summarises the section properties and results of the parametric study. 
An efficiency ratio, defined as the ultimate bending capacity divided by the 
cross- sectional area (Mu 
FEA / A) is also shown. 
For comparison, the efficiency of the top-hat sections will be compared against 
those of a typical zed-section. Figure 5 shows the nominal dimensions of the 
smallest zed-section purlin available by Steadmans (2011, 2012), a UK 
manufacturer of purlins. The zed-section is available in thicknesses of 1.4 mm, 
1.5 mm and 1.6 mm. It is only available in steel grade 390 MPa. 
 
Figure 5: Nominal dimensions of Z140 section 
 
Table 2 shows the same values for Z140 purlin sections. The values shown have 
been taken from load-span tables provided by SMAN (2011, 2012).  












 (t) (A) (I) (Mu
SMAN) (Mu
SMAN/A) 
 mm cm2 cm4  kNm/cm
2 
U-Z140-M390-T1.4 1.4 3.81 116.80 4.57 1.20 
U-Z140-M390-T1.5 1.5 4.08 124.70 5.36 1.34 
U-Z140-M390-T1.6 1.6 4.35 132.70 6.35 1.46 
G-Z140-M390-T1.4 1.4 3.81 116.80 5.61 1.47 
G-Z140-M390-T1.5 1.5 4.08 124.70 6.70 1.64 
G-Z140-M390-T1.6 1.6 4.35 132.70 7.79 1.79 
1 Yield stress of 390 MPa assumed in SMAN load-span tables 
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Figure 6: Effects of section slenderness and material grade on bending moment 
capacity. 
Figure 6 shows the variation of moment capacity against slenderness (D/t), for 
the top-hat and zed-sections. As can be seen, the moment capacity increases as 
the slenderness decreases. It can be seen that use of 450 MPa grade steel is more 
beneficial for the top-hat sections with smaller values of slenderness. As 
distortional buckling governs the uplift moment capacity of the top hat, this 
mode of failure is less sensitive to the steel grade. Generally, increasing the 
grade of steel from 390 MPa to 450 MPa resulted in an average capacity 
increase of 17% under the gravity load case and only 8% under the uplift load 
case.  
Application to practical purlin design 
The design of the purlins is considered for the geometry of portal frame shown 
in Figure 7. As can be seen, a frame of span of 12 m, height of eaves of 3 m and 
roof pitch of 100 is adopted. Using this geometry of frame, frame spacings of 3 
m, 4 m, 5 m, and 6 m are investigated. The length of the building is always 
assumed as being three times that of the frame spacing. 
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Figure 7: Geometry of Portal frame of building 
 
The loads applied to the frame (and therefore to the pulins) were as follows. 
Dead Load (DL): Cladding and service loads on the slope and self-
weight of columns, rafters, purlins, and side rails 
of 0.15 kN/m2. 
Live Load (LL): Snow load of 0.6 kN/m2 
The following site conditions were assumed, all considered as being typical in 
the UK. 
Basic wind speed: 24m/s 
Site altitude: 50m  
Distance to the sea: 10km 
Directional factor: 1 
Seasonal factor: 1 
In accordance with BS 6399 (1997), the design wind pressures (p) were 
calculated as follows. 
    p = 
 pipes CCq              (1) 
Where,   Cpe is the external pressure coefficient 
      Cpi is the internal pressure coefficient. 
For buildings of normal permeability, without dominant openings, Cpi has a 
minimum value of -0.3 for negative pressure, and a maximum value of +0.2 for 
positive pressure. 
 
Two critical wind load cases were chosen for wind pressure (WP) and wind 
uplift (WU). The wind pressures for localised pressure zones were averaged into 
a conservative uniformly distributed load as described in SCI design guide for 
BS6399 (SCI, 2003).  
 
The purlins were checked for the following four ultimate limit state load 
combinations (ULCs) (SCI, 2003) 
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                          ULC1 = 1.4DL + 1.6LL                 (2a)  
   ULC2 = 1.2DL + 1.2LL + 1.2WP  (2b) 
   ULC3 = 1.0DL + 1.4WU    (2c) 
 
The purlins were also checked at the serviceability limit state for the following 
three serviceability load combinations (SLCs). 
                          SLC1 = 1.0LL                     (2d)  
   SLC2 = 1.0WP    (2e) 
                          SLC3 = 1.0WU                               (2f)   
The deflection limits adopted were the maximum of span /150 and 30 mm. 
  
Figure 8(a) shows the variation of maximum permissible purlin spacing against 
frame spacing for the Top-hat 61. The horizontal line at 2 m indicates the 
maximum spanning capability of the cladding (Steadmans, 2011). Therefore, 
even if the maximum purlin spacing can be greater than 2 m, the purlin spacing 
needs to be reduced to 2 m in order to accommodate the design of the cladding. 
It can be seen from Figure 8(a) that the effect of the higher steel grade of 450 
MPa is only beneficial for purlin spans less than 4 m; this indicates that for 
spans greater than 4 m, the design is controlled by serviceability. 
Figure 8(b) shows the variation of maximum permissible purlin spacing against 
frame spacing for the Top-hat 100. The same results for the Z-140 are also 
shown. As mentioned previously, Z-140 is the smallest zed section available in 
the manufactures’ catalogue (Steadmans, 2012). It can be seen that if zed 
sections are used for purlin spans less than 4 m that the purlins will be over 
designed.  
Figure 9(a) shows, for the case of a purlin span of 3 m, the purlin weight per 
square meter (on plan). The maximum permissible spacing is shown above each 
of the bars. As can be seen, the weight of TH61-T1.6 and TH100-T1.0 are 
competitive compared with the zed-sections. However, this does not take into 
account the fact that the cost of the 1.0 mm steel by volume is likely to be 
cheaper than that of the zed-sections. It also does not take into account the fact 
that the top-hat sections are easier to install on site.  
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(a) Top-hat 61 purlin 
 
(b) Top-hat 100 purlins 
Figure 8: Variation of maximum permissible spacing against span 
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(a) 3m span 
 
(b) 4m span 
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(c) 5m span 
 
(d) 6m span 
Figure 9: Purlin weight per square meter (on plan) 
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Figure 9(b) shows the same results for the case of a purlin span of 4 m. As can 
be seen, the TH100-T1.4 is the most competitive top-hat purlin, with a weight 
approximately only 20% higher than that of the zed-sections.  
Figure 9(c) and (d) show the same results for the case of purlin spans of 5 m and 
6 m, respectively. As can be seen, the zed-sections are more competitive.   
Conclusions 
This paper has considered the viability of using top-hat sections for purlins in 
cold-formed steel portal frames. For such frames, the optimal building may have 
a frame spacing less than the 6 m used typically in hot-rolled steel construction. 
Furthermore, in cold-formed steel portal frames, the purlin spacing may need to 
be smaller in order to provide more lateral stability to the primary column and 
rafter members.  
The finite element model was used to undertake a parametric study comprising 
different thicknesses and strengths of the top-hat sections. The results were then 
used to construct bar charts showing the efficiency of the top-hat sections 
compared with the zed-section in terms of weight of steel of purlin required per 
square meter on the roof. While the zed-sections were shown to be more 
efficient for all cases, the comparison showed that top-hat sections performed 
similarly for frame spacings of 3 m and 4 m. For frame spacings of 5 m and 6 m, 
use of top-hat sections would not be efficient.  
However, this comparison in terms of weight ignores some of the advantages of 
the top-hat sections in terms of ease of installation on site, as well as beneficial 
effects such as stressed-skin action. Furthermore, a comparison in terms of cost 
would be more favourable for the top-hat section of thinner gauge. 
The complete study demonstrates how modern numerical analysis techniques of 
the sort that are now readily available to the research community may be used to 
develop design guidance for complex structural components. Such an approach 
greatly reduces the need for expensive and time consuming laboratory study, 
whilst maintaining realistic and safe coverage of all important structural issues. 
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Calculation for moment capacity of beam-to-upright 
connections of steel storage pallet racks 
Tuo Wang1, Xianzhong Zhao2 and Yiyi Chen2 
Abstract 
Steel storage pallet rack structures are three-dimensional framed structures, 
which are widely used to store different kinds of goods. For the easy 
accessibility to stored products, pallet racks are not usually braced in the 
down-aisle direction. The down-aisle stability is mostly provided by the 
characteristics of beam-to-upright connections, and the characteristics of upright 
base connections. In this paper, calculation for moment capacity of 
beam-to-upright connections is carried out. A mechanical model is presented 
firstly. Based on the model, moment capacity is related to the failure capacity, 
directly determined by the failure mode, of the topmost tab of the 
beam-end-connector and the corresponding upright wall. Different methods to 
predict the failure capacity are derived for two types of failure modes, i.e. crack 
of tab and crack of upright wall. The new method has shown a satisfactory 
agreement with experimental results demonstrating the reliability of the model 
in predicting the moment capacity of beam-to-upright connections. 
Introduction 
Beam-to-upright connection is realized by connecting the beam to the upright 
through the beam end connector which is welded onto the end of beam and 
inserted into upright perforations by boltless tabs. A safety device is used to 
avoid pulling out of beam end connector from upright perforation in the 
presence of accidental uplift force. A typical beam-to-upright connection is 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 A typical beam-to-upright connection 
Beam-to-upright connections play a fundamental role in the structural 
performance of racks. Generally besides the initial rotational stiffness, moment 
capacity is also a necessary parameter for a suitable definition of connection 
moment-rotation relationship. In the actual design of rack structures, according 
to European Standard (EN 15512 2009), the rotational stiffness of the 
connection used for design shall be obtained as the slope of a line through the 
origin which isolates equal areas between it and the moment-rotation curve, 
below the design moment MRdc, corrected for yield and thickness, as shown in 
Figure 2. MRdc is directly related to the moment capacity. In addition, researcher 
(Aguirre 2006) has presented the concept of fuse in the design of racks. It is 
assumed that the failure of the beam-to-upright connection is controlled entirely 
by the tabs, so the failure takes place at the beam end connector. The beam is 
more easily replaced, and the tabs act as fuses to prevent unwanted column 
failure. Implementation of the concept calls for identification of different 
component failure modes, and the moment capacities based on tab failure mode 
should be designed to be the minimum. Knowledge of the moment capacity of 
beam-to-upright connection is hence of vital importance. 
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Figure 2 Derivation of connection stiffness used for design 
Several researchers have studied the moment capacity the connection through 
test (Baldassino and Zandonini 2011; Krawinkler et al. 1979; Prabha et al. 2010). 
Some attempts were also made on numerical simulation (Markazi et al. 2001; 
Prabha et al. 2010), and the reliability of the numerical models strongly depends 
on their calibration against experimental results (Baldassino and Zandonini 
2011). Comparing to experimental and numerical analysis, a convenient 
alternative is the theoretical analysis. To the authors’ knowledge, there is only 
one paper concerned with theoretical investigation of pallet rack connections 
(Ślęczka and Kozłowski 2007), applying the so-call “component method” 
(Eurocode 3) to rack connections rigidly. 
In this paper a mechanical model is established. By defining two failure modes, 
expressions are derived for the calculation of moment capacity. Comparison is 
made to a series of experimental results for a range of beam-to-upright 
connections of pallet racks. 
Mechanical model for moment capacity 
Deformation characteristics at failure 
The deformation of the connection at failure is depicted in test photo of Figure 3. 
The failed connection presents obvious deformation characteristics. The 
deformation concentrates at the intersection of beam-end-connector and bottom 
beam flange (point P in Figure 3). The part of beam-end-connector above the 
point P deviates from the upright, with the tabs only connecting the 
beam-end-connector with the upright. The tabs distort seriously, rotating from 
the plane perpendicular to one leg of beam-end-connector to the plane almost 
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parallel to it, as shown in Figure 4. 
  
Figure 3 Front and back of a connection at failure 
 
Figure 4 Distortion of the tab 
According to the observed deformation characteristics in the test, a mechanical 
model for the moment capacity is presented as shown in Figure 5. Because the 
part of beam-end-connector beyond the top beam flange is very small, the two 
parts of the beam-end-connector divided by the point P are assumed to be rigid. 
The moment of connection is substituted by a couple of force F. Forces from the 
upright acted on the tabs of beam-end-connector are simulated by springs. The 
force F from the bottom beam flange transfers to the upright through the 
beam-end-connector leading to a reaction force R at the position of point P. A 
notional triangular distributed load is applied on the part of beam-end-connector 




Figure 5 Mechanical model 
Assumptions and principle of calculation 
The imposed basic assumptions on the theoretical analysis for moment capacity 
are the following. 
(1)The bending moments about the point P resulted from reactions of upright to 
the beam-end-connector under the point P is small enough to be neglected. 
(2)The force for each spring above the point P is proportional to the deformation 
of the spring. Then the following equation can be obtained. 




                             (1) 
where Fi and li are the force and the arm of the ith spring, respectively. 







                          (2) 
where nu is the number of springs (or tabs) above the point P. 














                          (3) 
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where F1 is the force of the topmost spring at the failure of connection. 
Derivation of F1 and Mu for different failure modes 
Failure modes 
The authors have carried experiment to investigate the behavior of the rack 
beam-to-upright connections (Zhao et al. 2014). All of the experimental 
moment-rotation curves reach the peak when the connection fails. The peak 
moment is then defined as moment capacity. There are two types of failure 
modes for the tested connections: crack of tab and crack of upright wall, which 
mode to occur depends on the relative strength of tab and upright wall. The tab 
construction is same for every connection specimen in the test, so the failure 
mode is decided by the thickness of upright wall. The crack of tab failure mode 
is predominant when the upright wall is 2.3mm or 2.5mm. For connections with 
a 1.8mm thickness upright, the failure mode is the crack of upright wall. If the 
thickness of upright wall is medium, i.e. 2.0mm, two types of failure modes may 
appear. The moment capacity obtained from experiment is listed in Table 1. 
Take 1.8C5-B120-4T as an example, 1.8C5 indicates the upright section is C5 
type with the thickness of 1.8mm; B120 represents the depth of beam is 120mm 
and 4T means beam end connector has 4 tabs, i.e. the height of beam end 
connector is 200mm (4 times 50mm). It is easy to find that the results of three 
nominally identical connections in a group are very close. 
Table 1 Experimental results of moment capacity 
Specimen ID No.  Failure mode Mu(kN·m) Mean 
l
1.8C5-B120-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.405  
2.214 2 Crack of upright wall 2.029  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.208  
2.3C5-B120-4T 
1 Crack of tab 2.715  
2.560  2 Crack of tab 2.644  
3 Crack of tab 2.322  
2.5C5-B120-4T 
1 Crack of tab 2.702  
2.875  2 Crack of tab 2.953  
3 Crack of tab 2.971  
1.8C5-B105-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.107  
2.131  2 Crack of upright wall 1.946  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.341  
1.8C5-B145-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.211  
2.391  
2 Crack of upright wall 2.730  
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3 Crack of upright wall 2.232 
1.8C5-B120-3T 
1 Crack of upright wall 1.646  
1.427  2 Crack of upright wall 1.267  
3 Crack of upright wall 1.368  
1.8C5-B120-5T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.713  
2.829  2 Crack of upright wall 2.875  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.899  
1.8C4-B105-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 1.977  
1.999  2 Crack of upright wall 2.067  
3 Crack of upright wall 1.953  
2.0C4-B105-4T 
1 Crack of tab 2.140  
2.172  2 Crack of upright wall 2.178  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.197  
1.8C4-B120-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.396  
2.419  2 Crack of upright wall 2.388  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.472  
1.8C4-B145-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.517  
2.427  2 Crack of upright wall 2.586  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.179  
1.8C4-B105-3T 
1 Crack of upright wall 1.487  
1.473  2 Crack of upright wall 1.558  
3 Crack of upright wall 1.373  
1.8C4-B105-5T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.194  
2.217  2 Crack of upright wall 2.284  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.174  
1.8C3-B105-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 1.898  
1.969  2 Crack of upright wall 2.007  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.003  
1.8C3-B120-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.210  
2.178  2 Crack of upright wall 2.175  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.148  
1.8C3-B145-4T 
1 Crack of upright wall 2.191  
2.258  2 Crack of upright wall 2.327  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.256  
1.8C3-B105-3T 
1 Crack of upright wall 1.348  
1.329  2 Crack of upright wall 1.267  
3 Crack of upright wall 1.374  
1.8C3-B105-5T 1 Crack of upright wall 2.341  2.274  
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2 Crack of upright wall 2.178  
3 Crack of upright wall 2.301  
Derivation of F1 and Mu for crack of tab failure mode 
For the failure mode of crack of tab, the mechanical analysis of the tab at the 
failure is shown in Figure 6. The crack probably appears at point C for the 
reason that point C is in the cold-formed region, material property of which has 
been changed adversely. The cross section of the tab at point C is subjected to a 
tensional effect combined with a bending moment. When the elastic theory 
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where At=httt is the area of cross section, Wt is the modulus of section, e is the 
distance between the loading point of F1 and the center of the cross section, ht is 
the height of the cross section, tt is the thickness of the tab and E is the elastic 
modulus. 
                     
Figure 6 Mechanical analysis model for the tab 
In an axial tensile coupon test, the energy absorbed by the steel at the fracture 
can be express by the energy absorbed per unit volume, value of which equals to 
the area enclosed by the stress-strain curve and abscissa axis, i.e. area of OKLO 
in Figure 7. According to energy equivalence (the area of OKLO equals to the 
area of OMNO), the fracture will occur at point M, where the elastic strain 
reaches k times yielding strain εy. The material property of the cold-formed 
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region of the tab is obtained by coupon test. Stress-strain curves for three 
coupons are shown in Figure 8. It is found that the average k value approaches to 
3. So it can be assumed that the tab will crack when the elastic strain ε reaches 
3εy, i.e. 





                           (7) 
where fyt is the yielding strength of the steel at the cold-formed region of the tab. 
 
Figure 7 Stress-strain curve of a tensile test 
 
Figure 8 Coupon test results of cold-formed region of the tab 
Using Eq. (4) to Eq. (7) to eliminate unnecessary quantities, F1 can be expressed 
as: 












                         (8) 
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Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (3), the moment capacity for the failure mode of 
crack of tab can be expressed as: 
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                       (9) 
The comparison between theoretical value Mu and experimental result ME is 
listed in Table 2. When the thickness of upright wall is 2.0mm, the strength of 
the tab approaches to the strength of the upright wall. Connections may fail with 
crack of tab (specimen 2.0C4-B105-4T-1) or crack of upright wall (specimens 
2.0C4-B105-4T-2/3). For the failure mode of crack of tab in the top three rows 
in Table 2, the theoretical values have a good agreement with the experimental 
results. For the failure mode of crack of upright wall in other rows in Table 2, 
although the comparison makes no sense, a conclusion can be drawn based on 
the ratio of Mu to ME greater than1.0, i.e. these connection will not fail in the 
failure mode of crack of tab, actual failure mode of which is the crack of upright 
wall, demonstrating the validity of the theoretical method in another sense. 
Table 2 Comparison of theoretical values to test results 
Specimen ID Mu(kN·m) ME(kN·m) Mu/ME 
2.3C5-B120-4T 2.640  2.560  1.031  
2.5C5-B120-4T 2.640  2.875  0.918  
2.0C4-B105-4T -1 2.165  2.140  1.012  
1.8C5-B120-4T 2.640  2.214  1.192  
1.8C5-B105-4T 2.165  2.131  1.016  
1.8C5-B145-4T 2.983  2.391  1.247  
1.8C5-B120-3T 1.884  1.427  1.320  
1.8C5-B120-5T 3.345  2.829  1.182  
1.8C4-B105-4T 2.165  1.999  1.083  
2.0C4-B105-4T -2/3 2.165  2.188  0.989  
1.8C4-B120-4T 2.640  2.419  1.091  
1.8C4-B145-4T 2.983  2.427  1.229  
1.8C4-B105-3T 1.752  1.473  1.189  
1.8C4-B105-5T 2.813  2.217  1.269  
1.8C3-B105-4T 2.165  1.969  1.100  
1.8C3-B120-4T 2.640  2.178  1.212  
1.8C3-B145-4T 2.983  2.258  1.321  
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1.8C3-B105-3T 1.752  1.329  1.318  
1.8C3-B105-5T 2.813  2.274  1.237  
Derivation of F1 and Mu for crack of upright wall failure mode 
A mechanical analysis of the upright wall at the failure is shown in Figure 9. 
The force applied on the upright wall from the hook part of the tab is simplified 
to be an evenly distributed load q. The distribution length is equal to the length 
of the hook part, hte, as shown in Figure 6. Assuming the strain of upright wall 
under the distributed load q is even in elastic range, i.e.: 




                         (10) 
where tup is the thickness of upright wall. 
 
Figure 9 Mechanical analysis model for the upright wall 
Similarly it is assumed that the upright wall will crack when the elastic strain ε 
reaches k times of the yielding strain εy of the steel, i.e.: 




                         (11) 
where fyup is the yielding strength of the steel at the cracking point of the upright 
wall as shown in Figure 9. 
The expression for F1 can be obtained from Eq. (10) and Eq. (11): 
                             1 yup te upF kf h t                        (12) 
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Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (3), the moment capacity for the failure mode of 
crack of upright wall can be expressed as: 
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                       (13) 
The value of k is difficult to determine using previous method for two reasons. 
Firstly the mechanical model in Figure9 is simple. Besides the tension effect, the 
upright wall is also subjected to a locally bearing effect from the hook part of the 
tab, which is not easy to be reflected in the model. Secondly the material 
property fyup at the cracking point of the upright wall cannot be obtained by 
performing a coupon test because of small dimension. Therefore an inversion 
method is employed to get the value of k, i.e. calculating k from Eq. (13) where 
Mu is substituted by the experimental results ME and fyup by the yield strength fyp 
of the plate part of upright profile approximately. The values of k for each 
specimen failed with crack of upright wall are listed in Table 3. The average 
value kavg is 3.664. Meanwhile, an expression for kreg is regressed as the function 
of the yield strength fyp of the plate part of upright profile: 
                       6.865 0.0096reg ypk f                        (14) 
Table 3 The values of k for specimens failed with crack of upright wall 
Specimen ID fyp(MPa) k 
1.8C5-B120-4T 290 4.219  
1.8C5-B105-4T 290 4.783  
1.8C5-B145-4T 290 3.895  
1.8C5-B120-3T 290 3.681  
1.8C5-B120-5T 290 4.110  
1.8C4-B105-4T 370 3.516  
2.0C4-B105-4T -2/3 342 3.748  
1.8C4-B120-4T 370 3.490  
1.8C4-B145-4T 370 3.099  
1.8C4-B105-3T 370 3.202  
1.8C4-B105-5T 370 3.002  
1.8C3-B105-4T 320 4.005  
1.8C3-B120-4T 320 3.633  
1.8C3-B145-4T 320 3.334  
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1.8C3-B105-3T 320 3.341  
1.8C3-B105-5T 320 3.561  
 Average 3.664  
The theoretical values of moment capacity Mu based on both kavg and kreg are 
compared with the experimental results ME as listed in Table 4. The results using 
the value of k from regression seem to have a better agreement with the 
experimental results. 
Table 4 Comparison of theoretical values to test results for different k 
Specimen ID 
Mu(kN·m) 
ME(kN·m) Mu1/ME Mu2/ME 
Mu1(kavg) Mu2(kreg) 
C5-B120-4T 1.991  2.217  2.214  0.899 1.001  
C5-B105-4T 1.633  1.819  2.131  0.766 0.853  
C5-B145-4T 2.249  2.505  2.391  0.941 1.048  
C5-B120-3T 1.420  1.582  1.427  0.995 1.109  
C5-B120-5T 2.522  2.809  2.829  0.891 0.993  
C4-B105-4T 2.083  1.884  1.999  1.042 0.942  
C4*-B105-4T -2/3 2.139  2.091  2.188  0.978 0.956  
C4-B120-4T 2.540  2.297  2.419  1.050 0.949  
C4-B145-4T 2.869  2.595  2.427  1.182 1.069  
C4-B105-3T 1.685  1.524  1.473  1.144 1.035  
C4-B105-5T 2.706  2.447  2.217  1.220 1.104  
C3-B105-4T 1.801  1.865  1.969  0.915 0.947  
C3-B120-4T 2.197  2.274  2.178  1.009 1.044  
C3-B145-4T 2.482  2.569  2.258  1.099 1.138  
C3-B105-3T 1.458  1.509  1.329  1.097 1.135  
C3-B105-5T 2.340  2.423  2.274  1.029 1.065  
  Average 1.014 1.022  
  Max 1.220 1.138  
  Min 0.766 0.853  
  Standard Deviation 0.119 0.080  
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Conclusions 
Moment capacity is determines by the failure mode. Based on mechanical 
models, analysis expressions for the moment capacity of beam-to-upright 
connections of steel storage pallet racks have been developed theoretically. The 
expressions have been compared with a series of experimental results to 
determine their accuracy. 
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Influence of diagonal bracing restraint on cold-formed steel 









This paper presents a numerical investigation on the influence of diagonal 
bracing restraint on cold-formed steel perforated columns subjected to axial 
compression. Finite element method (FEM) is employed to analyse the 
structural behaviour of perforated columns. The results obtained from the 
present study highlight the influence of diagonal bracing restraint on 
post-buckling of columns, and the distortional-flexural mode interaction is 
also discussed. Furthermore, the accuracy of the present model is validated 
by comparing the results against the available experimental data.  
 
Keywords: Finite element method, cold-formed steel perforated columns, 




The advantage of using a cold-formed section is not only high 
strength-to-weight ratio but also lightness of the member, and flexibility 
that such members can be produced in a wide variety of sectional profiles, 
these advantages lead to more cost-effective designs. Cold-formed steel 
perforated section columns are widely used as main structural members in 
steel storage racks. The perforations along the length on the column are 
allowed the beam to be connected at variable heights, and the steel bracings 
are usually bolted to column and performed to stiffen the framework (see 
Figure 1).  
Twenty-Second International Specialty Conference on Cold-Formed Steel Structures 
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The increasing demands of cold-formed steel storage racks in the industry 
have attracted many researchers into their structural behaviour and design 
methods. Series of compression tests of perforated columns were carried out 
by Moen and Schafer (2008), Roure et al (2011) and Casafont et al (2011 
and 2012). With the advance of modern computational technology, 
numerical methods can usually be effectively used to overcome the problem, 
for example, Moen and Schafer (2009a) developed a procedure of 
convenient alternative to full finite element eigen-buckling analysis to 
predict the elastic buckling load or moment of cold-formed steel beams and 
columns including the influence of holes. Casafont et al (2012) reported an 
investigation on the use of the Finite Strip Method (FSM) to calculate 
elastic buckling strength of perforated cold formed storage rack columns. 
Moen and Schafer (2009b) reported the tentative to use of the direct 
strength method (DSM) for perforated thin-walled sections, but, at the end, 
they conclude that it still not possible to avoid testing in the design of 
storage rack structures. 
   
Figure 1. The system of perforated column and diagonal bracing. 
 
Cold-formed steel sections may have local, distortional, and lateral-torsional 
buckling or flexural buckling modes. The interactions between different 
buckling modes and between buckling and material yield are significantly 
important for understanding the structural behaviour of cold-formed steel, 
several researchers have investigated the behaviour of buckling interactions. 
For example, the behaviour of interaction between local and distortional 
buckling on the thin high strength steel was provided by Yang and Hancock 
(2004). Kwon et al. (2009) experimentally investigated the interaction 
between distortional buckling and material yield. Nandini and 
Kalyanaraman (2010) investigated the interactions of buckling failure by 
using finite element method. Crisan et al (2012) experimentally studied the 
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interaction between distortional and other buckling modes of perforated 
members. Dinis et al. (2007) investigated the elastic and elastic-plastic 
post-buckling behaviour of cold-formed steel lipped channel columns 
affected by distortional and flexural-torsional buckling mode interaction. 
Due to the complex nature and the limitations research of perforated 
members, the interaction between distortional buckling and other failure 
modes such as flexural buckling is considered to be sufficiently important to 
warrant further investigation. 
 
Most studies of structural behaviour solely focus on cold-formed steel 
section columns themselves. However, some investigates put more effort 
into structural member combination system, such as purlin-sheeting systems. 
Lucas et al. (1997a and 1997b) studied the interaction between the sheeting 
and purlins using finite element methods. Li (2004) presented an analytical 
model and used energy methods to study the lateral-torsional buckling of 
cold-formed zed-sections, partial laterally restrained by anti-sag bars and 
sheeting with various boundary conditions under uniformly distributed 
gravity or uplift loads. Li et al (2012) and Ren et al (2012) described the 
purlin-sheeting systems of zed- and channel-sections subjected to transverse 
uniformly distributed uplift loading. For an effective and practical design, 
the perforated column and diagonal bracing system is considered as the 
main aspect for understanding the structural behaviour of cold-formed steel 
perforated section columns.  
 
In this paper, the influence of diagonal bracing restraint on cold-formed 
steel perforated columns subjected to axial compression is investigated 
using the finite element analysis (ABAQUS, 2007). The analyses include 
the imperfection sensitivities analysis to obtain the distribution and 
magnitude of imperfections, and also include the elastic-plastic nonlinear 
analysis to obtain the ultimate load. The influence of the 
distortional-flexural mode interaction on the post-buckling behaviour is 
discussed for perforated columns of different lengths. To validate the 
accuracy of the present model, the experimental results are used to compare. 
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Finite element analysis models 
 
The analysis of cold-formed steel perforated section columns involves 
obtaining the nonlinear static equilibrium solution of an unstable problem. 
For the purpose of simulate the structural behaviour of cold-formed steel 
perforated section columns, a cold-formed steel perforated section member, 
having a dimension of channel-section with rear flanges and additional lip 
stiffeners is shown in Figure 2. The material properties of the member are 
assumed as that, both elastic and plastic are considered in the nonlinear 
finite element analysis. The Young’s modulus E = 206GPa, Poisson’s ratio 
v = 0.3 and the yield strength are 370 MPa. According to the characteristic 
of cold-formed steel which is the yield strength is constant during the 
variation of the plastic strain. Due to rigid restraint imposed at bracing-bolt 
connection, in which two channel-section bracings are inserted into opening 
of column and are combined and fixed by bolt (see Figure 3(left)). The 
diagonal bracing can be assumed to be fully restrained against lateral, 
vertical and rotation about longitudinal direction (U1=U2=UR3=0) at the 
place where the bracing is bolted, and according to WAP design manual 
(2012) the distance between bolt connected bracings is 600mm, as shown in 
Figure 3(right). The boundary conditions at both ends of the member are 
restrained at the centroid of cross-section and all the displacements of 
cross-section at end are tied to the centroid by coupling constraint. The 
boundary conditions at the centroid of loading side, the lateral and vertical 
components of the displacement and the rotation of longitudinal direction 
are assumed to be zero (U1=U2=UR3=0). The boundary conditions at the 
other end are assumed to have restraint about lateral, vertical, longitudinal 
displacements and the rotation of longitudinal direction 
(U1=U2=U3=UR3=0). The member is subjected to an axial compression, 
which is acting at one end of the centroid of cross-section. By using the 
modified Riks method built in ABAQUS, the elastic-plastic nonlinear 
analysis is to determine the load-axial displacement response curve and the 
limit load. The four-node shell element of reduced integration scheme built 
in ABAQUS is employed to carry out the static linear and nonlinear 
analysis. The element used is a thin, shear flexible, isometric quadrilateral 
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shell element. In order for the results obtained from the finite element 
analysis to be accurate enough, the element size used in the finite element 
mesh is kept to be 5 mm. Figure 4 shows the typical meshes of perforated 
column used in the analysis. In tests of numerical models with different 
meshes, it can be shown that this kind of mesh is accurate enough as any 
further reduction or enlargement in element size (i.e. 10 mm) has negligible 
influence on the obtained results. 
 
Figure 2. Dimensions of cross-section and perforations. 
 
Figure 3. Left: Bolted connnetion of column and bracing. Right: Upright 
frame. 
 
Figure 4. Finite element mesh. 
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Imperfection sensitivity analysis 
 
Cold-formed steel are known to be imperfection sensitive due to the 
sections were manufactured, delivered and installed. Imperfection 
sensitivity analysis is necessary to conduct and analyse, and selection of the 
distribution and magnitude of imperfections is significant. For distribution 
of imperfections, employ at least two fundamentally different eigenmode 
shapes summed together. The magnitudes of imperfections adopted in the 
model are determined by a trial and comparison process. Five different 
magnitudes are selected for each buckling mode, i.e. 25%, 50%, 75%, 95% 
and 99% of the corresponding cross-sectional thickness. They represent 
lower quartile, middle value, upper quartile and approximated thickness of 
the measured imperfection sizes, respectively. These chosen magnitudes 
and distributions are based on the imperfection study by Schafer and Pekoz 
(1998). Table 1 shows imperfection sensitivity analysis of perforated 
columns in different lengths. In order to ensure the model chosen here is 
appropriate, the experiment data (2012) are used to validate. The extensive 
experiment was carried out at Tongji University and obtained experimental 
data regarding the behaviour of pallet rack uprights. It can be found that 
compare with ultimate load obtained from test, the first eigenmode shapes 
are selected as the distribution of imperfection. The predicted ultimate load 
of 75%, 95% and 75% of thickness are in very good agreement with the 
experimental results and are chosen to be the magnitude of imperfection for 
700mm, 1200mm and 1800mm, respectively.  
     
Table 1. Imperfection sensitivity analysis 
Magnitude Pu,eigenmode 1 (KN) Pu,eigenmode 2 (KN) Pu,test (KN) 
0.25t 165.2 176.4 148.6 
0.50t 156.6 168.4 
0.75t 149.2 164.2 
0.95t 144.4 161.1 




Magnitude Pu,eigenmode 1 (KN) Pu,eigenmode 4 (KN) Pu,test (KN) 
0.25t 151.7 169.0 128.0 
0.50t 140.8 163.9 
0.75t 132.7 159.4 
0.95t 127.1 155.6 
0.99t 126.1 155.4 
(b) 1200mm 
Magnitude Pu,eigenmode 1 (KN) Pu,eigenmode 3 (KN) Pu,test (KN) 
0.25t 140.0 144.5 119.7 
0.50t 129.7 136.3 
0.75t 122.0 129.4 
0.95t 116.6 124.8 
0.99t 115.7 124.0 
(c) 1800mm 
 
Results of nonlinear finite element analyses 
 
For a given column length and bracing restrained position, one can obtain 
the load-displacement curve from the finite element analysis. Figure 5 
shows the load-displacement curves of perforated column of length L=700 
mm for the column with and without bracing restraint. For cases where the 
column is restrained by bracing it is assumed that the position of the bracing 
is at the centre of the span (for one bracing). It should be pointed out that 
two bracing restraints are neglected due to the two bracing restraints is close 
to the end supports and the influence is not obvious. It can be seen from this 
figure that the loads for both curves increase with the displacement until the 
loads reach the ultimate load points. After their limit point, the loads 
decrease with further increased displacement, indicating that the failure of 
the column is a typical buckling failure. As would be expected, the limit 
load for column with bracing restraint is higher than column without 
bracing restraint. This reveals that the bracing restraint has significant 
influence on the performance of perforated column. Figure 6 shows the test 
failure sample (100-80-2-h-700) of perforated column without bracing 
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restraint. It can be seen that for 700mm length of perforated column without 
bracing restraint the buckling failure mode is mainly controlled by the 
interaction of distortional-flexural buckling, which the rear 
flange-additional lip stiffener motion is inward (d-) and web-front flange 
junction moves outward (f+). It is worth noting here that (d-) and (d+) 
represent inward and outward motion of the rear flange-additional lip 
stiffener in distortional buckling and (f-) and (f+) indicate inward and 
outward deflection of the web-front flange junction in flexural buckling. 
Figure 7 shows FEM post-buckling analysis of the deformed shapes of short 
length perforated column (L=700mm) with and without bracing restraint 
when the loads reach their ultimate load points. The deformed shapes are 
divided into five different regions of cross-section view to identify the 
buckling failure mode. The comparison of the failure modes between 
experimental and numerical results of perforated column without bracing 
restraint consistently agree well. However, it is also observed from Figure 7 
that the failure mode of perforated column with bracing restraint is 
distortional buckling. Under bracing restraint at middle of perforated 
column the outward flexural deflection of flexural buckling at cross-section 
region 3 is eliminated, and the inward distortional deflection at 
cross-section region 4 is altered to outward distortional deflection. This 
evidences the bracing restraint has important influence not only on the 
ultimate load but also on its failure mode, and the bracing restraint located 
at the important position has considerable influence on the half-wavelength 
distribution. 
 
Figure 5. Load-displacement curves of perforated column with and without 
bracing restraint (100-80-2-h, L=700 mm). 
























Figure 6. Experimental result for 100-80-2-h-700, without bracing restraint. 
 
Figure 7. Deformed shapes of perforated column at failure point 
(100-80-2-h, L=700 mm). Top: Without bracing restraint. Bottom: With one 
bracing restraint. 
 
Figure 8 shows the load-displacement curves of perforated column of length 
L=1200 mm for the column without bracing restraint, with one bracing 
restraint and with two bracing restraints. The locations of bracing restraints 
are at middle of column for one bracing restraint and at the 1/3 and 2/3 
length positions of member for two bracing restraints. As mentioned above, 
the typical buckling failures are the main failure reason of the column with 
three different restrained conditions, and the ultimate loads improves 
dramatically with increased number of the bracing restraint. The ultimate 
load of column with two bracing restraints is increased by approximately 30% 
compared with no restraint member; hence, it is important to consider the 
effect of bracing restraint in the perforated column for an effective and 
practical design. For test specimen 100-80-2-h-1200 without bracing 
restraint, the failure mode demonstrates an interaction of 
distortional-flexural buckling mode as shown in Figure 9. It can be observed 
inward (d-) deflection of distortional buckling at rear flange-additional lip 
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stiffener and outward (f+) deflection of flexural buckling at web-front 
flange junction, which are almost similar with the failure mode obtained 
from FEM post-buckling analysis, as illustrated in Figure 10(top). Apart 
from the outward (f+) web-front flange junction deflection of flexural 
buckling eradicated at bracing restraint place, the high similarity of 
distortional-flexural buckling interaction between no bracing and bracing 
restraint is shown in Figure 10(middle). However, buckling failure mode is 
changed when two bracing restraints involve, in which only distortional 
buckling can be found at the middle of perforated column, see Figure 
10(bottom). This is because these two bracing restraints immobilise the 
inward/outward deflection of rear flange-additional lip stiffener, thereby 
re-distribute the stress and the half-wavelength of column. 
 
Figure 11 presents the load-displacement curves comparison of perforated 
columns (L=1800) mm for the column without bracing, with two bracing 
and with three bracing restraints. It should be mentioned here that the 
diagonal bracings are continuous distribution, and the number of bracing 
depends on the length of the column. Thus, for the case of the length is 
1800mm, the numbers of bracing restraints are two bracing or three bracing 
restraints. The two bracing restraints separate the column in three equal 
lengths and the three bracing restraints locate at the positions at 300mm 
away from both ends and at middle of the column. This arrangement of 
bracing is to ensure the distance between bracings is 600mm. The ultimate 
load doesn’t rise necessarily with increased number of bracing restraints. 
However, the ultimate load obtained from three bracing restraints is higher 
than the ultimate load gained from no bracing restraint, but lower than the 
result of two bracing restraints. This reveals that the positions of bracing 
restraints have significant influence on the distribution of half-wavelength 
and consequently effect the performance of perforated column. Figure 12 
shows the failure mode of test specimen 100-80-2-h-1800 without bracing 
restraint and the distortional-flexural buckling interaction occurs at the 
place of quarter length to its loading point. FEM simulation provides the 
deformation shape of member is shown in Figure 13(top). The inward and 
outward deflections of distortional buckling (cross-section region 2 and 4) 
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combines outward deflection of flexural buckling (cross-section region 2, 3 
 
Figure 8. Load-displacement curves of perforated column with and without 
bracing restraint (100-80-2-h, L=1200 mm). 
  
Figure 9. Experimental result for 100-80-2-h-1200, without bracing 
restraint. 
 
Figure 10. Deformed shapes of perforated column at failure point 
(100-80-2-h, L=1200 mm).Top: Without bracing restraint. Middle: With 
one bracing restraint. Bottom: With two bracing restraints. 





















With 2 bracing restraints
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and 4), indicating that for length is 1800mm, the distortional-flexural 
buckling interaction is the main failure of perforated column without 
bracing restraint. Figure 13(middle) and (bottom) illustrate the FEM 
deformation shapes of the perforated column with two bracing and three 
bracing restraints when it reached limit load. It is noted that the 
cross-section are increased to 7 regions in order to properly investigate the 
sectional deflections. Figure 13(middle) shows the outward deflections (d+) 
of rear flange-additional lip stiffener at cross-section region 2 and 6, and the 
inward deflections (d-) at cross-section region 4, indicating only distortional 
buckling exists in the perforated column with two bracing restraints. In 
contrast, as shown in Figure 13(bottom) the outward motion (d+) of 
distortional buckling and inward deflection (f-) of flexural buckling at 
cross-section region 3 and the inward motion (d-) of distortional buckling 
and outward deflection (f+) of flexural buckling at cross-section region 5 
demonstrate that the interaction of distortional-flexural buckling is the main 
aspect of buckling failure for perforated column with three bracing 
restraints. This figure reveals that not only the numbers of bracing restraints 
have significant influence, but also the positions of bracing restraints have 
important impact on the buckling failure mode. It is worth noting here that 
the interaction reduces the capacity of perforated column. For practical 
reasons, it is not allowed to have distortional buckling, but if stable buckles 
can be tolerated, a reasonable gain follows in structural efficiency. However, 
once the flexural buckling steps in, the occurrence of interaction of 
distortional-flexural buckling generally promotes rapid failure. The 
numerical simulations verify the negative influence of distortional-flexural 
buckling interaction reduces the capacity of the perforated columns. 
 



















With 2 bracing restraints
With 3 bracing restraints
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Figure 11. Load-displacement curves of perforated column with and without 
bracing (100-80-2-h, L=1800 mm). 
  
Figure 12. Experimental result for 100-80-2-h-1800, without bracing 
restraint. 
 
Figure 13. Deformed shapes of perforated column at failure point 
(100-80-2-h, L=1800 mm). Top: Without bracing. Middle: With 2 bracings. 




This paper has reported a numerical investigation on the influence of 
diagonal bracing restraint on cold-formed steel perforated columns 
subjected to axial compression. Finite element method (FEM) has been 
employed to analyse the post-buckling behaviour of perforated columns and 
has been validated by the experimental results. The results obtained from 
the present model have shown that the bracing restraint has significant 
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influence not only on the performance of perforated column but also on its 
failure mode, and it has been observed that the positions of bracing restraint 
have considerable effect on the performance and failure mode. Moreover, 
the results have been proved the interaction of distortional-flexural buckling 
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Abstract: Presented in this paper is a practical approach for the seismic design 
of mid-rise buildings with vertical combination of cold-formed steel and 
concrete framing. In current design practice the presence of vertical 
irregularities on both mass and stiffness inherited in such building structures 
creates a challenge for the seismic design. Currently, a two stage lateral force 
procedure prescribed in ASCE 7 is prescribed for evaluating the seismic load if 
the lateral stiffness of the lower structure of the building is considerably more 
rigid than the upper one. In the proposed approach the requirement associated 
with the two stage analysis procedure on the lateral stiffness ratio between the 
lower and upper structures prescribed in ASCE 7 is abandoned. The seismic 
design can be obtained based on the required stiffness ratio determined by the 
proposed approach. Two examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency 
of the proposed approach. The results obtained from proposed approach are 
justified by the verification of the dynamic analysis. Also found in this study is 
that in some cases over increasing the rigidity of lower structure so that the two 
stage analysis procedure can be applied may lead to a design that is not only 
uneconomical but also unsafe.  
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1. Introduction 
Mid-rise buildings with vertical combination of cold-formed steel (CFS) and 
concrete framing is a structural system in which the upper structure uses 
lightweight CFS framing while the lower one is a conventional reinforced 
concrete (RC) framed structure. The structural system is typically adopted in 
new residential or mixed residential-commercial buildings where the lower 
structure requires accommodating open spaces with heavier loads such as retail 
stores or parking garages. Such building structures are also in good fit with 
adding additional stories on existing RC buildings. In design practice the 
presence of vertical irregularities on both mass and stiffness creates a challenge 
for the seismic design of such building structures since the traditional equivalent 
lateral force (ELF) procedure which can be normally applied for “regular” 
structures is no longer generally applicable. For the building structures if the 
lower structure is significantly more rigid than the upper one, then an ELF-based 
two stage lateral force procedure may be applicable as prescribed in ASCE 7 
(ASCE 2006, 2010). However, it is questionable whether the design obtained 
from the two stage analysis procedure is economical because of the stringent 
requirement on the lateral stiffness for the lower structure. In the case that the 
two stage analysis procedure is not applicable, a computer-based dynamic 
analysis has to be conducted for analyzing and designing such structures. 
However, appropriate modeling a mid-rise CFS framing system in a computer 
program can be somewhat complicated due to the presence of large number of 
members.  
Previous researches on the seismic design of building structures with vertical 
combination of framing systems primarily focused on whether dynamic analysis 
is required to design such structure (Xiong et.al, 2008) and how to handle the 
damping irregularity (Papageorgiou et.al, 2011). The available seismic design 
methods were all based on dynamic analysis (Liu et.al, 2008; Chen et.al 2013).  
The development of a simplified seismic design approach for engineering 
practice has not been well addressed. Recently, a simplified method for the 
evaluation of seismic load for such building structure was proposed by Xu and 
Yuan (2014), in which the stringent stiffness requirements imposed on the lower 
and upper structures so that the two stage analysis could be applied were 
abandoned. The study presented herein extends the authors’ previous work with 
aiming to develop a simplified approach for seismic design of mid-rise buildings 
with vertical combination of CFS and concrete framing. First, the analytical 
model of such structure and applicable design equations are introduced. Then, 
the proposed seismic design procedure is presented followed by two 
demonstrated design examples. Finally, results obtained from the proposed 
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procedure and modal response spectrum analyses are compared and several 
design issues are discussed. 
2. Formulation of Design Equation 
2.1. Model Assumption 
For a mid-rise building with an SL-storey lower RC structure and an SU-storey 
upper CFS structure, the idealized analytical model is shown in Figure 1 with 
the following assumptions: (1) the storey-mass and lateral storey-stiffness 
associated with the lower and upper structures, designated respectively by (mL 
and kL) and (mU and kU), are uniformly distributed; (2) the damping ratio for 
each vibration mode is 5% and ASCE 7 (ASCE, 2010) design response 
spectrum is adopted; (3) the lateral design is governed by earthquake load; and 
(4) the lower structure is laterally stiffer than the upper one. For the analytical 
model of a mid-rise building with vertical combination of framing systems as 
shown in Figure 1, Xu and Yuan (2014) found that if the first mode shape 
satisfied the relationship ϕL1≤0.88SL/(SL+SU) as shown in Figure 1(c), then the 
lower structure is considered being lateral stiffer than the upper one. 
2.2. Design Criteria 
The seismic design of the mid-rise building with vertical combination of CFS 
and concrete framing is often governed by the code specified storey-drift limit. 
The storey-drift limits specified in ASCE 7 (ASCE, 2010) for the lower and 
upper structures are identical. Meanwhile, as discussed by Xu and Yuan (2014), 
the largest storey-drift-ratio of the mid-rise building with vertical combination of 
CFS and concrete framing likely occurs at the first storey of the upper structure. 
Therefore, if the storey-drift of the first storey of the upper CFS structure 
satisfies the code requirement, then the storey-drifts associated with other stories 
should be within the code specified limit. 
 (a) analytical model      (b)  linear first mode shape      (c)  stiffer lower structure 
Figure 1:  Analytical model of the mid-rise building with vertical  
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The storey-drift of the first storey of the upper CFS structure is related to both 
lower and upper storey-stiffnesses kL and kU since the magnitudes of seismic 
forces in such structures are associated with both stiffnesses. Practically, the 
lower storey-stiffness kL associated with the RC structure can be evaluated once 
the preliminary design is completed based on the gravity loads. In contrast, a 
tedious trial-and-error procedure has to be carried out to determine the required 
upper storey-stiffness kU for evaluating both seismic loads and storey-drifts. 
Once the required upper storey-stiffness kU is obtained the seismic loads can 
then be calculated and corresponding storey drift can be subsequently 
determined. The approach proposed in the following aims to evaluate the 
required lateral storey-stiffness of the upper CFS structure directly based on the 
specified limit on storey-drift-ratio without the trial-and-error process. Presented 
in section 2.3 is the derivation of the required lateral storey-stiffness, kU, for the 
upper CFS structure. 
2.3. Stiffness Evaluation of CFS Structures 
For the mid-rise building with vertical combination of CFS and concrete 
framing, the shear force for the first storey of the upper portion VU can be 
calculated as (Xu et.al, 2014) 
 ( ) /U U U U a UV m S S T Rα=  (1) 
where R is the response modification factor. Factor αU is the shear-force-
amplification factor of the upper structure, which represents an amplification 
effect on the shear force contributed by the lower structure to the upper one.     
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where 1Uω  is the normalized natural frequency of the upper structure, which is 
only associated with the number of stories of the upper structure as shown in 
Table 1. Let rk=kL/kU be the storey-stiffness ratio between the lower and upper 
structures. Based on Xu and Yuan (2014), for the mid-rise building structure 
with given numbers of the lower and upper stories, designated by SL and SU, 
respectively; and as well as knowing the storey-mass ratio rm (rm=mL/mU) and 
the period of the upper structure TU, the relationship between the amplification 
factor αU and the storey-stiffness ratio rk is shown in Figure 2. The factor αU can 




Table 1  Normalized first mode natural frequency of uniform structures 
number of 
storey  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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where exponents  x1  and x2 can be calculated as 
( ) ( )1 max 1 2 1ln / / ln /U U kU kUx r rα α=                                     (4) 
( ) ( )2 max 2 3 2ln / / ln /U U stg kU kU stgx r rα α=                                 (5) 
In which, factors αUmax and αU1 can be obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7). 
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where exponent x3 and x4 can be evaluated as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )3 12 11ln / / ln 0.12 /U U U L L Ux S S S Sα α= + +                (8) 
 ( ) ( )0.0594 max 2 max1ln / / ln 0.769 /U U m L Ux r S Sα α  =                     (9) 
Critical storey-stiffness ratios rkU1, rkU2, rkU3 and rkU2stg, and factors αUmax1, αUmax2, 
αU11, αU12 and αU2stg are functions of SL, SU, and rm and can be obtained based on  
previous study (Xu et.al, 2014).  
Once the shear force of the upper structure VU is obtained from Eq. (1), the 
corresponding elastic storey-drift can be computed as 
 / /U U U U k LV k V r kδ = =  (10) 
Substituting Eqs.(2) to (9) into Eq.(1) and then subsequently substituting Eq.(1) 
into Eq.(10), the story-stiffness-ratio rk  corresponding to the elastic storey-drift 
δU can be obtained as: 
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In Eqs. (11) ~ (14), conditions rk ≥rks1, rk ≥rks2 and rk ≥rks3 are equivalent to 
conditions (TU/TS)≥1, (TU/TS)≥0.769(rmSL/SU)0.059 and 
(TU/TS)≥[(SU+0.12SL)/(SL+SU)]0.5, respectively, and vice versa. The critical 
storey-stiffness ratios rks1 , rks2 and  rks3 can be calculated as: rks1=(Ts𝜔�1𝑈)2kL/mU, 
rks2=0.591(rmSL/SU)0.118rks1 and rks3=[(SU+0.12SL)/(SL+SU)]rks1. The coefficient y 
in Eqs.(11b)  and (13b) are the roots of the following quadratic equation 
2 0ay by c+ + =       (15) 
where coefficient a, b and c are defined as 
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where A=ln(αU11/αUmax2)/ln(rkU1/rkU2), ( )21[2 / ( )] /s U U LB T m kπ ω= , 
D=ln(αUmax1/αU2stg)/ln(rkU3/rkU2stg) , E=(RkLδU)/(mUSUSDS)  and               
F=ln(αU11/ αUmax1)/ ln(rkU1/ rkU2). 
From Eqs. (11) to (14), it can be seen the storey-stiffness-ratio rk 
monotonically increases as the increase of the storey-drift δU. Therefore, the 
required storey-stiffness-ratio rkreq can be calculated by setting δU=δUlim in 
Eqs.(11) to (14). An upper structure of which the storey-stiffness ratio is less 
than rkreq satisfies the specified storey-drift limit but may not be economic as the 
corresponding lateral stiffness of the upper structure is more than necessary. 
Obviously, if the stiffness ratio is greater than rkreq, then the storey drift limit is 
violated. Based on the obtained required storey-stiffness ratio rkreq, the storey-
stiffness of the upper structure can be determined as kU=kL /rkreq. 
3. Design Procedure 
Before providing the specified design procedure, it is worthy to discuss how to 
determine the design response spectrum accelerations SDS and SD1 in Eqs. (11) to 
(14). According to FEMA P695 (FEMA, 2009), the average value of collapse 
probability for buildings designed based on ASCE 7 (ASCE, 2010) is 10% 
under the maximum considered earthquake (MCE).  This indicates the non-
existence (NE) probability of the storey-drift greater than the storey-drift limit 
ΔUlim is 90%.  However, the design spectrum specified in ASCE 7 represents the 
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median demand (50%) for the specified hazard level. In order to design for a 
target NE probability of storey-drift greater than the median, which is 90%, the 
design spectrum value must be scaled up to reflect an increase of NE probability. 
The design spectral acceleration adjusted for NE probability aS  is  
 a NE aS C S=  (19) 
where Sa (median) is the code-specified acceleration value and the scale factor 
CNE is assumed to be log-normal distributed with a median value of 1.0 and a 
logarithmic standard deviation, βR, which accounts for the uncertainty of the 
ground motions as well as the uncertainty associated with the design procedure.  
According to the investigation of Pang et.al (2011), it is reasonable to let βR be 
0.75. Therefore, to satisfy the 90% NE probability, the corresponding scale 
factor is ( )1exp ln(1) 2.61NE RC NE β− = Φ + =  . 
With the adjustment on design response spectrum acceleration, the seismic 
design of the mid-rise building with vertical combination of CFS and concrete 
framing can be carried out in accordance with the following procedure: 
Step 1: Evaluate the effective seismic weight distribution  
The effective seismic weight should be calculated in accordance with provisions 
12.7.2 of ASCE 7 (ASCE, 2010). Then, based on the effective seismic weight 
distribution, calculate the storey-mass ratio rm between the lower and upper 
structures (rm=mL/mU). 
Step 2: Compute the storey-stiffness of the lower structure kL 
The elastic storey-stiffness of the lower structure kL can be simply evaluated as 








= ∑  (20) 
where NC is the number of columns which contribute to the lateral stiffness of 
the lower structure in each storey; (EI)i is the flexural stiffness of the i-th column; 
and h is the storey height of the lower structure. 
Step 3: Calculate elastic storey-drift limit δUlim for the upper CFS structure 
The elastic storey-drift limit of the upper CFS structure δUlim can be evaluated as 
 lim lim /U U e dI Cδ = ∆  (21) 
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In which the inelastic seismic storey-drift limit of the upper CFS structure ΔUlim， 
the importance factor of the building Ie，and the deflection amplification factor 
Cd can be determined according to sections 12.12.1, 11.5.1 and 12.2.3.1 of 
ASCE 7 (ASCE, 2010), respectively. 
Step 4: Determine the required lateral stiffness of the upper structure kU  
By setting δU=δUlim, the optimal storey-stiffness-ratio rkreq can be calculated 
based on Eqs. (11) to (14) with use of the adjusted design response spectrum 
accelerations aS  determined by Eq. (19). The corresponding required upper-
storey stiffness can then obtained as kU = kL /rkreq.  
Once the required upper storey-stiffness is obtained, the corresponding 
seismic loads for both upper and lower structures can now be evaluated. The 
layout of the selected lateral load resisting system of the upper structure can be 
determined based on the required upper storey-stiffness and architectural design. 
Individual lateral load resisting elements can then be designed based on the 
required upper storey-stiffness and the magnitude of the applied seismic load.   
4. Design Examples 
Two hypothetical mid-rise buildings with vertical combination of CFS and 
concrete framing, assuming located in Los Angeles, California, are presented in 
the following to illustrate the proposed approach. 
4.1. Example 1  
Shown in Figure 3 is the floor plan of the lower structure of an eight-storey 
building structure. The two-storey lower structure is constructed with the special 
RC moment frame while the six-storey upper structure is to be built with CFS 
framing. The storey-height of the lower and upper structure is 10.8ft (3.3m) and 
10ft (3.06m), respectively. The specified dead loads associated with the upper 
and lower structures are taken as 0.416psi (2.87kPa) and 0.701psi (4.83kPa), 
respectively. The elastic stiffness of the concrete is 4.351×106psi (3×107 kPa).  
The soil condition for the building is assumed as Class B, with the building 
risk category being II. Seismic design parameters can be determined according 
to ASCE 7 (ASCE, 2010). The response modification coefficient R =6.5, the 
deflection amplification factors Cd =4 and the importance factor Ie=1 for the  
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Figure 3: Floor plan of lower RC structure  
designed building. The site spectrum SS and S1 are 2.447g and 0.858g, 
respectively. The long transition period TL is 8s, which results in the design 
spectrum being SDS=1.632g and SD1=0.572g, and as well as the factored design 
response spectrum being 2.61 1.632 4.26gDSS = × =  and 1 2.61 0.572 1.49gDS = × = . 
The preliminary gravity design of the lower structure yields the size of the RC 
column is 19.69 in×19.69 in (500mm×500mm). For the upper structures, CFS 
shear wall will be the lateral load resisting system. The effective seismic weights 
of each storey for the upper and lower structures are 
mU=0.416×202×9×122/10=2.16×104lb (96,113kg) and 
mL=0.701×202×9×122/10=3.63×104lb (161,820kg), respectively. The storey-
mass ratio rm =3.63/2.16 =1.7.  The lateral-storey-stiffness of the lower structure 
kL can be calculated as per FEMA 356 (FEMA, 2000), which specifies the 
flexural stiffness (EI)stf should be 0.5 times of the actual component flexural 
stiffness if the axial load ratio is not greater than 0.3. Therefore, the storey-
stiffness of the lower structures is kL=2.88×104kip/ft (4.174×105kN/m). The 
permissible storey-drift of the CFS shear wall system and concrete frame are 
0.02h.  Therefore, the storey-drift limit of the upper structure is 
δUlim=0.02×10/4=0.05ft (15.3mm).  
Based on Xu and Yuan (2014), the corresponding critical storey-stiffness 
ratios are rkU1=1.82, rkU2=0.71, rkU3=1.97, rkU2stg=2.38, rks1=0.79, rks2=0.43, and 
shear-force-amplification factors αUmax1=1.02, αUmax2=1.16, αU2stg=1.1. As it 
requires that the stiffness ratio rk >rkU1 and because rkU1>rkU2, required rk can 
only be located in regions 2, 3 or 4 as shown in Figure 2 (b). Meanwhile, as rkU1 
is greater than both rks1 and rks2, it is concluded that for rk >rkU1, rk is also greater 














than both rks1 and rks2. Then, based on section 2.3, the required stiffness ratio rkreq 
can be calculated as: 
(1) If rkU2 ≤ rkreq ≤ rkU3, the corresponding value of rkreq obtained from Eq.(12a) is 
3.66  which is greater than rkU3 = 1.97; thus, it is not a correct solution. 
(2) If rkU3<rkreq<rkU2stg, with the exponent x2 = 0.41, from Eq.(13a), it yields 
rkreq=2.77>rkU2stg =2.38. It is not a correct solution, either. 
(3) If rkreq ≥rkU2stg, the correct solution of rkreq =3.13> rkU2stg =2.38 is obtained 
from Eq.(14a). The corresponding storey-stiffness of the upper structure is 
kU=2.88×104/3.13=9.21×103kip/ft (1.34×105kN/m). 
Based on experimental investigation conducted by Branston (2004), the initial 
stiffness for CFS shear wall with 7/16 in (11mm) single-sided OSB sheathing 
and screw spacing 4/12in (100/300mm) is 40.058 kip/ft per feet (1918kN/m per 
meter). Assume the OSB sheathing is applied on both sides of the shear wall and 
the wall studs are adequately designed. Therefore, the initial stiffness of the 
double-sided shear wall is 80.117 kip/ft per feet (3836.1kN/m per meter), and 
the required length of shear wall is L = 9.138×103/80.117 = 115.02ft (34.76m). 
4.2. Example 2 
The lower structure and its floor layout of the building in this example are the 
same as that of Example 1, except that it is a nine-storey building with CFS and 
RC framing. The lower six-storey structure is a special RC moment frame while 
the upper three-storey is CFS framing. The reinforced concrete column is 
23.6in×23.6in (600mm×600mm). The specified dead load for the lower RC 
structure is 0.950psi (6.550kPa) and the corresponding storey weight is 
mL=0.932×20×20×9×12×12/10=4.92×104lb (219,352kg). 
Similar to that of the previous example, the storey weight of the upper CFS 
structure is taken mU=0.416×202×9×122=2.16×105lb (96,113kg). Thus, the 
storey-mass ratio is rm=4.83/2.16=2.3. The storey-stiffness of the lower structure 
kL=5.952×104kip/ft (8.655×105kN/m). By following the procedure stated in 
section 2.3, it is found the required stiffness ratio rkreq=5.49, which is located in 
region 1 shown in Figure 2 (a). The corresponding required storey-stiffness of 
the upper structure is kU=kL/rkreq=1.084×104 kip/ft (1.576×105kN/m) and the 
corresponding required CFS shear wall length is L=1.084×104/80.117 =135.3ft 
(41.1m).  
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5 Design Verification and Discussion 
Modal spectrum analysis with complete quadratic combination (CQC) rule to 
combine the peak modal responses (Chopra, 2007) was carried out for the 
foregoing two buildings as eight- and nine-storey structures based on the 
analytical model shown in Figure 1 (a) with the effective storey weights and 
storey stiffness evaluated in the examples. The storey-drift-ratios of the first-
storey of CFS shear wall for Examples 1 and 2 obtained from the modal 
spectrum analysis are both 1.7%, which are less than the specified limit of 2%. 
Therefore, the required storey-stiffness of the upper structure obtained from the 
proposed approach is conservative. 
Because of the stringent requirement on the storey-stiffness ratio, application 
of the two-stage analysis procedure on the mid-rise building with vertical 
combination of CFS and concrete framing is limited. For instances in the 
foregoing two examples, the required storey-stiffness ratio rkreq of the first 
example is located in region 4 of Fig. 2, where the two-stage analysis procedure 
is applicable. However, the required storey-stiffness ratio rkreq of the second 
example is located in region 1, where the two-stage analysis procedure cannot 
be used to evaluate the seismic load and the corresponding storey-drift. 
To use the two-stage analysis procedure prescribed in ASCE 7 (ASCE, 2006) 
for designing mid-rise buildings with vertical combination of CFS and concrete 
framing, it is assumed that there is no stiffness interaction between upper and 
lower structures while evaluating the seismic loads and the shear force 
amplification factor αU=1. By substituting αU=1 into Eq.(1) and then substituting 
Eq.(1) into Eq.(10), the corresponding storey-stiffness of the upper CFS 
structure kU can be calculated by setting δU=δUlim. The resulting required storey-
stiffness of the upper structure is kU=6434.7kip/ft (93,908kN/m) for the building 
structure shown in Example 2. As the two-stage analysis procedure requires the 
stiffness ratio to satisfy rk≥17, the corresponding required storey-stiffness for the 
lower structures is kL=17×6434.7=1.09×105kip/ft (1.596×106kN/m). 
Consequently, it requires the size of the concrete column to be increased to 
27.6in×27.6in (700mm×700mm) from 23.6in×23.6in (600mm×600mm). 
Comparing the results obtained from the proposed approach and the two-stage 
analysis, the two-stage analysis procedure yields a lower value of the required 
storey-stiffness for the upper structure but a larger value for the lower structure. 
Considering the upper structure has only three stories and the lower one has six 
stories, it would be more economical to adopt the design generated by the 
proposed approach. In fact, for the result obtained by the two-stage analysis, the 
modal spectrum analysis shown the corresponding storey-drift associated with 
the first-storey of the upper structure is 2.7% which violates the specified limit 
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of 2%. Therefore, based on the foregoing discussion, over increase the lateral 
rigidity of the lower structure so that the two stage analysis procedure is 
applicable may lead to a design that is not only uneconomical but also unsafe in 
this case.  
4. Conclusion 
A practical approach for the seismic design of mid-rise buildings with vertical 
combination of CFS and concrete framing is presented.  Unlike the two-stage 
analysis procedure prescribed in ASCE 7, the story-stiffness ratio requirement is 
no longer a requirement. The effects of the stiffness interaction on seismic loads 
between the upper and lower structures are accounted for with no need of using 
computer-based dynamic analysis. In the proposed approach the required storey-
stiffness associated with the upper structure can be obtained directly based on 
specified storey-drift-limit without involving any lengthy trial-and-error design 
routines. Two examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency of the 
proposed approach. The results obtained from proposed approach are justified 
by the verification of modal spectrum analysis. It is also found in this study that 
in some cases over increase the lateral rigidity of the lower structure so that the 
two stage analysis procedure is applicable may lead to a design that is not only 
uneconomical but also unsafe.  
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Appendix A. –Notation 
mL storey-mass of the lower structure 
mU storey-mass of the upper structure 
rm storey-mass ratio between the lower and upper structures 
kL lateral storey-stiffness of the lower structure 
kU lateral storey-stiffness of the upper structure 
rk storey-stiffness ratio between the lower and upper structures 
SL number of the storey of the  lower structure 
SU number of the storey of the  upper structure 
𝜔�1 normalized first mode natural frequency of the uniform structure 
TU first mode period of the upper structure 
TL long transition period 
Ts 
period at which the horizontal and descending curves of the response 
spectrum in ASCE 7 intersects 
VU shear force for the first storey of the upper structure 
αU shear-force-amplification factor of the upper structure 
δU elastic storey-drift 
δUlim elastic storey-drift limit 
∆Ulim inelastic storey-drift limit 
R response modification factor 
Cd deflection amplification factor 
Sa response spectrum acceleration  
CNE adjustment factor for the response spectrum acceleration 








Investigation on seismic performance of cold-formed steel 
portal frames 
Yuanqi Li1, Zhijian Xu2, Yinglei Li2 and Yunfei Peng2 
Abstract	
 A series of monotonous loading and hysteresis loading tests on 
cold-formed steel portal frames were conducted in this paper. The averaged 
ductility factor value of tested frames is 3.15 and the strength and stiffness 
degradation are not obvious during the test. The failure mode of frame is 
local buckling at column bases followed by local buckling at the top of 
columns, which lead to the dropping of frame’s load-carrying capacity. Then, 
the finite element model is developed and the analysis results match well 
with the test results. The research in this paper indicates that cold-formed 
steel portal frame has a good seismic performance. 
Introduction	
 Cold-formed steel portal frame is consisted of cold-formed steel beams 
and columns, which are connected with connection element by self-drilling 
screws or high-strength bolts (Lu et al. 2008). Cold-formed steel portal 
frame structure has been widely used in agricultural buildings, small and 
medium-sized commercial buildings in Australia, the United States, Japan 
and other developed countries. At present, domestic and foreign researches 
are mainly focused on the connection strength and integral frame’s ultimate 
load-carrying capacity, while the study on the seismic performance of portal 
frame is relatively less (Wrzesien and Lim 2008).  
 In this paper, a series of monotonous loading and hysteresis loading 
tests on cold-formed steel portal frames were conducted, and frame’s failure 




 Six realistic portal frames, composed of single lipped channel sections 
or back-to-back lipped channel sections, were tested in this research, and 
they were classified into three types (frame A, B, and C) based on 
cross-section geometry (as shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1). For each type of 
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frame, one is monotonously loaded and the other is cyclically loaded. Portal 
frame’s dimension is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 1 Cross-section geometry 
 
Table 1 Nominal cross-section dimensions 
Frame h(mm) b(mm) a (mm) t (mm)
A 150 64 15.5 1.5
B 150 64 15.5 1.5
C 200 76 15.5 2.0
 
Fig. 2 Portal frame dimensions 
 
Material properties 
 The structural steel grade of the cold-formed steel section was Q345 
with nominal yield strength of 345MPa. Four kinds of plate thickness were 
used in the tests. The material properties including yield stress (Fu) and 
elastic modulus (E) for each thickness were obtained through coupon tensile 
test and the test results are summarized in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Material properties 








 Joints are an important part for portal frames. The details of the joints, 
including beam-column joints, beam-beam joints, and column base joints, 
are shown in Fig. 3. For all joints in the tests, high-strength bolts in bearing 
type were adopted, whose pretension force was taken as 100kN to meet the 
requirement specified in “Design of steel structures”( GB50017-2003, 
2003). 
 
(a) Beam-column joint   (b) Beam-beam joint    (c) column base 
Fig. 3 Joint details (taking frame B for example) 
 
Loading and measuring systems 
 In this experiment investigation, column’s axial compression ratio 
caused by representative gravity load was less than 0.1. Since the finite 
element analysis indicates that this vertical load has little impact on frame’s 
hysteretic behavior, only horizontal load was applied by a 10t actuator with 
displacement control during the test. 
 In the hysteretic test, the loading procedure was consisted of two parts. 
In part one, when the horizontal displacement at beam-column joint was less 
than 20mm, four loading cycles at 5mm, 10mm, 15mm, and 20mm were 
adopted to determine the “yield load” and “yield displacement”. In part two, 
several loading cycles were adopted at 30mm, 40mm, 50mm, etc. until the 
applied load dropped to about 85% of the peak load. Each loading cycle in 
part 2 repeated for two times. 
 Totally 38 strain gauges were arranged on each frame to detect the 
stress distribution on some “key-parts”, such as beam-column joints and 
column bases. The LVDTs were used to record the horizontal displacement 
at beam-column joints and rotation angles at connections. It should be noted 




 Monotonous test and hysteresis test of portal frame A and B basically 
demonstrated the same failure characteristics. Local bucking firstly 
happened at both column bases and then the first plastic hinge appeared 
there (as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) , leading to the decline of the portal 
frame’s lateral stiffness. In the monotonous test, plastic hinges appeared at 
column bases followed by the formation of plastic hinge at the end of beam 
near loading location. In the hysteresis test, after two plastic hinges 
appeared at the column bases, local bucking occurred at the top of the 
column located at the loading end when the portal frame was subjected to 
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pulling, resulting in the decline of the portal frame’s capacity. 
 The failure characteristic of portal frame C was different from portal 
frame A and B. The column base displayed deformation because the flexural 
rigidity of portal frame C was larger. In the monotonic test, the bolts at the 
column bases overcame friction and squeezed with the bolt holes at the 
bottom of columns, causing deformation at bolt holes. In the hysteresis test, 
tilted deformation happened at the bezel of column bases, located near the 
compressive side of the bottom of columns. And the above reasons made the 
rotational stiffness of column bases decline, reducing the lateral stiffness of 
the portal frame. 
 The relative rotation can be neglected at beam-column joints and 
beam-beam joints based on measured displacement. According to the 
conclusion of literatures(Lim and Nethercot 2004a; Lim and Nethercot 
2004b)， beam-column joints and beam-beam joints of portal frames can be 
regarded as rigid joints. The relative rotation angle at column base is much 
larger than rotation angles at beam-column joints and beam-beam joints, 
showing a certain degree of semi-rigid joints characteristics. 
 
   
(a) Frame A         (b) Frame B        (c) Frame C 
Fig. 4 Failure modes at column bases in monotonous tests 
 
   
(a) Frame A            (b) Frame B         (c) Frame C 
Fig. 5 Failure modes at column bases in hysteresis tests 
 
Load versus displacement curves in cyclic tests 
 The load versus displacement (P-Δ) curves are presented in Fig. 6, in 
which Δ is the averaged horizontal displacement at the top of columns. As 
shown in Fig. 6, the hysteresis curves of all portal frames in the test are 
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plump, indicating cold-formed steel portal frame structure has good 
plasticity and hysteretic energy-dissipation capacity. In general, the 
cold-formed steel portal frame structure displays good seismic performance. 
 
(a) Frame A 
 
(b) Frame B 
 
(c) Frame C 
Fig. 6 Hysteresis curves 
Skeleton curve and load versus displacement curve in monotonic test 
 The comparison between skeleton curves obtained from hysteresis 
curves and load versus horizontal displacement curves obtained by cyclic 
test is summarized in Fig. 7. The stiffness of skeleton curve is very close to 
P-Δ curve in the monotonic test, and frame’s lateral stiffness and ultimate 
load-carrying capacity have no significant drop under cyclic load. As shown 
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in Fig. 7, the skeleton curve is not completely symmetrical due to 
Bauchinger effect and unsymmetrical constraints of frame during pushing 
and pulling process. 
 
 
(a) Frame A 
 
 (b) Frame B 
 
(c) Frame C  
Fig. 7 Skeleton curves and monotonic curves 
 
Ductility analysis 
 The ductility factor of the structure is an important indicator to 
evaluate the ductility. There are a variety of methods to determine ductility 
factor. In this paper, the energy method (Fan and Zhuo 2001) is adopted to 
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calculate ductility factor. As shown in Fig. 8, the yield deformation (Δy) and 
yield load (Py) can be determined by assuming area A1=A2. The ductility 
factor (u) shall be determined in accordance with equation (1) 
u y/u                                    (1) where Δu is ultimate deformation corresponding to ultimate load Pu, and Δy 
is yield deformation. All frames’ ductility factors are reported in Table 3. 
 
Fig. 8 Calculation of ductility factor using conservation of energy method 
(Xu et al. 2010) 
 
Table 3 Ductility factors of portal frames 
Frame Loading direction Δy (mm) Δu (mm) u 
A 
Positive direction 22.2 68.5 3.0
Opposite direction -24.1 73.8 3.1
B 
Positive direction 18.5 60.2 3.3
Opposite direction -20.1 60.9 3.0
C 
Positive direction 23.6 82.0 3.5
Opposite direction -25.2 -76.8 3.0
 
Finite	element	analysis	
Finite element model 
 The finite element software ANSYS was used to simulate and analyze 
a single-bay frame. The beams, columns and gusset plates were modeled by 
SHELL181, which is a 4-node element with six degrees of freedom at each 
node. The bolted connection of the frame was achieved by coupling nodes. 
The bilinear kinematic hardening material model is employed in ANSYS 
model, in which the material properties including yield stress (Fy) and 
elastic modulus (E) were from coupon tensile test. The Poisson’s ratio was 
taken as 0.3 and the tangent modulus is set to 0.02E. 
Results comparison between finite element analysis and test results 
 The comparison of load versus displacement curves in monotonous 
loading type between finite element analysis and test is shown in Fig. 9, and 
the comparison of hysteresis curves is shown in Fig. 10. The finite element 
analysis results match well with test results except for frame C. This 
disagreement is partly caused by the fact that finite element method cannot 




(a) Frame A 
 
(b) Frame B 
 
(c) Frame C  




(a) Frame A  
 
(b) Frame B  
 
(c) Frame C  
Fig. 10 Comparison between finite element analysis and test results in cyclic 
test 
Conclusions	
 (1) The hysteretic loops of cold-formed steel portal frames are plump, 
and the pinch effect is not obvious. The test results indicate that the portal 
frame has a good plasticity and hysteretic energy-dissipation capacity, which 
shows great seismic performance. 
 (2) Failure mode of cold-formed steel portal frame structure under 
monotonic load is slightly different from it under cyclic load. In the 
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monotonic test, local buckling firstly occurs at column base and then occurs 
at the end of beams opposite to loading location. In the cyclic test, local 
buckling occurs at column base followed by local buckling at the top of 
column near the loading location. The failure of connection does not appear 
throughout the test, which meets the seismic design requirement of “strong 
joints and weak members”. 
 (3) The finite element analysis results are in good agreement with 
experimental results, indicating that finite element method can well predict 
the structural behaviors of cold-formed steel portal frame if high-strength 
bolts at column base do not slip. 
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Effect of Stressed-Skin Action on the Behaviour of Cold-
Formed Steel Portal Frames 
A.M. Wrzesien1, James B.P. Lim2, R.M. Lawson3 
Abstract 
This paper describes six full-scale laboratory tests conducted on cold-formed 
steel portal frames buildings in order to investigate the effects of joint flexibility 
and stressed-skin diaphragm action. The frames used for the laboratory tests 
were of span of 6 m, height of 3 m and pitch of 10o; the frame spacing was 3 m. 
The laboratory test setup represented buildings of length of 9 m, having two 
gable frames and two internal frames. Tests were conducted on frames having 
two joint sizes, both with and without roof cladding. It was shown that as a 
result of stressed-skin diaphragm action, under horizontal load the bending 
moment at the eaves was reduced by approximately a factor of three, relative to 
the bare frame. It was also shown that as a result of stressed-skin action, the 
deflection of the internal frame reduced by 90%, and that the stiffness was 
independent of joint flexibility. On the other hand, owing to redistribution of 
bending moment from the eaves to the apex, the effect of joint flexibility was 
shown not to be significant on the overall failure load of the frame. 
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Introduction 
For portal frames with spans of up to 20 m, buildings composed entirely of cold-
formed steel can be a viable alternative to conventional hot-rolled steel frames 
(Lim, Nethercot 2003). Uses of cold-formed steel portal frames include, light 
industrial, sports and agricultural buildings. In such light-weight steel portal 
frames, channel-sections are used for the column and rafter members, and top-
hat sections for the purlins and side rails (see Figure 1). Top-hat sections are 
more efficient than conventional zed-purlins for cold-formed steel portal frames 
where the frame spacings (or purlin spans) are typically in the range of 3 m to 
4.5 m, compared with 6 m for conventional hot-rolled steel frames. 
 
 
Figure 1: Drawing of top-hat sections acting as purlins 
 
Under horizontal loading, the metal roof cladding panels are known to act as a 
shear diaphragm (see Figure 2) (Davies 1973) (Davies, Bryan 1982). This 
stiffening effect, referred to as stressed-skin / or diaphragm action, explains why 
a clad frame behaves differently from an unclad frame. The shear stiffness of the 
panel depends on factors including the deformation of the cladding due to 
distortion of the roof profile, slip in the sheet-purlin fasteners, slip in the seam 
fasteners between adjacent sheets, and distortion in the purlin-rafter connections. 
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Figure 2: Stressed-skin action under horizontal load buildings (Davies, Bryan 
1982) 
Previous research has focused on hot-rolled steel portal frames in which 
haunched eaves and apex joints can be assumed to be rigid at serviceability 
loads. However, the joints of cold-formed steel portal frames are known to be 
semi-rigid. Details of the eaves and apex joints considered in this paper are 
shown in Figure 3; such joints are typically used for cold-formed steel portal 
frames in practice. As can be seen, the joints are formed through brackets that 
bolted between the webs of the cold-formed steel channel-sections being 
connected. The flexibility of the joints is due to elongation of the bolt-holes as a 
result of bearing of the bolt-shanks against the bolt-holes (Lim, Nethercot 2004) 
 
                                 
   (a) Eaves joint              (b) Apex joint 
Figure 3: Details of joints for cold-formed steel portal framing system 
Although the effects of stressed-skin action are often ignored in the design of 
hot-rolled steel portal frames, for the case of cold-formed steel portal frames 
with flexible joints, they should not be ignored as they can lead to an increase in 
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serviceability deflections. More importantly, as top-hat purlins can be expected 
to be stiffer than zed-purlins in terms of transferring shear load to the cladding, 
ignoring stressed-skin effects in design at elastic serviceability load can 
potentially lead to tearing of the fixings and leakage of water into the building 
(Lawson, Davies (1999)). 
In this paper, the results of six full-scale tests on cold-formed steel portal frame 
buildings are presented. Two different bolt-group sizes are considered for the 
joints, with each bolt-group size (and therefore bracket size) having a different 
rotational stiffness. Firstly, tests on frames without cladding are described, with 
vertical loading reported in one set of tests, and horizontal loading reported in 
another set of tests. Secondly, for the case of horizontal loading only, the frame 
tests are repeated with cladding to determine the effect of stressed-skin action. 
For both the cladding and the joints, component tests are described separately.  
Experimental investigation 
Details of frames 
Table 1 summarises the six portal frame building tests conducted. The frames 
used in all six buildings have a span of 6 m, height of 3 m, and pitch of 10o. The 
results of the building tests are intended to represent the behaviour of a building 
of length 9 m, having two braced gable frames and two internal frames, with a 
frame spacing of 3 m between all frames. The column bases are pinned. 
 
Table 1. Summary of full-scale frame tests 
Test Joints Bolt-group size Load direction Sheeting 
A1 
A 160 mm x 80 mm 
Vertical No A2 Horizontal A3 Yes 
B1 
B 280 mm x 80 mm 
Vertical No 
B2 Horizontal Yes B3 
 
The nominal depth, breadth and thickness of the channel-sections were 150 mm, 
60 mm and 2 mm, respectively. In the internal frames, the channel-sections are 
placed back-to-back; in the gable frames (including the gable posts) the channel-
sections are used singly. Figure 4 shows the nominal dimensions of the single 
skin deck profile used for the roof cladding. As can be seen, the panel has a 
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depth of 30 mm and a thickness of 0.65 mm. The depth of the top-hat purlins are 
61 mm and the thickness is 1.0 mm. 
 
Figure 4: Nominal dimensions of roof cladding used for building tests 
Details of the test general arrangement are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, 
owing to symmetry, only one gable frame and one internal frame were required 
for each building test. 
 
 
a) Vertical load 
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b) Horizontal load 
Figure 5: General arrangement of full-scale test frame 
From Table 1, Tests A1 to A3 all used a bolt-group size of 160 mm x 80 mm for 
the joints and the eaves and apex joints of these buildings are referred to as 
Joints A. Figure 7 shows details of Joints A; as can be seen, the size of the 
brackets were detailed to suit this bolt-group size. For each connection, 12 bolts 
were used: nine bolts in the web and three bolts in the flanges. Fully threaded 
M16 bolts were used in 18 mm diameter bolt-holes. Similarly, Tests B1 to B3 
used a bolt-group size of 280 mm x 80 mm for the joints; the eaves and apex 
joints of these buildings are referred to as Joints B. 
                
              a) eaves joint                                               b) apex joint 
Figure 6: Details of Joints A 
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From Figure 5, it can be seen that out-of-plane restraint was provided to the 
gable frame through a set of ties. Load was applied only to the internal frame. 
The reaction force in each tie was measured through load cells. Linear 
displacement transducers were used at key positions around the frame. 
For each of Joints A and B, one building test was conducted with vertical 
loading and two tests with horizontal loading. For the case of the frames with 
vertical loading, all tests were conducted without cladding, as the effect of 
stressed-skin action for vertical loading can be expected to be negligible. For the 
case of horizontal loading, one test was conducted with cladding, while the other 
test was conducted without cladding. 
It should be noted that for the case of the building tests conducted without 
cladding, no load is transferred to the gable frames from the internal frames to 
which the load is applied. The results of the tests on the internal frame can 
therefore be assumed to be identical to a bare frame test. 
Joint component tests 
Table 2 summarises the joint component tests. For the case of Joints A, tests in 
both the upward and downward directions were conducted. For the case of Joints 
B, only a single test in the upward direction was conducted.  







A Downwards 601 36.33 Upwards 591 32.46 
B Downwards 1229 40.61 
 
For the case of Joints A tests, details of position of the bolt-holes are shown in 
Figure 7. Table 3 summaries the dimensions of the cold-formed steel 
components. The yield and ultimate strengths of the cold-formed steel, taken 





Figure 7: Details of joint component test of Joints A 
 
Table 3 Average dimensions of channel-sections in component tests 








A Downward 152.2 64.6 20.3 1.98 Upward 152.6 64.4 20.2 1.98 
B Downward 152.7 65.2 19.9 2.01 
 
Figure 8 shows details of the general arrangement of the test which were 
conducted under four-point-bending. The total length of specimen tested for 
both Joints A and B was 3 m; lateral restraints were provided at the supports, 
load points and at mid-span. Consistent with the frame tests, fully threaded M16 
bolts were used in 18 mm diameter bolt-holes. 
 
 
Figure 8: Details of general arrangement of joint component tests  
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Figure 9 shows the variation of moment against rotation for Joints A and B. For 
both joints, the rotation was calculated relative to the deflection of a continuous 
beam.  
 




b) Joints B 
 
Figure 9: Variation of moment against rotation for joint component tests  
The initial stiffness and strength of the three joint component tests are also 
summarised in Table 2. As can be seen, the initial stiffness for Joints A is 
similar for both downwards and upwards loading. However, the failure load is 
approximately 10% higher for the case of loading in the downwards direction, 
when the flange bolts transmit load in tension as opposed to compression. 
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Roof panel component tests 
Figure 10 shows details of the laboratory test setup used to determine the 
strength and stiffness of the roof panels. The test procedure described in BS 
5950-9 (1994) was adopted. The panel was subjected to three initial loading and 
unloading cycles before being loaded to failure.  
 
Figure 10: Plan view of the cantilever test arrangement 
 
The average measured yield and ultimate tensile strength of the cladding was 
280 N/mm2 and 378 N/mm2, respectively. The average measured yield strength 
of the top hat sections was 635 N/mm². 
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Self-drilling self-tapping screws of 5.5 mm diameter, having washers and seals, 
were used for fixing the cladding to the purlins. Self-drilling self-tapping screws 
of 6.3 mm diameter, both with and without washers, were used for fixing the 
seams and fixing the purlin to the rafters.  
Figure 11 shows the experimental load deflection curve for the cladding. As can 
be seen, the mode of failure was a combination of end sheet to purlin connection 
failure and seam failure. The theoretical shear strength and stiffness was 
calculated in accordance with Davies and Bryan (1982), and is also shown in 
Figure 11. There is good agreement between the experimental test results and 
the theoretical results. 
 
 
Figure 11: Load-deflection curve for the cladding profile 
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Full-scale frame test results 
Load cycles to eliminate the initial bolt slip from the frame were not conducted, 
as any bolt-hole elongation would not be recoverable. All bolts were lightly 
tightened with a spanner to minimise the effects of friction. The same load was 
applied to each jack until the failure of the building. The load was applied in 
steps of approximately 0.5 kN. At the end of each load step, readings were 
taken. 
Figure 12 shows the variation of load against apex deflection for the case of 
vertical loading. As can be seen, the failure load is independent of the bolt-group 
size, with both frames failing at a total load of approximately 45 kN. However, 
in terms of stiffness, the frame with Joints B was approximately 60% stiffer that 
the frame with Joints A. Once the failure load is reached, the eaves joint failed 
on the column side, owing to the bimoment in the column. The similar failure 
loads is as a result of the semi-rigidity of the joints, and the redistribution of load 
from the eaves to the apex. Fig.16 also shows the predicted failure load if the 
joints were rigid. As can be seen, with a rigid joint assumption, the frame with 
the smaller bolt-group failed at a load of 40 kN whilst the frame with the larger 









(b) Joints B 
Figure 12: Variation of load against deflection for frame loaded in vertical 
direction 
Figure 13 shows the variation of load against horizontal deflection for the case 
of horizontal loading with no roof cladding. There is little difference in the 
failure load of the frames; the frame with Joints A failed at a load of 19.5 kN, 
while the frame with Joints B failed at 18.5 kN. 
Figure 14 shows the variation of load against horizontal deflection for the case 
vertical loading with roof cladding. There is again little difference in the failure 
load of the frames; the frame with Joints A failed at a load of 53 kN, while the 
frame with Joints B failed at 58 kN. However, compared with the failure load of 
the frame with no roof cladding, the failure load has increased by almost a factor 
of 3. Furthermore, the stiffness of the clad frame has increased by almost a 





(a) Joints A 
 
 
(b) Joints B 
Figure 13: Variation of load against deflection for building with no cladding 





(a) Joints A 
 
 
(b) Joints B 
Figure 14: Variation of load against deflection for building with cladding loaded 






Six full-scale portal frame buildings have been tested in the laboratory. The 
frames were of span of 6 m, height of 3 m and pitch of 10o; the frame spacing 
was 3m. The laboratory test setup represented buildings of length of 9 m, having 
two gable frames and two internal frames. Tests were conducted on frames 
having two joint sizes, both with and without roof cladding. Figure 12 to Figure 
14 show the results of the building tests. Superimposed on these tests are the 
results of a frame analysis that use the results of the component tests for the 
stiffness of the joints and cladding. It can be seen that frame analysis can be 
used to predict the experimental test results.  
The full-scale tests show that as a result of stressed-skin action, under horizontal 
load, the bending moment at the eaves are reduced by approximately a factor of 
three, relative to the bare frame. It was also shown that as a result of stressed-
skin action, the deflection of the internal frame reduced by 90%, and that the 
stiffness was independent of joint flexibility. Joint flexibility was shown not to 
be significant on the overall failure load of the frames.  
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 EFFECT OF STRESSED-SKIN ACTION ON 
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF A COLD-FORMED STEEL 
PORTAL FRAMING SYSTEM  
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Cold-formed steel portal frames can be a viable alternative to conventional 
hot-rolled steel portal frames. They are commonly used for low-rise 
commercial, light industrial and agricultural buildings. In this paper, the effect 
of semi-rigid joints and stressed-skin action are taken into account in the 
optimal design of cold-formed steel portal frames. A frame idealization is 
presented, the results of which are verified against full-scale. A real-coded 
niching genetic algorithm (RC-NGA) is then applied to search for the minimum 
cost for a building of span of 6 m, height-to-eaves of 3 m and length of 9 m, 
with a frame spacing of 3 m. It was shown that if stressed-skin action and joints 
effects are taken into account, that the wind load cases are no longer critical and 
that the serviceability limit state controls for the gravity load case with the apex 
deflection binding. It was also shown that frame costs are reduced by 
approximately 65%, when compared against a design that does not consider 
stressed-skin action, and 50% when compared against a design based on rigid 
joints. 
 
Keywords: cold-formed steel, stressed-skin action, optimization 
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Cold-formed steel portal frames (see Fig. 1) can be a viable alternative to 
conventional hot-rolled steel portal frames. As can be seen from Fig. 1, cold-
formed steel channel-sections are used for the purlins and side rails, as well as 
for the columns and rafter members. Sheeting is fastened directly to the flanges 
of columns and rafter members. The joints are formed through brackets bolted 
to the cold-formed steel channel-sections, typically using an array of 3x3 bolts 
for each bolt-group, as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Figure 1: Photograph of a cold-formed steel portal framing system  
     
 




Such cold-formed steel portal frames are commonly used for low-rise 
commercial, light industrial and agricultural buildings. However, while spans of 
up to 20 m are achievable (Lim and Nethercot 2004), the majority of such 
buildings constructed are small, only having spans of around 6 m and lengths of 
around same order. The resulting “box-shaped” buildings when clad can behave 
differently from conventional bare frames due to the stiffening effect of roof 
diaphragms (Davies and Bryan 1982). This phenomenon, referred to as stressed-
skin action (see Fig. 3), is particularly important for small buildings. 
 
Figure 3: Stressed-skin action under horizontal load buildings (after BS 5950-
Part 9) 
 
A related paper by Wrzesien et al. (2014) has been concerned with 
experimentally determining the effect of stressed-skin action for such small 
cold-formed steel buildings.  Buildings of span of 6 m, height-to-eaves of 3 m 
and length of 9 m were tested, having a frame spacing of 3 m. The experimental 
tests included quantifying the rotational stiffness of the joints and cladding.  
In this paper, a design optimization of buildings having the same geometry 
as the ones tested by Wrzesien et al. (2014) is presented. The design 
optimization uses a real-coded niching genetic algorithm (RC-NGA). The 
results of the design optimization are used to quantify the beneficial effects of 
stressed-skin action in design. The semi-rigidity and partial strength of the joints 
are taken into account as part of the design process. The frames are designed in 




and serviceability limit states. All wind load combinations are taken into 
account in accordance with BS 6399 (2002). 
2. Frame loading 
The design loads to be applied to the building as part of the design 
optimization are as follows: 
Dead load (DL):  0.15 kN/m
2
 (including cladding and service) and self-
weight of members of columns, rafters, purlins, and 
side rails 
Live load (LL):  0.6 kN/m
2  
It is assumed that the dynamic wind pressure (qs) is 1.0 kN/m
2
. In 
accordance with BS6399 (2002), the design wind pressures acting on each of the 
four sides of the frame are obtained by multiplying qs by a coefficient of 
pressure and other related factors. The coefficient of pressure acting on each 
face is obtained from a combination of the external pressure coefficient Cpe and 
the internal pressure coefficient Cpi. The eight wind load combinations acting on 
the frame and their corresponding coefficients for both side wind and end wind, 
as provided in BS6399, are considered. 
The frame design is checked at the ultimate limit state for the following 
ultimate load combinations (ULCs): 
ULC1 = 1.4DL + 1.6LL    (1a) 
 ULC2 = 1.2DL + 1.2LL + 1.2WL   (1b) 
 ULC3 = 1.4DL + 1.4WL    (1c) 
ULC4 = 1.0DL + 1.4WL (for wind uplift)  (1d) 
The frame is also checked at the serviceability limit state, using deflection 
limits recommended by the Steel Construction Institute (SCI) (see Table 1), for 
the following serviceability load combinations (SLCs): 
SLC1 = 1.0LL     (2a)  



























where hf is column height; bf is frame spacing; and sf is rafter length. 
 
3. Frame design 
The frame is analyzed using first-order analysis. The frame analysis is 
embedded in the optimal algorithm to analyze each candidate solution in each 
generation for optimization process (Phan et al. 2013). For each ultimate load 
combination, the bending moment, shear force and axial force diagrams for the 
frame are determined. These results are then passed to design modules to carry 
out the member checks at the critical sections or segments between two lateral 
restraints. In this paper, the effective width method (EWM) was applied to work 
out the section capacities in axial, shear, and bending. 
For frame design, the columns and rafters are checked for combined axial 
force (either tension or compression) and bending moment as well as combined 
shear and bending, according to BS5950-5 (1998). The normalized forms of the 
design constraints given in BS5950-5 are expressed as follows: 












              (3) 
where  
  Ft is the applied tensile load at the critical section 
Pt is the tensile capacity of a member, which is 
calculated from effective net area Ae of the section 
and design strength py of 390 N/mm
2 




  Mcx is the moment capacity in bending about x axis.  
For the semi-rigid joints, the moment capacity of members in the vicinity of 
the joint is reduced as described by Lim and Nethercot (2003) 
The combined compression and bending moment is checked for local 
capacity at positions having greatest bending moment and axial compression 
and for lateral torsional buckling: 












              (4) 
where  
Fc is the applied compression load at the critical section 
Pcs is the short strut capacity subjected to compression, 
which is calculated from effective net area Ae of the 
section and design strength py of 390 N/mm
2
. 












              (5) 
where  
Pc is the axial buckling resistance in the absence of 
moments 
    Mb is the lateral resistance moment about major axis. 
For members subjected to both shear and bending moment, the webs of 



































Fv is the shear force in associate with the bending moment Mx at 
the same section 
Pv is the shear capacity or shear buckling resistance 
In accordance with BS 5950-Part 9 (1998), the roof diaphragm is assumed to 
transfer the horizontal load to stiff gables, thus reducing the level of loading 
applied to the internal frames. This allows lightening of the internal frames. 
When the ultimate shear capacity of the roof diaphragm is reached, the load is 
no longer redistributed and the internal frames are subjected to a larger load. 

















                                                (7b) 
where: 
Vd,u is the applied shear force at the ultimate limit state loading 
along the diaphragm expressed as a diagonal force  
Vd,S is the applied shear force along the diaphragm expressed as a 
diagonal force under serviceability load 
Vd  is the design shear capacity of the diaphragm expressed as a 
         diagonal force obtained from experiment 
For serviceability limit state checks, the deflections at eaves and apex should 
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where: 
δe is the horizontal deflection at eaves under the action of 
serviceability load 






e are the maximum permissible vertical and horizontal 







5.  Optimization formulation 
The objectives of the design optimization are to satisfy the design 
requirements and minimize the cost of the channel-sections and brackets for the 
internal frame per unit floor area. The material cost depends on the frame 
spacing, frame geometry, cross-section sizes of structural members, and sizes of 


















    (9) 
where: 
C  is the cost of the building per square meter of floor area 
ci  are the costs per unit length of cold-formed steel sections for 
frame members and secondary members 
li  are the lengths of cold-formed steel frame members 
m  is the number of structural members in the portal frame 
cbr  is the cost per unit weight of the brackets  
wbr is the total weight of the brackets 
The objective function contains five decision variables consisting of the size 
of the columns and rafters (discrete variable) being selected from a list of 
sections available in the UK (see Table 3), and the length of bolt-groups 
(continuous variables), used at the eaves and apex joint, which varies within the 
range 100 mm to 2000 mm. It should be noted that the width of the bolt-groups 
depends on the depth of the members. The optimum solution for such design 
variables, which produces the lowest cost for the objective function, is searched 























C15014 152 64 1.4 6.49 4.72 3.29 4.04 
C15016 152 64 1.6 7.91 5.27 3.76 4.23 
C15018 152 64 1.8 9.24 5.81 4.21 4.74 
C15020 152 64 2.0 10.48 6.32 4.67 5.19 
C20015 203 76 1.5 10.29 5.00 4.38 5.02 
C20016 203 76 1.6 11.44 5.27 4.67 5.31 
C20018 203 76 1.8 13.74 5.81 5.25 5.98 
C20020 203 76 2.0 15.93 6.32 5.82 6.56 
C20025 203 76 2.5 20.96 7.50 7.23 8.12 
C25018 254 76 1.8 17.36 5.81 5.96 7.00 
C25020 254 76 2.0 20.26 6.32 6.61 7.95 
C25025 254 76 2.5 27.03 7.50 8.21 9.88 
C25030 254 76 3.0 33.35 8.57 9.79 11.82 
C30025 300 95 2.5 36.42 7.50 9.80 11.18 
C30030 300 95 3.0 46.01 8.57 11.69 13.04 
 
 
6. Comparison against experimental results  
Table 3 summaries the six frame tests of Wrzesien et al. (2014) that are used 
to validate the analytical model.  
 
Table 3. Summary of full-scale frame tests after Wrzesien et al. (2014) 
Test Bolt-group size Load direction Sheeting 
A1 


















Figure 4 shows the variation of vertical load against apex deflection for the 
frame tests. For Test A1, there is a large initial vertical deflection of 80 mm, 
which can be attributed to bolt-hole misalignment. The results of a frame 
analysis are also shown; as can be seen, the results are offset along the 
deflection axis to enable a comparison to be made at loads when all the bolt-
holes are in full bearing against the bolt-shanks. There is good agreement 




Figure 4: Variation of vertical load against apex deflection 
 
The stiffness and strength of the cladding were experimentally determined to 
be 3.49 kN/mm and 38.24 kN, respectively. Figure 5 shows the variation of 
horizontal load against deflection at the eaves. As can be seen, there is also good 











(a) Tests B2 and B3 
 
Figure 5: Variation of horizontal load against apex deflection 
7. Real-coded niching genetic algorithm (RC-NGA) 
In the proposed RC-NGA, tournament selection using niching is applied. 
The process is conducted by selecting two random individuals from the current 
population. The normalized Euclidean distance between two solutions is 
computed. If this Euclidean distance is smaller than an empirical user-defined 
critical distance, these solutions are compared using their fitness function 
values. Otherwise, they are not compared and another solution is selected at 
random from the population for comparison. If after a certain number of checks, 




the crossover operation. In this way, only solutions in same region (or niche) 
compete against each other for selection and crossover. Moreover, the 
convenience of using RC-GA is that genetic operators, namely simulated binary 
crossover (SBX) and polynomial mutation, are directly applied to the design 
variables without coding and decoding as compared with the binary string GAs 
(Deb 2001). 
A penalty function is used to transform this constrained problem to an 
unconstrained one. Penalty values are imposed empirically, in proportion to the 
severity of constraint violation based on the ultimate limit state design. The 











F  is the fitness function 
CVPi is the constraint violation penalty for the ith 
constraint 
n is the number of design constraints 
The proposed optimization procedure aims to minimize the value of the 
fitness function F (Eq. 11). This is achieved by minimizing the cost C and 
reducing the penalty CVPi to zero. The procedure involves RC-NGA and frame 
analysis modules (Phan et al. 2013). In this optimization process, the evaluation 
process computes the fitness function values using the objective function (Eq. 
10) along with the corresponding penalty values. Better solutions will yield 
smaller fitness values, and consequently are selected preferentially by the 
tournament selection operator. The criterion for terminating the program is a 
predefined total number of generations. 
 
8. Optimum result and discussion 
The design optimization will consider the same building geometry tested by 
Wrzesien et al. (2014). The GA parameters used are as follows: population size 





radius = 0.25; termination criterion = 200 generations; distribution coefficient 
for mutation = 1.0; distribution coefficient for crossover = 1.0. The maximum 
number of function evaluations allowed was 16000. The initial populations were 
generated randomly. The results obtained from an optimization process showed 
that the standard deviations of the best cost achieved are consistently small, and 
diversity among the population of solutions is maintained in all the generations 
in the optimization. This provides assurance that the convergence achieved was 
not spurious. 
Using RC-NGA, the cold-formed steel portal framing system was optimized 
for the following three Design Assumptions (DAs): 
DA1: Rigid joints and no stressed-skin action 
DA2: Semi-rigid joints and no stressed-skin action 
DA3: Semi-rigid joints and stressed-skin action 
Each of the three Design Assumptions leads to an optimal design 
specification for the sections and bolt-group sizes. Table 4 shows the sections 
and bolt-group sizes for each specification. S1 is the optimal design obtained 
from DA1. Similarly, S2 and S3 are the optimal design specifications obtained 
from DA2 and DA3, respectively. Table 5 shows the frame and joint costs for 
each specification. As can be seen, the column and rafter sizes for S3 are lower 
than those of either S1 or S2. For the case of S1, only the cost of the sections is 
included.  
Table 4. Cross-section and bolt-group sizes for each specification 
 
Cross-section Bolt-group size 





aer × ber 
(mm×mm) 
 aec × bec  
(mm×mm) 
aar × bar  
(mm×mm) 
S1 BBC25020 BBC25020 - - - 
S2 BBC30025 BBC30025 470x210  470x210  350x210  













S1 10.68 - - 
S2 15.06 5.27 20.33 
S3 5.44 1.38 6.82 
 
Figure 6 show the unity factors of S2 under each of the three DAs. The unity 
factors are separated into the gravity load case (ULC1) and the critical wind 
load case, which was shown to be ULC2. It can be seen that the design is 
controlled by SLS, with the horizontal deflection of the eaves under ULC2 
being critical. 
Figure 7 shows the unity factors of S3, again under each of the three DAs. 
As can be seen, the design is also controlled by SLS, but this time the apex 
deflection under the gravity load case is critical. It can be noted that the value of 
qs would need to more than double in order for the wind load case to be critical. 
It can also be seen that the column and rafter sections could be sized on the 
basis of rigid joints, under only a ULS for the gravity load case (i.e. for this 
building, if stressed-skin action is not taken into account, the wind load cases 











(b) Critical wind load combination (ULC2) 
 
Figure 6: Unity factors for S2 under each DA 
 
 







(b) Critical wind load combination (ULC2) 
 
Figure 7: Unity factors of S3 under each DA 
 
9. Conclusions 
A real-coded genetic algorithm has been used to determine the optimal 
design of a cold-formed steel portal frame.  The building considered was of span 
of 6 m, height-to-eaves of 3 m and length of 9 m, with a frame spacing of 3 m. It 
was shown that if stressed-skin action and joints effects are both taken into 
account, that the wind load cases are no longer critical and that the serviceability 
limit state controls with the apex deflection binding. It should be noted that 
stressed-skin action has little effect on the apex deflection. It was also shown 
that if the column and rafter members are sized on the basis of rigid joints using 
only the ultimate limit state for the gravity load case, that the resulting section 
sizes will be still be conservative.  
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Abstract:  Thin profiled steel roof sheeting and battens are increasingly used in 
the construction of roofing systems of residential, commercial, industrial and 
farm buildings in Australia. The critical load combination of external wind 
suction and internal wind pressures that occur during high wind events such as 
thunderstorms and tropical cyclones often dislocate the roofing systems partially 
or even completely due to premature roof connection failures. Past wind damage 
investigations have shown that roof sheeting failures occurred at their screw 
connections to battens. In most of these cases, the screw fastener head pulled 
through the thin roof sheeting whilst the screw fasteners also pulled out from the 
battens. Research studies undertaken on the roof sheeting to batten connection 
failures have improved this situation. However, the batten to rafter or truss 
connections have not been investigated adequately. Failure of these connections 
can cause the failure of the entire roof structure as observed during recent high 
wind events. Therefore a detailed experimental study consisting of both small 
scale and full scale tests has been undertaken to investigate the steel roof batten 
pull-through failures in relation to many critical parameters such as steel batten 
geometry, thickness and grade, screw fastener head sizes and screw tightening. 
This paper presents the details of this experimental study and the pull-through 
failure load results obtained from them. Finally it discusses the development of 
suitable design rules that can be used to determine the pull-through connection 
capacities of thin steel roof battens under wind uplift loads. 
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1.0 Introduction 
In Australia, the roof structures of low-rise buildings are commonly made of 
thin steel roof sheeting, steel battens, and trusses or rafters (Figure 1). In recent 
times, thin steel roof battens (0.48 to 1.20 mm) made of high strength steels 
(G550 and G500) are increasingly used in low-rise buildings. During high wind 
events such as thunderstorms and tropical cyclones, the combined wind uplift 
pressure due to external wind suction and internal wind pressures that acts on 
the roofing system (Figure 1) must be safely transferred via its members and 
connections. Otherwise it can lead to catastrophic roof failures. Field 
investigations after high wind events have often shown that the weakest link in 
the roofing system is its connections. 
  
 
Figure 1: Typical Roof Structure and Connections 
 
Among the roofing system connections, the first connection is between the roof 
cladding and the top flange of the batten section whilst the second connection is 
between the bottom flange of the batten section and the truss/rafter. The first 
connection is generally referred to as cladding to batten connection whilst the 
second one is referred to as batten to truss/rafter connection (see Figure 1). 
During high wind events one of these connections has often been found to fail 
prematurely and lead to significant roof failures. In the cladding to batten 
connections, the screw fastener head pulled through the thin roof cladding (pull-
through failure) whilst the screw fasteners also pulled out from the battens (pull-
out failure). Past research studies (Mahendran, 1990a,b,1994,1995, Mahendran 
and Tang, 1998, Mahendran and Mahaarachchi, 2002 and Mahaarachchi and 
Mahendran, 2004) have investigated these failures and developed suitable 
Truss/Rafter 
Batten 
 Cladding to Batten 
Connection 






Pull-through Failure of battens 
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design rules. However, the batten to truss or rafter connections have not been 
adequately investigated and appear to be the weakest in the wind uplift loading 
path. These connections are also subjected to both pull-through and pull-out 
failures due to static and cyclic wind uplift loads. Recent high wind events in 
Australia have shown that the entire roof structure above the batten to rafter 
connections has been lost due to the pull-through failure of batten to truss/rafter 
connections (Figure 1). This research investigates the pull-through failures of 
thin steel roof battens under static wind uplift loads using a detailed 
experimental study as it forms the first step to predict the pull-through failure 
capacities of steel battens under cyclic wind uplift loads. 
 
 
2.0 Experimental Study 
The steel batten system in a roofing structure is a multi-span system subject to a 
uniform uplift load on its top flange transferred via closely spaced screw 
fasteners that connect its top flange to the roof cladding above it. The wind 
uplift loading on a batten system creates both a tensile force in the screw 
fasteners connecting the batten bottom flanges to truss/rafter and a bending 
moment in the batten cross-section at the critical central supports, and the pull-
through failure of battens occurs under these two actions. For research and 
testing purposes it is considered structurally adequate to use a two-span batten 
system with simple supports at its ends to represent a multi-span batten system. 
Since this research is likely to lead to a very large number of tests, testing based 
on small scale tests is desirable. Also both field and laboratory studies have 
shown that the steel roof batten pull-through failure is localised to the fastener 
region (Figure 1). Therefore a series of small scale tests (short batten, cantilever 
batten and two-span batten tests) was first undertaken to select a suitable small 
scale test method that can simulate the batten pull-through failure behaviour 
more precisely. Figure 2 shows the details of these three small scale test 
methods. However, some full scale tests of real roofing systems were also 
conducted to determine the accuracy of small scale tests.  
 
This experimental study included a series of preliminary tests followed by a 
main series of tests. In the preliminary tests, two industrial steel roof battens 
(Topspan 4055 and 4075) and 10 gauge screw fasteners were used. Both 
Topspan 4055 and 4075 roof battens are made of G550 steel and have similar 
geometric profiles with an overall height of 40 mm, but have base metal 
thicknesses of 0.55 and 0.75 mm. Since there is a need to investigate the effects 
of steel thickness, grade and batten geometry, appropriate batten specimens were 
made at QUT and used first in the preliminary tests (same geometry as Topspan 




2.1 Details of Test Methods 
Although two-span tests (Figure 2(a)) are considered structurally adequate to 
represent multi-span batten systems, the middle support reactions are difficult to 
measure while simple statics also cannot be used as the screw support conditions 
are not known adequately. Hence some cantilever batten tests (Figure 2(b)) were 
conducted in which the bending behaviour of battens can be included while the 
support reactions can also be measured. In cantilever batten tests, a 350 mm 
long batten specimen (cantilever length of 150 mm) was used to determine the 
pull-through load using a loading beam applying the loads at the two ends. Short 
batten tests (Figure 2(c)) without any bending action of battens were also 
conducted since the pull-through failure appears to be localized to the fastener 
region. In these tests, a 150 mm long batten specimen was used. In all the tests 
10 gauge screw fasteners were located in the middle of the batten's bottom 
flanges at the supports. A tension load was applied to the top flange until both 
bottom flanges pulled through the screw heads. Figure 2 shows the test set-up 
used in the short, cantilever and two-span batten tests. Small scale tests were 
conducted using an Instron testing machine at a rate of 1 mm/minute.  
 
 
Figure 2: Small Scale Test Set-up of Battens  
 
Full scale tests were conducted using an air-box testing facility. A two-span roof 
panel was made using profiled steel roof cladding, steel battens and purlins (see 
Figure 3). 0.48 mm thick corrugated roof cladding was used with their alternate 
crests fastened to battens using 6.5×55 roof zips with cyclone washers. Topspan 
4055 roof battens and 10 gauge screws were used at 750 mm spacing to make a 
two-span roof assembly with a span of 1200 mm. The roof cladding to batten 
connections were designed to have higher pull-out and pull-through strengths so 
that the batten pull-through failures would occur first. The assembled roof panel 





(a) Two-span Batten Test (b) Cantilever Batten Test (c) Short Batten Test 
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the roof sheeting. An external pressure transducer was fixed to the air-box to 
measure the actual air-pressure inside the air-box during the tests. The suction 
air pressure was slowly increased until the screw fasteners pulled through the 




Figure 3: Full Scale Test Set-up of Battens  
 
The actual load in the screw fastener at the time of pull-through failure can only 
be estimated by using the measured air-pressure and tributary area.  There are 
uncertainties regarding air pressure distribution inside the air-box, actual 
tributary area contributing to a typical batten to truss/rafter connection, load 
sharing between the fasteners, variations in screw tightening and verticality and 
exact location of the screw heads. Hence it was decided to measure the fastener 
load reaction accurately by using individual load cells. Such uncertainties are 
reduced in small scale tests. However, there is still a need to measure the 
individual fastener loads, in particular for two-span tests. 
 
In the tests, the 10 gauge screw head was used with Unbrako bolts instead of 
high tensile washers. This allowed the accurate simulation of 10 gauge screw 
head including its underside and edge details with Unbrako bolts. This 
arrangement also allowed the load cell to be located under the rafter/truss to 
measure individual fastener reactions. Figure 4 shows the improved short batten 
test set-up with individual fastener load measuring system and its details. A 
small 'C' section was chosen as the support member, which provided space to fix 
the load cells below the top flange of this 'C' section and adjust the pretension 
values more easily. Two K180 washer load cells (15 kN capacity) were used to 
measure the fastener reactions (Figure 4). A 100 N was chosen as the initial 
pretension force in the fasteners and used in all the tests to provide a level of 
rigidity. Two-span batten tests with the individual fastener load measuring 
system were conducted to study the effect due to the bending actions of battens 





chosen to also identify the effects of bending moment at the critical central 
supports on the batten pull-through failure. In addition to these two-span tests, 
some cantilever batten tests were also conducted for comparison and improved 
understanding purposes. Air-box tests were also conducted using this individual 




Figure 4: Short Batten Test Set-up with Individual Fastener Load Measurements 
 
 
Figure 5: Details of Test Set-ups with Individual Fastener Load Measurements 
 
 
2.2 Main Roof Batten Tests 
The main roof batten tests were conducted to determine the effects due to many 
critical parameters such as screw tightening, web angle, height, bottom flange 




(a) Two-span Batten Test   (b) Cantilever Batten Test     (c) Full Scale Test 
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width, steel grade, thickness and screw head diameter on the steel batten pull-
through failure behaviour. To minimize the number of tests, these tests were 
conducted in two phases. Phase 1 tests were mainly conducted for geometrical 
parameters such as web angle, height, bottom flange width and screw tightening 
(Figure 6) while Phase 2 tests were conducted for steel grade, thickness, screw 
head diameter and also the bottom flange width as it was identified as a critical 
parameter based on Phase 1 test results. Both short and two-span batten test 
methods were used, however, most of the tests were short batten tests.  
 
 
Figure 6: Main Roof Batten Tests (Phase 1) 
 
Two-span tests (span of 300 mm) have been completed for Phase 1 of the main 
tests while a reasonable number of short batten tests has also been completed for 
Phase 2 of the main tests. The remaining short and two-span batten tests are 
currently under way and their results will be presented at the conference. 
 
 
3.0 Test Results and Discussions 
Since both sides of the test battens did not fail at the same time, the applied load 
versus displacement curves generally produced two notable peak values 
indicating two pull-through failures as shown Figure 7. In most of these cases, 
the first peak value was the highest one and in such instances the pull-through 
failure load was determined by dividing that value by the number of fasteners 
(2). It was assumed that both fasteners equally shared the applied load until the 
Web Angle (90o, 81o, 70o) 
Height (40 mm, 60 mm, 80 mm) 
Bottom Flange Width (15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm) 













first pull-through failure occurred. However, it is likely the fastener load was 
higher on the side where it pulled through first. If the lower second peak value 
was included, it would underestimate the pull-through failure load as the second 
fastener load should have increased rapidly although the total load was 
decreasing due to a sudden drop in the first fastener load. Hence considering 
only the first peak value is a reasonable conservative approach.  
 
In some cases the second peak was the highest as shown in Figure 7. This could 
have happened due to some unknown experimental variations and material 
variability. In these situations, it was believed that as one side took more load 
than the other side, it pulled through the screw head first. After the first pull-
through failure, the other side took the major share of the applied load. So, if 
only the first peak load is considered, it will underestimate the actual pull-
through load. Hence the average of both peak loads was used. Based on these 
detailed analyses, the pull-through failure loads were calculated for short and 
cantilever batten tests in which the individual fastener load measuring system 
was not used, and are presented with their means and coefficients of variation in 
Tables 1 and 2 for Topspan 4055 and 4075 battens, respectively.  
 
With the use of individual fastener load measurements, it was easier to 
understand which bottom flange side pulled through the screw head and its exact 
failure load (Figure 8). The load versus displacements curves showed that in 
many cases both fasteners did not fail at the same time. In such cases, the 
average pull-through failure loads were considered as none of them can be 
neglected. Although it was rare, in some cases both pull-through failure loads 
were almost equal, ie. an ideal failure situation to determine the pull-through 
failure load of battens (Figure 8). In addition, the sum of both fastener reactions 
was checked against the recorded load values from the Instron testing machine. 
The pull-through failure loads were calculated based on these analyses and the 
results are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for preliminary Topspan 4055 and 4075 
batten tests, respectively. The pull-through failure loads were calculated using 
the same method for preliminary QUT batten tests also, and are presented in 
Table 3.  
 
A typical load versus displacement curve from the two-span tests with 
individual fastener load measurements is shown in Figure 9 and the pull-through 
failure loads were determined by averaging the individual fastener loads. The 
pull-through failure modes in both small scale and full scale tests were similar 
and they were localized failures with tearing of thin steel batten sheeting that 
initiated from the edge point closest to the batten web (hot stress point) and 
moved in both directions around the screw head in a semi-circle shape as shown 





Figure 7: Load versus Displacement Curves from Short Batten Tests  




Figure 8: Load versus Displacement Curves from Short Batten Tests  















































First Pull-through Failure 




Figure 9: Load versus Displacement Curves from Two-span Batten Tests  































(a)Short Batten Test (b)Cantilever Test (c)Two-span Test (d)Full Scale Test 






Table 1: Pull-through Failure Loads of Preliminary Topspan 4055 Batten Tests 
 
Test Type Pull-through Failure Load 
(kN) 
Mean COV 
Short Batten Tests 1.85, 2.24, 1.74, 2.03 1.97 0.10 
Cantilever Batten Tests 2.08, 1.82, 2.07 1.99 0.06 
Short Batten Tests  
with IFLM 
2.30, 2.08, 1.87, 1.90, 1.87 2.00 0.08 
Cantilever Batten Tests  
with IFLM 
2.09, 1.95, 1.65, 2.05, 2.23 1.99 0.10 
Two-span Batten Tests  
with IFLM (Span = 300 mm) 
2.03, 1.86, 1.97 1.95 0.04 
Two-span Batten Tests  
with IFLM (Span = 450 mm) 
1.77, 1.96, 2.11, 1.86, 1.94 1.93 0.06 
Air-box Test  
(Span = 900 mm)  
2.23 - - 
Air-box Test with IFLM 
(Span = 900 mm) 
2.64 - - 
* IFLM - Individual Fastener Load Measurements 
 
Table 2: Pull-through Failure Loads of Preliminary Topspan 4075 Batten Tests 
 
Test Type Pull-through Failure Load 
(kN) 
Mean COV 
Short Batten Tests 3.05, 3.26, 3.32, 3.89 3.38 0.09 
Cantilever Batten Tests 3.65, 3.58, 3.66 3.63 0.01 
Short Batten Tests  
with IFLM 
3.81, 3.76, 3.76, 2.96, 3.22 3.50 0.10 
Cantilever Batten Tests  
with IFLM 
3.41, 3.02, 4.00, 3.34, 3.09 3.37 0.10 
Two-span Batten Tests  
with IFLM (Span = 300 mm) 
3.21, 2.70, 3.23 3.05 0.08 
Two-span Batten Tests  
with IFLM (Span = 450 mm) 
3.14, 2.87, 3.03, 3.00, 2.96 3.00 0.03 
Air-box Test with IFLM 
(Span = 900 mm) 
3.55 - - 
* IFLM - Individual Fastener Load Measurements 
 
The results from short batten tests (1.97 and 3.38 kN) agreed reasonably well 
with the results from the cantilever batten tests (1.99 and 3.63 kN). This 
indicates that the bending behaviour of steel roof batten does not affect the 
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batten pull-through failure loads significantly. The results from the short batten 
tests with individual fastener load measurements (2.00 and 3.50 kN) also 
matched well with the results from the cantilever batten tests with individual 
fastener load measurements (1.99 and 3.37 kN). The two-span test results with 
individual fastener load measurements (300 mm span tests - 1.95 and 3.05 kN 
and 450 mm span tests - 1.93 and 3.00 kN) also showed reasonable agreements 
with the short and cantilever batten test results. These results obtained using 
individual fastener load measurements also prove that the bending actions of 
battens do not affect the batten pull-through behaviour significantly. Also a very 
good agreement shown by these two different two-span tests (spans of 300 and 
450 mm) between their test results also confirmed that different bending 
moments at the critical central supports did not really affect the batten pull-
through failure loads. In addition, the full scale air-box test results (2.23, 2.64 
and 3.55 kN) obtained for 900 mm two-span batten roof assemblies also support 
this fact satisfactorily. These observations relating both pull-through failure 
mode and load indicate that small scale tests can be used to investigate the steel 
batten pull-through failures instead of the more expensive and time consuming 
full scale air-box tests. Also, among the small scale tests, short batten tests can 
be used predominantly for the main series of tests, however, two-span tests are 
also preferred to validate short batten test results. 
 
Table 3: Pull-through Failure Loads from Preliminary QUT Batten Tests 
 
Test Type Pull-through Failure 
Load (kN) 
Mean COV 
Short Batten 0.55 mm Tests  
with IFLM 
1.75, 1.87, 1.80,  
1.79, 2.24 
1.89 0.09 
Two-span 0.55 mm Batten Tests  
with IFLM (Span = 350 mm) 
2.08, 2.03, 2.29 2.13 0.05 
Short Batten 0.75 mm Tests  
with IFLM 
3.19, 3.40, 3.15, 
3.32, 3.49 
3.31 0.04 
Two-span 0.75 mm Batten Tests  
with IFLM (Span = 350 mm) 
3.78, 3.85, 3.98 3.87 0.02 
* IFLM - Individual Fastener Load Measurements 
 
The results obtained from both short and two-span batten tests of QUT battens 
also showed reasonable agreements with the pull-through failure modes and 
loads obtained for similar industrial battens (see Table 3). Hence it was decided 
that the main series of tests can be conducted successfully using QUT made 
battens and the recommended small scale test methods (short and two-span 
batten tests). As the first step, two-span batten tests for Phase 1 were completed 
and the pull-through failure loads were calculated by averaging the individual 
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pull-through failure loads, and are presented in Tables 4 and 5 for 0.55 and 0.75 
mm thick battens respectively. As recommended in AISI (2008) a minimum of 
three or more small tests were conducted for all the cases to ensure that all the 
individual test results are within ±15% of the calculated respective average 
value. 
 
Table 4: Pull-through Failure Loads of 0.55 mm Battens from Two-span Main 
Series of Tests with Individual Fastener Load Measurements (Phase 1) 
 
Test Parameter Pull-through Failure 
Load (kN) 
Mean COV 
Screw Tightening (0.1 kN) 2.07, 1.90,1.75, 2.41 2.03 0.12 
Screw Tightening (1.0 kN) 1.42, 1.66, 2.29 1.79 0.21 
Height (60 mm) 2.60, 2.32, 2.02 2.31 0.10 
Height (80 mm) 2.14, 2.00, 2.02 2.05 0.03 
Web Angle (70o) 1.71, 1.88, 1.82 1.80 0.04 
Web Angle (90o) 2.09, 1.97, 1.98 2.01 0.03 
Bottom Flange Width (20 mm) 2.67, 2.65, 2.73 2.68 0.01 
Bottom Flange Width (25 mm) 2.24, 2.62, 2.86 2.57 0.10 
 
Table 5: Pull-through Failure Loads of 0.75 mm Battens from Two-span Main 
Series of Tests with Individual Fastener Load Measurements (Phase 1) 
 
Test Parameter Pull-through Failure 
Load (kN) 
Mean COV 
Screw Tightening (0.1 kN) 3.02, 3.27, 3.17 3.15 0.03 
Screw Tightening (1.0 kN) 2.72, 3.09, 2.69 2.83 0.06 
Height (60 mm) 3.36, 3.57, 3.77 3.57 0.05 
Height (80 mm) 3.45, 4.39, 3.81 3.88 0.10 
Web Angle (70o) 3.27, 3.07, 3.90 3.41 0.10 
Web Angle (90o) 2.93, 3.84, 2.35 3.04 0.20 
Bottom Flange Width (20 mm) 4.07, 4.57, 4.37  4.34 0.05 
Bottom Flange Width (25 mm) 3.82,4.24, 4.03 4.03 0.04 
 
Phase 1 test results obtained for the screw tightening test parameter showed that 
the batten pull-through failure loads were decreased by less than 12% even for 
an increment of 10 times the default pretension value (0.1 kN). This could have 
been due to some premature damage caused by over tightening to the batten 
bottom flange sheeting under the screw heads. As the results obtained from the 
preliminary batten tests using professional FS 2700 Makita screw driver 
matched reasonably well with those from the tests with a pretension value of 0.1 
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kN, it was decided to use this screw tightening value for the remaining Phase 1 
tests. Phase 1 test results from the 0.55 mm batten tests showed that the failure 
load of 60 mm height batten increased by 14%, but was almost the same for 80 
mm height batten in relation to 40mm height tests. In contrast, the failure loads 
from the 0.75 mm batten tests kept increasing with increasing height (13% and 
23%). In addition to these mixed performances, when the expected experimental 
variation of 15% is considered, 3 out of 4 cases proved that the height did not 
influence the batten pull-through failure behavior significantly. Hence it was 
considered to keep the default batten height of 40 mm for the remaining Phase 1 
tests. Test results obtained for the web angle test parameter from both 0.55 and 
0.75 mm batten tests showed that it did not change the batten pull-through 
failure load considerably and the variations were less than ± 12% for all four 
cases. Test results for bottom flange width parameter showed increments of 
more than 25% for all four cases, and hence it was included in Phase 2 tests 
whilst the other parameters were kept unchanged, ie. used their default values 
(screw tightening of 0.1 kN, height of 40 mm and web angle of 81o).  
 
Table 6: Pull-through Failure Loads from 0.55 mm Short Batten Tests (Phase 2) 
 
Test Parameter Pull-through Failure Load 
(kN) 
Mean COV 
G300, BFW = 15 mm, 10g 2.23, 2.05, 2.25 2.18 0.04 
G300, BFW = 15 mm, 12g 2.77, 2.50, 2.72 2.66 0.04 
G300, BFW = 20 mm, 10g 2.14, 2.06, 2.09 2.10 0.02 
G300, BFW = 25 mm, 10g 1.93, 1.84, 1.85 1.87 0.02 
G550, BFW = 15 mm, 10g 2.26, 1.92, 2.02 2.07 0.07 
G550, BFW = 15 mm, 12g 2.17, 2.23, 1.83 2.08 0.08 
G550, BFW = 20 mm, 10g 1.99, 1.84, 1.80 1.88 0.04 
G550, BFW = 25 mm, 10g 1.57, 1.84, 1.77 1.73 0.07 
 
Table 7: Pull-through Failure Loads from 0.75 mm Short Batten Tests (Phase 2) 
 
Test Parameter Pull-through Failure Load 
(kN) 
Mean COV 
G300, BFW = 15 mm, 10g 3.57, 3.80, 3.72 3.70 0.03 
G300, BFW = 15 mm, 12g 4.07, 4.27, 4.22 4.19 0.02 
G300, BFW = 20 mm, 10g 3.36, 3.69, 3.39 3.48 0.04 
G550, BFW = 15 mm, 10g 3.17, 3.57, 3.94 3.56 0.09 
G550, BFW = 15 mm, 12g 3.34, 3.43,3.60 3.46 0.03 
G550, BFW = 20 mm, 10g 2.74, 3.86, 3.54 3.38 0.14 
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Table 8: Pull-through Failure Loads from 0.95 mm Short Batten Tests (Phase 2) 
 
Test Parameter Pull-through Failure Load 
(kN) 
Mean COV 
G300, BFW = 15 mm, 10g 4.40, 4.66, 4.58 4.55 0.02 
G300, BFW = 15 mm, 12g 5.37, 5.53 5.45 0.01 
G300, BFW = 20 mm, 10g 4.33, 4.22, 4.62 4.39 0.04 
G550, BFW = 15 mm, 10g 4.67, 4.63, 4.51 4.60 0.01 
G550, BFW = 15 mm, 12g 4.21, 4.41, 4.35 4.32 0.02 
G550, BFW = 20 mm, 10g 5.28, 4.66, 4.69 4.88 0.06 
 
Since short batten test pull-through failure loads can be satisfactorily calculated 
even from the load recorded by the Instron testing machine, individual fastener 
load measurements were not taken for the short batten tests conducted in the 
main series of tests. These results are presented in Tables 6, 7 and 8 for 0.55, 
0.75 and 0.95 mm thick battens with varying steel grades (G300 and G550), 
bottom flange width (BFW=15,20,25mm) and screw head diameter (10 & 12g). 
The available Phase 2 short batten test results allowed us to identify the effects 
of the critical test parameters such as steel grade, thickness, screw head diameter 
and batten bottom flange width on the batten pull-through failure loads. The 
effects of varying thicknesses were found to be significant and the pull-through 
failure loads increased rapidly with thickness.  
 
Although there were no significant differences observed between G550 and 
G300 steel battens except for the larger localized deformations in the more 
ductile G300 steel battens, they behaved differently to each other when the 
screw head diameter was varied. Although G550 steel battens did not show any 
significant variation, G300 steel batten pull-through failure loads increased with 
the screw head diameter sizes. This implies an important finding that the final 
design equation has to be derived separately for these two steel grade battens, 
mostly due to the difference in ductility. In contrast to Phase 1 two-span batten 
results, Phase 2 short batten tests have not shown significant increments in the 
pull-through failure loads with bottom flange width increments. Hence the 
remaining short and two-span tests are currently under way to understand this 
batten pull-through failure behavior more clearly. This research will eventually 
lead to suitable design capacity equations capable of predicting the pull-through 
capacity of steel batten to truss/rafter connections despite the complex task as 
evident from the discussions above. The final equation is likely to be in terms of 
the critical parameters of batten thickness, yield strength of steel, screw diameter 
and bottom flange width for low and high grade steels. Details of the final 
design equations will be presented at the conference. 
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4.0 Comparison of Test Results with Current Design Practices 
The Australian/New Zealand cold-formed steel structures design standard 
AS/NZS 4600 (SA, 2005) provides a design formula to determine the pull-
through capacity, which is applicable to cold-formed steel structural member 
connections in tension, using self-tapping screws of nominal diameter (df) where 
3.0 ≤ df ≤ 7.0 mm and which can be used for screw connections in tension if the 
two sheets are in contact at the point of fastening. It defines the nominal pull-
through capacity of screwed connections in tension, Nov, as follows: 
 
Nov = 1.5 × t1 × dw × fu1     for 0.5 mm < t1 < 1.5 mm                                        (1)  
 
where t1 – the thickness of the sheet in contact with screw head, dw – the greater 
of screw head and washer diameters (8 < dw < 12.5 mm) and fu1 – the tensile 
strength of the sheet in contact with the screw head. 
 
Although a relevant design capacity formula is available in cold-formed steel 
structures standard, its applicability is not clearly defined. For example, it is not 
known whether the pull-through design capacity formula is applicable to steel 
roof batten connections. Steel roof batten connections satisfy the conditions of 
the recommended pull-through capacity equation (Equation 1), ie. the screwed 
connection is in tension and the two sheets are in contact at the fastening point. 
However, the pull-through design capacity equation largely overestimates the 
batten pull-through failure loads obtained from our experimental study. For 
example, if the tensile strength of G550 steel (fu) is assumed as 600 MPa, the 
estimated pull-through failure capacities based on Equation 1 is 5.45 kN and 
7.43 kN for 0.55 and 0.75 mm battens respectively with 10 gauge screw fastener 
connections (screw head diameter of 11 mm). These two capacities are 
significantly more than the individual test results obtained from both 0.55 and 
0.75 mm batten tests (refer Tables 1 and 2), ie. more than 100%. This shows that 
the current design equation available in the standard cannot be used to determine 
the batten pull-through failure capacity. In addition, Equation 1 limits the screw 
head size to 12.5 mm. Hence it cannot be applied for the very commonly used 
12 gauge screws with a screw head diameter of 14.5 mm. There is a need to 
develop a new design equation for steel battens.  
 
In addition to this design formula, AS/NZS 4600 (SA, 2005) also recommends a 
cross-tension test for design capacity estimation purposes of other cases. 
Although the steel roof batten connections appear to be similar to the steel 
sheeting connections, they behave differently from the sheeting connections. 
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They have two separate screw connections in the bottom flanges and the load is 
applied to the top flange. The batten geometry is important and thus a single 
connection alone cannot be used as stated in the standard to determine the 
capacity of a batten to truss/rafter screw connection.  
 
Current industry practice of roof batten design is based on using the wind uplift 
capacity tables published by their manufacturers. These tables are based on 
static and/or cyclic wind uplift load testing and analysis using available 
computer software of their batten products. However, it is unclear how the 
design capacity tables were developed. The wind uplift capacity of batten should 
be the lesser of its member capacity in bending and the pull-through and pull-out 
capacities of its connections to truss/rafter. But the design capacity tables do not 
separately provide the pull-through failure capacities although they provide the 
pull-out failure capacities. This is despite the fact the batten pull-through failures 
can be the governing failure mode for the commonly used thin steel battens. The 
screw head diameter sizes recommended by some of the batten manufacturers 
are larger than the actual bottom flange widths available in the roof battens. 
These issues highlight the lack of understanding in relation to the safe design of 
thin steel battens against pull-through failures. 
 
   
5.0 Conclusions 
This paper has presented the details of an experimental study using both small 
and full scale tests to study the pull-through failures of thin steel roof battens 
under simulated static wind uplift loading. It has shown that suitable small scale 
tests can be used satisfactorily to determine the batten pull-through failure loads 
instead of the more expensive and time consuming full scale air-box tests. Test 
results have shown that the current design equation largely overestimated the 
batten pull-through failure capacities, and hence the need to develop accurate 
design capacity equations has been realized. They have also shown that current 
test methods recommended in the standards for single screw fastener 
connections cannot be used to determine the batten pull-through failure capacity. 
Currently available industry design manuals do not appear to include the critical 
pull-through failure capacities of battens in their design tables. On completion of 
the experimental study reported in this paper, suitable design pull-through 
capacity equations will be developed for steel battens and their details will be 
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Structural Strength of Lapped Cold-Formed Steel Z-shaped 
Purlin Connections with Vertical Slotted Holes 
J. Liu1,L. Xu2 and S. Fox3 
Abstract: Lapped joints of cold-formed steel (CFS) Z-shaped purlins are 
extensively used in metal building roof systems. The research that has been 
carried out so far for these lapped connections is primarily focused on 
connections with round holes. However, the lapped connections with vertical 
slotted holes are extensively used in current construction practice to simplify the 
erection of continuous Z-shaped roof purlins. There are no design guidelines or 
recommendations available for CFS Z-purlin lapped connections with vertical 
slotted holes. 
Presented in this paper are the results of an experimental study on the structural 
strength behaviour of lapped CFS Z-shaped purlin connections with vertical 
slotted holes. A total of 42 flexural tests were performed on lapped CFS Z-
shaped purlins with vertical slotted holes in different lap lengths, purlin depths, 
thicknesses and spans. The flexural strength and deflection of each specimen 
were measured. The characteristics of moment resistance were computed. The 
test results indicate that the characteristics of moment resistance in the slotted 
connections are dependent on the ratio of lap length to purlin depth and ratio of 
purlin depth to purlin thickness. Based on the results, design recommendations 
for evaluating the moment resistance of lapped slotted connections are proposed. 
1. Introduction 
Cold-formed steel (CFS) Z-shaped purlins have been extensively used as a 
primary component in metal roof systems for low-rise industrial and commercial 
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buildings around the world. Lapped joints with bolted connections are one of the 
most popular design solutions for providing the continuity of purlins in multi-
span roof systems. The long-standing design practice for CFS Z-purlins focused 
primarily on the behaviour of individual members. The strength and stiffness of 
the lapped section is often assumed to be double that of a single section. 
However, this assumption could lead to unsafe design because it neglects or 
oversimplifies the effects of the connections.   
In recent years, the structural behaviour of lapped Z-purlins with bolted 
connections has been extensively investigated by the work of Ho and Chung (Ho 
and Chung 2004, Chung and Ho 2005).  The semi-continuity of lapped purlins 
was shown to depend on the stress level, the connection configuration, and on 
the lap length-to-section depth ratio.  It was also found that the failure mode of 
such purlins is governed by the combined bending and shear at the single 
sections at the end of the lapped connection. Some recent tests and numerical 
analysis also confirmed that the critical section is at the end of the lap section of 
the connection (Zhang and Tong 2008, Dan and Viorel 2010, Pham, Davis and 
Emmett 2014). However, the research that has been carried out so far is 
primarily focused on lapped purlins with unequal top and bottom flange widths, 
and connections with round holes. 
In current construction practice vertical slotted holes are extensively used in this 
connection. The extra erection tolerance at the connections allows two identical 
purlins with the same top and bottom flange width to nest together. It simplifies 
the fabrication, provides more effective stacking to lower the transportation and 
storage cost, and also expedites the erection of continuous Z-shaped roof purlins. 
However, there are no explicit design guidelines or recommendations available 
for CFS Z-purlin lapped connections with vertical slotted holes. Presented in this 
paper are the results of an experimental study on the structural strength of 
lapped CFS Z-shaped purlins with vertical slotted connections. Based on the 
results, design recommendations for evaluating the moment resistance of lapped 
slotted connections are proposed. 
2. Experiments on Lapped Z-section with Vertical Slotted Holes 
2.1. Test Program 
Figure 1 demonstrates the general arrangement of lapped Z-shaped purlins for a 
multi-span system. The simplified analysis method is used for testing lapped 
purlins under one point load instead of carrying out full-scale tests on multi-span 
purlin systems.    
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Figure 1: Multi-span CFS Z-shaped Purlin System (Detail 1: Courtesy of 
Metal Roofing Industries PTY Ltd.) 
A total of 42 one-point load tests were performed for lapped Z-shaped purlins 
with vertical slotted holes for three different purlin depths and thicknesses. 
Purlins with section depths of 8 inch (203mm) and 10 inch (254mm) were tested 
for 10 gauge (0.135 inch or 3.429mm), 13 gauge (0.090 inch or 2.286mm) and 
16 gauge (0.060 inch or 1.524mm) thicknesses with lap lengths of 34 inch 
(0.864m) and 60 inch (1.524m). The 12 inch (305mm) purlins were tested for 10 
gauge (0.135 inch or 3.429mm), 12 gauge (0.105 inch or 2.667mm) and 14 
gauge (0.075 inch or 1.905mm) thicknesses with lap lengths of 34 inch (0.864m), 
48 inch (1.219m) and 60 inch (1.524m). For each section depth a specified span 
of specimen was used, i.e. 10 ft (3.048m) for 8 inch (203mm) purlins, 15 ft 
(4.572m) for 10 inch (254mm) purlins and 20 ft (6.096m) for 12 inch (305mm) 
purlins.  
2.2. Mechanical Properties and Section Properties  
Mechanical properties of CFS Z-shaped purlins were determined based on the 
standard tensile coupon tests as per ASTM standard E8 (ASTM, 2011). All 
coupons were cut from the coils used for making the test specimens and the 
galvanized coating was removed prior to the tensile test. Section properties were 
calculated based on the AISI S100 North American Specification for the Design 
of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (AISI 2012).  
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2.3. Connection Configuration and Bolt Holes  
A common connection configuration for lapped purlins in the North American 
metal building industry was chosen and detailed in Figure 2. Six bolts connected 
the webs of lapped Z-shaped purlins, where the four outer bolts were used to 
resist the flexural bending and shear whereas the two inner bolts at the centerline 
of the lap were used to connect the web cleat of the loading plate to resist lateral 
loads. The web cleat at the loading plate simulated the connection over the rafter 
as shown in Detail 1 of Figure 1. Vertical slotted holes with dimensions of 9/16 
inch (14.3mm) x 7/8 inch (22.2mm) were used in the lapped section for 
connecting the webs of Z-sections.  Standard holes with diameters of 9/16 inch 
(14.3mm) were used for bolts at end reaction supports and internal braces. 
 
Figure 2: Test Specimen Assembles Details 
2.4. Specimen Assemblies and Test Setup 
Each test specimen consisted of two pairs of identical lapped CFS Z-sections 
with top flanges facing inwards and a 1/2 inch (12.7mm) clearance between 
them. In order to prevent the latreral-torsional bucking and instability, a lateral 
restraint system similar to those used Ho and Chung (Ho and Chung, 2004) was 
adopted as shown in View A-A of Figure 2. The lateral restraint system 
consisted of two bracing plates connected at both top and bottom flanges, and an 
internal brace connecting the webs of the two purlins. The lateral restraint 
system was located at intervals of one-sixth of the span length to prevent tipping 
and lateral defection of either flange in either direction at the intermediate braces. 
At the end supports, web cleats were also used to prevent the lateral deformation 
and twisting during the tests. All specimens were simply supported at the ends 
and loaded with a single point load applied at mid-span with a constant rate of 
displacement of 0.24 inch (6.1mm) per minute until failure was detected. Mid-
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span vertical deflections of the specimens were recorded using linear motion 
transducers (LMT). 
3.0. Test Results and Data Analysis 
The failure location of all tests was just outside the end of lapped connections 
caused by combined shear and bending. The top flange buckling was found to 
always initiate the failure as shown in Figure 3. The top flange was subjected to 
compression stress due to the bending. The applied load dropped rapidly once 
the top flange buckled, then the failure extended to webs. The shear buckling of 
the web section was also observed just outside the end of the lapped connections. 
Significant cross-section distortion of Z-sections occurred at the end of lap at 
large deformation. The failure mode is consistent with the test results for 
standard holes carried out by Ho and Chung (2004). In the research conducted 
by Dubina and Ungureanu (2010), it was suggested that the web crippling 
should be checked instead of the shear buckling of the web at the failure of the 
section. However, there was no web crippling observed at the failure of the 
section for any test, only shear buckling. After examining the dissembled tested 
specimens, no bearing deformation was found at the bolt holes. 
   
Figure 3: Typical Failure Mode at the End of Lapped Connection 
3.1. Flexural Strength of Lapped Purlins with Vertical Slotted Holes 
For lapped purlins with slotted holes, the tested ultimate load (Pt) was 
determined for each specimen. The tested maximum flexural strength (Mt) was 
evaluated at mid-span of the test specimen and compared to the calculated 
nominal section strength (Mn) of non-lapped purlins. 
According to the AISI S100 (AISI 2012), the nominal section strength (𝑀𝑛) was 
calculated using equation (1) on the basis of initiation of yielding of the 
effective section. 
 𝑀𝑛 = 𝑆𝑒 ∙ 𝐹𝑦 (Eq. 1) 
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Where 𝐹𝑦 is the yield stress of the steel and 𝑆𝑒 is the elastic section modulus of 
the effective section calculated relative to extreme compression fiber at 𝐹𝑦.  
It should be noted that all calculations were based on a single purlin. Measured 
mechanical properties obtained from standard coupon tests were used in the 
calculation of the flexural strength (Mn) of all purlins. All data is summarized in 
Table 1. For all calculations, the lap length (Lp) of the connection was taken as 
the distance between the center of the outer bolts of the lapped section instead of 
the actual edge to edge distance.  
It can be observed from Table 1 that the moment resistance ratio (Mt/Mn) lies 
between 0.77 and 1.69 while the lap length to section depth ratio (LP/D) ranges 
from 2.67 to 7.25. The moment resistance ratios are directly related to the lap 
length to section depth ratios for lapped purlins with vertical slotted holes. The 
findings are similar to the test of lapped purlins with standard holes carried out 
by Ho and Chung (2004).  Ho and Chung suggested that a unity moment 
resistance ratio may be achieved with a minimum lap length to section depth 
ratio of 2.0 for lapped purlins with standard holes. For the reason of comparison, 
the moment resistance ratios (Mt/Mn) vs. lap length to section depth ratios (LP/D) 
were plotted as shown in Figure 4.  This figure shows the unity moment 
resistance ratio can be achieved with a minimum lap length to section depth 
ratio of 3.0 for lapped purlins with vertical slotted holes. This result confirmed 
the design criteria given in AISI S100 (AISI 2012). 
 
Figure 4: Moment Resistance Ratio vs. Lap Length to Section Depth Ratio 
Figure 4 also shows that the moment resistance ratios vary for the same lap 
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purlins are always lower than that of thicker gauge purlins. Therefore, the 
section depth to web thickness ratios (D/t) were compared to the moment 
resistance ratios (Mt/Mn), and the results were plotted in Figure 5. Results 
indicate that the lowest Mt/Mn ratios occurred for the lapped purlins with large 
D/t ratios even when the lap length exceeded the three times of the section depth. 
As shown in Figure 4, the Mt/Mn ratios decrease as the D/t ratios increase. The 
best trend line of the test data reaches the Mt/Mn ratio at 1.0 when the D/t ratio 
approximately equals to 155. It suggests that the maximum section depth to 
thickness ratios (D/t) of 155 should be met in order to achieve the unity moment 
resistance ratio for lapped purlins with vertical slotted holes.  
 
Figure 5: Moment Resistance Ratio vs. Section Depth to Web Thickness Ratio 
3.2. Force Distributions at the Lapped Connection  
All moment resistances used for the comparison above were the maximum 
moment evaluated at mid-span of the specimens. However, all section failures 
were observed at the end of the lapped sections. A static analysis was performed 
to determine all the internal forces at the lap connections under applied loads.  
The analysis method was proposed by Chung and Hoon for lapped purlins with 
standard holes and well explained in their paper (Chung and Ho 2005). Similar 
findings were also discovered from these tests on the lapped purlins with vertical 
slotted holes. 
1. The critical section is found at the end of lap, which is the cross-section 
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2. The moment just outside of the critical section at the end of lap is 
always found to be the largest moment along the individual length of 
purlin. The moment just inside of the critical section at the end of lap is 
slightly less than that just outside of the critical section. The moment at 
the mid-span of the test specimen, which is distributed on the 
individual piece, is found to be relatively less than the moment at the 
critical section.  
3. The shear force just inside of the critical section is considerably larger 
than the shear force just outside of the critical section for short lap 
length. When the lap length increases to 4.8 times of the section depth, 
the shear forces at these two locations become the same. The maximum 
shear force is found at the mid-span of the test specimen.  
Therefore, the combined bending and shear should be checked near the critical 
section at the end of lap. Theoretically, the shear buckling strength of the section 
at the mid-span of the test specimen should be compared with the maximum 
shear force. However, the webs of two nested purlins are bolted together and 
connected to the web cleats of the loading plate at this location. When one web 
intends to buckle, the other web and the web cleat may act against it and prevent 
it from buckling. Furthermore, the corresponding moment at the mid-span is 
relatively small. Therefore, instead of checking the combined bending and shear, 
only the shear yielding at the cross-section with vertical slotted holes at the mid-
span of the specimen should be checked, as well as the bearing strength at the 
vertical slotted holes. 
3.3. Design Checks for Shear, Bearing and Combined Bending and Shear 
The shear strength of a CFS Z-section is governed by either yielding or buckling 
calculated according to clause C3.2.1 of AISI S100 (AISI 2012).  
For shear yielding, the nominal shear strength (Vny) is determined by  
 𝑉𝑛𝑦 = 0.60𝐹𝑦ℎ𝑡 (Eq. 2) 
where ℎ is the net section depth of flat portion of web for the section with web 
holes,  𝑡 is web thickness, and 𝐹𝑦 is the design yield stress.   
For shear buckling strength, the nominal shear strength (Vn) can be evaluated as: 
 𝑉𝑛 = 𝐴𝑤𝐹𝑣 (Eq. 3) 
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Where 𝐴𝑤 = ℎ𝑡, the gross area of web element, ℎ is the depth of flat portion of 
web,  𝑡 is web thickness, and 𝐹𝑣 is the nominal shear stress.  
For �𝐸𝑘𝑣 𝐹𝑦⁄ < ℎ 𝑡⁄ ≤ 1.51�𝐸𝑘𝑣 𝐹𝑦⁄ ,  𝐹𝑣 =
0.60�𝐸𝑘𝑣 𝐹𝑦⁄
(ℎ 𝑡⁄ )
 (Eq. 4) 
For ℎ 𝑡⁄ > 1.51�𝐸𝑘𝑣 𝐹𝑦⁄ ,  𝐹𝑣 =
𝜋2𝐸𝑘𝑣
12(1−𝜇2)(ℎ 𝑡⁄ )2
 (Eq. 5) 
Where 𝜇 = 0.3 is the Poisson’s ratio,  𝑘𝑣  is the shear buckling coefficient for 
webs with restraint elements. 
𝑘𝑣 = 5.34 +
4.00
(𝑎/ℎ)2
 (Eq. 6) 
Where 𝑎 is the clear distance between transverse stiffeners of reinforced web 
elements which is conservatively taken as the distance from the centerline of the 
web cleat at loading plate to the centerline of the first adjacent internal brace.   
 
The bearing strength of the CFS Z-section web at bolt holes was calculated by 
using the method indicated in the clause E3.3.1 of AISI S100 (AISI 2012), as 
follows. 
 𝑃𝑛 = 𝐶𝑚𝑓𝑑𝑡𝐹𝑢 (Eq. 7) 
where d is the nominal bolt diameter, t is the web thickness, Fu is the tensile 
strength, C is the bearing factor which is taken as 3.0 since 𝑑 𝑡⁄ < 10 for all 
specimens, mf is the modification factor for type of bearing connection which is 
conservatively taken as 1.00 since washers under both bolt head and nut are used 
for all specimens. 
As previously discussed, the calculated shear yielding strength (Vny) at the cross-
section with vertical slotted holes and the bearing strength (Pn) at the bolts holes 
were both compared to the maximum shear force Vmax at mid-span from the tests, 
and the results were summarized in Table 2. The results show that the maximum 
Vmax/Vny ratio is 0.44, while the maximum Vmax/Pn ratio is 0.52. It can be 
concluded that the cross-section at mid-span is not critical in term of shear. This 
agrees with the test observations where the shear failures never occur at the mid-
span and the bearing deformation was not observed at bolt holes.       
 
For checking the critical section subjected to combined bending and shear, the 














≤ 1.0 (Eq. 8) 
Where 𝑀�  is the required flexural strength, Mn is the nominal flexural strength, 𝑉�  
is the required shear force, and Vn is the nominal shear strength.  
It should be noted that the nominal flexural strength (Mn) is based on the local 
buckling strength (Mnl) calculated based on equation (Eq. 1). The nominal shear 
strength (Vn) at the critical section is always governed by the shear buckling 
strength for all test specimens; therefore, the gross area of the web section was 
used to determine Vn through equations (Eq. 2) to (Eq. 6). 𝑀�  and 𝑉� are the 
critical pair of moment, Mt, and shear, Vt, obtained from the tests near the 
critical section. The governing pair of (Mt/Mn) and (Vt/Vn) ratios are summarized 
in Table 2, and plotted in Figure 6 together with the interaction equation (Eq. 8).  
It can be seen from Figure 6 that most of the test results are located below the 
interaction curve (Eq. 8). Most of the (Vt/Vn) ratios are smaller than 0.6 whereas 
the (Mt/Mn) ratios range from 0.6 to 1, which indicates that shear has less effect 
than bending.  
When two identical CFS Z-shaped purlins lap together, the purlins cannot nest 
properly as shown in Figure 7(a). There is always a gap between the two Z-
sections. The vertical slotted holes made at the same location on each purlin are 
offset and provide the extra tolerance at the connections compared to the 
standard holes. Once the loading applies, the loads are transferred through the 
bolts at the connections and the two top flanges. It pulls the upper purlin down 
until the two vertical slotted holes align each other and bear together as shown in 
Figure 7(b). Two purlins are forced to fit each other, and the cross-section 
distortions are initiated. The loading also causes the top flange of the upper 
purlin to immediately bear down to the top flange of the lower purlin. The 
bearing stress acting on the top flange of lower purlin is concentrated at the edge 
of the lapped section due to the connection rotation between two purlins. It 
initiates the premature buckling of the top flange, and induces the shear buckling 
of the web of the lower purlins at the end of lap. Thus, the capacities of the 
lapped Z-shaped purlins are reduced due to the presence of vertical slotted holes 
at the connections. This is consistent with the observations that all the failures 
occurred at the lower purlins just outside the end of the lapped connection. 
Hence, new interaction equations are proposed for checking the CFSZ-shaped 




Figure 6: Interaction between (Mt/Mn) and (Vt/Vn) 
 
a)  Unloaded shape b) Loaded shape 
Figure 7:Cross-Section Distortion of Lapped Section 
3.4. Proposed Interaction Equation for Checking Combined Bending and Shear 
An interaction equation is proposed to evaluate member strength at the critical 














The interaction equation is plotted in Figure 6 and based on the best-fit curve, 
which fits all the test data. The maximum design load (𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛) of the lapped 

















 (Eq. 9)  
(Eq. 8) 
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maximum applied load ( 𝑃𝑡 ) obtained from the tests. The results were 
summarized in Table 2. The average Pt/Pdesign ratio is 1.00 with a coefficient of 
variance of 0.078.   
The results indicate that Equation (9) provides an accurate and practical design 
solution for checking CFS Z-shaped purlins with vertical slotted connections 
subjected to combined bending and shear. 
4.0. Conclusion 
42 flexural tests were performed on lapped CFS Z-shaped purlins with vertical 
slotted connections. The test results indicate that the characteristics of moment 
resistances in the slotted connections are dependent on the ratios of lap length to 
purlin depth, and ratios of purlin depth to purlin web thickness. In order to 
achieve the full flexural strength of continuous purlins, the lap length of 
connection should be at least three times of the purlin depth, and maximum 
purlin depth to purlin web thickness ratios should be limited to 155.   
The section failures of all tests occurred at the end of lapped connections 
through combined shear and bending. The lapped sections are not critical in 
terms of shear and combined shear and bending due to the mutual restraint of the 
connected parts and the restraint of the rafter connection. The shear yielding at 
the cross-section with vertical slotted holes and the bearing deformation at the 
bolts holes never occurred.   
The moment capacities of the lapped Z-shaped purlins are reduced at the end of 
the lap due to the initial cross-section distortion and the concentrated bearing 
stress at the edge of slotted connection. The traditional interaction equation for 
checking the section subjected to combined bending and shear may not be 
applicable and may be conservative for lapped connection with slotted holes. 
Therefore, a new interaction equation is proposed. 
The characteristics of flexural stiffness for CFS Z-shaped lapped purlins with 
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Table 1: Test Strength Result Summary 







08Z10-34-01 4.00 59.26 12.9 387 298 1.30 
08Z10-34-02 4.00 59.26 12.5 375 298 1.26 
08Z10-60-01 7.25 59.26 16.8 503 298 1.69 
08Z10-60-02 7.25 59.26 16.7 500 298 1.68 
08Z13-34-01 4.00 88.89 7.8 233 182 1.28 
08Z13-34-02 4.00 88.89 7.6 229 182 1.26 
08Z13-60-01 7.25 88.89 9.7 292 182 1.60 
08Z13-60-02 7.25 88.89 9.2 276 182 1.51 
08Z16-34-01 4.00 133.33 4.2 127 108 1.18 
08Z16-34-02 4.00 133.33 4.1 123 108 1.14 
08Z16-60-01 7.25 133.33 4.3 129 108 1.20 
08Z16-60-02 7.25 133.33 4.5 135 108 1.25 
10Z10-34-01 3.20 74.07 10.8 486 428 1.14 
10Z10-34-02 3.20 74.07 10.8 487 428 1.14 
10Z10-60-01 5.80 74.07 12.7 571 428 1.34 
10Z10-60-02 5.80 74.07 11.9 536 428 1.25 
10Z13-34-01 3.20 111.11 6.1 272 254 1.07 
10Z13-34-02 3.20 111.11 5.6 251 254 0.99 
10Z13-60-01 5.80 111.11 7.5 338 254 1.33 
10Z13-60-02 5.80 111.11 7.4 333 254 1.31 
10Z16-34-01 3.20 166.67 2.9 128 135 0.95 
10Z16-34-02 3.20 166.67 2.8 125 135 0.92 
10Z16-60-01 5.80 166.67 3.0 134 135 0.99 
10Z16-60-02 5.80 166.67 3.2 146 135 1.08 
12Z10-34-01 2.67 88.89 7.7 465 549 0.85 
12Z10-34-02 2.67 88.89 7.9 474 549 0.86 
12Z10-48-01 3.83 88.89 10.0 600 562 1.07 
12Z10-48-02 3.83 88.89 10.5 630 562 1.12 
12Z10-60-01 4.83 88.89 10.8 650 549 1.18 
12Z10-60-02 4.83 88.89 11.0 660 549 1.20 
12Z12-34-01 2.67 114.29 5.1 309 402 0.77 
12Z12-34-02 2.67 114.29 5.4 322 402 0.80 
12Z12-48-01 3.83 114.29 7.5 453 448 1.01 
12Z12-48-02 3.83 114.29 7.9 472 448 1.05 
12Z12-60-01 4.83 114.29 7.3 438 402 1.09 
12Z12-60-02 4.83 114.29 7.6 454 402 1.13 
12Z14-34-01 2.67 160.00 3.5 207 238 0.87 
12Z14-34-02 2.67 160.00 3.6 218 238 0.92 
12Z14-48-01 3.83 160.00 4.0 242 244 0.99 
12Z14-48-02 3.83 160.00 3.9 237 244 0.97 
12Z14-60-01 4.83 160.00 4.6 278 238 1.17 
12Z14-60-02 4.83 160.00 5.1 303 238 1.28 
 
Metric Conversion: 1 kip = 4.448 kN,1 kip·in = 0.112kN·m 
Mean 1.15 
Std. Dev 0.22 
COV 0.19 
* Test destination: For example, 08Z13-34-2 designates 8 inch (203mm) Z-shaped purlins, 13 gauge 
(0.09 inch or 2.286mm) thickness, with 34 inch (0.864m) edge to edge lap length, test #2. 
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08Z10-34-01 0.44 0.42 0.95 0.19 1.07 
08Z10-34-02 0.42 0.41 0.92 0.18 1.03 
08Z10-60-01 0.32 0.31 0.87 0.25 0.99 
08Z10-60-02 0.31 0.30 0.87 0.25 0.99 
08Z13-34-01 0.39 0.38 0.94 0.25 1.07 
08Z13-34-02 0.39 0.38 0.92 0.25 1.05 
08Z13-60-01 0.27 0.27 0.83 0.34 0.97 
08Z13-60-02 0.26 0.25 0.78 0.32 0.92 
08Z16-34-01 0.32 0.34 0.87 0.51 1.08 
08Z16-34-02 0.31 0.32 0.84 0.50 1.05 
08Z16-60-01 0.18 0.19 0.62 0.56 0.88 
08Z16-60-02 0.19 0.20 0.65 0.58 0.92 
10Z10-34-01 0.40 0.52 0.91 0.28 1.05 
10Z10-34-02 0.40 0.52 0.92 0.28 1.05 
10Z10-60-01 0.26 0.35 0.91 0.19 1.02 
10Z10-60-02 0.25 0.32 0.85 0.18 0.95 
10Z13-34-01 0.33 0.44 0.86 0.44 1.05 
10Z13-34-02 0.31 0.41 0.79 0.41 0.97 
10Z13-60-01 0.23 0.31 0.90 0.33 1.05 
10Z13-60-02 0.23 0.30 0.89 0.32 1.03 
10Z16-34-01 0.24 0.33 0.76 0.77 1.14 
10Z16-34-02 0.23 0.32 0.74 0.75 1.11 
10Z16-60-01 0.14 0.20 0.67 0.48 0.88 
10Z16-60-02 0.15 0.21 0.73 0.52 0.96 
12Z10-34-01 0.29 0.48 0.71 0.32 0.85 
12Z10-34-02 0.30 0.49 0.72 0.33 0.86 
12Z10-48-01 0.26 0.39 0.85 0.24 0.97 
12Z10-48-02 0.28 0.41 0.89 0.26 1.01 
12Z10-60-01 0.24 0.39 0.90 0.18 1.01 
12Z10-60-02 0.24 0.40 0.91 0.18 1.02 
12Z12-34-01 0.24 0.41 0.64 0.46 0.85 
12Z12-34-02 0.25 0.43 0.67 0.48 0.88 
12Z12-48-01 0.23 0.39 0.80 0.35 0.95 
12Z12-48-02 0.24 0.40 0.84 0.36 0.99 
12Z12-60-01 0.20 0.34 0.83 0.26 0.95 
12Z12-60-02 0.21 0.35 0.86 0.27 0.98 
12Z14-34-01 0.20 0.34 0.73 0.59 1.00 
12Z14-34-02 0.21 0.36 0.77 0.62 1.05 
12Z14-48-01 0.17 0.29 0.79 0.54 1.11 
12Z14-48-02 0.17 0.28 0.77 0.53 1.13 
12Z14-60-01 0.16 0.26 0.89 0.31 1.03 
12Z14-60-02 0.17 0.29 0.97 0.34 1.12 
   Mean 1.00 
   Std. Dev. 0.078 
   COV 0.078 
 
* Test destination: For example, 08Z13-34-2 designates 8 inch (203mm) Z-shaped purlins, 13 







Design Equations for Tensile Rupture Resistance of Bolted 
Connections in Cold-Formed Steel Members 
 




This paper summarises and re-examines the authors’ previous research results 
concerning the tensile rupture resistance of cold-formed steel bolted connections 
in a flat sheet, in a channel’s web, and in one leg of an angle section. Staggered 
bolted connections are also included. The fundamental shortcomings of the 
design equations given in the 2012 North American Specification for the Design 
of Cold-formed Steel Structural Members are described, and the alternative 
design equations proposed by the authors are shown. The alternative equations 
are checked against laboratory test results obtained by the authors and other 
researchers where the bolts had not been snug-tightened and the failure modes 
were correctly identified. The reliability analyses previously carried out by the 
authors are repeated using additional test data and the statistical data provided in 
the current North American specification. A uniform resistance factor of 0.70 is 
recommended for all the proposed equations for determining the tensile rupture 




Section E6.2 of the North American Specification for the Design of Cold-
formed Steel Structural Members (AISI 2012) provides the design equations for 
determining the tensile rupture resistance of bolted connections in a flat sheet, in 
a channel’s web, and in one leg of an angle section. It also provides same for 
staggered bolted connections in a flat sheet. These equations have remained 
largely unchanged from the earlier specification (AISI 2010), and have been 
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shown by Teh & Gilbert (2012, 2013a, 2013b) and Teh & Clements (2012) to 
have rooms for necessary and significant improvements. 
 
Teh & Gilbert (2012, 2013a, 2013b) and Teh & Clements (2012) proposed 
alternative design equations that were free from anomalies. The alternative 
equations were found to be consistently accurate for laboratory test specimens 
composed of 1.5-mm and 3.0-mm G450 sheet steels, which either satisfied or 
missed the specification’s material ductility requirements marginally. However, 
except for Teh & Gilbert (2013b), Australian statistical data were inadvertently 
used in computing the resistance factors from Section F1.1 of the AISI 
specification. Strictly speaking, the statistical data provided in Table F1 of the 
specification (AISI 2012) should be used. 
 
In any case, for the purpose of determining the resistance factor of a design 
equation, it is ideal to include the test results obtained by independent 
researchers, especially those involving steel materials having different levels of 
ductility. In the present work, the equation proposed by Teh & Gilbert (2012) 
for determining the tensile rupture resistance of a bolted connection in a flat 
sheet is therefore checked against the laboratory test results of Rogers & 
Hancock (1997), while the equation proposed by Teh & Gilbert (2013a) for 
determining the tensile rupture resistance of a channel brace bolted at the web is 
checked against the laboratory test results of Pan (2004). 
 
Rogers & Hancock (1997) ensured that each bolt was tightened to a torque less 
than 10 Nm only to avoid significant frictional resistance. On the other hand, 
some researchers had applied tightening torques of 100 Nm or greater (eg. Paula 
et al. 2008). In many published studies, the extent of bolt tightening was not 
reported, likely because the issue was not considered to be significant. However, 
as detailed by Teh & Yazici (2013), frictional resistance due to snug-tightening 
of bolts contributed significantly to the ultimate test loads of some specimens 
found in the literature, up to 30% (Yip & Cheng 2000). This paper therefore 
does not make use of the test results where the bolts had been snug-tightened in 
verifying the alternative design equations. 
 
In addition to the problem due to snug-tightening of bolts, misidentifications of 
the failure modes of bolted connections have taken place in the literature. The 
misidentification of a bearing failure for a tensile rupture is relatively well-
known (LaBoube 1988, Rogers & Hancock 2000), but there seems to have been 
misidentifications of block shear failures for net section tensile ruptures as well 
(Teh & Yazici 2013). Needless to say, specimens which did not fail in the net 
section tensile rupture mode are not included in the present study. 
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This paper summarises and re-examines the heuristic reasoning behind the 
equations proposed by Teh & Gilbert (2012, 2013a, 2013b) for determining the 
tensile rupture resistance of bolted connections in a flat sheet, in a channel’s 
web, and in one leg of an angle section, and that proposed by Teh & Clements 
(2012) for a staggered bolted connection in a flat sheet. The previous reliability 
analyses are repeated using additional test data where applicable and the 
statistical data provided in the current North American specification (AISI 
2012). 
 
This paper concludes by proposing four design equations to be balloted for 
inclusion in the North American Specification for the Design of Cold-formed 
Steel Structural Members, along with the recommended resistance factors. 
 
Tensile rupture resistance of a bolted connection in a flat sheet 
 
Figure 1 shows the net section tensile ruptures of two bolted connections in flat 
sheets. They are the most straightforward net section tensile rupture mode. 
 
Figure 1 Net section tensile ruptures in flat sheets 
 
Section E6.2 of the North American Specification for the Design of Cold-
formed Steel Structural Members (AISI 2012) specifies the tensile rupture 
resistance of a connection with a single bolt or a single row of bolts 
perpendicular to the force, such as that shown in Figure 1(a), to be 
 
( ) ununn FAsdkFAR ≤=   (1) 
 
in which An is the net area of the connected part, Fu is the material tensile 
strength of the connected part, d is the nominal bolt diameter, and s is the sheet 
(a) (b) 
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width divided by the number of bolt holes in the cross-section considered. The 
term k(d/s) represents the in-plane shear lag factor. 
 
The coefficient k is equal to 4.15 for the inside sheet of a double-shear 
connection, 2.5 for the outside sheet of a double-shear connection or for a 
single-shear connection without washers, and 3.33 when washers are used for 
the outside sheet of a double-shear connection or for a single-shear connection. 
 
Teh & Gilbert (2012) have shown that Equation (1) wrongly implies that, for 
practical bolted connections, the tensile rupture resistance Rn would increase 
with increasing bolt (hole) diameter, contrary to rational expectation and 
laboratory test results. For a single-bolt connection, where the variable s equals 
the sheet width W and the net section area An approximates (W – d)t, the 
variation of the tensile rupture resistance Rn with respect to the bolt diameter d 
























Equation (2) means that, for a given sheet width W, the predicted tensile rupture 
resistance Rn would only decrease with increasing bolt (hole) diameter d if W is 
less than 2d. On the other hand, in practice, the sheet width W is typically equal 
to three times the bolt diameter d, if not greater. 
 
The anomaly inherent in the form of Equation (1) is illustrated numerically in 
Table 1. The sheet width W of both single-shear connections is equal to 50 mm. 
Since the material and the sheet thickness are the same, the specimen having the 
bolt hole diameter of 13 mm must have a higher tensile rupture resistance than 
the one with a bolt hole diameter of 17 mm by virtue of the former’s greater net 
section area. However, Equation (1) wrongly predicts the opposite. 
 
Table 1 Anomaly of Equation (1) for single-shear connections without washers 
Spec W (mm) dh (mm) d (mm) An  2.5 d/s Rn, Eqn (1) 
1 50 13 12 37 t 0.6 22.2 tFu 
2 50 17 16 33 t 0.8 26.4 tFu 
 
Teh & Gilbert (2012) also found that the in-plane shear lag factor implied by 
Equation (1) for the inside sheet of a double-shear connection never came into 
effect for their test specimens which failed in the net section tensile rupture 
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mode. The coefficient k of 4.15 for such specimens resulted in a shear lag factor 
greater than unity, which had to be artificially neglected in the calculation. 
 
Based on the test results of Teh & Gilbert (2012) for double-shear and single-
shear connection specimens, the following equation has been proposed without 
discrimination of the connection types 
 
( )sdFAR unn 1.09.0 +=   (3) 
 
Equation (3) does not suffer from the anomaly of Equation (1), and never 
implies a shear lag factor greater than unity. 
 
Equation (3) was checked against the double-shear and single-shear (with and 
without washers) test results of Teh & Gilbert (2012) and Rogers & Hancock 
(1997), comprising sixty two G300, G450 and G550 sheet steel specimens. The 
G300 sheet steel is the most ductile, with an average elongation over a 50-mm 
gauge length of about 25% and a ratio of tensile strength Fu to yield stress Fy 
being as high as 1.18. The G550 sheet steel is the least ductile, with the 
elongations ranging from 1% to 6% and the Fu/Fy ratio equal to 1.00.  
 
The authors did not find any noticeable differences in the net section efficiency 
of the flat sheets among the G300, G450 and G550 steel specimens tested by 
Teh & Gilbert (2012) and Rogers & Hancock (1997), nor between the double-
shear and single-shear specimens.  
 
The overall mean professional factor of Equation (3) was found to be 1.04 with 
a coefficient of variation equal to 0.041, as shown in Table 2. The performance 
of the proposed equation is superior to that of the current AISI specification’s 
Equation (1), especially for the single-shear specimens. 
 
Table 2 Results of Equations (1) and (3) 
Connection Type N 
Eqn (1), AISI Eqn (3), Proposed 
Mean COV Mean COV 
Double-shear 28 0.95 0.031 1.02 0.030 
Single-shear with washers 31 1.31 0.116 1.05 0.045 
Single-shear without washers 3 1.34 0.137 1.03 0.018 
Overall 62 1.15 0.188 1.04 0.041 
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In order to attain the target reliability index βo of 3.5 for cold-formed steel 
connections (AISI 2012) using the proposed Equation (3), the resistance factor φ 
was computed to be 0.75 in accordance with Section F1.1 of the specification 
(AISI 2012). If the existing resistance factor of 0.65 is used, then the resulting 
reliability index β of Equation (3) will be 4.1. 
 
Tensile rupture resistance of a channel brace bolted at the web 
 
Figure 2 shows the net section tensile ruptures of two channel braces bolted at 
the web. It may be noted that the snug-tightening of the downstream bolt in 
specimen CSS7 did not affect the tensile rupture resistance of the bolted 
connection, which fractured at the upstream bolt hole (Teh & Yazici 2013). 
 
Figure 2 Net section tensile ruptures of channel braces bolted at the web 
 
Section E6.2 of the North American Specification for the Design of Cold-
formed Steel Structural Members (AISI 2012) specifies the tensile rupture 
resistance of a channel brace bolted at the web to be 
 




is the distance between the connection interface and the section’s 
centroid in the direction normal to the connection plane, and L is the connection 
length. These two variables are defined in Figure 3. 
 
The end distance of 50 mm shown in Figure 3 was used by Teh & Gilbert 
(2013a) to avoid the block shear and shear-out failure modes. However, if the 
gauge (i.e. the distance between the bolts in the direction perpendicular to 
loading) is too small, then the block shear failure mode would still be possible. 
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Figure 3 Geometric variables of a channel brace bolted at the web 
 
Equation (4) suggests that, for most practical channel braces, the net section 
efficiency factor is 0.9 due to the low ratios Lx / . Table 3 illustrates the 
implication, which is unlikely to be the intent of the specification.  
 











1 – 0.36 Lx /  
AISI 





50 20 1.9 4.34 36 0.96 0.88 1.09 
50 30 1.9 8.15 36 0.92 0.77 1.19 
75 25 1.9 4.90 36 0.95 0.86 1.10 
75 25 1.9 4.90 48 0.96 0.90 1.07 
75 40 1.9 10.3 48 0.92 0.79 1.17 
75 40 1.9 10.3 60 0.95 0.83 1.13 
125 40 2.4 7.64 60 0.95 0.87 1.09 
125 50 2.4 11.0 60 0.93 0.82 1.14 
 
It is therefore not surprising that Equation (4) was found to be over-optimistic 
for specimens tested by various researchers (Maiola et al. 2002, Pan 2004, Teh 
& Gilbert 2013a, Teh & Yazici 2013), whether snug-tightening of bolts were 
applied or not. 
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In any case, Equation (4) ignores the fact that the net section efficiency factor of 
a channel brace bolted at the web is influenced by the ratio of the flange width to 
the web depth, in addition to the ratio of the connection eccentricity to the 
connection length, as found by Pan (2004). 
 
Teh & Gilbert (2013a) proposed the following heuristic equation for 
determining the tensile rupture resistance of a channel brace bolted at the web 

































in which Wf is the width of the flange and Ww is the depth of the web.  
 
As the flange width Wf and the connection eccentricity x  approach zero, i.e. the 
channel section becoming a flat sheet, the efficiency factor embedded in 
Equation (5) approaches 0.91, which is a reasonable if conservative 
approximation as evident from Equation (3). This result is also consistent with 
the upper bound value of 0.9 implicit in the specification’s Equation (4). 
 
The constant of 1.1 in the denominator of Equation (5) accounts for the in-plane 
shear lag effect in a simple manner, and the term Wf/(Ww + 2Wf) may be 
considered to account for the out-of-plane shear lag effect of a channel brace 
bolted at the web. Such out-of-plane shear lag is also present in a bi-symmetric 
I-section bolted at the flanges only (Munse & Chesson 1963). 
 
While the term Lx /
 
is commonly referred to as a shear lag factor variable in the 
literature following the terminology of Munse & Chesson (1963), it is 
considered in the present work to account for the detrimental bending moment 
effect due to the connection eccentricity x  and for the counteracting bending 
moment effect that increases with the connection length L (Epstein & Aiuto 
2002). The effects of x
 
and L on the longitudinal normal stresses in the web are 
illustrated in Figure 4. 
 
Equation (5) was checked against the test results of Teh & Gilbert (2013a), Teh 
& Yazici (2013) and Pan (2004) for single channel braces bolted at the web, 
comprising 53 specimens composed of G450 (Fu/Fy = 1.04 to 1.09) and SSC400 
(Fu/Fy = 1.37) sheet steels with aspect ratios (Wf/Ww) ranging from 0.25 to 0.75. 
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Only specimens which were known to have failed in net section tensile rupture, 
as described by Teh & Yazici (2013), were included. 
 
Figure 4 Effects of connection eccentricity x  and connection length L  
 
The mean professional factor of Equation (5) was found to be 1.02 with a 
coefficient of variation equal to 0.067. In order to attain the target reliability 
index βo of 3.5 for the proposed Equation (5), the resistance factor φ was 
computed to be 0.73 in accordance with Section F1.1 of the specification (AISI 
2012). If the existing resistance factor of 0.65 is used, then the resulting 
reliability index β of Equation (5) will be 4.0. 
 
Tensile rupture resistance of an angle brace bolted at one leg 
 
Figure 5 shows the net section tensile rupture of an angle brace bolted at one leg. 
Sixty one specimens were tested by Teh & Gilbert (2013b), the configurations 
of which comprised single equal angle, single unequal angle bolted at the wider 
leg, single unequal angle bolted at the narrow leg, double equal angles, and 
alternate equal angles, as depicted in Figures 6(a) through 6(e). 
 
Figure 5 Net section tensile rupture of an angle brace bolted at one leg 
 
(a) Detrimental bending moment Md due to connection eccentricity 
(b) Counter-acting moment Mc from bolt reactions 











LRM bc .=  
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Figure 6 Configurations of angle braces tested by Teh & Gilbert (2013b) 
 
Section E6.2 of the North American Specification for the Design of Cold-
formed Steel Structural Members (AISI 2012) specifies the tensile rupture 
resistance of an angle brace bolted at one leg to be 
 
( ){ }LxFAP unp 2.11,9.0min,4.0max −=   (7) 
 
Equation (7) was found by Maiola et al. (2002), Paula et al. (2008), Prabha et al. 
(2011) and Teh & Gilbert (2013b) to be over-optimistic. Like Equation (4), it 
neglects the out-of-plane shear lag effect, which depends on the length ratio of 
unconnected leg to connected leg. 
 






























Teh & Gilbert (2013b) did not find significant differences in the net section 
efficiency among Configurations (a), (b), (d) and (e) shown in Figure 6, for 
which Equation (8) was found to be reasonably accurate. However, Equation (8) 
did not perform so well for Configuration (c) depicted in Figure 6.  
 
By inspection, a channel section having an aspect ratio (Wf/Ww) equal to 0.5 
should have (about) the same out-of-plane shear lag factor as an equal angle 
section, since each symmetric half of the channel section is an equal angle. 
However, the out-of-plane shear lag factor of such a channel section implicit in 
Equation (5) is 0.25, while that of an equal angle section implicit in Equation (8) 
is 0.5, or double the value. On the other hand, Teh & Gilbert (2013b) have 
mentioned that a channel brace has one eccentricity only, i.e. with respect to the 
web, while an angle brace has two orthogonal eccentricities with respect to both 
legs. The authors therefore tried the following equation, which was used by Teh 
& Gilbert (2014) to determine the tensile rupture resistance of an equal angle 































The mean professional factors and coefficients of variation given by Equations 
(7) and (9) for the six configurations depicted in Figures 6 and 7 are shown in 
Table 4. In order to attain the target reliability index βo of 3.5 for the proposed 
Equation (9), the resistance factor φ was computed to be 0.72 in accordance with 
Section F1.1 of the specification (AISI 2012). If the existing resistance factor of 
0.65 is used, then the resulting reliability index β of Equation (9) will be 3.9. 
 
Figure 7 Equal angle brace bolted at different legs (Wu = Wc) 
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Table 4 Results of Equations (7) and (9) 
Configuration N 
Equation (7), AISI Equation (9), Proposed 
Mean COV Mean COV 
Figure 6 (a) 21 0.76 0.076 0.99 0.046 
Figure 6 (b) 14 0.74 0.033 0.97 0.039 
Figure 6 (c) 12 0.87 0.115 1.00 0.059 
Figure 6 (d) 9 0.74 0.077 0.96 0.052 
Figure 6 (e) 5 0.78 0.077 1.02 0.051 
Figure 7 10 0.82 0.072 1.03 0.047 
Overall 71 0.78 0.099 0.99 0.051 
 
Tensile rupture resistance of a staggered bolted connection 
 
Figure 8 shows the definitions of sheet width W, bolt hole diameter dh, 
connection gauge g and bolt stagger st for a staggered bolted connection. This 
type of connection in cold-reduced steel sheets has been experimentally studied 
by Holcomb et al. (1995), Fox & Schuster (2010) and Teh & Clements (2012). 
The latter pointed out that the AISI specification’s equation for a staggered 
bolted connection neglects a certain term of Cochrane’s original formula. 
 
Figure 8 A staggered bolting pattern 
 





















in which nn is the number of unstaggered bolts in the considered section (nn = 1 
in Figure 8) and ns is the number of staggered bolts in the considered section (ns 
= 2 in Figure 8).  
 
Teh & Clements (2012) have pointed out that the neglect of the term “2dh” in the 
AISI specification’s equation does not simplify the formula in a meaningful 
way, while the neglect can lead to overestimations of about 10% even though 
the instances may be rare in practice. The current specification’s equation results 
in a mean profession factor of 0.89 with a coefficient of variation equal to 0.044 
for the 76 specimens tested by Teh & Clements (2012) and the authors, which 
had very wide ranges of stagger st and gauge g. 
 
If Equation (10) is used in conjunction with the reduction factor of 0.9 proposed 
by LaBoube & Yu (1996), then a mean professional factor of 1.00 with a 
coefficient of variation equal to 0.048 will be obtained. In order to attain the 
target reliability index βo of 3.5 for Equation (10), the resistance factor φ was 
computed to be 0.72 in accordance with Section F1.1 of the specification (AISI 
2012). If the existing resistance factor of 0.65 is used, then the resulting 




The AISI specification’s equation for determining the tensile rupture resistance 
of a bolted connection in a flat sheet leads to an anomaly, that a bolted 
connection with a reduced net section area had a greater resistance. For single-
shear connections, the code equation is excessively conservative (over 30%). In 
contrast, the design equation proposed in this paper does not suffer from the 
anomaly, and has been demonstrated to be consistently accurate for double-
shear and single-shear connections composed of steel materials having very 
different levels of ductility. 
 
The AISI specification’s equation for determining the tensile rupture resistance 
of a channel brace bolted at the web implies a net section efficiency factor of 0.9 
for practical channel braces, and is therefore over-optimistic. The design 
equation proposed in this paper has been found to be accurate for channel braces 
having different aspect ratios and material properties. 
 
The equation previously proposed by the author for determining the tensile 
rupture resistance of an angle brace bolted at one leg was modified in this paper 
so that the newly proposed equation is consistently accurate for single equal 
angle bolted at one leg, single unequal angle bolted at the wider leg, single 
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unequal angle bolted at the narrow leg, double equal angles, alternate equal 
angles and single equal angle bolted at different legs. 
 
The 2012 AISI specification’s equation for determining the tensile rupture 
resistance of a staggered bolted connection, which removes the previous 
reduction factor of 0.9, is over-optimistic for many connections. The proposed 
equation, which incorporates the term of Cochrane’s original formula missing 
from the specification’s equation, has been found to be accurate for staggered 
bolted connections with very wide combinations of stagger and gauge. 
 
For each of the four equations proposed in this paper, no artificial lower bound 
or upper bound is used, so the equation is continuous. Each proposed equation is 
simple and never implies a net section efficiency factor greater than unity. 
 
It is recommended that a uniform resistance factor of 0.70 be applied to all four 
proposed equations for determining the tensile rupture resistance of bolted 
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Direct Strength Method for Ultimate Strength of Bolted 
Moment-Connections between Cold-Formed Steel Channel 
Members 
James B.P. Lim1, Gregory J. Hancock2, G. Charles Clifton3, Cao Hung 
Pham4  
Abstract 
Experimental tests have previously shown that the strength of bolted moment-
connections between cold-formed steel members, where the connections are 
formed through an array of bolts in the web, is dependent on the length of the 
bolt-group. This reduced strength has been observed in tests on portal frame 
joints as well as over-lapped purlin joints. For a short bolt-group length, in the 
order of the depth of the section, this paper shows that a reasonable lower bound 
to this reduced strength can be predicted by using the Direct Strength Method 
(DSM), modified to include the effect of the bimoment at the connection. The 
upper bound would be the full in-plane major axis moment-capacity of the 
section, which can be achieved with a long bolt-group length and can also be 
predicted using the conventional DSM.  
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Introduction 
Baigent and Hancock (1982) have previously described full-scale portal frame 
tests in which single cold-formed steel channel-sections were used for the 
column and rafter members. The joints of the frame tested were rigid. Failure 
was observed at a strength less than that of the in-plane major axis moment 
capacity of the channel-sections, which was explained as being due to the 
presence of a bimoment (Vlasov (1961), Zbirohowski-Koscia (1967)) (resulting 
from the eccentricity of the major axis moment generated in the web of the 
channel section by the bolt-group from the shear center of the channel-section). 
The bimoment B is equal to the product of the major axis moment, M*x, and 
eccentricity of the web centreline from the shear center.  Further detail is given 
in Hancock (1985). The stress distribution of this combined effect is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
 
Figure 1: Stress distribution due to combined bending and bimoment 
(compression is –ve and tension is +ve) 
The bimoment, generated by the eccentricity as described above, puts each 
flange into bending about its own (horizontal) plane. For a channel subject to 
negative major axis moment (i.e. bottom flange in compression), the bimoment 
generates compression stress at the bottom flange/web junction, which adds to 
the major axis bending-induced compression stress, while at the bottom 
flange/lip junction the bimoment generates tensile stress, which opposes the 
major axis bending induced compression stress. The result is increased 
compression stress in the bottom half of the web and the inside part of the 
bottom flange, but with the outside part of the bottom flange in tension as shown 
in Fig 1. This effectively anchors the bottom flange against distortional 
buckling, but reduces the local buckling critical stress in the web. 
Lim and Nethercot (2004) have also conducted full-scale cold-formed steel 
portal frame tests. Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the test conducted. As can be 
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seen, the test was conducted horizontally on the laboratory floor. Lateral 
restraints were applied to the web of the channel-sections, away from the flanges 
eliminating lateral-torsional buckling. 
 
Figure 2: Full-scale portal frame test after Lim and Nethercot [2] 
Unlike the portal frames tested by Baigent and Hancock, where single channel-
sections were used, Lim and Nethercot used back-to-back channel-sections. 
Furthermore, the joints of the portal frame tested by Lim and Nethercot were 
formed through brackets, bolted through the webs of channel-sections being 
connected. Details of the apex joint are shown in Fig. 3; a similar arrangement 
was used for the eaves joint. Also, unlike the joints of Baigent and Hancock 
which were rigid, formed through rigid cover plates and friction grip bolts, the 
joints tested by Lim and Nethercot were semi-rigid, which could be attributed 
principally to the effects of bolt-hole elongation.  
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Figure 3: Details of apex joint after Lim and Nethercot [2] 
Lim and Nethercot tested two frames, to be referred to as Frames A and B. Both 
frames were of span 12 m and height 3 m. The difference between the two 
frames was the size of the joints, which were based around two different bolt-
group sizes (aB x bB) for the joints of 315 mm x 230 mm and 615 mm x 230 mm 
for Frames A and B, respectively. It was observed from the frame tests that 
Frame A, having the shorter bolt-group length, failed at a load approximately 
20% lower than that of Frame B, having the longer bolt-group length. 
 
 




(b)   Joints of Frame B 
 
Figure 4: Details of bolt-groups and corresponding sizes of eaves and apex 
brackets 
This paper proposes that the difference in the moment carrying capacity of 
Frame A and B can still be attributed to the bimoment, even though back-to-
back channel-sections were used. It is argued that the channel-sections should 
still be considered to act independently with respect to the bimoment, and that 
the bimoment should not be ignored because back-to-back channel-sections 
were used. Figure 5 shows the separated channel-sections taken from the joints 
after failure. For the shorter bolt-group the failure mode from this combined 
action of in-plane moment and bimoment is shown in Fig 5(a). The bucking 
induced by compression is in the bottom half of the web and in the flange/lip 
region of the opposite flange. For the longer bolt-group the failure mode is 
distortional buckling, with the flange/lip intersection buckling, interacting with 
local buckling as the elastic critical buckling stress of both modes is very 
similar. This is shown in Fig 5(b). 
    




(b)   Longer bolt-group 
 
Figure 5: Separated channel-sections  
The bimoment explanation of Baigent and Hancock assumes an applied moment 
in the web. As shown in Figure 6(a), it can come from a bolt group, or, in the 
Baigent and Hancock case, from a plate clamped onto the web alone. It can 
therefore be seen to be applicable to a back-to-back channel section 
configuration and is used to explain the reduced moment-capacity of the 
channel-section for short bolt-group sizes. For long bolt-groups, the bending 
moment to be sustained by the channel-sections is transferred through a couple 
in the web, the large forces of which are perpendicular to the axis of the web, as 
shown in Figure 6(b), and are applied away from the shear center. The forces 
leading to the couple in the web are smaller, and so by St Venant’s theory, 
Engineering Bending Theory (EBT) is more likely to hold at the end of the bolt-
group, and consequently the effects of the bimoment are no longer as significant. 
This explains why the strength is reduced for a smaller bolt-group size and not 
for a larger bolt-group size where the EBT stresses are mobilised in the section.  
              





(b)  Vertical component of forces in bolt-group generated by a long bolt-group 
Figure 6 Couples for short and long bolt-groups 
In this paper, the Direct Strength Method (DSM) of design as specified in 
Section 7 of AS/NZS 4600:2005 and Appendix 1 of the North American 
Specification NAS S100:2012 is used to provide an estimate of the moment 
capacity for such joints. The results are compared with the experimental results 
of Lim and Nethercot. 
Experimental tests 
Four apex joints were tested by Lim and Nethercot (2003) under pure bending. 
For completeness, these tests are briefly described in this Section. 
Fig. 7 shows the parameters used to define the geometry of the back-to-back 
apex brackets used in each test. The lip stiffener along the compression edge of 
the apex brackets prevents buckling of the free-edge. In all four tests, no 
buckling of the apex brackets was observed. 
 
Figure 7: Diagram showing parameters of apex bracket 
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The dimensions of the apex bracket used for each joint are summarised in Table 
1. Each joint used a different length of bolt-group (and therefore a different size 
of apex bracket); all bolt-groups were formed from an array of nine bolts. The 
nominal thickness of each bracket was 4 mm and the nominal diameters of the 
bolts and bolt-holes were 16 mm and 18 mm, respectively. The average yield 
and ultimate strengths of the brackets, measured from three tensile coupons 
taken from each bracket, were 341 N/mm2 and 511 N/mm2, respectively. 
















1  525 340 3.98 315 230 
2  600 340 3.98 390 230 
3  675 340 3.98 465 230 
4  825 340 3.98 615 230 
 
The average dimensions of the channel-sections used in the tests are shown in 
Fig.8. The average yield and ultimate strengths were determined from tensile 
testing to be 358 N/mm2 and 425 N/mm2, respectively. 
 
Figure 8: Average dimensions of back-to-back channel-sections used in apex 
joint tests 
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A photograph of the laboratory test arrangement is shown in Fig.9. The apex 
joint was tested horizontally on the laboratory floor. The apex joint was loaded 
under pure bending.  
 
 
Figure 9: Photograph of the laboratory test set-up of apex joint  
Table 2 shows the ratio aB/D and the ultimate moment Muexp for all four apex 
joints.  









1  315 0.94 75.0 
2  390 1.16 77.5 
3  465 1.38 82.5 
4  615 1.83 87.5 
 
It can be seen from Table 2 that as the value of aB/D increases, the ultimate 
moment also increases. For example, Test 1, having a ratio of aB/D of 0.93, 
failed at a bending moment 23% less than the moment capacity of the back-to-
back channel-section. On the other hand, Test 4, having a ratio of aB/D of 1.81, 
failed at a bending moment only 10% less than the moment capacity of the back-
to-back channel-sections. 
Application to Direct Strength Method (DSM)  
In Section 7 of AS/NZS 4600:2005 [Appendix 1 of NAS(2007)], the nominal 
member moment capacity (Mb) is the least of the nominal member moment 
capacity (Mbe) for lateral-torsional buckling, the nominal member moment 
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capacity (Mbl) for local buckling, and the nominal member moment capacity 
(Mbd) for distortional buckling. 
The nominal member moment capacity at local buckling (Mbl) is determined 
from Section 7.2.2.3 of AS/NZS 4600:2005 [Appendix 1, Section 1.2.2.2 of 
NAS (2007)] as follows: 
For   776.0≤lλ  :   bebl MM =             (1) 






























−=  (2) 
where lλ is non-dimensional slenderness used to determine Mbl ;  
lλ = olbe MM /   
Mol is the elastic local buckling moment of the section; Mol = Zf fol where Zf is 
the section modulus about a horizontal axis of the full section, fol is the elastic 
local buckling stress of the section in bending and Mbe is the nominal member 
moment capacity for lateral-torsional buckling of the full section. 
For the tests in this paper, lateral-torsional buckling has been prevented by 
lateral braces so that Mbe = My in Eq. 2 where My = Zf fy. Consequently, Mbl 
becomes the local buckling section moment capacity Msl. 
The nominal member moment capacity at distortional buckling (Mbd) is 
determined from Section 7.2.2.4 of AS/NZS 4600:2005 [Appendix 1, Section 
1.2.2.3 of NAS (2007)] as follows: 
For   673.0≤dλ  :   ybd MM =             (3) 


































−=  (4) 
where λd is non-dimensional slenderness used to determine Mbd ;  
λd = ody MM / , fod is the elastic distortional buckling moment of the section; 
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Mod = Zf fod where fod is the elastic distortional buckling stress of the section in 
bending. 
For the purpose of the notation used in this paper, the section nominal 
distortional moment capacity Msd is put equal to Mbd. 
The computer program THIN-WALL (CASE (2006)) has been used to compute 
the signature curve for the section subject to pure bending as shown in Fig. 10(a) 
where the local buckling stress is fol = 450.1 N/mm2 and distortional buckling 
stress fod = 369.2 N/mm2.  For the section subject to bending plus bimoment, the 
signature curve is shown in Fig. 10(b), where the local buckling stress is fol = 
448.4 N/mm2.  However, the distortional buckling minimum no longer exists 
due to the tension at the lips caused by the bimoment.  The local buckling stress 
is very similar to that in Fig 10(a) probably because the local buckling is mainly 
in the web as shown in Fig. 11. 
 
(a)  Pure bending 
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(b)  Bending plus bimoment 
 
Figure 10: Signature curves for test channel section 
Using the dimensions of the channel-section, the moment-capacity of the back-
to-back channel sections Msl is calculated using Equation 2 to be 97.5 kN.m for 
two sections and Msd using Equation 4 is calculated to be 83.94 kN.m. These can 
be compared to 96.8 kN.m, calculated in accordance with the British Standard 
(BS5950: Part 5 (1998)), which it should be noted does not take into account 
distortional buckling. It is interesting to observe that the distortional buckling 
section moment capacity Msd is slightly below (4%) the experimental test result 
for Test 4 of 87.5 kN.m given in Table 2 for the long bolt-group case.  In the 
case of the long bolt-group, distortional buckling occurs as shown in Figure 5 
(b) since the whole flange is most likely in uniform compression as assumed for 
the signature curve in Fig. 10(a). The slightly higher experimental result (87.5 
kN.m cf 83.94 kN.m) may be a result of the fact that pure bending has not been 
fully mobilised even for the longer bolt-group. 
For the case of bending plus bimoment, the applied moment at buckling is 
computed from the THIN-WALL analysis to be Mol2 = 69.54 kN.m for the two 
channels.  Using the dimensions of the channel-section, the moment-capacity of 
the back-to-back channel sections, Msl2 is calculated using Equation 2 to be 
78.44 kN.m for two sections.  This compares well with 75.0 kN.m for Test 1 
where a short bolt-group has been used.   
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Figure 11 shows the buckled shape for the case of major axis bending plus 
bimoment. As can be seen, there is no displacement of the flange/lip junction, 
and is consistent with the deformed shape of Fig. 5(a) pertaining to the shorter 
bolt-group. 
 
Figure 11: Buckling mode for bending and bimoment (compression at bottom) 
Comparison against tests of Wong and Chung (2002) 
Wong and Chung (2002) have also reported tests on beam-to-column joints of a 
cold-formed steel multi-storey frame. It should be noted that the test 
arrangement adopted in their test arrangements induced some shear at the joints. 
Two sections were considered: 
• C15016DS: Section depth of 152 mm, thickness of 1.6 mm 
• C15020DS: Section depth of 152 mm and thickness of 2.0 mm 
The experimentally determined moment capacity of the C15016DS and 
C15020DS sections in pure bending is 16.95 kN.m and 21.36 kN.m, 
respectively. The C15016DS is more slender and the DSM using Msl2 equal to 
15.14 kN.m as described above predicts the mean failure moment  of 14.82 
kN.m well with a ratio of joint test moment/DSM theory of 0.98. The 
C12020DS is unconservatively predicted by the DSM using Msl2 equal to 21.33 
kN.m as described above with a ratio of joint test moment/DSM theory of 0.91 
for a test moment of 19.5 kN.m. The explanation is that the C12020DS Section 
is quite stocky so yielding and distortional buckling rather than local buckling 
probably control.  Note that in Fig 4 of the Wong and Chung paper that the 
failure mode is across the whole flange and contains an element of distortional 
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buckling. It is also interesting to note that a prediction based on Msd equal to 
21.20 kN.m from Equation 4 gives a ratio of pure bending test moment/DSM 
theory for this section of 1.01.  This section is similar to the Baigent and 
Hancock frame section where yielding controlled at the joint, rather than 
inelastic local buckling (note that Mol = 49.52 kN.m cf My = 25.0 kN.m for two 
sections).  A model based on first yield (My2) at the flange/web junction due to 
the major axis moment and bimoment as a criterion is very conservative with 
My2 = 11.95 kN.m << Test moment = 19.5 kN.m.  Baigent and Hancock used an 
inelastic model with yielding lowering the signature curve to get a good 
estimate. 
Conclusions 
Based on the limited test results available, the DSM model using Msl2 for the 
short bolt-group can be seen to be reasonable for slender sections where local 
buckling with some yielding controls. The DSM model using Msd for the long 
bolt-group can be seen to be reasonable for the slender sections.   For stockier 
sections, a partial yielding model is needed. The DSM model does not predict 
the partial yielding due to the bimoment and assumes that My is for the full 
section yielding; only Mol2 takes into account the bimoment. Further work is 
required, but the results so far appear consistent with those of Baigent and 
Hancock (1982).  
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Cold-formed steel trusses are a popular form of construction for light-weight 
buildings, particularly portal frame structures, for which spans up to 25m are 
increasingly common. In these long span trusses, providing high strength 
connections with sufficient elastic stiffness is a current limitation to developing 
cost-effective solutions. A novel pin-jointed truss connection named the Howick 
Rivet Connector (HRC) has been tested, firstly in a T-joint arrangement, then in 
a truss assemblage to determine its reliable strength and stiffness. Results 
showed that the HRC performs similarly to a bolted connection in terms of 
failure modes observed and loads reached. Additionally, the process of installing 
the HRC creates a bearing fit, eliminating slip due to tolerances. The elastic 
stiffness and proportionality limit of trusses with HRCs installed was shown to 
be appreciably greater than similarly dimensioned conventional screwed 
systems. Finite element (FE) models of both T-joints and trusses tested showed 
good agreement with experimental results, particularly in the transition from 
elastic to inelastic behaviour. The peak loads predicted from the FE models were 
however not accurately determined. To better predict this, it is recommended 
that the HRC forming and installation process be modelled to capture geometric 
irregularities and inelastic distributions which were idealised. 
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Introduction 
Cold-formed steel (CFS) is commonly used to construct light weight trusses 
which rely on pin-jointed connections to transmit tension and compression 
forces between the chord and web members in shear. The use of CFS in 
structural applications has traditionally been limited to secondary elements such 
as roof purlins, wall studs and floor joists, however CFS is increasingly being 
used as the frames in portal structures (Bayan, Sariffuddin et al. 2010). The 
thickness of CFS structural members typically range from 0.95mm to 
3.0mm,while sections as thin as 0.55mm are becoming more common. The 




 depending on 
the degree of rolling and heat treatment.  
Screws are the most common method of providing a pinned or shear connection 
in CFS trusses and can also be used to form moment connections in portal 
frames. The main limitation of screws are their relatively low strength in shear 
which often leads to several screws being required to provide adequate strength 
at a connection. This increases installation time and can create spacing 
limitations. In the case of moment connections, the cost and buildability make it 
uneconomical to construct portal frames greater than 25m in span.  
Bolts are commonly used in CFS structures where high strength is required in a 
connection and screws or other methods cannot provide this. One of the main 
limitation of using bolts arises from the pre-drilling of the bolt holes. When 
initially load in shear, a bolted connection will undergo slip due to these 
tolerances which causes extension in shear connections and a reduction in 
stiffness for moment connections (Lim, Nethercot 2004).  
A novel pin-jointed connection named the Howick Rivet Connector (HRC) has 
been developed as an alternative to both screw and bolted connections in CFS 
trusses (Figure 1). The HRC provides a pinned connection between lipped 
channel sections through their flanges by clamping them between an inner and 
outer swage. The intended application of the HRC is to connect the chord and 
lattice members of trusses used in floors, roofs and portal frames. Knee and apex 
connections used in portal frames comprising truss sections can also be 
fabricated using an array of HRCs with the aid of gusset plates. It should be 
noted that the process of creating the outer swages forces a bearing fit between 
the rivet shank (portion of HRC between the inner and outer swage) and the 




Figure 1: Howick Rivet Connector 
The purpose of this paper is to present preliminary tests which were performed 
on a series of T-joint and short truss specimens to determine the reliable strength 
and stiffness of connections comprising a HRC. The trusses were tested to 
determine how the connector performs in a realistic assembly. Finite element 
(FE) models of the T-joint and one of the truss tests were also created to expand 
the understanding of the system and allow investigation into different 
combinations of variables in future research without relying solely on 
experimental testing.  
T-Joint Specimens 
The rig used for testing the HRC T-joints is shown in Figure 2. The vertical 
member of the T-joint was bolted to plates connected to the top of a 100kN 
Instron frame which allows free rotation about all axes. The horizontal member 
was clamped to the crosshead beam of the Instron which pulled down on the 
horizontal plates at a rate of between 0.6mm and 0.8mm per second. Two portal 
gauges were set up on either side of the connection to mitigate errors due to 
tilting during testing. The lips of the horizontal member were cut to allow the 
same sized vertical member through and the corners of the vertical member 
inside the T-joint specimen were chamfered at 45 degrees so that it can be 
oriented diagonally in a truss assembly. 
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Figure 2: T-Joint Specimen Test Setup 
Two member sizes (Figure 3 and Figure 4) were tested with a corresponding 
combination of member thicknesses and rivet sizes. The size and thickness of 
each element tested is presented in Table 1 along with their respective yield and 
tensile strengths. The material strengths were determined according to ISO 
6892-1:2009 (2009) using reduced specimens and are only shown for the 
direction parallel to rolling. The material properties of the HRC were determined 
from the initial blank tube. Modifications to the standard HRC such as adding 
washers and providing steel inserts were also tested, however these are not 
presented in this paper.  
Table 1: Section and Material Properties 










Figure 3: 65x45mm Lipped C-Section 
0.75 630 650 
0.95 660 660 




12.7x0.95 390 402 
12.7x1.55 430 437 
15.9x1.15 410 422 
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1.6 560 580 
1.85 280 390 
2.4 320 400 




31.8x1.85 370 381 
 
Results 
The results from testing revealed two modes of failure which were shear failure 
of the HRC and bearing failure of the connecting plies. The results of all T-joint 
tests are outlined in Table 2 which includes the average peak load, standard 
deviation and failure modes. Each test was conducted three times. 










0.75 12.31 1.12 Bearing 
0.95 15.76 0.74 Shear 
1.15 15.81 0.60 Shear 
12.7x1.55mm 
0.75 10.81 0.17 Bearing 
0.95 16.54 0.68 Bearing 
1.15 20.68 0.44 Bearing 
15.9x1.15mm 
0.75 13.34 0.20 Bearing 
0.95 17.98 0.56 Bearing 
1.15 21.90 0.63 Bearing 
31.8x1.85mm 
1.6 72.58 0.77 Bearing/Shear 
1.85 49.35 4.33 Bearing 
2.5 74.50 0.6 Shear 
3.0 76.12 1.2 Shear 
A plot of typical loading to failure for a T-joint which underwent bearing failure 
is shown in Figure 5 with stages defined and explained as follows: 
1. Elastic Range - the HRC and connected plies behave elastically. 
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2. Onset of Bearing Failure - the plies that are bearing on the HRC 
become increasingly unstable as the bearing surface becomes inelastic 
and the rivet hole begins to extend. 
3. Peak Load - the highest load reached. 
4. Buckling - the failed member buckles significantly out-of-plane. 
5. Ply Bearing and Work Hardening - The buckled plies stop deforming 
out-of-plane and begin to utilise the added bearing area gained by 
folding onto the swages while work hardening. 
6. Inelastic Redistribution - as the ply materials continue to work 
harden, redistribution of stresses around the rivet hole occurs. 
7. Ultimate Failure - one or both sets of plies rupture.  
 
Figure 5: Typical T-joint Which Underwent Bearing Failure 
An example of a T-joint specimen which failed in bearing is shown in Figure 6. 
It was observed in most tests which failed in bearing that the flanges of the 
vertical member folded inwards. The buckling and folding of plies is typical of 
bearing failure where the plies act to align themselves with the applied axial 
forces. Adding washers to both sides of the HRC significantly increases the 
bearing capacity of HRC connection as out-of-plane buckling is largely 



















Figure 6: Example of Bearing Failure (0.75mm Member; 12.7x0.95mm HRC) 
A plot of typical loading to failure for a T-joint which underwent shear failure is 
shown in Figure 7 with stages defined and explained as follows: 
1. Elastic Range - the HRC and connected plies behave elastically. 
2. Rivet Softening - the HRC starts to become inelastic and form plastic 
hinges. 
3. Rivet Squashing - the HRC continues to squash into an oval shape 
with plastic hinges fully formed.  
4. Ultimate Failure - the HRC ruptures. 
 















An example of a T-joint specimen which failed in shear is shown in Figure 8. 
The onset of yielding occurred along the centreline of the rivet orthogonal to the 
direction of loading. This area of the rivet has the greatest volume of material 
which is oriented parallel to the direction of loading. Once plastic hinges 
develop, this area is also where there is the greatest curvature which creates 
large strains.  
 
 
Figure 8: Example of Shear Failure (0.95mm Member; 12.7x0.95mm HRC) 
The two modes of failure observed are similar to bolted connections in CFS 
members. Provisions in the Australian/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS) (2005)  
for predicting bearing failure have been shown to be underconservatve in the 
case of CFS truss connections where the central member is unrestrained (Yu, 
Panyanouvong 2013) which is the same case as is presented in this paper. It 
should be noted that these formulae are equivalent to the North American 
Specification (2007). A comparison between the T-joint tests which failed in 
bearing, the AS/NZS provisions and the formulae proposed by Yu (Yu, 
Panyanouvong 2013) are shown in Figure 9. It can be concluded from this figure 
that the strength of the HRC in bearing is most consistent with the latter 
formula. The inner swage of the HRC was found to slightly increase the bearing 
strength of the connection as it acted to confine the inner plies.  
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Figure 9: Bearing Failure of T-Tests Compared to Current and Proposed Design 
Formulae 
The strength of the HRC in shear was also shown to be consistent with current 
code provisions for bolts in shear which imply proportionality between the 
tensile and shear strength of bolts. Figure 10 shows that the shear strength of the 
HRC is directly proportional to its cross sectional area multiplied by the ultimate 
stress.  
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Finite Element Model 
Finite element (FE) models of a selection of the T-joint tests were created using 
ABAQUS/Standard v6.12-3 (Simulia 2012) as an attempt to better understand 
the distribution of stresses and to predict the failure limit states in the 
connection. Parts were modelled using first order solid elements as these provide 
a more robust contact solution than second order elements. C3D8R elements 
were used to model tests which failed in shear and C3D8I elements for tests 
which failed in bearing. The C3D8I elements perform better in bending than 
C3D8R (Može, Beg 2014), however they are sensitive to element distortions 
which can significantly reduce accuracy (Simulia 2012) so were not used for all 
models. Surface-to-surface contact was used and a plane of symmetry assumed 
to reduce runtime. An example of one of the T-joint test models is in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11: FE model of T-Joint (0.95mm Member; 12.7x0.95mm HRC) 
A comparison between the FE results and experimental are shown in Figure 12. 
The material properties were assumed to be perfectly plastic after the ultimate 
stress was reached. It can be seen that the FE model displayed a similar loading 
behaviour to the experimental tests, but eventuated in different peak loads. The 
under prediction in the peak load for tests which failed in shear was likely due to 
work hardening during the assembly of the connection which was unaccounted 
for in the models. The over prediction in peak load for the tests which failed in 
bearing was attributed to the idealisation of geometric imperfections which did 
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not allow for initial buckled shapes. It is recommended that the HRC installation 
process be modelled prior to load application to better simulate the connection.  
 
Figure 12: Comparison of T-Joint Experimental and Model Results (EXP = 
Experimental; FEM = Finite Element Model) 
Truss Testing 
A series of short span trusses were tested to determine how the HRC performs in 
a realistic assembly. The typical dimensions of trusses with HRCs is in Figure 
13 and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 14. The trusses were supported 
on rollers to allow rotation of the ends of the specimen. LVDTs were set up 
underneath the centre of the truss to measure midpoint deflection and also above 
the left and right supports to ensure deflections are relative to the distance 
between the top and bottom chords of the truss. The load to the truss was applied 
via a load spreading beam which was allowed to rotate about the axes 
perpendicular to the span of the truss onto two bearing pads. These pads were 
sized to spread the load over an area sufficient to reduce the chance of bearing 
failure.  
 





















EXP 0.95mm Ply, 
12.7x0.95mm Rivet 
FEM 0.95mm Ply, 
12.7x0.95mm Rivet 
EXP 0.75mm Ply, 
12.7x1.55mm Rivet 




Figure 14: Experimental Test Setup for Truss Testing 
Two types of truss were tested using the experimental setup. The first were 
trusses connected with HRCs using the 65x45mm members 0.75mm and 
0.95mm thick, as these resulted in bearing and shear failure modes respectively 
in the T-joint tests (Figure 15a). The second type of truss tested used 90x40mm 
members 0.75mm thick (Figure 15 b). The configuration and connections of the 
trusses with screws are typically used in residential floors and were tested as a 
comparison to similarly sized trusses with HRCs. Four of each truss with HRCs 
and two trusses with screw connections were tested.  
 
 (a)  (b) 
Figure 15: Truss Connection with HRC (a) and Standard Screws (b) 
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Results 
Similar to the T-joint tests, there were two main failure mechanisms which were 
bearing and shearing of the HRC. The trusses with screw connections failed in 
tilting, fracture and pullout. The results for the truss tests are shown in Table 3. 
It was found that the size of the outer swage directly affected the bearing 
capacity of the connection which is why there is a large deviation in results for 
trusses which failed in bearing at the critical connection. 
Table 3: Results of Truss Tests 












0.75 10.78 2.04 Bearing 
0.95 19.68 0.42 Shear 




A comparison between typical trusses connected with HRCs 0.75mm and 
0.95mm thick and the trusses with screw connections is shown in Figure 16. It 
can be seen from this plot that the stiffness and proportionality limit of trusses 
connected with HRCs is appreciably greater than the similarly dimensioned 
conventional screwed systems. 
 
























Finite Element Model 
A finite element model of the truss with 0.95mm thick members connected with 
HRCs was made using the same model properties as the T-joint tests (Figure 
17). Symmetry could only be achieved along one plane due to overlap of web 
members. The results from the FE model were agreeable with the experimental 
testing, especially in the transition from elastic to post-elastic behaviour (Figure 
18), however the model failed to converge once the critical connections reached 
their ultimate yield stress. The plot for the FE model is translated 2.15mm which 
was proven to be due to slip in the experimental tests. 
 
Figure 17: FE Truss Model 
 
Figure 18: Comparison of Experimental and FE Model Truss Results (FE 


















A series of T-joint and short span truss tests were conducted on the HRC. These 
tests showed that the HRC performs similarly to a bolted connection as 
connections fail in either bearing or shear failure. Trusses connected with HRCs 
were shown to have a greater elastic stiffness and proportionality limit than 
similarly sized trusses with eccentric screw connections. FE models of both the 
T-joint and truss tests showed good agreement with the experimental results, 
however the peak loads were not accurately captured due to idealisation of the 
manufacturing process. It is recommended that FE models include this process 
in future studies. 
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Towards Load-Deformation Models for Screw-Fastened 
Cold-Formed Steel-to-Steel Shear Connections 
 




This paper summarizes results from an experimental program considering 
single-fastened cold-formed steel-to-steel shear connections. Fastener motion 
(displacement and tilting angle) and bearing deformation occurring on the 
connecting members at the fastener location were captured using an automated, 
optical non-contact measurement procedure. The results are used to relate cold-
formed steel-to-steel shear connection load-deformation response to tilting and  
bearing response.  A general steel-to-steel single shear fastener load-deformation 





Steel-to-steel screw through-fastened connections are a staple of light steel 
framed construction. There are thousands of screw fasteners in a light steel-
framed building – connecting studs to tracks, forming strap braced and sheathed 
shear walls, and attaching gypsum to interior partitions. Considered together, 
these components and their connections define building system behavior - 
especially lateral drift and seismic performance as demonstrated by recent full 
scale building tests (Leng et al. 2012).  The goal of this paper is to lay the 
groundwork for mechanics-based screw fastener load-deformation models.  
These forthcoming models will have wide applicability – serving as input to 3D 
building system modeling and providing equations for code-based sheathing-to-
member (stud, joist) deformation compatibility checks.  
 
Screw fasteners are easy to install but their stiffness and strength contributions 
to the structural system are exceedingly difficult to quantify because of complex 
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kinematics, for example, screw head contact and screw-thread interaction. 
Recent research demonstrates that if cyclic fastener stiffness and strength  
degradation is carefully documented with tests and then modeled, for example 
with the commonly applied OpenSees Pinching4 material model (McKenna et 
al. 2000), sheathed cold-formed steel shear wall and diaphragm behavior can be 
directly simulated, without empirical treatments (Buonopane et al. 2014; 
Chatterjee et al. 2014). 
 
Connection capacity is the focus of most cold-formed steel connection 
experimental programs in the literature, which is perfectly reasonable for the 
component level load and resistance factor approaches currently employed in 
design. A shift to system design is occurring however, which requires not only 
capacity but also stiffness and stiffness degradation with varying load. The focus 
of the work presented herein is to study individual steel-to-steel fastener 
connections and their full load-deformation response, including stiffness 
degradation as the connection progresses through tilting, bearing, and tearing, 
with the goal of identifying key kinematics that will lead to response equations 
for enabling future light steel framing system design.  
 
This paper documents an experimental program on single steel-to-steel through-
fastened screw connections. The trends discussed herein are taken from subset 
of over 200 monotonic connection tests are conducted with varying t2/t1 ply 
thickness combinations, screw sizes (#8, #10, #12), and configurations (web to 
web, flange to web, sheet to sheet) that will be fully documented in an upcoming 
AISI report. Optical non-contact measurement techniques allow for fastener 
tracking – screw rotation and translation, up to and beyond peak load. The 
tracking information provides quantitative correlation between fastener and ply 
deformation and stiffness degradation that inspires load-deformation equations 
proposed at the end of the paper.   The next section provides more background 
on cold-formed steel connections pertinent to fastener stiffness and strength. 
 
 
Cold-formed steel connections: background and behavior 
 
Cold-formed steel-to-steel connection tested behavior, both bolted and screw-
fastened, are thoroughly documented in the literature. Bolted connected strength 
limit states are defined by tearing along planes parallel to bolt shear for thin 
sheet plies, also inclined tearing with material piling up in front of the bolt, 
transitioning to transverse tearing at the bolt bearing point and then screw shear 
as ply thickness increases (Winter 1956; Zadanfarrokh and Bryan 1992).  Cold-
formed steel connection stiffness research resides primarily in bolted 
connections to improve cold-formed steel truss modeling (Zaharia and Dubina 
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2006) where both axial and flexural stiffness are empirically derived from tests, 
and for bolted moment frames (Lim and Nethercot 2004; Uang et al. 2010) 
where connection strength and stiffness are important for predicting wind and 
seismic drift. 
 
The current AISI steel-to-steel screw fastened capacity prediction equations 
(AISI 2012, Section E4.3) for tilting, bearing, and screw shear limit states were 
developed by modifying existing equations (ECCS 1987; British Standards 
Institution 1987), most notably a change from ply yield strength to ultimate 
tensile strength that resulted in better predictions confirmed with a compilation 
study of over 3,500 tests (Peköz 1990; van der Merwe 1987).  Strain hardened 
steels from cold-forming increase fastener capacity and change fastener load-
deformation and limit states, for example tearing for high ductility steels may be 
supplanted by tilting and bearing when the steel thickness is cold-reduced 
(Daudet and LaBoube 1996). 
 
Screw tilting and bearing strength limit states are defined in the AISI 
specification based on the plate thickness ratio t1/t2, where t1 is the base metal 
thickness for the sheet ply in contact with the fastener head and t2 is the base 
metal thickness of the adjacent ply typically embedded with at least one fastener 
thread. Most of these tests were performed by pulling on thin eccentric steel 
plates, artificially amplifies the tilting and rotation when compared to a typical 
stud-to-stud or stud-to-track connection which complicates limit state 
predictions, especially screw shear (Serrette and Peyton 2009). 
 
The tilting limit state is assumed to occur in the AISI capacity equations when 
t2/t1 ≤1.0. Tilting occurs because the force couple resisted by the plies, resulting 
from the moment in an eccentric single shear connection, causes the fastener 
hole to elongate in the t2 ply. As the t2 ply thickness decreases, the moment arm 
reduces and the force couple magnitude increases. A tilting failure occurs when 
a screw, inclined at an angle because of the moment and associated rotation 
caused by the force eccentricity in the connection, pulls through the t2 ply. 
 
A bearing failure occurs when the concentrated pressure from the fastener on the 
t1 or t2 plies exceeds the steel yield stress causing hole elongation at a constant 
bearing stress, i.e., the connection shear stiffness decreases to zero. The bearing 
stress magnitude that causes the stiffness loss varies with fastener distance to an 
edge. More plate material behind the fastener increases the bearing failure 
pressure, a phenomenon first documented in bolted cold-formed steel 
connections (Winter 1956). In the study summarized herein, edge distance on 
the order of 10 times the fastener diameter is provided and is therefore not a 
variable. 
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For thicker plies (97 mils or 2.5 mm) local buckling deformation is minimal in 
front of a hole and the force can spread and redistribute in the plies. However for 
thinner plies (33 mils or 0.9 mm) local buckling decreases the ply resistance to 
bearing. In this case the bearing force is distributed with a tension tie; if the 
stress in this tension tie exceed the steel ultimate stress, the steel ‘rips’ in front 
of the fastener. If both plies are sufficiently thick, then the connection can carry 
the fastener’s shear capacity which is typically determined by each screw 
manufacturer. 
 
Recent studies show that increasing the number of screws in a connection 
reduces the strength per screw (Laboube and Sokol 2002). This phenomenon is 
well documented in reliability theory for a parallel ductile system where the 
element with the lowest strength redistributes load to its neighbors, driving the 
system failure (Hendawi and Frangopol 1994). Tests studying combined 
strength limit states, for example, connections under tension pullout and shear 
(Francka and LaBoube 2009) demonstrated that screw fastened connection 
under tension and shear typically failed in a combination of screw pull-out, 
tilting and sheet bearing. Screw fastened connections can experience multiple 
strength limit states at once (Casafont et al. 2006), for example tilting and net 
section failure and tilting, bearing, and pullout.  For simplicity and to 
concentrate on limit state correlation to load-deformation response, only one 





This experimental program focuses on load-deformation response of screw-
fastened cold-formed steel steel-to-steel shear connections. The test setup 
employs sheet-to-sheet boundary conditions shown in Figure 1. Custom 
machined test figures and a screw driven MTS testing machine were used to 
perform the monotonic tests as illustrated in Figure 1. A 150 kN load cell 
measured applied force and cross head displacement was recorded with an 
internal LVDT with an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm.  A single #10 hex-washer head 
self-drilling screw (Simpson Strong-Tie X-Screw series, 4.82 mm diameter with 
thread) is centered in the 102 mm by 102 mm sheet window for all tests.  The 
crosshead loading rate is 0.025 mm/sec. 
 
Testing strategy 
The steel-to-steel screw through-fastened connection test matrix is summarized 
in Table 1. Base metal ply thickness combinations were selected to isolate AISI 
tilting, tilting plus bearing, and bearing conditions, and three monotonic tests per 
permutation were performed (except for the 6843 series). The specimen naming 
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notation defines ply 1 and 2 thicknesses in mils (33, 43, 68, and 97) and test 
number. For example, 3333-1 defines ply 1 and ply 2 as 33 and 33 mils and the 
test number 1 of 3.   
 
Figure 1.  Test setup with sheet style boundary conditions where two machined aluminum parts (one 
bolted to the cross head, one bolted to the testing machine base) creates a 102 by 102 mm 
square testing area.   This setup eliminates specimen curling caused by the moment in the 
single shear connection. 
 
Table 1.  Test matrix, measured base metal ply thicknesses t1 and t2, yield stress Fy and ultimate 
stress Fu from tensile coupons 
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Ply material properties and base metal thickness  
Web base metal thickness t1 and t2 (i.e., thickness with zinc coating removed) 
yield stress, Fy, and ultimate strength Fu, were measured for plies 1 and 2 in each 
specimen.  These values are reported in Table 1 as an average of two tensile 
coupons per sheet measured in accordance with ASTM E8M-08 (ASTM 2008).  
 
Tilting and relative displacement measurements using optical techniques  
Fastener rotation and translation were tracked with a custom optical non-contact 
measurement system (Figure 2a). A rod with two colored circular targets was 
glued at three locations on a specimen – (i) on the fastener head, (ii) at 114 mm 
(4.5 in.) up from the Ply 1 edge, and (iii) 25.4 mm (1 in.) down from the Ply 2 
edge. The change in vertical displacement between (ii) and (iii) is defined as the 
ply relative displacement, δ.  
 
Target motion is captured at 1 frame per second with a 35 mm digital SLR 
camera and then post-processed using Matlab’s image processing toolbox to 
track the movement of the colored targets. For example, the fastener target (i) 
coordinates (Cx, Cy) and (cx, cy) as shown in Figure 2b are determined in each 
picture frame and used to calculate the fastener head rotation θ and translation 
(Xf – X0, Yf – Y0). Rod length measurements (Lrod) were carefully recorded before 
each test.   Optical measurement accuracy is ±0.05 mm (Haus 2013).  
 
Figure 2. Optical relative ply displacement (δ) and screw tilting angle (θ) measurements:  (a) optical 
markers and test setup; (b) screw tracking geometry for fastener target (i) 
 
 
Test Results and Observations 
 
Screw fastened connection load-deformation response is summarized in Figure 
3, where the load is the applied load to Ply 1 (P) and the deformation is the 
relative displacement between plies (δ) measured with the optical techniques 
described previously.   As expected, the 3333 specimens are tilting dominated 
consistent with AISI S100-12 Section E4 screw fastened limit state equations. 
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The average tilting angle θ=22 degrees at peak load Ptest=2780 N (again an 
average of three tests) as shown in Table 2.    Note that the connection capacity 
Ptest is defined for each test as the first maximum peak load after softening.    
 
The increased ply thickness in the 4343 tests has a minimal effect on tilting 
deformation, compare θ=19 degrees to θ=22 degrees for the 3333 tests. The 
increased thickness does boost connection capacity by 75% however to 
Ptest=4845 N when compared to the 3333 tests. The fastener finds more moment 
resistance as it tilts through Ply 2.   The higher capacity comes from the added t2 
bearing strength that is predicted to increase by 65% when going from 33 to 43 
mils in AISI S100-12 Equation E4.3.1-5. Screw shear dominates in the 9797 
tests with minimal tilting (θ=1.7 degrees on average) which is consistent with 
AISI predictions. 
 
The 6843 specimens exhibit less tilting than the 3333 and 4343 tests, with the 
average θ=6 degrees at Ptest=6608 N. Fastener tilting is limited by the 68 mil Ply 
1 which prevents head rotation. Also the moment arm on the fastener increases 
(68/2+43/2 instead of 33/2+33/2 for example) reducing bearing demand from 
tilting on both Ply 1 and Ply 2.   The moment concentrates at the Ply 1 head 
contact because its stiffness is higher than the 43 Ply 2, causing a brittle failure 
at peak load as the fastener shaft breaks at the screw head, see Figure 3d.    
 
The 4368 fastener rotation increases to θ=10 degrees on average (from θ=6 
degrees for the 6843) because the fastener head is not as well restrained by the 
43 mil Ply 1.   Average connection capacity is similar to the 6843 tests, with 
Ptest=6285 N. The failure mode is notably different in the 4368 tests however, 
with post peak hardening resulting from bearing and material piling in the 68 
mil Ply 2.  The fastener is restricted until it starts pulling out in a combined 
tension-shear mode, with each load-deformation undulation in Figure 3e caused 
by a thread pulling through Ply 2. 
 
The AISI S100-12 Section E4 fastener capacity Pns for all tests are summarized 
along with the governing limit state equation in Table 3.   Test-to-predicted 
mean and COV are 0.90 and 0.17 respectively. The AISI equations underpredict 
capacity for both bearing and tilting behavior, which is consistent with other 
recent test programs (e.g., Serrette and Peyton 2009).  The 9797 ‘shear failure’ 
capacities are also lower than the manufacturer screw shear capacity (Pss in AISI 
S100-12). It is hypothesized that the lower shear strength is caused by combined 
screw shear and bending in the 9797 tests which does not occur in manufacturer 









Figure 3.  Screw fastener load versus relative ply displacement for: (a) 3333; (b) 4343; (c) 9797; (d) 









Table 2. Test results and AISI limit state predictions (See AISI-S100-12 for limit state equations) 
 
 
Proposed Load-Deformation Model 
 
The test observations lead to the following proposed load-deformation 
generalization shown in Figure 4, with the defining equations as 
 
           ,                           (1) 
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where Pf is the fastener peak load, δ is the relative ply displacement at peak 
load, and ko is the initial tangent stiffness.  The model viability is demonstrated 
in Figure 3, compare the ‘model’ and ‘average’ curves where Pf=Ptest,  δ=δtest, 
and ko is calculated using the ‘average’ curve linear regression slope from the 
origin to 0.4Ptest (see Table 2).  With more research and validation it is 
envisioned that AISI Section E4 prediction equations can be used to calculated 
Pf. Mechanics-based models for calculating ko and δ considering plate and 
bearing stiffness are currently under development.   Equation modifications to 








Cold-formed steel-to-steel through-fastened screw connections were performed 
to correlate existing tilting, bearing, and shear limit states to single fastener load-
deformation response.   Optical methods measured relative ply displacement and 
tracked fastener tilting angle.   Tilting dominated for thin plies, transitioning to 
bearing and then to screw shear as ply thickness increased.   When the thicker 
ply was in contact with the screw head, tilting rotation was restrained which 
caused screw bending and brittle screw fracture.  When the thicker steel sheet 
ply contains the fastener tip, tilting deformation results in a ductile bearing mode 
with post-peak hardening.   AISI fastener strength predictions were on average 
higher than the tested values.  A general fastener load-deformation model was 
proposed, and work is ongoing to fully develop it parameters and applicability in 
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Innovative Cold-Formed Steel Framed Shear Wall Sheathed 










Cold-formed steel framed shear wall sheathed with corrugated steel sheets is a 
promising shear wall system for low- and mid-rise constructions in high wind 
and seismic zones due to its advantages of non-combustibility, high shear 
strength, and high stiffness. However recent research projects showed that the 
corrugated steel sheathing demonstrated low ductility. This paper presents an 
experimental study aimed at improving the ductility of cold-formed steel shear 
walls sheathed with corrugated steel sheathing. A method of using opening in 
the sheathing is employed to improve the shear wall’s ductility meanwhile 
controlling the damage locations and failure mechanism. A total of 11 sheathing 
configurations were investigated and 19 monotonic and cyclic full-scale shear 
wall tests were conducted in this project. The research discovered that with 
proper opening in the sheathing, the corrugated sheet shear wall can yield 
significantly improved ductility while maintaining high-level shear strength. 
Additionally, nonlinear dynamic analyses were also carried on to verify the 
building’s seismic performance when the innovative shear wall was installed. 
The dynamic analyses show that the new shear wall system can greatly reduce 
the seismic effects and decrease the building’s collapse probability. 
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1. Introduction 
Cold-formed steel (CFS) becomes an attractive construction material for low- 
and mid-rise buildings because of its attributes of light weight, high strength, 
ease mass production and prefabrication, uniform quality, non-combustibility, 
etc.  The lateral force resisting system in CFS buildings usually employs CFS 
framed shear walls sheathed by steel sheets, oriented strand board (OSB), 
plywood panels, or braced by diagonal steel straps. The sheathing is usually 
fastened to the frame around boundary elements and on the interior studs by 
self-drilling screws. The International Building Code (IBC 2006) and the North 
American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Framing - Lateral Design (AISI 
S213-12) provide provisions for CFS shear walls using three type of sheathing 
materials: 15/32 in. Structural 1 plywood, 7/16 in. OSB, and 0.018 in., 0.027 in., 
0.030 in., 0.033 in. steel sheet. Those published values were based on research 
of Serrette et al (1996, 1997, and 2002), and Yu (2011). Compared with shear 
walls sheathed by wood-based panels, the steel sheet shear walls yield 
considerably lower shear strength. On the other hand, IBC (2006) requires non-
combustible materials to be used for shear walls for Type I and II constructions. 
Therefore “all steel” shear walls with high strength and stiffness are in great 
need for low- and mid-rise CFS buildings. One solution of high strength CFS 
shear wall is to use corrugated steel sheets as sheathing for shear walls. 
The CFS corrugated steel sheets, commonly used as floor or roof decking, have 
considerably high in-plane strength and stiffness due to the cross section shape. 
Therefore, if designed properly, CFS shear wall sheathed with corrugated sheet 
could be used as an alternative lateral-force resisting system. Some studies have 
been done to investigate the behavior of CFS corrugated sheet shear walls. L.A. 
Fülöp and D. Dubina (2004) developed a testing program to investigate the 
structural characteristics of 8 ft. high  12 ft. wide CFS shear walls with 
different sheathing materials including LTB20/0.5 corrugated steel sheets, 
gypsum boards, and OSB. A total of 7 monotonic tests and 8 cyclic tests were 
conducted. The protocol for cyclic tests adopted ECCS Recommendation (1985) 
with a relatively low loading frequency of either 0.00028 Hz (6 min/cycle) or 
0.0056 Hz (3 min/cycle). The CFS frames used U154/1.5 tracks (6 in. web depth, 
0.060 in. thickness), and C150/1.5 C-section studs (6 in. web depth, 0.060 in. 
thickness) placed at 24 in. on center. Double studs (back-to-back) were used at 
the ends of the walls and around the opening. Fülöp and Dubina (2004) 
concluded that the CFS walls were rigid and could effectively resist lateral loads. 
The failure of the seam fastener caused the failure for the corrugated sheet 
specimens. The test results showed the 3/8 in. OSB specimens had significantly 
higher shear strength than the corrugated sheet specimens. However the 
geometries and material properties of the corrugated sheets were not reported in 
Fülöp and Dubina (2004). 
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Stojadinovic and Tipping (2007) conducted 44 cyclic racking tests on CFS shear 
walls sheathed with corrugated sheet steel.  40 specimens were 8 ft 2 in. × 4 ft 
and 4 specimens were 8 ft 2 in. × 2 ft. The shear walls were sheathed with 0.027 
in., 0.033 in. and 0.043 in. corrugated Shallow-Vercor type decking with 9/16 in 
rib height. The framing members were SSMA 33 mil, 43 mil, 54 mil, and 68 mil 
structural studs and tracks. The boundary frames of all of the shear walls were 
strengthened by double L6×4×3/8” angles which excluded failures in the 
boundary elements and also required no hold-down to be installed. In the test, 
screws gouge elongated holes in the metal studs and/or sheeting due to racking 
shear. And warping of the end corrugation became evident and coinciding 
diagonal tension and compression fields developed across the panel. The shear 
walls failed in a large of “popping” out (pulling out) of the screws along the 
boundary members due to the distortion of the corrugated sheet steel. Based on 
the test results, nominal shear values and seismic performance factors of tested 
shear walls were proposed. 
Yu et al (2009) conducted a preliminary research on CFS corrugated shear walls.  
A total of 8 tests on 8 ft. × 4 ft. CFS walls with corrugated steel sheathing placed 
on one side of the wall were conducted. The corrugated steel sheets were 
Vulcraft deck type 0.6C with 27 mil thickness and 9/16 in. rib height. For each 
shear wall specimen, the sheathing was formed by three corrugated steel sheets. 
The sheets were overlapped for one rib and connected by a line of screws at 
each joint. The screw spacing was 2.5 in on the panel edges and joints and 5 in. 
the field. The preliminary research was focused on developing appropriate 
framing details to achieve the failure in the sheathing which could be considered 
the ultimate shear strength that the corrugated CFS shear wall can deliver. A 
variety of configurations was considered in the preliminary work including the 
thickness of the framing members (43 mil and 68 mil), the sheathing and 
framing screw size (No. 8 and No. 12) and spacing, as well as the boundary 
studs details. All the specimens had the same wall aspect ratio of 2:1 with 8 ft 
high and 4 ft wide. The research discovered that the 0.027 in. corrugated steel 
sheet has considerably high stiffness and high in-plan shear strength. Thicker 
framing members (68 mil) and larger screws (No. 12) were recommended to 
fully utilize the strength of the 0.027 in. corrugated sheathing. The preliminary 
research also found that the tested corrugated CFS shear wall demonstrated poor 
ductility. The research presented in this paper is a test program recently 
conducted at the University of North Texas to investigate the behavior and 
strength of CFS shear walls using corrugated steel sheathing with openings. The 
research goal is to develop a noncombustible, high strength, high stiffness, and 
high ductility shear wall system for low- and mid-rise construction in seismic 
zones. 
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2. Test Program 
2.1 Test Setup 
A total of 11 sheathing configurations (9 perforated, 2 nonperforated) were 
investigated in the test program and 19 monotonic and cyclic full-scale shear 
wall tests were conducted. The monotonic and cyclic tests were conducted on a 
16 ft span, 12 ft high self-equilibrating steel testing frame in the Structural 
Testing Laboratory of the University of North Texas. Figure 1 shows the front 
view of the test frame with an 8 ft × 4 ft shear wall. The testing frame was 
equipped with one 35 kip hydraulic actuator with 10 in. stroke. The shear wall 
was fixed to the base beam by two hold-downs and 4 anchor bolts. A 20 kip 
compression/tension load cell was used to measure the applied force. Five 
position transducers were employed to measure the horizontal displacement at 
the top of the wall and the vertical and horizontal displacements of the bottoms 
of the two boundary studs. The lateral load initiated by the actuator was applied 
directly to the T-shape steel load beam which was attached to the top track with 
2 – No.12. Consequently, a uniform linear racking force could be transmitted to 
the top track of the shear wall. The out-of-plane movement of the wall was 
prevented by the lateral supports placed on both sides of the T shape beam. The 
applied force and the five displacements were measured and recorded 
instantaneously during the test. 
 
Figure 1: Front view of the test setup 
2.2 Test Procedure 
The research focused on the seismic performance of the shear walls, therefore at 
least two cyclic tests were performed for each wall configuration. In order to 
obtain the wall’s displacement capacity for establishing the cyclic test protocol, 









were conducted in a displacement control mode. The procedure of the 
monotonic tests was in accordance with ASTM E564 (2012) “Standard Practice 
for Static Load Test for Shear Resistance of Framed Walls for Buildings.” A 
preload of approximately 10% of the estimated ultimate load was applied first to 
the specimen and held for 5 minutes to seat all connections. After the preload 
was removed, the incremental loading procedure followed until structural failure 
was achieved using a load increment of 1/3 of the estimated ultimate load. 
The CUREE protocol, in accordance with AC130 (2004), was chosen for the 
reversed cyclic tests. The standard CUREE loading history included 40 cycles 
with specific displacement amplitudes. This test program used 43 cycles as 
listed in Table 1 in order to investigate the post peak behavior of the walls. The 
specified displacement amplitudes are chosen based on a percentage of the 
ultimate displacement capacity determined from the monotonic tests. In this test 
program, the displacement capacity of walls without sheathing opening was 
chosen for all cyclic tests. The ultimate displacement capacity was defined as a 
portion (i.e. γ=0.60) of maximum inelastic response, Δ, which corresponds to 
the displacement at 80% peak load. A constant cycling frequency of 0.2-Hz (5 
seconds) for the CUREE loading history was adopted for all the cyclic tests in 
this research. 













1 5 12 5.6 23 15 34 53 
2 5 13 5.6 24 15 35 100 
3 5 14 10 25 30 36 75 
4 5 15 7.5 26 23 37 75 
5 5 16 7.5 27 23 38 150 
6 5 17 7.5 28 23 39 113 
7 7.5 18 7.5 29 40 40 113 
8 5.6 19 7.5 30 30 41 200 
9 5.6 20 7.5 31 30 42 150 
10 5.6 21 20 32 70 43 150 
11 5.6 22 15 33 53   
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2.3 Test Specimens 
All the tested shear walls in this project were 8 ft high and 4 ft wide (2:1 aspect 
ratio). Steel Studs Manufacturers Association (SSMA) structural stud (350S163-
68) and track members (350T150-68) were used for the framing of all walls. The 
chord studs used double C-shaped sections fastened together back-to-back with 
No.12 × 1 in. hex head self-drilling screws pairs at 6 in. on center. The middle 
stud used one C-shaped section. In each wall, two Simpson Strong-Tie
®
 
S/HD15S hold-down (one on each side) were attached to both boundary studs by 
using No.14× 1 in. hex washer head self-drilling screws. For chord studs having 
a punch-out at the hold-down location, additional welding was used to reinforce 
the hold-down to studs attachment. The corrugated steel sheets were 0.6C, 27 
mil thick corrugated steel sheet with 9/16 in. rib height (shown in Figure 2) 
manufactured by Vulcraft Manufacturing Company. The sheathing was installed 
on one side of the wall using No.12 × 1 in. hex head self-drilling screws. For 
each wall specimen, the sheathing was composed of three corrugated steel sheets 
which were connected by single line of screws. The screw spacing was 2.5 in. at 
the horizontal seams of the sheets and along the edges of the wall. The screw 
spacing was 5 in. along the interior stud. Two 5/8 in. diameter grade 5 anchor 
bolts were used as the shear bolts in each wall. One minimum 5/8 diameter 
grade 8 anchor bolt was used for the each hold-down.  
 
Figure 2: Corrugated sheet steel profile 
Coupon tests were conducted according to the ASTM A370 (2006) “Standard 
Test Methods and Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel Products” to 
obtain the actual properties of the test materials in this project. The coupon test 
results are summarized in Table 2.  A total of 19 shear walls sheathed by 
corrugated steel sheathing were tested (Table 3) and 9 opening configurations 
were studied in this test program (Table 4).  The circular holes were made by 
using a plasma cutter. The slits were made by a grinder with 0.045 in. thick sand 



























0.0290 95.00 96.50 1.02 22.2% 
68 mil stud 0.0711 55.85 69.81 1.25 18.2% 
68 mil 
track 
0.0721 54.33 71.63 1.32 20.0% 
 
Table 3: Test matrix for shear wall test 
Test label Opening configuration Test protocol 
No.1 No-seaming screws Cyclic 
No.2 No-opening Monotonic 
No.3 No-opening Monotonic 
No.4 No-opening Cyclic 
No.5 No-opening Cyclic 
No.6 6x6" circular holes Monotonic 
No.7 6x6" circular holes Cyclic 
No.8 6x6" circular holes 
Cyclic 
No.9 6x4" circular holes 
Cyclic 
No.10 6x6" vertical slits 
Cyclic 
No.11 24x3" circular holes 
Cyclic 
No.12 24x3" vertical slits 
Cyclic 
No.13 24x3" vertical slits 
Cyclic 
No.14 24x3" horizontal slits 
Cyclic 
No.15 12x2" vertical slits 
Cyclic 
No.16 24x1" vertical slits 
Cyclic 
No.17 24x2" vertical slits Monotonic 
No.18 24x2" vertical slits 
Cyclic 
No.19 24x2" vertical slits 
Cyclic 
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Table 4: Opening configurations 
6x6" circular holes 
 
24x3" horizontal slits 
 
12x2"  vertical slits 
 
6x4" circular holes 
 
6x6" vertical slits 
 
24x2" vertical slits 
 
24x3" circular holes 
 
24x3" vertical slits 
 
24x1" vertical slits 
 
 
3. Test Results 
The average peak load, initial stiffness, deflection of top of the wall at the peak 
load, and the ductility factor are provided in Table 5.  The shear wall’s ductility 
can be evaluated by using the concept of equivalent energy elastic plastic model 
(EEEP) which was first proposed by Park (1989) and later revised by Kawai et 
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displacement to the maximum elastic displacement. 
e

 max . The maximum 
displacement, max, was defined by the intersection point of the EEEP curve and 
the observed test curve. The maximum elastic displacement, e, was defined by 
the intersection point of the EEEP curve elastic and plastic portion.  
Table 5: Summary of shear wall test results 
Test label 
Average 
peak load           
(lbf) 
Average 
deflection     
(in) 
Average 




No.1_no seaming screws 2189 2.592 8601 3.793 
No.2_no opening 4154 2.326 5399 1.511 
No.3_no opening 5008 3.032 10879 2.051 
No.4_no opening 4289 2.635 10430 1.644 
No.5_no opening 5033 2.563 10971 1.757 
No.6_6x6" holes 3223 3.097 5399 1.678 
No.7_6x6" holes 3149 2.543 6333 1.679 
No.8_6x6" holes 2923 2.671 6892 2.415 
No.9_6x4" holes 3733 2.516 8489 2.039 
No.10_6x6" slits 2753 1.870 8045 2.297 
No.11_24x3" holes 2939 3.324 5678 2.204 
No.12_24x3" slits 2938 3.266 8568 3.699 
No.13_24x3" slits 2964 2.444 8310 3.365 
No.14_24x3" horizontal slits 4156 1.966 11132 1.534 
No.15_12x2" slits 3569 1.861 11392 2.128 
No.16_24x1" slits 4616 2.385 11129 1.595 
No.17_24x2" slits 3093 3.741 8480 3.090 
No.18_24x2" slits 3095 2.808 11126 3.646 
No.19_24x2" slits 3103 3.414 9987 3.027 
 
Test No.1 had no stitch screws at the sheet joints, the steel decks worked 
individually. In the test, a large relative horizontal movement was found 
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between every two adjacent sheets. The shear failed by the sheathing screw’s 
bearing and pull out. The shear wall demonstrated low shear strength but 
reasonably high ductility. Figure 3 shows the screw failure and the test curve. 
 
(a) screw failure                              (b) hysteresis curve 
Figure 3: Test results of No. 1 shear wall 
Tests No. 2 to 5 were walls using unperforated corrugated sheets with screws on 
the seams. The walls showed high strength and high stiffness but low ductility, 
the strength dropped instantly once the sheathing buckled. Shear buckling in the 
sheathing was observed in tests No. 3 and 5. Unexpected failure in hold-down 
occurred in tests No. 2 and 4. Figure 4 shows the results of test No. 5 
 
(a) shear buckling                              (b) hysteresis curve 
Figure 4: Test results of No. 5 shear wall 
The concept of creating opening in the corrugated steel sheathing is to force the 
material yielding and rupture to occur in the sheathing at the opening locations, 
and allow the out of plane deformation and material yielding to become the 
































































energy dissipation mechanism of the shear wall. It is expected that the wall will 
lose its strength gradually as the ruptures grow gradually in the sheathing.  
Another advantage of introducing the opening in the sheathing is that the 
damage locations can be controlled to be away from the boundary elements and 
fasteners on the edges so that the building collapse can be intentionally protected. 
Various circular hole configurations were investigated in the program. It stated 
with 6 × 6-in. holes and the wall demonstrated improved ductility. In the test, 
the sheathing showed large out of plane deformation in the opening areas. The 
shear wall reached the peak load when the rupture of the bottom holes occurred, 
the rupture continued to grow and started to occur in upper holes areas when the 
shear wall lost its shear strength in the post-peak stage. The walls with circular 
holes demonstrated significantly reduced stiffness and slightly improved 
ductility. The shear wall’s performance was improved as the circular hole size 
became smaller, but the stiffness and the strength were still largely reduced and 
no significantly improved ductility was observed. Figure 5 shows the results of 
test No 8. It was concluded that the circular holes was able to yield large out-of-
plane deformation and ruptures at the hole edges to improve the wall’s ductility, 
but the holes significantly weakened the structural integrity of the corrugated 
sheets, the wall’s strength and stiffness were largely reduced. The circular holes 
are not recommended for the purpose of ductility improvement. 
 
(a) sheathing rupture                         (b) hysteresis curve 
Figure 5: Test results of No. 8 shear wall 
The research moved on to investigate the behavior of shear walls sheathed with 
corrugated sheathing using slits. The idea was to reduce the opening area to 
maintain stiffness of the wall at the same time improve the wall’s ductility by 
the gradual ruptures at the slits.  Specimen No.10 had six 6 in. long vertical slits, 
the rupture started from the two end points of slits and extended vertically up 































and down. Comparing to 6×6-in circular opening, the No. 10 shear wall’s 
stiffness was increased, but the ductility was not improved. The 24×3-in. vertical 
slits configuration was used for shear walls No.12 and 13. The same failure 
mode as that of 6-in vertical slits wall was found. The short slit’s length did not 
significantly weaken the sheathing’s integrity, the slits were extended 
progressively and the shear wall stiffness degraded gradually. A higher average 
ductility factor of 3.532 was achieved on tests No. 12 and 13.  More slit 
configurations were analyzed and it was found that less slit length would cause 
higher shear wall strength and stiffness but lower ductility. The slit 
configuration of 24×2-in. demonstrated a high ductility, a high initial stiffness, 
and a considerably high strength. The average results of two cyclic tests, No. 18 
and 19, are 3.34 for ductility factor, 10557 lb/in. for initial stiffness, and 3103 
plf for peak load (similar to 7/16” OSB and higher than 15/32” plywood). This 
sheathing configuration showed a balanced structural performance and therefore 
is considered as a suitable configuration for mid-rise buildings in seismic areas. 
Figure 6 shows the results of test No. 18. 
 
(a) sheathing rupture                         (b) hysteresis curve 
Figure 6: Test results of No. 18 shear wall 
4. Dynamic Analysis 
The nonlinear dynamics analysis tool OpenSees was used to analyze a 2-story 
CFS light framed building using the two shear wall configurations: (1) wall 
sheathed by corrugated steel sheathing (2) wall sheathed by corrugated steel 
sheathing with slits. The building archetype in the NEES-CFS project (Madsen, 
Nakata, Schafer, 2011) was used in this research as the baseline archetype. The 
hypothetical symmetrical 2-story office building is assumed to be located in 
Orange County, California which has a total plan area of 1150 sq ft. For 































simplicity, torsion is neglected. Site Class D was chosen as it is typical for sites 
in the vicinity of this project. For the office occupancy chosen, IE = 1.0 was 
used. Two OpenSees models were created, as shown in Figure 7. In the models, 
the mass of each story is divided equally and lumped to the four corners. Two 
corrugated sheet shear walls were designed in each floor in each direction for 
resisting the lateral forces.  
 
(a) wall without opening in sheathing  (b) wall with opening in sheathing 
Figure 7: OpenSees models for building archetypes 
 
Figure 8: OpenSees model for shear wall 
In the OpenSees models shear walls are modeled as a pin-connected panel with 
two diagonals as illustrated in Figure 8. The boundary members form a 
mechanism and the lateral stiffness and strength derive directly from the 
diagonals. The nonlinear shear wall V— relationship can be expressed as a 
nonlinear one-dimensional — relationship for the material in the diagonal 
members in Figure 8. The nonlinear behavior of the shear wall can be simulated 
by modeling the diagonal members with appropriate one–dimensional force-
deformation hysteretic response characteristics. In this research, the Pinching 4 
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material model (Lowes and Altoontash 2003) in OpenSees is used for the 
diagonal members. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the OpenSees model with 
the test result for test No. 18. It can be seen that the model has a good agreement 
with the test result. Most importantly, the model is able to simulate the post-
peak behavior of the shear wall.  
  
Figure 9: Comparison of OpenSees model with test 
Building collapse is one of the major earthquake devastating consequences. 
Damages of buildings generally reflect the degree of earthquake disaster. As a 
result, the aseismic capacity of building structures, especially their capacity to 
prevent collapse, is of great importance to the seismic design of buildings. This 
research employed the capacity to prevent collapse of building as the indicator 
to compare the seismic performance of the two models. The Incremental 
Dynamic Analysis (IDA) described in FEMA P695 (2009) was used in the 
analysis. A total of 44 far-field earthquake records were used in the IDA. Figure 
10 shows the IDA results for the two building archetypes. The spectral 
acceleration at collapse is obtained for each of the 44 curves. Based on the IDA 
results, the collapse fragility curves can be constructed as illustrated in Figure 11. 
The median collapse intensity, SCT, is defined as the spectral acceleration 
causing 50% collapse probability. The ratio between the median collapse 
intensity (SCT) and the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) intensity (SMT) 
is the collapse margin ratio (CMR). CMR is the primary parameter used to 
evaluate the collapse safety of the building design. The collapse fragility results 


































indicate that the collapse probability of the 2-story office building at the MCE 
level will be reduced from 80% to 35% if the 24×2” slits are formed in the 
corrugated steel sheathing for shear walls. The dynamic analysis clearly 
demonstrates the advantage of the innovative shear wall for the CFS light 
framed buildings in seismic zones.  
 
(a) wall without opening in sheathing
 
(b) wall with opening in sheathing 
Figure 10: IDA curves 



























































































(a) wall without opening in sheathing  (b) wall with opening in sheathing 
Figure 11: Comparison of collapse fragility curves 
4. Conclusion 
CFS light framed shear wall sheathed by corrugated sheets with various opening 
configurations were experimentally examined and numerically. The research 
found that the walls using nonperforated corrugated sheets yielded significantly 
high strength and stiffness but poor ductility under cyclic loading. The shear 
walls demonstrated improved ductility when openings were introduced in the 
corrugated sheathing. On the other hand, the shear strength and stiffness may be 
reduced by the openings, particularly for circular hole configurations. The 
research discovered that with optimized slit opening in the corrugated sheathing, 
the shear wall could give desirable ductility and initial stiffness while 
maintaining relatively high shear strength. Nonlinear dynamic analysis was 
carried out to study two building archetypes: one with innovate perforated shear 
wall, the other with nonperforated shear wall. The analysis followed the FEAM 
P695 methodology with a focus on comparing the seismic performance against 
collapse. The analysis shows that building with the proposed perforated 
corrugated shear wall has largely reduced collapse probability, the innovative 
perforated corrugated steel sheets is a promising noncombustible sheathing 
solution for mid-rise CFS light framed buildings in high-earthquake or high-
wind areas.  
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LATERAL LOADING RESPONSE OF CFS FRAMED 











The University of Trento has recently been involved in a research project 
focusing on the development of an innovative industrialised housing system 
composed of cold-formed steel profiles. This paper describes the laboratory 
testing phase of the research project comprising the development of lateral 
design information for cold-formed steel framed walls that are sheathed with 
cement board panels. A summary is provided of the shear wall test program, 
as well as the ancillary characterization tests on the sheathing and the 
sheathing connections, in addition to the results of the application of 
existing hand calculation methods to determine shear wall resistance to 






The adoption of cold-formed steel (CFS) profiles for residential buildings 
started in USA. Combining the positive and consolidated experience in the 
field of timber framed structures with the advantages typical of CFS profiles 
such as lightness, shapes versatility, ease of assembly, etc., has led to the 
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development of competitive industrialised CFS systems also for residential 
purposes. Positive experiences in this field took place in other countries 
such as Australia, Canada and Japan. Also in Europe, experience in this 
regards can be found in Scandinavian countries, the United Kingdom and 
Romania. In Italy, where traditionally steel in residential buildings has a 
rather limited application, this technique of construction has not yet found 
significant use.  
The University of Trento has recently been involved in a research project 
focusing on the development of an innovative industrialised housing system 
composed of cold-formed steel profiles. In this framework, an extensive 
experimental programme was planned with the objective of investigating the 
response of single profiles and of substructures (walls and trusses). The 
experimental study of walls comprised tests on the bare steel skeleton and 
on framed walls sheathed with cement board panels. The monotonic and 
reversed cyclic testing of representative walls subjected to in-plane lateral 
and vertical load was carried out. Ancillary tests were also performed to 
provide a better understanding of the walls' response concerning the shear 
behaviour of the sheathing and of the sheathing connections. 
This paper focuses on the study of the sheathed shear walls. The main 
features of the test set up and test protocols for both the walls and the 
ancillary tests are described. The test results are hence presented and 
discussed. The paper at the end summarises the results of the application of 
existing hand calculation methods to determine shear wall resistance to 






An evaluation of the response of trussed frame systems was initially carried 
out by means of linear elastic structural analyses. These evaluations, 
however, were not able to take into account key issues such as the local 
elastic buckling of the stud members, the stiffness of the riveted connections 
used to fasten the wall members or the contribution of the sheathing and its 
connections. Due to the challenge in creating a numerical model that could 
capture these aspects tests on walls subjected to combined gravity loading 
and in-plane lateral displacements were planned, as well as tests on both the 
sheathing and steel member-sheathing connections. 
 
 
Test Walls, Set-up and Loading Protocols  
 
 
The wall testing was limited to eight specimens of a single storey in height. 
The steel framing consisted of configurations with vertical studs, vertical 
studs with strap bracing and vertical studs with a 400 mm deep vertical truss 
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at each end (including a wall with a window opening) (Figs. 1-2). The screw 
(4.2 mm x 25 mm self-drilling) connected sheathing included five different 








Figure 2: Steel framing of the walls with and without strap braces. 
 
Table 1: Types of sheathing. 




A  Aquaroc  Gyproc-Saint Gobain  cement board  12.5 
B Rigidur  Gyproc-Saint Gobain  
fibreboard which combines 
gyproc & cellulose fibres  12.5 
E Bluclad  Edilit  cement board reinforced with fibre  10.0 
F  Duripanel  Edilit  wood-fibre cement sheet  12.5 
G Powerpanel Fermacell  
cement-bonded panels 
reinforced with a glass fibre 
mesh  
12.5 
H Fermacell  Fermacell  gypsum fibreboard  12.5 
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Table 2 reports a summary of the walls' configuration. All shear walls were 
2400 mm x 3018 mm in size with 100 mm deep framing members (fy = 280 
MPa (CEN, 2004) & t = 1.2 mm) spaced at 400 mm o/c that were connected 
using Avedl Monobolt ® 2771 4.8 mm diameter rivets. 
 
Table 2: Braced wall test specimen configurations. 
Specimen Construction information 
Sheathing Loading 
Protocol Side 1 Side 2 
G5 100 400 BB-1 
Trussed frame with 
double outer chords, and 
hold-downs on external 
chords 
B B Monotonic 
G5 100 400 BB-2 
Trussed frame with 
double outer chords, and 
hold-downs on external 
chords 
B B Cyclic 
G7 100 400 AB-1 
Trussed frame with 
double outer and inner 
chords, with window 
opening and hold-downs 
on external chords  
A B Monotonic 
G8 100 400 EF-1 
Trussed frame with 
double outer chords, and 
hold-downs on external 
chords 
E F Monotonic 
G8 100 400 EF-2 
Trussed frame with 
double outer chords, and 
hold-downs on external 
chords 
E F Cyclic 
G8 100 400 BB-1 
Trussed frame with 
double outer chords, and 
hold-downs on external 
chords 
B B Monotonic 
G9 100 400 GH-1 
Trussed frame with 
double outer chords, and 
hold 
G H Monotonic 
G9 100 400 GH-2 
Trussed frame with 
double outer chords, and 
hold 
G H Cyclic 
 
A specially constructed test set-up for light framed shear wall structures was 
used to apply a constant gravity load of 16.96 kN/m along the length of the 
wall, as well as an in-plane lateral displacement at the top of the wall (Fig. 
3). The lateral displacements either followed a monotonic protocol (min 
speed rate 0.5 mm/min - max speed rate 16 mm/min) or a reversed cyclic 
protocol (min speed rate 0.6 mm/min - max speed rate14.7 mm/min) as per 
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the ECCS testing procedure for structural steel elements under cyclic loads 
(ECCS, 1986).  
 
  
Figure 3: Test set-up. 
 
An MTS ± 250 mm actuator with a maximum capacity of 1MN in 
compression and 0.6 MN in tension was used to apply the lateral 
displacements while a cantilevered frame was installed above the test walls 
to apply a gravity load. The lateral force applied to the walls along with the 
vertical and horizontal displacements of the walls were measured using a 
HBM Spider 8 data acquisition system. 
 
 
Response of Walls to Gravity and Lateral Loading 
 
 
The results in terms of initial secant stiffness (up to 0.4Sult), ultimate lateral 
resistance (Sult) and lateral drift at ultimate, as well as the 0.8Sult (post-peak) 
drift are provided in Table 3.  
 












(kN/m) (kN) (mrad) (mrad) 
G5 100 400 BB-1 6760 64.20 9.7 18.2 
G5 100 400 BB-2 5639 62.72 10.3 - 
G7 100 400 AB-1 2864 40.40 19.8 32.2 
G8 100 400 EF-1 6044 70.04 17.3 - 
G8 100 400 EF-2 5463 66.80 10.8 - 
G8 100 400 BB-1 6170 66.48 11.2 19.3 
G9 100 400 GH-1 5320 76.92 13.3 - 
G9 100 400 GH-2 3824 70.76 18.0 - 
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Lateral force vs. displacement graphs for the monotonic tests are reported in 
Figs. 4 and 5.  
 
 
Figure 4: Test results of walls G5, G8 & G9. 
 
 
Figure 5: Test results of walls G5, G7 & G9. 
 
The curves in Figure 4 show that the steel bracing system type did not 
influence in a substantial way the stiffness or the ultimate load capacity of 
the walls, which were mainly attributed to the cement board sheathing. The 
adoption of an X -type bracing system, i.e. the solution with the better 
performance in wall tests without sheathing (Baldassino et al., 2013), along 
with the installation of cement board sheathing leads to a quite limited 
increase of the maximum load capacity but to a premature loss in load 
carrying ability, which was associated with the tension failure of the hold-
down anchor rod. Also the complete absence of a steel bracing system for a 
sheathed wall (Specimen G8) seemed to have minimal effect on the wall's 
performance, which behaved in agreement with the other tested walls. The 


















































(Fig. 5) induced a remarkable reduction of both the stiffness and ultimate 
shear capacity, but at the same time resulted in a substantial increase of the 
displacement at collapse. The different response is largely related to the high 
aspect ratio (height/width) of the remaining full-height sheathing sections on 
the wall adjacent to the window opening, which resulted in flexural 
behaviour dominating the wall's response to lateral loading instead of shear.  
The failure of the specimens was caused mainly by the degradation in 
resistance of the sheathing-to-stud screw connections, the rivets connecting 
the steel frame members, the screws between studs and hold-downs and 
finally of the hold-down anchor rods (Fig. 6). Local deformation of the studs 








Figure 7: Sheathing cracking patterns. 
 
Very similar responses were also noted in the cyclic and monotonic tests, if 
the same shear wall type is considered. The same failure modes and a 
similar lateral force- displacement curve, using the outer envelope of the 
reversed cyclic curve, were in fact observed. As an example, in Figure 8 the 
lateral load-displacement curves for the monotonic test (dotted line) and the 
reversed cyclic test (continuous line) for the wall type G8 are compared. In 
both tests at ultimate conditions, the uplift of the bottom chord which 
indicates the failure of the hold-down anchor rods, the collapse of the 
screws between studs and hold-downs and of the connections between 
sheathing-to-stud screw connections were observed (Fig. 9).  
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As a preliminary comment regarding the reversed cyclic test results it can be 
observed that the ECCS tests procedure adopted for these tests seemed not 
to affect the wall response. Further analyses of these data are planned 
including an evaluation of the ductility properties of the walls.  
 
 




Figure 9: Failure mode for wall G8. 
 
Figure 10 allows for the identification of the influence of the cement board 
sheathing on the wall's performance through a comparison of the response 
of a wall with X-type bracing system tested with and without sheathing. The 
wall with sheathing demonstrated an increase in terms of the maximum 
shear resistance and stiffness of 125% and 114%, respectively, and a 
reduction of the ultimate deformation of 67%. 
The tests on the walls described in this section clearly illustrate the key role 
played by both the sheathing and the sheathing-to-frame connections on the 
overall walls' response. Failure of the sheathing and of the connections 
between the studs and the sheathing was in fact observed in all the tests. For 
a reliable evaluation of the walls' response a better understanding of the 
shear response of the sheathing products and their connections was needed. 
Data usually provided by the producers of the sheathing used for this test 

























and the fire resistance. In an attempt to eliminate this 'gap' in knowledge, 
shear tests on the sheathing and on the connections between the sheathing 
and steel profiles were hence completed.  
 
 
Figure 10: Test results of X strap braced wall with and without 
cement board sheathing. 
 
 
Edgewise shear tests on sheathings: Set-up, Loading Protocols and test 
results 
 
Tests were performed in agreement with the provisions of ASTM D1037-06 
(2006) for the case of 'Edgewise shear test'. Specimens with nominal 
dimensions of 90x250mm were taken from the sheathing panels and loaded 
in edgewise shear (Fig. 11). The load was applied with a universal loading 
machine Galdabini (model PM10, maximum capacity of 100kN, class 0,5 in 
accordance with the UNI EN ISO 7500). Tests were performed under 
displacement control with a speed of 0.05 mm/s. During the tests, load and 
the shear displacement were recorded.  
For each sheathing type at least four tests were performed. Additional tests 
were carried out when a scatter of results greater than 10% was observed. 
The total number of tests was of 27. A typical failure mode is presented in 
Figure 11. 
The test data were analyzed so as to determine the shear modulus G and the 
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where 
τ40% shear stress associated with a load of 40% of the maximum load; 
































P applied load (P=Pmax or P=P40% depending on the τ value required) 
t thickness of sheathing; 
L length of the specimen.  
 
   
Figure 11: Test set-up for edgewise shear test and failure mode. 
 
The test results for all the sheathing types are reported in Table 4 in terms of 
average values of both G and τmax. 
 
Table 4: Edgewise shear test on sheathing. 
Sheathing type n. tests G τmax N/mm2 N/mm2 
A 4 2932 2.96 
B 4 1554 3.97 
E 4 1827 7.71 
F 5 1645 6.00 
G 6 1591 2.96 
H 4 1319 3.87 
 
 
Shear tests on the stud-sheathing connections: Set-up, Loading Protocols 
and Tests Results 
 
 
These connection tests were performed following the procedures found in 
ASTM D 1761-88 (1988), which applies to the test methods used for the 
evaluation of the mechanical properties of fasteners in wood. The 
procedures were hence adapted for use for this specific case study. Each 
specimen was composed of three stud profiles, two of them were coupled 
and located at the base of the specimen, while the third was at the top (Fig. 
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12). The studs were connected to the sheathing by means of the screws 
adopted in the test walls. In order to induce the failure of the screw 
connections at the top of the specimen an increased number of fasteners was 
installed at the bottom.  
 
  
Figure 12: Specimen and test set-up for shear tests on the connections. 
 
The specimens were tested under pure tension, which allowed for failure of 
the upper stud-to-sheathing connection (Fig. 12). Tests were performed 
under displacement control (speed of 5mm/min) with an universal loading 
machine Galdabini (model PM10, maximum capacity of 100kN, class 0.5 in 
accordance with the UNI EN ISO 7500). The displacements of the top of the 
specimen were measured in two positions and on both the sides of the 
specimens (Fig. 12). Both the load and the displacements were recorded 
during the tests.  
A minimum of 4 tests were performed for each type of sheathing; but the 
wide scatter of results required additional tests for all the sheathing types 
except one (sheathing type B). An evaluation of both the stiffness and 
resistance of the connections was then carried out. Table 5 summarizes the 
results of the tests in terms of mean value of the secant stiffness evaluated at 
40% of the maximum load (k40%) and of the maximum load (Fu). For an 
appraisal of the scatter of results also the maximum and minimum values of 
both the secant stiffness and maximum load are reported. In Table 5, Fu 
refers to the maximum load associated with the upper connection which is 
composed of six screws. 
 





k40% k40%,min k40%,max Fu  Fu,min Fu,max 
N/mm N/mm N/mm N N N 
A 8 2575 732 4112 5266 4280 6520 
B 4 2848 2603 3052 7530 7350 7710 
E 6 2370 1055 4239 8760 7130 10400 
F 7 1410 818 1963 7935 6080 9275 
G 6 1928 1152 2728 4671 3400 5900 
H 6 2054 1432 2564 6503 4820 7140 
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Resistance and lateral displacement by hand calculations 
 
 
Since the 1970s in the United States, and in the following years in other 
countries, extensive experimental campaigns were performed aimed at 
investigating the response of framed shear wall systems with and without 
sheathing under vertical and lateral loads. Tests allowed for an in-depth 
understanding of the complex mechanisms which govern the wall's response 
and to identify the key parameters affecting their behaviour.  
The wide-ranging experimental studies of wood shear walls allowed 
researchers to indentify simplified relationships between the sheathing 
connections and the overall shear wall resistance to lateral loads and lateral 
stiffness. In the literature various formulations are available which mainly 
focus on the wall's response in the elastic range. In these formulations 
parameters such as dimensions and properties of the sheathing, number and 
position of the sheathing-wall frame connections, stiffness and resistance of 
the bare connection are considered while the contribution of a framed 
support is completely disregarded.  
An attempt to apply these existing formulations proposed for wood shear 
walls to the cases considered in this study was done. Experimental results of 
the walls presented in this paper clearly show the preeminent influence of 
the sheathing on the overall wall response. The contribution of the bare steel 
skeleton was hence assumed negligible and the wall performance attributed 
to the sheathing and its connections.  
The following formulations, used to determine the lateral resistance of shear 
walls, were adopted; Easley et al. (1982), Tuomi & McCutcheon (1977) and 
Kallsner & Lam (1995). For the lateral displacements the formulations of 
Easley et al., Kallsner & Lam (elastic formulation) and McCutcheon (1985) 
were considered. 
In the calculations the results of the sheathing shear tests and the sheathing-
to-frame connections presented in this paper were used. The results of the 
calculations are presented in Tables 6-9 for walls G5, G8 (in the two tested 
configurations) and G9, respectively. In the tables Rmod and emod identify the 
wall lateral resistance and the related displacement evaluated by hand 
calculations. For an appraisal of the reliability of the considered methods, in 
Rmod and emod are compared to Fy and ey, which identify conventional elastic 
limits for the lateral resistance and the related displacement evaluated 
following the ECCS procedure.  
The results presented in the tables showed quite good agreement between 
the experimental and the hand method results if the lateral resistance were 
considered. In particular the method proposed by Easley et al. (1982) leads 
to a general underestimation of the lateral resistance which can reach a 
maximum of 36% for the wall type G9, i.e. the wall with X-type bracing 
systems. In contrast, the Tuomi & McCutcheon (1977) and Kallsner & Lam 
(1995) methods provide a general overestimation of the lateral resistance for 
all the cases with the exception of wall G9. As to the displacements it can be 
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noted that all the considered methods, provide a substantial overestimation 
which ranges from 94% to357%. 
 
Table 6: Comparison between hand method calculations and 
experimental results for wall G5 100 400 BB. 
Hand method  Rmod Rmod/Fy emod emod/ey 
kN  mm  
Easley et al. 35.94 0.83 10.74 2.78 
Tuomi & McCutcheon 46.39 1.08 - - 
Kallsner & Lam (elastic method) 47.30 1.10 13.93 3.61 
McCutcheon - - 17.63 4.57 
 
Table 7: Comparison between hand method calculations and 
experimental results for wall G8 100 400 BB. 
Hand method  Rmod Rmod/Fy emod emod/ey 
kN  mm  
Easley et al. 35.94 0.76 10.74 1.94 
Tuomi & McCutcheon 46.39 0.98 - - 
Kallsner & Lam (elastic method) 47.30 1.00 13.93 2.51 
McCutcheon - - 17.63 3.18 
 
Table 8: Comparison between hand method calculations and 
experimental results for wall G8 100 400 EF. 
Hand method  Rmod Rmod/Fy emod emod/ey 
kN  mm  
Easley et al. 37.97 0.85 13.72 2.54 
Tuomi & McCutcheon 52.76 1.19 - - 
Kallsner & Lam (elastic method) 52.33 1.18 19.12 3.53 
McCutcheon - - 24.29 4.49 
 
Table 9: Comparison between hand method calculations and 
experimental results for wall G9 100 400 GH. 
Hand method  Rmod Rmod/Fy emod emod/ey 
kN  mm  
Easley et al. 30.96 0.64 11.71 2.17 
Tuomi & McCutcheon 35.27 0.73 - - 
Kallsner & Lam (elastic method) 34.98 0.73 11.85 2.19 






Eight CFS trussed wall test specimens with sheathing were tested under 
combined gravity and lateral loading. The specimens were characterised by 
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a different steel skeleton, i.e. different bracing system, and by the sheathing. 
Six types of commercial sheathing were considered in the study. Monotonic 
and reversed cyclic tests were performed following the ECCS procedure. 
Tests results showed that the in-plane lateral load response of the walls is 
influenced by the sheathing and by the sheathing-to-frame connection to a 
greater extent than by the steel bracing systems. Besides, the bracing system 
type, when cement board sheathing was also installed, did not affect 
substantially the measured stiffness or the ultimate load capacity of the wall.  
The key role of sheathing and its connections was also evident by the failure 
modes observed in the tests, which typically involved failures of the 
sheathing-to-frame connections associated with a remarkable cracks pattern 
of the sheathing. This observation highlighted the need of an adequate and 
reliable characterisation under shear of both the sheathing and its 
connections. Shear tests on the sheathing and the sheathing-to-frame 
connection were hence performed. The results of the tests were summarized. 
The final part of the paper is devoted to the results of the application of 
existing hand calculation methods to determine shear wall resistance to 
lateral loads and lateral stiffness. Various methods originally developed for 
wood shear walls were adapted and applied to the cases considered in this 
study. The results in terms of lateral resistance and related displacement 
have been compared with the experimental results. It was observed that 
hand methods led to a substantial overestimation of the lateral displacement. 
As to the lateral resistance, the methods are in a reasonably good agreement 
with test results. However, the limited number of cases prevents the drawing 
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Appendix - Notation 
 
 
Sult  ultimate resistance; 
G s shear modulus; 
τ shear stress; 
τmax maximum shear stress; 
τ40% shear stress associated with a load of 40% of the maximum load; 
γ40% shear deformation associated with τ40%. 
P applied load;  
t thickness of sheathing; 
L length of the specimen (edgewise shear test on sheathings);  
k40%  secant stiffness evaluated at 40% of the maximum; 
k40%,min  minimum value of the secant stiffness k40%; 
k40%,max  maximum value of the secant stiffness k40%; 
Fu  maximum load;  
Fu,min  minimum value of Fu;  
Fu, max  maximum value of Fu; 
Rmod value of the lateral force at the end of the elastic range (hand 
method calculations); 
emod value  of the lateral displacement at the end of the elastic range. 
(hand method calculations); 
Fy conventional value of the lateral force at the end of the elastic range 
(ECCS procedure); 
ey conventional value of the lateral displacement at the end of the 








In-Plane Behavior of Cold-Formed Steel-Framed Wall Panels 
Sheathed with Fibre Cement Board 
 





Shear wall panels are commonly used as lateral load resisting elements to 
provide stability of the cold-formed steel-framed houses in Australia against 
wind and earthquake actions. The effectiveness of their lateral resistance 
behavior is obtained usually by experimental testing although it can also be 
done by analytical modeling. This paper presents racking test results of steel-
framed wall panels with different aspect ratios sheathed with fibre cement board 
subjected to monotonic and cyclic loading protocol. Performance parameters of 
the wall panels are obtained from the experimentally observed load-deflection 
curves using various existing methods and evaluation method is proposed. The 
evaluation method considers various performance characteristics including 
ductility modification factor, residual displacement recovery and load levels 
satisfying ultimate and serviceability limit state conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
Cold-formed steel (CFS) has been widely used in domestic low-rise buildings in 
industrialized countries including Australia. Commonly, shear wall panels are 
the main vertical elements for resisting lateral loads (due to wind or earthquake) 
in this type of construction. A typical shear wall panel consists of a CFS frame 
that is composed of studs, top & bottom plates and noggings; and sheathing 
panels. Top and bottom plates are connected to the studs to form the frame and 
the sheathing panel is connected to the frame by discrete fasteners. Racking 
strength and stiffness of a shear wall panel is primarily governed by the 
connections between the sheathing and the frame, also termed as sheathing-to-
framing connections. Shear wall panels under lateral loading exhibit very 
complex and high nonlinear behavior which is mainly attributed to the nonlinear 
behavior of the sheathing-to-framing connections. Due to its highly nonlinear 
behavior, determination of definite yield point from the observed load-deflection 
backbone curve is not convenient as in the cases of other conventional 
material/system. This leads to diverse values of wall parameters to be obtained 
based on the assumptions made in determining the yield point. Not only is the 
performance of the wall dependent on the evaluation method, but also dependent 
largely on the loading protocol used in the experimental testing (Gatto & Uang 
2003). Whilst numerous loading protocols exist for the cyclic testing of 
structures, a new loading protocol (Shahi et al. 2013) which had been recently 
developed based on the seismic conditions of Australia (AS 1170.4:2007), is 
used in this study for cyclic testing. 
2. Experimental Program 
Experimental studies were carried out on two different lengths (shown in Table 
1) of wall panels braced with fibre cement boards. The wall panels were built 
from CFS framing members and fibre cement sheathing panels. The CFS frame 
was made of 89x36x0.75mm C-shaped lipped studs (with web stiffened) and 
91x40x0.75mm plain channel sections for plates and noggings. Studs were 
placed at 600mm spacings for 2.4m long wall and 450mm spacings for 0.9m 
long wall. Two identical fibre cement boards of 5mm thickness were used as the 
sheathing boards for Wall Panel A whereas one board of 5mm thickness was 
used for Wall Panel B. The sheathing boards were attached vertically on one 
face of the wall panel. For tie-down of the wall panel at the floor level, M12 
hold-down bolts with 50 x 50 x 3mm distribution washers were used at the two 
outside frame studs whereas M8 hold-down bolts with 32mm diameter 2.5mm 
thick round washers were used at the interior studs. All bolts were placed within 
45mm from the web of the studs. An additional end restraint was used to hold-
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down the end studs by using a 600mm long box section stud (made from two 
stud sections to form a closed box shape) connected at the bottom of each end 
studs using 6 screws (12 gauge 30mm long Hex.Head Metal Teks ®). As wall 
panels are isolated from the surrounding structure and tested in the laboratory, 6 
screws are used in the test method to emulate the number of screws used in the 
Australian cold-formed steel-framed houses (bracing walls are connected with 
intersecting walls or unbraced continuous walls with a minimum of 2 screws 
each at top, bottom and noggin level but not more than 1350mm spacing, NASH 
2014). These restraints were tied together horizontally along the length of the 
wall panel using 12mm dia. threaded rods. All CFS members were grade G550 
and the connections between them were made using 15mm long M6 GX® 
Frame Screws. The sheathing boards were connected to the framing members at 
100mm spacings along the periphery of the board and at 150mm spacings for the 
middle portion of the board. All sheathing screws were 20mm long M5-16TPI 
CSK FibreZips self drilling screws.  
 
Two types of loading conditions were applied for the racking test; monotonic 
and cyclic loads. Monotonic loading was performed prior to the cyclic test to 
determine the displacement controlled parameter (∆M) which is a key parameter 
required for cyclic loading protocol (shown in Figure 1). Displacement 
controlled parameter (∆M) refers to the displacement corresponding to 90% of 
the peak strength at the declining portion of the monotonic load deflection curve. 
The cyclic loading protocol used in the testing program was slightly modified 
from the loading protocol developed by Shahi et al. (2013). According to this 
loading protocol, wall panel was first subjected to four cycles in Phase 1 with 
displacement amplitude of Δ1, where Δ1 refers to serviceable displacement 
which corresponds to 8mm (H/300) for a 2.4m wall height. Second Phase of the 
loading protocol consisted of four cycles with displacement amplitude Δ2 and 
three cycles each in Phase 3 and Phase 4 with displacement amplitudes of Δ3 and 
Δ4 respectively. Increment of the displacement amplitude in each subsequent 
cycle was kept uniform for simplicity which is given by the following 
expression: 
              (1a) 
where, 
ΔM = Displacement corresponding to 90% of the peak strength at the 
declining portion of the monotonic load deflection curve 
 
After finding the incremental displacement δ, displacement amplitude at any 
loading phase (n) can be determined from following expression: 
               (1b) 
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Figure 1 Modified cyclic loading protocol (Shahi et al. 2013) 
 
All tests were conducted in the displacement controlled mode with a loading rate 
of 2 to 4mm/min for the monotonic tests and 4 to 16mm/min for the cyclic tests. 
 
Table 1 Matrix of test specimen 











FCB-Mon-A Monotonic 2.4m 2.4m 600mm 1.0 2 
FCB-Mon-B Monotonic 0.9m 2.4m 450mm 2.7 1 
FCB-Cyc-A Cyclic 2.4m 2.4m 600mm 1.0 2 
FCB-Cyc-B Cyclic 0.9m 2.4m 450mm 2.7 1 
2.1 Monotonic test results 
Load-deflection curves of the wall panels under monotonic loading are shown in 
Figure 2. The X-axis of Figure 2 represents the net racking displacement (after 
deducting rocking displacement) and the Y-axis represents the load carried by 
the wall panel. The general observations made from the monotonic load-
deflection curves (Figure 2) are listed below: 
 
(a) FCB-Mon-A is found to be stiffer (about 30%) than the shorter panel FCB-
Mon-B. The reason for the lower stiffness of the shorter wall panel (aspect 











Number of cycles 









∆3 = ∆2+δ 
∆4 = ∆3+δ 
∆5 = ∆4+δ 
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ratio of 2.7) is the larger bending deformation which is not significant in 
the longer wall (with aspect ratio equal to 1). 
(b) Nonlinear behavior in FCB-Mon-A starts at a load of around 60% of the 
ultimate load whereas nonlinearity starts at 40% of the ultimate load in the 
shorter panel FCB-Mon-B. The nonlinear behavior in both wall panels was 
mainly due to deformations at the fasteners which connect the CFS framing 
members with the sheathing board. 
(c) After reaching peak load, both wall panels undergo higher displacement 
without any further increase in load as illustrated by the plateau region in 
the load-deflection curve. This was primarily due to bearing of the fastener 
connections and screw head pull-through the sheathing board. 
(d) Both wall panels possessed similar load carrying capacity per unit length of 
wall panel. Hence, load carrying capacity of wall panels of intermediate 
lengths can be estimated using linear interpolations. However, deflection 
capacity of the shorter wall panel FCB-Mon-B was found to be 20% higher 
than the longer wall panel FCB-Mon-A. 
 
Both wall panels ultimately failed by failure of the perimeters screws. Important 
parameters from the load-deflection curves (Figure 2) such as peak strength, 
deflection at peak strength, deflection at 90% of peak strength (ΔM to be utilized 
in cyclic loading protocol) are provided in Table 2. 
 
  
(a) FCB-Mon-A (b) FCB-Mon-B 
Figure 2 Load deflection behavior of wall panels under monotonic loading 
 







Net racking displacement 
at Peak Load 
ΔPeak (mm) 
FCB-Mon-A 30 26.1 23.4 




























Net  displacement (mm) 
. 
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2.2 Cyclic test results 
Hysteretic behavior of the wall panels under cyclic tests for FCB-Cyc-A and 
FCB-Cyc-B are shown in Figures 3a and 3b respectively. The X-axis of Figures 
3a and 3b represents the net raking displacement. The load-deflection hysteresis 
of both wall panels showed severely pinched loops with large residual 
displacement (displacement corresponding to zero load while unloading). This 
reflects that bearing of the fastener into the sheathing material was the primary 
mode of resistance. Important parameters such as peak load and residual 
displacement were obtained for the virgin and last cycles at each phase of 
loadings which are summarized in Table 3. These parameters were obtained 
from the average of positive and negative hysteresis loops. The load carrying 
capacity was degraded from the virgin cycle to the last cycle of loading at the 
same displacement amplitude (same phase) which is referred herein as ‘load 
degradation’. For both wall panels, the test results showed a load degradation of 
less than 10% at first phase of loading, 15 to 30% at second and third phases of 
loading and a severe load degradation (about 50%) at final phase of loading. 
The residual displacement after each cycle is a function of the maximum 
displacement at that cycle. Results shown in Table 3 for both wall panels 
showed a reasonably constant residual displacement ratio; 0.31 to 0.37 before 
reaching peak loads and 0.45 to 0.50 for cycles post the peak load. The residual 
displacement is an important parameter in evaluating wall performance and 
should not exceed the wall plumb line tolerance limit at serviceability limit 
state. The residual displacement at serviceability limit state (at displacement of 
H/300) of the tested wall panels satisfied the tolerance limit set by the NASH 
Standard, Australia (2005). 
 
  
(a) FCB-Cyc-A (b) FCB-Cyc-B 
Figure 3 Load-deflection behavior of the wall panels under cyclic loading 
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Table 3 Summary of cyclic test results 
Note: Values shown in above table are average values. While calculating average, any 
value in excess of 20% of the lowest value is discarded 
 
3. Evaluation of Wall Parameters 
Determination of important wall parameters such as stiffness, yield 
displacement, ultimate displacement and ductility are not easy in the cases of 
CFS wall panels since the load-deflection curve is highly non-linear. There are 
different methodologies for establishing the yield displacement and the 
equivalent bilinear backbone curve from the observed nonlinear load-deflection 
backbone curve; some of them are illustrated in Figure 4. According to test 
methods developed in New Zealand (P21 1988 and EM3 2000), the initial 
stiffness is the secant stiffness obtained by joining the origin to a value of 0.5 or 
0.6 times the maximum strength along the backbone curve (shown in Figures 4a 
and 4b). The yield point is the intersection of initial stiffness and a horizontal 
line passing through the maximum strength whereas other models (AISI 2007 
and Kawai et al. 1997) were based on the Equivalent Energy Elastic-Plastic 
(EEEP) principle. Kawai et al. model use the drift angle (drift ratio of 1/400 
(∆400)) for determining the initial stiffness whereas AISI standard use the 
strength (0.4 RPeak) as in the cases of P21 and EM3 models. Unlike EM3 and 
P21 models, the limit state in both AISI and Kawai models are selected in such a 
way that the dissipated energy by the wall specimen during monotonic or cyclic 
load is equivalent to the energy represented by the bilinear system (as illustrated 
by the hatched area of Figures 4c and 4d). Structural ductility factor is the ratio 
of ultimate displacement (∆u) to yield displacement (∆y) in all models. 
Determination of ultimate displacement for all models is explained below: 
 




















1 8.0 18.8 16.9 10% 2.5 0.31 
2 15.3 25.4 20.3 20% 5.7 0.37 
3 22.7 24.5 18.4 25% 10.2 0.45 
4 30.0 21.2 8.6 59% 15.0 0.50 
FCB-
Cyc-B 
1 8.0 5.1 4.6 9% 2.7 0.34 
2 17.7 8.0 6.8 16% 6.1 0.35 
3 27.3 8.7 6.2 29% 12.9 0.47 
4 37.0 6.7 3.6 46% 17.5 0.47 
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(a) P21 model: Ultimate displacement is set at 5∆s where ∆s is the serviceable 
displacement which is equal to H/300 and H is the height of specimen. 
(b) EM3 model: Ultimate displacement is the displacement corresponding to 
90% of strength at the declining portion of the back bone curve and should 
not be greater than 35 mm for maintaining displacement compatibility with 
other bracing wall panels used in the structure. 
(c) AISI Standard: Ultimate displacement is the displacement corresponding to 
80% of strength at the declining portion of the back bone curve. 
(d) Kawai et al. model: Ultimate displacement is the intersection of the 
horizontal yield line to the declining portion of the back bone curve. This 
involves several trials until the two hatched areas (Figure 4d) are equal. 
 
Performance parameters of the wall panels obtained from cyclic (last-cycle) 
load-deflection backbone curves using different models are provided in Table 4. 
These values are obtained from the average of positive and negative last-cycle 
backbone curves. While calculating average, any value in excess of 20% of the 
lowest value is discarded. The general observations of various wall parameters 
using different models are listed below: 
 
(a) There was a slight variation in the initial stiffness (K) of wall panels 
obtained from all four models, with AISI Standard giving slightly higher 
values. 
(b) Similarly, there was a marginal variation in the ultimate strength (Ru) of 
wall panels obtained from all considered models. Ultimate strengths 
obtained from P21 and EM3 models were slightly higher compared to 
other two models since these models used peak loads as the ultimate loads 
from the backbone curves. Ultimate strengths obtained from EEEP models 
(AISI Standard and Kawai et al.) were found to be in between 80 and 
100% of peak load with AISI Standard giving slightly lower value. 
(c) Yield displacement (Δy) was computed based on drift angle in Kawai et al. 
model unlike other models which were based on fractions of peak load. 
Yield displacement obtained from AISI Standard was found to be smallest 
compared to other models which is due to high initial stiffness as discussed 
above. 
(d) The largest ultimate displacement (Δu) was observed in P21 model which 
was due to the ultimate displacement (Δu) deliberately set at 5 times the 
serviceable displacement and is found to be extremely larger for the 
considered wall panels compared to other models. Whereas, the smallest 
ultimate displacement was observed in Kawai al. model as the horizontal 
yield line (ultimate strength) intersected the declining portion of the 
backbone curve at the value greater than 90% of peak load for the 
considered wall panels. i.e. In the declining portion of the back bone curve, 
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Δ at load greater than 90% of peak load (Kawai et al. model) < Δ at 90% of 
peak load (EM3 model) < Δ at 80% of peak load (AISI Standard). 
(e) Structural ductility factors and energy absorptions under equivalent elasto-
plastic curves are highly dependent on the ultimate displacement (as the 
ultimate strengths from all models were found to be similar). Similar to the 
ultimate displacement, structural ductility factors and energy absorptions 
obtained from P21 and Kawai et al. models were found to be largest and 
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(c) EEEP model (AISI Standard 2007) (d) EEEP model (Kawai et al. 1997) 
Figure 4 Determination of yield points using different methods 
 
Based on the above comparisons, it can be concluded that EEEP models (AISI 
Standard and Kawai et al.) are reasonable for computing ultimate strength 
compared to P21 and EM3 models. Both P21 and EM3 models considered full 
peak strength which is not necessary that the wall panels possess same level of 
strength at ultimate displacement. There are two major differences between AISI 
Standard and Kawai et al. models; definition of initial stiffness and ultimate 
displacement. Kawai et al. model use the drift angle for defining the initial 
stiffness which has the beauty to control the response of specimen in terms of 
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displacement rather than force. Hence the authors propose to use the drift angle 
to define the initial stiffness. However, Kawai et al. model significantly 
compromised the value of ultimate displacement for a slight increase in ultimate 
load compared to AISI Standard. This results in lower displacement capacity as 
well as structural ductility factor. Hence, the authors propose the use of a 
slightly modified version from both models, i.e. considering the drift angle from 
Kawai et al. model and the definition of ultimate displacement from the AISI 
Standard which is simple and effective compared to Kawai et al. model. 
 
Table 4 Performance parameters of wall panels using different methods 




















K 2.60 2.80 2.88 2.41 2.41 
Ru 20.1 20.1 18.8 20.0 19.4 
Δy 7.8 7.2 6.5 8.3 8.1 
Δu 23.0 41.0 25.3 19.5 25.3 
μ 3.0 5.7 3.9 2.3 3.1 








K 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.58 0.58 
Ru 7.0 7.0 6.4 6.5 6.5 
Δy 12.6 12.1 10.5 11.3 11.3 
Δu 27.3 41.0 30.1 26.5 30.1 
μ 2.2 3.4 2.9 2.4 2.7 
Energy 146 244 159 136 159 
K = Initial stiffness (kN/mm), Ru = Ultimate strength (kN), Δy =Yield displacement 
(mm), Δu = Ultimate displacement (mm), μ = Structural ductility factor, and Energy = 
Energy absorption under equivalent elasto-plastic curve (Joules) 
Note: Values shown in above table are average values. While calculating average, any 
value in excess of 20% of the lowest value is discarded 
4. Bracing rating of wall panel 
Unlike other methods, P21 and EM3 methods consider several other parameters 
such as ductility modification factor, residual displacement recovery, 
displacement compatibility and asymmetry of performance while calculating 
bracing rating (capacity) of wall panels. This study considered the basis of the 
New Zealand test methods for evaluating bracing rating of wall panels against 
earthquake loading. The design bracing rating of wall panels for earthquake 
loading is obtained from the last-cycle backbone curve and it should satisfy 
ultimate as well as serviceability limit state conditions. 
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(i) Earthquake resistance at ultimate limit state is given by 
EQu = K1*Ru/Kt (2a) 
where, 
K1 = Ductility modification factor 
Ru = Average ultimate strength from last-cycle backbone curve (Proposed 
model in Table 4) 
Kt = Sampling factor which depends on the variations of production units 
due to fabrication and material. NASH Standard (NASH 2005) 
specifies a minimum of 15% of coefficient of variations for sub 
assembly tests. According to Amendment C of NASH Standard 
(NASH 2005), Kt = 1.79 for 1 sample tested with 15% coefficient 
of variation 
 
The ultimate resistance of wall panel to earthquake load is factored by ductility 
modification factor K1 so that it represents an equivalent structural ductility 
factor of 3.0. The ductility modification factor is obtained by suppressing the 
yield displacement marinating same elastic stiffness and ultimate displacement 
as shown in Figure 5. A modification is not required if the structural ductility 
factor of the tested wall panel is equal to or greater than 3. However, wall panels 
with ductility modification factor less than 0.5 are deemed to be considered as 
unstable and no rating will be made. 
 
Figure 5 Determination of ductility modification factor 
 
From Figure 5, 
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μ = Δu/Δy = Average structural ductility factor for last-cycle equivalent 
elasto-plastic curve (from Proposed model in Table 4) 
μ′ = Δu/Δ′y = Structural ductility factor modified to a value of 3.0 
 
(ii) Earthquake resistance at serviceability limit state is given by 
EQs = K2*Rs*LREQ/Kt (3a) 
where, 
K2 = Displacement recovery factor 
Rs = Average test load from last-cycle backbone curve at serviceable 
displacement (ΔS = H/300 = 8mm) which is provided in Table 3 
LREQ = Load ratio for earthquake loading 
 
Displacement recovery factor K2 is specified to allow for any residual (non-
recoverable) displacement at the serviceability loading cycles, thereby restricting 
the unnecessary permanent offset. NASH Standard, Australia (NASH 2005) 
specifies the tolerance limit of H/600 or 3mm whichever is greater. Hence, the 
average residual displacement of wall panels at serviceability loading cycles 
must not exceed the specified tolerance limit. A moderate level of residual 
displacement is allowed in the evaluation method with the residual displacement 
not exceeding 30% of the serviceable displacement. If the residual displacement 
(ΔR) exceeds 30% of the serviceable displacement (Δs), then the rated load is 
reduced by using following expression: 
K = .3  
  
  
  (0.8   K     .0) (3b) 
where, 
ΔR = Residual displacement during serviceability displacement (ΔS = 
H/300 = 8mm) loading cycle which is provided in Table 3 
 
Load ratio for earthquake loading is the ratio of equivalent base shear at ultimate 
and serviceability limit states. The equivalent static base shear as per Australian 
Standard AS 1170.4:2007 is given by: 
                    (3c) 
where, 
kP = Probability factor = 1.0 for 500 year return period (ultimate limit 
state) and 0.25 for 25 year return period (serviceability limit state) 
Z = Hazard factor 
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Ch(T1) = Value of spectral shape for the fundamental natural period of the 
structure 
SP = Structural performance factor 
μ = Structural ductility factor 
Wt = Seismic weight of the structure 
 
Considering the structural ductility factor (μ) of 1 at serviceability limit state (25 
year return period) and 3 at ultimate limit state (500 year return period), load 
ratio for earthquake loading is computed as: 
     
                                           
                                                 
 
 
                             
                                   
 
       
        
      
(3d) 
 
The bracing ratings of the tested wall panels for earthquake loading are 
computed using equations 2 to 3 and are provided in Table 5. 
 









μ 3.10 2.70 Table 4 (Proposed model) 
K1 1.00 0.90 Eq.2b: K1=μ/μ'; (0.5 K 2  .0) (μ'=3.0) 
Ru (kN) 19.40 6.50 Table 4 (Proposed model) 
Kt 1.79 1.79 NASH 2005 (for N=1 & CoV=15%) 
EQu (kN) 10.84 3.27 Eq.2a: K1*Ru/Kt 
SLS 
ΔR (mm) 2.50 2.70 Table 3 
Δs (mm) 8.00 8.00 H/300 (H=2400mm) 
K2 0.99 0.96 Eq.3b: K2=1.3–ΔR/Δs; (0.8 K 1  .0) 
Rs (kN) 16.90 4.60 Table 3 (Last cycle load at Δs) 
Kt 1.79 1.79 NASH 2005 (for N=1 & CoV=15%) 
LREQ 1.33 1.33 Eq.3d 
EQs (kN) 12.43 3.28 Eq.3a: EQs = K2*Rs*LREQ/Kt 
Design capacity per unit 
length (kN/m) 4.52 3.63 
Minimum of EQu and EQs divided by 
the length of wall panel 
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5. Summary and Conclusions 
This paper presented experimental test results of cold-formed steel-framed 
bracing wall panels braced with fibre cement board as sheathing material, 
subjected to in-plane monotonic and cyclic loadings. Four panels of different 
aspect ratios were tested under monotonic and cyclic loadings. A new loading 
protocol which had been recently developed based on the seismic conditions of 
Australia was used for cyclic testing. Monotonic test results of the tested wall 
panels showed similar load carrying capacity per unit length of wall panel. 
However, the deflection capacity of the wall panel with shorter length (or larger 
aspect ratio) was found to be 20% higher than the wall panel with aspect ratio of 
1. Cyclic test results showed a severely pinched hysteresis associated with both 
stiffness and load degradations. Test results showed a load degradation of less 
than 10% at the serviceability displacement loading whereas severe load 
degradation (about 50%) was observed after post peak loading for both wall 
panels. Residual displacement ratios for both wall panels were found to be 
constant; 0.31 to 0.35 before reaching peak loads and 0.45 to 0.50 for cycles 
post the peak load. 
 
Various existing methods were used for the evaluation of wall parameters from 
the observed last-cycle load-deflection backbone curves. Initial stiffness and 
ultimate strength of the wall panels obtained from all methods were found to be 
consistent with each other, with AISI Standard model giving slightly higher 
stiffness and P21 and EM3 models giving slightly higher ultimate strength. 
However, structural ductility factor from P21 model was found to be 
significantly higher compared to other methods. The authors propose the 
evaluation method with slight modifications from the existing AISI Standard 
and Kawai et al. models which were based on Equivalent Energy Elastic-Plastic 
(EEEP) principle. The evaluation method considered other parameters including 
displacement modification factor, residual displacement recovery, sampling 
factor and load levels satisfying serviceability as well as ultimate limit states, 
while determining bracing rating of wall panels under earthquake loading.  
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Fastener-Based Computational Models with  
Application to Cold-Formed Steel Shear Walls 
 





The objective of this paper is to validate a tool that design engineers could 
employ to develop mechanics-based predictions of the lateral response of wood-
sheathed cold-formed steel (CFS) framed shear walls applicable in a wide 
variety of situations. Wood framed shear walls enjoy a variety of tools, most 
notably SAPWood and its predecessor CASHEW, that provide a means to 
predict the complete hysteretic behavior of a shear wall based on the nail 
fastener schedule and board selection. The existence of these tools helps 
engineers in unique design situations, encourages innovation in shear wall 
design particularly for Type I shear walls, and provides enabling modeling 
details critical for seismic performance-based design. Recently, as part of the 
CFS-NEES effort, the cyclic performance of CFS stud-to-sheathing connections 
has been characterized. In addition, the cyclic performance of full CFS shear 
walls, utilizing the same connections, has also been characterized. This paper 
explores an engineering model implemented in OpenSees that directly employs 
the fastener-based characterization as the essential nonlinearity in a CFS framed 
shear wall. CFS shear wall framing is modeled with beam elements, hold downs 
are modeled with linear springs, sheathing is modeled as a rigid diaphragm, and 
the stud-to-sheathing connections as zero-length springs utilizing the Pinching04 
material model in OpenSees. Production, analysis, and post-processing of the 
model are automated with custom Matlab scripts that form the basis for a future 
engineering tool. The model is validated against monotonic and cyclic shear 
wall tests, and is shown to have good agreement. In addition to providing a 
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mechanical means to assess shear walls, high fidelity shell finite element models 
are completed in ABAQUS to shed additional light on the mechanics-based 
OpenSees model. The long-term goal of the modelling is to provide a reliable 
means to predict the lateral response of any CFS framed system that relies on 
connection deformations, such as gravity walls or wood-sheathed floor 





In the design of cold-formed steel buildings, shear walls are typically used to 
provide lateral resistance for seismic or wind load. The wood sheathing, such as 
oriented strand board, is screw-fastened to the cold-formed studs and tracks to 
develop shear stiffness as well as strength in the wall system. Cold-formed steel 
(CFS) shear walls have been extensively studied for such applications. The 
North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Framing: Lateral Design (e.g., 
AISI S213-07) provides nominal strength for different types of sheathing, 
fastener spacing, and stud and track thickness and Branston et al. (2006) 
provides additional guidance based on extensive shear wall testing conducted 
primarily at McGill university under the direction of Rogers. 
 
The composite shear wall response is dominated by the local behavior at each 
steel-fastener-sheathing connection. For example, Folz et al. (2001) has 
experimentally shown the importance of this local “fastener” behavior in the 
global response of a shear wall. Several modeling approaches have been used by 
researchers to capture CFS shear wall behavior, but in general these approaches 
have been to lump the overall nonlinearity in the response down to one or a few 
degrees of freedom, for example by modeling the shear walls as pin-connected 
panels with diagonals calibrated to the desired nonlinearity. These approaches 
do not fully capture the complexity of the behavior, nor are they easily 
extensible.  
 
As part of the NSF-funded CFS-NEES effort, a series of cyclic CFS shear wall 
tests were conducted by Liu et al. (2012a, b). Following this work cyclic steel-
fastener-sheathing “fastener” tests covering the details employed in the shear 
wall tests were conducted by Peterman and Schafer (2013). Buonopane et al. 
(2014) then developed an OpenSees model of Liu’s shear walls that employed 
the fastener test data from Peterman and Schafer and demonstrated that the basic 
elastic and initial backbone (pushover) response of the shear walls could be 
predicted based on the fastener-based results. The work did not explore the 
complete nonlinear backbone response, nor the cyclic response. 
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This paper is a continuation of the work in Buonopane et al. (2014). Additional 
details are added in the model: ledger track, strap, multiple sheathing boards, etc. 
such that the full suite of testing configurations from Liu et al. (2012a,b) may be 
explored. In addition, the full non-linear cyclic response of the shear walls is 
predicted from the developed OpenSees models so that the performance of these 
models for use in developing the necessary hysteretic response for subsequent 
building analysis can be fully evaluated. 
 
 
Description of CFS-NEES shear walls tests 
 
The CFS-NEES shear wall tests (Liu et al. 2012a,b) were based on a two-story 
ledger-framed building (Madsen et al. 2010) that was subjected to full-scale 
shake table testing (Peterman et al. 2014). Both monotonic and cyclic (CUREE 
protocol) tests were conducted on 4 ft × 9 ft (1.22 m × 2.74 m) and 8 ft × 9 ft 
(2.44 m × 2.74 m) shear walls utilizing 54 mil (1.37 mm) back-to-back chord 
studs and 7/16 in. (11.1 mm) OSB sheathing on the exterior. The impact of 
ledger track, interior gypsum sheathing, locations of panel seams and the impact 
of differing stud thickness and grade for the field studs were studied in the test 
program. These tests exhibited a variety of failure modes at the fasteners; 
predominately bearing, tearing, and pull through, and less frequently fastener 
fracture. The test set-up is shown in Figure 1 (b). Full details on the design and 
test of the shear wall specimens may be found in Liu et al. (2012a,b). 
 
 
                              
(a)                                                                               (b)         
Figure 1. CFS-NEES shear wall test setup: (a) Typical dimensions and member sizes;  





Numerical models in OpenSees 
 
The Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) software 
was utilized for all modeling in this study. Although the physical tests 
investigated the effects of 4 ft (1.22 m) and 8 ft (2.44 m) widths, only the 4 ft 
(1.22 m) wide shear walls are modeled in this paper. 
 
General materials and elements for OpenSees modelling 
 
The CFS frame members, including the chord studs and tracks, were subdivided 
into several beam-column displacement elements, with nodes at each fastener 
location. Linear elastic material and beam-column elements were used to model 
the CFS frame. The studs were connected to the top and bottom track with 
rotational springs whose rotational stiffness was estimated to be 100,000 lb-
in/rad, based on the measured lateral stiffness of bare CFS frames (Liu et al. 
2012). The sheathing was modelled as a rigid diaphragm with slave nodes at 
each fastener location and a master node at the center of the diaphragm.  
 
Buonopane et al. (2014) has shown that modeling the tension flexibility of the 
hold-down is necessary. Therefore a tension stiffness for the hold-down of 56.7 
kips/in [9.9 kN/mm] based on Leng et al. (2013) was selected. The compression 
stiffness of the hold down is modeled as 1000 times larger to simulate bearing 
against a rigid foundation. Previous work also showed that modelling the shear 
anchor (along the track to foundation) as fully pinned resulted in a lateral 
stiffness that exceeded the stiffness measured in experimental results. Therefore, 
the anchors were not modelled in this paper and the hold-down was the only 
provided connection between the shear wall and the foundation. 
 
Fastener, ledger and horizontal seam details in modelling 
 
At fastener locations, the nodes of the frame members and the sheathing 
coincide as shown in Figure 2. These nodes were connected using zero-length 
springs. Pinching04 was assigned as the material model for the zero-length 
fastener elements. Figure 3 shows the parameters required to define the 
Pinching04 uniaxial material in OpenSees, which includes the backbone curve, 
degradation factors, and other force and displacement relation parameters. In 
this paper, the Pinching04 parameters are estimated from separate physical 
testing of the fasteners (per the setup shown in Figure 4) as reported by 
Peterman and Schafer (2013). Tables 1 and 2 provide the parameters used in this 




Table 1. Pinching04 model backbone parameters (Peterman and Schafer 2013) 
 
 




Figure 2. Details for the fastener-based shear wall model (Buonopane et al. 2014) 
 
 
Figure 3. Definition of Pinching04 material parameters in OpenSees (Leng et al. 2013) 
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Figure 4. “Fastener” testing rig: (a) front view, (b) side view (c) inside view of stud clamping 
system (d) fastener-sheathing connection at failure (Peterman and Schafer 2013) 
 
In this paper, the ledger track (see Figure 1) was modelled with a beam-column 
displacement element with fixed degrees of freedom at the ledger-stud 
connections. This rigid offset transferred deflection from the studs to the ledger. 
In Buonopane et al. (2014) the horizontal seam and strap were neglected and a 
diaphragm across the full vertical 9 ft height was used to model the sheathing. 
Here, a more detailed model with a strap and horizontal seam (as in the actual 
shear walls) is employed. Displacement beam-column elements were used to 
model the strap. The rotational stiffness for the strap-to-stud connection was the 
same as that for stud-to-track connection. The seam introduces a second rigid 
diaphragm (one for each board), for simplification, interference between the 
individual diaphragms through edge bearing was ignored. Table 3 provides a 
summary of materials and elements for the OpenSees models.  
 
Table 3. Summary of materials and elements used in OpenSees models 
 
Member in the shear wall Element assigned in OpenSees Material assigned in OpenSees
Stud displacement beam-column element linear elastic cold-formed steel
Track displacement beam-column element linear elastic cold-formed steel
Strap displacement beam-column element linear elastic cold-formed steel
Ledger track displacement beam-column element linear elastic cold-formed steel
Sheathing Rigid diaphragm -
Fastener CoupledZeroLength Pinching04
Hold-down zero-length element linear elastic stiffness
Stud-track connection zero-length element linear rotational stiffness
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Comparison between numerical models and experimental results 
 
Eight OpenSees models were built to compare with the 4ft × 9ft (1.22 m × 2.74 
m) shear wall tests. These models take into account the existence of ledger tack, 
gypsum board, horizontal and vertical seams, as shown in Table 4.  
 
The monotonic response in Figure 5(a) shows that the OpenSees result is 
consistent with the test result, but fails at a slightly reduced strength: the peak 
load in the model is 4.65 kips [20.68 kN] versus 4.9 kips [21.80 kN] in the shear 
wall test. This discrepancy indicates additional flexibility and redistribution in 
the actual shear wall that is not included in the model. It is possible that the 
degrading branch in the Pinching04 “fastener” model is too severe, and it is also 
possible that a finite stiffness sheathing creates a more favorable load 
distribution to the fasteners than a rigid sheathing model as damage progresses. 
While improvements are possible, given that the fastener data was conducted 
completely independently of the shear wall tests, the basic agreement in the 
response is more than encouraging, and conservative. 
 
Table 4. Modelling matrix in OpenSees 
 
 
Figures 5(b)-(h) show the cyclic results comparing the OpenSees models and the 
shear wall tests. In general the OpenSees models can reliably predict the cyclic 
behavior of the shear walls. For the first few cycles, the hysteretic behavior for 
each model is identical to the test result. The peak load and displacement for the 
first few cycles is a highly reliable predictor of the full shear wall test for up to 
approximately 1% drift. However, similar to the monotonic response, the model 
does not accurately capture the last few cycles in the test - the predicted peak 
loads and deflections are smaller than the experimental results, as summarized in 
Table 5. Modest changes to the fastener Pinching04 models could be used to 
calibrate the overall response, but the conservative nature is encouraging and 
suggests that use of independently derived fastener-based nonlinearity and rigid 
sheathing models leads to useful and conservative predictions of the 
fundamental nonlinear shear wall response, appropriate for use in design.  
 
 
Model num. Test in [10] Wall Size Load Type Front Sheathing Back Sheathing Stud Ledger H. Seam V. Seam
quantity quantity mono/cyclic OSB Gypsum 600S162-xx 1200T200-97
unit unit ftxft -  ✔/-  ✔/- 1/1000 in.  ✔/- ft ft
1 1c 4x9 Monotonic ✔ - 54 ✔ 8’up -
2 2 4x9 Cyclic ✔ - 54 ✔ 8’up -
3 3 4x9 Cyclic ✔ ✔ 54 ✔ 8’up -
4 4 4x9 Cyclic ✔ - 54 - 8’up -
5 5 4x9 Cyclic ✔ - 54 ✔ 7’up -
6 6 4x9 Cyclic ✔ - 54 - 7’up -
7 9 4x9 Cyclic ✔ - 54 - 8’up 2’over
8 10 4x9 Cyclic ✔ - 54 - 4.5’up 2' over
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                                        (a)                                                                 (b) 
               
                                      (c)                                                                   (d) 
               
                                                (e)                                                                   (f) 
               
                                                (g)                                                                   (h) 
Figure 5. OpenSees result and test response for monotonic (a) and cyclic loading: (b)-(h) for 
model 2-model 8 of Table 4 (no data record for Test 6 available) 
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Further exploration of the OpenSees computational models 
 
Fastener force distribution 
 
One advantage of the developed model over lumped nonlinear models is the 
ability to assess the manner in which the applied shear is carried by the shear 
wall. In particular, the fastener force distribution for model 1 at a V=4.23 kips 
[18.82 kN] and ∆=1.8 in. [4.57 mm] is provided in Figure 6. This force level is 
nearly at the peak load, and several fasteners have reached their maximum 
capacity. As shown in Figure 1, the top 1 ft [0.30 m] of the wall is blocked by 
the ledger track and a separate OSB sheathing board, the impact of this detail is 
that nearly all of the force is carried in the bottom 8 ft [2.44 m] of the shear wall 
and this is readily apparent in the developed fastener forces. In addition, while 
the fastener forces are largely aligned with the members (vertical for the chord 
studs, horizontal for the bottom track and strap) significant deviations exist as 
well. 
 
Figure 6. Force distribution for all the fasteners 
Model Conmputational Result
Peak Load Lateral Deflection at Peak Peak Load Lateral Deflection at Peak
P+ P- Δ+ Δ- P+ P- Δ+ Δ-
unit lbf lbf in. in. lbf lbf in. in.
1 4650.0 - 2.13 - 4900.0 - 2.96 -
2 3934.2 3951.8 1.91 1.90 4640.0 4176.0 2.92 2.71
3 4862.7 4852.2 2.07 2.00 5060.0 3830.0 2.87 2.44
4 3569.4 3551.6 2.07 2.07 4184.0 3850.8 2.88 1.93
5 3365.7 2619.2 1.32 0.79 4092.0 3800.8 2.83 1.96
6 3473.8 3529.4 1.91 2.00 4928.0 3320.4 2.78 1.69
7 3388.7 3382.3 3.00 3.00 3683.2 3561.2 4.20 2.92




Force distribution along the studs 
 
The fastener forces result in axial forces and shear forces in the studs as 
provided in Figures 7 and 8. The axial force in the stud, Figure 7, is nearly linear 
(as is commonly assumed), but is affected by the fact that the top 1 ft [0.30 m] 
of the wall is blocked by the ledger track and thus the majority of the forces are 
actually carried in the lower 8 ft [2.44 m] of the shear wall. Consistent with the 
basic truss assumption the center stud in the shear wall essentially carries no 
axial force. As shown in Figure 8, although the largest forces are aligned with 
the stud (i.e., vertical) shear (and thus bending moment) is carried in the studs 
even though this is not typically accounted for directly in design. 
 
 
Figure 7. Axial force diagram along studs 
 
 
Figure 8. Shear force diagram along studs 
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High fidelity shell finite element (ABAQUS) modeling 
 
Complementary to the OpenSees-based models a series of high fidelity shell 
finite element models have also been initiated in ABAQUS. Although these 
models are at an earlier stage of development, they are included here to provide 
a more complete picture of the modeling possibilities for shear walls and their 
integration into and with other nonlinear models for use in seismic design.  
 
Description of ABAQUS computational models 
 
The specimen geometry follows that of Liu et al. (2012a, b) as summarized in 
Figure 9. The CFS framing members and sheathing are modeled as four-node 
shell finite elements (S4R in ABAQUS), see Schafer et al. (2010) for further 
discussion. Five integration points are utilized through the thickness of the 
element. Mesh discretization is shown in Figure 9. Aspect ratio of the elements 
is kept as close to one as practical. Steel is modeled as elastic with E=29,500 ksi 
[203,000 MPa] and µ= 0.3. A relatively coarse mesh is used for the oriented 
strand board (OSB) sheathing, which is modeled as elastic with E=900 ksi [6200 
MPa] and µ=0.3 to minimize diaphragm deformations.  
 
 
(a) stud (b) track 
 
(c) sheathing (d) assembled model 










Table 6. Stiffness of sheathing-to-frame fastener 
 
 
The CFS frame (steel-to-steel) connections are modeled as pinned by means of 
MPC constraints in ABAQUS. The steel-to-sheathing connections, i.e. the 
fasteners that form the basis for the OpenSees models are modeled as springs, as 
summarized in Table 6. The translational springs in the plane of the board (X 
and Z) are modeled with a nonlinear spring element (Spring 2). The force-
displacement response of these springs follows Table 1; however, only the 
backbone is implemented. Incorporation of reloading/un-loading parameters 
remains for future work. The translational spring out of the board plane is 
modeled by means of a linear spring element (Spring 2) with a stiffness 
ky=10,000 kip/inch [824,000kN/m] to minimize the board's out-of-plane 
deformation. 
 
The hold-downs were modeled as springs connecting the bottom edge of the 
chord studs’ web to the ground in the vertical direction by means of nonlinear 
spring element (Spring 2). Tension stiffness and compression stiffness follow 
that of the OpenSees models presented above. Sheathing seams were not 
modeled. The out-of-plane support of the top track in the experiments was 
included in the model as transverse roller constraints. The shear anchors 
connecting the bottom track to the foundation were modeled by fixing the 
bottom edge of the chord studs’ web in the longitudinal and transverse 
directions. In this effort, geometric imperfections, residual stresses and strains 
were not included. 
 
Initial ABAQUS results and discussion  
 
Figure 10 provides the basic results of a nonlinear collapse pushover analysis of 
the developed shell FE model compared with the experimental result for test 4, 
and the corresponding OpenSees analysis presented above. Table 7 provides the 
initial stiffness, the peak load and the corresponding lateral deflections. The 
shell FE model predicts the initial stiffness and peak load with reasonable 
accuracy, but is overly stiff after the initial loading stage. One likely source of 
this error is the steel-to-sheathing connections. In the shell FE model, the 
behavior of these connections in the board plane is modeled by means of only 








Table 7. Comparison of shell finite element model, OpenSees model, and test result for test 4 
 
 
Figure 10. Comparison of CFS framed shear wall response obtained from test result and 




The developed OpenSees-based model for the shear wall response shows 
excellent promise for use as a design tool to generate sub-component hysteretic 
response for unique geometries based on knowledge of only the nonlinear 
fastener response for a particular steel-fastener-sheathing combination. The 
sensitivity of the overall response to the post-peak branch of the Pinching04 
fastener model needs to be further explored. The sensitivity of the model to the 
shear anchors (currently ignored) needs to be further explored. The validation 
studies need to be extended to the wider shear walls tested. Models for gravity 
walls and diaphragms need to be developed and compared with available data. 
Final modeling guidance and more user-friendly tools in-line with SAPWood 
need to be developed. 
 
The developed ABAQUS shell finite element models provide a means to 
directly explore limit states other than those associated with the fastener, such as 
chord buckling, and to better understand how cross-section flexibility (thinner 
members) influence the overall response. However, significant additional work 
is needed in the model creation to bring the results in line with the observed 
testing prior to performing such studies. Challenges with modeling degrading 
Model
quantity K Error P Error Δ Error
unit lb/in. % lbf % in. %
Experiment 4847.0 -- 4016.0 -- 2.40 --
Opensees 4132.0 14.8 3560.5 11.3 2.07 13.8
Shell finite element 4790.0 1.2 4257.0 6.0 1.92 20.0
* K at 1000 lb lateral force
Lateral Deflection at PeakInitial Lateral Stiffness* Peak Load
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springs, and radial springs, are among those issues not yet fully addressed in the 





This paper extends the development of a mechanics-based approach to predict 
lateral response of wood sheathed cold-formed steel (CFS) framed shear walls. 
By providing a means to predict the complete hysteretic behavior of a CFS shear 
wall, this approach can help engineers in unique design situations. An OpenSees 
model is developed that uses standard beam-column elements for the framing 
members and a rigid diaphragm for the sheathing. The stud-to-sheathing 
connections are represented as zero-length springs utilizing a Pinching04 
material response developed based on isolated fastener tests. The OpenSees 
model is validated against previously conducted, monotonic and cyclic full-scale 
shear wall tests, and shown to have good general agreement. In addition, the 
developed force distribution of the fasteners in the studs of a typical shear wall 
is explored. Work remains to further calibrate the OpenSees model, but the 
developed results demonstrate that the shear wall response relies on connection 
deformations and this is the critical nonlinearity. This observation makes the 
possibility of determining lateral response for gravity walls and wood-sheathed 
floor diaphragms a distinct possibility – and this capability is critical to better 
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The development of light weight steel structures in seismic area as Italy 
requires the upgrading of National Codes. To this end, in the last years a 
theoretical and experimental study was carried out at the University of 
Naples within the research project RELUIS-DPC 2010-2013. The study 
focused on "all steel design" solutions and investigated the seismic 
behaviour of strap braced stud shear walls. Three wall configurations were 
defined according to both elastic and dissipative design criteria for three 
different seismic scenarios. The lateral in-plane behavior of these systems 
were evaluated by 12 tests performed on full-scale CFS strap-braced stud 
wall specimens with dimensions 2.4 m x 2.7 m subjected to monotonic and 
reversed cyclic loading protocols. The experimental campaign was 
completed with 17 tests on materials, 8 shear tests on elementary steel 
connections and 28 shear tests on strap-framing connection systems. On the 
basis of the experimental results, and taking into account the AISI S213 
provisions, behaviour factors were evaluated. This paper provides the main 







The Cold-Formed Steel (CFS) structures are able to ensure a good structural 
response in seismic areas. In these structures, the lateral load bearing 
systems are CFS stud walls, that are generally realized with frames in CFS 
profiles braced by sheathing panels or light gauge steel straps installed in a 
X configuration. The seismic behaviour of CFS structures laterally braced 
by panels ("sheathing-braced" approach) was the object of several studies 
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carried out at the University of Naples "Federico II" in the last years 
[Landolfo et al.2006, Fiorino et al. 2007, Iuorio 2007, Fiorino et al. 2008, 
2014]. When a X-braced configuration is adopted, the design is carried out 
according to a "all-steel" approach and steel straps are generally used to 
obtain the diagonal elements. In particular, because of the steel straps 
slenderness, only those in tension are considered active. Therefore, the 
lateral load applied on a wall is adsorbed only by the diagonal in tension, 
which transmits a significant axial compression force to the ends of the wall. 
For this reason, the design of members and connections located at wall 
corners is crucial, especially for the chord studs, strap connections, gusset 
plate and anchors. Guidelines for the seismic design of CFS structures are 
not provided by the European codes (EN 1998-1). Hence, as an attempt to 
provide a contribution to the code development, a theoretical and 
experimental study was carried out by the Authors within the Italian 
research project RELUIS-DPC 2010-2013. In the following, the 







In order to investigate a large range of possible CFS solutions for low-rise 
dwellings, three buildings to be located in different seismic area were 
designed. Each of them has a rectangular plan with dimensions 12.2 m x 
18.1 m and storey height of 3.00 m. The lateral resisting system is made of 
CFS strap-braced stud walls that were designed according to elastic or 
dissipative design approaches. Therefore, three wall configurations were 
defined as follows: elastic light (WLE), dissipative light (WLD) and 
dissipative heavy (WHD) walls (Fig. 1). More details about the case study 
and the design of walls are presented in the papers Iuorio et al. and Macillo 
et al. 
 
a) b) c) 
Figure 1. Schematic drawings of the three wall configurations: a) elastic 
light wall (WLE); b) dissipative light wall (WLD); c) dissipative heavy wall 
(WHD) 
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The lateral response of these systems was investigated by testing each of the 
three selected configurations by two monotonic and two cyclic tests for a 
total of 12 tests on full-scale wall specimens in size of 2400 x 2700 mm. 
Moreover, taking into account that materials and components influence the 
wall seismic global response in terms of lateral resistance, stiffness and 
ductility, the components response was investigated by means of 17 tests on 
materials, 8 shear tests on elementary connections between steel profiles and 
28 shear tests on connections between gussets and strap-bracings. The 
experimental campaign is summarized in Table 1. All tests were carried out 
in the laboratory of the Department of Structures for Engineering and 
Architecture of the University of Naples Federico II. In the following the 
tests on walls and on connections between gussets and strap-bracings are 




label WLE WLD WHD 
no. monotonic tests 2 2 2 




(steel grade - thickness in mm) 
S350 - 1.5 S235 – 2.0 S350 – 3.0 
no. tests 3a + 3b 2a + 3b 3a + 3b 
ELEMENTARY CONNECTIONS 
 
label SLE SLD SHD 
no. tests 3b 3b 2b 
JOINTS between GUSSETS and STRAP-BRACINGS 
 
label CLE CLD CHD 
configuration 1 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
no. tests 3a + 3b 3a + 3b 2b 2b 2b 1a + 3b 2b 2b 2b 
a stands for test speed equal to 50 mm/s; 
b stands for test speed equal to 0.05 mm/s; 
WLE is Elastic Light Wall; WLD is Dissipative Light Wall; WHD is Dissipative Heavy Wall; 
SLE is Single connection for Elastic Light wall; SLD is Single connection for Dissipative Light 
wall; SHD is Single connection for Dissipative Heavy wall; 
CLE is Connection joint for Elastic Light wall; CLD is Connection joint for Dissipative Light 
wall; CHD is Connection joint for Dissipative Heavy wall 
Table 1. Experimental program 
 
 
Tests on full-scale CFS strap-braced stud walls 
The lateral in-plane behaviour of the selected wall configurations (WLE, 
WLD, WHD) was investigated by means of 12 physical tests, including six 
monotonic tests and six cyclic tests on full-scale 2400 mm long and 2700 
mm high wall specimens. The wall framing (Fig.2) was made with stud 
members, having lipped channel sections (C-sections), spaced at 600 mm on 
the center and connected at the ends to track members, having unlipped 
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channel sections (U-sections). Since chord studs are subjected to higher 
axial load, aiming to avoid any buckling and failure of those studs, they 
were composed by double C-sections screwed back-to-back. In order to 
reduce the unbraced length of the chord and interior studs, flat straps were 
placed at the mid-height of the wall specimens and were screwed to 
blocking members placed at the ends of walls. The local buckling 
phenomena of tracks were avoided by reinforcing the ends of members with 
C-section profiles assembled in a box sections. Hold-down devices, made 
with S700 steel grade, and connected to the studs by four M16 class 8.8 
bolts and to the beams of the testing frame by one M24 class 8.8 bolt, were 
placed within the lower and upper track at the four corners of the walls. The 
upper and bottom tracks of the tested walls were connected respectively to 
the loading (top) and bottom beams of the testing frame by M8 class 8.8 
bolts spaced at 300 mm on the center, which were used as shear 
connections. The wall specimens were completed with strap braces installed 
in an X configuration on both sides and connected to the wall framing by 
gusset plates. For each wall configuration an appropriate fastener was 
chosen: 6.3 x 40 mm (diameter x length) hexagonal flat washer head self-
drilling screws (AB 04 63 040 type) for WLE and WHD specimens, and 4.8 
x 16 mm modified truss head self-drilling screws (CI 01 48 016 type) for 
WLD prototypes, produced by Tecfi S.p.A. All the steel members were 
fabricated by S350GD+Z steel grade, except the diagonal straps of 
dissipative systems, which were made with S235 steel grade. Table 2 lists 
the nominal design dimensions and material properties of the tested wall 




WLE WLD WHD 
Section [mm] Grade Section [mm] Grade Section [mm] Grade 







Tracks U153x50x1.5b S350 U153x50x1.5b S350 U153x50x1.5b S350 
Diagonal 
straps 
90x1.5c S350 70x2.0c S235 140x2.0c S235 
Gusset 
plates 





















50x1.5c S350 50x1.5c S350 50x1.5c S350 
a C-section: outside-to-outside web depth x outside-to-outside flange size x outside-to-outside lip size x 
thickness; b U-section: outside-to-outside web depth x outside-to-outside flange size x thickness; 
c width x thickness; d height x width  x thickness 




Tests on full-scale wall specimens were carried out by using a specifically 
designed testing frame for in-plane shear loading (Fig. 3). Horizontal loads 
were transmitted to the upper wall track by means of a steel beam made of a 
200x120x10 mm (width x height x thickness) rectangular hollow section. 
The out-of-plane displacements of the wall were avoided by two lateral 
supports realized with HEB 140 columns and equipped with double roller 
wheels. The tests were performed by using a hydraulic actuator having ±250 
mm stroke displacement and 500 kN load capacity. A sliding-hinge was 
placed between the actuator and the tested wall in order to avoid the 
transmission of external vertical load components. Eight LVDTs were used 
to measure the specimen displacements. In particular, three LVDTs (W1, 
W2 e W3) were installed to record the horizontal displacements and two 
LVDTs (W4, W5) for the vertical displacements. The local deformations of 
the diagonal straps were recorded by means of two strain-gauges for each 
diagonal (S1 and S4 placed at the end and S2 and S3 placed in the center of 
the straps). A load cell was used to measure the applied loads. 
 
Figure 2. WHD wall configuration 
  
Figure 3. Test on full-scale walls 
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Monotonic tests 
In the monotonic loading regime, the tests were performed by applying a 
loading protocol organized in two phases. In the first phase the wall 
specimens were pulled and in the second phase they were pushed. Both 
phases have been followed by the unloading of the wall prototypes in order 
to lead them back to the initial position. This testing protocol involved 
displacements at a rate of 0.10 mm/s up to a maximum of ± 240 mm defined 
by the stroke limit of the actuator or until the occurred collapse.  
Test results in terms of yield strength (Hy), maximum strength (Hmax), 
displacement at the conventional elastic limit (dy), maximum displacement 
(dmax), conventional elastic stiffness (ke), defined as the secant stiffness at 
40% of the maximum strength, and observed failure mechanisms are shown 
in Table 3. In addition, Table 3 provides the theoretical predicted values of 
the strength and stiffness, which were evaluated using the experimental 
mechanical properties, and the ratios between the average experimental and 
theoretical values. Figure 4 shows the acting load (H) vs top wall 
displacement (d) curves for the WHD-M2 prototypes with the experimental 
values measured in the pulling and pushing phases and the predicted 
parameters, which are used to evaluate the structural response. Test results 
reveal a decrement of maximum strength contained within 12% in the 
pushing phase with respect to the pulling phase, while the conventional 
elastic stiffness records significant decrement up to 42% in the pushing 
phase, due to the occurrence of local damages of some wall components in 
the previous pulling phase. Moreover, the strength prediction is very close 
to the experimental results. In agreement with the predicted failure 
mechanisms, the WLE configurations collapse was reached with the net 
section failure of diagonal straps (Fig. 5a), while the performance of WLD 
and WHD specimens was governed by the brace yielding (Fig. 5b) up to the 
maximum stroke of the actuator without reaching the wall failure.  
 
 






















pull/push 64.9/65.6 66.3/66.6 18.5/24.3 36.7/35.3 3.5/2.7 NSF/NSF 
WLE- 
M2 
pull/push 65.9/63.7 67.6/64.3 15.0/15.5 30.2/27.1 4.4/4.1 NSF/NSF 
 
exp,AV 65.4/64.7 67.0/65.5 16.8/19.9 33.5/31.2 4.0/3.4 - 
 
th - 61.4/61.4 - - 4.4/4.4 NSF 
 
exp,AV/th - 1.09/1.07 - - 0.90/0.77 - 
WLD- 
M1 
pull/push 56.7/58.8 61.7/62.3 14.2/18.4 214.5/244.2 4.0/3.2 BY/BY 
WLD- 
M2 
pull/push 56.0/54.4 64.2/56.5 13.0/17.0 237.9/139.0 4.3/3.2 BY/BY 
 
exp,AV 56.4/56.6 63.0/59.4 13.6/17.7 226.2/191.6 4.2/3.2 - 
 
th 55.0/55.0 - - - 4.9/4.9 BY 
 
exp,AV/th 1.02/1.03 - - - 0.85/ 0.65 - 
WHD- 
M1 
pull/push 110.3/107.8 116.9/119.3 17.8/29.9 157.6/159.7 6.2/3.6 BY/BY 
WHD- 
M2 
pull/push 109.5/114.2 118.4/119.3 18.6/33.6 203.5/220.0 5.9/3.4 BY/BY 
 
exp,AV 109.9/111.0 117.7/119.3 18.2/31.8 180.6/189.9 6.1/3.5 - 
 
th 110.0/110.0 - - - 6.6/6.6 BY 
 
exp,AV/th 1.00/1.01 - - - 0.92/  0.53 - 
exp,AV: average experimental values; th: theoretical values; 
NSF: net section failure of strap-bracing ; BY: brace yielding 
Table 3. Test results of monotonic tests on full-scale walls 
 
a)   b)  




The cyclic tests were carried out by adopting a loading protocol known as 
"CUREE ordinary ground motions reversed cyclic load protocol" developed 
for wood walls by Krawinkler et al. and modified for CFS strap-braced stud 
walls by Velchev et al.. The cyclic loading test protocol consists of a series 
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of stepwise increasing deformation cycles. The displacement amplitudes 
were defined starting from a reference deformation Δ = 2.667Δy, where Δy 
was defined as the displacement at the conventional elastic limit evaluated 
in the nominally identical monotonic wall tests. The cyclic protocol 
involved displacements at a rate of 0.5 mm/s, for displacements up to 9.97 
mm, 7.36 mm e 7.27 mm for WLE, WLD and WHD walls respectively, and 
of 2.0 mm/s for displacement greater than those above mentioned. The 
adopted test protocol for WLE specimens is shown in Fig. 6a and the load 
(H) versus the measured displacement (d) curve together with the analyzed 
parameters for the WLE-C2 specimen is shown in Figure 6b. The results of 
the cyclic tests are shown in Table 4.  
 
a)  b)  














WLE-C1 pull/push 69.6/68.9 70.6/69.4 38.1/35.7 3.7/3.4 NSF/NSF 
WLE-C2 pull/push 68.0/69.9 68.3/70.5 26.5/31.3 4.0/4.7 NSF/NSF 
 
exp,AV 68.8/69.4 69.5/70.0 32.3/33.5 3.9/4.1 - 
 
th - 61.4/61.4 - 4.4/4.4 NSF 
 
exp,AV/th - 1.13/1.14 - 0.88/0.92 - 
WLD-C1 pull/push 58.7/59.8 63.1/64.4 176.2/165.5 3.8/4.0 NSF/NSF 
WLD-C2 pull/push 58.7/60.0 66.6/64.9 141.2/144.8 4.6/4.5 NSF/NSF 
 
exp,AV 58.7/59.9 64.9/64.7 158.7/155.2 4.2/4.3 - 
 
th 55.0/55.0 - - 4.9/4.9 BY 
 
exp,AV/th 1.07/1.09 - - 0.86/0.87 - 
WHD-C1 pull/push 116.7/116.0 124.0/124.2 197.0/221.0 5.7/7.7 NSF/BY 
WHD-C2 pull/push 112.9/111.6 118.9/124.2 67.5/221.8 7.5/6.7 NSF/BY 
 
exp,AV 114.8/113.8 121.5/124.2 132.3/221.4 6.6/7.2 - 
 
th 110.0/110.0 - - 6.6/6.6 BY 
 
exp,AV/th 1.04/1.03 - - 1.00/1.09 - 
exp,AV: average experimental values; th: theoretical values; 
NSF: net section failure of strap-bracing ; BY: brace yielding 
Table 4: Test results of cyclic tests on full-scale walls. 
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The results show that the strength and stiffness recorded in the pushing 
phase with respect to the pulling phases have maximum differences of 4% 
and 18%, respectively, except a variation of 35% for the stiffness of WHD-
C1 specimen. The ratios between the average experimental and theoretical 
values highlight that the experimental strengths are higher than the 
theoretical predictions with maximum difference of 14%, while the 
measured stiffness values are lower than the predicted parameters with a 
variation up to 14%. For all prototypes the observed collapse mode was the 
net section failure of diagonal straps, except for WHD wall specimens, 
which showed the brace yielding in the pushing phase.  
 
a)  b)  
Figure 7. Failure modes: a) net section failure for WLD-C1, brace yielding 
for WHD-C2. 
 
Tests on material and components 
The global lateral response of CFS strap-braced stud walls and the local 
behaviour of their components are strongly interrelated, therefore tests on 
materials, elementary connections and gussets - to - strap connections have 
been performed. In particular, since the CFS strap-braced stud walls 
behaviour is influenced by the design of frame-to-strap connections, which 
usually takes place through steel gussets, shear tests on connection 
prototypes reproducing the joints between gusset and strap-bracing were 
performed. The behaviour of the connections adopted for the three selected 
wall configurations (indicated with subscript 1) were investigated. 
Furthermore, three additional connection types for WLD and WHD systems, 
corresponding to different screw layouts in strap-bracing cross-section, were 
tested. Therefore, by naming An1 and An2 the minimum net areas defined by 
considering perpendicular cross-sections to strap-bracing axis and cross-
sections obtained by a broken line, respectively, the following joint types for 
dissipative walls have been considered (Fig. 8): (1) connection configuration 
adopted in the selected walls, in which An1< An2; (2) connection with aligned 
screws arrangement, in which An1< An2; (3) connection with staggered 
screws, in which An1= An2; (4) connection with staggered screws, in which 
An1> An2. The phenomenon of "strain-rate" has been investigated only for the 
type 1 configurations. The examined configurations, the number of tests , 
the average failure loads (Ft,m) and stiffness (ke,m) and the observed failure 
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mechanisms are summarized in Table 5. The force-displacement curves 
obtained for the type 1 configurations (Fig. 9a) demonstrate that the CHD-1 
specimens show the best response in terms of strength and stiffness, with 
average failure load values approximately twice the values obtained for the 
CLE-1 and CLD-1 specimens. Furthermore, the strength increases between 
5% and 9% and the deformation capacity decreases between 50% and 65% 
as the test rate increases. As regards the connection response evaluation for 
different screw geometrical arrangements (Fig. 9b), the configurations do 
not play significant influence in terms of strength and stiffness, but the type 
1 connections have larger deformation capability. For all tests the failure 
















Figure 10. Failure modes for CLE-1, CLD-1 and CHD-1 specimens  
 
type 






















1.5 6.3 10 CLE-1 
0.05 3 50.4 38.1 T+NSF 







0.05 3 43.8 58.7 T+NSF 
50 3 47.9 - T+NSF 
CLD-2 0.05 2 44.2 59.1 T+NSF 
S235 2.0 
CLD-3 0.05 2 44.4 56.5 T+NSF 







0.05 3 90.3 166.4 T+NSF 
50 1 95.1 - T+NSF 
CHD-2 0.05 2 84.5 119.1 T+NSF 
S235 2.0 
CHD-3 0.05 2 84.9 113.7 T+NSF 
CHD-4 0.05 2 84.4 190.8 T+NSF 
T: tilting of screw; NSF: net section failure of strap-bracing 
Table 5: Test results on gusset-strap connection. 
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Evaluation of behaviour factors on the base of the experimental data 
On the base of the results of both monotonic and cyclic wall tests, the 
behaviour factors for each investigated wall have been evaluated and then 
compared with the one provided by the AISI S213. 
The behaviour factor has been defined as the product of the Rd (ductility) 
and Ro (overstrength) factors, as given in Uang (1991). In particular, The 










where  is the ductility; dmax and dy are the maximum and the conventional 
elastic limit of the top wall displacement, respectively. 
The displacement dmax has been defined as the displacement corresponding 
to the following limits of interstorey-drift (d/h, with h=2700 mm is the wall 
height): 1.5%, 2% and 7%. For the cases in which the wall collapse occurred 
for displacement lower than the given limits, dmax has been assumed as the 
displacement at the peak load. The limits of 1.5% and 2% are those provided 
by FEMA 356 (FEMA, 2000) for traditional concentrically braced structures 
at the Life Safety and Collapse Prevention limit states, respectively. On the 
other hand, the limit of 7% is the maximum displacement capacity obtained 
by shaking table tests (Isoda et al., 2007) on wooden shear walls, which 
represent a system similar to the investigated one.  
The overstrength-related force modification factor Ro can be evaluated 







where Rsd= Hc/Hd, with Hc and Hd design wall resistance and seismic 
demand, respectively; R= Hyn/Hc, with Hyn nominal yielding resistance; 
Ryield= Hy/Hyn, with Hy experimental yielding resistance (average); Rsh= 
H%/Hy, with H% wall resistance at relevant inter-story drift. 
Tables 6 and 7 show the values of the behaviour factor obtained by the 
experimental results. In particular, for WLE walls dmax/h result always less 
than 1.5%, so the evaluation of q is limited to the case d=dmax. In the case of 
WLE walls (Table 6), it can be noted that the behaviour factor values 
proposed by AISI S213 for Conventional construction category (q=1.6) is 
always smaller than those experimentally obtained (q=2.02.2). As far as 
WLD and WHD walls are concerned, the value provided by AISI S213 in 
case of Limited ductility braced walls (q=2.5) represents a lower limit of the 
obtained behaviour factors (q=2.53.0 for 1.5%, q=3.04.3 for 2%, 




Test Rd Ro q 
WLE-M1 1.74 1.15 2.00 
WLE-M2 1.74 1.17 2.04 
WLE-C1 1.80 1.21 2.19 
WLE-C2 1.73 1.20 2.08 








Test Rd Ro q Rd Ro Q Rd Ro q 
WLD-M1 2.2 1.4 3.1 2.6 1.4 3.7 5.1 1.5 7.8 
WLD-M2 2.3 1.4 3.2 2.7 1.4 3.9 5.3 1.6 8.2 
WLD-C1 2.2 1.5 3.3 2.6 1.5 3.9 5.1 1.5 7.8 
WLD-C2 2.4 1.5 3.7 2.9 1.5 4.3 4.8 1.6 7.8 
WHD-M1 1.9 1.4 2.6 2.3 1.4 3.1 (*) 
WHD-M2 1.9 1.4 2.5 2.2 1.4 3.1 4.4 1.5 6.4 
WHD-C1 2.0 1.5 2.9 2.3 1.5 3.4 4.6 1.5 7.0 
WHD-C2 (Pull) 2.1 1.4 3.0 2.5 1.4 3.6 (**) 
WHD-C2 (Push) 2.0 1.4 2.8 2.4 1.4 3.4 4.7 1.4 6.6 
(*) The test was interrupted because of the occurrence of local buckling of the tracks; 
(**) The diagonal net area collapse before reaching the limit of 7%. 




An experimental investigation for the evaluation of the seismic 
behaviour of CFS strap-braced stud walls has been presented and discussed 
in the current paper. The obtained results from the wall and connections tests 
show a satisfactory response in terms of strength, deformation capacity and 
stiffness. In particular, a good correspondence between wall experimental 
and theoretical predicted values is highlighted in terms of strength 
(maximum gap of 16%). As a further development, an extended numerical 
study including non-linear dynamic analysis should be performed for a more 
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Appendix. – Notation 
 
An net area; 
BY is the brace yielding; 
d is the displacement; 
dy is the displacement at the conventional elastic limit; 
dmax maximum displacement; 
Δy displacement at the conventional elastic limit; 
H  is the acting load; 
Hc is the design wall resistance; 
Hd is the seismic demand; 
Hy is the yielding strength; 
Hyn is the nominal yielding strength; 
Hmax is the maximum strength; 
H% wall resistance at relevant inter-story drift; 
ke conventional elastic stiffness; 
Ft,m average failure load; 
ke,m average stiffness; 
 is the ductility; 
NSF is the net section failure of strap-bracing;  
q behaviour factor; 
Rd is the ductility factor;  
Ro is the overstrength-related force modification factor;  
T is the tilting of screw 
WHD stands for Dissipative Heavy Wall 
WLE  stands for Elastic Light Wall 
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Fragility curves for thin-walled cold-formed steel wall frames 





























Land subsidence phenomenon due to ground water withdrawal is a current 
problem in many places around the world, particularly in the shallows of 
Mexico. This causes ground differential settlements that affect structures, 
mainly dwellings and buildings based on reinforced concrete and masonry. 
Eventually, these structural materials do not exhibit an adequate performance 
beyond a certain level of angular distortion. This work presents the results about 
a study regarding the performance of thin-walled cold-formed steel wall frames 
with different sheathing systems affected by angular distortions simulating 
ground differential settlements due to land subsidence. The wall frames are 
composed by vertical (studs) and horizontal elements (tracks), with different 
sheathing systems: polystyrene, OSB, gypsum and calcium silicate. By means of 
experimental testing of wall frames subjected to monotonic lateral loads, the 
rotational stiffness was obtained for the wall frames with polystyrene. Likewise 
the rotational stiffness of the other wall frame systems was calculated based on 
the data provided by other author’s publications. On the other hand, by means of 
numerical simulation, all the wall frame systems were modeled in structural 
analysis software, calibrating them based on the rotational stiffness. Also, the 
moment-rotation curves were calculated for the studs and tracks based on the 
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direct strength method. A non-linear static pull down analysis was performed 
producing several degrees of angular distortion simulating ground settlements 
for all the wall frames sheathing systems. With the data acquired fragility curves 
were calculated according three levels of damage for the wall frames with 






The majority of studies on cold-formed steel structures have been centered 
mainly in behaviors under seismic action. For example, the behavior of lateral 
loads realized with non-linear static push-over analysis, described in the 
specifications of Applied Technology Center [ATC 40, 1996]. Nonetheless, the 
case of cold-formed steel structures affected by ground settlement and, above 
all, for the land subsidence phenomenon, has been the subject of very few 
studies.  
In this paper, the results of an experimental and numerical study, with the goal 
of assessing the performance of thin-walled cold-formed steel wall frames under 
angular distortion simulating differential ground settlements due to land 
subsidence phenomenon is presented.  
The land subsidence phenomenon by ground water withdrawal has been 
extended in the past decades over the Mexican territory in valleys where the 
aquifer is formed by non-consolidated materials such as alluvial deposits, 
lacustrin or sedimentary volcanoes geologically recent [Figueroa, 1994; Aguirre 
et al., 2000; Garduño et al., 2001; CENAPRED, 2001; Arroyo et al., 2003; 
Arroyo et al., 2004; Rojas et al., 2002; Pacheco et al., 2006; Zermeño et al., 
2004]. The fracturing associated with subsidence has been carefully studied in 
many parts of the world [Poland, 1984; Borchers, 1998; Prince et al., 1995; 
Zhang et al., 2005]. Subsidence and fracturing are two conditions that have as a 
consequence the damaging of a huge quantity of housing, especially houses 
made of mud pieces and/or concrete blocks masonry, due to a low ductility and 
low capacity to absorb angular distortion.  
The design guides NEHRP [ATC-40, 1996], show a complete description of the 
method of non-linear static push-over analysis, it also includes some orientation 
about models and assessing of behaviors after the yield of elements and 
structural components [Hazus, 2011]. The push-over analysis is the one that the 
model of the structure is subjected to a monotonic horizontal load , previously 
defined, which is incremented until it reaches its maximal considered 
displacement or until the structure fails. The goal of the push-over analysis is to 
assess the structural performance, estimating the strength and capacity of 
deformation using a static non-linear analysis and comparing these capacities 
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with the demands according to the levels of performance [Kalavagunta et al., 
2012]. Even if static non-linear analysis of structures has been recently included 
in design supplies for new buildings construction, the procedure itself is not new 
and has been used for many years in investigation and design applications. It 
became a simpler method since it gives direct assessing of the response of 
structures in front of horizontal displacement due to earthquakes of considerable 
magnitude and it can be a good alternative in relation to other procedures more 
complex in their analysis [FEMA 450-1, 2003].  
This procedure uses non-linear simplified techniques to estimate the structural 
deformation. On the opposite side, the non-linear dynamic procedure, commonly 
known as non-linear time-history analysis, requires considerable judgement and 
experience to carry out; it can be used only inside the limits described in 
specifications [FEMA 356, 2000]. The push-over analysis is represented by the 
capacity curve of the structure, which is a load-displacement curve that 
represents the horizontal shear force and the displacement on top of the 
structure. The capacity of a structure depends on its strength and the capacity of 
deformation of the components. 
The pull-down analysis in a structure can be considered when one of the 
supports suffers a vertical displacement, generally going downward. This type of 
analysis results similar to the one that occurs when a static non-linear push-over 
is realized, the only difference being the direction in which the displacements 
are evaluated. While in the push-over analysis, the horizontal displacements are 
being assessed, in the pull-down analysis, the focus is on the vertical ones, 
which can be generated by different causes. An important parameter in this type 
of vertical displacement (settlement) is its rate, which depends on the landslide 
type or other phenomenon that affects the structure. The major difficulty to 
obtain reliable results for landslide compare to other natural threats, like 
earthquakes or flooding, is caused by the complexity of modelling of landslides, 
identifying the relevant parameters of intensity and assessing the vulnerability 
using quantitative method. According to [Negulescu, 2010], there are three 
general methods to predict damage in structures due to movement and 
settlement of foundations: empirical method, which establishes criteria of 
serviceability in linking the observed deformations of field measurements with 
damage, methods using the fundamentals of structural engineering and methods 
based on numerical modelling. 
The methodology followed in the present case consisted in carry out non-linear 
pull-down analysis of different types of cold-formed steel wall frames, affected 
by vertical displacement, simulating the effect produced by land subsidence, 
which is developed slowly as the years pass by. 
Fragility functions describe the probability that a structure exceeds a determined 
state of damage related to a dependent parameter [Shinozuka, 1998]. For 
example, the inter-story drift (ISD) or peak ground acceleration (PGA) for the 
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case of evaluating the seismic performance [Jeong et al., 2012]. It could be said 
that these functions are a measurement of vulnerability of a structure in 
probability terms.  
The methodology to obtain the fragility curves are governed by document 
[ATC-58, 2009], which establishes specific guidelines in developing fragility 
curves for a given structure or element; these procedures have to be followed to 
secure an adequate and reliable fragility curve development.  
The fragility curves are constructed with cumulative distribution functions of 
lognormal type; they are based on two fragility parameters, a median value () 
and a dispersion value () which is a lognormal dispersion value of the function, 






Thin walled cold-formed steel wall frames with a 1600 mm longitude and 1500 
mm height were used (see Figure 1), they were structured with elements of 
simple channel section 350T125-33 (tracks) on the top and bottom parts of the 





Figure 1.- Layout of the experimental test 
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The distance between the studs was 400 mm center to center. As sheathing 
material, high-density expanded polystyrene panel of 75 mm thickness, inserted 
between the studs was used. The connections between studs and tracks were 
made by N° 8 flat head self drilling screws with 20 mm longitude; they were 
applied in every joint, so 4 screws in total were used. To fasten the wall frames 
to the ground, two anchors type “hold-down” at right angle, made with steel 
plate A-36 of 4 mm thickness, were put in every bottom end of the frame; they 
fastened the frame using 14 self drilling screws N° 10 of 38 mm longitude and 
to anchor to the ground a steel screw A-307Gr. B of 16 mm diameter was used.  
A double action hydraulic actuator of 160 kN capacity connected to a load beam 
was necessary to apply monotonic horizontal load on the top end of the frame, 
which was gradually increased to reach a 151 mm target displacement. 
Measuring instruments were put on the points of interest to evaluate the 
displacements for a total of 20 points distributed uniformly on the area of the 
frame. The average rate of load application was 8 mm/min. 
The values of elastic rotational stiffness of the wall frame that served in the 
calibration of the numerical simulation models were determined by tests where 
the frames described previously were subjected to lateral loads. Wall frames 
with and without expanded polystyrene sheathing of 75 mm thickness was 
tested. The expanded polystyrene is basically used as an isolating thermo 
acoustic element; nevertheless in the present study the contribution of this 
material in the structural behavior of the system was evaluated. 
As the first step in the numerical methodology, were taken as reference 
experimental results of lateral load-displacement of different models of wall 
frames of cold-formed steel sections with different sections, gages, dimensions, 
separations and sheathing materials such as wood OSB, calcium silicate and 
gypsum board panels, carried out and published by different authors [Xuhong 
and Yu, 2006; Pan and Shan, 2011; Baran and Alica, 2012; Nithyadharan and 
Kalyanaraman, 2012]; the load-displacement curves are shown in Figure 2, 
including our own expanded polystyrene system. 
The aim was to simulate numerically the behavior of all these structures by 
means of a non-linear analysis software (SAP, 2000) in order to reproduce the 
load-displacement curves. By means of the lateral load-displacement curves of 
each model, the elastic rotational stiffness values were obtained in order to 
calibrate the models. Likewise, the values of the modulus of elasticity and the 
shear modulus were utilized as calibration parameter depending on each 
sheathing material. In total, 27 models of different thickness, gauges and 
sheathing materials were generated. 
The numerical models utilized for these simulations were assembled using bar 
type elements for studs and tracks and area type elements for sheathing. The 
area type elements were discretized in 10 cm size maximum, the connectivity of 
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the bar type elements were considered semi-rigid and a spring with rotational 




Figure 2.- Load-displacement curves for cold-formed steel wall frames with 
different sheathing materials 
 
Due to the fact that the moment-rotation response of cold-formed steel elements 
results to be highly sensible to slenderness of the transversal section and also 
offers a good response of mechanical behavior of the element, this parameter 
was used to assess the development of every one of the analyzed models and to 
compare the results. Taking the obtained information as a start, moment-rotation 
curves were constructed from each model with its matching sheathing material 
including the expanded polystyrene wall frame. 
The specifications propose approximated methods to consider the reduction of 
stiffness due to local buckling, using variations of the effective width method.  
Except that, these stiffness reductions are valid until a maximum strength range 
of the element and that means that they are not suitable to determine the stiffness 
beyond the maximum strength, that is why it is necessary to assess the behavior 
of elements beyond maximum strength, in order to get a more realistic analysis.   
Based on above mentioned and to carry out a non-linear analysis, it was 
necessary to plot the moment-rotation curves for each of the sections used as 
studs, knowing that these curves describe its mechanical behavior in zones 






















WITH POLYSTYRENE WITHOUT POLYSTYRENE SSG DSGO
FFM-G09-FO FFM-G12-FO FFM-G09-FT FFM-G12-HT
FFM-C09-HO FFM-C12-FO FFM-C09-HT FFM-C12-HO
WP-12/M/25A WP-08/M/25A WP-10/M/10A WP-10/M/10B
SSO FFM-009-FO FFM-012-FO C140-11-15-E
C90-11-15-E C90-11-30-E C90-18-15-E C90-18-30-E
FFM-G12-FT FFM-C09-FO WP-10/M/25A
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The curves utilised in the present study were calculated and adapted taking 
reference on the analytic procedure proposal for [Ayhan and Schafer, 2012], 
which took as a reference the moment-rotation curves proposed by [ASCE/SEI 
46-06, 2007]. According to these authors, the type 1 curve (ASCE 41) includes 
as well as the pre-peak loss of stiffness, the degradation characteristics of the 
post-peak regime, so it is considered the most suitable to represent the 
mechanical behavior of thin walled cold-formed steel sections. Following the 
calculation sequence proposed and based on the geometrical properties of all the 
sections (studs) of all the analysed models, the moment-rotation curves for local 
buckling as well as for distortional buckling of these structural elements could 
be plotted (Figures 3 and 4, respectively). 
Once built the numerical models on the non-linear analysis software SAP 2000, 
the models were able to be calibrated, depending on the mechanical parameters 
obtained experimentally: elastic rotational stiffness, modulus of elasticity and 
shear modulus of sheathing material, as previously mentioned. Subsequently, the 
pull-down analysis was carried out on all the virtual structural models, using a 
vertical monotonic incremental displacement step by step on the right end 
support (control joint), simulating a differential settlement of the ground due to 
the land subsidence phenomenon, as shown on Figure 5. The angular distortion 
is the ratio between displacement and longitude of the structural frame analysed. 
The behavior of all the virtual models was assessed by obtaining the values of 
the moment depending on angular distortion for each step in the application of 
incremental displacement beyond linear regime, adopting the following 
methodology: 
1. Building of the virtual models of cold-formed steel wall frames without 
any type of sheathing in the software of non-linear analysis SAP 2000, 
according to geometry and number of elements (studs and tracks). 
2. Assignation of properties: mechanical parameters of materials (steel 
and sheathing), geometrical properties of transversal section of cold-
formed steel elements, loads applied and states of load. 
3. Calibration of virtual models to reproduce the wall frames behavior 
with lateral loads in accordance with experimental tests carried out for 
expanded polystyrene system and using the load-displacement curves 
obtained from different authors, according to elastic rotational stiffness 
values and elasticity as well as shear modulus.  
4. Assignation of moment-rotation curves for local and distortional 
buckling on the ends of each one of the studs to simulate plastic hinges.  
5. Configuration of parameters for static non-linear pull-down analysis: 
maximum displacement, control joint and number of steps. 
6. Running the non-linear analysis on each one of the virtual models and 
process the results. 
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From the non-linear analysis results the moment values in each one of the studs 
for each vertical displacement (or angular distortion) were obtained for each and 
every one of the virtual models analysed. The results were grouped together 
depending on the sheathing material utilized and the moment maximal values of 
the whole model for each level of distortion was filtered (which would not 
necessarily correspond to the same stud), expressing it relatively taking as a 
reference the plastic moment, Mp. 
 
 
Figure 3.-  Moment-rotation curves for local buckling 
 
 
Figure 4.- Moment-rotation curves for distortional buckling 
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Figure 5.- Static non-linear pull-down analysis procedure 
 
Results and analysis 
 
 
In Figure 6, the results corresponding to lateral load-displacement for the cold-
formed steel wall frames with and without expanded polystyrene sheathing are 
presented, subjected to a lateral monotonic load. 
 
 
Figure 6.- Load-displacement curve for cold-formed steel wall frames with and 
without polystyrene sheathing 
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In the previous graphic, it can be seen that the elastic rotational stiffness is major 
for the case when the frame includes the expanded polystyrene sheathing within 
the studs; in this way it can be appreciated that the contribution of polystyrene to 
the frame stiffness is approximately 30%, since the stiffness of the wall frame 
without polystyrene sheathing is 57 kN/m and with polystyrene is 74 kN/m. The 
second phase of the curves where the slope is reduced corresponds to the wall 
frame behavior in the non-linear regime, once that the loss of stiffness is 
generated by failure of sheathing and/or yielding of the connexions when plastic 
hinges are formed on the stud-track joint, either by local or distortional buckling. 
In Figure 7 the results corresponding to relative moments of all the analysed 
virtual models are presented, that is to say, the relation between the moment and 
the plastic moment (M/Mp), as a function of the angular distortion, defined as 




Figure 7.- Relative moment–angular distortion curves for wall frames with 
different sheathing materials 
 
In the previous graphic, it can be observed that the cold-formed steel wall frame 
covered with OSB offers the greatest stiffness of all systems, being greater in 
more than one order of magnitude in relation to the expanded polystyrene frame, 
which presents the minor stiffness as a structural system. However, the previous 
could be against the OSB system if what is looked for in this case is a structure 
that “absorbs” ground differential settlements without failing, and in the foretold 
case, the system fails when occurs an angular distortion below 2%.  
On the other hand, it can be seen that all the systems present a behavior 
characterized by a linear regime until the maximum peak and they later enter to 
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a non-linear regime with a residual post-peak strength, with the exception of the 
panel with calcium silicate sheathing system, which presents a bi-linear behavior 
with a degradation on the slope after 40% of the Mp and an angular distortion 
corresponding to 2%, to finally reach a maximum strength of 75% of the Mp for 
an angular distortion up to 6% and later a residual post-peak non-linear strength; 
in every case the studs will work up to at least 65% of the Mp, approximately. It 
is noteworthy that for none of the structural systems, the studs present a failure 
corresponding to a full plastification of section, meaning that they never reach 
the Mp value, because they first present failures due to distortional buckling of 
the section.  
In summary, based on previously analysed results, it is possible to affirm that 
the cold-formed steel frame with polystyrene sheathing is the one that presents a 
greater ductility; since it admits big displacements (vertical settlement expressed 







Fragility curves were developed using the equation given at (ATC-58, 1996). In 
this work, fragility curves for thin-walled cold-formed steel wall frames affected 
by differential ground settlements due to land subsidence were developed. A 
peculiarity of land subsidence phenomenon is that ground settlements take a 
long time to be accomplished. The construction of fragility curves requires 
owning a clear idea of the damages generated in the elements of the structure, in 
order to be able to characterize or identify them as boundary zones of 
degradation of the structure. Particularly in this case, it is necessary to identify 
the states of damage when the structure is subjected to vertical displacement 
simulating the effects of ground settlements by land subsidence.  
On the other hand, there are different existing methods to generate fragility 
curves and matrix of damage probability, for example: methods based on field 
observation, experimental methods, methods based on experts opinions and 
analytical methods, which are classified as determinist and probabilistic 
methods. For this investigation the Plastic Moment (Mp) directly associated to 
angular distortion was applied as a reference parameter; three damage states 
related to this parameter were defined, 0.5 Mp for light damage, 0.65Mp for 
moderate damage and Mmax for complete damage. 
Through statistical analysis of the results, median values and dispersion values 
were obtained by applying the pull-down procedure to each of the frames in 
study. Fragility curves for each state of damage and type of sheathing were 
generated applying fragility functions.  
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These curves are presented in the Figures 8a, 8b, 8c and 8d for expanded 
























Figure 8.- Fragility curves for land subsidence of cold-formed steel wall frames 
with different sheathing materials 
 
It can be observed that in relation to the expanded polystyrene wall frame, for an 
angular distortion of 10% the structure practically stays without damage, 
presenting only 15% of probability approximately that it will reach a low state 
of damage, while other sheathing material, for this level of distortion, present a 
high probability of reaching a complete state of damage.  
For the case of the gypsum board wall frame it can be seen that it has a high 
probability of presenting low and moderate damage with only 5% of angular 
distortion.  
The behavior of the calcium silicate wall frame results more favorable than the 
OSB and gypsum, since it bears a greater angular distortion, having the same 
levels of structural damage.  
According to the fragility curves obtained for the cold-formed steel wall frame 
with expanded polystyrene, in general terms this structural system presents the 
best performance before differential ground settlements, since for an angular 
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distortion of 19% there is a probability of 50% that a complete damage occurs, a 
80% probability that it presents moderate damage and a 98% probability that it 






According to the experimental results it can be observed that for the wall frame 
sheathed with expanded polystyrene, it gives enough elastic rotational stiffness 
to the system, with approximately 30%. 
The OSB wall frame offers the greatest stiffness of all the systems, being greater 
in more than one order of magnitude compared to the expanded polystyrene wall 
frame tested experimentally, which present the lowest stiffness as a structural 
system, by comparing the relative moment (M/Mp) related to angular distortion. 
For none of the structural systems, the studs present a failure corresponding to a 
full plastification of section, meaning that they never reach the Mp value, 
because they first present failures due to distortional buckling. 
The cold-formed steel wall frame with polystyrene sheathing is the one that 
presents a greater ductility; since it admits great displacements (vertical 
settlement expressed as angular distortion) without suffering excessive damage 
in comparison with other systems; this has been verified from a numerical point 
of view by determination of the relative moment, as well as a probabilistic point 
of view by calculating the fragility curves. 
Even if in experimental testing to lateral load the wall frame sheathed with 
expanded polystyrene presented a minor lateral strength in comparison with the 
results of other researchers, regarding ductility, this system had the best 
behavior. 
Finally, the use of structures based on cold-formed steel wall frames with 
polystyrene sheathing would be very suitable in order to reduce damages and 
guarantee structural safety in housing constructed in zones affected by ground 
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Numerical Simulation on Dynamic Behavior of a 
Cold-Formed Steel Framing Building Test Model 
Yuanqi Li1, Rongkui Ma2 and Zuyan Shen3 
Abstract	
A nonlinear dynamic numerical simulation on seismic behavior of a 
two-story cold-formed steel framing building full-scale shaking table test 
model was carried out by the way of from components to integral structure. 
Firstly, refined numerical model of shear wall was established, and restoring 
force models of screw connections between the framing and sheathings were 
integrated into the numerical model of shear wall. The refined numerical 
model of shear wall was verified by tests. Secondly, based on refined 
numerical model of shear wall and modified exponential “Foschi” skeleton 
curve, uniform restoring force skeleton curves of two typical shear walls of 
the shaking table test model were obtained. Then, a simplified numerical 
model of shear wall was proposed. Finally, a dynamic numerical model of 
cold-formed steel framing building was established based on the simplified 
shear wall model and assumption of rigid diaphragm, and nonlinear 
dynamic analysis was carried out. The results of numerical simulation 
agreed well with the tests, which indicated that the numerical model of 
integral buildings can factually reflect the dynamic behavior of cold-formed 
steel framing building. 
Introduction 
Cold-formed steel (CFS) framing system came from North America 
and Australia. Because of some advantages, such as high construction 
efficiency, good environment protection and seismic performance, CFS 
framing system has appeared universally in China in recent years. In order 
to study the seismic behavior of CFS framing system and verify the 
application to the seismic fortification area in China, a series of shaking 
table tests of integral structures (Huang et al. 2011; Li et al. 2012a; Li et al. 
2013) were carried out. However, due to the limitations of tests, 
experimental study is only applied to structures which had certain 
arrangements. And, the existing studies on nonlinear dynamic behavior of 
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CFS framing system were not enough to understand the seismic 
performance of this type of structures. In contrast, there were relatively 
systemic studies on seismic behavior of light-wood framing structures, 
especially on the field of numerical simulation. The CFS framing system has 
similar structure arrangements to light-wood framing structures. However, 
there are some differences for these two types of structures, such as the 
connectors and framing materials et al.  
A nonlinear dynamic numerical simulation on seismic behavior of a 
two-story cold-formed steel framing building full-scale test model was 
carried out by the way of from components to integral structure. Firstly, 
refined numerical model of shear wall was established based on the 
restoring force characteristic of screw connections between the studs and 
sheathings. And the refined numerical model of shear wall was verified by 
tests. Secondly, based on refined numerical model of shear wall and 
modified exponential “Foschi” skeleton curve, uniform restoring force 
skeleton curves of two typical shear walls (sheathed with OSBs + PGBs 
(papered gypsum boards), and PGBs at double sides) of the shaking table 
test model were obtained. Then, a simplified numerical model of shear walls 
was proposed. Finally, a dynamic numerical model of a cold-formed steel 
framing building test model was established based on the simplified shear 
wall model and assumption of rigid diaphragm, and nonlinear dynamic 
analysis was carried out and compared with the tests. 
Brief introduction of shaking table tests 
The shaking table test model of cold-formed steel framing building 
simulated in this paper was cited in the reference by Li et al. (2012a). As 
shown in Fig. 1, the model contained two floors, and was made in full scale. 
The plan is shown in Fig. 2. The plan size of first floor is 4×6 m, and the 
plan size of second floor is 4×5.4 m. The height of the first floor is 3.0m, the 
second floor is 2.8m, and the total height to top of roof is 6.915 m. The 
shear walls of the model have sheathings at double sides. The exterior shear 
walls have OSBs sheathed at outer side and papered gypsum boards 
sheathed at inner side. The interior shear wall has papered gypsum boards 
sheathed at both sides. As shown in Fig. 2, No. 1 and 4 are continuous shear 
walls with no openings, No. 6, 7 and 11 are shear walls with door openings 
having the size of 1.2×1.2 m, and No. 2, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10 are shear walls 
with window openings having the size of 0.9×2.1 m. 
Three actual seismic wave records, including El. centro, Qianan and 
Beijing, and one Shanghai artificial wave were used in the shaking table 
tests. Three kinds of earthquake intensity were included, such as basic 
intensity, intensity of frequently occurred earthquake and intensity of 
seldom occurred earthquake. Tests were carried out according to the rule 
that the acceleration increased gradually from 0.035 g to 0.1 g, 0.22 g, 0.4 g 
and 0.62 g, respectively. 
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Fig. 1.  Shaking table test model 
 
Shear Wall-3 Shear Wall-4





































(a) The 1st floor                   (b) The 2nd floor 
Fig. 2.  Plan arrangements of shaking table test model 
Refined numerical model of shear wall 
Brief introduction of shear wall test specimens 
The shear walls simulated in this section was cited in the reference by 
Li et al. (2012b). Twelve shear walls, sheathed with OSBs + PGBs (papered 
gypsum boards) and steel sheathings + PGBs, respectively, were designed 
and tested in monotonic and cyclic loading modes, respectively. The details 
of specimens are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1.  The details of tested shear walls 





width ×height: 2.4×3.0 m;
sheathings: 12 mm OSBs 
+ 12 mm PGBs 
- monotonic 
SW2 - monotonic 
SW3 - cyclic 
SW4 0.6×1.2 monotonic 
SW5 0.6×1.2 monotonic 
SW6 0.6×1.2 cyclic 
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SW7 1.2×1.2 cyclic 
SW8 1.2×2.1 (in the middle) cyclic 
SW9 1.2×2.1 (at the side) cyclic 
SW10 width×height: 2.4×3.0 m;
sheathings: 12 mm PGBs 
+ 0.5 mm steel sheathings
- monotonic 
SW11 - cyclic 
SW12 0.6×1.2 cyclic 
 
The studs with the thickness 0.8 mm and nominal yield strength 
345MPa were used to comprise the framing. And the space of the studs is 
600mm. Two kinds of sheathings were used, including OSBs and PGBs. 
Sheathings were connected to the framing by screws with the spacing of 150 
mm in borderline and 300mm inside. The hold-down devices were set at the 
ends of the side studs with M16 bolts. 
Refined numerical model of shear wall 
For shear walls simulated in this paper, the framing studs were 
modeled as 3D elastic frame elements in order to take into account that 
these elements were not heavily deformed in the post-elastic range. The top 
girder was fastened firmly to rigid loading beam, and the bottom girder was 
fastened firmly to rigid support. So, the top and bottom girders were 
considered as the rigid members by means of increasing their elastic 
modulus. 
As the framing deforms into a parallelogram, the OSBs and PGBs have 
rigid-body rotation. The OSBs have the larger shear stiffness in plane than 
the framing, and mainly have the deformation of rigid torsion in the 
horizontal loading. So, the OSBs were modeled as isotropic elastic shell 
elements when loaded in shear. The elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio were 
valued as 3500 MPa (National Technical Committee 198 2010) and 0.3 
(Thomas 2002), respectively. And PGBs were also modeled as isotropic 
elastic shell elements. The elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio were valued 
as 1587 MPa and 0.23 (Kasal et al. 1992), respectively. 
Connections among the framing members were modeled as hinges. 
And, connections between the studs and sheathings were modeled using 
two-freedom spring elements in order to taking into account that the spring 
elements were used to simulate the average deformation properties along 
and perpendicular to the loading directions. The modified exponential 
“Foschi” skeleton curve was used to simulate the behavior of stud-sheathing 
screw connections in shear loading. 
The modified exponential “Foschi” curve (Dolan 1989; Folz et al. 2001) 
is characterized by formula (1) which contains 6 parameters, kl, k2, k3, F0, δm 
and δu, respectively. Where kl is the initial stiffness, k2 is the slope of the 
asymptotic line of the exponential curve, k3 is the slope of the linear 
decreasing section, F0 is the initial load, δm is the deformation at peak load, 
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Table 2.  Parameters of modified exponential “Foschi” skeleton curve 
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Stud-OSB 1.869 0.098 -0.125 1.224 6.6 18.6 
Stud-PGB 1.200 0.029 -0.016 0.319 4.5 27.0 
Stud-steel sheathing 1.438 0.230 -0.272 1.368 6.4 12.9 
 
The parameters of cold-formed steel stud-sheathing connections 
advanced by Ma (2014) are summarized in Table 2, where the thicknesses of 
studs, OSBs, PGBs and steel sheathings are 0.8, 12, 12, 0.5 mm, 
respectively. The ultimate deformation δu of the first two connections was 
valued as the deformation corresponding to 0.2Fm on the post-peak branch 
of response, and δu of stud-sheathing connection was valued as the 
deformation corresponding to 0.5Fm on the post-peak branch of response. 
Verification of refined numerical model 
Refined numerical model was established by structural analysis 
program SAP2000 to reproduce the behavior of the entire shear wall. The 
numerical model was subjected to increasing horizontal deformation at the 
upper part of the shear wall model, which was consistent with shear walls 
during the tests. The evaluated results, including deformed shape and the 
load vs. deformation curves, were compared with the tests. 
 
     
(a) Numerical simulation                (b) Test 
Fig. 3.  Deformation comparison of SW6 
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Test: Ke=1.66 kN/mm, Fmax=37.5 kN, Dmax=55.1 mm
















Fig. 4.  Load vs. deformation curve comparison of SW11 
 
Fig. 3 presents the deformation comparison between the evaluation and 
test for specimen SW6. As shown in Fig. 3, the remarkable similarities of 
deformed shape can be seen. 
Fig. 4 presents the comparison of load vs. deformation curves between 
the evaluation and test for specimen SW11. As shown in Fig. 4, the load vs. 
deformation skeleton curves of the evaluation agree well with the tests, and 
evaluation of the characteristic parameters including Ke, Fmax and Dmax, was 
close to the tests, which indicates that the performance of shear walls can be 
accurately evaluated through the numerical simulation technique.  
Uniform restoring force skeleton curves of shear walls 
Because of having a large number of elements, the refined shear wall 
model is not suitable to be integrated into the numerical model of integral 
building. By contrast, the equivalent bracing model has an obvious 
advantage of high efficiency because of the brief conformation. However, 
the restoring force characteristic of bracing depends on testing, which is the 
problem that the equivalent bracing model is not directly used to evaluate 
the performance of shear walls. So, if the restoring force characteristic of 
shear wall (or bracing) was obtained, the problem stated above was easily 
resolved. 
There are two types of shear walls in the shaking table test model, 
including the exterior shear walls sheathed with OSBs and PGBs at each 
side, and the interior shear wall sheathed with PGBs at both sides. In order 
to obtain the skeleton curves of the two types of shear walls contained in 
shaking table test model, refined numerical models without openings of the 
two types of shear walls were established, and the relationship of load vs. 
deformation was obtained through numerical simulation. Then, the uniform 
skeleton curves for a unit width of the two types of shear walls were 
characterized by the modified exponential “Foschi” skeleton curve which 
was formulized as the formula (1). According to Chinese specification JGJ 
101 (1997), the ultimate deformation δu was valued as the deformation 
corresponding to 0.85Fm on the post-peak branch of response. 
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Fig. 5.  Uniform skeleton curves of two typical shear walls for a unit width 
 
Table 3.  Parameters of uniform exponential “Foschi” skeleton curve 














OSB+PGB 1.467 0.142 -0.195 11.510 48.5 62.6 
PGB+PGB 0.695 0.023 -0.042 5.988 42.0 66.6 
 
The two typical uniform skeleton curves obtained by the modified 
exponential “Foschi” skeleton curve were shown in Fig. 5, and the 
corresponding parameters were summarized in Table 3. So, the load vs. 
deformation relationship of the two typical shear walls with different widths 
can be easily obtained through the uniform skeleton curves. For shear walls 
with openings, only the sections without openings were considered in 
resisting the lateral force, and the contribution of the opening section can be 
ignored. According to the principle, it is simple enough to produce the 
behavior of shear walls by the numerical technique. And, the uniform 
skeleton curves can also be used in the numerical model of integral 
buildings. 
Numerical	model	of	integral	building	
Simplified numerical model of shear wall 
The diaphragm effect generated by the sheathings is modeled by 
equivalent nonlinear bracing which can bear the axial force along its axis. 
The framing is modeled by four rigid members along the outer contour of 
shear walls, and the rigid members are considered to be pinned. The mass of 
shear wall is equally distributed to the upper parts of columns. The 
simplified numerical model of shear wall is shown in Fig. 6. 
The stiffness and strength of shear wall are provided by the equivalent 
nonlinear bracing, and the sideway is depended on deformation of the frame 
and bracing. The relationship of load vs. deformation of the equivalent 
nonlinear bracing can be obtained from Fig. 8, as is shown in formulas (2) ~ 
(4), where D, K and F define the sideway, lateral stiffness and strength of 
shear wall, respectively, and 'D , 'K  and 'F define the axial deformation, 
stiffness and strength of bracing, respectively.  








































Fig. 6.  Simplified shear wall model 
 
Numerical model of cross steel strips 
The cross steel strips bear the axial tension as the shear wall bears the 
lateral force, which can greatly improve the shear behavior of shear walls. It 
was found that tensile fracture occurred in net section of cross steel strips 
during the shaking table tests, as is indicated that the cross strips reached the 
ultimate state. So, the axial plastic hinges were considered to evaluate the 
behavior of cross steel strips. The relationship of load vs. deformation of 
axial plastic hinge is shown in Fig. 7. Where “A” means the zero stress state, 
“B” means the hinge reaches the yield state, “C” means the hinge reaches 
the ultimate state, “D” means the hinge reaches the post ultimate state, and 












Fig. 7.  Plastic hinge model of steel strips 
 
Numerical model of floor and roof 
The floor of shaking table test model was composed of framing beams, 
lateral braces, sheathings and a layer of plain concrete. So, the floor has the 
much larger shear stiffness compared with the shear walls. So, 
rigid diaphragm assumption was adopted to model the floor. For roof system, 
the rigid diaphragm assumption was also adopted. 
The mass of shaking table test model 
The live load of a residential building floor is valued as 2.0 kN/m2 
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according to Chinese specification GB50009 (2006). When earthquake 
action is considered, the combination coefficient of the floor live load is 
valued as 0.5 in calculating representative value of gravity load according to 
Chinese specification GB50011(2001). So the additional mass put on the 
floor slab is about 100 kg/m2. And the total mass of the floor has been 
evaluated to about 2985 kg added the self-weight of the floor. The total mass 
of the roof has been evaluated to about 260 kg. 
The exterior shear walls were sheathed with OSBs (added calcium 
silicate boards) and PGBs at each side with the mean areal density about 40 
kg/m2. The interior shear wall was sheathed with PGBs at both sides with 
the mean areal density about 25 kg/m2. The total mass of walls of the first 
floor is about 2180 kg which was uniformly distributed to the six mass 
points at the height of 3.0 m. The total mass of walls of the second floor is 
about 1678 kg which was uniformly distributed to the four mass points at 
the height of 5.8 m. 
Vibration modes and periods 
The first three vibration modes of the integral structure have been 
evaluated using the structural analysis program SAP2000 and the periods of 
vibration were obtained. As shown in Fig. 8, translational motions in Y and 
X axis were the first two vibration modes accompanied by slight retortion, 
and retortion around Z axis was the third vibration modes. Table 4 
summarizes the first three periods of vibrations obtained by the tests and 
numerical evaluation. It is indicated from Table 4 that the periods obtained 
by numerical evaluation agreed well with the tests. 
 
           
(a) The 1st mode          (b) The 2nd mode        (c) The 3rd mode 
Fig. 8.  First three vibration modes 
 
Table 4.  Vibration periods comparisons of evaluations and tests 









Damping ratio and Railgh damping coefficient 
Railygh damping principle was integrated into the numerical model to 
produce the dynamic response of integral structure. Railygh damping 
principle is expressed by formulas (5) ~ (7) (Clough et al. 2006). 
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                                          (7) 
where c is the Railgh damping coefficient, a0 presents the damping 
coefficient of quality, a1 presents the damping coefficient of stiffness, M 
presents the mass matrix, K presents the stiffness matrix, ξ presents the 
damping ratio, and ωm and ωn present the m
th and nth circular frequencies, 
respectively. 
The shaking table test model has a regular structural arrangement and 
uniform distribution of mass and stiffness, and translational motions in Y 
and X axis were the first two vibration modes. So, the first two circular 
frequencies ω1 and ω2 were taken. 
The damping ratios of the shaking table test model simulated in this 
paper were obtained through scanning frequency by white noise when 
loading cases for different earthquake intensity were finished. In frequently 
occurred earthquake, the damping ratio was measured as about 0.03. And in 
rarely occurred earthquake, the damping ratio was in the range of 0.03 ~ 
0.07. Yet, after the 1st loading case of 0.62 g series, the damping ratio was 
measured as 0.052.  
According to the above studies, the damping ratios of the integral 
model simulated in this paper were taken as: 0.03 for 0.035 g and 0.1 g 
series, 0.04 for 0.22 g series, and 0.05 for 0.4 g and 0.62 g series. 
Results of numerical evaluation 
The numerical model was subjected to a series of seismic loadings 
which were consistent with the tests. Direct integration method was adopted 
to perform the responses of the integral building, and results obtained with 
the numerical model were compared with the tests.  
Fig. 9 summarizes the acceleration comparisons of numerical 
evaluation and tests. Where the loading cases T2~T9 were included in 0.035 
g series, T11~T18 were included in 0.1 g series, T20~T27 were included in 
0.22 g series, T29~T36 were included in 0.4 g series, and T38~T45 were 
included in 0.62 g series. In order to verify the numerical model, the 
measured points of numerical model were consistent with the tests. For the 
loading cases of 0.035 g and 0.1 g series, the deviation of numerical 
evaluation was in the range of -39.3%~46.8%. However, the absolute value 
was smaller compared to the tests. For the 0.22 g series, the deviation of 
numerical evaluation was in the range of -30.2%~47.2%. For the 0.4 g series, 
the deviation of numerical evaluation was in the range of -17.4%~23.4%. 
And for the 0.62 g series, the deviation of numerical evaluation was in the 
range of -21.0%~20.3%. Overall, the evaluations in 0.035, 0.1 and 0.22 g 
series had slightly larger accelerations compared with the tests, and 
evaluations in 0.4 g series had equivalent accelerations with the tests. When 
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Fig. 10.  Comparisons of maximum displacement 
 
Fig. 10 summarizes the relative displacement comparisons of 
numerical evaluation and tests. As shown in Fig. 10, the evaluations agreed 
well with the tests in the case of T2~T29 corresponding to 0.035 g~0.22 g 
series. And when the seismic action increased to 0.4 g and 0.62 g, the 
evaluations were getting smaller than the tests.  
There had been accumulated damage in the test model during a series 
of the increasing seismic action, which resulted in decrease of the structural 
stiffness and increase of the structural response. Yet, the accumulated 
damage was not included in numerical model. So, the numerical evaluation 
was getting smaller than the tests when the seismic action increased. 
Results of time-history of acceleration and displacement 
The time-histories of acceleration and displacement of integral model 
were evaluated by SAP2000 and were compared with the tests. Fig. 11 
presents the acceleration time-history comparison in X direction in the case 
of T38 loading case (0.62 g). It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the figure of 
evaluation were consistent with the test, and the evaluated maximum 
acceleration at the top of 2nd floor was 1.325 g, with the deviation of -16.4%. 
Fig. 12 also presents the displacement time-history comparison in X 
direction in the case of T38 loading case (0.62 g). It can be seen from Fig. 
12 that the figure of evaluation was roughly consistent with the tests, and the 
evaluated maximum displacement at the top of 2nd floor was 12.93 mm, with 
the deviation of -12.0%. 
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Fig. 11.  Acceleration time-history comparisons 
 
























Fig. 12.  Displacement time-history comparisons 
Conclusions	
A refined numerical model of shear wall was established based on the 
restoring force models of screw connections between the framing and 
sheathings. A numerical analysis was carried out, and the numerical results 
agreed well with the tests, which indicated that the numerical shear wall 
model can accurately reflect the seismic behavior of shear walls. 
Based on refined numerical shear wall model and modified exponential 
“Foschi” skeleton curve, uniform restoring force skeleton curves of two 
typical shear walls (sheathed with OSBs + PGBs, and PGBs at both sides) 
were proposed. And, the uniform skeleton curves can be integrated into the 
simplified numerical shear wall or integral building models, which would 
greatly improve the efficiency of the numerical simulation. 
A dynamic numerical model of a two-story cold-formed steel framing 
building full-scale test model was established based on the simplified shear 
wall model and assumption of rigid diaphragm, and nonlinear dynamic 
analysis was carried out. The results of numerical simulation agreed well 
with the tests, and the numerical model can factually reflect the seismic 
behavior of integral buildings.  
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Experimental seismic behavior of the CFS-NEES building: system-
level performance of a full-scale two-story light steel framed building 
 





In the summer of 2013, testing of two full-scale cold-formed steel (CFS) framed 
buildings under seismic excitations took place at the Structural Engineering and 
Earthquake Simulation Lab (SEESL) at the University at Buffalo. Utilizing the 
twin shake tables, the two-story building specimens were subjected to ground 
motions from the 1994 Northridge earthquake. These experiments were 
conducted as a part of the CFS-NEES experimental effort in an attempt to 
advance cold-formed steel earthquake engineering and design. Two buildings 
were tested: the first, a specimen constructed with only structural components 
(CFS-framed gravity walls, shear walls, floor and roof diaphragms, with OSB 
sheathing on shear walls and diaphragms); the second began with an exact 
replica of the first building, but saw the addition of various non-structural 
systems such as gravity wall sheathing, full diaphragm sheathing, interior 
partition walls, and exterior weatherproofing. Prior to these experiments, little 
experimental data existed on full building system behavior for CFS framing. 
This paper presents results on full-system behavior, specifically examining: 
drifts, acceleration amplification, shear wall behavior, base shear, diaphragm 
flexibility, damping, and period of vibration. Comparison to the North American 




The goals of the CFS-NEES project are: to improve the performance based 
seismic design of CFS structures and to create high-throughput computational 
models for use in engineering practice. The experimental component of the 
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project aims to establish benchmark structural response from full-scale building 
testing; provide information on the performance of key sub-systems (shear 
walls, diaphragm, gravity framing, and nonstructural elements); and to establish 
testing to both calibrate and validate computational models. 
 
The overall CFS-NEES effort is summarized in [1]. CFS-NEES testing of key 
sub-systems, including the shear walls, is provided in [2,3,4] and CFS-NEES 
testing of fastener-sheathing components critical in the response are performed 
in [5,6]. Intensive computational modeling of the CFS-NEES building is 




The full-scale shake table testing at the University of Buffalo was divided into 
two phases. In the first phase, Phase 1, the building specimen was constructed 
with structural components only: CFS skeleton, OSB-sheathed shear walls, and 
OSB-sheathed floor and roof diaphragms. A photograph of the final Phase 1 
specimen is shown in Figure 1 below, and is annotated with terminology 
adopted in this paper. 
  
!
Figure 1: As-built Phase 1 building, annotated with cardinal directions and nomenclature 
adopted herein: “foundation,” “floor,” and “roof” for the stories, and “long” and “short” for 
the axes (“up” is the vertical axis). 
 
Following a large series of non-destructive and destructive testing, this specimen 











Phase 2 specimen consists of a nominally identical structural system to the 
Phase 1 building, but is fit-out with nonstructural components. To determine the 
effect of these components on overall building performance, Phase 2 was 
divided into five sub-phases, detailed in Figure 2. 
 
!
Figure 2: Illustration of the nonstructural finishing milestones for the Phase 2 specimen 
 
Phase 2a is nominally identical to the Phase 1 building to establish a base-line 
for comparison.  In Phase 2b, OSB is added to the building exterior. Gypsum on 
the interior face of the exterior walls is added in Phase 2c. Ceilings, partition 
walls, and staircases are added in Phase 2d. Finally, the building is finished in 
Phase 2e, with the addition of exterior weatherproofing DensGlass. Non-
destructive testing was performed in between these sub-phases. 
 
Two ground motions from the 1994 Northridge earthquake were selected: 
Canoga Park (PEER NGA0959), and Rinaldi (PEER NGA1063). Based on 
comparison with the design spectra Canoga Park provides a close approximation 
to the design basis earthquake (DBE) levels at 100% scale, and Rinaldi provides 
a close approximation to the maximum considered earthquake (MCE) at 100% 
scale. 
 
The general test plan for the building specimens involves both white noise and 




and are useful in tracking damage, determining natural frequency, and 
estimating building stiffness. Table 1 summarizes the test plan for the Phase 1 
specimen. 
 
Table 1: Summary of test plan for Phase 1 building. White noise tests are performed in each 




As Table 1 demonstrates, white noise tests were performed before and after 
every seismic motion, and in the long, short, and up directions. For the Phase 1 
and Phase 2a specimens, 16% of full-scale Canoga Park was determined to be 
nondestructive. Once exterior OSB was added (in Phase 2b) 44% of full-scale 
Canoga Park was determined to be nondestructive. 
 
System-level results and comparisons 
 
System-level results, including fundamental period, damping, story drift, 
acceleration amplification, diaphragm flexibility, and base shear are presented 




The approximate fundamental period of a given structure is given by ASCE 7-10 
§12.8.2.1 Eq. 12.8-7 and, for the CFS-NEES building specimens, the 
fundamental period (Tn) is determined to be 0.175s. Figure 3 compares the 
building periods as determined from white noise tests to the code prediction. 
 
ground motion direction level
table tuning system ID 3D: long, short, up 0.1 PGA
white noise long, short, up 0.05 PGA, 0.1 PGA
seismic 1D: long 16% CNP
white noise long 0.1 PGA
seismic 1D: short 16% CNP
white noise short 0.1 PGA
seismic 2D: long, short 16% CNP
white noise long 0.1 PGA
seismic 3D: long, short, up 16% CNP
white noise long, short, up 0.1 PGA
seismic 3D: long, short, up 44% CNP
white noise long, short, up 0.1 PGA
seismic 3D: long, short, up 100% CNP
white noise long, short, up 0.1 PGA
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Figure 3: Natural period in the long and short directions, Phase 2a through Phase 2e and 
Phase 2e tested with the MCE ground motion (2e R). The dashed line represents the ASCE 7-
10 prediction. 
 
Experimentally, it is impossible to determine one value of the natural period. 
Instead, natural period must be determined for both long and short directions of 
the ground motion since the building is unsymmetric. However, it is evident 
from Figure 3 that both Tlong and Tshort for the structural system (Phase 1) are 
quite far from the code predictions but approach the Tn = 0.175s prediction as 
nonstructural elements are added. 
 
Inherent structural damping 
 
FEMA P-750, the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) 
Recommended Provisions (2009) states, in its Modifications to Chapter 18 [of 
ASCE 7-10], Seismic Design Requirements for Structures with Damping 
Systems that inherent structural damping (ζ) shall be assumed to be ≤5% unless 
testing motivates use of a larger value. Early CFS-NEES modeling assumptions 
assumed ζ = 5% so it is to this initial benchmark comparisons are made, as 




Figure 4: Comparison of percent damping from experimental white noise tests to NEHRP 
recommendation in FEMA P-750. Error: +/- 1% 
 
Figure 4 demonstrates the percent damping as determined from pre-damage 
white noise tests. Only the Phase 2a (Phase 1 also has an identical percent as 
Phase 2a) percent damping are below the NEHRP/FEMA P-750 recommended 
value of 5%. Damping drastically increases once the specimens are finished with 
exterior OSB sheathing and gypsum on the inside of the exterior walls. In 
Phases 2d and 2e, however, damping remains relatively constant at 10% in the 




Acceleration amplification is determined by taking the ratio of an accelerometer 
at the floor or roof levels to the foundation acceleration. In this manner, an 
amplification factor may be determined, and demonstrates how the buildings 
experience accelerations through the total height. Amplification factors for 
selected seismic tests for the long, short and up directions are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Corner acceleration amplification and foundation average acceleration at peak drift 
for selected seismic tests in three directions 
 
 
The Phase 1 specimen experiences significant amplification in the long and 
short directions, as shown in the P1S05 and P1S07 tests. Phases 2b through 2d 
experience similar amplifications, and all are relatively small compared to the 
Phase 1 building. Amplification decreases again in Phase 2e, indicating that the 
nonstructural components with the greatest acceleration effect are exterior OSB 




Interstory drift is show for the long and short directions and for both first and 
second stories for the Phase 1 DBE motion in Figure 5 below. 
 
 
Figure 5: Story drift in the long and short directions for the Phase 1 DBE test (100% CNP) 
LONG SHORT UP
Test Ground Motion Found* Floor Roof Found* Floor Roof Found* Floor Roof
P1S05 CNP 44% 0.21 2.07 3.42 0.21 2.35 2.44 0.31 - 1.11
P2bS05 CNP 44% 0.24 1.46 1.71 0.21 1.66 1.86 0.27 - 1.13
P2cS05 CNP 44% 0.23 1.56 1.79 0.19 1.38 1.92 0.26 - 1.19
P2dS05 CNP 44% 0.24 1.42 1.73 0.18 1.29 2.09 0.3 - 1.12
P2eS05 CNP 44% 0.26 1.24 1.52 0.21 1.14 1.88 0.27 - 1.33
P1S07 CNP 100% 0.61 2.52 3.30 0.48 1.92 2.51 0.68 - 1.35
P2eS07 CNP 100% 0.61 1.48 1.73 0.52 1.17 1.94 0.59 - 1.38
P2eS09 RRS 100% 1.13 1.64 1.82 0.82 1.32 1.34 1.27 - 1.18
*Average acceleration across foundation-level accelerometers. Units are g





































Peak drift occurred in the first story in the long direction, and is approximately 
1.2%. This value is well-below expectations from shear wall tests [2,3,4], which, 
for shear walls framed similarly to those in the test buildings, produced drifts of 
approximately 4%. Drift across construction phases is summarized in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Summary of interstory drift across selected seismic levels, in the long and short 




As the building is finished with nonstructural elements, total drift decreases, 
with the largest decreases occurring with the addition of exterior OSB sheathing 
(Phase 2b). The maximum drift experienced for the MCE is in the short 
direction, indicating a change in the directionality of the building strength. 






The ASCE 7-10 definition of diaphragm flexibility may be summarized as 
follows: if the maximum diaphragm deflection is greater than twice the average 
drift of a vertical element, the diaphragm is flexible. These values for test P1S07 
are presented in Figure 6. Note that ASCE 7-10 presumes this comparison is 
based on static analysis, but it is presented here for dynamic analysis. 
 
MAX % STORY DRIFT  (Δ/h)
LONG SHORT
Test Name Ground Motion Δu1/h Δu2/h Δv1/h Δv2/h
! ! % % % %
P1S05 CNP 44% 0.55 0.38 0.36 0.29
P2bS05 CNP 44% 0.19 0.29 0.11 0.21
P2cS05 CNP 44% 0.12 -0.22 0.11 0.17
P2dS05 CNP 44% 0.11 -0.19 0.08 -0.15
P2eS05 CNP 44% 0.08 -0.20 0.06 -0.14
P1S07 CNP 100% 1.18 0.81 0.85 0.56
P2eS07 CNP 100% 0.25 -0.48 0.16 -0.32




Figure 6: At top, maximum diaphragm deflection compared to twice the average drift of a 
vertical element for excitation 100% CNP in 3D. Bottom plot magnifies maximum diaphragm 
deflection near the peaks in the Canoga Park ground motion 
 
Because the maximum diaphragm deflection is so small in comparison to the 
building drift, the diaphragm may be presumed to be rigid, despite that ASCE 7-
10 §12.3.1.1 states that for the building design, the diaphragm may be idealized 
as flexible. However, it is clear from Figure 6 that this measure of flexibility is 
incomplete. To further explore diaphragm flexibility, diaphragm twist and shear 
are shown in Figure 7 for the Phase 1 100% Canoga Park test. The structural 
system-only tests demonstrated the largest rotation and shear angles of all of the 
tests, and are thus presented herein.  















































































Figure 7: Story twist and diaphragm shear for Phase 1, excitation 100% Canoga Park in 3D 
 
While 0.04 degrees of twist and 0.07 degrees of shear are non-zero, they are 
small. To understand the impact, consider the effect of the rotations on the drift 
at a wall line. Wall line drift is comprised of translation, rotation, and shear—if 
wall lines experience these components unequally, the building displaces 
torsionally. From these results, it is evident that the simplified ASCE 7 
definition of diaphragm flexibility may not capture the complex diaphragm 
behavior observed. The shortcomings of this definition are clear. Without a 
means of assessing degree of rigidity or flexibility, the comparison between 
diaphragm deflections and vertical drift is insufficient. 
 
Isolated (“Type I”) versus interacting (“Type II”) shear walls 
 
By installing load cells in the hold down anchor bolts, it is possible to 
approximate the distribution of shear wall anchor forces at a given moment in 
time. When the wall is in tension, the anchor bolt compresses the load cell. 
Because the load cells can only read compression on the load cell, they can only 
measure when the hold downs are in tension. Figure 8 shows the distribution of 
hold down force as measured from the load cells for four tests: P1S07, P2aS04, 
P2bS05, and P2eS09. The downward (red) bars indicate that the shear wall hold 
down and chord stud is in tension, while the upward (blue) bars indicate that the 
hold down and chord stud is in the compression. Since the load cells are unable 
to accurately gauge magnitude when the hold down is in compression, the 
upward (blue) bars only indicate direction, not magnitude. 
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Figure 8: Distribution of load in shear wall hold downs at peak story drift for (a) test P1S07 
(100% CNP, in 3D) (b). test P2aS04 (16% CNP in 3D) (c). test P2bS05 (44% CNP in 3D) and 
(d). test P2eS09 (100% RRS in 3D) 
 
Figure 8(a) illustrates both Type I and Type II shear wall behavior: on the west 
wall, the shear walls clearly exhibit classical Type I behavior (tension and 
compression pairs at each chear wall) while on the south wall, both Type I and 
Type II (southwest shear walls) behaviors are observed. The north wall similarly 
exhibits both behaviors. At lower excitation levels, the building specimen 
performs commensurately: Figure 8(b) depicts load distributions much like 
those experienced in the Phase 1 testing. From this comparison it evident that 
excitation magnitude does not unduly influence shear wall behavior/force 
distribution. Once exterior OSB sheathing is added to the building specimen 
(Phase 2b) Type II behavior becomes more prominent in the south, west, and 
east walls (Figure 8(c)). The finished building specimen (Phase 2e, Figure 8(d)), 
however, demonstrates more unique behavior, with much of the west side of the 
building in compression. Despite this, the north wall exhibits classical Type I 





Shear wall chord stud strength 
 
For the Phase 1 specimen, an error in construction drawings lead to a back-to-
back first story chord stud terminating early such that only a single stud framed 
into the second story. This error effectively reduced the overstrength factor 
(ASCE 7, 2010) from Ωo = 3.0 to Ωo = 1.5 for that chord stud. During the Phase 
1 design basis earthquake test (100% Canoga Park in 3D), this chord stud 
yielded and ultimately buckling locally in the flange. The buckling of the stud 
indicates that the forces experienced by the studs are greater that what would be 
predicted using the elastic base shear divided by the current inelastic response 
modification factor, R = 6.5 (ASCE 7, 2010). Once this error was remedied in 
the Phase 2 building, the chord stud behaved elastically for the remainder of 
testing. Thus, it is clear that Ωo = 1.5 would not be sufficient and that Ωo = 3.0 
should be continued. 
!
Estimation of base shear 
!
As previously mentioned, base shear per shear wall may be estimated from shear 
wall hold down force readings. Given a shear wall width w, height h, and hold 
down forces F, base shear V may be determined from the force couple V*h = 
F*w. Figure 9(a) details this assumption: 
 
 
Figure 9: (a). Force couple assumption for determining base shear per foot (b) wall line base 
shear per foot as the superposition of the individual shear wall base shears per foot 
 
Across a wall line, shear wall base shear V may be superimposed across the wall 
line. For a hypothetical wall line, this results in the following assumption: that 
total wall line base shear is a result of the superposition of individual shear wall 









vb = v1 + v2 + v3
(a) (b) 
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From these simple assumptions, base shear distribution across the wall line may 
be determined, as shown in Table 4. Peak base shear forces are experienced 
during the DBE ground motion, P1S07. As the load cells installed in the hold 
downs cannot accurately record wall compression, positive values should be 
noted for their direction only (wall compression) and not their magnitude. 
Table 4: Base shear at peak drift for wall lines 
 
 
Because peak base shear is often experienced prior to peak drift, maximum base 
shear is presented in Table 5. 
 
Table 5: Maximum base shear for wall lines 
 
 
A setback in comparing experimental base shear to design code provisions is 
that experimental data is unable to provide a single foundation base shear value, 
instead providing base shear in the long and short directions. ASCE 7-10 
provides a formulation for base shear based on total seismic weight and the base 
shear coefficient, which results in Vb = 11 kips. 
!
From Table 4 above, Vb in the long direction estimate Vb = 12 to 13 kips at peak 
drift based on experimental data for test P1S07. The short direction base shear is 
greatly reduced at peak drift, and is approximately 8 to 9 kips. Regardless of the 
present inability to combine the long and short direction base shears, the 
vb @ δmax
Ground Motion SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
- kip/ft kip/ft kip/ft kip/ft
p1s05 CNP 44% -1.23 -4.15 -5.43 -1.28
p2bs05 CNP 44% -0.78 -1.42 -3.01 -0.86
p2cs05 CNP 44% 0.40 0.62 0.31 1.43
p2ds05 CNP 44% 0.59 0.59 1.29 1.59
p2es05 CNP 44% 0.96 1.35 2.00 1.75
p1s07 CNP 100% -2.40 -6.97 -9.83 -2.15
p2es07 CNP 100% 0.41 0.21 1.09 2.00
p2es09 RRS 100% -1.02 -3.44 -2.42 1.65
max vb
Ground Motion SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
- kip/ft kip/ft kip/ft kip/ft
p1s05 CNP 44% -1.76 -4.60 -6.42 -4.88
p2bs05 CNP 44% -1.09 -2.14 -3.76 -2.15
p2cs05 CNP 44% -0.23 -0.10 -0.41 -0.46
p2ds05 CNP 44% -0.05 0.36 0.32 0.35
p2es05 CNP 44% 0.39 0.58 1.53 1.31
p1s07 CNP 100% -3.29 -8.76 -11.48 -8.63
p2es07 CNP 100% -0.76 -2.31 -0.54 -1.24
p2es09 RRS 100% -1.06 -4.80 -2.67 -2.91
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experimental values are within those predicted by ASCE 7-10. Shear walls in 
the Phase 1 structure carry reasonably large base shears but once finishing 
nonstructural elements are added, the lateral force is carried by other systems. 
This progression can be seen in the difference between the P1S05 and P2eS05 
wall line base shear values. Despite the simplicity of the ASCE 7 base shear 
equation, the current recommendation is that it is adequate for use in design 




System-level building response is presented for the CFS-NEES full-scale 
experimental work. Performance of key sub-systems like the floor diaphgram, 
shear walls, and nonstructural systems are also presented. Comparisons to 
applicable design codes are also detailed. The building responds as a system, not 
as a superposition of sub-systems. Furthermore, the nonstructural systems 
significantly contribute to full-system behavior. The specimens  behavior 
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Towards Quantifying Beneficial System Effects In 
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Cold-formed steel wood-sheathed floor diaphragm system behavior is 
analyzed from a system reliability perspective. Floor systems consisting of 
oriented strand board (OSB), cold-formed steel (CFS) joists, tracks and 
screw fasteners are modeled using shell and spring elements in ABAQUS. 
(Dassault-Systems ())The models consider typical seismic demand loads, 
with careful treatment of light steel framing diaphragm boundary conditions 
and OSB sheathing kinematics, i.e., two sheets pulling apart or bearing 
against each other at an ultimate limit state, consistent with existing 
experimental results. The finite element results are used to build surrogate 
mathematical idealizations (series, parallel-brittle and parallel-ductile) for 
the critical system components. System reliability and reliability sensitivity, 
defined as the derivative of system reliability with respect to component 
reliability, are studied for these idealizations. These results represent 
mathematical upper and lower bounds to real system behavior, and are being 




Residential and commercial buildings are made up of linked structural sub-
systems – floor, roof, gravity walls, diaphragms, and shear walls as shown 
in Fig. 1.  When these sub-systems are considered together, they have 
beneficial system effects that are typically not considered in component 
level design. Structural design codes almost exclusively consider component 
reliability and ignore system effects because (1) system reliability 
calculations are complicated;  (2) system level experimental data, where 
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load sharing and force redistribution are explicitly tracked, does not exist; 
and (3) system level limit states and failure surfaces are challenging to 
conceptualize.   The research presented in this paper begins to face this 
system reliability challenge with an analytically tractable system reliability 




Fig. 1: (a) Light steel framing and (b) wood sheathed floor sub-system 
Challenges in structural modeling and probabilistic calculations for the 
system reliability problem are well documented, e.g., Moses 1982.  Previous 
research to meet these challenges has largely focused on failure mode 
identification. These include enumeration-based approaches, for example 
the incremental loading method (Rashedi and Moses 1988) and the branch 
and bound method (Dey and Mahadevan 1998); simulation or hybrid-
analytical/simulation approaches such as linear programming (Corotis and 
Nafday 1989), combined enumeration and adaptive importance sampling 
(Dey and Mahadevan 1998) and selective genetic algorithm search 
strategies (Shao and Murutsu 1999). These techniques model the structural 
system as a truss or a frame which can inaccurately represent behavior 
(Karamchandani 1990).  
Building sub-system treatments with more sophisticated mathematical 
models have not received as much attention. System reliability and 
redundancy depend on material behavior, load and resistance statistics, load 
sharing relationships and damage level as demonstrated for parallel ductile 
and brittle systems (Hendawi and Frangopol 1994). System reliability 
treatments for series, parallel and series-parallel representations of 
geometrically non-linear elastic structures are also available (Imai and 
Frangopol 2000), with example applications to an elastic truss and a 
suspended structure, modeled as a series of parallel sub-systems  (Frangopol 
and Imai 2000). (Series and parallel systems represent bounds on the 
structural component connectivity; failure occurs in series systems when the 
first component fails, i.e., low redundancy, and parallel systems when all 




   (a) Typical light-steel framed building
courtesy: Mr. Don Allen, www.DSi-Engineering.com







system reliability evaluation of suspension bridges, with specific application 
to the Honshu Shikoku Bridge in Japan (Imai and Frangopol 2002).  
System factors, that increase or decrease nominal component resistance 
based on redundancy, are used in highway bridge superstructure design and 
load ratings (Ghosn and Moses 1998). The factors were calibrated to a lower 
bound on the difference between the system reliability index for a particular 
limit state and the most critical component reliability index, similar to the 
limit state-wise system reliability approach taken in this work. The 
methodology herein is new in that it is based on ‘reliability sensitivity’, 
defined as the change in system reliability per unit change in member 
reliability.  This is the first step towards developing formal system reliability 
methods for building structural design that were impractical in 1988 
(Galambos 1990) and still challenging today. 
 
We consider the example of a CFS wood-sheathed floor diaphragm sub-
system. The paper begins by introducing the wood-sheathed floor sub-
system details and a high fidelity finite element model developed with 
careful treatment of kinematics and boundary conditions. System reliability 
idealizations (series, parallel-ductile and parallel-brittle) are coupled with 
finite-element modeling results that provide fastener force distributions and 
failure progressions. System reliability upper and lower bounds are 
approximated, along with their sensitivities to fastener capacity, providing 
valuable information to guide future design guidelines, for example, a lower 
number of fasteners in the field of the floor and more fasteners along the 
edges where the sheathing connects to the CFS framing.  
 
CFS Wood Sheathed Floor Diaphragms 
 
The specific sub-system under study is wood-sheathed cold-formed steel 
floor sub-systems experiencing in-plane shear demands under seismic loads. 
The components involved are: (1) OSB sheathing, (2) CFS floor joists, (3) 
CFS tracks, and (4) steel fasteners (screws) as shown in Fig. 1(b). Existing 
literature on these sub-systems are summarized in Chatterjee et al. (2014). 
Key findings are repeated here to keep this work self-contained. 
 
Only four monotonic wood-sheathed cold-formed steel floor diaphragm 
tests are reported in the literature (NAHBRC 1999). These tests indicated 
that system behavior is governed by fastener properties. Test detailing is 
shown in Fig. 2. ‘Fastener group A’ refers to fastener locations at which the 
sheets started pulling apart due to excessive flexural deformation, and 
‘Fastener group B’ refers to fasteners that pulled through the sheathing as 
diaphragm shear accumulates near the fixed edges (lateral collectors).  
 
The AISI-S100-12 commentary (AISI 2012) states that ‘the dominant 




findings from these tests (AISI (2012). Available strength in shear as 
recommended in AISI-S213-07 (AISI 2007) is based on the National Design 
Specification for wood construction (ANSI/NFoPA 1991) which assumes all 
fasteners take the same shear force demand.  Modeling described in the 
following sections demonstrate that this assumption is inconsistent with 
actual behavior. 
 
Fig. 2: Fastener failure locations in a wood-sheathed cold-formed steel 
diaphragm (adapted from (NAHBRC 1999)) 
 
Diaphragm Computational Modeling 
 
A finite element model was developed using the commercial finite element 
program ABAQUS (Dassault-Systems 2014) to predict the behavior of the 
wood-sheathed cold-formed steel diaphragm. Members, elements and lateral 
load details are described in Chatterjee et al. (2014). 
  
Joist, track and diaphragm descriptions are provided in Table 1. Joists and 
tracks are modeled as four-noded shell elements with reduced integration. 
Floor tracks are modeled as eight-noded shell elements with reduced 
integration and five degrees of freedom per node. The overall diaphragm 
size is 48 ft (14.6m) by 24 ft (7.3m) and contains smaller 8 ft (2.4 m) by 4 ft  
(1.2 m) OSB sheets connected together at seam locations by normal and 
Fastener Group A (sheets start separating 
due to excessive flexural deformations here)
Fastener Group B (fastener failure in shear initiates here)
#8 (4.2 mm)
@ 6 “ (15.25 cm)
          o.c.
#8 (4.2 mm)
@ 12 “ (31.5 cm)





















tangential constraints (see Fig. 3). The panel seams are typically staggered 
in practice, however this stagger is not modeled here for simplicity. All 
materials are assumed to be isotropic and linear-elastic.  
 
Table 1. ABAQUS model details 
 
Component 
Section details (SSMA 
2013) 
Element size 
Floor joists 1200S250-97 6 in. (152.4mm) 
Floor tracks 1200T200-97 6 in. (152.4mm) 
OSB diaphragm 0.72 in. (18.3 mm) thick 6 in. (152.4mm) 














Fasteners are spaced at 6 in. (15.25 cm) on-center along panel edges and 12 
in. (30.5 cm) on-center in the field. Floor joists are spaced at 24 in. (61 cm) 
on-center. A distributed shell edge load with a total magnitude of 4.5 kips 
(20 KN) intended to simulate a seismic base shear (Madsen et al. 2011) is 
applied to the OSB sheathing (Fig. 3). A distributed shell-edge load is 
chosen over inertial forces across the whole diaphragm to simulate the 
NAHBRC tests (NAHBRC 1999) more accurately. The boundary conditions 







Fig. 3: ABAQUS Model Schematic 
 
The fasteners are machine screws of diameter 4.2 mm (#8 screws). 
Fasteners connecting the OSB to tracks and joists are modelled as elastic-
perfectly plastic (fully ductile) springs that have stiffness in 2 mutually 
perpendicular directions (parallel and perpendicular to the applied load).  
Spring sections are chosen over connector sections that fail under resultant 
loads for computational efficiency. Post-yield difference in system 
resistance between models with spring and connector elements is found to 
be of the order of 1%. The ultimate load of each individual spring is taken 
from values recommended in Peterman and Schafer (2013).  
 
The fasteners along the left and right edges experience large shear demands 
parallel to the applied-load direction (‘Fastener Group B’ in Fig. 2). Panels 
on the tensile side of the system (away from the loaded edge) try to pull 
apart, opening the seams. Fasteners along the left and right edges (‘Fastener 
Group B’ in Fig. 2) are identified as the critical loading points in the system. 
For this study we focus on just the left edge of the top-left panel (‘Critical 
fastener set’ Fig. 3). Each fastener on this edge (total of 9 fasteners) is 
treated as a component. In reality, the whole ‘Fastener Group B’ contributes 
to system failure and the reliability treatments for this group have the same 
basic form as those discussed in this paper. 
 
System Reliability Studies  
 
The analysis of realistic structural systems consists of three major modeling 
parts: load modelling, material modeling, and system modeling. Structural 
systems or their sub-systems can exhibit two limiting cases of behavior: 
series and parallel. In a series system (Fig.4a), the failure probability (pf) of 
 24 ft.
(7.3 m)
4 ft. (1.2 m)
  48ft.
(14.6 m)
Floor joists       Seam 
boundaries
Track
  8 ft.
(2.4 m)
    Spring 
(in x and y)
        Roller support 
representing shear wall
Applied
   Load
Critical fastener




the structure is defined by the probability that any one component fails and 




where Fi represent the failure of sub-system i. The probability of failure in 
component i can be obtained in terms of the reliability index as 
                                                                                                                                                                      
(2) 
 
Where Φ() is the standard normal cumulative distribution function (CDF). 





where µRi and the µP represent the mean value of resistance and loading of 
component i respectively and σRi and the σ P represent the standard deviation 
of resistance and loading of component i respectively. The derivations 
above assume that the resistance and loading of the component are Gaussian 
variables. Appropriate transformation is required for treatment of non-
Gaussian variables. For independent components, the system reliability can 
be described as  















(a)  series system                              (b) parallel system 
 
Fig. 4: Schematic plot of series system and parallel system 
 
In a parallel system (Fig.4b), failure probability (pf) is governed by the 
failure of all components and is given by  
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The component reliability in a parallel system is the same as that in a series 
system. For a parallel system with ductile (ideal plastic) components, system 






where µRi and the µPi represent the mean value of resistance and loading of 
component i respectively and σRi and the σPi represent the standard deviation 
of resistance and loading of component i respectively.  
Parallel systems with brittle components are more complicated 
compared to parallel ductile systems, and analytical solutions for cases with 
many components are not available.  Therefore simulation-based approaches 
are used to calculate system reliability.  
 
Series system reliability analysis 
The fasteners  on the left edge of the upper left panel (‘Critical fastener set’ 
in Fig.3) are considered as a series system with nine components. The 
resistance and loading on fasteners are treated as independent random 
variables. Resistance and loading are assumed to follow log-normal 
distributions (requiring transformations to apply Equations 3, 4 and 6). 
Table 2 gives the loading and resistance statistics for the sub-system in 
which all fasteners are considered to be nominally identical. 
  
Table 2 Stochastic coefficients for fastener resistance and loading 




Demand , Pi 
(kips) 
Scaled-up Demand, 










1 0.473 0.082 0.067 0.014 0.185 0.507 
2 0.473 0.082 0.046 0.010 0.138 0.378 
3 0.473 0.082 0.048 0.010 0.143 0.392 
4 0.473 0.082 0.049 0.010 0.147 0.403 
5 0.473 0.082 0.050 0.010 0.150 0.411 
6 0.473 0.082 0.051 0.011 0.153 0.420 
7 0.473 0.082 0.052 0.011 0.155 0.425 
8 0.473 0.082 0.053 0.011 0.159 0.436 























The mean value of the loading information are taken directly from the 
ABAQUS finite-element model, based on applied loads in accordance with 
ASCE (2010); and the corresponding coefficient of variation (i.e., standard 
deviation divided by the mean) are derived in accordance with the 
provisions given in AISI (2012) and experimental results given in Peterman 
and Schafer (2013). Details of these derivations are discussed in Chatterjee 
et al. (2014).   
 
The component reliability indices calculated using Eq. 3 are shown in Table 
3. It can be seen that the minimum reliability index β for a component 
(βcomponent) is 7.24 which is far in excess of the target reliability of 3.5. 
Therefore an alternative loading scenario is studied in which the fastener 
demand loads are scaled up by a factor of 2.74.  The corresponding loads are 
given in Table 2 and the component reliability indices are shown in Table 3. 
The minimum component reliability index (βcomponent) is found to be 3.5. The 
series system reliability (βsystem) using original ABAQUS results (design 
load) and the scaled up loading are 7.24 and 3.42, respectively. System 
reliability index under scaled up load is lower, indicating a lower safety 
margin compared to the design load scenario. The scaled up loading 
increases the demand on each individual, driving down βcomponent and βsystem. 
 













1 7.24 3.50 
2 8.65 4.59 
3 8.52 4.46 
4 8.42 4.36 
5 8.35 4.28 
6 8.28 4.21 
7 8.21 4.15 
8 8.14 4.07 






Parallel ductile system reliability analysis 
Nine nominally identical fasteners (components) on the left edge of the top-
left panel (‘Critical fastener set’ in Fig. 3) are considered as a parallel 
ductile system. The same assumptions regarding distribution of resistance 
and loading on the fasteners as provided in Table 2 are used. The component 
reliability indices in the parallel system model are the same as those in 
series system. The system reliability using original ABAQUS results and the 
scaled up loading are 24.72 and 12.63, respectively. It can be observed that 
parallel-ductile system reliability index is much higher than that of series 
system, and likely highly unrealistic since fasteners do not have unlimited 
ductility. 
 
Parallel brittle system reliability analysis 
The parallel brittle system represents a compromise between the bounding 
behavior of the series and parallel ductile approximations. Direct 
simulation-based approach are used in the current study, because analytical 
solutions of component reliability and system reliability are not generally 
available. The same assumptions and distributions of resistance of fasteners 
as in Table 2 are used. The failure rule is defined as follows: each fastener 
has a stiffness factor αi and the load is distributed to each fastener with a 












                                              (6) 
 
where P is the total load, and Pi is the load distributed on component i. The 
component will fail once the load reaches its resistance, and the total load on 
that fastener will be redistributed to the remaining components following the 
initial elastic load distribution (Eq. 6). One million samples of Monte-Carlo 
simulation are used. Table 4 summarizes the system reliability results for all 
three cases. The parallel brittle system reliability estimates lie between the 
series and parallel ductile bounds.  
 










Series  7.24 3.42 
Parallel ductile  24.72 12.63 




Reliability Sensitivity Analysis 
 
The contribution of each fastener to the overall system reliability can be 
tracked through fastener reliability sensitivity analysis. The reliability 
sensitivity can be defined as the derivative of the system reliability with 
respect to the component reliability. A general solution of the fastener 
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where system and component,i represent the reliability index of the system and 
component i. Because the series system reliability index is a function of 
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where φ is the derivative of Φ. The reliability sensitivity in a parallel ductile 
system can be calculated using Eq. 9 in which sensitivity depends on faster 
reliability and mean fastener strength  
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Since there is no analytical solution for βsystem and βcomponent in a parallel 
brittle system, Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 cannot be directly used for reliability 
sensitivity analysis in the parallel brittle system. A simulation-based 
approach and the general solution of sensitivity should be used, and 
computational cost is more expensive compared to that of  a series system 
and parallel ductile system. 
 
Series system reliability sensitivity analysis 
Series system reliability sensitivity analysis is performed using the same 
information as shown in the basic system reliability calculation. Direct 
calculated and normalized sensitivity results using the ABAQUS load and 
scaled-up load are displayed in Table 5. It is observed that the reliability of 
the first fastener (upper left corner) dominates the overall system reliability, 



















1 6.73E-12 1.00E+00 3.55E-03 1.00E+00 
2 9.01E-17 1.34E-05 9.31E-06 2.62E-03 
3 2.74E-16 4.08E-05 1.75E-05 4.92E-03 
4 6.27E-16 9.31E-05 2.77E-05 7.80E-03 
5 1.22E-15 1.81E-04 4.00E-05 1.13E-02 
6 2.15E-15 3.19E-04 5.47E-05 1.54E-02 
7 3.73E-15 5.54E-04 7.40E-05 2.08E-02 
8 7.06E-15 1.05E-03 1.05E-04 2.94E-02 
9 1.20E-15 1.79E-04 3.98E-05 1.12E-02 
 
 












1 7.13E-01 1.00E+00 7.62E-01 1.00E+00 
2 6.51E-01 9.13E-01 6.39E-01 8.39E-01 
3 6.56E-01 9.20E-01 6.47E-01 8.49E-01 
4 6.59E-01 9.25E-01 6.53E-01 8.5E8-01 
5 6.62E-01 9.30E-01 6.59E-01 8.65E-01 
6 6.65E-01 9.33E-01 6.64E-01 8.72E-01 
7 6.68E-01 9.37E-01 6.69E-01 8.78E-01 
8 6.71E-01 9.42E-01 6.75E-01 8.86E-01 





Parallel ductile system reliability sensitivity analysis 
Parallel ductile system reliability sensitivity analysis is summarized in Table 
6 with direct calculated and normalized sensitivity results using ABAQUS 
loads and scaled-up loads. In the parallel ductile system, the normalized 
sensitivity of each fastener are almost on the same order of magnitude from 
the load sharing that occurs in a parallel ductile system, and the first 
fastener, being the one with minimum βcomponent , has a slightly larger impact 
to the whole system reliability. 
 
Parallel brittle system reliability sensitivity analysis 
Parallel brittle system reliability analysis has been performed. Direct 
calculated and normalized sensitivity results using scaled-up load are 
displayed in Table 7. In parallel brittle system, the first fastener has about a 
16% higher impact on the whole system reliability.   
 








1 2.33E+00 1.00E+00 
2 2.00E+00 8.57E-01 
3 2.01E+00 8.60E-01 
4 2.02E+00 8.65E-01 
5 2.02E+00 8.64E-01 
6 2.01E+00 8.63E-01 
7 2.02E+00 8.66E-01 
8 2.03E+00 8.70E-01 





Wood-sheathed cold-formed steel floor sub-systems were modeled using the 
finite element software ABAQUS, with careful treatment of boundary 
conditions and kinematics. On the basis of the finite element analysis 
results, parallel and series analytical models were developed for the most 
critical fasteners. System reliability and reliability sensitivity were evaluated 




reliability and reliability sensitivity of the overall model, which will be used 
to re-align target component reliability indices for these systems. The new 
indices can potentially be used to recommend revised resistance factors 
consistent with the target system reliability index. The revised factors are 
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Local Buckling Hysteretic Nonlinear Models for  
Cold-Formed Steel Axial Members 
 




This paper studies the energy dissipation and damage in thin walled members 
that experience local buckling and presents an approach to model cold-formed 
steel (CFS) axial members that experience local buckling deformations. The 
model is implemented in OpenSees using hysteretic models for CFS axial 
members calibrated using experimental responses. Results from thin-shell 
element simulations using ABAQUS show that energy dissipation in thin plates 
dissipates through inelastic strains and yielding that concentrates in damaged 
zones that extent approximately the length of a buckled half-wave (Lcr). 
Generally damage accumulates in one zone but when more than one damaged 
zone occurred the energy dissipation increased proportionally. The results from 
the plate simulation and experimental results from cyclic tests on axially loaded 
CFS members (previously performed by the authors) support the assumptions 
for the modeling approach presented for CFS members governed by local 
buckling. Results demonstrate the capabilities of the modeling approach to 
efficiently and accurately simulate the response of the CFS axial members 
experiencing local buckling. The model presented can be used to facilitate the 
performance assessment of cold-formed steel lateral load resisting systems (e.g., 
shear walls) under different hazard/performance levels, a capability needed for 






The steel industry has increasing interest in using cold-formed steel (CFS) for 
multi-story building construction able to withstand earthquake induced lateral 
loads. These designs require the development of analysis tools and guidelines 
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that allow safe design of actual CFS buildings. The research described herein 
supports this seismic framework development with new insight on energy 
dissipation from local buckling. 
 
Current analysis and prescriptive design procedures for CFS lateral load-
resisting systems (e.g., steel/wood sheathed CFS shear walls), provide adequate 
protection against collapse (AISI 2007a), but lack the ability to predict and 
consider design performance levels. Such procedures cannot provide 
information about system and component energy dissipation, strength 
degradation, and stiffness degradation (e.g., drag struts and boundary chord 
studs). They also neglect the resistance from other CFS components that are not 
part of the lateral-load resisting system (e.g., gravity load supporting walls).  
 
To develop proper seismic performance factors (i.e., R, Ω0, and Cd) and include 
different hazard levels in addition to collapse, it is necessary to consider ground 
motions suites, many ground motion intensities, as well as, different structural 
layouts (FEMA 2009). This in turn translates into a sizable number of analyses 
(i.e., thousands of nonlinear response history analyses) that require accurate and 
computationally efficient models to simulate cyclic responses not only of the 
CFS lateral resisting systems but also their components and connections.  
 
This paper presents a computationally efficient approach to model the cyclic 
response of cold-formed steel axial members that experience local buckling 
deformations. Energy dissipation in thin plates subjected to in-plane axial 
loading is studied to answers questions regarding how energy dissipates and 
where damage accumulates in members that experience local buckling 
deformations. The model parameters are derived based on the hysteretic energy 
dissipated and calibrated using cyclic responses from an experimental program 
conducted by Padilla-Llano et al. (2014), and implemented in OpenSees 
(Mazzoni et al. 2019).  
 
 
Local buckling hysteretic nonlinear models for CFS axial members  
 
Hysteretic models to accurately simulate CFS member axial cyclic responses 
should capture strength degradation, stiffness degradation, and pinching 
observed in typical responses such as the one shown in Figure 1a. Strength and 
stiffness degradation during cycling loading occurs due to buckling 
deformations in compression and yielding followed by tearing in tension 
(Padilla-Llano et al. 2014). Strength degradation is illustrated by the difference 
between the monotonic curve and the cyclic response envelope (Figure 1a). 
Stiffness degradation is illustrated by the difference in stiffness upon unloading 
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after buckling occurs compared to the member initial stiffness ko, (Figure 1a). 
Pinching occurs when buckling deformations straighten out during unloading 
and subsequent loading in the opposite direction. In the tests conducted by 
Padilla-Llano et al. (2014), local buckling (i.e., web buckling) with multiple 
half-waves occurred before the peak compression load (Figure 2a). After the 
peak compression, one half-wave locked around mid-height and damage 
accumulated at that location as shown in Figure 2. Energy dissipation occurs due 
to post-peak cold-bending (in compression) and tearing (in tension) at the 
damaged half-wave even after members experience considerably large 
deformations (see Figure 1b and 2).  
 
 
Figure 1. CFS axial members (a) typical P-δ response; and (b) cumulative energy dissipated. 
 
 
Figure 2. Local web buckling (a); and damaged half-wave with tearing (b). 
 
Two approaches are introduced in this paper to model the axial cyclic load-
deformation response of cold-formed steel members experiencing local buckling 
deformations: a nonlinear spring model with concentrated nonlinear axial load-
displacement (P-δ), and a nonlinear beam-column with distributed nonlinear 
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section axial load-strain (P-ε) behavior. Figure 3 illustrates both approaches for 
an axial member subjected to uniform axial loading. The underlying material 
model used in both approaches consists of a backbone curve, unloading-
reloading paths that account for pinching, and a damage model for strength and 
stiffness degradation (see Figure 3d). This formulation is based on the material 
model Pinching4 as implemented in OpenSees (Lowes 2004, Mazzoni 2009). 
 
 
Figure 3. Axial hysteretic models for cold-formed steel axial members. 
 
Spring models - concentrated nonlinearity 
The spring modeling approach uses rigid beam elements connected to nonlinear 
springs where all the nonlinear behavior concentrates. Springs are located at 
preselected locations along the modeled member length and their number and 
distribution would depend on the loading conditions. Figure 3b illustrates this 
concept where the CFS member subjected to uniform axial loading in Figure 3a 
is modeled using a spring at the top end to capture the member axial cyclic 
response. For axial loads varying along the member length, additional springs 
should be located strategically such that the member response is accurately 
modeled. Backbone curves in tension and compression are derived from 
monotonic compression and tension tests. Strength and stiffness degradation 
parameters are obtained by direct calibration of Pinching4 to match 
experimental cyclic responses and energy dissipation from the cyclic axial tests 
conducted by the authors (Padilla-Llano et al. 2014). The procedures to 
characterize and calibrate the nonlinear spring model are described elsewhere 
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(Padilla-Llano et al. 2013) and the results for the CFS axial members 
experiencing local buckling are summarized here for convenience in Table 1 and 
Table 2. 
 
Nonlinear beam-column model - distributed nonlinearity 
A nonlinear beam-column element with distributed nonlinearity is defined using 
an axial load-strain P-ε formulation to model the response at the cross-section 
level (Figure 3c). This approach allows flexible modeling of CFS members 
subjected to different axial loading conditions (e.g. non-uniform axial load) 
using the same set of parameters that define the section behavior. The 
parameters to define the cross-section P-ε behavior are derived from the 
corresponding values defining the nonlinear spring model previously described. 
The strains coordinates in the backbone P-ε for axial CFS members subjected to 
uniform axial loading is obtained by dividing the axial displacements δi in Table 
1 by the member length, thus, εi =δi/L. Parameters to model strength 
degradation, stiffness degradation and pinching do not differ from those of the 
nonlinear spring model in Table 2.  
 
Table 1. Backbone definition points for axial specimens (Padilla-Llano et al. 2013). 
Specimen(a) Py ke 
(b) δy (b) δ1/δy δ2/δy δ3/δy δ4/δy P1/Py P2/Py P3/Py P4/Py 
(kN) (kN/mm) (mm) ×10-3 
Compression 
1 600S162-33-LAM-1 71.5 143.5 0.499 526 816 2913 6000 385 427 259 188 
2 600S162-33-LAM-2 71.6 143.6 0.499 608 1110 2234 6000 416 462 298 203 
3 362S162-54-LAM-1 113.2 181.8 0.623 1017 1309 2877 6000 699 777 478 333 
4 362S162-54-LAM-2 113.3 181.9 0.623 1108 1434 2791 6000 681 756 489 331 
Tension 
5 Tension Adjusted 113.8 182.8 0.623 1128 1488 6000 8000 1044 1134 1172 872 
(a) SSMA profiles (SSMA 2011); AM=axial monotonic test; L=local buckling. 
(b) ke = AgE/L (E=203.4GPa); δy = Py/ke. 
 
Table 2. Pinching4 model parameters (Padilla-Llano et al. 2013). 
Specimen(a) 
Damage Parameters Pinching Parameters Backbone 
 Used (c) Strength  Stiffness   Compression Tension β2 β4 β2 β4 γE EM(b) rD- rF- uF- rD+ rF+ uF+ 
600S162-33-LAC-1 0.71 0.55 0.68 0.33 8.68 294 0.48 0.92 0.50 0.80 0.30 -0.10 2, 5 
600S162-33-LAC-2 0.78 0.73 0.73 0.33 8.47 293 0.48 0.92 0.50 0.80 0.30 -0.10 2, 5 
362S162-54-LAC-1 0.55 0.49 0.66 0.43 6.63 579 0.48 0.92 0.50 0.53 0.62 -0.03 3, 5 
362S162-54-LAC-2 0.56 0.46 0.62 0.32 6.49 581 0.49 0.92 0.50 0.53 0.62 -0.03 3, 5 
(a) SSMA profiles (SSMA 2011); AC=axial cyclic test; L=local buckling. 
(b) Energy in units of kN-mm; (c) Backbone curve from Table 1. 
 
Both approaches are capable of modeling CFS member axial cyclic responses 
and both have their advantages. However, to apply these models to more general 
cases (i.e., different lengths and/or boundary conditions), it is necessary to 
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explore how/where energy and damage accumulates in members experiencing 
local buckling for other conditions different than those used to derive the model 
parameters. If energy dissipation and damage accumulation occurs at one 
location as it was observed by Padilla-Llano et al. (2014), then the derived 
models can be used without further modifications. For this purpose, a small 
study, described next, was carried out to investigate the length and boundary 
conditions effects on the energy dissipation and damage accumulation in cyclic 
axially loaded thin plates.  
 
 
Energy dissipation in cold-formed steel thin plates 
 
Energy dissipation in thin plates subjected to in plane cyclic axial loading was 
studied through finite element analysis in ABAQUS (ABAQUS 2013). The 
models are implemented using S9R5 thin shell elements for two sets of plates 
summarized in Table 3, including two width to thickness ratios (h/t), and 
different lengths (multiples of half-wavelength Lcr). The out of plane 
displacement (2 direction, v=0) around the edges is restrained such that edge 
nodes are free to move in the 1 and 3 (u, w) directions and free to rotate about 
direction 3. Two boundary condition cases for the loaded edges are considered 
to simulate pinned and fixed end conditions as shown in Figure 4a. Initial 
geometric imperfections are imposed based on the fundamental elastic buckling 
mode (see Figure 4a and 4c) with magnitudes d0/t=0.17 and d0/t=0.54. These 
magnitudes respectively correspond to occurrence probabilities P(d<d0)=0.25 
and P(d<d0)=0.75 that the imperfection will be less than said value (Zeinoddini 
2012). The elastic modulus of elasticity was assumed as E=203.4GPa and 
Poisson’s ratio ν=0.3. Material nonlinearity plasticity was implemented using 
two true stress-strain (σ-ε) curves (Figure 4b) and isotropic hardening behavior. 
The plates are loaded from both ends with displacement control using the cyclic 
loading protocol for cold-formed steel members introduced by Padilla-Llano et 
al. (2014). The protocol is symmetric with steps of increasing amplitude and two 
cycles per step. Each step’s amplitude is 40% larger than the previous (i.e., 
δi=1.4δi-1). The protocol is and is anchored at the fourth step to the elastic 
displacement δe=(0.673)2PcrL/AE where Pcr is the elastic plate buckling load (see 




Figure 4. Plate model (a) geometry and boundary conditions; and (b) assumed stress-strain curve. 
 
Table 3. Simply supported thin plate analysis matrix summary. 
Specimen(a) t h Lcr L Fy Pcr
(a) Imperfection 
Magnitude (b) (mm) (mm) (mm)  (MPa) (kN) P6000 0.879 147 147 1 to 10 times Lcr, 
305 and 2740mm 
334 3.24 d0/t=0.17, 
 and d0/t=0.54 P3625 1.367 85 85 398 20.90 
(a) Plate buckling load calculated for a square plate with L=h=Lcr. 
(b) Occurrence probabilities P(d<d0)=0.25 and P(d<d0)=0.75 (Zeinoddini 2012) 
 
The axial cyclic responses obtained show elastic behavior for all cycles before 
reaching the peak compression load. At the peak compression load, energy 
dissipation starts as plastic strains concentrate at one or more locations leading 
to full cross-section and plate collapse (i.e., no load carrying capacity either in 
compression or tension). Damage accumulated in this zones that are 
approximately one half-wave (Lcr) long for all the plates analyzed irrespective of 
the plate length and generally happened at the mid-length (see, Figure 5b). This 
behavior is consistent with the results reported by Padilla-Llano et al. (2014) 
where energy dissipation and damage accumulation happened in only one 
location. Such behavior can be modeled using the approaches described in the 
previous section where nonlinear behavior is either lumped to a spring or 
averaged along the length of a member under uniform axial load. Only in four 
plates, corresponding to the longer plates with ratio h/t=62.12, fixed ends (case 2 
in Figure 4), and symmetric imposed imperfection patterns, the damaged zones 
happened closer to the loaded ends as shown in Figure 5d. Energy dissipation 








Cumulative energy dissipation is compared in Figure 6 for all lengths and for the 
two imperfection magnitudes considered. The energy dissipated was normalized 
to Pyδcr (Py=AFy, δcr=PyLcr/AE, A=th) and plotted as a function of the cumulative 
post-peak applied displacement divided the half-wave length  Σ(δ/Lcr). It can be 
seen that all the curves are grouped and therefore energy dissipation is 
independent of the plate length and is confined to a damaged zone that extends 
approximately a half-wave length Lcr. In the four long plates (L=849mm and 
2743mm) that exhibited two damaged zones close to the loaded edges as shown 
in Figure 5d, the amount of energy dissipation was about twice as much the 
plates that exhibited only one damaged zone (see Figure 6b). Thus, the amount 
of energy dissipated is proportional to the number of damaged zones developed 




Figure 6.  Cumulative hysteretic energy (HE) dissipated in cyclic axially loaded thin plates of 
various lengths: (a) width h=85mm pinned ends; (b) width h=85mm tied ends; (c) width 




The presence of two damaged zones is related to the initial geometric 
imperfection field imposed to the plates. The imperfection field imposed to the 
long plates (i.e., fundamental buckling mode) present maximum amplitudes 
towards the loaded edges. The magnitude of the imperfection (i.e., d0/t=0.17 and 
d0/t=0.54) had no effect on the amount of energy dissipated or location of the 
damage zone. The results from this plate study are consistent with the observed 
behavior and energy dissipation of cyclic axially loaded cold-formed steel 




Simulating CFS members axial cyclic response  
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The two models, nonlinear springs and the nonlinear beam-column element 
illustrated in Figure 3 are used to simulate the response of CFS axial members 
experiencing local buckling tested by Padilla-Llano et al. (2014). The spring 
model is implemented using rigid beam elements connected to zeroLength 
elements in OpenSees that is located at the loaded end as shown in Figure 7b. 
For these models, one spring will suffice and values from Table 1 and 2 are used 
directly without further adjustment that would be required for example if 
additional springs were to be placed along the member length. The nonlinear 
beam-column model is implemented in OpenSees using dispBeamColumn 
elements connected between the two end nodes (see Figure 7b). The Gauss-
Lobatto quadrature rule with seventh interpolation points, two at the element 
ends, is used for numerical integration within each element. Axial load-strain 
section behavior is implemented using values from Table 1 and 2  with εi =δi/L. 
 
 
Figure 7. Simulated and experimental response (a); spring and beam-column models (b);  
energy dissipated (c). 
 
 
Comparison between the two modeling approaches shows that both produce 
similar results as far as modeling the experimental load-deformation cyclic 
response P-δ as illustrated in Figure 7a. The root mean-squared deviation 
between the predicted load responses to the tests is between 8% and 14%. Both 
approaches show very similar energy dissipation cycle by cycle (Figure 7c) and 
the total energy dissipated is almost identical. The hysteretic energy dissipated 
by the simulated responses develop slower than the experiments as evidenced by 
Figure 7c with Emodel/Etotal=0.94 (cov=0.09) at fracture (Padilla-Llano et al. 
2013). Spring models with rigid bars have the disadvantage of displacement 
incompatibility depending on the spring arrangement that also requires 
adjustment of spring definition parameters. Using a beam-column element with 
distributed nonlinearity P-ε is a more flexible approach that permits modeling 
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for different loading conditions using the same set of parameters defining the 





This paper presented two approaches to model the cyclic axial response of CFS 
member showing that both, the nonlinear spring and the nonlinear-beam column 
models can capture the axial member cyclic response efficiently. However, 
spring models can present disadvantages such as displacement and/or rotation 
compatibility and difficulty adapting the model to different loading 
configurations such as non-uniform axial loading, or axial loading combined 
with bending. In this regard, the beam-column element with distributed 
nonlinearity P-ε is a more flexible approach that permits modeling for different 
loading conditions using the same set of parameters defining the section 
behavior. The authors continue to explore this last approach and others based on 
distributed nonlinear behavior for modeling cyclic behavior of thin-walled cold-
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